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Continuation of the expanded services of the EMBL Data 
Library (BIOT CT-910254) 

COORDINATOR-
G. CAMERON, The EMBL Data Library, Heidelberg, D 

PARTICIPANT: 
The EMBL Data Library, Heidelberg, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Since the 1970's the determination of nucleotide sequences has become 
increasingly routine. The EMBL Data Library was established in 1980 ago to build 
and distribute a database of such sequences, and continues to carry out that work 
in collaboration with partners in the USA and Japan. By the end of the contract 
the database was about 120 million base pairs, 200 times the size of its first release 
in 1982, but less than 5% of the size of a human genome. Advances in sequencing 
technology and efforts to sequence genomes require constantly developing 
database methodologies. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The goal of the project was to continue to produce the Nucleotide Sequence 
Database and cope with its rapid growth. These data were to be distributed to 
users: 
(1) by eight quarterly releases on magnetic tape and CD-ROM in the contract 

period. 
(2) using network fileservers allowing access to the latest data over networks. 
(3) by daily updates of remote copies at nodes on the EMBnet 

computer network. 
Also during the contract it was planned to improve links between databases and 
to streamline methods for inclusion of data from large scale sequencing projects. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As anticipated, increased throughput was the most striking development during the 
contract. Hardware and software developments and refined procedures allowed a 
threefold speed-up of processing procedures in the first year of the contract. The 
eight releases planned during the contract were successfully delivered. The 
database more than doubled in size to about 120 million base pairs during the con
tract. The growth is summarised in figure 1. 

A Data management 
New investments in hardware for the Data Library included the purchase of a 
database server and a number of workstations. This resulted in savings on software 
licenses and allowed better user interfaces. This, with software developments using 
a new version of ORACLE, resulted in substantial productivity improvements. 
Also much software development was concentrated on submission processing, 
allowing us to achieve automatic inclusion of submissions created with Authorln, 
and to improve procedures for matching published and submitted sequences. 
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Figure 1. Nucleotide Sequence Database growth 

B. Data Distribution 

Quarterly releases of the data were distributed on magnetic tape and on CD
ROM, which has overtaken magnetic tape as a distribution medium. New indices 
allow software to efficiently access the databases on CDROM. Also a collabora
tion with Oxford University Press allowed us to add to our CDROM several addi
tional databases described in the Nucleic Acids Research Database Supplement. 

C. Network access 

The EMBL mail server continued to be popular, with requests for data and 
programs increasing dramatically. More than 200 programs are now available. A 
useful byproduct of rapid availability of data is feedback from researchers who 
will, for example, notify us if publications contain data not yet released. 

Towards the end of the contract we added a number of new network services to 
the popular electronic mail server. An anonymous FTP server gives access to com
plete EMBL databases and software repository including the releases and weekly 
updates. Also we now offer FTP access via the Gopher protocol which simplifies 
the use of networks by hiding complexity behind a graphical user interface. Being 
part of the EMBnet Biogopher network, EMBL's Gopher provides links to other 
information resources within Europe and elsewhere. 

EMBnet continued to flourish with the 15 nodes receiving daily updates. EMBnet 
is funded under a separate BRIDGE contract. 
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D. Data from genome projects 
During the contract there was a dramatic increase in data coming from genome 
projects. In collaboration with several European projects the Data Library has 
implemented procedures to allow these researchers to load data directly into the 
database. These data are a major factor in the growth of the database. Table 1 
summarises the data received from various projects by the end of the contract. 

Entries bp 

Genexpress Genethon 
C. elegans nematode project 
S. cerevisiae yeast project 
French Arabidopsis cDNA project GDR 
Genexpress Munich 

3266 
640 
4 

903 
239 

998074 
408511 
327317 
271501 
64870 

Table 1. Data from Genome projects 

Human 

Mouse 

Xenopus laevis 
Rabbit' 

Cattle 

Drosophila 
Chicken 

Figure 2. Proportion of Nucleotide Sequence 
Database from various species. 

Although the nucleotide 
sequence database contains data 
from more than five thousand 
species (figure 2), about half the 
data come from ten species. It is 
interesting to see how this 
balance changes over time. 

E. Sequence data in patents 
Discussions with the European 
Patent Office (EPO) have 
resulted in a contract with the 
EPO providing resources for the 
database work to be done at 
EMBL. The backlog of data is 
made available by EMBL. 

F. Research and development 
1. Identifying near identical sequences — The EMBLSCAN tool which was 
developed in the Data Library has been enhanced for distribution as well as being 
incorporated into the normal production procedures of the Data Library. This 
helps to match published sequences and submissions and avoid duplicate entries 
in the database. 

2. Multiple sequence alignments — The CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment 
program was completely rewritten to produce a new program called CLUSTALV. 
New features include the ability to align old alignments with each other and the 
calculation of phylogenetic trees. 



3. EMBL-Search — A new retrieval system has been developed for the EMBL 
CD-ROM. It uses index files for lookups of entry names, accession numbers, 
keywords, species, author names and free text searches. These index files allow any 
software developer to build such retrieval tools. EMBL-Search is an Macintosh 
application developed to access the EMBL, SWISS-PROT and PROSITE 
databases using cross-references to allow users to move between databases to 
explore related information. 
4. MacPattern — The Apple Macintosh program MacPattern for the functional 
analysis of protein sequences has been improved to support block searches with 
scoring matrices derived from Henikoff s BLOCKS database and the identification 
of statistically significant sequence segments according to the maximal segment 
score method of Altschul and Karlin and, of course, the original Prosite patterns. 
5. MacT — We have integrated several algorithms into Apple Macintosh 
programs for the construction and evaluation of phylogenetic trees. 
6. Utilisation of parallel architecture — In a collaboration with John Collins in 
Edinburgh we provide a service allowing fast database similarity searches using the 
Smith and Waterman algorithm on EMBL's massively parallel Maspar computer. 

MAJOR SCHÍNTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Improvements in the efficiency of the EMBL Data Library enable it to provide 
convenient access to a comprehensive collection of data despite challenges from 
genome sequencing projects. 
Other exciting developments have included enhancements to the CD-ROM format 
and the production of software to exploit them and improved automation of inclu
sion of data from genome sequencing projects. 
The culmination of the deliberations EMBL Council on the future of the EMBL 
Data Library was the decision to found a new Outstation of EMBL — the 
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) — at Hinxton near Cambridge in the UK. 
The new Outstation will incorporate and extend the mandate of the Data Library. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
International advisory committee — The fourth meeting of the International 
Advisory Committee for Nucleotide Sequence Databases took place in Washington 
March 1991, and the fifth in Heidelberg in March 1992. The European members 
of that committee also met twice during the contract. 
GenBank/DDBJ — The collaboration with the GenBank and DNA Database of 
Japan (DDBJ) groups and data exchange between these groups continued, with 
two working meetings during the contract. At the first, in Heidelberg, the main 
topics were the feature table and detailed aspects of annotation conventions. The 
second, in Mishima, was devoted to data exchange systems being implemented 
following the transfer of GenBank to the National Centre for Biotechnology Infor
mation (NCBI). Also three EMBL staff paid working visits to NCBI to discuss 
aspects of the collaboration such as editorial standards and data exchange 
mechanisms. 
The Martinsried Institute for Protein Sequences (MIPS) — The collaboration with 
MIPS, the European partner in the PIR international protein sequence database 
continued. EMBL forwards protein coding sequences to MIPS and the protein and 
nucleotide sequence databases pursue a co-ordinated data submission policy. 
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CarbBank — A structural and bibliographical database for 
complex carbohydrates (BIOT CT-900184) 

COORDINATOR: 
K. BOCK, Carlsberg Lab., Dept. Chem., Copenhagen, DK 

PARTICIPANTS: 
J.F.G. VLIEGENTHART, Univ. Utrecht, Dept. Bio-org. Chem., Utrecht, NL 
H. PAULSEN, Univ. Hamburg, Dept. Org. Chem., Hamburg, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The CarbBank project is an international effort to supply scientists working in the 
carbohydrate field with information on complex oligosaccharide structures, mostly 
of biologically relevant compounds. Besides the three European partners, scientific 
groups in the USA and Japan are included in the collaboration. The group in the 
USA, the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center (CCRC) is also responsible for 
the development of the database management program. The Complex Car
bohydrate Structural Database (CCSD) is supervised by an international board of 
overseers, where the coordinator of the project currently is a chairman. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The CarbBank project is concerned with the establishment of the database 
(CCSD), containing published oligosaccharide structures higher than disaccharides 
with biological importance and the accompanying database management program 
CarbBank. Additionally, investigation in connecting spectroscopic information like 
XH-NMR and 13C-NMR data to the structural database is made by the estab
lishment of the NMR database SUGABASE. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Release number 9 of the CCSD contains 28.800 records of which 11.000 are 
unique oligosaccharide structures as underivatized trisaccharides and higher. 
Almost 25.000 records have been examined, about 10.500 by the European 
partners of the project and the rest by the american partners. Most of the pub
lished literature on carbohydrates up to 1993 has been included and the database 
is almost up to date. The next release CCSD will contain over 30.000 records and 
be obtainable late 94. 
The database and the management program are available either on the Data 
Repository CD-ROM among other databases distributed by the National Center 
of Biotechnology Information (NCBI), Washington, DC or on CD-ROM together 
with the protein sequence database ATLAS from the Max-Planck Institute of 
Biochemistry (MIPS) in Martinsried. Furthermore, the database is accessible over 
the Internet by anonymous FTP from a public NCBI server. 
The main focus of efforts in the period under BRIDGE was to bring the CCSD 
up to date and to make it as errorfree as possible. Therefore, records obtained 
from Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) and ISI Current Contents, respectively, 
were divided under the three European participating groups for verifying against 
the original literature and correcting, where necessary. Sufficient keywords and 
additional structures found in the articles were added to the database. A detailed 
error report was sent to the CCRC for error correction in the central database. 
Proceeding in this way the three European groups checked over 70% of almost 
10.000 records received mainly from CAS during the time under BRIDGE. Over 
1.000 additional structures were found in the articles and added to the CCSD 
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database. Roughly one in three CAS records needed some correction. These 
modifications were usually small, e.g. the replacement of alpha's or beta's, or mis
spelling in the bibliographical field. The most frequent transformation that had to 
be made was the change from free aldose to alditol or pyridylamino derivative. 
Another amount of CAS records were marked for deletion from the database, 
most often because the structure set out only was given as carbohydrate composi
tion, e.g. Man5GlcNAc2. This leads to ambiguous structures. In some cases, the 
structure from CAS could not be found in the original literature. A set of older 
unverified data (4.029 records) is still in process of verification. 
In response to the quite high number of missing structures and errors in the CAS 
data a special interim report, which documents this in a tabular form and with a 
few examples, was prepared in Hamburg and will be sent to CAS associated with 
the current correspondence. The carbohydrate structural and bibliographical data 
referred to Japanese journals (450 so far) have been extracted and combined into 
a separated file and will be sent to the Japanese curators for checking together 
with a detailed instruction list and a few relevant examples. 
The NMR database of NMR tables of carbohydrate structures (SUGABASE), 
developed in the Dutch group, has been extended, and the corresponding manage
ment program has been improved. Internally, the program has been divided into 
separate modules, to make porting to other operating systems and other computer 
platforms relatively easy. The user interface module has been replaced to enable 
the portage of SUGABASE from MS-DOS computers to the X-Window environ
ment of Silicon Graphics workstations. The database module has been modified to 
allow the use of the same binary database files on different computer platforms. 
This allows for one copy of the database files in a network environment. The trans
formation of the program into a UNIX version for Silicon Graphics workstations 
is completed and is currently being tested. A manual for this version is almost com
pleted. The manual for the MS-DOS version has been rewritten and examples 
have been added. 
By the end of January 1994 SUGABASE contained 834 'H-NMR and 380 13C-NMR 
records. The program can be obtained as a MS-DOS version and recently as a 
UNIX version, too. The database and the program are distributed on floppy disks 
or accessible over the Internet by anonymous FTP from a server at the University 
of Utrecht. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The efforts in building the CCSD have been very successful through the collabora
tion between the american and european partners; with 28.800 records, the size of 
the database is larger than anticipated and almost up to date. Actually, the 
database is well accepted by more than 900 customers worldwide and available not 
only on CD-ROM but also over the Internet by anonymous FTP. Extra CD-ROMs 
with the current release will be distributed during the International Carbohydrate 
Symposium in Ottawa in the summer of 1994. With the recently started promising 
cooperation with MIPS the first step is made to establish the linkage of CCSD to 
the protein sequence database of MIPS. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The three European partners met every six month to coordinate their efforts, 
exchange information and evaluate the progress of the project. Meetings with the 
collaborators in USA and Japan and the established international Board of over
seers (K. Bock chairman) took place every second year in connection with the 
International Carbohydrate Symposium or at more informal occasions. Usually, the 
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communication between the participating European laboratories and with the 
collaborating groups in USA, respectively is done by electronic mail, fax and phone 
and works without any problem. Furthermore, K. Bock has been member of the 
CODATA task force on databases in molecular biology to coordinate the activities 
with other databases. 
Nov. 1991 Maastricht (NL) — Symposium 'Bioinformatics in the 90V and 

BRIDGE meeting 
J.F.G. Vliegenthart, H. Paulsen, A. van Kuik, R. Stuike-Prill, A. Kleen 

Feb. 1992 Hamburg (D) — CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, H. Paulsen, R. Stuike-Prill, A. van Kuik, 
A. Kleen 

July 1992 Copenhagen (D) — CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, R. Stuike-Prill, A. van Kuik, A. Kleen, S. Doubet (CCSC), 
B. Bossenbroek CAS) 

July 1992 Paris (F) — Board of Overseers 
next to the XVIth International Carbohydrate Symposium 
K. Bock, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, H. Paulsen, P. Albersheim (CCRC), S. 
Doubet, T. Ogawa, B. Bossenbroek 

Nov. 1992 Hamburg (D) — small CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, H. Paulsen, A. Kleen 

Nov. 1992 Utrecht — small CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, A. van Kuik 

May 1993 Copenhagen (DK) — CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, H. Paulsen, R. Stuike-Prill, A. van Kuik, 
A Kleen 

Nov. 1993 Utrecht (NL) — CarbBank meeting 
K. Bock, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, H. Paulsen, A. van Kuik, A. Kleen 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
CarbBank and the Complex Carbohydrate Structure Database. R. Stuike-Prill, K. Bock, A. 
Kleen, H. Paulsen, J.A. van Kuik, J.F.G. Vliegenthart, S. Doubet, D. Smith and P. 
Albersheim, Bioinformatics (1992) 1: 12-15 
Studies on the carbohydrate chains of glycoproteins. J.F.G. Vliegenthart and Conformational 
Assessment of Glycopeptides, K Bock, R. Stuike-Prill and M. Meldal. Alfred Benzon Sym
posium 36. In: K. Bock and H. Clausen, Complex Carbohydrates in Drug Research, Structural 
and Functional Aspects, 1994. 
Individual publications 
CarbBank version 2.2 with the database CCSD.5 (1991) 
A 'H-NMR database for complex carbohydrate structures. J.A. van Kuik and 
J.F.G.Vliegenthart, Γ/GG (1991) 3: 229-230 
CarbBank version 2.3 with the database CCSD.6 (1992) 
Databases of complex carbohydrates. J.A. van Kuik and J.F.G. Vliegenthart, Trends 
Biotechnol. (1992) 10: 182-184 
A 'H-NMR database computer program for the analysis of the primary structure of com-
plexcarbohydrates. J.A. van Kuik and J.F.G. Vliegenthart, Carbohydr. Res. (1992) 235: 53-68 
CarbBank version 2.4 and the databases CCSD.7, version 2.5 with CCSD.8 (1992/1993) and 
version 2.6 with CCSD.9 (1994). 
Databases of complex carbohydrates. J.A. van Kuik and J.F.G. Vliegenthart, Trends Food ScL 
TechnoL (1993) 4: 73-77 
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A NMR spectroscopic database of complex carbohydrate structures. JA. van Kuik and 
J.F.G.Vliegenthart, Biotech Knowledge Sources (1993) 6: 3 
The structure of the carbohydrate backbone of the core-lipid-A region of 
thelipopolysacccharide from Vibrio Cholerae strain Hl l (non-Ol). E.V. Vinogradov, R. 
Stuike-Prill, K Bock, O. Hoist and H. Brade, Eur. J. Biochem. (1993) 218: 543-554 
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Protein Sequence Databank (BIOT CT-900170) 

COORDINATOR: 
H.W. MEWES, Max-Planck-Institut f. Biochemie, Martinsried, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Protein sequence data are of major importance for basic research in the biomedi
cal sciences as well as for biotechnological infrastructure. The collection and dis
tribution of protein sequences in Europe has been the subject of our work. MIPS 
is the European contributor to the international network of protein sequence 
databanks. The growing data streams from large scale genomic sequencing projects 
will further increase the work required for comprehensive annotation of the 
sequence data. Structuring the database into protein families and developing new 
concepts for organizing biological data will improve the efficiency of the annota
tion process significantly and will increase the usefulness of the database to the 
general scientific community. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The unique goals of the Protein Sequence Database are: 
1. to dynamically maintain a complete and comprehensive set of published protein 

sequences and related information in accordance with current biological under
standing 

2. to organize these data by similarity and evolutionary relationship 
3. to add biochemical information that is displayed in a consistent and comprehen

sive form. 
The Protein Sequence Database is now capable of effectively managing the 
increasing data flow from the literature and the submissions to the nucleic acid 
sequence databanks. Currently more than 70,000 protein sequences are represen
ted in the database, approximately 50% of the worldwide data input is provided 
by MIPS. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Martinsried Institute for Protein Sequences (MIPS) at the Max Planck 
Institute for Biochemistry has developed resources to support data collection and 
distribution as part of the tripartite collaboration of the Protein Sequence 
Databanks (PIR-International). The work, funded by the BRIDGE project, con
centrated on the development of the Protein Sequence Database, particularly on 
the standardization of its annotation and on its distribution on networks. 
Sequences in the Protein Sequence Database are derived from publications in 
books or scientific journals or from author submissions to the sequence databases. 

(i) Database Progress 
During the report period, the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database 
increased by 242% to 64,760 sequences by release 39.0, Dec. 1993. The growth is 
exponential with a doubling time of 2.4 years. This contrasts to doubling times of 
3.5 years for both SwissProt and SEQDB (Protein Research Foundation, Osaka) 
during the same period. PIR-International is both the largest and fastest growing 
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protein sequence collection available. These figures testify to the success of the 
project. A major effort focused on the development of annotation strategies, the 
key problem of sequence data processing. A formally-defined conceptual database 
schema (as represented by a revised format, C02), designed to facilitate consistent 
full annotation2, was developed and the initial steps for implementation of an 
object-oriented database system have been taken. The new schema and the incor
poration of database components into an object-oriented database system will 
allow the implementation of a truly distributed database operating between the 
centers in Washington and Martinsried; eventually, it will be extended to the node 
in Tokyo. 

Services provided have been extended. The database is currently distributed on 
CD-ROM for VMS, Alpha-VMS, ULTRIX, SUN-OS, Macintosh and MS-DOS 
systems, including the ATLAS software for concurrent access to multiple 
databases. 

(ii) A database of sequence similarities 
The development of an exhaustive database of sequence similarities (FASTA 
database) was completed. Concurrent updating of this data set and the Protein 
Sequence Database allows immediate access to the closest relatives of any 
sequence in the database. The FASTA database has proven to be extremely useful: 
both for the scientific evaluation of the data and for daily use by the annotation 
staff. It serves as a basis for the classification of sequences and for their annota
tion. It also provides a facility for unbiased statistical analysis of database growth. 

Every protein sequence added to the sequence collection is compared with all 
other sequences available and the results are stored. While it is possible to run 
such comparisons on demand, without a mechanism to ensure concurrency, the 
results become outdated quickly and of limited value. The FASTA database system 
solves this problem by saving the results in compressed form and incrementally 
updating them as new or modified data are incorporated into the sequence collec
tion. The database is updated weekly and currently contains (March 1994) 140,000 
entries. FASTA results are also stored for preliminary data in preparation for 
inclusion into the PIR-International database. 

(iii) Progress in the annotation of protein sequences 
Standarization of data and tools to control data processing and data flow are 
required to maintain correct, complete, and comprehensive data sets, such as the 
protein sequence database. 
A comprehensive protein sequence database must provide 
— reliable sequence data 
— complete coverage of available protein sequence data 
— high quality annotation: the biological information associated with a protein 

sequence should be complete and consistent 
— organization of the data: data should be represented in a well-defined form that 

is suitable for database operations 
Defined lists of terms were compiled and their usage in the database was made 
consistent with these lists for the following classes of data: 
Species names 
The taxonomy list, is applied to the source field of the database entries. 
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Enzyme names 
The nomenclature of the Enzyme Commission is employed. The correspondence 

between EC number and 'recommended protein name' is monitored for all entries 
in the database. 
Non-enzyme protein names 
In contrast to the enzyme names, no nomenclature for non-enzyme proteins exists. 
To achieve standardization for non-enzyme protein names, lists of approved, 
undecided, and inadmissible names have been compiled. 
Keywords 
A list of selected keywords has been developed. Major releases of the database 
contain only valid keywords. Keywords yet missing in entries are continuously 
being added. Since keyword lists do not describe the application of individual 
keywords, a set of rules is being developed to describe the relation between the 
set of defined keywords and the properties of proteins. 

Superfamily names 
The list of superfamily names has been generated and all entries are checked for 
the occurrence of new or invalid superfamily names. Major releases contain valid 
superfamily names. 

Features 
All features have been standardized during the report period. To facilitate the 
annotation of features, the database is being organized into protein families using 
multiple sequence alignments. Directed efforts to spread features, keywords, and 
other associated information among homologous proteins will be initiated shortly. 

(iv) Progress in protein classification 
One limitation in using the present PIR database is the lack of a complete 
sequence classification: only 12% of the sequences contained in the Protein 
Sequence Databank have been classified formally. The remaining sequences are 
gathered in PIR2 (partially annotated) and PIR3 (preliminary entries). The artifi-
cal separation into the datasets annotated and unannotated entries will be 
removed. 

To achieve this goal two sets of procedures have been developed: 
— Semi-automatic introduction of multiple sequence alignment and sequence 

database search results into the PIR-International protein sequence classifica
tion 

— Automatic classification of sequences according to established classification 
rules56% of the dataset have been classified. 

(v) Data distribution on wide area networks 
In 1992, MIPS began contributing actively to the EMBnet. Established as a special 
node, MIPS forwards incremental updates of the protein sequence database to the 
network of European national nodes. 
There are two important considerations in the development of an effective strategy 
for large-scale database access. 
— The scale of the demand for access to macromolecular sequence databases 

places severe loads on computer and network resources at centralized sites. 
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— The user community exhibits a broad range of needs that will not likely be 
satisfied by a single centralized site that can provide only a limited class of 
database access interfaces. 

MIPS has developed a prototype system for propagating incremental database 
updates, with complete synchronization, across a network of satellite sites to address 
this problem 46. The remote satellites are organized in a directedgraph topology 
that can be optimized to balance the load on any particular node or network link 
in the configuration. Multiple propagation paths buffer the system against 
individual nodal failure and preserve the integrity of the global network. The dis
tribution protocol is independent of the database application running at individual 
nodes; hence, the distribution system can support a diverse set of remote sites 
providing a wide variety of different services. Because complete synchronization is 
assured, nodes can operate cooperative, compatible services. For example, one site 
may operate a specialized sequence database or pattern recognition service while 
another may provide a textual query language interface. Users can access both sites 
and in combination benefit from both broad ranging and specialized services. 

This capability is made possible by adopting a layered architecture that insulates 
the network, data distribution, and application software layers from one another 
making them formally independent. Application layer software developers may 
focus exclusively on the application, while being guaranteed complete and reliable 
access to the data store. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE BREAKTHROUGHS 

Regular production of a timely comprehensive data set of protein sequences on 
CEROM, magnetic media and electronic networks. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

A number of cooperative efforts have been undertaken with European labs, par
tially in conjunction with the BRIDGE Yeast Sequencing Project. MIPS serves 
European laboratories by providing the most uptodate protein sequence data 
collection, distributing that data, providing training in sequence data analysis, and 
providing user support. As part of a collaboration with the EMBL Data Library, 
the latest nucleic acid sequence data collected are forwarded to MIPS. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Barker W.C., George D.G., Mewes H.W. and Tsugita A; The PIRInternational Protein 
Sequence Database', Nucleic Acids Res. (1992) 20: 20232026 
Barker W.C., George D.G., Mewes H.W., Pfeiffer F., Tsugita Α.; 'The PIRInternational 
database', Nucleic Acids Res. (1993) 21: 30893092 
George D.G., Orcutt B.C., Mewes H.W., and Tsugita Α.; 'An ObjectOriented Sequence 
Database Definition Language (SDDL)', Protein Sequences and Data Analysis (1994) 5: 357
399 
Heumann, K.; 'Spezifikation und Implementierung einer Datenverteilinfrasturktur für 
Proteinsequenzdatenabanken', Diploma Thesis, Univ. of Munich (1992) 
Heumann, Κ, Mewes, H.W., and George, D.G.; 'A new concept of sequence data distribution 
on wide area networks', Computer Applications in the Biosciences, submitted, (1994) 
Mewes, H.W., Doeltz, R., and George, D.G.; 'Sequence databases: an inevitable source for 
biotechnological research', Journal of Biotechnology (Special issue on genome research/ 
molecular biotechnology), in press, (1994) 
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The promotion of EMBnet: computer network for 
bioinformatics in Europe (BIOT CT-910273) 

COORDINATOR-
C. SACCONE, CSMME-CNR, Bari, I 

PARTICIPANTS: 
H. ULLITZ-MÖLLER, Aarhus University, DK 
J.C. ROOS, University of Helsinki, SF 
G. CREMER, Université René Descartes, F 
S. SUHAI, DKFZ, D 
A. BLEASBY, Daresbury Laboratory, GB 
C. SAVAKIS, Inst, of Mol. Biol, and Biotech., GR 
J.H. NOORDIK, University of Nijmegen, NL 
E. PAULSSEN, Biotechnology Centre Oslo, N 
J.M. CARAZO, C.S.I.C, E 
G. MAGNUSSON, Uppsala Biomedical Centre, S 
R. DÖLZ, Biozentrum Basel, CH 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Bioinformatics is a rapidly growing science and an ever wider variety of skills and 
expertises (scientific and technical) are needed to assure Europe is competitive 
and well served in this field. EMBnet (European Molecular Biology Network) was 
constituted in 1988 during a meeting at the EMBL Data Library in Heidelberg 
with the purpose of creating an infrastructure for molecular biology-based bioinfor
matics in Europe, including both service and research activities. It was established 
as a computer network for, and formed by, the European molecular biology and 
related research communities. It would provide an international support and inter
action group for national and specialist nodes which themselves serve different 
communities of European researchers. EMBnet, presently draws on 24 centres, 
which accounts for a wide net of talent upon which to rely. 

EMBnet was indeed conceived to be a 'laboratory without walls' where the various 
skills available in Europe would come to profit the entire bioinformatics com
munity. As such it accommodates the different demands and needs of the national 
and scientific communities it represents. By its physical presence across the com
munity, it provides for rapid interaction with users, in their own language and 
against their own local background, but it also concentrates these opinions into 
common policies. In addition, EMBnet is an evolving service, with its scientific 
focus centred on, but not solely confined to, providing databases, software and 
related technical and educative support to nucleotide and protein sequence and 
structure databases. EMBnet is thus able to serve the rapidly expanding demands 
on bioinformatics, and can, through its diversified structure, react to accommodate 
these changes as they occur by attracting new nodes or linking with other services 
as the needs arise. 

As EMBnet's users require more than EMBL Data Library output alone, the 
group is already exploring how best to offer other data services to its members. 
EMBnet users require closer ties to expertise present at each node which can help 
them make the best use of the international array of data now available. 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Against this background, obtaining the data is perhaps no longer a major problem, 
but the data has to be linked, manipulated and integrated into R&D targeted pro
jects and the closer the ties between experts and user the better. EMBnet seeks 
to provide the total European Bioinformatics Community with a technical and 
intellectual infrastructure, access to biological data and programmes, and support 
for biocomputing research. EMBnet endeavours to ensure that national nodes, 
receiving data from commonly agreed international sources, operate in harmony to 
make this information available to their national users in the best available man
ner. The experiences and benefits gained in one country can thus be enjoyed by 
others. 

EMBnet works through training, executing agreed R&D, and informing new users 
through promotional tools of what the field needs and has available. All these 
activities are carried out by teams drawn from EMBnet nodes devising, bidding for, 
judging on and executing, defined programmes and projects. To formalise the pro
cedures used in judging such projects, the group produced their own 'Guidelines 
for Funding Proposals' which has led to a secure peer-reviewed infrastructure 
structure. 

Initially the total programme centred upon improving the transfer and access of 
the databases produced by EMBL. Then, as more general data and databases 
appeared, and new problems facing the use of the data emerged, new project areas 
were developed. In view of this 'shifting scenario' EMBnet did not lay down hard 
and fast rules for research areas. 35 titled projects (see Tab. 1) were carried out 
and their major achievements are reported in 'Major scientific breakthroughs'. The 
results of these activities have formed the basis for better general EMBnet serv
ices. Not all of these are 'node-dependent' and many have a far reaching impact 
on the bioinformatics communities outside EMBnet. EMBnet's 'Institute without 
Walls' structure allows indeed questioners from anywhere within the molecular 
biology community to call any node and ask for support and advice. 

EMBnet's proven goal is to provide an infrastructure for, especially, molecular-
biology-based bioinformatics in Europe. To continue to do this, EMBnet requires 
a formal structure. A number of long-term legal structures were researched before 
the membership agreed, at the 7th Meeting Basel, October 1993, to become a 
Stichting registered under Dutch law. This registration took place on March 17th 
1994. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the purposes of this report, EMBnet's activities have been divided into: R&D, 
Training, and Organisation. 

A The R&D Programme: 
Bioinformatics is a young and evolving discipline; and a large number of 'problems' 
and 'needs' appear in relation to daily experience. Initially, the programme centred 
upon improving the transfer and access of the databases produced by the EMBL 
Data Library. As the programme progressed, other projects were added to the 
activities. Generally, as more general data and databases appear, and more 
detailed coordinates and measurements of the subject matter is achieved, clearer 
paths of applied research with regard to the better utilisation of these data become 
visible. 
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EMBnet project appraisal allows submissions in a variety of areas, as shown in the 
list of projects reported in Table 1. The descriptions of these projects have to be 
read with the time frame in mind — many projects were started early in the grant 
period and led to further activities. The EMBnet membership is very pleased with 
the results attained: all the accepted projects were completed successfully. 

The results of these activities have formed the basis for better general EMBnet 
services. Not all of these are 'node-dependent' and many, such as Network Data 
Transfer Protocol (NDT), the Sequence Retrieval System (SRS), and the Extended 
EMBL Keyword project have a far reaching impact on the bioinformatics com
munities outside EMBnet. 

EMBnet is clearly a collection of nodes each of which has a national or special 
mandate. As the programme matured, it became clear that the group could share 
resources as well as expertise. The EMBnet User Interface Menu System and the 
establishment of a central service (the Biocellerator) for all EMBnet nodes to 
access and test were first steps in what is expected to be a continuing plan to make 
even better use of national resources at a European level. 

B. Training: 
Any new discipline requires training. Bioinformatics, with its reliance upon com
puter and information technologies is especially dependant upon well trained per
sonnel — often across disciplines — and many nodes give a series of courses based 
upon their own services. 

The EMBnet nodes hold local courses according to their own schedules. Some 
countries, such as Denmark, hold these on a bi-weekly schedule and even the 
small, young nodes, can show an impressive number of students attending (e.g. the 
Belgium node, in its initial start-up phase, has been training more than 100 
students per annum and this number is set to increase). 

The EMBnet's training committee has built upon this core activity and organised 
a large number of international bioinformatics courses. These have usually been 
held in a national node, often based at least partially in the local language. A basic 
EMBnet Bioinformatics course, aimed at 'starting students in bioinformatics' has 
also been developed whose structure can be used by other nodes anxious tö start 
users off on the right foot. This course, consisting of 2 weeks intensive hands-on 
training, has been held twice in conjunction with ICGEB at their node in Trieste 
Italy. In addition to these core courses, specialist courses are increasingly essential. 
These have varied from 'The use of Internet' to 'The use of specialised software 
in molecular modelling'. In the last few months of the programme the EMBnet 
Spanish node ran a course with the support of EMBnet members and money which 
was advertised internationally, as the awareness of the field and the role of 
EMBnet within it (for the full list of Training courses, see Tab. 1) 

To maintain quality and to identify areas for improvements, all courses have been 
critically evaluated by both the givers and the takers, and are being constantly 
improved. These activities have shown that a number of EMBnet personnel are 
excellent educators. 

C. Organisation: 
(see Tab. 1 for relevant funded actions). 
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Table 1: EMBnet activities funded through BRIDGE grant 
Date 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Title of proposal 

March 1992 

January 1993 

January 1993 
December 1993 

December 1993 

October 1991 

March 1992 

June 1992 

June 1992 

October 1992 
September 1993 

December 1993 
September 1993 

October 1991 

October 1991 

March 1992 

March 1992 

June 1992 

June 1992 

June 1992 

October 1992 

Proposer 

Hiring of a manager 

EMBnet/BRIDGE brochure 

Project manager 
Public Relations and Promo
tion of EMBnet 
Establishing EMBnet as a 
Stichting 
Three workshop meetings on 
conferencing and access to 
remote services 
Annual EMBnet business 
meeting 
Travel grant for Network 
Services Conference 
Travel expenses of the Steer
ing Committee 
EMBnet meeting 
EMBnet meeting 

Node visits 
Travel grant for Internet 
Engineering Task force 
Networking data distribution 

Acquisition of Multinet TCP/ 
IP software 
Investigation and prototype 
development of 'next genera
tion' sequence database 
Interactive remote access to 
high performance computing 
resources for sequence 
analysis 
Protein sequence data dis
tribution on Wide Area 
networks 
Contribution for network 
services 
EMBnet menu system 

Gopher access to FTP sites 

Funding area 

Scientific coor
dinator 
Manager/ Coor
dinator 
Steering Committee 
Steering Committee 

Steering Committee 
& Coordinator 
EMBL 

Dutch node 

EMBL 

Manager 

Portugese node 
Swiss node & 
Hoffman-La Roche 
— special purpose 
node 
Greek node 
Swiss node 

EMBL — special 
purpose node 
Swedish node 

Swedish node 

Edimburgh, UK 
node, EMBL — 
special purpose 
node 
MIPS — special 
purpose node 

Swiss node 

Dutch node 

Finnish node 

Management 

Management 

Management 
Management 

Management 

Meeting 

Meeting ι 

Meeting 

Meeting 

Meeting 
Meeting 

Meeting 
Meeting 

Networking 

Networking 

Research & 
Development 

Networking 

Networking 

Networking 

Technical 
development 
Networking 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 
33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
37. 

38. 

39. 

October 1992 

January 1993 

January 1993 

December 1993 

December 1993 

December 1993 

December 1993 

December 1993 

March 1992 

June 1992 

October 1992 
October 1992 

October 1992 

October 1992 

October 1992 
January 1993 

December 1993 

December 1993 

Release of data manipulation 
software 
Extension of the scope and 
query capability of SRS 
Setting up TCP-protocol 
transfer to Heraklion 
WWWyXMOSAIC Project 

NDT protocol on nodes not 
yet included in network 

EMBnet Bioaccelerator Serv
ices 
HASSLE protocol on nodes 
not yet included in network 
Running HASSLE on PCs 

Genes, proteins and Com
puting conference 
Practical course on genome 
information 
Visiting scientists 
Proposal to make a place 
available to an EMBnet usei 
with travel and accommoda
tion funded on the comput
ing courses of the UK 
Human Genome Mapping 
Project. 
Madrid training cour-
seSpanish node 
Proposal for 5 day course on 
molecular sequence analysis 
to be held at Istituto di Tec
nologie Biomediche Avan
zate, CNR, via Ampere 56, 
20131 Milano, Italy, 14-18 
December 1992 
Vienna training course 
Trieste training course 

Basic User Training Course 
Trieste and Knowledge 
Exchange 
Madrid Training course 
'Frontiers in Bioinformatics' 

Swiss node 

EMBL — special 
purpose node 
Swedish & Greek 
nodes 
Finnish node 

Swedish 
nodeResearch & 
Development 
Dutch node 

Swiss node 

Norwegian node 

UK node 

EMBL — special 
purpose node 
Dutch node 
HGMP — special 
purpose node 

Training 

HGMP — special 
purpose 

Austrian node 
ICGEB — special 
purpose node 
ICGEB — special 
purpose node 

Spanish node 

Research & 
Development 
Research & 
Development 
Technical 
exchange 
Research & 
Development 

Research & 
Development 
Research & 
Development 
Research & 
Development 
Training 

Training 

Training 
Training 

Training 

Training 
Training 

Training 

Training 

EMBnet has undergone a series of changes during its 5 years of existence. These 
changes have taken place as the group has matured, and seen fit to define its own 
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role and structure. EMBnet, at the start of this BRIDGE project, was a collection 
of nodes doing little more than receiving and making available EMBL data. The 
BRIDGE grant gave the group the opportunity to develop further, to examine 
what the needs of the community were and how these could be met. 
At the start of this grant, EMBnet organised itself under a 'Consortium Agree
ment' agreeing to support the BRIDGE project and each other through a Letter 
of Agreement issued by the Scientific Coordinator of the project. In this structure 
EMBnet was still, in fact, only a 'transient grouping' but, during the first two years 
of the grant, it became evident that a clear role for EMBnet had evolved and that 
a more formal, long-term, structure allowing EMBnet to become self-governing 
and fund-seeking was required. 
It was also clear that EMBnet would, and should, continue to grow. New nodes, 
new users, and new expertises were and are joining the user community. The 
BRIDGE project had clearly illustrated the need for more formal management 
and administration and so, in 1992, the group elected a Steering Committee to 
assist and support the Scientific Coordinator in the daily running of the project. 
This group consisted of Alan Bleasby (Daresbury Laboratory), Robert Harper 
(University of Helsinki), Jan Noordik (CAOS-CAMM, University of Nijmegen) 
and Chris Sander (EMBL), and was assisted by a part-time executive manager (J. 
Franklin (Manager of ASFRA BV taking over from A. Kroon (AL BV, Clinical 
test Manager, who had assisted C. Saccone until December 1992). 
Starting at the 5th EMBnet Business Meeting, a number of long-term options for 
forming a stable, legal, structure were initiated. Options such as a Company limited 
by Guarantee, a European Economic Interest Group, and a Foundation, in the 
form of a Dutch Stichting were researched and the membership agreed, at the 7th 
Meeting Basel, October 1993, to adopt the latter structure. The last six months of 
the grant period have resulted in the legal papers being drawn up and agreed so 
that, as of March 1994, EMBnet is legally known as The EMBnet Stichting. 
In parallel with these developments, the membership had organised itself into a 
series of Working Committees, with the Steering Committee, aided by an 
Executive Manager, being responsible for the daily execution of EMBnet's 
activities. The direction and form of EMBnet is decided by the full membership, 
currently 24 nodes, meeting annually to decide such issues. Each committee is 
responsible for a set number of tasks or actions. 
Some are ad hoc, for instance to prepare the content of the EMBnet Brochure, 
but others, such as the group dealing with Training, are semi-permanent and con
sist of members who have professed an interest in the subject concerned. 
EMBnet maintains a number of electronic news and information groups. The node 
managers are formally linked through the EMBnet ADM grouping and, with the 
formation of the European Bioinformatics Institute, a new grouping EMBnet-EBI 
has been formed. A number of EMBnet members monitor and select, and re
mount, material from the international groups. In this way the group is kept fully 
up-to-date with the field and with relevant developments. 

D. Conclusions 
EMBnet will continue to do what it does well. Plans for further training, for 
applied R&D, for better promotion and for the further support of bioinformatics 
in academia and industry are well advanced. Discussions with the EBI (whose 
recent statements make it clear that they, too, see a complementary role for the 
two organisations) are under way to establish even better collaboration and service 
in the coming years. Discussions with other database producers are taking place. 
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EMBnet nodes are also supplying staff to support and guide the many committees 
and related activities covering European networks. The biology market is now a 
major network. EMBnet has established contacts with he various European and 
International organisations examining these needs. 
Now that EMBnet has a formal structure, it will actively seek new members and 
new outlets for information. 
The BRIDGE project 'The promotion of EMBnet: computer network for bioinfor
matics in Europe' has, in our opinion, succeeded. EMBnet has a structure, has 
produced many excellent solutions to perceived needs and is now ready to (»ac
cessible 'pool of talent' for the future. 

MAJOR SCHSNTDTIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Seven funding calls were held throughout the grant period to select R&D 
proposals at the various nodes. All proposals were subjected to a refereeing proce
dure before a decision was made. Many projects were accepted after revision. 
The following projects can account for major achievements in the course of 
BRIDGE grant in the light of their contribution to the development of bioinfor
matics. 

A. Design and development of an improved mechanism for data exchange on 
EMBnet based on RFC977 (NNTP). 

The proposal financed a contract between the EMBL node on EMBnet and a com
puter scientist/programmer, to improve the existing mechanisms for data transfer 
on EMBnet; mainly concentrating on the exchange of sequence data. 
The transmission of new sequence data from EMBL to the national nodes each 
night via DECnet/X25 and TCP-IP/Internet is at present the main endeavour of 
the EMBnet project, and therefore reliable data transfer is crucial for the success 
of EMBnet in general and for the national nodes if they are viewed as remote 
copies of the EMBL database. The existing procedures which control data transfer 
were developed at EMBL. Although they include simple checks for successful data 
transmission, they cannot fully guarantee to synchronise the data collections at 
EMBnet nodes with the master data collection at EMBL, and a fair amount of 
human intervention is required to keep the copies of the database in sync. The 
current procedures do not propagate deletions of entries and entry name changes, 
and they cannot efficiently cope with poor connections. Additional complications 
arise from the fact that the EMBnet concept envisages the redistribution of data 
to customers of the national services. 
The current procedures are too specific to support this notion. Database entries 
can be seen as a special kind of 'news items', which is at least true for the current 
flat file format. A standard already exists for the exchange of news items: the 
Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP), described in RFC977, is the de facto 
standard for transmitting news items on the Usenet logical network. The NNTP 
protocol describes how server and clients cooperate to keep lists of news items in 
sync at remote places. 
Thus, NNTP seems to be a good starting point for the development of an EMBnet 
data transmission protocol. 
Genbank has recently started to exploit the NNTP protocol and the Usenet news 
system for the distribution of new sequence database entries. In contrast to the 
EMBnet philosophy, it is the responsibility of the recipients of GenBank sequence 
news items to use the received messages to keep their local database in sync with 
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the master database. Therefore, for EMBnet purposes it does not seem to be 
appropriate to simply copy this approach and to create kind of 'EMBL newsgroup'. 
Instead, research is necessary to solve the problems of synchronising the master 
database at EMBL and the remote copies at the EMBnet nodes. 
The NNTP protocol is currently mainly used in conjunction with newsreader 
software such as ANU NEWS, news, etc. The functionality of these programs is 
not required for an EMBnet data exchange mechanism. The basic requirements 
for a server and a client (which of course do not have to be separated programs) 
are to keep two lists of database entries at remote sites in sync and to deliver newly 
received data in an appropriate form. In view of the diversity of hardware plat
forms used by the EMBnet nodes it is desirable to write code which is not depend
ent on operating system-specific features. Sequence data received by national 
nodes are further manipulated in very different ways, depending on the local 
database management and sequence analysis software which makes use of it. It is, 
therefore, necessary to develop standards for interfacing the EMBnet data dis
tribution mechanism to software which acts on the delivered data. 

B. Interactive Remote Access to High Performance Computing Resources for 
Sequence Analysis 

The Biocomputing Research Unit at Edinburgh University has developed an 
extensive series of programs for sequence database analysis, making use of the 
AMT Distributed Array Processor ('DAP'; see, e.g., Collins,J.F. and Coulson, 
A.F.W. 'Significance of Protein Sequence Similarities' in Methods in Enzymology 
(1990) 183, pp 474-487). The DAP provides the most cost-effective architecture for 
many sequence analysis algorithms, and we believe that the DAP is the only 
machine world-wide on which exhaustive searches of the entire sequence databases 
using the Needleman-Wunsch-Sellers algorithms are run routinely. DAP's running 
this software have also been installed at ICRF in London and as part of the com
puting resource of the UK Human Genome Project. Versions of these programs 
can be run remotely by dispatching electronic mail in a simple format to an 
automatic mail server process on the Edinburgh Sun which hosts the DAP, and this 
facility is used by a large number of groups in the UK (under the auspices of the 
UK EMBNet node at Daresbury), elsewhere in Europe, and in the rest of the 
world. However, this mode of access is non-interactive and can practicably be 
made to support only the simplest applications of the database search software. We 
are now seeking support for the development of an interactive front-end to the 
DAP facilities in order to allow access to the full power of these programs from 
the EMBNet area Ideally this front-end should provide a client for remote X-
windows servers. We anticipate that this should now be straightforward to imple
ment within the UK but our commitment is to provide a system which will be 
accessible very widely within EMBNet. A preliminary study will therefore be 
needed to establish whether this level of interaction is practicable throughout 
Europe, and if it is not, to specify software which can be used. 

The preliminary study and software specification will be made by Andrew Coulson 
and John Collins, in consultation with Alan Bleasby and Peter Stoehr. If necessary, 
visits will also be made to other EMBNet sites in this phase, which will be com
pleted by June 1992. Software specified will be written under contract by a 
graduate computer scientist/programmer, in a period of up to eight weeks in the 
summer of 1992. This work will be done under the supervision of Andrew Coulson 
in Edinburgh. Daresbury(Alan Bleasby) and EMBL (Peter Stoehr) will act as test 
sites for the software. Training in the use of the software will be provided by visits 
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by Andrew Coulson or John Collins to appropriate EMBNet node sites in the 
second half of 1992 and early in 1993. 

C. Investigation of design and prototype development of the 'next generation' 
sequence database. 

The current generation of sequence databases are based on files, not databases. 
There are several reasons for this: first, application programmers have not had 
access to expensive database software, and secondly, biological data does not fit 
very well into record-oriented models of relational database management systems. 
Relational databases are also too slow for interactive design applications that need 
to extract a hierarchy involving many joins. There has also been little motivation 
for concurrency and shared data in the past. The next generation databases will 
need to support both team productivity, collaborating authoring, the speed of 
interactive applications and also some sort of standardization. 
With the emergence of object database technology, it has become possible to 
handle the data types biological database applications require, and to do this with 
a performance comparable to that of their single-user file based predecessors. 
It is important that access to these databases can easily be performed with 
languages such as Fortran or C and not only with object oriented languages such 
as C + + or Smalltalk. 
For many years, EMBL has had a relational database which they have retained for 
internal use only. Genbank, meanwhile, has developed a relational database which 
they are currentiy distributing to satellite sites all over the world with daily updates. 
Uppsala is one of the first Genbank satellites in Europe. This now complements 
the data distribution which for many years has occurred by EMBnet. 
Dr. Rainer Fuchs has received funds from EMBnet to investigate the next genera
tion of data distribution protocols. It was agreed that a general protocol to transfer 
object oriented data should be investigated. 
There is no need for EMBnet to invest resources in developing a new relational 
database system, but instead focus on what comes next. We think that this fits very 
well in with Dr Fuchs project and eventual extensions from it. After the 
investigatory phase, the implementation can easily be arranged as a collaborative 
project. 
There is of course the possibility that a hybrid relational/object oriented approach 
would be the most powerful, although the cost of software may be prohibitive. 

D. Collaborative Project for the Design and Development of an EMBnet User 
Interface or Menu System 

EMBnet nodes have been defined to fulfil requirements on database access, 
network services and data distribution and user support. This last task has been 
very well documented by Dr. A. Bleasby et. al in a SERC document 'Improving 
Front-line User-Support: Proposals for Greater Efficiency, in Computational 
Molecular Biology', 1991. 
In this document three major problem areas facing molecular biologists using com
putational methods are identified. 
1. The difficulty of program choice owing to the fast- changing, somewhat struc

tureless array of software from which to select. 
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2. Confusion in executing the software: this is partly due to the low priority given 
by some program writers in providing intuitive program interfaces. 

3. Difficulties encountered in specifying program parameters. 
These often reveal an insufficient understanding by the user of how to apply a 
method, i.e., the molecular biology, embodied in the program. Particularly the first 
two problems, and to some extent the third one, can be solved by providing the 
molecular biologist with intuitive interfaces to the software and the databases and 
to the (software) utilities needed to provide network services. We propose to 
develop such an interface; a General Menu System. 
A recent survey of end-user equipment of molecular biologists in The Netherlands 
has shown (and one expects a similar situation at end-user sites of other Regional 
EMBnet nodes) that a vast majority of molecular biologists is still using character 
oriented hardware as a terminal facility (mainly of the PC/emulator type with serial 
line connections). Despite the proliferation of workstations (including ether-netted 
PC's or Macintoshes) this situation is not expected to change drastically in the 
coming 4 year period. Moreover, wide area network performance (over a whole 
country or region) both at the national and the European level in EMBnet, is 
currently not such that it can support 'massive' graphics oriented (e.g. X ) data 
interchange between end-users and Regional EMBnet nodes, ruling out the 
general usage of graphical user interfaces. 
The problems faced by the molecular biologist with his terminal hardware and con
fusing array of programs and databases, as well as the network performance, urge 
the development of a (character based) general user interface. The importance of 
such an interface has since long been recognized among the EMBnet nodes. 
Appendix B-3 of the Crete Meeting (May 10/11, 1991) prepared by Dr. R. Doelz 
summarizes in paragraph 3.2.3 the situation at that point in time and action is 
suggested but has never been taken in a collaborative fashion. Now (Dec. 1992) 
the conclusion of paragraph 3.2.3. of the report can be re-phrased into: Menu 
systems based on SMG$ (VAX VMS) and CURSES (Unix) CAN efficiently be used 
on most IP connections in EMBnet. Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's) based on the 
X-Windows Interface CANNOT currently be used on these connections. 
To improve user support at EMBnet nodes, this proposal describes a collaborative 
project for the development of an EMBnet GENERAL MENU SYSTEM 
(EMBnet GMS) which will cover the major EMBnet node software functionality. 
In particular emphasis should and will be placed on guided access to multiple 
program collections and databases, to networking navigation tools like Gopher, 
WAIS e-mail, NEWS etc., and to intelligent HELP for molecular biology applica
tion programs. 
This has been a major project seen as key to the future unfolding of EMBnet as 
a series of nodes that can interact and support each other, possibly evolving to the 
point where users transfer 'transparently' across the network. 

E. Extension of the Scope and Query Capability of SRS. 
SRS (Sequence Retrieval System) is an information indexing and retrieval system 
presently designed for libraries with a flat file format. It allows a user simultaneous 
and interactive searching from a menu for character- string (keyword) information 
in several networked and implicitly or explicitly cross-referenced libraries. 
Presently about 30 different flat file and indexed libraries (e.g. SWISSPROT, 
EMBL, PDB) can be indexed and searched. SRS is already installed on a number 
of EMBnet nodes; namely, Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Spain. It is 
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proposed, with the help of a computer programmer to be paid by funds requested 
in this grant application, to extend the retrieval scope of SRS to data files of rela
tional and object-oriented systems (e.g. TFD or Medline) and to allow indexing for 
retrieval of numerical values and information according to numeric ranges (e.g. 
SWISSPROT sequences with residue lengths 300 to 400). 
The proposal also includes a workshop to be held at EMBL for EMBnet managers 
after completion of the extensions. The intent is training for the usage and main
tenance of the SRS package as well teaching the writing of format specifications 
for new databases to be added to the library network. 
SRS is running well and performing excellently for EMBnet and non- EMBnet 
users. 
F. WWW/XMOSAIC Project 
With the advent of Xmosaic the popularity of WWW (World Wide Web) for 
providing information over the network has increased dramatically. 
Xmosaic is a hypertext WWW/browser which allows the presentation of text, 
(many different fonts) graphics, (gif and mpeg) and audio (au aiff) so that a true 
multimedia presentation can be made over Internet. WWW has interfaces to 
gopher, wais, ftp, finger, X500, archie and Whois and as such represents an ideal 
method of distributing, information and data. 
If in the future EMBnet will be considering the distribution of data other than 
sequence data then it would be advantageous to gain experience with WWW/ 
Xmosaic because of the excellent typographic capabilities that are offered. At the 
moment there is no WWW server in Europe which is devoted to molecular biol
ogy, and as a pilot project the Center from Scientific Computing would like to 
develop a EMBnet WWW server. The pilot project would have the following aims. 
Develop a WWW home page for EMBnet which would include: 
(a) Hypertext document of the EMBnet brochure. 
(b) Logos of all the EMBnet nodes. 
(c) Photos of all the EMBnet managers. 
(d) Links to all the EMBnet gophers. 
(e) Links to all the EMBnet ftp sites. 
(f) Links to relevant wais sources in molecular biology. 
To date there has been some developmental work in converting the brochure ascii 
file obtained from the UK, first into LaTex format and then using LaTex2html to 
produce a brochure html hypertext file which can be read by Xmosaic. The URL 
for this document is appended below. This rudimentary home page will be 
demonstrated at the next EMBnet business meeting with links to the EMBNet 
nodes in Finland, Norway and Holland, which should give an outline of the power 
and functionality. 
All nodes are now entered on the service which gives an 'up-to- the- minute' image 
of EMBnet; and serves for users to gain the most immediate information on the 
services on offer. 

G. NDT protocol on nodes not yet included in network 
The NDT protocol-based client/server application has been successfully installed 
on twentyfive nodes of which 12 are EMBnet national nodes (Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, EMBL, Finland, Greece(2), Italy, the Netherlands, Norway(3), Spain(2), 
Sweden(lO), Switzerland, United Kingdom (SeqNet-Daresbury)), and the rest are 
national subsidiary nodes. 
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In the time between expiration of the BRIDGE contract and the writing of this 
report, three more nodes have been included, one national (Israel), and two sub
sidiary nodes (Spain, Sweden). 
Some of the national nodes collaborate in a lattice fashion to the purpose of trans
porting data as fast as possible by any available route to the end nodes (crossover 
points). At the time of writing, nine nodes have established such crossover activity. 
To establish a pan-European EMBnet data distribution using the NDT protocol 
the following nodes should be included in the lattice: France (Bisance & 
Genethon), Germany (DKFZ & MIPS), Italy (CNR-Bari), Portugal, Switzerland 
(Roche), UK (HGMP-RC), and Hungary. 
Some of the remaining nodes have excellent network connection, making an 
installation over the network possible. Other nodes are suffering from substantial 
delays in data transfers which makes it a very tedious task to ensure a proper 
installation (and of course those nodes would be the ones that would benefit the 
most). 
NDT is regarded as one of the major successes of the EMBnet programme. 
H. EMBL Keyword Structuring 
The EMBL data library sequence file is a core feature of EMBnet's activities. The 
usefulness of any database is related to its retrieval system. One of the widest used 
search criteria is the 'keyword'. 
The EMBL Keyword Index is an alphabetic list. Unfortunately it is inconsistent 
and has many redundancies; it also lacks a rational economy. This project has 
taken the index and structured the keywords into keys: DNA, RNA and Protein. 
Computer programmes for managing the data structuring have also been 
produced. These form the basis of a user- friendly interface being developed. 
Some 15000 keywords have been checked. But this is an on-going programme 
given the constant evolution of the databases in question. A window interface is 
also under development to retrieve EMBL entries via the keywords and vice versa. 

J. Bioaccellerator 
DNA and Protein databases and sequence analysis programs have become critical 
tools in biological, medical and genetics research. The load on INN's DAPSAS 
(DNA and Protein Sequence Analysis Service) at the Weizmann Institute of 
Science computer in the Department of Biological Services for frequently 
requested services like Database Searches, FASTA, TFASTA, Profilesearch and 
sequence multi-alignment is rapidly increasing with the ever expanding size of the 
databases. This is a situation most likely occurring at almost every EMBnet site. 
This proposal allows All EMBnet nodes to have free access to the Weissman serv
ice for a 2 month evaluation period to check out the possibilities of such a service 
for his own Database Search needs. It should be viewed as a pilot service for the 
possible installation of one or more dedicated service facilities for all EMBnet 
nodes for these frequently requested services, by installing a network-wide special 
purpose computer system, the BIOCCELERATOR. 

K. Porting HASSLE to the PC environment 
The introduction of HASSLE to the biocomputing environment has brought many 
advantages for EMBnet node managers as well as for users. In particular the shar
ing of resources, both in terms of CPU and the databases installed at the HASSLE 
servers, are very beneficial to all. The current implementation of HASSLE permits 
users on the EMBnet to use remote CPU and databases without needing to learn 
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to use another system or another application. The main advantage here being that 
HASSLE is running in the background without producing interference. 
A natural step in this development is to bring the advantages of this system closer 
to the users. The main idea of this project thus being to promote the use of the 
EMBnet nodes from the desktop. Using the Windows API (Application Program
mers Interface) we wish to develop a set of HASSLE-based applications that 
would run under the Microsoft Windows environment which will provide access to 
programs such as Fasta, Blast, Fetch, Medretrieve,etc. Most importantly, the use 
of HASSLE allows the end user to work on the network without the need to 
specify a server system. In contrast to WWW, GOPHER, Entrez which need a con
figuration or make use of meta- indices or special index-pages the HASSLE 
resource discovery allows to utilize multiple sources. 

L. Prototype Volume Database of Three-dimensional Macromolecular Structures 
This project examines the problems of information access arising in the field of 
three-dimensional structural determination by means of processing images through 
several types of microscopy. The result will be a distributed databank containing 
information obtained by computer processing of image data from the transmission 
electron microscope. TTie databank will be distributed through WWW. 

MAJOR SCBENTD7IC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Among the most important scientific achievements, noteworthy are the new 
protocols designed for the synchronisation of data transfer, e.g. the Network Data 
Transfer Protocol (NDT), retrieval systems, e.g. the Sequence Retrieval System 
(SRS) and a software to manage distributed processing on heterogenous environ
ment, HASSLE. A project is still underway for the improvement of EMBL 
database keyword structure, which will ease retrieval of data and updating proce
dures. The EMBnet User Interface Menu System and the establishment of a cen
tral service (the Biocellerator) for all EMBnet nodes to access and test were first 
steps in what is expected to be a continuing plan to make even better use of 
national resources at a European level. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
EMBnet entered this three year grant period as a collection of bioinformatics 
nodes organised under a cooperative agreement to execute R&D and training 
activities. The group ends the period with a formal legal structure, an expanding 
membership, clear rules for the organisation of its research and other activities, 
and a vigorous plan for the future. It can also claim an impressive series of training 
and R&D successes. 
To ensure that EMBnet's activities and expertises are better known, EMBnet has 
produced a brochure which is also available in a continually updated form as an 
ftp file. This brochure shows clearly the size and range of EMBnet, its tasks and 
expertises and its increasingly vital role in serving Europe 
The EMBnet News file on EMBnet has been used to promote EMBnet activities 
and detail items of general interest. This is now being used as a central source for 
national nodes to remove relevant materials for use in their own promotional and 
educational materials. This is seen as an on-going programme and will be 
expanded in further programmes, in association with promotional/educational 
'Road Shows' for industry — advising them of the advantages and services 
available through bioinformatics. 
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The Annual EMBnet meetings were initially of a business and administrative 
nature although they provided, and provide, a key opportunity for staff to 
exchange ideas, comment on common problems and devise composite solutions/ 
projects for identified problems and needs. Each meeting therefore had a scientific 
component and this was expanded in 1993 into a pure science symposium. With 
the support of EMBnet's industrial node, Roche, a one day symposium on Protein 
and Genomic Analyses in the Information Age was held for EMBnet members and 
the scientific general public. This was a great success and illustrated the interest 
in such high level meetings as well as pushing the network to the fore. Plans for 
a 1994 Workshop and a 1995 meeting are in progress. 

The first EMBnet trials took place among 5 nodes in 1988. Fourteen centres 
(nodes) agreed to the decision to form EMBnet, in May 1989 and only twelve of 
them could sign the BRIDGE contract, namely Israel and Hoffman La Roche did 
not qualify, the former for not being part of the EU and the latter for being 
industrial). In this grant period, EMBnet membership has greatly grown and the 
original nodes now have added about ten new nodes, at present EMBnet counts 
17 national nodes and 7 special purpose nodes. EMBnet has always paid particular 
attention to supporting the applications as start-ups from Southern Mediterranean 
and Eastern European countries. Right now, 4 additional nodes, Turkey, Poland, 
Canada and Ireland, have started discussions as to joining as full or associate mem
bers. 

PUBLICATIONS 
EMBnet has enabled a great deal of high quality molecular biology research to be carried out, 
and has been the source of a large number of research articles covering various aspects of 
bioinformatics research and development. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A number of computer programs, developed outside this project, were made 
available to the project in whole or in part; some of these were further developed 
within the project. These programs comprise: the databases SESAM-ALI (partneri), 
IDrnS (partner 3), TOPOL and the supporting system PAPAIN (partner 5), P/FDM 
and AMAZE (partner 4). AMAZE uses a 3D presentation of the object classes to 
help users formulate queries for applications related to antibody design. The 
antibody data is taken from a separate database funded by SERC. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
One of the main objectives of this project has been to develop a computer environ
ment for protein structure through integration of data, algorithms and knowledge 
based computational approaches, achieved by the use of a common design schema. 
The primary approaches included: 
1. Design of a standard schema for manipulating and exchanging molecular 

biological data entities among partners and between software developed by 
them 

2. Cross validation of data and software developed by different partners in the 
context of protein structure prediction and modelling 

3. Shared development of user interfaces (front-end) and efficient data storage 
programs (back-end) 

4. Integration of advanced methods of database management and AI technology 
into the field of molecular biology 

5. Improved knowledge based methods for protein structure prediction. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A All partners 
1. Definition of the standard schema 
All partners took an active part in meetings and discussions on the design of a con
sensus conceptual schema for the representation of protein structure and sequence 
data items and the relations between them. Consensus was reached concerning a 
core schema representing primarily the raw protein structure data. This consensus 
schema has now been implemented by various partners, and served as a guide for 
specifying the data structure for the new CIF (Crystallographic Information File) 
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standard, developed by a working group designated by the IUCr (International 
Union of Crystallography). 
A Schema Definition Language (SDL) for interchange of project database designs 
was developed in a close collaboration between partner 1 and partner 5. The SDL 
was designed to facilitate the exchange of designs for the BRIDGE schema based 
on object-oriented semantic data model. It is an abstract schema definition 
language for describing the attributes of each entity and its relations with other 
entities. In particular, the entity class, primary key, simple attributes, and relations 
are defined separately using a block structuring convention. The SDL is a very 
valuable tool, which we hope will be more extensively exploited in the future. 

B. Partner 1 
/. Enhancement of SESAM and its user interface ALI 
Ways of representing data on multiple sequence alignments were devised and such 
data were entered for 28 protein families including the globins, cytochromes, 
lysozymes, and microbial RNases. An exhaustive repertoire of sequence patterns 
associated with common secondary structures, as well as their respective territories, 
were stored in SESAM. 
Commands were developed which are capable of interactively updating the 
metaknowledge in ALI about the core database. The procedures that build 
automatically complex SQL queries have been improved and a tree structure has 
been introduced into the ALI menu. SESAM-ALI have been ported to several 
hardware platforms, including the IBM compatible PC platform running UNIX. 

2. Automatic procedures for comparison and classification of protein structure motifs 
Two different procedures were developed. One, automatically identifies families of 
turn motifs adopted by contiguous polypeptide segments of 10 to 30 residues long 
in the database of known protein structures. It does so by clustering overlapping 
segments with similar conformations from all the protein structures based on the 
rms deviations of backbone atoms, and by applying filters that compare backbone 
dihedral angle values. 
A second procedure automatically derives the optimal alignment of the 3D struc
tures of two proteins, using as sole similarity measure the rms deviations of the 
backbone atoms after coordinate superposition. The algorithm reliably provides 
optimal alignments for distantly related proteins, and can be used to analyze rigid 
body movements, as well as very local structural deformations. Its excellent perfor
mance in defining the common structural core in distant homologs and in identify
ing hitherto undetected similarities between substructures was demonstrated. 

3. Analysis of sequence-structure relationships and their use in structure prediction 
programs 

Different types of effective potentials were derived from the database of known 
structures based on statistical analyses of the relationships between the amino acid 
sequence and different descriptions of the protein structures. These potentials 
have been used to evaluate sequence-structure compatibility in threading proce
dures, and in structure prediction. Algorithms to predict well defined conforma
tions in short peptides and to identify protein segments with well defined confor
mational preferences were developed and shown to yield results in excellent agree
ment with experimental data. 
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C. Partner 2 

/. Database information on sequence families 

The HSSP database of protein families contains a set of biological relations 
between protein structures and all homologous sequences, and serves as an impor
tant link between the structure databank (PDB) and the protein sequence 
databank (SwissProt). The secondary structure information of known protein struc
ture is now extracted routinely from HSSP and reported in the corresponding 
SwissProt entry. Homology pointers from a protein sequence in SwissProt to a 
known structure will be included shortly. Using HSSP, sequence discrepancies 
between the entries in the PDB and SwissProt are reported in an automatic 
fashion. The HSSPfiles also serve as input for a newly developed secondary struc
ture prediction method using a neural network. The prediction method rates a 
sustained 72% average accuracy for watersoluble globular proteins, for cases in 
which at least two homologous sequences are known. An electronic mail service 
for secondary structure prediction (predictprotein@emblheidelberg.de) was installed 
and is used heavily (appr. 1000 requests per month). 

2. Efficient database production on parallel computers 

The program generating the HSSPdatabase has been implemented on a range of 
parallel multipleinstructionmultipledata (MIMD) computers, with the aim of 
reducing the time to update the HSSPdatabase from weeks to a few days. Produc
tion runs begun early in 1994. 

3. Data field extraction from sequence and structure databases 

PickProt is a set of scripts based on the Perl language, performing data extraction 
from protein structure databases (PDB, DSSP, HSSP). It can also be used to 
enumerate, select and tabulate data entities. Different sets of constraints result in 
the generation of various lists of protein chains that can be used for further 
analysis. 

4. User interface for work with heterogeneous databases 

ProtQuiz and GeneQuiz are new Xwindow based programs that allow browsing 
through molecular flatfiles of different origin (PDB, DSSP, HSSP, FSSP, 
SwissProt). They provide a flexible user interface and can be used as a visualization 
tool for molecular structures and sequence information. The software is object
oriented and was written in C+ +, using the ET+ + application framework (ΕΤΗ, 
Zürich). The actual implementation of internal data structures reflects the 
proposed conceptual scheme developed in the present project. 

5. Search tools for protein structure databases 

A new type of database search facility was designed in the package WHATIF, 
which allows queries about residues and their sequence (ID) and structure (3D) 
environments in an efficient way. The tools complement those provided by the 
Bruxelles (partner 1), London (partner 3) and Aberdeen (partner 4) groups. 

6. Network access to databases and programs 

Access to the HSSP and related databases (DSSP, FSSP) and to the ProtQuiz 
program is now provided via international electronic network. On Internet, files 
can be downloaded using ftp (file transfer protocol) from ftp.emblheidelberg.de 
(directories /pub/databases/protein—extras and /pub/software/unix/protquiz) and 
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electronic mail access is provided by the server netserv@embl-heidelberg.de (send 
the message text: help). 

D. Partner 3 
With reference to our objectives: 
1. We have participated in numerous discussions on the schema design, leading to 

the final model. 
2. We have extended the methods for structural comparison, fold classification and 

motif recognition [1-11]. 
3. We have produced an automated procedure for clustering the protein structure 

database [1] and analysed in detail the alpha plus beta fold family [2]. The 
classification scheme was made available to participants prior to publication for 
incorporation into their databases. This work is continuing towards developing 
consensus templates for the different fold families, for classification and to aid 
fold recognition. 

E. Partner 4 
Our initial objective was to represent entities of biological interest as objects hav
ing relationships to other objects, all stored in an object-oriented database accord
ing to a schema agreed by the consortium. Instead of using a commercial OODB 
we used the P/FDM software developed on previous projects. This allows a variety 
of storage modules, and we had to develop a way to use a SYBASE relational 
database to store objects for which our system had assigned object identifiers. This 
assignment is a crucial step, and it overcomes the problems of ambiguity that arise 
in flat CIFiles through the lack of a clear way to uniquely identify all objects. 
The main advantage of storing objects in this fashion is that we can then apply 
computational methods to them in order to calculate interesting derived properties 
and relationships. These methods are stored in the database as pieces of code with 
type descriptors, and they behave like convenient small tools which fit the objects. 
They can even be fitted together in order to compute complex queries as they 
arise, through the P/FDM query interface on a workstation. This saves one from 
working with low-level SQL on relations, and then having to convert results for 
input to an application package, and so on. 

We have fulfilled our objective by populating a database with 137 representative 
3-D protein structures identified by Orengo and Thornton (1993), together with 
their fold families and related families (as objects). We have also integrated 
sequence data for related proteins of unknown structure in the case of antibody 
families. Our query interface can be used to search and calculate with all this data 
and attached methods, and it is designed to make efficient use of the speed of rela
tional storage. 

F. Partner 5 
1. Addition & Validation of data and knowledge 
a. Representing Protein Structure 
Several geometries used to describe packed protein secondary structure element 
pairs abstracted as pairs of vectors were compared to determine the best geometric 
features for describing both packed and non-packed elements in proteins. This 
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description of three-dimensional relationships has been applied in the area of 
protein structure comparison and will be of value for many other applications. 
b. Validation of Protein Topology Data 
A number of programs were developed using the logic programming language 
Prolog to check the consistency and completeness of the topological description of 
protein structure used in the TOPOL database. These programs are now 
integrated into the PAPAIN (Protein Analysis and Prediction using Advanced 
INformatics) system. 
c. Representing Multiple Labellings on Sequence Data 
A general method for representing alternative co-existing interpretations of protein 
sequence data was developed. This was achieved by separating the concept of a 
physical polypeptide chain segment from a logical segment that could be composed 
of one or more physical segments or parts thereof. This also helps to resolve the 
problem of residue labellings on discontinuous regions of the polypeptide chain. 

2. Software and User Interfaces 
Efforts were focussed on extending the data and features within our prototype 
software called PAPAIN, which contains both a range of conventional sequence 
analysis procedures and more advanced features such as constraint-based protein 
topology prediction. 
The developed features comprise: 
(1) New graphical interfaces for predicting protein topology and extensions to the 

protein topology diagramming tool enabling alpha/beta topologies to be dis
played. 

(2) An interface to the PROSITE database and the PROSEARCH programs for 
locating the position of sequence motifs. 

3. Integrating Databases 
Programs to select subsets of data from the database IDITIS (partner 3) and to 
convert them into Prolog clausal form were developed. Considerable work was 
required to convert the IDITIS data to Prolog form so that the PAPAIN system 
can be underpinned by a more reliable and well-validated database. The oppor
tunity was taken to use the fact that IDITIS provides alternative secondary struc
ture assignments (the original author assignments as reported in the PDB, and 
those derived by the Kabsch and Sander hydrogen bonding rules). Means for view
ing alternative secondary structure assignments have been developed and are now 
exploited in PAPAIN. 

4. Linking Protein Structure to Gene Structure 
A database recording the exon fingerprints (FINEX) was developed: it records, for 
each gene, the number of exons, their size and the phase of the intron/exon junc
tions. This database has proven to be useful for a rapid identification of related 
genomic sequences. In the future, links will be developed with the structure 
databases to allow analysis of relationships between protein and gene structure. 

5. Structure comparison 
In collaboration with partner 3 and William Taylor (MRC NIMR), a comprehen
sive review of protein structure comparison methods was written [1]. It develops 
a general nomenclature for categorising the wide diversity of structure comparison 
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methods, that, unlike earlier reviews on the topic, unifies apparently disparate 
techniques. 

G. Partner 6 
This partner closely collaborated with partner 1 in: 
(1) the design and implementation of the SESAM database schema for represent

ing information on multiple sequence alignments, 
(2) the development of procedures in ALI for accessing and viewing sequence 

mapped information, including motifs of secondary structure arrangements, 
(3) the optimization of the automatic query capacity of ALI, 
(4) the development of procedures based on expert problem solving approaches 

for the programs that load data from the protein databank (PDB) into the 
SESAM database, with the effect of significantly reducing human intervention 
in the loading process. 

This partner also provided continuing guidance on the internals and optimization 
of SYBASE, the commercial RDBM system used to implement SESAM. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
Partner 1 
The structure prediction methods based on the effective potentials have found 
many applications, some of which in the pharmaceutical industry. In particular the 
programs PRELUDE and FUGUE, which respectively predict well defined confor
mations of short peptides, and identify locally structured regions in complete 
proteins were installed in several companies and research centers in Europe and 
the US. The relational protein sequence and structure database SESAM has also 
been installed in several locations in Europe and the US. It is also accessible for 
interrogation over the electronic network, by scientists world-wide. 

Partner 2 
The database HSSP containing information on protein structures and all 
homologous sequences was developed, and links were established between it and 
the protein structure (PDB) and protein sequence (SwissProt) databanks. Based 
on HSSP the secondary structure prediction programs was raised to the level of 
72% on the average. 

Partner 3 
The clustering of motifs from the Protein Databank has provided an overview of 
the 'world' of protein structures, and led to suggest the occurrence of superfolds 
and singlet structures [11]. The methods to classify the structures will in the future 
be used to provide input data for 'IDITIS' — a relational database of protein 
structures, which is commercialised by Oxford Molecular'. 

Partner 4 
Integration of sequence and structure data in an object-oriented framework by 
partner 4 is the first such implementation using a realistic amount of protein data. 
The graphic interface (AMAZE) is used by this partner to locate objects via inter
active graphics remotely. 
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Partner 5 
The FINEX database is a novel development from the project. Its contribution to 
the understanding of the evolution of genomic and protein structure and potential 
applications in protein engineering or the human genome project are being 
evaluated. 
Partner 5 has achieved an integration between the logic based system PAPAIN and 
IDITIS the relational database developed at UCL (partner 3) 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

General comments 
The present project has led to the development of the consortium for 'Data 
Validation' supported by the EC Biotechnology program. Partners 1, 2, and 3 have 
furthermore developed close links (as alpha-collaborators) with US laboratories, 
and are currently involved in planning future developments with them for protein 
data validation, deposition, archiving and retrieval. This will be done in collabora
tion with the European Bioinformatics Institute, and with different collaborative 
networks hopefully funded by the 4th framework programme of the EU. 

Specific collaborations 
Partner 1 
With all partners on the development of the standard conceptual schema. 
With partner 3 (UCL) on comparing structure alignment methods 
With partner 4 (Aberdeen) on the use of SYBASE 
With partner 5 (ICRF) on the development of the schema definition language 
(SDL). 
With partner 6 (BIM) on database design problems, user interfaces, and load pro
cedures 

Partner 3 
With partners 4 and 5 on integrating the database IDITIS and data thereof with 
the object oriented, and logical databases at Aberdeen and ICRF respectively. 

Partner 4 
Worked closely on the use of SYBASE with partner 1. 
Worked closely with partner 2 to develop external schemas (or views) for our object 
database. It is now clear that different users need very different views (or presenta
tions) of the one shared underlying set of objects, and that further development 
along the lines we have established would enable much wider use of the database. 

Partner 5 
Links to UCMB (partner 1) made an important contribution in the development 
of the Schema Definition Language. 
Links to UCL (partner 3) and through them to Oxford Molecular enabled ICRF 
to use the IDITIS database and has made a substantial contribution to the further 
development of the PAPAIN system and supporting databases. 
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8. Jones D.M., Orengo CA. and Thornton J.M. (1994). Protein Folds and Their Recognition 
from Sequence. In MJ.E. Sternberg (ed.) Prediction of Protein Structure: A Practical Approach. 
Oxford University Press 
9. Orengo CA. (1994) Classification of Protein Fold Families. Current Opinions in Structural 
Biology, 4, 429-440 
10. Taylor W.R., Flores TP. and Orengo CA. (1994). Multiple Protein Structure Alignment. 
Protein Science (in press) 
11. Orengo CA., Jones D.T. and Thornton J.M. (1994). The Distribution of Protein Domain 
Structures (submitted) 

Partner 4 
1. Kemp G.J.L., Iriarte J.J. and Gray P.M.D. (1994). Efficient Access to FDM Objects stored 
in a Relational Database. In D. Bowers (ed.) Proc. BNCOD-12: 12th British National Con
ference on Databases. Springer-Verlag 
2. Kemp G.J.L., Jiao Z., Gray P.M.D. and Fothergill J.E. (1994) Combining Computation and 
Database Access in Biomolecular Computing. In T.Risch & W.Litwin (eds.) Proc. Int'l Confce 
on Applications of Databases — ADB '94 (Sweden). Springer-Verlag 

Partner 5 
1. Brown N.P., Orengo CA. and Taylor W.R. (1994). A Protein Structure Comparison 
Methodology. Eur. J. Biophys. (submitted) 
2. Clark D.A. Shirazi J., Rawlings CJ. (1991). Protein topology prediction through constraint-
based search and the evaluation of topological folding rules. Protein Engineering 4, 751-750 
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Immunoclone and hybrìdoma database network for Europe 
(BIOT CT-910257) 

COORDINATOR: 
L. RECHAUSSAT, CERDIC, Nice-Sophia-Antipolis, F 

PARTICIPANTS: 
Associate contractors: 

A. DOYLE, ECACC, Porton Down, UK 
T. RUZZON, IST, Genova, I 
P. de BAETSELIER, VIB/IMB, Brussels, B 
H. KURZVELLY, DIMDI, Köln, D 

Subcontractor: 
H. LUCIUS, Max-Delbrück Centrum (ex-ZIMB), Berlin, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Immunoclones can be defined as any permanent cell line, obtained by hybridisa
tion, virus transfection or DNA transfer producing by secretion or membrane 
presentation homogenous substances of immunological interest (monoclonal 
antibodies, T-cell receptors, interleukins, macrophage factors, etc.). Immunoclones 
produced in private or public research raise serious problems of identification and 
availability due to the recent and fantastic expansion of those biological products. 
Cell line resource banks represent a very little portion of available immunoclones 
and monoclonal antibodies. Nevertheless scientists and industrials need clear 
descriptions of available immunoclones for research or development purpose. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Development of a scientific and technical database on immunoclone descrip
tions ( Immunoclone Database-ICDB ) coming from: 
— Scientific literature currently published, 
— Patent applications to the European Patent Office, 
— Industrial and commercial catalogues, 
— Participants collections of hybridomas. 
Altogether, the target was an input capacity of 2,000 descriptions per month after 
18 months. 
2. Implementation of a stable consortium agreement, as a model for biological 
database network in Europe. 
3. Development of an end-user interface for improvement of the use of 
databases for biotechnology in Europe. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Major problems encountered 
1. Concerning the whole project: 
One of the main problems encountered was the lack of electronic communication 
facilities in involved laboratories. Instead of a simple unique system, the coor
dinator was obliged to implement specific procedures adapted to each local situa
tion. 
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The development of automatic conversion software of ASCII format input into 
ORACLE format and vice versa took more time than expected. 
The implementation of data input started later than expected, due to the delay of 
the EEC funds shipment, which obliged the coordinator to postpone the initial 
training of the technical staff of participating centres. 

2. Concerning centres: 
At the local level, some difficulties were raised by the administration for 
microcomputer acquisition in due time and by some coders who left their position 
soon after the training sessions. 
One centre decided to leave the project, some months after it started. 
3. CERDIC reviewed the communication problems and payed a visit to produc
tion centres in order to implement an appropriate solution for each case. 

B. Database management implementation 
1. The data input and validation software, was despatched 6 months after project 

has started and improved continuously in order to integrate new functions 
related to the ICDB Vocabulary list and the EMBASE Thesaurus viewing (with 
the kind authorisation of Elsevier Science Publishers). A help system and 
various extended validation routines (262,000 bytes in 20 C- language modules) 
were added. Five build-in databases are used when the software operates 
(ICDB Vocabulary, EMTREE Subset, Rules file, Help file and Numbering 
data). 

2. The main database of ICDB is managed by ORACLE procedures and specific 
software (136,700 bytes in 12 modules) for insertion and extraction of records. 
The internal structure includes 17 information tables and 12 join tables. A pre-
formatted Text table is added in order to facilitate text retrieval. 

3. A database was added for the process of journal article references which are 
extracted from floppy disks containing a selection of bibliographical data, ship
ped several times per month by CNRS (Pascal), INSER.M (Medline) and 
Elsevier (Embase) . Automatic Redistribution of Bibliographic Reference Entries 
software (ARBRE) was developped in order to read the textfile as delivered by 
EMBASE, MEDLINE and PASCAL producers and to insert the reference 
information into the ORACLE database, including the respective database 
record number. ARBRE detects the country of origin of the 1st author and assigns 
each reference to one of the coding centre, according to a dispatching list. Each 
list of those references is sent automaticly by electronic mail to the appropriate 
coding centre. 

4. An original software for the automatic process of E-Mail from inputing centres 
was developped. Automatic Selecting of Pertinent Input and Reporting software 
(ASPIR) reads incoming E-Mail, detects ICDB records of input centres, open 
the message, start the insertion programme, analyzes the results and reports to 
the sender and to the database manager. When encountered, the offending 
records are reproduced with error messages explaining the problem. 

C. Hardware and software installation 
The initial installation was done during the 1st year of the project. Updates of the 
database and of the input software were sent and implemented in each centre 
(except ECACC). 
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D. Communication procedures 
Difficulties encountered during the first period were solved. Appropriate solutions 
has been found for each centre. The regular use of ASPIR solved most of file 
transfer difficulties. 

E. Data collection 
The coordinating centre dispatched among the partners: 
— 15,560 bibliographic references, 
— 1,160 patents and 
— 70 new catalogues from major companies. 

F. Data processing implementation and optimisation 
Three training sessions were organized at CERDIC for the improvement of input 
techniques and production rate. 

G. User-friendly interface 
1. A menu driven interface was developped by DIMDI for Immunoclone Database, 

in order to attract a wider community of scientists to use the online database. 
For the ICDB user guidance the expert knowledge has been used to optimize 
the internal search strategy for antibodies, either by its reactivity or by authors. 
Comprehensive description of each search feature of the user guidance has 
been integrated into 'Help-function' of the system, in English and in German. 

2. A feature specific to ICDB user guidance is the Hypertext function which links 
ICDB records with their literature sources identified in Medline and/or Embase 
in order to enables the user to perform a simultaneous search. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1. Consortium agreement 
In addition to the Bridge contract, associate contracts and subcontract, a consor
tium agreement was finalized in November 1991 and countersigned by each partici
pant. This document states on the rights and duties for input activities, sharing of 
tasks, copyright, sharing of royalties, local use of the database and distribution 
policy. 

2. Production 
20,293 records were produced during the project. In addition, CERDIC processed 
about 3,900 records on scientific literature for the years 1984 to 1988, for 
homogenity purpose. 
The monthly production met 2,020 records in March 1993, last month of the pro
ject. 
In total, ICDB on-line was containing 43,000 records, at the end of the project. 

3. Diffusion 
The database is currently accessible on-line via DIMDI, DataStar and the computer 
host of Conseil Général of Alpes-Maritimes (Videotex on Minitel). ICDB is monthly 
updated. More than 600 users worldwide are using the database. Due to the very 
high performance of host software, the connection time is very short and the net 
royalty income is low for the producers with this type of access. 
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Monthly updates of ICDB are also distributed on floppy disks. 

4. Wider considerations 
1. The Immunoclone Database is now the biggest database on monoclonal 
antibodies and hybridomas and the most accessible, worldwide. Procedures and 
organization can be easiliy adapted to similar projects. 
2. This type of database related to the description of biological products may 
take advantage in future to be closely linked with the delivery of the bioproducts them
selves. The user of the information is willing to get directly the product selected 
by the information search. It is easier, from the user point of view, to include the 
cost of information processing into the purchase of the product than to be asked 
for a separate payment of the information service. The traditional 'free' catalogue 
marketing technique may apply to scientific and technical information, as well. 

3. This project pointed out the need for a strategy in the field of biotechnology 
scientific information (and probably in many other connected areas) at the Com
munity level and at each national level. If such, it could improve its perenniality, 
make the cooperation with similar projects in Europe, America or Japan more 
efficient and less hazardous, increase the feed-back from the research community 
and improve its integration in research infrastructure. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
1. Participation of all project members to the international conference Bioinfor
matics in the '90s', thanks to DG XII/F organization (Maastricht, November 1991) 
2. Three training sessions at Sophia-Antipolis in May 1991, September 1991 and 
January 1993, with attendees from each input centre. 
3. The second International Workshop on Hybridoma and Animal Cell Lines, 
organized by CERDIC and ECACC(Sophia-Antipolis, April 27th, 1993 — 50 
attendees). 
4. Joined participation of ECACC and CERDIC to BioExpo 91 and 93 (Paris), 
and of ECACQCERDIC and 1ST to Biotech 92 (Genova). 
5. Dr. Alan Doyle, Curator of ECACC, was elected Chairman of the Board of 
CERDIC (December 1992-December 1993). 

European dimension 
Biological data collection and information transfer are typically international 
activities. The European dimension is probably the minimum required for such pro
jects. There is no particular problem induced by a multinational partnership but in 
many circumstances it provides complementary experiences and know-how, e.g. the 
improvement of electronic communication, resource identifications, language 
translation, scientific analysis, etc. 

1. Electronic communication and data access in research community 
Many biomedical research institution equipment and know-how were below the 
minimum required for a reliable communication infrastructure. This was in 
progress during these last 2 years, thanks to the success of Internet Protocol 
networks. 
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One can expect that it will improve the transfer of scientific and technical 
knowledge in biology and increase the role of databases in this transfer. It is impor
tant that those databases be validated and reliable sources ofinformation, under scien
tific control. The European scientific community may turn the integration of this 
activity in its research infrastructure to great advantage. 

2. Biological databases in the European research community. 

The current budget of biological research laboratories cannot bear cost of scientific 
information produced on a commercial basis. Although such activity should be 
financed on a regular basis, most of the biological databases produced in Europe 
are in fact supported by special programmes, like BRIDGE. The discontinuity of 
these programmes do not let any possibility to compete (or even cooperate on a equal 
basis) with foreign equivalent projects. Some efforts are made for sequencing data 
but many other domains are concerned. 

3. Availability of biotechnology products 

Some biological products, like hybridomas, cell line cultures, DNA probes have a 
strategic importance for the worldwide competition in pharmacology research, 
genetic disease investigations, etc. But the research bioproduct resources are much 
more scattered in Europe than in the US or in Japan. More and more bioproducts 
used by the European laboratories are of foreign origin because the ones which 
have been developped in Europe are unknown and consequently not internation-
nally recognized. The support of information networks and database management in 
that domain may have a very positive effect on the development of biotechnologies in 
Europe. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Monthly publication of 'Immunoclones' (EC support aknowledged on the cover). 
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Electronic linking services for biotechnologists and 
microbiologists in Europe (BIOT CT-890042) 

COORDINATOR: 
E. ROSS, MSDN, Cambridge, UK 

PARTICIPANTS: 
MSDN is sole contractor. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A wealth of information relating to microbiology and related disciplines exists in 
Europe. This information is increasingly available in computerised form. In order 
to facilitate access to and use of such data the Microbial Strain Data Network 
(MSDN), operating from its Secretariat in Cambridge, UK, run a modern network
ing facility providing electronic mail, bulletin boards and databases, and providing 
a single access point to integrated microbiology, biotechnology and biodiversity 
data as well as a mechanism for encouraging communications with biologists 
worldwide. Such a network, supported by training services and help desk enables 
information on biological material to be easily obtained by European laboratories 
through a single menu system reducing the difficulties of locating data and 
microbial cultures necessary for biotechnology research and development. 

The MSDN is a UK company limited by guarantee with an international commit
tee of management. It is sponsored by four organisations of the International 
Council for Scientific Unions, the World Federation for Culture Collections 
(WFCC), the International Union of Microbiological Societies (IUMS), the Com
mission on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA), and the Scientific Com
mittee for Biotechnology (COBIOTECH). 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
MSDN's major aims in providing an integrated electronic information and com
munications network for microbiologists and biotechnologists are to: enhance 
access to existing data for scientists within the European Community by providing 
a single access point to relevant integrated data resources; encourage providers of 
specialist microbiology and biotechnology data to disseminate their information 
over the MSDN Network; support end-users of the MSDN Network through a 
help desk; facilitate communications between biologists both within Europe and 
beyond; and establish regional nodes of MSDN to provide local access, support 
and training. 
MSDN Networked services are accessible through the public data networks (X.25) 
and the research-based Internet. The MSDN computer host is based at the Base 
de Dados Tropical (BDT), Campinas in Brazil. The switch to BDT as MSDN host 
was made from British Telecom in May 1993 in order to reduce costs in maintain
ing the MSDN Network, enable access through the Internet and allow the intro
duction of a simpler (cheaper for the end-user) method of charging. With the 
opening up of the Internet in recent years and the introduction of new Inter
networking technologies it was important that MSDN databases were accessible 
through this route. Enhancements have been made to the MSDN Network's front-
end allowing simpler and more effective searching by MSDN users. A cross-file 
searching facility allows a global search of all MSDN databases using a single com
mand. 
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Electronic mail is used as the primary communications route for users of the 
MSDN Network. A directory of MSDN users is searchable. Database queries can 
be sent by electronic mail and this non-interactive approach is particularly useful 
for those without the means to make an interactive connection. Results of the 
search are returned to the user's mail box by email. 

Databases are added in an ongoing fashion to the MSDN Network. The text 
retrieval software, INFO, developed and maintained at BDT is used to search 
MSDN databases. Databases cover microbiology, biotechnology and biodiversity. 
Information is provided on microbial strains, culture collections, biotechnology 
publications and meetings, and resources relating to the release of organisms into 
the environment. The scope includes cell lines, hybridomas, molecular probes and 
recombinant materials as well as microorganisms. Connections to other host com
puters on the Internet, such as the CRC's Human Genome Mapping Project 
(sequence data) and the Interlab databases of cell lines and molecular probes, 
allows use of these resources by MSDN users. Access to biodiversity databases on 
the BIN21 Network is provided through the MSDN Network. MSDN users can 
participate in online discussions on biodiversity (biodiv-1 list) and issues concerning 
the releases of organisms into the environment (irro-1 list). 

MSDN is the Secretariat for the Information Resource on the Release of 
Organisms into the Environment (IRRO) and the network host for IRRO 
databases. A directory to worldwide information resources on environmental 
releases is being developed by the MSDN for the IRRO and will be publically 
available by August 1994. 

A full list of MSDN databases is attached to this report. 
MSDN provides training in an ongoing fashion either on an informal basis at the 
MSDN Secretariat or in a more formal teaching setting. MSDN also provides sup
port to subscribers in their use of MSDN Network services. Information and 
instructional materials are kept up-to-date. The MSDN database instruction 
manual is available on disk as well as in printed form. The MSDN training manual 
used in MSDN workshops on the 'Use of computers in microbiologyhas been 
extensively revised. 

The MSDN Network is being expanded to encompass regional Nodes who will 
provide networked services, support and training at a regional level. Agreements 
have been reached to date with the World Conservation Monitoring Centre 
(WCMC), Cambridge, UK and the Bioinformatics Distributed Information Centre 
(DIC), Pune, India to become MSDN Nodes. The WCMC will primarily provide 
services to European and North American users, the Bioinformatics DIC to users 
in Asia, and BDT to users in South and Central America. Other organisations are 
being identified to expand the MSDN Network into other regions of the world. For 
example, MSDN is negotiating with centres in Nairobi to provide an MSDN serv
ice for users in Africa. Similarly, discussions are being held with organisations in 
Moscow to provide services for MSDN users in Russia and countries of the former 
Soviet Union. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
MSDN networked services are used by public institutions, industry, non
governmental organisations, and individual researchers. Just under half MSDN's 
user base represent commercial organisations. 
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When MSDN's new host computer was introduced in May 1993 usage of 
networked services increased significantly. This reflects the improved service and 
also the fact that users are no longer charged an hourly connect fee as in the past. 
Users are now charged a fixed semi-annual subscription fee allocated depending 
on the category of user, i.e. whether individual, group or institutional. This means 
users can connect to the MSDN Network and download records with no additional 
charges except local telecommunications fees. 

The change of host also meant that charges for storing data were no longer 
inhibitory (as with British Telecom). As a result, a significant increase in the num
ber of MSDN databases was possible. 

It is difficult to put a value on information, but judging from the use and interest 
in the data available through the MSDN Network, it is obvious that there is a need 
for data on microbiology and biotechnology and that given the ever growing mass 
of data available, it is vital that MSDN continues to make specialised data available 
through a single access point, raise public awareness about data available and 
provide training in its use. Through expansion of the MSDN Network by regional 
MSDN nodes, users are better served at local and regional levels, receiving support 
in their first language and making use of technologies most appropriate to local 
circumstances. African users of the MSDN Network, for example, will most likely 
use FIDONet as their communications route to MSDN. FIDO software together 
with high speed modems is especially suitable for regions of the world where 
telephone lines are poor or unreliable. Using automatic file compression, data or 
messages are sent and received at high speed to and from the host (or receiving) 
computer. 

A priority continues to be training, and MSDN offers instruction in: use of MSDN 
services, development of databases, eg. to manage and analyse microbial data, and 
use of other biological resources, particularly those available over the Internet. By 
training information staff at centres throughout the world who are then responsible 
for educational activities, the numbers of people who are better informed and bet
ter able to understand microbiology and biotechnology data and networking will 
grow. 

Networking tools and technologies have been improved and developed dramati
cally over recent years. With the emergence of, for example, gopher, World Wide 
Web, and Wais tools for locating Internet-based information, an incredible amount 
of information is relatively easily accessible through simple menus or pointer 
systems. MSDN will continue to make use of the latest networking tools and 
technologies wherever possible. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The MSDN Network makes available a unique specialized collection of data 
resources on microbiology and biotechnology. Pharmaceutical companies are a 
major MSDN user category. The different types of information available through 
the MSDN aid the biotechnologist or chemist in the development of a novel 
product or process. For example, databases can be used to identify a microbial 
culture with defined properties, determine which companies are working on 
biological control, assess biological diversity in a specific region to provide informa
tion on host-species interactions, etc. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

As an international organisation, MSDN has forged links with many groups and 
individuals worldwide. BDT provide MSDN's database host computer and perform 
associated systems management functions. The WCMC is being established as the 
European MSDN node. The Bioinformatics DIC is being established as the Asian 
MSDN node. Within Eastern Europe, MSDN has an agreement to collaborate 
with the Institute of Physiology and Biochemistry of Microorganisms (IBPhM), 
Pushchino, Russia. As a result of this agreement, MSDN distributes many 
databases (principally microbial culture collection catalogues) originating from 
Russia and translated into English. MSDN also collaborates with the BIN21 
Network by pointing to relevant biodiversity sources on BIN21 from the MSDN 
Network. Additionally, MSDN is the Secretariat for IRRO, and distributes and 
develops IRRO databases on releases of organisms into the environment. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Kirsop, B., Ross, E. and Nandi, S. A Biological Network: its conception, birth and evolution. 
Bioinformatics, Vol. 1 No. 3, 1992, pp. 26-30. 
Kirsop, B., Ross, E. and Nandi, S. Development of a network for microbiologists: MSDN, a 
case history. Bioinformatics, Vol. 1 No. 2, 1992, pp. 3-10. 
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AREA Β: 

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

CULTURE COLLECTIONS 





Information Centre for European Culture Collections (ICECC) 
(BIOT CT-900162) 

COORDINATOR-
D. CLAUS, DSM-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und 
Zellkulturen GmbH, Braunschweig, D 

PARTICIPANTS: 
DSM is sole contractor 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In 1981, the curators of the major service collections of biological materials in 
Europe were concerned that despite the existence of a number of important 
national culture collections within Europe, industry and the scientific community 
often were unaware of their existence or of the range of activities offered by these 
culture collections. As an important stage in the future development of European 
culture collections the coordination of the exchange of information between the 
collections and the provision of an information service to the users of the collec
tions was proposed. 
In recognition of these problems the Commission of the European Communities 
agreed in 1988 to establish an 'Information Centre for European Culture Collec
tions' (ICECC) The project was started in the beginning of 1989 with full financial 
support from the Commission under its Biotechnology Action Programme. Subse
quently, the ICECC project has been continued under the BRIDGE programme 
of the CEC with additional financial support coming from the host institution of 
the ICECC, the DSM-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und 
Zellkulturen in Braunschweig, Germany. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The major tasks of the ICECC was to continue as the permanent secretariat for 
the European collections of biological cultures, to provide a central contact point 
for European scientists in all culture collection related matters and to act as a 
public relation and promotion office on behalf of the culture collections. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The existence and the tasks of the Information Centre for European Culture 
Collections has been publicized from its beginning. As the promotion centre for 
European culture collections the ICECC has published since 1989 a series of New
sletters for which each of the European culture collection was asked to supply 
articles of interest and general collection news. These newsletters were distributed 
to European culture collections, to interested scientists, to companies and to 
administrations in the scientific area by post and at national and international 
scientific fairs and meetings in different European countries. The circulation num
ber of these newsletters was as follows: 
ICECC Newsletter 
No. 1 (1989). Circulation: 1000 copies 
No. 2 (1990). Circulation: 1500 copies 
No. 3 (1991). Circulation: 2000 copies 
No. 4 (1992). Circulation: 3000 copies 
No. 5 (1993). Circulation: 2500 copies 
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At several international scientific meetings and fairs (Paris, Strasbourg, Hannover, 
Maastricht, Prague) the ICECC has shown its activities as well as the numerous 
services offered by European culture collections. Catalogues of the collections 
were presented and information on the deposit of patent strains was given. Many 
of the collections represented by the ICECC supplied their own information 
material for exhibition or distribution. For other collections this material was 
prepared by the ICECC itself in form of shorter leaflets. At all these meetings or 
fairs the ICECC was joined by at least one national collection of the respective 
European country, by a representative of the CEC supported Microbial Informa
tion Network Europe (MINE) and (partly) by the Microbial Strain Data Network 
(MSDN). For its presentations the ICECC has developed its own exhibition stand. 

In 1992, the ICECC has published a 48 pages brochure under the title European 
culture collections: Microbial diversity in safe hands. This brochure (total number of 
copies: 3100 was mainly distributed in 1993 and includes information on all 43 
member collections of the European Culture Collections' Organization. The 
holdings and services of each collection are described and a short introduction to 
the Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of 
Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedures and on the European 
facilities for the deposit of patent strains is given. Information on the tasks of the 
ICECC, on the European Culture Collections' Organization (ECCO), the 
Microbial Strain Data Network (MSDN) and the Microbial Information Network 
Europe (MINE) was also included in the brochure. 
The ICECC publication Instructions for Shipping Non-Infectious and Infectious 
Biological Substances has found great interest and was published in 1993 in the 5th 
edition. On 36 pages the booklet provides detailed information on international 
regulations (post, airfreight) for the safe shipping of all kinds of biological material 
including genetically manipulated cells. Many practical packing aspects are 
included in the brochure. More than 250 copies have been distributed free of 
charge to industrial and scientific institutions, including all European culture 
collections, or to administrative offices. 
In 1990 the ICECC started to publish its list Bacterial Nomenclature Up-to-Date in 
a printed form and, later, in a computerized version. The aim of the publication 
was to inform culture collections not only on newly described bacterial species but 
also to supply the latest valid name changes in bacterial systematics. The com
puterized version has been also found most useful in preparing the data on bac
teria within the MINE project. The database was distributed quarterly free of 
charge to all European culture collections and to members of the UNESCO spon
sored Microbiological Resource Centres (MIRCEN). To improve the use of bac
terial names in scientific publications a free subscription has been offered also to 
the editors of the main microbiological journals in Europe. This offer was highly 
appreciated by most journals. To the scientific community the database is available 
for a fee. 

Since its beginning a major task of the ICECC was to reply to enquiries from 
European and overseas biologists on the availability of specific strains of 
microorganisms (algae, bacteria, fungi, protozoa) or plasmids, of animal cell lines, 
plant cell cultures or plant viruses. During the years most enquiries received by the 
ICECC referred to bacteria (about 47% of total enquiries), followed by enquiries 
on fungi and yeasts (12%). In case the strain(s) were already deposited in a culture 
collection, the ICECC was usually in the position to locate the strain(s) in question 
at least in one European culture collection or in collections not located within 
Europe. This was possible after the ICECC has collected all culture collection 
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catalogues available within and outside Europe. Part of the catalogues were 
available in a computerized form, enabling ICECC quick strain searching. In all 
replies the ICECC — as a 'neutral institution' — has mentioned all collections 
maintaining the strain(s) requested. If an order was given to the ICECC the order 
was forwarded to the collection selected by the client himself. 
The main other requests received by the ICECC were on microbial identification 
or chemotaxonomic methods offered by European culture collections (about 7%), 
on the preservation of cultures (5%), on patent deposits and related problems 
(6%), on microbial taxonomy (3%) or on microbial strains with specific degrada
tion capabilities (2%) or were of general nature (18%). Enquiries received by the 
ICECC during 1993 are shown in the following table: 

Enquiries from industrial and scientific institutions in 1993 
(except Shipping List, Bacterial Nomenclature-Up-To-Date, 

Price List, ECCO brochure, Newsletters) 
Total: 
Industry: 
Science: 

481 
255 
226 

No. of enquiries from different countries 
Europe 
Austria 
Belgium 
Croatia 
Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Island 
Italy 
Lithuania 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
As in the years 

11 
13 
2 
9 
8 
2 
9 

36 
85 
9 
2 

22 
2 

28 
5 

10 
6 

before the ICECC has 
the European culture collections 

Russia 
Slowenia 
Slovakia 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Turkey 
United Kingdom 
Ukraine 

Other countries 

North America 
South America 
Africa 
Asia 
Australia 

published also in 1993 a 

12 
3 
2 

14 
11 
22 
9 

64 
2 

34 
12 
6 

22 
9 

new price list of 

During 1993 the ICECC has finished an investigation on the deposit of 
microorganisms used in scientific publications in public culture collections. This 
study, which will be published elsewhere in more detail, has shown the following 
results: 
Microbiological journals studied (only 1992 volumes) 
Number of publications studied 
Total number of strains used in these publications 
Number of strains received from a service collection 
Number of strains not received from a service collection 
Number of strains deposited in a service collection 
(without strains received from a collection) 

17 
1985 
8304 
2159 ( = 26%) 
6145 ( = 74%) 
581 (= 7%) 
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According to the survey 26% of the microbial strains used in scientific studies are 
coming from service collections. This figure confirms the important role service 
culture collections play in scientific research. However, only 7% of the other 
strains are deposited in service collections. This means that about 65% of the 
microbial strains of all scientific studies may not be available to other scientist or 
may be lost in future. This problem must be discusssed by the service culture 
collections and their organizations but is of general importance also for all funding 
organizations. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The Information Centre has established good connections to all European service 
culture collections and to the main collections outside Europe. Since 1992 new 
contacts have been sought to culture collections from middle and eastern 
European countries. Some of these collections were rather unknown in western 
Europe but may considerably contribute to the microbial diversity held in 
European culture collections. 
Since 1990 the ICECC offered the database of the UK culture collections, the 
Microbial Culture Information System (MiCIS), after the UK government has 
stopped its funding. Searching of MiCIS information was mainly done via the 
Microbial Strain Data Network. After most of the MiCIS data has now been trans
ferred to the MINE database, it was decided by the DSM not to continue to offer 
the MiCIS database after the termination of the ICECC. The ICECC itself was 
strongly engaged in the transfer of bacterial data of MiCIS and of other culture 
collections to the MINE database. 
The secretary of the Information Centre has been elected by the members of the 
European Culture Collections' Organization (ECCO) as the secretary of this 
organization. In this function she was engaged in the preparation of the annual 
ECCO meetings in Valencia (1991), Goteborg (1992) and Istanbul (1993). 
Within the scope of the annually held International Training Programme, given by 
the GBF in Braunschweig, the ICECC presented to the participants lectures on its 
tasks and on the Microbial Information Network Europe (MINE). 
In 1993, the ICECC was involved in the organization of two workshops on Advan
ced Techniques in Animal Cell Cultures and Techniques in Plant Cell Cultures. Both 
workshops were held during May in Brno, Czech Republic, by staff members of 
the Department of Biology, University of Brno, the European Collection of 
Animal Cell Cultures, and the DSM-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen 
und Zellkulturen. Participants were coming from countries from eastern and 
western Europe. The workshop on Animal Cells was supported by the Commission 
of the European Communities. Besides the organization of the workshops and 
public relations activities, the course manuals for both workshops were prepared 
by the ICECC. 

Conclusions 
In the beginning of the project, the ICECC had a lot of difficulties in developing 
its tasks within the CEC culture collections due to certain objections coming from 
certain member collections of the Microbial Identification Network Europe 
(MINE) but not from other CEC member collections of the European Culture 
Collection's Organization. The former collections considered the ICECC mainly as 
a competitor for funds available for European culture collections under the BAP/ 
BRIDGE programme of the CEC. The situation changed when the ICECC started 
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to present annual reports on its activities during the annual meeting of ECCO 
(first report was given 1990 during ECCO IX in Valencia). During the Xllth 
ECCO Meeting held in Istanbul in June 1993 the ICECC was considered as an 
important institution in the further development of European culture collections. 
Proposals to continue the ICECC after the end of the support by the CEC and 
the DSM have been discussed. ECCO was not able to come to a final decision. 
In the meantime it was agreed that the project leader of the present ICECC will 
continue to run the Information Centre at an reduced level. The DSM has agreed 
to continue to house the ICECC in case ECCO is able to find financial support 
for the further running of the centre. 

PUBLICATIONS 
ICECC publications (1993): Instructions for Shipping Non-Infections and Infections Biologi
cal Substances. 
ICECC publications (1992): European culture collections: Microbial diversity safe hands. 
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Microbial Information Network Europe (MINE) 

(BIOT CT910280) 

COORDINATOR 
D. van der MEI, CBS, Baarn, NL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
D.L. HAWKSWORTH, Egham, GB 
J. de BRABANDERE, Brussels.B 
G. KALANTZOPOULOS, Athens, GR 
I. SEDLÁCEK, Brno, CZ 
A. MARTINI, Perugia, I 
F. URUBURU, Burjasot,E 
I. SPENCERMARTINS, Oeiras, Ρ 
Y. MENORET, Paris, F 
E. FALSEN, Gothenburg, S 
E. STACKEBRANDT, Braunschweig, D 
M.L. SUIHKO, Aspoo, SF 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

It was acknowledged by the EC that the diverse and rich genetic resources present 
in collections of microorganisms in Europe should be made more easily accessible 
to the increasing population of potential users in biodiversity research, biotechnol
ogy, agriculture, management and conservation of nature, healthcare, waste 
management and the use of natural resources for a sustainable future. 
During the Biotechnology Action Programme (BAP), a common format for storage 
and retrieval of data was devised, as a first and major step to harmonize the 
presentation of the data. 

The results were presented in two papers: 
W. Gams et al (1988): Structuring strain data for storage and retrieval of informa
tion on Fungi and Yeasts in MINE, the Microbial Information Network Europe: 
Journal of General Microbiology, 134, 16671689 
and: 
J.A. Stalpers et al (1990): Structuring strain data for storage and retrieval of infor
mation on Bacteria in MINE, the Microbial Information Network Europe: 
Systematic and Applied Microbiology, 13, 92103. 

The criteria for adoption of (new) Member Collections in the MINEsystem were 
presented in: 
D.L. Hawksworth and M.A.A. Schipper (1989): Criteria for consideration in the 
accreditation of culture collections participating in MINE, the Microbial Informa
tion Network Europe: Mircen Journal, 5, 277281. 

The format for the MINEprogramme, as used during the integration, consists of 
the Minimum Data Set (MDS), which contains the general information and the 
Full Data Set (FDS) in which more specialized and detailed data are included. 

Fields used for MDS and FDS. 

Names of species and authors 
MDS: 
SP Species name and authors 
SSP Subspecies name and authors 
VAR Variety name and authors 
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PVAR Pathovar and authors 
F Form name and authors 
FSP Special form name and authors 
RACE Race name and authors 
MOR Morph (anamorph or teleomorph) 
MIS Misapplied names and authors 
OTHNAM Other names and authors 
FDS: 
TAX Taxonomy (names of suprageneric taxa) 
SERO Serotype, serovar 
TAXREM Taxonomie remarks 
LIT Taxonomie literature 
SUPPLY . Form of supply to the collections 
Strain administration 
MDS: 
STN 
occ 
EDA 
RESTR 
STAT 
FDS: 
REM 
PRE 

Strain number 
Numbers in other collections 
Date of accession 
Restrictions and precautions 
Status (indicating type or authentic strains) 

General remarks 
Mode of preservation 

Environment and history 
MDS: 
ISOFR 
LOC 
ISOL 
DET 
DEP 
HIS 
FDS: 
SUSP 
HAB 
COLL 
HERB 
ISOM 
ENHISLIT 
ENHISREM 
Sexuality 
MDS 
SEX 
SEXST 
Biological interactions 
MDS: 
PATH 
FDS: 
SYMB 
MPAR 

Source from which the strain was isolated 
Location of original material 
Name of isolator of the strain 
Name of microbiologist who identified the strain 
Depositor of the strain in the present collection 
History of the strain between isolation and deposit 

Substratum specifity for species 
Habitat (biotope) 
Collector of original material 
Herbarium where specimen is deposited 
Isolation method 
Literature on environment and history 
Remarks on environment and history 

Sexual behaviour of the species 
Sexual state of the strain 

Pathogenicity of strain or species 

Symbiotic relations of the strain or species 
Mycoparasitic activities of the strain or species 
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Toxicity to other organisms 
Antagonistic activities against other organisms 
Literature on biological interactions 
Remarks on biological interactions 

TOX 
ANT 
BINTLIT 
BINTREM 
Properties (cytology, biomolecular data) 
FDS: 
NUCL 
WCONS 
CHTAX 
GRAM 
STAIN 
PIGM 
GC 
TKIT 
PROPLIT 
PROPREM 
Genetic data 
MDS: 
MUT 
KIL 
FDS: 
MUTMET 
GENOT 
HYBR 
PLS 
PHAGE 
GENLIT 
GENREM 
Growth conditions 
MDS: 
CONDS Conditions for growth on solid or liquid media 
TEMPR Temperature relationships of species (psychophilic, etc.) 
FDS: 
CONDSP Conditions for fruiting and sporulation 
CONDGER Conditions for germination 
NUGR Nutritional requirements and growth factors 
TOL Tolerances and sensitivities 
DEF Deficiencies 
METY Metabolic type 
CNUT Carbon nutrition type 
CSOR Single carbon sources tested for growth 
NSOR Single nitrogen sources tested for growth 
CNSOR Single compounds tested as sole C and N sources for growth 
OXR Oxygen relationships (aerobic, etc.) 
TEGR Cardinal temperatures for growth 
TESP Optimum temperature for sporulation 
HEATR Heat resistance 
PHR pH relationships (acidophilic, etc.) 
PHC pH conditions for growth 
SALR Salinity relationships (halophilic, etc.) 
SALC Salinity conditions for growth 

Number of nuclei in species or strain 
Wall constituents 
Chemotaxonomical markers, including co-enzyme Q 
Gram behaviour 
Staining reactions 
Pigments 
Guanine-cytosine contents of DNA 
Result of test kits 
Literature on properties 
Remarks and properties 

Type of mutant 
Killer properties of yeasts 

Mutation method 
Genotype (chromosomal markers) 
Hybrids 
Plasmids occurring in the strain 
Phages occurring in the strain 
Literature on genetic data 
Remarks on genetic data 
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SUGC 
ELDO 
ENERS 
ELAC 
CONDLIT 
CONDREM 

Optimum and maximum sugar concentrations 
Electron donor 
Energy source 
Special electron acceptors 
Literature on conditions 
Remarks on conditions 

Chemistry and enzymes 
P/1Ç· 
FÂJtJ. 

ENZ 
MET 
DEC 
LEACH 
BIOLUM 
CHLIT 
CHREM 

Enzymes produced 
Metabolites produced 
Decomposition, degrading and utilization capacities 
Leaching 
Bioluminescence 
Literature on chemical data 
Remarks on chemical data 

Practical applications 
MDS: 
APPL Industrial and general applications 
TEST Applications in testing and assays 
PATENT Information on patents 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The objectives of the MINE-project were twofold: 
— To establish a common format for registration of data on strains of 

microorganisms (bacteria, fungi and yeasts) present in European collections. 
— To facilitate access to these data, mainly through the foundation of a Central 

Data Node. 
The project involves 40 collections in 12 European countries; Sweden, Finland and 
Republic Czech participated without support of EC. 
The coordination at the national level was achieved through National Nodes, often 
one of the main collections, sometimes another representative body. The repre
sentatives of the National Nodes constituted, as project managers, the Board of the 
project, which was presided by the coordinator. 
The contract was concluded between the EC and the Royal Netherlands Academy 
of Arts and Sciences (RNAAS) as main contractor, all other parties being 
associated contractors. 
Harmonization of data as well as taxonomie and nomenclatural issues, were dealt 
with through Responsible Committees (RC's), one for bacteria (chaired by D. 
Janssens, Ghent, Belgium), one for fungi and one for yeasts (both chaired by G. 
Hennebert, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium). ^ 
Data Integrating Nodes (DIN's) were assigned to the task of integration and coor
dination of data input by Member Collections, and the transfer of data to the Cen
tral Data Node (CDN). The DIN for bacteria was established at the Laboratorium 
voor Microbiologie en Microbiële Genetica (LMG); that for fungi and yeasts at 
Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures (CBS). 
The CDN was established at the Deutsches Institut für Medizinische Dokumenta
tion und Information (DIMDI). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Implementation 
The implementation of the MINE-programme, culminating in the realization of 
the Central Data Node, took a long preparative phase. Two items proved to be 
particularly cumbersome: the form and choice of the CDN and the financing of the 
project. 
Only in the end of 1991 the definite choice was made to host the database at 
DIMDI. 
The financial paragraph involved lengthy discussion with EC about the support for 
the project and — predictably, considering the large amount of collections and 
countries — the division of this support among the participants as Member Collec
tion, Data Integrating Node, in coordination and as members of Responsible Com
mittees. The key for retribution was established during a meeting of project 
managers in Paris, 1989. 
The need for an information centre to inform users about the potential value of 
collections and the CDN, was acknowledged by EC. For this a separate project was 
concluded between EC and DSM. The transition of BAP to MINE was a gradual 
one, work on the implementation of MINE already starting during the interlude 
of nearly two years between the end of the BAP programme and the onset of the 
MINE programme. Member Collections developed their databases for entering 
data according to the common format, and a first integration of the MDS was per
formed by the DIN's. 
At the meeting of project managers in Valencia the official starting date for the 
project was fixed at June 1, 1991. 

B. MDS 
From June 1, 1991 on the DIN's went full ahead with the integration of the MDS. 
Towards the end of 1991 this integration was completed for bacteria as well as for 
fungi and yeasts. For correcting and harmonization, reports of the integrated MDS 
were prepared for the RC's. 
Correcting and harmonization of the MDS for Fungi and Yeasts was finished by 
the RC's towards the end of 1992; the data on unique strains were entered in the 
CDN in February 1993, those on duplicate strains in June 1993. 
Correcting and harmonization for Bacteria took more time; at the moment 90% 
of all strain data have been entered at the CDN, the last 10% is expected to be 
entered towards November 1994. The CDN went into operation in July 1993. 
For correct naming of species, the approved list of bacterial names was used; a 
computerized version of this list is maintained and made available by DSM. 
For fungi and yeasts such a list was not yet available. A reference list was created 
by CBS with full author names and synonym- and anamorph/teleomorph relations. 
The list now contains 19.215 species names. 

C. FDS 
In view of the delay in the realization of the MDS, work on the FDS was started 
simultaneously. In 1993, the discussion about fields to be covered and harmoniza
tion of the FDS was intitiated. For fungi and yeasts the Member Collections con
cerned sent their data between March and June 1994 to the DIN, where they were 
subsequently loaded and integrated. They are now up to correction by the RC's, 
and it is envisaged to enter them at the CDN towards November 1994. 
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Work on the FDS for bacteria will start after finishing the MDS. 
The experiences gained during the first integration will greatly facilitate the proce
dure for correction and harmonization, the main factors being: 

— decisions taken by RC's are saved and re-used; 
— strict adherance to standards, which diminishes the number of necessary correc

tions; 
— corrections are performed automatically by the DIN's; 
— the 'field by field' approach used in the FDS is more efficient than the 

originally applied 'record by record' approach. 

After receiving the corrected data for fungi and yeasts, the CDN will start work 
on the menu for the FDS. 

NUMBER OF STRAINS IN THE MDS Fungi/Yeast Bacteria 
TOTAL NUMBER 58.538 32.749 
PRESENT IN ONLY ONE COLLECTION 45.159 22.111 
(UNIQUE STRAINS) 
PRESENT IN AT LEAST TWO COLLECTIONS 13.379 10.638 
(DUPLICATE STRAINS) 
CONTRIBUTION OF MEMBER COLLECTIONS 
Β 

FR 

SF 
FRG 
GR 

I 
NL 

Ρ 
E 
S 

UK 

IHEM 
MUCL 
LMG 
LCP 
ANIE 
CFBP 
CNRZ 
VTT 
DSM 
ATHUM 
BPIC 
ACA-DC 
DBVPG 
CBS 
KIT 
LMAU 
LMD 
PC 
PD 
IGC 
CECT 
UPSC 
CCUG 
IMI 
NCPF 
NCYC 
NWRF 
NCFB 
NCIB 
NCMB 
NCTC 

1.896 
6.108 
1.130 

7.211 
21 

1.455 
617 

566 
1.817 3.800 
216 
332 1.066 

78 
2.115 
27.454 937 

209 
695 

1.024 
2.790 
1.155 

451 
874 1.113 

1.740 
1.518 

10.576 
823 

1.886 
554 

2.119 
3.462 
816 

2.663 
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Total number 
Β 

FR 

SF 
FRG 
GR 

I 
NL 
Ρ 
E 
S 
UK 

IHEM 
MUCL 
LCP 
CLIB 
VTT 
DSM 
ATHUM 
BPIC 
DBVPG 
CBS 
IGC 
CECT 
UPSC 
IMI 
NCPF 
NCYC 
NWRF 

Number of strains in the FDS Fungi/Yeasts 
64.810 

1.895 
8.917 
1.127 

152 
586 

1.947 
312 
341 

2.303 
28.707 

919 
847 

2.044 
11.470 

820 
1.869 

554 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The MINE project achieved a firm cooperation between 40 European Collections, 
with as a major breakthrough the establishment of a common format for handling 
of data of microorganisms. 

Although the CDN is not yet fully operative, it will be at the end of 1994 for the 
Fungi and for the MDS of Bacteria; the FDS for Bacteria is expected to become 
available early 1995. 

The number of catalogues produced during the MINE project, along the lines out
lined in the MDS, amounted to 25; many catalogues were first printings, others up
dates form rather antiquated ones. This means a major contribution to the dis
semination of information in collections, the catalogue, apart from on-line systems, 
still being an important vehicle in this respect. 

i. 
Moreover, at the national level, collections were given a more firm constitution, for 
example, in Belgium and the Netherlands. 

It was unanimously recommended by the project managers, to continue the 
cooperative effort with emphasis on data-handling, formatting, harmonization and 
exploitation of the CND. 
With support of the VALUE Programme the outline for further cooperation in the 
form of a consortium was presented during the last project managers meeting at 
Louvain-la-Neuve, July 1994. It is the general feeling that this outline, with certain 
adaptations, can provide a good framework. In the coming months the statues will 
be further commented upon. 
It is clear, although EC has not yet made any future commitments to the MINE 
effort, support for special projects, aiming at the further perfection and completing 
of the system, also in view of the fast developments in the fields of networking 
(INTERNET) is essential for the succezss of this endeavour. 
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1992 
1992 
1992 
1993 
1993 
1994 

Brussels, Β 
Cologne, D 
Gothenburg, 
Egham, GB 
Baarn, NL 
Brussels, Β 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

1991 Valencia, E Project managers meeting; start of the pro
ject. 
Meeting of RC's, DIN's and CDN. 
Meeting of MC's, DIN's and CDN. 
Project managers meeting. 
Project managers meeting. 
Meeting of RC's, DIN's and CDN. 
MINE after BRIDGE. 

1994 Louvain-la-Neuve, Β Project managers meeting 

Cooperative links were established between the European Culture Collections 
Organization (ECCO) and the World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC). 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Gams, W., Henneber, G.L., Stalpers, J.A., Janssens, D., Schipper, M.A.A., Smith, J., Yarrow, 
D. and Hawksworth, D.L. 1988. Structuring strain data for storage and retrieval of informa
tion on fungi and yeasts in MINE, the Microbial Information Network Europe. J. Gen. 
Microbial. 134: 1667-1689. 
Hawskworth, D.L. and Schipper, M.A.A. 1989. Criteria for consideration in the accreditation 
of culture collections participating in MINE, the Microbial Information Network Europe. 
Mieren Journal. 5: 277-281. 
Stalpers, J.A., Kracht, M., Janssens, D., de Ley, J., van der Toorn, J., Smith, J., Claus, D. and 
Hippe, H. 1990. Structuring strain data for storage and retrieval of information on bacteria 
in MINE, the Microbial Information Network Europe. Syst. Appi. Microbiol. 13: 92-103. 

Individual publications 
Gams, W., Stalpers, JA. Stegehuis, GJ. and Smith, J. 1990. Computerization of strain data 
in the Microbial Information Network Europe (MINE). Sydowia 42: 218-230. 
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PROTEIN DESIGN/MOLECULAR MODELLING 





Engineering of microbial peptide lantibiotics for use in agro
food and biomedical industry (MNLA) (BIOT CT910265) 

COORDINATOR 
(A) C.W. HILBERS, KUN, Nijmegen, NL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
(A) H.G. SAHL, Fr. Wilhelms Univ., Bonn, D 
(Β) R. SIEZEN, Ned. Inst. Zuivel Onderzoek, Ede, NL 
(C) G. JUNG, EberhardtKarlsUniv., Tübingen, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Lanbiotics are a familly of antimicrobial peptides that contain the rare amino acid 
lanthionine. They are produced by Grampositive bacteria. The most prominent 
one, nisin, from Lactococcus lactis, is employed as a preservative in food industry. 
Epidermin and mersacidin are potential therapeutic agents against bacterial dis
eases, the lantibiotics of the duramycin group are inhibitors of eukaryotic enzymes. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The project was aimed at the elucidation of the structurefunction relationships of 
lantibiotics and at the construction of novel lantibiotics with improved properties 
concerning stability, solubility, target organism, etc. To this end the following objec
tives were set: 
(i) isolation and testing of novel lantibiotics from natural sources, 
(ii) construction and testing of mutant lantibiotics, 
(iii) elucidation of the threedimensional structures of lantibiotics, and 
(iv) elucidation of the processes involved in lantibiotic biosynthesis, posttransla

tional modification and secretion, and of the process involved in cell killing 
and selfimmunity. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A Novel lantibiotics from natural sources 

A total of 800 staphylococcal strains were screened for production of lantibiotics 
(B). Several new lantibiotics have been purified and their structure was elucidated 
(D) (Pep280, several epidermin analoga, SAFF22 and carnocin U149). Epilancin 
K7 was purified on a large scale (B) for elucidation of the primary and three 
dimensional structure (A). Besides it could be shown that staphylcoccin 1580 is 
epidermin. The screened nisinproducing L. lactis strains were found to produce 
either the variant nisin A or nisin Ζ, which differ in position 27 (His —* Asn). A 
second lantibiotic from L. lactis, lactacin 481, was identified (C) and characterized 
(collaboration with J.C. Picard, INRA, JouyenJosa, F). 

B. Lantibiotic biosynthesis 

About 10 kb of the plasmid pED503 that codes for Pep5 production in the 
producer strain S. epidermis 5 have been sequenced and revealed the Pep5 
biosynthesis cluster, which comprises a transporter gene (pepT), an immunity gene 
(pepi), the structural gene (pepA), a putative protease (pepP), and two biosynthesis 
genes (pebB and pepC). Finally, it could be shown that the transporter is not 
necessary for Pep5 production, whereas the protease gene has to be present. Using 
antibodies raised against a fusion protein of pepi linked to the maltose binding 
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protein it could be shown that all phenotypically immune clones express the Pepi 
protein. A main goal was the structure elucidation of intermediates in the 
biosynthesis of lantibiotices such as Pep5 (B), which were found to arise from a 
precursor protein consisting of a leader sequence followed by the Pep5 part in dif
ferent stages of dehydrated serine and threonine residues as became clear from 
sequence analysis and electrospray mass spectrometry (D). All biosynthetic inter
mediates were found in the cytoplasmic cell fraction (B). This implies that all steps 
of the Pep5 biosynthesis take place in the cytoplasm. 
Analysis (C) of the nisin Operon on transposon Tn5276 has shown that seven genes 
are located directly downstream of the structural nisin A gene. These genes (and 
encoded products) are named nisT (translocater protein), nisB and nisC (possibly 
modifying enzymes, nisi (immunity protein), nisP (leader peptidase), nisK and nisR 
(regulatory proteins). All genes have been sequenced completely. Gene disruptions 
in nisB, nisC or nisIPA lead to reduced immunity and absence of nising production. 
Disruption of nisIPA with complementation of nisA leads to the production of 
precursor nisin A. 
The gene for the novel lantibiotic epilancin K7 was localized on the chromosome 
of S. epidermis K7 by Southern hybridization (A, B). DNA probes were designed 
on the basis of the amino acid sequence, derived by NMR (A). A gene-harbouring 
DNA fragment was cloned and sequenced (A, C). In addition to the structural 
gene (elkA) partial ORFs were found, crossing the borders of the fragment, named 
elkP and elkT, coding for a putative protease and translocator. The elkA sequence 
corroborated the NMR-derived sequence. 
By comparison of the sequences of the genes involved in nisin, Pep5 and epilancin 
K7 biosynthesis, also including available,, sequences (subtilin, epidermin) from the 
literature, a clear picture of the proteins involved in biosynthesis and self-immunity 
of type-Α lantibiotics is emerging. By computer-simulation (C) the leader pep
tidases NisP and EpiP were modelled. 

C. Mutant lantibiotics 
Site-directed mutagenesis of Pepi (Β) has demonstrated that the immunity is 
decreased when the hydrophobic sequence in the N-terminal part of the peptide 
is interrupted. An expression system for site-directed mutagenesis was constructed 
in the vector pCUl which allowed the production of modified Pep5 molecules in 
a variant of the wildtype producer strain that had been cured from the plasmid 
coding for bacteriocin production (B). The modified peptides were designed on the 
basis of the spatial structure (D) of Pep5 in a membrane-mimicking solvent; each 
was purified to homogeneity (B) and modifications confirmed by mass spec
trometry (D). It became clear that the modified residues (lanthionine rings, 
dehydrated amino acids) as well as the amphiphilic properties and the central 
flexible region are indispensable for activity. Several different systems have been 
developed (C) for the expression of mutant nisin genes, one of which also 
produces nisin A in addition to mutant nisin. By site-directed mutagenesis several 
tens of nisin A and nisin Ζ mutants were generated (C), and characterized by 
NMR (A, C), activity and solubility assays (C). E.g. the solubility of nisin at neutral 
pH was improved by sustituting His27 or His31 for lysine. Several mutations at 
position 5 were performed, since Dha5 plays an essential role in activity of nisin; 
other mutations were in the important flexible linker-region connecting lanthionine 
ring C with D/E. More than ten mutations in the leader sequence of nisin have 
been made (C) to study the role of the leader in biosynthesis, secretion and pro
cessing. Several precursors of nisin have been produced and characterized. 
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A phenotypic (activity) screening assay was developed (C) for randomly 
mutagenized nis genes expressed in L. lactis NZ9700 and NZ9800, one of the 
target organisms is Listeria monocytogenes. 

D. Chemical Synthesis 

All chemical syntheses were carried out in (D). The synthesis of the leader peptide 
(23aa), pronisin (34aa) and prenisin (all 57aa) was performed. The synthesis of 
such a long peptide, containing five cysteines, is still a major achievement, even for 
experienced peptide chemists. It was successful via two approaches: the condensa
tion of three fragments and the stepwise synthesis in full length. Synthetic peptides 
were also produced for antibody production and detection of the nisA gene 
product (C) and Pep5 precursor protein (B). 

A novel route to the solid state synthesis of peptides containing the unsaturated 
residues Dha and Dhb has been elaborated. The total synthesis of the immunity 
peptide of Pep5 (71aa) has been carried out in amounts and purity sufficient for 
biological studies of its potential activity. The polypeptide has a calculated 
molecular mass of 8070, which has been experimentally verified via electrospray
MS. It has unique amphiphilic properties, according to CD the N and Cterminal 
segments adopt αhelical structures and the middle part consists of ßsheet confor
mation (D). 

A chromophorelabeled substrate for the leader peptidase of nisin was prepared, 
used (C) for screening for this enzyme. 

E. Structures of lantibiotics 

Many mass spectrometric analysis and protein sequencing studies were carried out 
(D). These included isolated precursors of Pep5 (B) and various nisin precursors 
including a nizin Ζ with a subtilin leader sequence (C). Studies on degradation 
products of nisin (C) revealed important information on the critical residues of this 
bacteriocin. 

Novel derivatization procedures, prior to Edmann degradation and Mass spec
trometry, were developed (D) which allow for the first time an access to: 

(a) Ntermially blocked lantibiotics, 
(b) full sequencing via Edmann degradation, 
(c) mass spectrometric determination of unsaturated α,βdidehydro residues and 

thioether bridges, 
(d) oxidation of thioethers and reduction of sulfoxides in lantibiotics. 

The conformations of natural prePep5, synthetic prenisin and of all leader pep
tides of prelantibiotics were investigated by circular dichroism in lipophilic solvents 
(D). All exhibited essentially αhelix structure, which was most likely induced by 
the lipophilic environment; the nisin leader and prenisin appear random coiled in 
aqueous solution as indicated by NMR (A). 

Electronspray MS of prenisin revealed that it formed a complex of prenisin with 
two Zn2 + ions. This specific metal binding may be a prerequisite for correct fold
ing prior to enzymatic modification and may prevent cysteine thiol groups from 
oxidation. 

Both the primary and spatial structure of the novel lantibiotic epilancin K7 were 
unravelled via NMR (A). This is a novel approach; normally NMR studies require 
the amino acid sequence to be known a priori. Threedimensional *H NMR and 
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heteronuclear (1H,13C) NMR were found very useful to solve the structure. The 
results showed that K7 is a novel lantibiotic indeed: it contains two Dha's, two 
Dhb's and two MeLan's, which is a composition different from any other known 
lantibiotic. The correct pairing of the MeLan thioether bridges could be estab
lished. 

The three dimensional structures, in aqueous solution, of nisin (A), gallidermin 
(D) and Pep5 (D) were determined by NMR. Although the structures appear 
rather flexible, some common characteristics could be discerned. They posses a 
screw-like shape, with a clearly ampiphilic character, i.e. along the long axis of the 
molecule there is one typically hydrophobic face and one less hydrophobic. These 
findings are in agreement with a model in which lantibiotic molecules penetrate 
the lipid bilayer. 

The structure of lacticin 481 was studied by 2D NMR (Collaboration with Dr. J.C. 
Picard, INRA, F) (C, A). NMR studies have been conducted (A) to unravel the 
structure of nisin in a membrane-like environment. It was found that nisin com
plexes to micelles of the detergents DPC and SDS and assumes a structure similar 
to the one in aqueous solution. The most prominent difference is a conformational 
change involving the residue, essential for activity, Dha5. The relative orientations 
of nisin and micelles have been characterized using micelles containing electron 
spin probes. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
— Isolation of novel lantibiotics from natural sources. 
— Production of site-directed mutants of Pep5 and nisin. 
— Complete sequence of the Pep5 and nisin gene-clusters and functional analysis 

of the individual genes. 
— Identification of the Pep5 immunity mechanism. 
— New methods for aa-sequencing of lantibiotics. 
— Spatial structures of several lantibiotics resolved. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Epilancin K7: isolated in B, NMR structure determination in A, isolation and 
sequencing of gene-cluster in B and C. This was the project of one scientist, sta
tioned in A who spent one month in B and two months in C. 
Nisin mutants/variants: purification in C, NMR in A and D. To this end one scien
tist, stationed in C spent a few days per month in A. 
Pep5 mutants/variants and other novel lantibiotics: isolated in B, purification and 
chemical structure elucidation in D. This involved short visits of coworkers from 
B to D. 
Synthetic peptides for immunizations: prepared in D, used in B and C. 
Vectors, sequence data, molecular-biology methods: exchange between B and D. 
Several meetings of all scientists involved took place in Bonn, Ede, Nijmegen and 
Tübingen. 
The first international workshop on lantibiotics (Bad Honef, D, 1991) was 
organized by B and D; the second one (Papendal, NL, 1994) is organized by A in 
cooperation with B, C and D. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Understanding the forces that determine the stability of native proteins in aqueous 
solution and the mechanisms that underlie catalysis and the folding/unfolding 
transition of the polypeptide is essential to the interpretation of biological 
phenomena at the molecular level and to the ability to design improved proteins. 
The present project aimed at improving our understanding of these processes by 
applying a multidisciplinary approach to Barnase, a ribonuclease from Bacillus 
amylolique faciens, ideally suited as a paradigm for this approach. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The various disciplines involved experimental techniques such as sitedirected 
mutagenesis, thermal analysis, denaturation studies, enzyme kinetics, Xray diffrac
tion and 2DNMR techniques and theoretical methods such as molecular 
mechanics, knowledge based modelling with dynamical simulations and free energy 
calculations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A Development of the research toolbox 
— The following structures have been determined: Barnase (NMRsolution struc

ture) and Xray structures of the mutants S91A, I96V, I76A, I88A I96A, 
Γ76Α + Ι88Α+Ι96Α, Y78F and S91A and wild type Barnase in complex with 
the tetranucucleotide d(CGAC). 

— For the simulations of the free energy change upon histidine deprotonation, 
energy parameters were estimated. 

— New energy parameters were incorporated into the software packages 
BRUGEL and DISCOVER (BIOSYM) in order to carry out the molecular 
dynamics simulations of Barnase in the presence of 5 phosphate ions. 

— A new Molecular Dynamics technique called Multiple Copy Simultaneous 
Dynamics which allows the efficient simulations of interactions between an 
enzyme and its substrate (or inhibitor) was implemented into the software 
package BRUGEL. 

— A new (Russian) scanning calorimeter was installed in Granada. The 
reconstruction of the multifrequency calorimeter was finalized. Software 
necessary for the analysis of scanning calorimetry records in order to calculate 
ligand binding parameters was further developed. 

— New algorithms were developed for the determination of the binding 
parameters of the proteinligand interaction from the Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry records. 
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Β. Results aiming at the understanding of the mechanism of folding and stability 
7. Folding of barnase fragments — Fragments of Barnase were (chemically) syn
thesized in order to study the formation of the tertiary structure of Barnase, via 
the secondary structure of these fragments. It was found that the major α-helix is 
formed even as short sequence and does not aggregate in solution. The central β-
sheet, however, does tend to form large aggregates. 
2. Engeneering of disulpkide bonds into barnase — Disulphide bridges were intro
duced into Barnase in order to act as probes of the folding pathway of this protein. 
One disulphide, between residue 85 and 102, links two loops known to pack 
together early in the folding pathway. A second one, between residue 43 and 80, 
links two elements of secondary structure known to pack together only after the 
rate determining step of folding. 
Both disulphide bridges confer stability (measured by equilibrium denaturation). 
The kinetics of unfolding and refolding of the mutant proteins have been 
measured, and a comparison of the disulphide proteins and their corresponding 
dithiol forms has been made by use of thermodynamic cycles. The disulphide bond 
engineered into the part of the protein that folds early confers stability upon the 
intermediate and transition states of folding. The protein with a disulphide bond 
connecting parts of the protein that fold late is not stabilized until the protein 
reaches its final folded form. Bridge 43-80 unfolds 19 times more slowly than wild 
type Barnase and 170 times more slowly than its dithiol form. 
NMR H/D exchange experiments have been used to examine the effect of the dis
ulphide bonds on the dynamic behaviour of the mutant proteins. Comparisons of 
the exchange rates of amide protons in wild-type and the mutant proteins have 
been made under the same conditions. 
A qualitative comparison of 3 similar proteins allows you to: 
i) identify elements of secondary structure which exchange through local breath

ing movements and those which exchange only when the protein unfolds con
siderably. 

ii) identify regions which are locally stabilised or destabilised by a mutation. 
A quantitative comparison of wild type with a single mutant using 

AAG = - RTln | F -
allows us to distinguish further 

i) those protons which exchange by local breathing (AAGex ~ 0), 
ii) those protons which exchange by considerable unfolding (AAGex = AAGIJ-F 

'global infolding mechanism') and 
iii) those protons which exchange by both mechanisms (0<AAGex<AAGtj_F). 

Furthermore, it allows us to compare equilibrium exchange with protein fold
ing pathways. 

Specifically, for these disulphide mutants of Barnase we have been able to show 
that the disulphide bonds have a local effect on the dynamic behaviour of the 
protein which can be correlated to the relative stabilising effect of the disulphide 
bond. We have also shown that there is no direct relationship between exchange 
behaviour at equilibrium and protein folding pathways. 
3. Unfolding of basilar, barnase and their complex — High sensitivity Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) has been used to characterize the thermal unfolding 
of the wild type Barnase and Barstar mutants as well as their complex. The 
necessity of using the mutants of Barstar in DSC studies was caused by the com
plicated unfolding pattern of the wild-type protein arising from uncontrollable 
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oxidation of its two sulfhydryl groups upon heating. The barstar mutant 
C40A + C82A showed a simple twostate unfolding upon heating. At neutral pH, 
however, its thermal stability was much higher than that of Barnase, despite the 
fact that its unfolding enthalpy (even when calculated per amino acid) was much 
lower. At acidic pH, i.e. 2.53, heating of the protein inside the calorimeter was 
not accompanied by a typical endothermic heat effect, indicating that at these con
ditions Barstar looses its native conformation. It was also found that this 
'denaturedprotein has a strong tendency to form soluble oligomers which might 
account for stabilisation of the 'molten globular' state reported in the literature for 
these solvent conditions. According to DSC data, complexing of Barnase with the 
Barstar mutant increases the thermal stability of the former by as much as 20°C 
and that of Barstar by only a few degrees. The thermodynamic parameters were 
determined both by DSC and IMC (isothermal mixing calorimetry). Their analysis 
has shown that the relatively high Gibbs energy gain (about 70 kcal/mole) is 
mostly produced by the negative heat effect of about 60 kcal/mole, while the 
entropy change at complex formation is close to zero. The results of the 
calorimetrie study on Barstar and its complex with Barnase will be published in 
another joint paper which is currently in preparation [3]. 

4. Molecular dynamics of solvated barnase — A 250 picosecond trajectory of 
solvated Barnase has been generated by molecular dynamics simulations. The 
system included all the protein heavy atoms, as well as all hydrogen positions 
generated using standard bond distances and angles, 94 crystallographic positioned 
water molecules and 2265 generated water molecules. 

The simulated protein displayed very modest deviations relative to the crystal 
structure (1.22 and 1.65 A rms of the backbone and all atoms respectively). The 
accessible surface and corresponding accessible volume increased 17% and 8% 
respectively over the 250 ps time scale, consistent with a slight expansion of the 
protein (0.5A increase in gyration radius). A detailed monitoring of the Hbonds 
formed during the simulations indicated that a large majority of those identified 
crystallographically are maintained during the simulations. It also revealed fre
quent exchange between water and protein Ηbonds, mostly in loop regions. 
The structural and dynamic properties of the water molecules near the protein sur
face were analyzed by computing radial distribution functions for the water 
oxygens and hydrogens. The results were in excellent agreement with expected H
bonding distances and with distances between water and nonpolar groups 
obtained in simulations of small water molecules. Self diffusion coefficients of 
water molecules around the backbone amide protons, the Hß hydrogens of 
alanines, the H« hydrogens of isoleucine and the Ηζ hydrogens of lysines in Bar
nase were calculated. This coefficient is very small (D = 0.30.4 10"9 m^s"1) relative 
to the value in bulk (D=4.6 10'9 m^s"1) for the water surrounding the amide 
hydrogens and the AlaHß, whereas water in contact with IleH« and LysHç 
hydrogens is significantly more mobile (D=1.6 10"9 m2.s_1) but still less mobile 
than bulk water. These results indicate that there is no detectable difference in the 
dynamic behaviour of water molecules surrounding hydrophobic and polar groups 
but that this behaviour seems to be influenced by their proximity to the protein 
backbone. 

5. Simulation of the thermal denaturation of the ßhairpin comprising residues 85102 
of barnase — Molecular dynamics simulations of the thermal denaturation of the 
ßhairpin comprising residues 85102 of Barnase were undertaken as part of a 
larger analysis if the unfolding and stability properties of Barnase. This hairpin was 
chosen because it adopts its native structure early in the folding process which 
suggests that it may be relatively stable on its own. This 18residue segment was 
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simulated for 300 ps in vacuum and in water respectively and at 3 temperatures: 
300K, 450K and 600K using the program CHARMM. 
In the room temperature simulations in water, the Ηbond pattern of the starting 
crystal structure is well conserved; a total of 3 classes of conformations is observed 
of which one is massively populated (95% of the total). This highly populated class 
is the same as the most populated conformation in the vacuum simulations of the 
same system where a wider conformational diversity is observed (22 clusters). 43 
different classes of conformations are identified in the 450K simulations in 
aqueous solution and 2 of these classes are also present at room temperature (one 
of them represents 30% of the structures). During this trajectory, Ηbonds at the 
stem of the hairpin, between residues 85—102 and 87—99 are lost and the C and 
Ntermini of the hairpin move apart while the rest of the stucture is conserved 
including the positivie Φ angle of Trp94. Concomitant with these changes, the 
interactions between hydrophobic side chains near the ßturn seem to be reinfor
ced as these side chains move closer to one another. This seems to delay the trans
ition towards the completely extended conformation which becomes significantly 
populated only during the 600K simulation. 

C. Results aiming at the understanding of enzyme kinetics 

1. The interaction between barnase and barstar — The dissociation constant 

(^T) < 10"13,M) for the Barnase:Barstar complex was determined from experiments 
measuring the onrate (==5"T0° M^.s^) by fluorescence change of Barnase and the 
offrate (10'V1) using tritiated Barstar. 

2. The binding of3'GMP to barnase — Isothermal Mixing Calorimetry revealed that 
Barnase binds 3'GMP to a single, high affinity site with a heat effect of about 50 
kcal/mole and a heat capacity change of 250 J/K*mole. Both free Barnase and 
Barnase in complex with 3'GMP undergo a highly reversible, twostate thermal 
unfolding process in the pHrange 25 with the increments of the free energy and 
heat capacity similar to those of other small globular proteins. However, both the 
enthalpy and entropy of unfolding turn out to be unusually high at the denatura
tion temperature of Barnase. It was also found unexpectedly that the ther
modynamic unfolding properties of Barnase do not fit into correlations between 
ΔΗ and ACp described in the literature for small globular proteins. This dis
crepancy might be related to particular features of the folded and/or unfolded 
states of the protein. See joint publication [1]. 

3. Modelling of the barnase: pentanuclaotide transition state model — The amended 
Barnase:pentanucleotide transition state model differs from the intial proposal in 
the details of the interactions made between the enzyme and the nucleotide. Using 
the detailed three dimensional picture of the Barnase:transition state complex, 
experimental observations on the kinetics of oligonucleotide catalysis in Barnase 
could be rationalized. 

4. Molecular dynamics simulation of barnase in the presene of 5 phosphate ions and 
water — This study was carried out with the purpose to get more information about 
substrate recognition and binding. The system consisted of one Barnase, 5 
methylphosphate and 2359 water molecules. A rectangular box of 82681Å3 was 
used for the simulation under periodic boundary conditions and at 300 Κ with con
stant box volume (see joint publication [2] 

5. Simulation of histidine (de)protonation — The approach to the problem involved 
computing the free energy changes associated with the (de)protonation of Hisl8 
in the native protein (AGp), and with a histidine dipeptide unit in water (AGW). 
The pKashift was calculated from the equation ApKa = (AGP — AGW)/(2.3RT). 
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The result was ApKa = 4.0 ± 1.0. Although qualitatively in good agreement with 
the experimental value (ApKa = 1.6 units), it is still a factor 2 too high, probably 
due to errors in treating electrostatic interactions, caused by applying a distance 
cut-off in computing non-bonded interactions. Also the from fluorescence 
experiments determined ApKa of 0.6 pH-units, caused by the aromatic-histidine 
interaction between Trp94 and Hisl8, could reasonably be substantiated by calcula
tions: 0.40 pH-units. 
The finite difference solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, implemented in 
the program Delphi, was used to evaluate the shifts in the pKa of catalytic residues 
in Barnase produced by the binding of oligonucleotide ligands. Calculations of the 
pKa shifts were performed using Barnase-oligonucleotide complexes modelled in 
Brussels and the crystal structure of Barnase-d(CpGpApC) determined in Cam
bridge. The results show that the binding of a ribonucleotide substrate induces 
significant shifts in the pKa's of Glu73 and Hisl02. Based on the hypothesis that 
the titration profiles of these two residues determine the pH profile of the catalytic 
reaction in Barnase, it is shown that binding of nucleotides produces an upward 
shift in the pH-optimum for catalysis by about 3.1 units relative to the pH optimum 
of 5.25 calculated considering experimental pKa values in presence of bound 3'-
GMP. This shift is in very good agreement with the pH optimum of 8.5 determined 
experimentally. The calculations show that, in both the modelled and the crys-
tallographic complexes, the nucleotide groups contributing most to this shift are (in 
order of decreasing influence): the + 2 and 0 phosphates, the +1 adenine and +1 
ribose moieties. The main features responsible for these contributions, and com
mon to both complexes, are the stacking of the +1 adenine base onto the 
imidazole of Hisl02 and the binding mode of the + 2 phosphate. 

MAJOR SCBENTBFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

i) Solution structure of Barnase by NMR; 
ii) A detailed 3D-model for the Barnase: pentanucleotide transition state com

plex; 
iii) By determining which regions in a protein unfold early, stabilization may be 

achieved by introduction of disulphide crosslinks. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The Cambridge group (8-10 scientists) carried out most of the experimental techni
ques. Thermal analyses were carried out by (4) who was supplied by (2) with pure 
Barnase and Barstar. (3) collaborated with (1) on the molecular dynamics simula
tions of Barnase and compared together with (2) NMR- and X-ray structural 
results with theoretical calculations. 
Eight joint meetings took place in Delft, Cambridge, Brussels and Granada. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Martinez, J.C., Harrou, M.E., Filimonov, V.V., Mateo, P.L. and Fersht, AR. (1994), 
Biochemistry, 33, 3919-3926 'A Calorimetrie Study Of The Stability Of Barnase And Its Interac
tion With 3'GMP' 
Aehle, W., Misset, O. and Belle, D. van (1992), Abstract 3rd Nordic Conference on Protein 
Engineering, August 12-16, 1992 'Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Barnase in water in 
presence of a substrate analogue' 
Martinez, J.C., Filimonov, V.V., Mateo, P.L., Schreiber, G. and Fersht, A.R. A Calorimetrie 
Study Of Barstar and Its Complex With Barnase; in preparation 
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Individuai publications 
Buckle, A.M. and Fersht, A.R. (1994), Biochemistry, 33, 1644-1653. 
Chen, Y.W., Fersht, AR. and Henrick, K. (1993), J. MoL Biol., 234, 1158-1170. 
Clarke, J. and Fersht, J. (1993), Biochemistry, 32, 4322-4329. 
Clarke, J., Hounslow, AM., Bycroft, M. and Fersht, A.R. (1993), Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. U.SA. 
90, 9837-9841. 
Kippen, A.D., Sancho, J. and Fersht, A.R. (1994), Biochemistry, 33, 3778-3786. 
Wodak, S J., van Belle, D. and Prévost, M. (1994) in Molecular Simulations, Julia Goodfellow 
edt. (in press). 
Lippens, G., van Belle, D., Wodak, S J. and Jeener, J. (1993), Molecular Physics, 80, 15469-
1484. 
Wodak, S.J., Van Belle, D. and Prévost, M. (1992) in Proceedings of INSERM workshop 49 
'Molecular modelling and graphics applied to structure-function relationships (Le Vésinet, 
France, November 1992). 
Horovitz, A. and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. MoL Biol. 224, 773-740. 
Sancho, J. and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. Mol. Biol. ITA, 741-747. 
Sancho, J., Neira, J.L. and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. Mol. Biol. 224, 749-758. 
Loewenthal, R, Sancho, J. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), J. MoL BioL 224, 759-770. 
Fersht, AR., Matouschek, A. and Serrano, L. (1992), J. Mol. BioL 224, 771-782. 
Serrano, L., Kellis, J.T.Jr., Cann, P., Matouschek, A. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), J. MoL Biol. 224, 
783-804. 
Serrano, L., Matouscheck, A. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), J. Mol. Biol. 224, 805-818. 
Matouschek, Α., Serrano, L. and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. MoL Biol. 224, 819-835. 
Matouschek, A , Serrano, L and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. Mol. BioL 224, 837-845. 
Serrano, L., Matouschek, A and Fersht, AR. (1992), J. Mol. BioL 224, 847-859. 
Willaert, J. et al, (1992) Biochemistry, 31, 711-716. 
Sancho, J., Serrano, L. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), Biochemistry, 31, 2253-2258. 
Serrano, L., Neira, J.L., Sancho, J. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), Nature, 356, 453-455. 
Meiering, E.M., Serrano, L. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), J. Mol. Biol. 225, 585-589. 
Serrano, L., Sancho, J., Hirshberg, M. and Fersht, A.R. (1992), /. Mol. BioL 227, 544-559. 
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A) R.K. WIERENGA, EMBL, Heidelberg, D 

PARTICIPANTS: 
B) J. MARTIAL, Univ. Liège, Liège, Β 
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F) A. RENARD, Eurogentec SA, Liège, B 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A network of European research groups has been formed to study and engineer 
the stability and activity of the enzyme triosephosphate isomerase (TIM). TIM is 
a dimeric glycolytic enzyme. Each subunit has the TIMbarrel fold. The TIMbarrel 
fold is observed in many different enzymes catalysing very diferent reactions. 
Clearly this frame work is able to create very different binding pockets. The 
ultimate goal of this project is to create a new binding site on a TIMbarrel 
framework. The available expertise in this network concerns molecular biology and 
biochemistry (A,B,C), crystallography and modelling (A,D), cyclopeptide synthesis 
(E) and mass production of over expressed proteins (F). 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The initial objectives can be summarised as follows: 

1) Characterisation of extremophylic TIM's in order to learn more about ther
mostability. 

2) Mutagenesis of human ΤΊΜ to make it more stable, mutagenesis of 
trypanosomal TIM in order to obtain a monomeric variant. 

3) Binding studies with cyclohexapeptides designed to influence the properties of 
wildtype ΉΜ or its variants. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Characterisation of psychrophylic and thermophylic TIM (Martial, Hoi). 
Four TIM sequences of extremophylic bacteria were determined (Table 1). These 
sequences show considerable sequence variety. Therefore it is not trivial to estab
lish which factors are responsible for the different thermal stabilities. For the two 
moderate extremophyles, Moraxella spp and Bacillus stearothermophilus, a detailed 
comparison has been carried out. From this comparison it appears that the adap
tability of TIM to high temperature is favoured by better stabilising residues for 
the helix dipole as well as better helix-forming residues whereas the adaptability 
of ΉΜ to low temperature seem to reside in the nature of helix capping residues. 
Over expression and purification to homogenity of cold and hot TIM has been 
done. Hot ΉΜ could be crystallised and a 2.8A refined crystal structure of hot 
ΉΜ has become availabe recently. The in vitro stability of hot and cold TIM has 
been quantified. It has been shown that the enzymatic activities of the cold and 
hot ΉΜ are strongly dependent on the incubation temperature used. While, under 
the given experimental conditions cold TIM is rapidly inactivated at temperatures 
above 35°C, hot ΉΜ is stable at temperatures up to 65°C. Thus, compared to the 
inactivation temperature, around 50CC of the mesophylic E.coli TIM, the cold TIM 
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presents indeed psychrophylic characteristics, whereas hot TIM can be considered 
as thermophylic. 
More recently overexpression experiments with the genes of supercold and super-
hot TIM's, show that it will be possible to obtain pure supercold and superhot 
ΉΜ. Subsequently the biochemical properties, such as stability will be measured. 
In addition it will be attempted to grow crystals of these supercold and superhot 
TIM's. 

Table 1: TIM-sequence data of TIM from four different extremophylic bacteria 

sequence identity (%) 

.'. J super cold cold hot super hot 
residues r r 

supercold Vibrio marinus 256 - 39 41 41 
cold Moraxella sp TA137 270 - - 34 34 
hot Bacillus stearo- 253 - - - 51 

superhot 

thermophilus 
Thermatoga _,_ 
maritimia 

More stable variants of human TIM 
(Martial, Hoi). 
Following up on the sequence analysis of TIM's with different thermal stability it 
was decided to make human TIM variants with predicted increased thermal 
stability by choosing mutations which would stabilise α-helices. Three approaches 
were considered, involving the replacement of solvent exposed residues in a-
helices with alanines, the correct positioning of prolines at the N-cap position of 
α-helices and the stabilisation of the helix dipoles by replacing the N-terminal 
residues of some helices with negatively charged residues (Asp). Τλνο mutants were 
already constructed, where Glnl79 was replaced with an Ala or an Asp. The 
Q179D replacement significantly stabilised human TIM, while the Q179A replace
ment did not affect the protein stability. A third mutant, A215P, has now been con
structed; the introduction of this proline at the N-cap position of a7 increased the 
stability of human TIM. The construction of other two mutants is now in progress: 
K193A and S105D. 

Point mutation variants of trypanosomal TIM and human TIM 
(Wierenga, Martial, Opperdoes). 
Three point mutation variants of interface residues of trypanosomal TIM have 
been characterised: C14G, H47N and V46G. These variants are monomeric at low 
protein concentration (^lmg/ml) and dimeric at high protein concentration 
( 5 20mg/ml). The monomeric forms are not molten globule like proteins, but 
instead they are compactly folded and the residual active site is still able to bind 
2-phosphoglycolate. The dimeric forms have retained most of the catalytic 
efficiency. The monomeric forms are considerable less stable than the wild type 
dimer. 
Two point mutation variants of interface residues of human TIM have been charac
terised: M14Q and R98Q. These point mutations variants have similar properties 
as C14G, H47N and V46G. Interestingly R98Q is completely inactive. Arg98 is a 
completely conserved residue in the helical fragment of loop-4. The complete inac-
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tivity of R98Q points to an important function of Arg98 for achieving the proper 
active site architecture. 

Binding studies with cyclohexapeptides 
(Kessler, Opperdoes, Wierenga) 
At the beginning of this project two classes of cyclohexapeptides of interest to the 
TIM project were available. These two categories of peptides were choosen for 
further study because of the general interest in the mode of binding between 
cyclopeptides and proteins. 
Class II cyclopeptides are rather hydrophobic compounds, with inhibitory proper
ties against trypanosomal ΉΜ, but not against other TIM's. On further investiga
tion it turned out that these inhibitory properties were due to coprecipitation of 
trypanosomal TIM with the hydrophobic cyclopeptides in the assay mixture, and 
not due to a specific complex formation between cyclopeptide and trypanosomal 
ΉΜ. Therefore studies at the molecular level of the mode of binding of these 
cyclopeptides are not possible. 
Class I cyclopeptides are analogs of loop-3 (the major interface loop) and there
fore pontential inhibitors of dimerisation. On testing it turned out that they are not 
inhibitors of TIM. The superposition of the crystal structure of one of these 
cyclohexapeptides on loop-3 in wildtype TIM suggested, that the conformation of 
this cyclopeptide would create a clash between the side chain of Cysl3 and the 
cyclohexapeptide. Therefore the effects of this cyclohexapeptide were also tested 
on the pointmutation variant C14G, but no effect was measured. 
Apparently these cyclohexapeptides are too rigid and/or too small to bind with 
measurable affinity in the binding pocket of loop-3. This approach will be pursued 
further by testing the binding properties of much longer, but linear peptide 
analogues of loop-3, for monoTIM and the point mutation variants. 

Octarellin: A project concerning the de novo protein design of a TIM-barrel 
protein. 
(Martial) 
Originally octarellin-1 has been characterised. Octarellin-1 has eightfold symmetry. 
Current studies focus on the characterisation of octarellin-III, which is based on 
four fold symmetry. The facilities of Eurogentec have been used for the over-
expression in a 251 fermentor and purification of octarellin. 

Leishmania mexicana TIM 
(Opperdoes, Wierenga) 
In Leishmania only one TIM gene is present, although TIM occurs both in the 
cytoplasm as well as in the glycosome. The residues constituting the subunit inter
face are highly conserved between the enzyme of L. mexicana and T. brucei, but 
are mostly different from those TIM's of other organisms. One major substitution 
is present in the interface region of the L. mexicana protein: a glutamate at positon 
65, instead of glutamine in all other known 30 triosephosphate isomerase sequen
ces. The glutamine is supposed to be important for the stability of the dimeric 
enzyme. 

L. mexicana triosephosphate isomerase has been overexpressed in Escherichia coli 
and the enzyme has been purified to near-homogenity. It appears a stable dimeric 
protein. Cystallisation experiments are being carried out in order to be able to 
analyse the structural differences near position 65. 
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Modular mutagenesis of E. coli TIM 
(Martial, Wierenga) 
The crystal structure of a hybrid E. coli TIM has been determined at 2.8Å resolu
tion. The hybrid TIM (ETIM8CHI) was constructed by replacing the eigth ßa-unit 
of E. coli TIM with the equivalent unit of chicken TIM. This replacement involves 
10 sequence changes. One of the changes concerns the mutation of a buried 
alanine (Ala232 in strand-8) into phenylalanine. The ETIM8CHI-structure shows 
that the A232F sequence change can be incorporated by a side chain rotation of 
Phe224 (in helix-7). No cavities or strained dihedrals are observed in the hybrid 
enzyme, and ET1M8CHI and E. coli TIM have similar stabilities. The largest CA-
movements, approximately 3Å, are seen for the C-terminal end of helix-8 
(associated with the outward rotation of Phe224) and for the residues in the loop 
after helix-1 (associated with sequence changes in helix-8).The active site architec
tures of wildtype E. coli TIM and ETIM8CHI show no obvious differences, there
fore it is not clear why the k,-,, of ETTM8CHI is 10 times lower than in wild type 
E. coli ΉΜ. Possibly subtle changes in the structural or dynamic properties 
between wild type E. coli ΉΜ and ETIM8CHI, which are not apparent from the 
comparison of the structures, are responsible for the different kinetic constants. 

Characterisation of monoTIM, derived from trypanosomal TIM 
(Wierenga) 
Protein engineering on trypanosomal TIM converted this oligomeric enzyme into 
a stable, monomeric protein that is enzymatically active. Wild-type ΉΜ consists of 
two identical subunits that form a very tight dimer involving interactions of 32 
residues of each subunit. By replacing 15 residues of the major interface loop by 
another 8-residue fragment, a variant, referred to as mono ΉΜ, was constructed 
that is a stable and monomeric protein, with ΉΜ activity. The length, sequence, 
and conformation of the designed fragment were suggested by extensive modeling. 
The crystal structure of monoTIM shows that it retains the characteristic ΉΜ-
barrel (ßa)8-fold and that the new loop has a structure very close to that predicted 
by modelling. Two other interface loops, loop-1 and loop-4, which contain the 
active site residues Lysl3 and His95, respectively, show significant changes in struc
ture in monoTIM compared with dimeric wild-type ΉΜ. ΜοηοΉΜ has residual 
catalytic activity. This residual activity is an intrinsic property of monoTIM. The 
Lysl3 is crucial for this activity, because monoTIM (K13A) is inactive and mon-
ΤΊΜ (K13R) is less active than ιηοηοΉΜ. The residual catalytic activity can be 
explained by assuming that in solution loop-1 and loop-4 are flexible and in the 
presence of substrate can adopt the active site geometry required for supporting 
catalysis. This assumption is supported by several observations. For example, a 
point mutation derivative of πιοηοΉΜ, referred to as monoSS, has also been crys
tallised. MonoSS is obtained from πιοηοΉΜ by mutating Phe45 and Val46 into 
serines. In the crystallised monoSS loop-4 has adopted again the wild type confor
mation, whereas loop-1 has adopted a conformation different from πιοηοΉΜ and 
different from wild type ΉΜ. These structural difference do not seem to be 
related to the two point mutations, but rather due to differences in crystalisation 
conditions and crystal packing. Despite the fact that the structural differences are 
effecting the conformation of the catalytic residues, monoTIM and monoSS have 
the same catalytic properties, in agreement with the assumption that in solution 
these loops are flexible. 

Further protein design studies with πιοηοΉΜ will now focus on loop changes 
aimed at making πιοηοΉΜ as active as wild type ΉΜ. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1. The sequencing and characterisation of TIM from Vibrio marinus, Moraxella 
sp TA137, Bacillus stearothermophilus and Thermatoga maritima. These bacteria are 
extreme psychrophylic, psychrophylic, thermophylic and extreme thermophylic 
organisms respectively. / 

2. The determination of the crystal structures of E. coli Ή Μ , human Ή Μ , Β. 
stearothermophilus Ή Μ and ETIM8CHI. 
3. The structural characterisation of monoTIM, a monomeric variant of 
trypanosomal Ή Μ . 
MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Each year 2 joint meetings have been organised. At these lively meetings the 
results obtained by the groups and the joint publications have been discussed 
intensively. 
PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Borchert, T.V., Pratt, K., Zeelen, J.Ph., Callens, M., Noble, M.E.M., Opperdoes, F.R., 
Michels, P.A.M, and Wierenga, R.K. (1993), 'Overexpression of trypanosomal triosephosphate 
isomerase in Escherichia coli and characterisation of a dimer-interface mutant'. Eur. J. 
Biochem. 211, 703-710. 
Callens, M., Roy, J.V. Zeelen, J.Ph., Borchert, T.V., Nalis, D., Wierenga, R.K. and Opper
does, F.R. (1993), 'Selective interaction of glycosomal enzymes from trypanosoma brucei with 
hydrophobic cyclic hexapeptides'. Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 195, 667-672. 
Kessler, V.H., Matter, H., Geyer, Α., Diehl, H.-J., Kock, M., Kurz, G., Opperoes, F.R., 
Callens, M. and Wiereng, R.K (1992), 'Selektive Inhibierung der trypanosomalen Tri-
osephosphat-Isomerase durch ein Thiopeptid'. Angew. Chem. 104, 343-345. 
Kohl, L, Callens, M., Wierenga, R.K, Opperdoes, F.R. and Michels, PAM. (1994), 'Triose
phosphate isomerase of Leishmania mexicana mexicana Cloning and characterization of the gene, 
overexpression in Escherichia coli and analysis of the protein'. Eur. J. Biochem. 220, 331-338. 
Mainfroid, V, Goraj, K, Rentier-Delrue, F., Houbrechts, Α., Loiseau, A , Gohimont, A-C, 
Noble, M.E.M., Borchert, T.V., Wierenga, R.K. and Martial, JA. (1993), 'Replacing the (βα)-
unit 8 of E. coli TIM with its chicken homologue leads to a stable and active hybrid enzyme'. 
Protein Eng. 6, 893-900. 
Mande, S.C, Mainfroid, V., Kalk, K.H., Goraj, K, Martial, J.A. and Hol W.GJ. (1994), 
'Crystal structure of recombinant human triosephosphate isomerase at 2.8 A resolution. Tri
osephosphate isomerase-related human genetic disorders and comparison with the 
trypanosomal enzyme'. Protein Sci. 3, 810-821. 
Rentier-Delrue, F., Mande, S.C, Moyens, S., Terpstra, P., Mainfroid, V, Goraj, K, Lion, M., 
Hol, W.G.J, and Martial, J.A. (1993), 'Cloning and overexpression of the triosephosphate 
isomerase genes from psychrophilic and thermophilic bacteria: structural comparison of the 
predicted protein sequences'. J. Mol. Biol. 229, 85-93. 
Individual publications 
Borchert, TV., Abagyan, R., Jaenicke, R. and Wierenga, R.K (1994), 'Design, creation, and 
characterization of a stable, monomeric triosephosphate isomerase'. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
U.S.A. 91, 1515-1518. 
Borchert, T.V., Abagyan, R., Radha Kishan, K.V., Zeelen, J.Ph. and Wierenga, R.K. (1993), 
'The crystal structure of an engineered monomeric triosephosphate isomerase, monoTIM: the 
correct modelling of an eight-residue loop'. Structure 1, 205-213. 
Noble, M.E.M., Zeelen, J.Ph. and Wierenga, R.K (1993), 'Structure of the 'Open' and 
'Closed' State of Trypanosomal Triosephosphate Isomerase, as Observed in a New Crystal 
Form: Implications for the Reaction Mechanism'. Proteins. 16, 311-326. 
Noble, M.E.M., Zeelen, J.Ph. and Wierenga, R.K (1993), 'Structure of Triosephosphate 
Isomerase from Escherichia coli Determined at 2.6 Å Resolution'. Acta Crystallogr. D49, 403-417. 
Radha Kishan, K.V., Zeelen, J.Ph., Noble, M.E.M., Borchert, TV. and Wierenga, R.K. (1994), 
'Comparison of the structures and the crystal contacts of trypanosomal triosephosphate 
isomerase in four different crystal forms'. Protein Sci. 3, 779-787. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Protein engineering as part of biology-derived nanotechnology can benefit enor
mously from detailed understanding of structures at the atomic level. Such under
standing becomes the basis of designing proteins as novel materials and carriers of 
medically and industrially useful molecular function. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The goal was to understand, by a combination of theory and experiment, the struc
tural principles of the 4-a-helix bundle proteins Rop and ferritin as a basis for 
engineering novel functions. This interdisciplinary BRIDGE-funded consortium 
employed techniques of molecular genetics, protein purification, functional and 
immunoassays, 3-D structure determination (X-ray, NMR), light spectroscopy, 
microcalorimetry, molecular modelling and protein structure theory. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The work on ferritin structure, assembly and engineering as carrier protein was the 
result of close collaboration between the Roma, Milano and Sheffield groups. The 
work on the structure, folding and redesign of Rop protein involved the Iraklion, 
Roma, Münster, Braunschweig and Heidelberg groups. 

X-ray structures of ferritin variants (Sheffield) 
The work has concentrated on the X-ray analysis of the 4-helix bundle iron-storage 
protein ferritin, and its comparison with other four-helix bundle structures. Our 
strategy has been to use site-directed mutagenesis to alter internal residues in 
order to observe the structural effects. These results are being compared with 
similar experiments on Rop. 

Site-directed mutants of human H ferritin 
(i) We achieved a 1.9Å crystal structure of the A222 mutant of human H ferritin. 

In this mutant the ferroxidase site residues are converted into their inactive L 
equivalents (E62K, H65G) and in addition various metal-binding residues are 
converted to alanine (E61A E64A, E67A). 

(ii) In the Y34F mutant (2.5A resolution), Tyr 34 is close to the ferroxidase site 
and appears to be important for forming an Fe(III)-tyrosinate complex during 
iron uptake. 
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Species variants of ferritin. 

(i) Horse L ferritin. We have solved a 1.95Å structure of recombinant horse spleen 
L ferritin. Mammalian H and L ferritins have 55% sequence identity and some 
of the most interesting substitutions lie at the centre of the four helix bundle 
and involve the replacement of the metalbinding H chain ferroxidase centre 
residues with salt bridges. 

(ii) Schistosoma ferritin. We have solved the structure of ferritin from the human 
parasite Schistosoma mansoni (2.6Å resolution). This is important because of 
the competition for iron between parasite and host in such infections. This 
protein has 40% identity with the mammalian H and L ferritins. 

(iii) E.coli ferritin. We have also solved the structure of ferritin from Escherichia 
coli at 2.5Å. This protein is quite distinct from the haemcontaining bac
terioferritin, or cytochrome bl (see below). E.coli ferritin has only 20% 
sequence identity with the mammalian and Schistosoma ferritins. There are 
therefore many interesting amino acid substitutions. These include a number 
of coupled amino acid substitutions within the bundle (example in Fig. 1). 
Also, E.coli ferritin lacks a normally strongly conserved saltbridge which link 
the end of the Β helix with the beginnings of the A and D helices respectively. 

(iv) E.coli bacterioferritin. Bacterioferritins are cytochrome bl molecules with very 
distant sequence homology (18%) to ferritins. Our 6Å resolution MIR electron 
density map shows the arrangement of helices in four helix bundles. 

Metalbinding sites, comparisons with other fourhelix bundle proteins 

The E.coli ferritin structure solution yielded the first ever complete dataset of an 
ironbound ferritin, using the 0.9Å wavelength radiation at Daresbury, revealing 
three iron sites, two in the ferroxidase centre and one nearby on the inside of the 

Coupled amino acid changes in the ferritin core 

B B 

Figure 1: Example of coupled amino acid changes in the ferritin core. 
An example of coupled amino acid changes within the ferritin 4helix bundle found when compar
ing mammalian ferritins (a), and E.coli ferritin (b). Tyr 12, Leu 72, Gin 73, Leu 129 in human 
Η ferritin become respectively Leu, Tyr, Leu and Thr; the 1yrl2Gln73 hydrogen bond linking 
helices A and B disappears but a new Tyr72Thrl29 hydrogen bond appears between helices B 
and D. 
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shell. This has allowed us to make direct comparisons with other ironbinding sites 
in the fourhelix proteins hemerythrin and ribonucleotide reductase. 

Ferritin assembly and engineering (Milano) 

Ferritin renaturation 

Ferritin subunits have an αhelical bundle structure and assemble to form highly 
stable 24mer proteins. We studied ferritin refolding and reassembly. Far 
ultraviolet circular dichroism and fluorescence analyses showed that most ferritins 
and variants refold in similar conditions, irrespective of their large differences of 
denaturing conditions. Most mutants readily formed the helical bundle, but 
reassembly was affected by the alterations of interchain interactions (del 113 and 
Leul69>Arg) with the formation of subunit dimers, and by the alteration of the 
hydrophobic interactions along the two fold axes where two subunits come 
together, with the formation of folded subunit monomers. H and L subunit variants 
were renatured together thus obtaining heteropolymers with restricted 
heterogeneity and the expected subunit composition. When the amino acids near 
the 2, 3 and 4 fold symmetry axes are modified, refolding mutants accumulated in 
either monomeric, dimeric or 810meric subassembly species. These findings 
indicate that dimer formation is the first and essential step for ferritin assembly, 
and that the nature of the interactions along the two fold axes is important for the 
construction of polyfunctional molecules. 

Engineering a ferroxidase centre 

A ferroxidase centre was introduced into the human ferritin L chain. The introduc
tion of the four residues which act as metal ligands in the H chain inhibited folding 
of the L chain in vivo and in vitro. However, folding to a functional protein with 
ferroxidase activity occurs in heteropolymers (about 10% Lchain mutant and 90% 
Lchain wild type, analogous to heteropolymers of 7% Ηchain and 90% Lchain). 
In this way it is possible to construct a ferroxidase centre in the L chain. 

Ferritin as a carrier protein 

The Cterminal sequence of H ferritin was genetically fused with a 10 Kdal 
allergen. The construct was efficiently expressed by E. coli as a soluble and stable 
protein which retained most of structural and biochemical properties of ferritin 
and the allergenic properties of the allergen. It is suggested that fusion to ferritin 
overcomes the problems of solubility and high levels of expression often found for 
the production of peptides in E. coli. 

Ferritin assembly and engineering as a vaccine carrier (Roma) 

Engineering a highly immunogenic protein by genetic grafting of the interleukin 1ß pep
tide VQGEESNDK onto the ferritin structure 

Work in the early stages of the project taught us a small number of rules to be 
followed in modifying the loop connecting helix D and E in ferritin so as not to 
disturb its the folding and assembly. We thus were able to construct number of 
hybrid proteins with specific peptides inserted in this region. Particularly interest
ing is the case of an interleukin 1ß oligopeptide VQGEESNDK that has the 
immunostimulatory properties of the native protein. In collaboration with a group 
in Siena we attempted to increase the immunogenicity of ferritin by inserting the 
peptide either between amino acid Prol61 and Serl62 in the DΕ loop (exposed 
to solvent) or at the carboxyterminus (inside the protein cage). Both hybrids 
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assemble correctly into multimeric proteins very similar to wild type. The first 
protein is recognized, in the native form, by an antibody specific for the 
VQGEESNDK peptide, while the second is not, consistent with the inside/outside 
localization. Injecting the first hybrid into mice, the anti-ferritin immune response 
is increased up to levels comparable to that obtained by coinjection of wild type 
ferritin and native interleukin 1 . No comparable results are obtained when inject
ing the carboxy-terminally extended ferritin, suggesting that the 
immunostimulatory function of the oligopeptide requires its exposure to the sol
vent on the exterior surface of the ferritin assembly. 

Crystal structures of Rop variants (Iraklion) 

Crystallography 

In order to test the sequence requirements for loops in 4-helix bundles, a mutant 
(RM7-Rop) was designed with an uninterrupted heptad pattern created by the 
insertion of two Ala residues in the loop. Surprisingly, the mutant protein folds 
again as a 4-a-helical bundle, albeit with an unusual bend conformation. This con
firms that folding in such bundles is dominated by helical packing interactions and 
is tolerant to changes in the loop; loops adjust to the structural framework of the 
bundle and can even accomodate residues in unfavourable conformations. The 
structure of RM7-Rop at the unusually high resolution of 1.07Å — reveals many 
exciting details. Anisotropic temperature factors, together with standard deviations 
for atomic positions, were determined for the first time and allow the resolution 
of multiple side chain conformations and of the rigid body motions of the alpha 
helices. Another mutant, RM6-Rop (del 30-34) is a very thermostable protein (Tm 
approx. 100 °C) that crystallizes in space group C2. The other bend mutant, A31P-
Rop, crystallizes in three different forms. There are indications that the protein has 
considerable conformational changes. Work on these structures continues. 

Computations and design 

As a basis for the prediction and rational design of 4-alpha-helical bundles, 
statistics on position-specific amino acid preferences were derived and a probabil
ity-based local alignment technique developed. The alignment technique is general 
enough to be used with any sequence and has been implemented in the GCG 
package. Analysis of Rop mutants with 'designed' cavities in the core suggest that 
the reduction of protein stability due to the cavity is correlated a) with the size of 
the cavity and b) with the change in the packing efficiency of the core. Also, a Rop 
mutant (called FREAK) with an insertion of a hemerythrin loop in helix 2 was 
designed and mutagenesis work started. We predict that in this particular case the 
monomer will fold as a 4-helix bundle. 

Wet chemistry — novel techniques 

Bend mutants of Rop or unstable mutants are very difficult to crystallize. The crys
tallization of proteins was approached in a more systematic way by studying their 
solubilities in two-component precipitating systems. This led to the determination 
of solubility curves which reveal universal properties of proteins in these systems 
and allow rational determination of crystallization conditions. 
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Thermodynamic stability and folding of Rop variants (Münster) 

Folding of native Rop 

Detailed thermodynamic and spectroscopic studies were carried out on Rop 
wildtype and mutated proteins to establish a quantitative basis for the contribution 
of noncovalent interactions to the stability of 4-helix-bundle proteins. The 
energetics of both heat- and GdnHCl-induced denaturation were measured by dif
ferential scanning microcalorimetry (DSC) and/or by following the change in cir
cular dichroism in the far UV-range. Sedimentation equilibrium analyses were per
formed to characterize the state of aggregation of the protein. No intermediate 
species could be detected during thermal unfolding of the dimer in the absence of 
GdnHCl. Under these conditions Rop unfolding exhibits a strict two-state 
behaviour. The thermodynamic parameters for the reaction N¿=2D are A H D = 
580±20 kJ-(mole of dimer)"1, ACp = 10.3±1.3 kJ(mole of dimer^-K"1, and Tm 
= 71.0±0.5CC. The corresponding Gibbs energy change of unfolding is AGD° = 
+ 71.7 kJ-(mole of dimer) "f at 25°C and pH 6. In the presence of 2.5 M GdnHCl, 
however, Rop dissociates into monomers at elevated temperatures, as the loss of 
the concentration dependence of Tm and the decreased molecular weight 
demonstrate. The corresponding transition parameters are A H D (2-5 M GdnHCl) 
= 130 ±10 kJ(mole of monomer)1 and Tm = 51.6±0.3°C. Isothermal unfolding 
studies at 19°C using GdnHCl as dénaturant yielded a Gibbs energy change of 
unfolding of 22.4 kJ(mole of monomer)"1. This extrapolated value is 38% lower 
than the corresponding AGD°-value of 35.85 kJ(mole of monomer)'1 calculated 
from thermal unfolding for the monomer in the absence of GdnHCl where the 
protein is known to be a dimer. The result suggests that subunit interactions are 
an important source of stabilization of the native four-helix-bundle structure of 
Rop. 

Folding of Rop variants 

The equilibrium stability properties of a series of core mutants of Rop have 
revealed interesting effects. The L48A and L41A exchanges result in significantly 
different perturbations of the overall stability of the protein despite the apparent 
structural identity of the point mutations. Similar complications arose in the kinetic 
studies dealing with the time course of the unfolding and refolding reactions of 
wild type and mutated proteins. Thus, more work is required to understand the 
forces that underly mutational energetics both with regard to equilibrium and 
activation parameters. 

Redesigning Rop topology, loops and core (Braunschweig, Heidelberg) 

The Rop protein was redesigned by altering the topology of loop connections and 
turning a dimer into a monomer. For the left handed monomer (LmRop, Fig. 2), 
X-ray data of crystals and results of NMR spectroscopy have confirmed the 
stability and correct fold of the reengineered protein. Right handed topology 
variants (RmRop) have been expressed and crystallized, but NMR analysis was not 
(yet) successful. 
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Figure 2: Reengineering topology of loop connections 

Work on mutations in the core (CoreRop), building on the L41A and L48A 
mutants (Iraklion, Rome, Münster), has not yet led to crystal structures. The 
exhaustive exploration of core mutations was approached by an efficient Monte 
Carlo method. A third type of redesign aimed at functional properties: inserts into 
the engineered Rop monomer of functional loops imported from other proteins 
(LmRop-Achr/Gloop/Hghr). Finally, various metal binding sites have been 
engineered into the wild type Rop dimer. Work on these continues in 1994. 

Screening and selection systems for mutants and epitope inserts (Roma) 
The Roma group has given general support in molecular genetics to both the 
ferritin and Rop efforts. In addition, new genetic tools were developed to study the 
folding of four-helix bundles and helix-helix packing. 

Analysis of packing constraints in the hydrophobic core of Rop 
Following up on the work with cavity mutants, we have exploited a genetic test to 
ask whether the Rop core could accomodate larger residues. We constructed a 
large number of Rop mutants in which residues at positions 15(Ile), 19(Thr), 
41(Leu) and 45(Ala) were substituted by a random combination of five amino 
acids with a hydrophobic side chain (Leu, lie, Met, Phe, Val). We characterized 
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Table of selected engineered mutants of Rop protein 
(Braunschweig and Heidelberg) 

protein(s) 
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most 
variants 
expressed 

remark 

first successful non-
cyclic reengineering of 
chain topology 

stable proteins, CD 
shows helical fold for 
T21C 
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for RmRop2 and 
RmRopl-del-tail 

designed to fill holes 
left in L41A and L48A 

stable protein 
CD shows helical fold 

unstable (proteolysis) 

stable protein 
CD shows helical fold 

prel. MALDI-MS evi
dence > metal binding 

20 random mutants for their ability to dimerize at 37 and at 42CC. We find that 
most mutants no longer shows the characteristic pattern of small and large side 
chains. The mutants tested, compared to wild type, had an increase in the size of 
core side chains from 20% to about 60%. Surprisingly, most of the random side 
chain combinations are tolerated by the Rop structure. We conlcude that the Rop 
fold is mainly determined by the specific pattern of hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
side chains along its amino acid sequence, while precise and efficient packing of 
hydrophobic side chains in the core plays only a quantitative role in determining 
thermodynamic stability. 

Linking an easily selectable phenotype to the folding of a common structural motif: 
Selection of rare turn mutations that prevent the folding of Rop 
Similarly, we asked whether the Rop bend region contains important folding 
information. We extensively mutated three residues in the loop between the two 
α-helices. The characterization of random mutants indicated that the Rop native 
structure tolerates most amino acid types in these positions. To identify the rare 
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amino acid sequences that would prevent Rop from folding and/or dimerizing, we 
exploited the observation that Rop can functionally substitute the dimerization 
domain of the λ repressor. In fact, plasmids expressing a hybrid protein, formed 
by the amino terminal domain of the λ repressor covalently linked to Rop, confer 
immunity to λ infection on their hosts. This property depends on the ability of the 
Rop moiety to fold and dimerize. The analysis of approximately 1000 Rop mutants 
containing random amino acid sequences at position 30, 31 and 32 allowed us to 
identify 3 mutant Rop proteins that are not able to dimerize. In these mutants, the 
two helices are connected by the tripeptides VED, VPD and YPD in place of the 
wild type DAD (pos. 30, 31 and 32). 

Filamentous bacteriophages as models for helix packing and vectors for peptide libraries 

One of the aims of the project was to exploit αhelical bundles as scaffolds for the 
insertion of peptides and for the construction of peptide libraries. After achieving 
this with Rop and ferritin, we wanted to extend the scope of the technology by 
using protein vectors with the extra property of being able to bind their coding 
sequences. With this class of vectors, a selection procedure would enrich a specific 
property of the hybrid protein and at the same time would permit the cloning of 
its gene and the characterization of the modification that has caused the change 
of property. We chose the αhelical major coat protein of bacteriophage M13 (gene 
VIII product). We assembled a collection of 10 gene VIII, each of which typically 
synthesizes a different hybrid product formed by the native pVIII with an amino
terminal extension of nine amino acids. By probing this phage epitope library with 
a monoclonal antibody raised against a nonapeptide of human interleukin Iß, it 
was possible to select phages whose recombinant pVIII protein is recognized by 
the monoclonal antibody (Fig. 3). Their characterization revealed a consensus 
sequence (SND) that is present in all the selected peptides and is also found in 
the interleukin ßl peptide used to raise the antibody. This technology permits the 

Epitope library displayed 

on filamentous phages 

<J Biotin 

y Streptavidin 

Selected clone 

Wash 

Streptavidin 

late 

^-t f fe 

Figure 3: Selection system for epitope binding. 
Selection from an epitope library of a filamentous phage that displays a peptide that binds a Fab 
fragment of immunoglobulin. The Fab fragment is linked to a plastic Petri dish via a biotin
streptavidin bridge. 
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mapping of immunogenic epitopes and the discovery of new ligands. Application 
in the diagnostic and pharmaceutical fields can be easily foreseen. 

MAJOR SCHÎNTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The folding, assembly and species variation of the ironcarrier ferritin was 
elucidated in great detail. A number of protein engineering techniques were shown 
to work in practice: first engineered crystal contact site, first noncyclic alteration 
of chain topology, efficient genetic test of structural stability of a mutated dimer. 
Detailed predictive and design techniques for helical bundle proteins were 
developed. A wide variety of loop inserts led to several useful designed variants, 
including ferritin as a highly immunogenic carrier. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Milano, Rome and Sheffield collaborated closely on ferritin, including exchange of 
material and results. Rome, Iraklion, Heidelberg, and Braunschweig did likewise 
for Rop protein. Clones, purified protein and atomic coordinates were exchanged. 
All groups shared their results and had intensive discussion and planning meetings. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Enzymes are favorite catalysts for the production of many fine-chemicals. 
However, the main obstacle for their extensive use in industrial processes is the 
problem of the low solubility of a large number of hydrophobic industrial impor
tant compounds in the water, the natural medium for enzyme action. In this pro
ject an extensive investigation has been undertaken in order to elucidate the 
engineering of the enzymes in various non-conventional media for the synthesis of 
hydrophobic products with great interest. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Enzyme stability studies in supercritical carbon dioxide, effect of water content 

and effect of immobilization on a solid support. 
2. Influence of SCCO2 on enzyme activity and enantioselectivity. 
3. Influence of reaction variables (e.g., pressure, medium composition, and tem

perature) on the enzymatic reactions. 
4. A completed kinetic study of a model reaction (esterification of oleic acid with 

ethanol by an immobilized lipase) in a conventional organic solvent (n-hexane) 
compared to supercritical carbon dioxide. 

5. Completed study of lipase specificity and kinetics in microemulsions. 
6. Optimal reactor design. 
7. Study of an integral reaction-separation process with a solvent recycled system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Various microbial lipases have been produced (Braunschweig lab) purified and 
characterized (Braunschweig, Hannover, Madrid labs). Also other esterases as sub-
stilisine have been chemically modified and used in various synthetic reactions 
(Athens, Madrid labs). 

A Reactions in organic solvents 
The chiral resolution of racemic mixtures of b-hyxdroxy esters were performed in 
organic phases with different lipases (Hannover lab). The reaction conditions have 
been optimized with 3-hydroxy octanoic acid methyl ester. Reactions were carrier 
out in batch and in continuous processes. In a solid bed reactor the continuous 
enantioselective separation of the substrate (99%eeS) was possible after short 
time. In the optimized system the resolutions of other 3-hydroxy esters were tested. 
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Aliphatic compounds reacted with lower enantioselectivity, only the substrates 
could be isolated in high enantiomeric purity.In contrast, aromatic 3hydroxy esters 
were acylated by lipases with high stereoselectivity. The apparent kinetic 
parameters were determined and mechanistic studies were performed to obtain 
information about possible product/substrate inhibition. 

Lipases were also used to investigate the regioselectivity of reactions concerning 
glycerides and acylated sucroses in organic solvents (Madrid lab). In this frame the 
transesterification between ethyl oleate and glycerol, or esterification between oleic 
acid and glycerine by stabilized lipase from Candida antárctica was studied. Trans
esterification was in all cases a better approach. When the reaction was carried out 
in heptane the presence of 3% water gave highest yields to mono and diolein; the 
formation of diolein can reach levels comparable to those of monolein. However, 
when the reaction was carried out in the presence of acetonitrile or acetone, and 
found to be much more selective to monolein. Similar results with smaller yields 
were obtained in the preparation of mono + distearin. Partially acylated sucroses 
prepared by various methods were used as substrates and regioselective acylation 
of xylopyranosides was accomplished. 

B. Enzymatic reactions in microemulsions 

The catalytic behavior of lipases from various microbial sources was investigated 
in anionic microemulsion systems stabilized by the surfactant molecule 
bis(2ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate sodium salt (AOT) in a series of esterification reac
tions of various aliphatic alcohols with natural fatty acids (Athens lab).The effect 
of the nature of the fatty acids (chain length) and of the alcohols (primary, 
secondary or tertiary, chain length, cyclic structures) on lipases from Rhhopus 
delemar, Rhizopus arrhizus, Pseudomonas cepacia and Pénicillium simplicissimum 
activities was investigated, in relation to the reverse micellar structure. The lipases 
tested showed a selectivity regarding the structure of the substrates used. P. sim
plicissimum lipase showed higher reaction rates in the esterification of long chain 
alcohols as well as secondary alcohols. Primary alcohols had a low reaction rate 
and tertiary a very slow rate of esterification. Long chain fatty acids were better 
catalyzed as compared to the shorter ones. R delemar and R arrhizus lipases 
showed a preference for the esterification of short chain primary alcohols, while 
the secondary alcohols had a low rate of esterification and the tertiary ones could 
not be converted. The reaction of medium chain length fatty acids was also better 
catalyzed than in the case of the long ones. P. cepacia shows a preference for 
palmitic and caprylic acid as well as for propanol, while reactions involving cyclic 
alcohols can not be catalyzed at all. The observed lipase selectivity appeared to be 
related to the localization of the enzyme molecule within the micellar microstruc
ture, due to the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of the protein. The reverse 
micellar structural characteristics as well as the localization of the enzyme, were 
examined by fluorescence quenching measurements and spectroscopic^ studies. 
Kinetic studies of the esterification of octanol by lauric acid catalyzed by P. cepacia 
lipase showed that the reaction follows a pingpong bi bi mechanism with inhibition 
by both substrates. The apparent kinetic parameters of the reaction were found to 
be Kmoctanoi = 310 mM, Kmiaurate = 78 mM and a Vmax = 250 μπιοί minting"1. 
The same microemulsion system was used for the synthesis of mono and 
diglycerides from glycerol and lauric acid, which was successful at very low w 
values. The catalytic behavior of P. cepacia lipase was also studied in esterification 
reactions performed in a non-ionic microemulsion system formulated by the non-
ionic surfactant Tetraethyleneglycoldodecylether (Ci2E4). The optimum activity 
was found at about w0 = 8. The apparent values of Vmaxapp and Kmapp for octanol 
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were calculated and found to be 100 μιηοίπιϊη^ππ»"1 and 76 mM respectively. In 
addition it was found that the lipase from Pénicillium simplicissimum catalyzes the 
stereospecific esterification of menthol with fatty acids. Microemulsions appear to 
be an effective and fast system for racemic resolution of alcohols. Finally the 
important parameters of the reactions, such as temperature, pH and water content 
(w0) were identified for all the above mentioned lipases. 

C. Enzymic reactions in supercritical carbon dioxide 
1. Toulouse lab. 
In this field the following investigations were carried out. 
i) The lipozyme is stable in SCC02 in a range of pressure from 13 to 18 MPa. 

Stability is similar in SCCO2 and in n-hexane and the results obtained over a 
period of 6 days lead to the possibility of using SCCO2 in a continuous enzyme 
reactor. Water has been demonstrated as an important denaturing factor. 

ii) The first completed study of kinetic behavior of enzymatic reactions in SCC02 
compared to a more conventional medium (n-hexane) was carried out. The 
kinetic constants (Michaelis and inhibition constants) and the mechanism of 
action of Lipozyme (ping-pong BiBi with inhibition by one substrate, ethanol) 
has been determined. The same behavior is observed in both media. 

iii) A continuous reaction separation process has been developed and good results 
have been obtained with one fixed bed reactor coupled with four separators. 

iv) The limitation of the solubilization of polar substrates in organic solvents and 
SCCO2 has been overcame with the use of complexation with phenylboronic 
acid (PBAC) and immobilization of polar substrate on silica gel. In both cases, 
the feasibility has been demonstrated through the esterification of oleic acid 
with glycerol or D-fructose. Significant conversion was observed in both cases 
(more than 50% for glycerol and more than 30% for fructose). 

2. Hannover lab. 
A complete reactor system was set up in which an on-line monitoring of the reac
tions was possible. The results show, that reactions such as the chiral resolution of 
racemic 3-hydroxy esters can be performed in SCC02 with similar or even better 
results as in comparable organic phases (e.g. hexane or heptane). These research 
points were studied in detail and important information about the reactor (espe
cially for on-line monitoring), enzyme stabilization, process conditions and 
organization, and about the reaction medium engineering were gained. 
Enzymes immobilized on polymer supports via epoxide-reactions and enzymes sta
bilized via affinity reactions with lectines were used during the studies. In all 
studies with non-glycosylated enzymes, lipases from Pseudomonas cepacia were 
used. The most important results for these studies can be summarized as: 
i) vinylacetate inhibits the esterification reactions with increasing concentrations 

but also increases (in contrary to organic solvents) the enantioselectivity of the 
reaction; 

ii) the water concentration is of immense importance for the whole reaction; 
above a certain critical concentration (differs from system to system) the reac
tion rate as well as the enantioselectivity is decreasing, thus a reduction of 
water by addition of molecular sieves is optimal; 

iii) the density of the reaction medium (influenced by pressures and reaction tem
perature) is of importance, since the solubility of water is a function of it; 
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iv) if the density is constant, changes in temperature or pressure do not affect the 
enzyme activity and enantioselectivity in a certain range; 

v) during medium engineering a positive effect (on reactivity and selectivity) were 
found for unpolar additives, while a negative effect was found for polar 
additives, 

vi) in direct comparison with hexane, a better enantioselectivity was found in the 
organic phase, while a higher yield was found for the SCC02; 

vii) enzyme activity decreases during reaction in SCC02, and also during the 
pressurizing and depressurizing steps of the whole process. 

3. Braunschweig lab. 

The stability of lipases from Rhizopus miehi, Rhizopus oryzae, Pénicillium camem
bertii, and Pseudomonas cepacia in SCC02 has been determined using a multireac
tor system. The loss of activity can be attributed to high losses of water solubilized 
in the gaseous CO 2 phase. Immobilization of the enzyme gives a significant protec
tion as compared to purified lipase. The addition of small amounts of water or 
polar organic solvents destabilized lipases immobilized on hydrophobic supports 
more than those immobilized on hydrophilic ones. In the presence of polar 
cosolvents with a dielectric constant of ε < 2 R. miehi and P. camembertii lipases 
were completely inactivated during incubation in SCC02 if bound on duolite. In 
contrast P. cepacia lipase was affected only to a minor extent by the immobilization 
support. After a proper selection of lipase source and cosolvent the SCC02 

bioreactors can be run more than a week without loss of enzyme activity. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

1. Isolation, purification, and crystallization of new lipases. 

2. Exact knowledge about medium engineering. 

3. Online analysis of enzymatic reactions in SCC02. 

4. Optimization of model esterification reactions in all nonconventional systems 
used. 

5. Development of novel chiral GCanalysis for all synthons. 

6. Development of new monitoring devices in nonconventional media (optodes). 

7. Development of novel enzyme stabilization methods (patent pending). 

8. The reactionseparation coupling in SCC02 with solvent recycling. 

9. The solubility limitation of polar substrates in SCC02 is overcame. 

10. Microemulsions is a fast system for racemic resolution of alcohols. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Participation in the Comettprogramm (92/1/6903/Ca) on the topic of the BRIDGE 
project. Five workshops with a total of 16 sessions were carried out in Greece, 
France and Germany. A patent will be submitted based on the results of the 
BRIDGE project within the Value II programme, and a Value II proposal was sub
mitted (AC162/93D) for a possible commercialization of the results. Industrial 
support: Merck Darmstadt supported the project by supplying fine chemical to all 
partners (total value in 1993: 5000ECU). Exchange of materials and staff: Enzyme 
preparations and different immobilizats were exchanged among the partners. Also 
various common experiments were performed and visits and joint meeting of the 
partners took place. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Semisynthetic redox enzymes, e.g. apooxidases with covalently bound FMN or 
FAD analogues and redox mediators or dehydrogenases with covalently bound 
NAD(H), that catalyse for biosensor development interesting reactions, may show 
favourable properties under the stress conditions when integrated in amperometric 
or electrooptic biosensor systems. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Chemically modifying redox enzymes of bioanalytical interest (oxidases and 
dehydrogenases) by covalent attachment of coenzymes (FMN, FAD, NAD(H)) 
and redox mediators to their apoenzymes and testing the properties of such 
adducts in connection with their continuous performance in biosensor systems. 
Screening of thermophile bacteria exhibiting activities of thermostabile oxidases. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A FAD analogues 

The aim is the development of chemistry to introduce in the adenine moiety of 
FAD functional groups (NH2 , COOH or N3) at variable distance to the C(6)
or C(8)position determined by the length of the spacer inbetween. Final aim is 
to couple such FAD analogues covalently to the apoenzyme form of FAD depend
ent oxidases of interest for biosensor development in such a way that the enzymatic 
activity is maintained. Beside trial and error strategy in case of oxidases without 
known structure (e.g. for Daminoacid oxidase and NADH oxidase from Thermus 
aquaticus) structural data will be used for the design of suitable FAD analogues 
with respect to spacer length for oxidases with known three dimensional structure 
(e.g. for glucose oxidase from Aspergillus niger and Pénicillium amagasakiensis and 
NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus). 

I. Synthesis of functionalized FAD from FMN (riboflavin5'phosphate) and func
tionalized AMP and preparation of an enzymatically active covalent FADD
aminoacidoxidase adduci 

The preparation of pure starting compound FMN from a commercial product con
taining riboflavin4'phosphate (6%) and riboflavin3'phosphate (10%) and 
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riboflavin (10%) in quantities of 100-200 mg by fast FPLC procedure is now 
routine. 
A major chemical problem encountered in the first year of the project was the 
coupling of FMN to N6-(carboxyalkyl)-AMP by diphosphate coupling after activa
tion of the 5'-phosphate moiety of the latter compound. It turned out that the free 
carboxyl group interfered severely with respect to this coupling, presumably, due 
to an own strongly competitive simultaneous activation, since the coupling of FMN 
and AMP to FAD under equal conditions gave no problems. 
A routine procedure has been developed for the the synthesis of N6-(car-
boxyalkyl)-FAD by diphosphate coupling of FMN and the heptylester of N6-(car-
boxyalkyl)-AMP to the heptylester of N6-(carboxyalkyl)-FAD and subsequent 
enzymatic deprotection by lipase (e.g. synthesis of 200 mg N6-(6-carboxyhexyl)-
FAD with 30% overall yield). 
For the synthesis of N6-(aminohexyl)-FAD a similar procedure is currently under 
investigation starting out by diphosphate coupling of FMN and N6-(N-
phenylacetylhexyl)-AMP to N6-(N-phenyIacetylhexyl)-FAD and subsequent 
enzymatic deprotection to N6-(aminohexyl)-FAD by immobilized penicillin-G-
acylase as exemplified for N6-(6-aminohexyl)-FAD. With respect to the latter syn
thesis, N-phenylacetylalkylamine had to be synthesized first and subsequently reac
ted with 6-chloropurine-riboside-5'-phosphate to N6-(N-phenylacetylalkyl)-AMP. 
Unexpectedly, it turned out that the synthesis of N-phenylacetylalkylamine from 
phenylacetylchloride and the related diaminoalkan (1 mol/l mol) was complicated. 
By Ή-NMR it could be demonstrated that the free NH2 group of N-
phenylacetylalkylamine reacts preferably with phenylacetylchloride even in the 
presence of an excess of diaminoalkane, since the major product was always N,N'-
diphenylacetylalkane as was investigated for the reaction of phenylacetylchloride 
and 1,6,-diaminohexane in THF. 

An alternative method has been developed for the synthesis of N-
phenylacetylalkylamine by preparing first N-BOC,N'-phenylacetylalkane by reac
tion of phenylacetylchloride and N-BOC-diaminoalkane and subsequent removal 
of the protecting BOC group by reaction with trifluoric aceticacid (e.g. 1.4 g N-
phenylacetylhexylamine has been prepared with approx. 20% overall yield from 
phenylacetylchloride and N-BOC-l,6-diaminohexane). 
For the first time, an enzymatically active covalent FAD-oxidase adduct has been 
synthesized. 
N6-(6-carboxyhexyl)-FAD, activated by 0-(N-succinimidyl)-N,N,N',N'-
tetramethyluroniumtetrafluoroborate has been covalently attached to apo-D-
aminoacid oxidase from pig kidney. Based on the results of dilution experiments 
and extrapolation, a procedure has been developed to obtain an adduct with 1 
molecule FAD analogue/subunit. By comparing the molecular weight of apo-D-
aminoacid oxidase and this FAD-D-aminoacid oxidase adduct by the electro-spray 
MS-technique this could be verified. The difference in molecular weight, 893, the 
molecular weight of the coupled FAD analogue, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The adduct 
did not loose the FAD analogue under the harsh conditions for preparing the apo-
enzyme. Since the activity of this adduct was comparable to that of the native 
enzyme, it can be concluded, that the covalently bound FAD analogue molecule 
must be structurally positioned in the subunit similarly to native FAD in the non
enzyme. 

Currenüy, conditions are investigated for the crystallization of this FAD analogue-
D-aminoacid oxidase adduct. Perhaps this adduct is better crystallizable than native 
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D-aminoacid oxidase for which the protein structure could not be determined up 
to now. 
The reaction pathways of the new synthesis of N6-(carboxyalkyl)-FAD (chemical 
modification in combination with enzymatic deprotection of the functional group) 
and the synthesis of the covalent FAD-D-amino-acid adduct have been depicted 
in Fig. 1. 
2. Functionalization by chemical modification of intact FAD 
N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD, starting compound for further functionalization (e.g. 
introduction of a functionalized PEG spacer) can be synthesized by an in 1991 
patented method: alkylation of FAD with ethyleneimine to introduce a 2-
aminoethyl group at the N(l)-position of the adenine moiety followed by unexpec
tedly fast Dimroth rearrangement to N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD under mild aqueous 
conditions (pH 6.0—6.5, 50°C, reaction time approx. 6 h, for the reaction pathway 
of this new FAD modification see BRIDGE Progress Report 1993 p. 81-92). By 
a combination of anion exchange chromatography and reversed phase H P L C 120 
mg pure N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD have been obtained with an overall yield of 22%. 
N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD has been further modified by reaction with N-
hydroxysulfosuccinimidyl 4-azidobenzoate and sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(p-
azidophenyl)butyrate to introduce an aromatic azide group at the 2-aminoethyI 
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DAO-Holoenzyme DAO-Apoenzyme 
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Figure 1 c 
Fig. 1. Synthesis of N6-(6-carboxyhexyl)-FAD (N6-C6-FAD) and preparation of the covalent N6-
(6-carboxyhexyl)-FAD-D-aminoacid oxidase (pig kidney) adduct (N6-C6-AMP-heptylester: hep
tylester of ^-(ó-carboxyhexylj-AMP; N6-C6-FAD-heptylester: heptylester of N6-(6-carboxyhexyl)-
FAD; Lipomod 224: lipase used for enzymatic deprotection) 

group by amide bonding. These azido-FAD derivatives will be used to investigate 
the possibility of attaching FAD analogues to apo-oxidases by the special chemistry 
used in photoaffinity labeling. 

Unfortunately, the enzymic synthesis of 8-Br-FAD from 8-Br-ATP and FMN, as 
reported in the last report, was found to be in error. Purified FAD-synthetase from 
Brevibacterium ammoniagenes is not active with 8-Br-ATP. On the contrary, 8-
azidoadenine-FAD could be synthesized according to this enzymatic strategy with 
the starting compounds FMN and 8-azido-ATP 
The possibility of synthesizing FAD that is brominated at the 8-position of the 
adenine moiety by chemical bromination of FAD was investigated. Reaction of 
FAD with Br2 (up to 2x excess) for 12 h at 20°C led to the formation of a product 
distinguishable from FAD by TLC. The product was purified by chromatography 
on DEAE-cellulose and on Sep-Pak C lg. The product has light absorption and 
fluorescence properties slightly different from those of FAD. Treatment with FAD 
hydrolase (Naja Naja venom) generates a flavin identical to FMN (binding by an 
FMN-specific apoflavodoxin) and a modified form of AMP that has spectroscopic 
properties similar to those of 8-Br-AMP (absorption maximum at 265 nm). 

The fluorescence emission of the modified FAD is not affected by the apo-enzyme 
of D-amino acid oxidase under conditions in which the fluoresence of FAD is 
quenched. This suggests that either the flavin is not bound by the apoenzyme or 
that it is bound only very weakly. 
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Β. FMN and Isoalloxazine analogues 

1. Functionalization of FMN 

Currently, the modification of FMN is being investigated by trying to react the 5'-
phosphate moiety with the -OH or -NH2 group (P-O- or P-N-bond formation) of 
linear compounds with functional groups (-COOH or -NH2 in the protected form). 
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Figure 2. Electro-spray MS spectra of the N6-(6-carboxyhexyl)-FAD-D-aminoacid oxidase adduct 
and apo-D-aminoacid oxidase from pig kidney. 

2. Functionalization of isoalloxazine 

Recently, 7,8-dimethyl-10-formylmethyl-isoalloxazine in the acetal form was syn
thesized by oxidation of riboflavine with periodic acid (4.6 g with an overall yield 
of approx. 60%). 
Via the aldehyde group at the N(10)-position carboxylation have been carried out 
with linear compounds of the type NH2-(CH2)n-COOH (n = 1-7) by Schiff base 
formation, subsequent reduction with NaCNBH3 and purification by FPLC. Such 
simple flavin analogues may be useful starting compounds for the synthesis of 
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active covalent flavin-oxidase adducts or may replace e.g. ferrocene analogues as 
redox mediators, for example, covalently coupled to oxidases. 

C. Redox studies concerning electron acceptors interacting with oxidases 
Oxidase electrodes have become a useful analytical tool, because of the unique 
combination of enzyme selectivity and the ease of automation using electrochemi
cal methods. For continuous measurements, the coenzyme FMN or FAD of the 
oxidases (immobilized within the sensor) have to be regenerated in the oxidized 
form after each catalytic reaction step. Oxygen is the natural mediator to oxidize 
the in the reaction reduced FMN or FAD leading to H 2 0 2 formation, that can be 
amperometrically detected. The classical enzyme electrodes based on this measure
ment principle rely on the presence of unlimited oxygen supply. Unfortunately, the 
regeneration of oxidases cannot effectivily be accomplished by direct oxidation of 
the redox centre of FMN or FAD at the electrode surface because the protein 
shell protects this redox centre and suppresses easy electron tunnelling. The dis
covery of the use of artificial electron transfer mediators to regenerate oxidases has 
stimulated the development of a new class of oxygen independent biosensors that 
may also operate under anaerobic conditions. 

Prior to electron transport studies with respect to artificial electron transfer 
mediators and covalent adducts of target apo-oxidases and analogues of FMN and 
FAD, such studies have been carried out with the unmodified form of glucose 
oxidase and two NADH oxidases. 

I. Glucose oxidase from Aspergillus niger 
Consolidated results will be given for the reaction and interaction of artificial elec
tron acceptors with quinoid structures and bipyridyl moieties with respect to this 
common glucose oxidase known in the field of enzyme technology and clinical and 
analytical chemistry. 

Table 1. 
Effect of pH on the pseudo first order rate constant and on the Km value of PQQ 

pH 

2.6 

2.8 

3.0 

3.2 

3.5 

kcat(sec') 

2.5 

5.4 

7.4 

5.6 

3.4 

Km (μΜ) 

19.2 ± 1.6 

37.2 ± 1.2 

96.2 ± 1.8 

185.7 ± 2.2 

506.2 ± 1.6 

a. Pyrrolo-quinoline quinone (PQQ) as electron acceptor. 
PQQ was investigated as a possible electron acceptor for glucose oxidase over a 
wide pH range (2.4 — 8.0). The products of the reaction, pyrrolo-quinoline quinol 
and gluconic acid were identified and quantified by absorption spectroscopy and 
HPLC, and the stoichiometiy of the reaction was determined. Kinetic studies on 
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the reaction at different pH values show that PQQ acts as oxidant for glucose 
oxidase only at acidic pH values with a maximum rate at pH 3.0. When the pH 
decreases from 5.0 to 3.0 an increase of the reaction rate with approximately three 
orders of magnitude was observed. The turnover number Κ,-« and Km were deter
mined for the pH range 2.6 — 3.5 (Table 1). 

Table 2. Biomolecular rate constants for the reaction of PQQ derivatives 
with glucose oxidase 

COOH i L ^ 0 0 " 

A j — Ή « « 2 ~ "M 

Rj = -H; Rj = -CH, 

R] — "Ciri)» Kg — ~H 

Kj — "Χ^2*"5* **2 = "*"■ 

k*. ( M V ) 

(1.45±0.06)χ10
5 

(9.31±0.07)χ10* 

(LSitdlOxVCf 

(1.86±0.08)χ1Οϊ 

% 

100.0 

64.2 

1.8 

12 

a) Toe rate constants were detemuoed at pH 3.0, the optimum pH far the reaction of PQQ with 
glucose and glucose oxidase. 

For pH values higher than 3.5, linear variations of the initial reaction rate with the 
PQQ concentration were obtained. This indicates that above pH 3.5 the rate deter
mining step of the reaction is probably the quinone-enzyme complex formation. 
The decrease of Km upon decreasing the pH suggests a stronger association of 
glucose oxidase with the protonated form of PQQ of which the most acidic car-
boxyl group has a pKa of 2.0. It is generally accepted that the redox properties of 
PQQ are induced by its o-quinone moiety. If PQQ reactivity towards glucose 
oxidase is dictated only by redox potential, PQQ analogues with unchanged o-
quinone group are expected to react with glucose oxidase in a similar way as native 
PQQ. Several PQQ derivatives with alkyl residues at Νχ and respectivily C3 posi
tion of the pyrrole ring were investigated with respect to their reactivity to function 
as electron acceptor for glucose oxidase (Table 2). It was shown that the Νχ-alkyl 
derivatives of PQQ react slowly with glucose oxidase. The second order rate con
stant for the oxidation of reduced glucose oxidase by Nl-methyl-PQQ and N r 
ethyl-PQQ at pH 3.0 is approximately 102 fold smaller than that for PQQ. Under 
the same conditions 3-methyl-PQQ oxidizes reduced glucose oxidase with a rate 
comparable with that for PQQ. These results indicate that structural modification 
of the PQQ molecule may occur during its reaction with reduced glucose oxidase 
and is responsible for PQQ reactivity. 

To obtain a better insight in the mechanism of the reaction of PQQ with reduced 
glucose oxidase, the reaction of the enzyme with other organic compounds with a 
quinoid structure such as 2,6-dichloroindophenol (Cl2Ind) and p-benzoquinone 
was examined (Fig. 3). p-Benzoquinone reacts with high rates with glucose oxidase 
over the entire pH range 2.4—8.0, suggesting that p-benzoquinone is able to react 
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in protonated and unprotonated form with the reduced FAD within glucose 
oxidase. C^Ind shows a similar pH dependence behaviour as PQQ. This points to 
a similar reaction mechanism for the reaction of PQQ and Cl2Ind with reduced 
glucose oxidase in spite of an apparent structural difference, Cl2Ind being a para
quinonimine and PQQ an orthoquinone. 

Figure 3. pHdependence of the secondorder rate constant for: (1) pyrroloquinoline quinone; (2) 
2,6dichloroindophenol; (3) pbenzoquinone (on right axis) 

The explanation for the similarity in reactivity may be that the reactive structure 
of PQQ is the paraquinoid form caused by basecatalysed tautomerization. 
However, Cl2Ind still reacts with glucose oxidase above pH 5.0. Beside the struc
ture of the electron acceptor molecule its charge affects the interaction with the 
protein environment and influences the pHdependence of the reaction. For PQQ 
the carboxylic groups with pKa values ranging from 5.0 to 2.0 affect the onset and 
rate of the reaction. Obviously, the carboxylic groups with a pKa of around 5.0 
must be protonated before, presumably, a charge transfercomplex formation and 
subsequent catalysis can take place. 

More detailed information on the interaction of PQQ and glucose oxidase have 
been obtained from separate spectral studies between PQQ and FMN in com
parison to PQQ and glucose oxidase as holoenzyme. 

Information about the interaction between PQQ and FMN were obtained from 
absorption, fluorescence and 'HNMR spectroscopy. The spectral data suggest the 
formation of a chargetransfer complex between the two molecules due to interac
tions between their aromatic ring systems. Also hydrophobic associations between 
these aromatic ring systems may contribute to the complex formation. The com
plexation between PQQ and FMN is characterized by a dissociation constant K¿ 
= 1.92 μΜ, determined by difference spectral titration. The observation that PQQ 
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is a strong complexer with respect to FMN points to importance of this association 
for its reaction with FAD containing glucose oxidase. 

Using absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy to study the interaction between 
PQQ and glucose oxidase, a strong association between the two molecules in the 
acidic pH range was observed. Spectral data suggest that there are at least two 
possible ways of interaction of PQQ with glucose oxidase, one through hydrogen 
bonding at the outer layer of the enzyme molecule, and another through 
hydrophobic binding and complexation with the flavin part of FAD and several 
amino acid side chains in the particular environment of the FAD binding site. 

By quantifying the interaction between PQQ and glucose oxidase the following 
results were obtained: at pH 3.0 one dimer molecule of glucose oxidase binds one 
molecule of PQQ with a dissociation constant Kd = 0.82 μΜ and 2 PQQ 
molecules with Kd = 15.2 μΜ; at pH 4.0 one molecule of glucose oxidase binds 
one molecule PQQ with a dissociation constant K<¡ = 30.6 μΜ. 

Based on these observations it can be concluded that the reaction of PQQ with 
reduced glucose oxidase is determined by the specific properties of the three 
molecules involved, i.e. the reduced flavin part of FAD, glucose oxidase apo
protein and PQQ. As a result the reaction between PQQ as electron acceptor and 
reduced glucose oxidase has three distinct steps: 

a)Diffusion of the PQQ molecule within the protein (controlled by electrostatic 
interaction). 

b)Tautomerization of the PQQ molecule to achieve the paraquinonimine active 
form. 

c)Oxidation of the reduced FAD within the enzyme. 

b) Polyviologens as electron acceptors. 

Another class of artificial electron acceptors for glucose oxidase are polymers 
based on 4,4'bipyridyl (polyviologens). Polyviologens were synthesized by a reac
tion between equimolecular amounts of 4,4'bipyridyl and α,α'dibromoo and p
xylene. The polymeric products were purified and characterized by IR, UV and 
1HNMR spectroscopy. The polymers were investigated spectrophotometrically as 
electron acceptors for glucose oxidase by monitoring the increase of the absorption 
at 632 nm, characteristic for semiquinone formation. The reaction takes place with 
a maximum rate at pH 7.5. The turnover number k ^ and Km values for the 
polyviologens were determined. It was observed that, in time, the semiquinone par
ticipates in a side reaction that results in a dimer formation due to the folded 
structure of the polymer, characterized by an absorption maximum at 535 nm. As 
a result of this dimerization the polymer does not mediate the electron transfer 
between the enzyme and the electrode in an electrochemical cell when the elec
trolyte solution contains the natural enzyme, solubilized mediator and glucose. 

To eliminate this side reaction Naminopropylpolyoxylylviologen was synthesized, 
a polymer with a terminal amino group that might be incorporated within glucose 
oxidase. 

The polymer was attached to glucose oxidase by covalent binding to the protein 
part of the enzyme by amide links between the polymer amino group and enzyme 
carboxylic groups by the carbodiimid method. Around 6 molecules of polymer per 
molecule glucose oxidase were bound. This modified glucose oxidase directly trans
fers electrons to a glassy carbon electrode. As a result a glucose concentration 
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dependent current flows in an electrochemical cell when the electrolytic solution 
contains the polymer modified glucose oxidase. 

2. NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus 
NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus is a flavoprotein that catalyses the 
oxidation of NADH by molecular oxygen with the formation of NAD + and H 2 0 2 
that can use both FMN and FAD as coenzyme, that are both unusually loosely 
bound to the enzyme. NADH oxidase catalyses the regeneration of NAD + . The 
enzyme is of potential interest for de development of biosensors, since NAD+ 

dependent analytically important reactions catalysed by dehydrogenases can be 
both detected by amperometric signal and amplified by NAD + regeneration. 
It could be demonstrated that the enzyme can catalyse NADH oxidation with redox 
compounds like PQQ and 2,6-dichloroindophenol, even in the absence of a flavocoen-
zyme. 
For PQQ and Cl2Ind under anaerobic conditions in the presence of 210 μΜ 
NADH the following kinetic parameters were determined: kca, 17 s-1 and Km 22.3 
μΜ for PQQ and k ^ 31 s"1 and Km 4.2 μΜ for Cl2Ind. 
FAD reacts also as electron acceptor for NADH oxidase under anaerobic condi
tions: kcat 4.8 s"1 and Km 53.1 μΜ. Surprisingly, FAD is a less favourable electron 
acceptor for this NADH oxidase than PQQ and Cl2Ind. 

3. NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus 
NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus is a strictly FAD dependent flavoprotein 
catalysing the same reaction as mentioned for NADH oxidase from Thermus ther
mophilus. The FAD is also very loosely bound for this NADH oxidase. 
Investigations on the development of a NADH oxidase based amperometric system 
for the detection of NADH and for the amplification of the signal for NAD 
dependent by dehydrogenases catalysed reactions of analytical interest were con
tinued. 
It is a general experience that the direct oxidation of NADH causes poisening of 
the electrode surface. This therefore needs to be kept to a minimum for the 
biosensor to function effectivily. Therefore the operating potential of the electrode 
has to be below the oxidation potential of NADH, for example, at a bare glassy 
carbon electrode which is +560 mV. 
The electrochemistry of three quasi-reversible water-soluble ruthenium complexes 
exhibiting low oxidation potentials was examined. These were: 

Ruthenium hexamine trichloride: (Ru(NH3)6)Cl3 

Ruthenium red (RR): ((NH3)sRu-0-Ru(NH3)4-0-Ru(NH3)5)Cl6 

Ammonium hexachlororuthenate: (NH4)2(RuCl6) 
Ruthenium hexamine trichloride and ammonium hexachlororuthenate exhibit a 
single set of redox peaks corresponding to the Ru(II/III) and Ru(III/IV) couples 
respectivily (for Ru(II/III): 
Eiy2 = -175 mV, AEp= 80 mV at 50 mV/s; for Ru(III/IV): E1/2 = 80 mV, AEP = 
155 mV at 50 mV/s). 
The RuCl6

3" once formed undergoes hydration over a period of time with the rate 
of substitution for the first CI" of the order of seconds. The structure of the species 
undergoing mediation is therefore probably (RuCl5H20)2\ 
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Ruthenium red is a trinuclear amine complex of the form (Rum-RuIV-RuIU). It 
has been shown to undergo a series of one-electron-transfer reactions leading 
eventually to the formation of (Ruv-Ruv-Ruv). The first redox couple of 
ruthenium red was examined (E1/2 = -190 mV, AE„= 60 mV at 50 mV/s). This 
corresponds to the formation of ruthenium brown (RuIV-Rum-RuIV). 

The first experiments concerned the possible catalytic activity to NADH by each 
mediator and by unbound FAD. Amperometric investigations were carried out at 
the foreseen working potential of the biosensor. Therefore FAD, ruthenium 
hexamine trichloride and ruthenium red were used at 0 mV while ammonium 
hexachlororuthenate was used at + 150 mV. Mediators were present at concentra
tions of 0.61 mM while the FAD concentration was 0.41 mM. The response to a 
NADH concentration of 0.82 mM was measured in duplicate. None of the 
mediators when used alone gave an increase in the rate of NADH oxidation. 
However, in the presence of FAD all the three mediators showed some degree of 
electrocatalysis: 

Potential Oxidant Current 
(mV) (nA) 

0 None 18 
FAD -

Ru(NH3)63+-
RR/FAD 40 
Ru(NH3)6

3+/FAD 220 
150 None 79 

FAD 
RuCl6

2-
RuCl6

27FAD 108 

The electrocatalytic current produced by Ru(NH3)6
3+/FAD is considerably greater 

than the uncatalysed background value for the direct oxidation of NADH. 
Ruthenium hexamine trichloride was therefore considered unsuitable for use with 
NADH oxidase. 

Ruthenium red and ammonium hexachlororuthenate were therefore examined for 
coupling with NADH oxidase. 
The coupling with the enzyme was performed in the presence of oxygen and the 
electrode was poised at the oxidation potential of each mediator. NADH was 
initially added to the cell containing mediator and FAD. After the electrocatalytic 
oxidation had reached a steady state, NADH oxidase at a concentration of 4 μ^πιΐ 
was added. Both mediators produced a significant current increase: 

Potential Oxidant Current 
(mV) (nA) 

0 RR/FAD/Enzyme 432 
150 RuCl6

27FAD/Enzyme 437 
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The same concentration of mediator and FAD gave no response to approximately 
770 mM H 2 0 2 . This indicated that the observed increase in current in the 
presence of both mediators is not due to electrocatalysis of oxidation but instead 
to the ruthenium complexes replacing oxygen as the oxidant to the reduced form 
of NADH oxidase. The removal of oxygen from the electrochemical cell was found 
to cause an increase in the response suggesting that full substitution of the oxygen 
by the mediators had not taken place. However, since the response in the presence 
of mediators was considered to be sufficiently high, the construction of an NADH 
oxidase based amplification system operating at a lower potential by mediating 
electron transfer through the RuCl6

2"/RuCl6
y" the redox couple was investigated. 

The viability of the following amplification scheme was initially tested using NADH 
as the trigger for the reaction. 

EtOH NAD FADH2 2Ru(IV) 2e 

Acetaldehyde NADH FAD 2Ru(III) 

Scheme of end of part NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus 

This was carried out in order to demonstrate the scale of any possible electroca
talytic effects. At relatively low NADH concentrations (less than 12 μΜ) used no 
current was observed in the absence of NADH oxidase. However, when NADH 
oxidase was introduced in the system a value of 358 ηΑ/μΜ was observed. The 
amplification system was then extended for the determination of ethanol as 
illustrated in the scheme above. The NADH oxidase was immobilized on the elec
trode using both carbodiimide activation of glassy carbon and physical adsorption 
following crosslinking with glutaraldehyde. LineweaverBurk plots were obtained 
for each electrode treatment using RuCl6"

2 in bulk solution to provide the analyti
cal signal. The values obtained for the apparent Km and Vmax were 172 μΜ and 
0.77 μΑ, and 66 μΜ and 0.22 μΑ for glutaraldehyde and carbodiimide immobilized 
NADH oxidase respectively. These Km values for the electrode immobilized 
NADH oxidase are considerably higher than the solution value. This is probably 
due to the unstirred Nernst diffusion layer at the electrode, the possible diffusion 
barrier presented by any immobilized inactive enzyme and the lower rate constant 
for enzyme oxidation by the mediator. Comparison between the two immobiliza
tion procedures suggests that the glutaraldehyde method produces a greater mass 
of enzyme present on the electrode. Crosslinking was therefore chosen as the 
preferred form of immobilization. The response of the electrode to ethanol in the 
presence of crosslinked NADH oxidase was carried out after alcohol 
dehydrogenase deposited and crossîlinked. The electrode was found to respond 
linearly to an ethanol concentration of 20—200 μΜ. 

In parallel with these experiments, it was discovered that NADH measurement 
could be performed in the absence of NADH oxidase and a watersoluble 
mediator. The conducting polymer poly(indole5carboxylic acid), in filmform on 
a glassy carbon disc electrode, was observed to be inherently electrocatalytic 
towards NADH. A similar phenomenon was observed towards ascorbate. The elec
trocatalytic effect of poly(indolecarboxylic acid) deposited on the electrode with 
respect to NADH and ascorbate is illustrated by the cyclic voltammograms of both 
analytes at bare and modified electrodes (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammogram of 2 
mmol dm'3 ascorbate in Tris-HCl, 
pH 8.8 at bare (A) and pofymer-
modified electrode (B). Scan rate: 
20 mV s~'. Inset: calibration of 
ascorbate at 0 mV at bare (A) and 
modified (B) electrode. 

Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammogram of 2 
mmol dm3 NADH in Tris-HCl, 
pH 8.8 at bare (A) and polymer-
modified electrode (B). Scan rate: 
20mVs-' 
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In both cases polymer deposition also caused an increase in the effective surface 
area, as is evident in the voltammograms by increased non-faradaic currents. The 
shift in oxidation potential is greater for ascorbate than for NADH. At this stage 
the reason for this is unclear and is perhaps related to the particular mechanism 
for the NADH oxidation. It would appear that the polymer is apparently electroca
talytic without acting as an electron-transfer mediator. The reasons for suggesting 
this are that in buffer solution the polymer film shows only an irreversible reduc
tion peak (-400 mV vs standard calomel electrode, SCE), whereas to mediate 
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oxidation of the analyte, the polymer would need to be reoxidized at the electrode. 
Hence, this catalytic effect can perhaps be viewed as analogous to electrode 
modifications such as platinization, in which the oxidation potential of an analyte 
is lowered without the action of a redox mediating species. Ascorbate and NADH 
were determined by amperometry at 0 and + 450 mV vs SCE respectively. In each 
case calibrations were performed before and after electrode modification. As 
illustrated in Fig. 6 and the inset to Fig. 4, the increase in sensitivity to both 
analytes is similar. In addition to this, polymer modification prevented electrode 
poisoning during NADH oxidation, producing steady state rather than peaked 
responses and increasing the linear range, as can be seen by comparison with the 
inset to Fig. 6 . A potential application of NADH determination by this principle 
may be NAD dependent ethanol analysis in blood or serum using alcohol 
dehydrogenase immobilized by crossîlinking with glutaraldehyde onto such a 
polymer modified electrode. Precautions with respect to diminution of signals of 
interfering compounds, for example, of ascorbate should be considered. 

[NADH]/umol dnT 

Fig. 6. Calibration of NADH at 
450 mV vs SCE at bare (A) and 
polymer-modified (B) electrode. 
Bare electrode calibration shown 
with expanded y axis. 

D. Enzymological studies 
1. The flavin domain of cytochrom b2 (L-lactate dehydrogenase) from Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae 
A clone of the gene encoding the flavin domain of cytochrome b2 (NAD independ
ent L-lactate dehydrogenase) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae was obtained as an 
insert in a plasmid in Escherichia coli (supplied by Drs S.K. Chapman and C. 
Brunt, University of Edinburgh). 
In the last report a procedure was described for the purification of this flavin 
domain. Now a reliable procedure has been developed for the reversible removal 
of FMN from the recombinant flavin domain of cytochrome b 2 (flavocytochrome 
b2). When treated on a column of Sephadex G-25 at moderate low pH, e.g. 3.75, 
97% of the FMN was removed from the enzyme. Addition of FMN at pH 7 to the 
apo-enzyme restored 53% of the activity. The apo-enzyme was stable for at least 
16 h, making feasible reconstitution experiments with FMN analogues. 
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2. NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus 
NADH oxidase was purified from Thermus aquaticus cell paste. Cell-free extracts 
were subjected to chromatography on DEAE-cellulose, phenyl-Sepharose and 
Sephacryl S200 according to published procedures, withn a final fractionation by 
preparative PAGE. The specific activity of the enzyme in a spectrophotometric 
assay for NADH oxidation was 13 and the enzyme was judged to be pure by PAGE 
and SDS-PAGE (M = 54,000). The absorption spectrum of the preparation had 
maxima at 274 nm, 384 nm and 450 nm with an A274/A450 ratio of 8.1, similar 
to that of other purified flavoenzymes. In agreement with published work, 
however, flavin and protein analyses suggest that the preparation contains about 
0.3 FAD/subunit. The enzyme catalyses only a slow rate of NADH oxidation with 
oxygen as electron acceptor unless FAD is added to the reaction mixture. 
However, the enzyme is highly active with the electron acceptors 2,6-
dichlorophenol-indophenol and ferricyanide ion even in the absence of exogenous 
flavin (FAD, FMN, or riboflavin), suggesting that the rate-limiting step in the assay 
with oxygen is transfer of electrons from the enzyme bound flavin hydroquinone. 
It is likely that exogenous flavin mediates electron transfer from the hydroquinone 
of the enzymeibound flavin to oxygen. Also a marked inhibition by NADH was 
observed. The inhibition is observed with even the best quality NADH available 
commercially, but the possibility that it is due to contaminants or breakdown 
products in the NADH, as observed with certain other NADH dependent 
dehydrogenases, can not be excluded. Structural elucidation is planned. This is 
justified, because the NADH oxidases from T. thermophilus and T. aquaticus are 
probably quite different enzymes given their distinct flavocoenzyme preference. 
The fact that also a pure homogeneous preparation of this NADH oxidase could 
be obtained has allowed the initiation of molecular biological investigations on the 
enzyme. The aim of this investigations is to clone and express this enzyme in 
E. coli. 

The N-terminal amino acid sequence has been determined: 

Ala-Asp-Ser-Thr-Gly-Glu-His-Phe 

Further investigations have been plannned: 
a) Generation of a list of probes from the amino acid sequence 
b) Isolation of pure DNA from T. aquaticus 
c) Digestion of the DNA with various restriction enzymes 
d) Separation of fragments on agarose gels and transfer to hybridization mem

branes 
e) Hybridization with selected probes and determination of the hybridization con

ditions 
f) Selection of hybridizing fragments and determination of their size 

3. N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD as coenzyme for apo-NADH oxidase from Thermus ther
mophilus and Thermus aquaticus 

The coenzyme properties of N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD in comparison to FAD at 
30°C and 50°C have been studied with respect to the apo-NADH oxidase from 
Thermus thermophilus (FMN and FAD dependent) and from Thermus aquaticus 
(strictly FAD dependent) to both of which the flavin coenzymes bind very loosely. 
The data have been summarized in Table 3. 
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Both FAD and N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD are accepted as comparable coenzymes for 
the apo-form of both NADH oxidases. With respect to structural interaction, the 
increased Km values for N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD reflect a sterically somewhat hin
dered alignment of the N6-2-aminoethyl)-adenine fragment in the adenine part of 
the FAD binding site for both apo-enzymes. Preliminary kinetic results with apo-
NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus point to a more favourable acceptance 
of N(l)-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD, similar to that of FAD. This is in agreement with the 
observation from the structure of this NADH oxidase that the N(l)-position of the 
adenine of FAD is sterically better accessible from the outside than the ^-posi
tion. Raising the temperature from 30CC to 50CC may cause a slight structural 
change in the apo-NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus leading to a somewhat 
stronger interaction of N6-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD. 

Since the Vmax values remain constant at both temperatures, it apparently also 
leads to a hindered electron transport from NADH to the isoalloxazine part of this 
FAD analogue. 

These kinetic results consolidate positive perspectives for the preparation of 
enzymatically active covalent NADH-oxidase-FAD-analogue adducts to overcome 
the disadvantage of a very weak bonding of FAD to both native NADH oxidases. 

Table 3. Comparison of Km and Vmax for N6(-aminoethyl)-FAD and FAD with 
respect to apo-NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus and Thermus aquaticus 

at 30°C and 50°C 

Τ thermophilus 

FAD 
N6-(2AE)-FAD 

Km (μΜ) 

30°C 50°C 

0.054 0.055 
0.255 0.264 

Conditions: 42 μΜ potassium phosphate, pH 7.2, 0.165 μΜ 
T. aquaticus 

FAD 
N6-(2AE)-FAD 

0.043 0.043 
0.220 0.133 

v 
' max 

30°C 

44 
37 

NADH. 

5.2 
7.2 

(Ulmg) 

50°C 

55 
83 

9.3 
7.5 

Conditions: 20μΜ Tris-HCI 7.4, 0.176 μΜ NADH; U: International Unit (Apo-NADH 
oxidases were purified to homogeneity). 

E. Screening of thermophile or thermotolerant bacteria exhibiting thermostable 
oxidase activity of interest for the development of biosensor systems 

Although many types of thermophilic or thermotolerant aerobic microorganisms 
exist, the search for the presence of thermostable oxidases of potential for the 
development of biosensor systems is a neglected field in applied microbiology. 

Efforts have been undertaken to enrich and purify thermophilic bacteria from 
natural environment (soil, sediments, combust, bark and straw) and industrial 
plants (hot production waters of a local dairy and sugar factory), but also from the 
German Collection of Microorganisms (DSM), to screen for oxidase activity during 
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growth on different carbon sources. With respect to a potential application in 
biosensors, a screening was continued with emphasis on glucose-, lactate- and 
glycerol- and L-amino acid oxidase. A reliable qualitative test system has been 
developed for agar plates to detect H 2 0 2 formed by the oxidase screened for. The 
test is based on the by in vitro added peroxidase catalysed conversion of the 
chromogen ABTS reacting with H 2 0 2 (green colour development) in the presence 
of 3-amino-l,2,4-Triazol, inhibitor for in vivo interfering H 2 0 2 splitting catalase. 
From enrichment cultures inoculated agar media, supplemented with the 
appropriate substrates and the inhibitor, were first incubated at 60CC till colonies 
appeared. Then an agar overlay with peroxidase and ABTS was deposited and the 
incubation at 60°C continued for one day. After one day at this temperature the 
thermolable peroxidase was still satisfactory active to develop green colouring 
where H 2 0 2 was present on the plate. 

Figure 7. Thermostability of L-histidine oxidase from thermophile Bacillus species. 
Incubation conditions: 0.05 ml partly purified and concentrated enzyme (0.9 mg/ml) in 0.025 mM 
potassium phosphate, pH 6.5, in the temperature range 45 — 100°C with incubation time 10 min. 
In a standard assay the rest activities at the different temperatures were percentually related to the 
rest activity at 45°C 

An alternative to this test, trapping by oxidase activity generated H 2 0 2 with cerium 
chloride (CeCl3) and subsequent conversion of cerium perhydroxide to a brown-
black precipitate by reaction with 3,3'-diaminobenzidine, will be investigated. If in 
agar medium H 2 0 2 might be satisfactory detected with such test, the insertion of 
a peroxidase step can be omitted. Around 5000 colonies have been screened for 
oxidase activity with the ABTS method. After enrichment, 15 glucose-, 25 lactate-, 
9 glycerol- and 3 L-amino acid oxidase positive colonies were isolated. Only 2 ther-
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mophile bacteria were obtained, that could be further cultivated in liquid medium: 
Strain RS-1 from combust, pleomorphic and presumably a Corynebacterium with 
lactate oxidase activity, and strain NO-2 from a sediment, endospore forming rod 
and presumably a Bacillus species with L-amino acid oxidase activity with, sur
prisingly, substrate specificity for L-histidine and L-phenylalanine having both an 
aromatic ring in the side chain. Both oxidases were formed under cultivation con
ditions with slight oxygen limitaton after the transition from the logarithmic to the 
stationary growth phase. The oxidase from Bacillus species is an intracellular 
enzyme and, presumably, associated with endospore formation. The L-amino acid 
oxidase from the Bacillus species was partly purified by anion exchange 
chromatography and preliminary characterized. After native PAGE and activity 
staining with L-histidine as substrate it was demonstrated that the enzyme has a 
molecular weight of around 52 kDa. The enzyme shows preference for L-histidine 
compared to L-phenylalanine in a standard assay (activity 30% of that for L-
histidine) and should be called L-histidine oxidase. This seems to be a new oxidase 
since L-phenylalanine oxidase from Pseudomonas species P-501 shows a very minor 
substrate specificity for L-histidine (H.Koyama, J.Biochem. 92, 1235-1240 (1982)). 
For the new L-histidine oxidase the pH and the temperature optima were 6.0-6.5 
and 45-50°C respectivily. This oxidase is thermostable as is illustrated in Fig. 6. If 
by pH shifting the substrate preference might be changed to L-phenylalanine, will 
be investigated. Using L-phenylalanine oxidase from Pseudomonas species for 
determining L-phenylalanine by oxidative deamination producing H 2 0 2 is severely 
complicated by the simultaneously catalysed oxidative decarboxylation producing 
C02 . Now it should be investigated, if the new L-histidine oxidase catalyses only 
the for amperometric biosensors important oxidative deamination. Efforts should 
be undertaken to clone L-histidine oxidase with the aim to produce relatively large 
quantities for further characterization. For application, the high thermostability 
and the satisfactory activity at moderate temperatures (30-45°C) are favourable 
properties for application purposes. Unfortunately, conditions for the cultivation of 
strain RS-1 at such a scale that enough lactate oxidase could be partially purified 
for a similar preliminary characterization have not been found yet. In the last part 
of the project a screening program will be pursued with emphasis on ther
motolerant microorganisms including fungi and yeasts. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1. Development of a synthesis strategy to prepare N6-(carboxyalkyl)-FAD by 
diphosphate coupling of FMN and the heptylester of N6-(carboxyalkyl)-AMP and 
subsequent enzymatic deprotection of the carboxyl group by lipase as exemplified 
for Nd-(6-carboxyhexyl)-FAD. 

2. Preparation of a covalent adduct between N6-(6-carboxyalkyl)-FAD and apo-
D-amino acid oxidase from pig kidney containing 1 covalently bound FAD 
analogue molecule/subunit (determined by electro-spray MS) with an activity com
parable to that of the native holo-enzyme which points to a similar structural posi
tion as native FAD (The adduct could be satisfactory crystallized). 

3. Similar acceptance of FAD and N5-(2-aminoethyl)-FAD as coenzyme for the 
apoform of NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus and Thermus aquaticus. 

4. Application of ammonium hexachlororuthenate and N-aminopropyl-poly-o-
xylylviologen as new redox mediators in enzymatic biosensor systems for the quan
titative determination of respectivily ethanol and glucose. 
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5. Discovery of a specific mediatorless electrocatalysis at a conducting polymer 
electrode with respect to NADH and ascorbate 

6. Discovery of a new oxidase in a thermophile Bacillus species, L-histidine 
oxidase with subtrate specificity for L-histidine and L-phenylalanine. 

The results obtained sofar may lead to a better understanding of the structural 
aspects of electron transfer to electrodes from FMN and FAD dependent oxidases 
of interest for the development of amperometric biosensors and how to design 
such oxidases, chemically by covalent attachment of redox mediators and/or by site-
directed mutagenesis, to improve their properties as element of biosensor devices. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Third meeting for participants of the project at the Agrotechnological Research 
Institute, Wageningen (NL), February 7-8, 1994. 

Exchange of both types of NADH oxidases between the Biotechnology Centre of 
the Cranfield Institute of Technology and the Gesellschaft für Biotechnologische 
Forschung with intention to prepare a common publication in the last year of the 
project. 

Supply of cell material of Thermus aquaticus by the Biotechnology Centre of the 
Cranfield Institute of Technology to the University College Dublin. 

Organization of the intermediate sectorial meeting on Biotransformations in the 
BRIDGE programme at the Gesellschaft für Biotechnologische Forschung, 
Braunschweig (D), May 4-6, 1993. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
A.F. Bückmann, H. Erdmann, M. Pietzsch, J.M. Hall and J.V. Bannister, Synthesis and coen
zyme activity with respect to apo-NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus and Thermus 
aquaticus, Proceedings 11th International Symposium on Flavins and Flavoproteins 1993, 
Nagoya, Japan (in press). 
Individual publications 
AF. Bückmann, V. Wray and H.C. van der Plas, Simultaneous conversion of N(l)-(2-
aminoethyl)-adenosine to N6-(2-aminoethyI)-adenosine and tricyclic l.N6-ethanoadenosine 
under mild aqueous conditions, Heterocycles (submitted for publication) 
C. Boeriu and C. van Dijk, The reaction of glucose oxidase with one- and two-electron 
acceptors, Proceedings of the National Conference on Sensor Technology 1994, Enschede, 
Netherlands, P,V, Lambeck, Ed. p. 247 — 251 
M. Somasundrum and J.V. Bannister, Mediatorless electrocatalysis at a conducting polymer 
electrode: Application to ascorbate and NADH measurement, J. Chem. Soc, Chem. Com
mun. 21, 1629 - 1631 (1993) 
M. Somasundrum, J.M. Hall and J.V. Bannister, Amperometric NADH determination via 
both direct and mediated electron transfer by NADH oxidase from Thermus aquaticus, J. 
Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun, (submitted for publication) 
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New types of redox enzymes for the production of chiral 
synthons: basic research, functionalisation and application 

(BIOT CT900157) 

COORDINATOR 
H. GÜNTHER / H. SIMON, Org. Chemie & Biochemie, TU München, Gar
ching, D 

PARTICIPANTS: 
W. SOMERS, Netherlands Organiz. for Appi. Sci. Res. (TNO), Zeist, NL 
LA. DUINE, Delft University of Technol., Fac. Chem. Technol. Delft, NL 
I. MOURA, Univers. Nova de Lisboa Fac. Ciências e Technol. Lisboa, Ρ 

ASSOCIATED PARTICIPANT (to TNO): 
C. van DIJK, ATODLO Wageningen, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The use of the 850 known oxidoreductases, 350 of them pyridine nucleotide (PN) 
dependent, for the production of chiral synthons will be economic only if a simple 
and inexpensive source of reduction equivalents is available. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

For the production of chiral synthons the expensive PNs have to be regenerated 
or omitted. In order to avoid PNs, the natural redox mediators, cheap artificial 
redox mediators have to be developed and enzymes which accept them have to be 
detected and characterised. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The group in Munich: 
a) Detected a very effective regeneration system for all 4 pyridine nucleotides by 

artificial mediator accepting pyridine nucleotide oxidoreductases (AMAPORs) 
using various artificial mediators. 

b) Partially characterised the AMAPOR activities of Clostridium thermoaceticum. 
c) Isolated and partially characterised three 3oxo ester oxidoreductases and a 3

oxo acid reductase. 
d) Applied the AMAPOR system for the preparation of different chiral products 

with high added value. 
e) Characterised in cooperation with the groups in Delft and Lisboa two different, 

reversible aldehyde oxidoreductases from Clostridium formicoaceticum, one con
taining tungsten and one molybdenum. 

f) Worked on the use of new artificial mediators. 

We detected high and rather stable AMAPOR activities in crude extracts of C. 
thermoaceticum for NAD(P)H and NAD(P)+ regeneration using artificial redox 
mediators. Crude extracts showed various proteins with NADPdependent 
AMAPOR activity but only one NADdependent activity. AMAPOR containing 
protein fractions had spec. act. of up to 1500 U/mg protein for NADPH regenera
tion and molecular masses of 300 and 600 kD with 42 and 56 kD subunits and 200 
and 400 kD with 42 and 76 kD subunits, respectively. A decrease of activity by ion 
exchange chromatography could be reversed by adding FAD (3 μΜ saturating), 
FMN had no effect. We also purified and characterised 1 enzyme from Clostridium 
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kluyveri and 2 enzymes from Clostridium tyrobutyricum reducing 3-oxo esters to [S]-
3-hydroxy esters. An enzyme from C. tyrobutyricum, which reduces 3-oxo acids 
seems to be the first such enzyme from procaryotes. All reduce 3-oxo acid moieties 
to [S]-3-hydroxy acid moieties with ee-values >98%. The two enzymes from C. 
tyrobutyricum reducing the esters are NAD- the other enzymes NADP-dependent. 
The newly detected reversible 3-oxo acid reductase has a spec. act. of 1400 U/mg 
protein and a molecular mass of 40-43 kD and does not contain FAD or FMN. 
The four enzymes were partially sequenced starting at the amino end. 

With these enzymes 3-oxo esters and 3-oxo acids were reduced using various 
regenerating systems for the pyridine nucleotides. From racemic 3-hydroxy-
butyrate the [S]-enantiomer can be selectively dehydrogenated by the 3-oxo acid 
reductase leaving the R-enantiomer unreacted. The enzyme has been applied also 
in the form of rethawed whole cells. 
The preparative regeneration of NAD(P)H and NADP+ was performed in elec
trochemical cells using crude extracts of C. thermoaceticum and an artificial 
mediator of suitable redox potential. Since anaerobic extracts of C. thermoaceticum 
also possess an NADP dependent formate dehydrogenase the preparative NADPH 
regeneration can be achieved with significantly lower apparative expenses using 
formate as electron donor instead of the cathode of an electrochemical cell. With 
formate as electron donor [S]- 3-hydroxybutyrate, [S]-3-hydroxyvalerate and [S]-3-
hydroxycaproate and [S]- 3-hydroxyisocaproate were prepared with ee > 98% and 
95%-100% yields, respectively. The corresponding esters have been prepared. 

Using enzyme relay systems with AMAPOR of crude extracts or cell suspensions 
of C. thermoaceticum and pyridine nucleotide dependent oxidoreductases in elec
trochemical cells we synthesised on a preparative scale: 
(i) [2R,3S]-isocitrate by reductive carboxylation of 2-oxoglutarate (value added 

factor 100). 
(ii) The opposite enantiomer [2S.3R]- isocitrate with productivity numbers of up 

to 1.4*104 from racemic isocitrate by oxidative decarboxylation of the [2R,3S]-
enantiomer (i + ii catalysed by isocitrate dehydrogenase), 

(iii) 6-phosphogluconate from glucose 6-phosphate by glucose 6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase, 

(iv) ribulose 5-phosphate by the decarboxylating dehydrogenation of 6-
phosphogluconate catalysed by 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase. 

Three commercially not available viologens were synthesised: 
(i) l,l'-2-(l,3-dioxolane-2"-yl)ethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium salt embodies easily 

available aldehyde groups in the dioxolane moiety, possibly useful in 
immobilisation experiments, 

(ii) l,l'-(p-phenylsulphonato)methyl- 4,4'-bipyridinium salt, neutral at physiologi
cal pH in oxidised and negatively charged in reduced state. 

(iii) l-CH3-l'-[HOOCCH2-(0-CH2-CH2)n-0 -CH2CO-NH-(CH2)3 ]-bipyridinium 
salt, with a functionalised polyethylene glycol spacer. 

The Delft group investigated the properties of different classes of dye-linked 
alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases of interest for application in amperometric 
biosensors, test strips, electrochemical production cells and kinetic resolution pro
cesses for biotechnological production of homochiral fine chemicals. 
Quinohaemoprotein alcohol dehydrogenase, QH-EDH, from Comamonas 
testosteroni was found to have excellent enantioselective properties for the oxida
tion of chiral solketal, 2,2-dimethyl-4-hydroxymethyl-l,3-dioxolane. Since both 
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homochiral S- and R-solketal are highly attractive starting compounds for the 
production of chiral pharmaceuticals, including the ß-blockers propranolol and 
atenolol, the merits of this enzyme for biotechnological applications have been 
explored. QH-EDH is isolated as the inactive haem c-containing PQQ free apo 
enzyme from ethanol grown C. testosteroni. Upon addition of PQQ, 2,7,9-tricarboxy 
-lH-pyrrolo[2,3-F]quinoline-4,5-dione, an active alcohol dehydrogenase is obtained 
with spec. act. 28 U/mg on n-butanol using ferricyanide as an electron acceptor for 
the 72 kDa monomeric protein. Irregular yields and activities could be contributed 
to the presence of 25 and 42 kDa proteins arising from the proteolytic cleavage 
of the apo- enzyme separating the putative haem domain (25 kDa) and PQQ bind
ing domain (42 kDa). Suitable isolation and purification protocols were developed 
to circumvent this problem. Partial protein sequencing has been performed from 
which DNA probes were deduced that allowed us to isolate a sequence in the 
gene. Preliminary attempts at expression in E. coli resulted in the formation of 
antibody detectable, inactive protein. Crystallisation of QH-EDH has been perfor
med at the University of Groningen (Hol, Dijkstra, Huizinga). High resolution 
crystals have been obtained. Elucidation of the 3D-structure is expected in the 
near future. Preliminary experiments to establish the role of the haem and the 
PQQ-cofactors in the oxidation reaction suggest that PQQ is the primary site of 
alcohol oxidation while the haem is probably involved in the (internal) electron 
transport process. The mechanism of the consecutive oxidation of alcohol and 
aldehyde to the corresponding carboxylic acid end product has been elucidated. 
High enantioselectivity in the first step (enantiomeric ratio E =100) is followed by 
low selectivity (E = 4) for the opposite enantiomer of the aldehyde. QH-EDH from 
C. testosteroni shows similarity to alcohol dehydrogenases from various acetic bac
teria. Several of these bacteria are capable of enantioselective oxidation of 2,3-
epoxypropanol, glycidol and solketal. Procedures for the production of homochiral 
glycidol and solketal have been patented. Andeno- DSM has investigated the 
possibilities for biotechnological applications. 

Soluble quinoprotein glucose dehydrogenase from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus has 
been expressed in E. coli. In a parallel investigation the enzymatic properties have 
been determined. Test strips for glucose detection based on the use of this enzyme 
are presently developed by Boehringer Mannheim. 

Molybdoprotein aldehyde dehydrogenase from C. testosteroni and from 
Amicolatopsis methanolica has been isolated, purified and characterised. Based on 
the rather limited substrate specificity, high enantioselectivity for aromatic 
(pro)chiral aldehydes was expected. So far, only low to insignificant selectivity 
could be determined for aldehydes of industrial interest. 

A number of so called nico tin oprotein alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases, con
taining tightly bound NAD(P) as a cofactor, have recently been detected and 
characterised. Enzymatic activity could be demonstrated using p-mtroso-N,N-
dimethylaniline, NDMA, as an electron acceptor. Methanol: NDMA oxidoreduc-
tase, MNO, from Gram-positive A. methanolicus was found to be able to oxidise 
methanol. In addition, MNO produces methylformate from methanol and for
maldehyde, catalyses formaldehyde dismutation and NADH-dependent form
aldehyde reduction. The bound cofactor is NADP. Another enzyme of this 
organism, NDMA alcohol dehydrogenase, NDMA-ADH, oxidises primary alcohols 
except methanol and contains NAD. The former enzyme appears to be highly 
enantioselective. A similar enzyme is probably involved in the enantioselective 
alcohol conversions for which Rhodococcus erythopolis has been patented. 
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The group in Lisboa has studied several enzymes from the groups in Delft and 
Munich. A detailed spectroscopic study was performed on enoate reductase (ER) 
from C. tyrobutyricum. UV/visible redox titrations of this enzyme were done to 
estimate the redox potentials of the cofactors. Analogue redox titrations were done 
using EPR as a monitoring technique. Two different signals were detected, one 
coming from a flavin, centred at g = 2.002 and another rhombic signal with 
resonances at g = 2.013, 1.943, and 1.860. The change of the intensity of these 
signals with the redox potential has enabled us to determine the cofactors redox 
potentials. 57Fe-enriched ER produced in Munich was characterised by Mössbauer 
spectroscopy. The study of its reduced and oxidised forms established that ER con
tains a [4Fe-4S] cluster, with unique spectroscopic properties. This has been inter
preted as a 'non-all cysteine' coordination of the cluster. The spectral change in 
the presence of substrate suggests some relevant implications on the enzyme 
mechanism. An ENDOR study was performed on the reduced state of the enzyme. 
Good agreement was obtained between the 3D structure of a [4Fe-4S] centre and 
the spin populations, isotropic hyperfine couplings, initially assumed. ESEEM 
spectra were performed to probe nitrogen interactions with the cluster. ΊΛνο 
nitrogens can be involved on the second sphere of coordination. 

With carboxylic acid reductase from C. thermoaceticum preliminary EPR studies 
were performed. EPR signals attributable to tungsten and to [4Fe-4S]+ clusters 
were observed. EPR studies on aldehyde dehydrogenase from A. methanolica were 
performed. Mo(V) signals of the slow and rapid type could be observed as well 
as two types of [2Fe-2S] centres with g max of 2.02 and 2.08. Alcohol 
dehydrogenase from C. testosteroni was characterised by UV/visible, EPR and 
NMR spectroscopies. Apo (without PQQ) and holoforms of the enzyme are clearly 
distinguishable by any of those techniques. The redox potentials of the heme is 60 
mV more positive on the holoform. A PQQ titration followed by 'H-NMR of the 
apoform shows that the binding of PQQ is very tight, apo and holoform are in slow 
chemical exchange (k<2 x 102 s"1). 
A large modification in the chemical shift of one of the heme methyl groups (7 
ppm) between the apo and holoforms is observed. All the spectroscopic techniques 
seem to indicate that the PQQ and the heme are in interaction or a big conforma
tional change has occurred by the binding of the PQQ to the apoform. Ca, V and 
Co also seem to affect (not in such large extent) the chemical shift of the same 
methyl group. 
At TNO the development of a QH-EDH based enzyme electrode was studied, the 
main subject being the development of a mediator free electrode for this 
quinoprotein. QH-EDH was immobilised on membrane electrodes coated with 
conducting polymers (polypyrrole). Adsorption of QH-EDH on the electrode is 
described by a Langmuir constant of 60 \i.g/mi and a maximum adsorption level of 
26 μ&/αη". No direct electron transfer between the enzyme and the functionalised 
electrode was observed. The immobilised enzyme is active when it is mediated by 
ferricyanide (Current density ~ 15 uA/cm2). Affinities of the enzyme electrode for 
various substrates are of the same order of magnitude as for the free enzyme. The 
interaction of redoxpolymers containing a redox active osmium-bipyridyl complex 
with a QH-EDH from the Delft group was studied. A functionalised polymer was 
constructed by coupling the osmium complex to a polyvinyl-pyridine backbone. 
QH-EDH was effectively wired to an electrode by combined deposition of an 
enzyme/polymer mixture on glassy carbon. The functionalised electrodes had initial 
current densities of ~ 12 μΑ/αη . Typical half life times of these electrodes are 
about 3 hours. Bioelectrochemical activity of the electrode seems to be dependent 
on the amount of enzyme incorporated and the preparation scheme. Optimisation 
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of the electrodes focusing on the preparation scheme (temperature, pH) improved 
electrodes with respect to performance characteristics (initial current densities up 
to 40 μΑ/cm2). Stability was improved by an additional crosslinking with 
glutaraldehyde. The half life time of the enzyme electrode was now 24-28 hours. 
Initial kinetics in an electrochemical cell resulted in Km and Vmax values com
parable to the free enzyme. For 1-pentanol and ethanol Km's for the enzyme elec
trode were 6μΜ and 820 μΜ respectively; for the free enzyme values 5μΜ and 1.5 
mM, respectively. 
ATO developed a simulation model for combined diffusion and enzyme catalysed 
processes which occur as a consequence of heterogeneous electron transfer reac
tions. It was validated with experimental results for the electron transfer of elec
trons from an electrode to viologen followed by reduction of hydrogenase and con
secutive hydrogen production by the enzyme. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The regeneration of all 4 pyridine nucleotides has become possible by using crude 
extracts of C. thermoaceticum. Next year Boehringer Mannheim will offer 
AMAPOR activities from C. thermoaceticum. Also Boehringer develops test strips 
for the glucose detection by a quinoprotein glucose dehydrogenase. Establishing 
QH-EDH as excellent catalyst for the production of solketal and glycidol enan-
tiomers. Discovery of new types of enzymes involved in alcohol/aldehyde conver
sions: molybdo and tungsten proteins and nicotinoproteins . Characterisation of 
various prosthetic groups in new enzymes by spectroscopic measurements. Con
struction of a mediatorless electrode for QH-EDH: direct communication between 
the enzyme and an electrode. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The group in Munich supplied the group in Portugal with pure enoate reductase 
and various samples of tungsten containing reversible aldehyde oxidoreductases, 
the Delft group with QH-EDH and others. Delft and Munich cooperated with 
respect to kinetic measurements. The group in Munich has sent several times sam
ples of crude extracts of C. thermoaceticum to TNO. Group meetings were held 
in Munich, Delft, Braunschweig and Lisboa. 

PATENTS 
Enantioselective preparation of S-2Rl,2R2-l,3-dioxolane-4-methanol and derivatives thereof. 
Inventor Duine et al. 
Enzymatic, enantioselective preparation of R-glycidol. Inventor Duine et al. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Caldeira J., Feicht R., White H., Teixeira M., Moura J.J.G., Simon H., Moura I. J. Inorg. 
Biochem. (1993) 51, 479 
Somers W., van den Dool R.T.M., de Jong G.A.H., Jongejan J.A., Duine JA., van de Lugt 
J.P. (1994), Biotechnology Techniques, 8, 407-412 
Caldeira, J., Feicht, R., White, H., Moura, J.J.G., Simon, H., Moura, I. (1992), Towards 
Europe Second Italian-Portuguese-Spanish Meeting in Inorganic Chemistry, Afa Mar (Algarve) 
Portugal, 23 to 27 March 1992. 
Caldeira, J., Feicht, R., White, H., Teixeira, M., Moura, JJ.G., Simon, H., Moura, I. (1993), 
Enoate reductase: Workshop: Magnetic Spectroscopy on Bioinorganic Transition Metal Centers, 
Homburg/Saar 24 to 27 February 1993. 
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Caldeira, J., Feicht, R., White, H., Teixeira, M., Moura, J.J.G., Simon, H., Moura, I. (1993), 
9. Congresso Nacional de Bioquímica, Alfa Mar (Algarve) Portugal, 5 to 8 December 1993. 
Caldeira J., Moura JJ.G., Moura I., de Jons Α., Devries S., Jongejan J.A., Duine A.J. NATO 
Advanced Research Workshop on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Paramagnetic Macro
molecules, Portugal, June 48, 1994 
Huber H., Caldeira J., Jongejan J.A., Simon H., Arch. Microbiol, (in press) 

Individual publications 
Bayer M., Günther H., Simon H. (1994a), AppL Microb. Biotechnol. 42, 4045 
Bayer, M., Schulz M., Günther H., Simon H. (1994b), AppL Microb. Biotechnol. (in press) 
Bystrykh L.V., Govorukhina N.I., van Ophem P.W., Hektor HJ., Dijkhuizen L., Duine J.A. 
(1993), /. Gen. Microbiol. 130, 19791985 
Bystrykh L.V., Vonck J., van Bruggen E.F.J., van Beumen J., Samyn B., Govorukhina N.I., 
Arfman N. Duine A.J., Dijkhuizen L. (1993) /. BacterioL 175, 18141822 
Duine JA. (1991) Eur. /. Biochem., 200, 271284 
Duine JA., Jongejan JA., Geerlof Α. (1994) /. Pure Appi. Chem., 66, 745 752 
Geerlof Α., Jongejan J.A., van Dooren T.J.G.M., RaemakersFranke η P.C., van den Tweel 
WJ.J., Duine JA. (1994) Enzyme Microbial Technol., in press 
Geerlof A, van Stoorvogel J., Jongejan J.A, Leenen E.J.T.M., van Dooren T.J.G.M., van de 
Tweel W.JJ., Duine J.A. (1994), Appi. Microbiol. Biotechnol., in press 
Geerlof Α., van Tol J.B.A., Jongejan J.A., Duine J.A. (1992) In: Microbial Reagents in Organic 
Synthesis (S. Servi ed.) NATO ASI Series C, Vol. 381, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dor
drecht pp. 412420 
Geerlof Α., van Tol J.B.A., Jongejan J.A., Duine JA. (1993), J. Chromatogr., 648, 119129 
Geerlof Α., van Tol J.B.A., Jongejan J.A., Duine J.A. (1994), BioscL Biotech. Biochem., 58, 
10281036 
Günther Η., Simon Η. (1994), Biocatafysis (accepted, invited review article on artificial 
mediators of redox enzymes) 
Schulz M., Bayer M., White H., Günther H., Simon H. (1994a), Biocatafysis 10, 2526 
van Ophem P.W., Bystrykh L, Duine JA: (1992), Eur. J. Biochem., 206, 519525 
van Ophem P.W., Duine J.A. (1993). In: Enzymology of carbonyl metabolism 4 (H. Weiner et 
al., eds.) Plenum Press, New York pp. 605620 
van Ophem P.W., van Beumen J., Duine J.A. (1993), Eur. J. Biochem., 212, 819 826 
Ye 1:, Haemmerle M., Olsthoorn A.J.J., Schuhmann W., Schmidt H.L., Duine J.A., Heller Α. 
(1993), Anal. Chenu, 65, 238241 
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Enantioselective biotechnical resolution of racemic epoxides in 
the production of optically pure epoxides (BIOT CT910269) 

COORDINATOR 
J.A.M. de BONT, Agricult. Univ. Wageningen, NL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
Dr DJ. LEAK, Imp. College London, GB 
M.M.R. da FONSECA, Inst. Sup. Técn. Lisbon, Ρ 
V.H.M. ELFERINK, Andeno B.V., Venlo, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A stereoselective enzyme has been discovered in a Xanthobacter species which 
resolves cheap racemic epoxide mixtures to very valuable optically pure epoxides 
to be used in subsequent industrial chemical synthesis of optically pure bioactive 
compounds. The objective of the project is to study epoxidedegrading enzymes 
with an emphasis on the enzyme from Xanthobacter Py2. The goal of the work is 
to arrive at an understanding on basis of which the industrial partner or eventually 
others can decide on industrial application of the method. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

Enantioselective epoxide degradation in Xanthobacter Py2 was studied both at the 
whole cell level, at the enzyme level, and at the level of its molecular genetics. 
Optimization of enzyme expression in whole cells was studied by the participant 
from Wageningen (chemostat cultures) but mainly by the Lisbon group. The 
Lisbon participant furthermore studied cell reutilization and immobilization for 
epoxide degradation purposes. Furthermore, the use of a second organic phase was 
studied there because epoxides are known to be toxic for whole cells. The 
Wageningen participant initially concentrated on the purification of the epoxide
degrading enzyme as well as on the unknown cofactor involved in the enzymatic 
epoxide degradation. This work subsequently was carried out by the London par
ticipant. This group concentrated initially on the isolation of mutants of 
Xanthobacter Py2 for 13CNMR studies in the detection of transient 13Clabelled 
intermediates. Considerable progress was made both in purifying the enzyme 
resulting in the determination of an Nterminal amino acid sequence of a protein 
and in identifying the unknown cofactor. Furthermore, a Corynebacterium was 
isolated which contained an epoxide hydrolase active against epoxides from cyclic 
compounds. The participant from Wageningen also isolated mutants for com
plementation work and mutants were exchanged between Wageningen and Lon
den. The complementation of mutants defective in epoxide degradation was suc
cesful and the nucleotide sequence of the complementing DNA fragment was 
determined. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Aspects 13 given below have been dealt with at Imperial College in London. 
Aspects 4 and 5 have been investigated at the Wageningen Agricultural University 
and aspects 68 have been studied at the Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon. 

(1) Isolation of mutants of Xanthobacter Py2 for
 13

CNMR studies 

At the outset of this project the steps in the metabolism of propene oxide had not 
been established. By following the metabolism of a 13Clabelled substrate it is 
sometimes possible to detect transient 13Clabelled intermediates. However 
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because of the relative insensitivity of 13C-NMR it is often better to allow inter
mediates to accumulate in pathway mutants. For this reason we isolated a series 
of mutants which had lost the ability to grow on propene oxide. Some of these 
were completely unable to breakdown propene oxide while a few degraded the 
epoxide slowly. The latter are interesting candidates for 13C-NMR work. However, 
because of the progress of the Wageningen group in establishing a potential route 
for degradation of the epoxide, we have delayed undertaking the "C-NMR until 
the protein purification work was complete. 

(2) Studies on the epoxide degrading enzyme from Xanthobacter Py2 
Preliminary work had demonstrated that enzyme activity required a low molecular 
weight unidentified soluble cofactor (LMF) as well as the protein components 
(HMF). Studies in Wageningen and London demonstrated that the enzyme could 
be inhibited by the sulphydryl reagent N-ethylmaleimide and that dithiothreitol 
(DTT) and other reduced sulphydryl compounds could replace the LMF in the 
assay. However the LMF did not appear to be sensitive to sulphydryl binding 
reagents. 
The ability of DTT at low concentrations (high concentrations attack the epoxide 
chemically) to replace the LMF considerably facilitated the purification of the 
enzyme. This has now largely been achieved using the protocol shown on the next 
page. 
From the conditions required for purification, fraction B appears to be very 
hydrophobic. Native and SDS-PAGE demonstrated that it was >95% pure after 
the HIC step and was comprised of a monomer of approximately 62 kilodaltons. 
Spectrophotometric analysis revealed that fraction B had a chromophore typical of 
a flavoprotein. An N-terminal amino acid sequence has been obtained by 
automated Edman degradation, vis: 

M-K-V (or M)-C(?)-N-A-R-N-D-H-L-L-I(or L)-x-D 
Fraction A arising from the initial ion exchange was colourless and, assuming that 
it was the major band appearing on native and SDS-PAGE was >80% pure, 
probably a homodimer/trimer comprised of 44 kilodalton subunits. Despite trying 
a number of techniques including hydrophobic interaction, ion exchange (on a dif
ferent matrix) and hydroxylapatite chromotography it has not been possible to 
remove the 'contaminating bands'. 
The LMF is available in very small amounts, one 15L fermentation yielding suf
ficient for about 60 assays. As the Wageningen group tried a variety of recognised 
cofactors without success, we have started to purify the LMF for structural analysis. 
Preliminary results from solid phase extraction (SPE) look promising suggesting a 
bulk ion exchange step followed by reverse phase HPLC. The latter should enable 
direct interfacing to the LC-MS facility available in this department for preliminary 
structural analysis. 

(3) Isolation of a cyclohexene oxide degrading Corynebacterium sp. 
Epoxide degradation via hydrolysis is well characterised in eukaryotes but there are 
few reports of bacterial epoxide hydrolases. Initial attempts to isolate bacteria 
degrading cyclic and linear subterminal epoxides revealed that unless strict atten
tion was paid to the problems of substrate toxicity and the propensity for epoxides 
to spontaneously hydrolyse in aqueous media, little progress would be made. 
However we devised a two liquid phase isolation system in which the epoxide dis
solved in an organic phase in a central well of an erlenmeyer flask, partitioned via 
the gas phase into the growth medium, achieving a steady supply of epoxide at 
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Cells OD jJOnra=200-300 in 5mM phosphate buffer pH 7.8 

French Press 
Centrifuge 30 min. 30,000g 

Supernatant (CFE) 

Dialyse overnight 
against 50mM 
phosphate buffer' 

HMF 

DEAE sepharose CL-6B 
elute with linear gradient 
0.1M-03M NaCl in 50mM 
sodium phosphate buffer pH7.4 

Ultrafiltration across 
10,000 dalton cut off 
membrane 

Filtrate 

I 
approx. 0.15M 
NaCl. 

approx. 0.2M NaCl. 

LMF 

Yeífôw fraction (Fraction B) 

Lyophilize and 
re-suspend in 
1/20 vol of water 

Colourless fraction 
(Fraction A) 

Equilibrate to 0.7M (NH«)jS04 
in 50mM phosphate buffer pH8 

Phenyl sepharose CL-4B (HIC) 
elute with negative gradient 0.7-0M 
(NH4)2 S04 combined with positive 
gradient 0.60% (v/v) ethylene glycol 

0.5M (NrL,)2 S04 
20% ethylene glycol 

yellow fraction (B) 

non-toxic levels. Using this system we isolated a cyclohexene oxide degrading 
Corynebacterium sp. which contains an epoxide hydrolase, active against a wide 
range of cyclic and internal epoxides. 

(4) Degradation of epoxides in cell extracts from Xanthobacter Py2. 
A broad range of epoxyalkanes was converted into the corresponding ketones by 
cell extracts of Xanthobacter Py2. Both 1,2-and 2,3-epoxyalkanes were degraded 
and in addition, the degradation of 2,3-epoxyalkanes in all cases was highly enan
tioselective. 

Conversion of a deuterium-labelled substrate indicated that the ketone product 
was probably formed indirectly via an hydroxy intermediate. 
Degradation of epoxyalkanes by Xanthobacter Py2 was dependent on both NAD 
and another, not yet identified cofactor which was present in the low molecular 
weight fraction (LMF) of propene-grown cells. It is proposed that the LMF was 
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involved in a reductive reaction step since it could be replaced by dithiothreitol 
(DTT) and various other dithiol compounds. Epoxyalkane-degrading activity was 
inhibited by the sulfhydryl blocking reagent N-ethylmaleimide (NEM). Inhibition 
by NEM and stimulation by LMF, DTT and other dithiols was only effective in the 
simultaneous presence of NAD. 

Λ Μ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ / ν 

S S 

X - ( S H ) 2 

X - S j 

Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ 

HS SH 
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S S 

+ 
R, — C H 2 - C — R2 

OH 

s- NAD 

^ - NADH 
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Based on these results, a mechanism for the enzymatic degradation of epoxides 
was proposed (see scheme). The unknown cofactor is represented by X - S ^ -
(SH)2. 

(5) Complementation of Xanthobacter Py2 mutants defective in epoxide degrada
tion 

Three Xanthobacter Py2 mutants designated M3, M8 and MIO lacking 
epoxyalkane-degrading activity were isolated and characterized. All mutants were 
able to grow on ketones, the degradation product of epoxyalkane conversions. 
Furthermore, they contained the active form of the low molecular weight fraction 
(LMF) necessary for activity. The mutant Xanthobacter Py2M10 was used for 
screening of a gene bank. Three cosmids were found complementing the mutation 
in MIO. These cosmids also complemented the mutation in the mutant M8, but not 
in mutant M3. Activities in crude extracts of 1,2-epoxypropane grown complemen-
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ted mutants were similar to the wild type activities. Surprisingly, MIO transformed 
with complementing cosmid pEP9 showed a constitutively expressed epoxyalkane-
degrading activity, which is not observed in the wild type Py2. The cosmid pEP9 
was conjugated to Xanthobacter autotrophics GJ10 which is not able to degrade 
epoxyalkanes. In crude extracts of Xanthobacter autotrophics GJ10 harbouring 
pEP9 epoxyalkane-degrading activity was demonstrated, however, only after the 
addition of the LMF from Xanthobacter Py2. Hybridisation experiments 
demonstrated an overlap present on complementing cosmids pEPl, pEP3 and 
pEP9. Subcloning revealed a 4.8 kb EcoRl-Hindlll fragment necessary for com
plementing the mutant MIO. In the sequence of this fragment four different open 
reading frames were found. 

The largest open reading frame showed significant homology with lipoamide 
reductase. 

(6) Growth of Xanthobacter Py2 on 1-alkenes 
The propene isolated strain Xanthobacter Py2 was able to grow on the following 
1-alkenes: C5, C6, C8, CIO, C12, C14 and C16. The experimental biomass yield for 
growth under alkene limiting conditions could only be calculated on alkenes with 
a low boiling point, so that substrate consumption could be measured by head-
space analysis. The results in Ceq/Ceq were as follows: propene -0.53; 1-pentene 
— 0.51; 1-hexene — 0.47. 
In higher alkenes (C10-C16) cells clustered together in long chains or small 
granules during the initial period of the exponential phase. Further on the aggrega
tion became more severe, keeping the large majority of cells in a few clusters. 
We tried to prevent aggregation by adding an inert organic phase to the medium, 
namely n-dodecane. Still some aggregates were formed, although smaller than 
those in hexadecene alone. However, analysis of the organic phase revealed that 
no hexadecene had been consumed. This suggested that dodecane had been used 
for growth. Further experiments showed that cells adapted to either 1-pentene or 
1-hexadecene grew well on aliphatic alkanes with chain lengths ranging from C6 
to C16. No growth occurred on cyclohexane, benzene, toluene and xylene. 

(7) Degradation of 1,2-epoxyaIkanes by alkene grown Xanthobacter Py2 
To study the influence of the chain length of the 1-alkenes, used as a growth sub
strate, on the degradation capacity towards 1,2-epoxyalkanes, Xanthobacter Py2 
cells grown on 1-alkenes ranging in chain length from C3 to C16 were used in 
degradation reactions (Table 1). Surprisingly, cells grown on alkanes (C6 — C16) 
also showed degrading activity towards 1,2-epoxides. Degradation rates for 1,2-
epoxyhexane ranged from 2 to 5 nmol/(min * mg protein). 

(8) Cell reutilization and immobilization for epoxide degradation purposes 
Attempts have been made to immobilize Xanthobacter Py2 cells in gels (using cells 
harvested at the beginning of the stationary phase) and also in situ in polyurethane 
reticulated cuboids of different sizes and pore diameters. The most promising 
results were obtained with in situ immobilization in which case immobilized cells 
showed a specific degrading activity comparable to that of freely grown cells. 
The purpose of subsequent research was to understand the reasons underlying the 
poor operational stability of cells. The studies were carried out with suspended 
cells. 
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Table 1: Degradation rates of 1,2epoxyalkanes by alkene grown Xanthobacter Py2. 
Units in nmol/(min*mg protein) 

Chain length of growth substrate (1alkene) 

Substrate chain 
length (1,2

epoxyalkane) 

C3 
C4 

C6 
C8 
CIO 
C12 
C14 

C3 

68 
49 
15 
4 
0 
0 
0 

C5 

95 
55 
22 
6 

<0.5 
0 
0 

C6 

60 
44 
17 
6 

<0.5 
<0.5 

0 

C8 

5 
4 

3 
4 
1 

<0.5 
0 

CIO 

2 
1 
2 

3 
1 

<0.5 
0 

C12 

<0.5 
<0.5 

5 
9 
4 
1 
1 

C14 
orC16 

ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
48 
36 
ND 

No correlation was found between the viability of cells and their degrading activity. 

The results obtained suggest that the enzyme(s) responsible for the epoxide 
degradation 
(i) is (are) irreversibly inhibited or 
(ii) need a cofactor which resting cells are unable to regenerate. 

Apparenüy, new enzymes and/or cofactors have to be primarily synthesized. 

Remarkable is that resting cells are unable to maintain their epoxide degrading 
activity in the presence of epoxides, even though the latter are intermediate 
metabolites during growth. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The observation that dithiothreitol replaces the unidentified soluble cofactor has 
allowed the purification and characterization of the proteins involved in epoxide 
degradation. The complemenation of mutants defective in epoxide degradation was 
succesful and the nucleotide sequence of the complementing DNA fragment was 
determined. 

In view of industrial applications enantioselective degradation of epoxides by whole 
cells was further optimized. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Strong cooperative links between participants were maintained during the full 
period of the project and five joint meetings were held. 

JOINT PUBLICATIONS 
J. Swaving, C.A.G.M. Weijers, C.K. Chan Kwo Chion, DJ. Leak, A.J.J. van Ooyen and J.A.M. 
de Bont. Initial characterization of the enzyme and cloning of genes involved in the enan
tioselective epoxyalkane degradation by Xanthobacter Py2. Biocatalysis, 1994, 10, 227232. 

INDIVIDUAL PUBLICATIONS 
F. van Keulen and M.M.R. da Fonseca. Batch cultivation of Xanthobacter Py2 on 1pentene: 
growth yields and cell activity for the degradation of 1,2epoxyhexane. Submitted to 
Biotechnology Letters, 1994, 16, 989994. 
C.A.G.M. Weijers, H. Jongejan, M.C.R. Franssen, Α. de Groot and J.A.M, de Bont. Dithiol
and NADdependent degradation of epoxyalkanes by Xanthobacter Py2. Applied Microbiology 
and Biotechnology, (in press). 
J. Swaving, C.A.G.M. Weijers, A.J.J. van Ooyen and JA.M. de Bont. Complementation of 
Xanthobacter Py2 mutants defective in epoxyalkane degradation; expression and nucleotide 
sequence of the complementing DNA fragment. Microbiology, (in press). 
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biotransformations (BIOT CT900155) 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Glycosylation of lowmolecular weight bioactive molecules, especially by rare 
sugars, is frequently an essential mean to determine their (e.g.) pharmacological 
specificity and pattern of action. More than 80 different 6deoxyhexose (= 6DOH) 
derivatives occur in secondary metabolites from actinomycetes and other taxa. 
Among the sugar moieties found in streptomycete antibiotics these form the 
largest and most varied group. Therefore, the 6DOH pathways are of high interest 
for biotransformations and pathway engineering. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The aims of the current study were as follows 

(1) Identification, cloning and expression of the (dTDP)6DOH biosynthetic genes 
and enzymic analysis of the glycosylation enzymes — including 6DOHactivat
ing, modifying and transfering (glycosyltransferases = GTs) enzymes — from 
various strains of antibioticproducing streptomycetes; 

(2) preparation of GTsubstrates (aglycones) and cosubstrates (activated 6DOH, 
derivatives of dTDPDglucose) at analytical and preparative scale; 

(3) further enzyme characterization via testing GT specificity for aglycones and/or 
6DOHs requiring GToverexpression and purification. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Analysis of 6DOH genes from (3'hydroxy)streptomycin producers, design of 
probes and screening for actinomycete 6DOH genes, and preparation of dTDP
6DOH (BUGH) 

The work of the BUGH group has focussed in the past 3 years on the producers 
of streptomycinrelated antibiotics among the streptomycetes, mainly S. grises N2
311 (streptomycin), and S. glaucencens GLA.O (5'hydroxystreptomycin). In the 
respective str/stsgene clusters 30 different genes have been identified so far. They 
contain, besides those known to be involved in dTDP6DOH metabolism and 
widely spread among other bacteria (Fig.1,2; Tab.l), other related genes probably 
involved in the NDPNmethylLglucosamine pathway (e.g. strPQ, strX). With 
many relationships to the gene clusters for extracellular polysaccharide synthesis 
(e.g. the r/bgenes for LPS Ochain biosynthesis) of Gramnegative bacteria these 
encode a set of enzyme families each engaged in very similar sugar (or cylitol) con
versions (Tab.l). This is especially exemplified by the families of gene products 
involved in dTDP6DOH biosynthesis, such as those related to StrD, StrE, StrM. 
Also, a new group of putative secondary metabolic aminotransferases (SMATs; e.g. 
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StrS, Prgl, TylB; cf. CSIC and ULEI) has been detected, which besides other sugar 
or cyclitol derivatives seem to use dTDP-6DOH ketone intermediates as their typi
cal substrates. However, no GT could be identified by sequence similarity (e.g. 
related to the putative GTs identified by ULEI and HOE) among the 30 Str (Sts) 
gene products encoded in the DNA of S. grises and 5. glaucencens. Therefore, to 

D-6DOH 

various enzymes 
(Tyhjene products) 

L-dihydrostrepose L-mycarose 
(streptomycin) (lylosin) 

L-6DOH 

Fig. 1. 6DOH-pathways for relevant GT substrates. Identified biosynthetic enzymes are indicated 
by the symbols of the respective gene products. The crucial intermetiates dTDP-D-glucose (1), 
dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose (2), and dTDP-4-keto-L-rhamnose (3) have been prepared at 
preparative scale. 

enable GT assays — e.g. to test for the hypothetical function of the StrH protein as 
the dTDP-L-dihydrostreptosyl GT — at the enzymatic level major efforts at BUGH 
were focussed on the production of the dTDP-6DOH intermediates 1 to 3, as well as 
dTDP-L-dihydrostreptose and dTDP-L-rhamnose (Fig. 1). This was achieved recently 
by overexpressing in E. coli or S. lividans of the enzymes StrDEML (from S. grises) 
and RfbABCD (from Salmonellae), respectively (Fig.1,2; Tab.l). For the rfb, but 
not for the str genes, stable expression clones giving very high enzyme yields could 
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be contracted in T7 polymerase/promoter expression systems. StrE and StrL were 
expressed in E. coli at a much lower scale; StrE could also be expressed in 
S. lividas in detectable amounts. It could be demonstrated by various biochemical 
analyses that our original assignment of enzyme functions was correct, especially 
for the StrM/RfbC and StrL/RfbD pairs of related proteins (see Fig. 1,2; Tab.l) 
which were controversially assigned in the literature. 

Tab. 1. Protein families involved in NDP-sugar and cylitol metabolism " 

Family 
(type protein) 

StrD-family 

StrE-/GalE-family 

StrM-family 

StrSVEryCl-family 

MgtA-family 

general function 

NDP-sugar 
synthases (pyro-
phosphorylases 

NDP-hexose 4-(2-
)oxido reductases 
(ep unerases or 
dehydrogenases 
NDP-4-keto-hexose 
isomerases 
(epimerases) 
(NDP-)sugar or 
cyclitol 
aminotransferases 
(putative) or 
dehydrases 
NDP-hexose 
glycosyl-transf e rases 

gene products dTDP-
6DOH metabolism 
(examples) 

StrD, PylAl, SnoD, 
RfbA, (LmbO?) 

StrE, TylA2, RfbB, 
SnoE, StrL, RfbD, 
(LmbM?) 

StrM, RfbC, (Tyl-
Orf6*?), (SnoM?) 

(TylB?), (EryCl?), 
(DnrJ?), (LmbS?) 

(Tyl-Orf2*?), 
(SnoT?) 

a Gene products form other pathways as those mentioned in the text ; 
Gig = glycogen; 
Gal = galactose; Ery = erythromycin; Dnr = daunorubicin 

examples from other 
(NDP-sugar or 
cyclitol) pathways 

StrQ, RfbE, GlgC) 

StrP, GalE, RfbJ, 
Rfb 

StrX 

AscC, RfbH, (StrS, 
StsA, StsC?) (Prgl?) 

MgtA, flavonol-GT, 
various sterol-GTs 

are: Lmb = lincomycin, 

2. Identification and cloning of A201A production genes (CSIC) 
The CSIC group screened for the 6DOH (O-methyl-D-rhamnose; Fig.l) genes/ 
enzymes involved in biosynthesis of the nucleoside antibiotic A201A in 
S. capreols. These were found in a total of about 48 kb of non-contiguous DNA 
from S. capreols by (a) cloning in cosmid pJAR4 of the genetic determinat(s) for 
self-resistance to A201A from S. capreols and (b) hybridization with DNA probes 
from the streptomycin (from BUGH) and puromycin biosynthetic gene clusters of 
S. grises and 5. alboniger, respectively. Two groups of A201A resistance-mediating 
cosmid clones, each represented by two independent isolates (group 1: pCAR13/ 
14; group 2: pCARll/23), were obtained. Subcloning and sequencing of a 4 kb 
fragment from pCAR14 localized an A201A resistance déterminât (ardi, encoding 
a 508 aa polypeptide) which belonged to the ABC-transporter superfamily. 
Immediately 5' to ardi another gene was detected with a deduced aa sequence 
highly similar to the Pur3 protein from 5. alboniger, a member of the inositol 
monophosphatase family, which is thought to be involved in the biosynthesis of the 
3'-amino-3'-deoxyadenosine moieties of puromycin and A201 in both S. alboniger 
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and S. capreols, respectively. This indicated that the DNA in group 1 cosmids 
carry genes of the A201A biosynthetic cluster. Further hybridization experiments 
on total genomic DNA from S. capreols and group 1 and 2 cosmids with gene-
specific probes from the strDELM, strH and strS genes from S. grises and the pur3, 
5, 6, 10 and prgl genes from S. alboniger detected hybridizing bands with strH and 
strM in group 2 and 1 cosmids, respectively, which were cloned each on 1.6 kb 
fragments and are presently analysed. Also, in total DNA hybridizing bands were 
detected with all the other probes tested, except for strD. In conclusion, a group 
of genes belonging to the biosynthetic gene cluster for A201A from S. capreols 
has been cloned. 

dTDP-D-Mycosamln 
Streptomyces nodosus 

dTDP-L-Dlhydrost rep tose 
Streptomyces griseus 

dTDP-D-M yearn inose 
Streptomyces fradiae 

V-^5" dTDP-L-Rhamnose 
Salmonella typhimurium 

CDP-D-Abequose 
Salmonella typhimurium 

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the basic dTDP-(CDP-)6DOH production genes from various organisms 
and relationships among them. The gene order in the respective clusters is given schematically. For 
details see text. 

3. Analysis of 6DOH production and GT genes from the tylosin producer 
S. fradiae; characterization of a macrolide glucosyltransferase (MgtA) from 
S. lívidas (ULEI) 

Considerable sequence analysis has been carried out within the tylosin biosynthetic 
gene cluster of S. fradiae, aided by the gene probes from BUGH, in order to detect 
the 6DOH genes (Fig.l). The strD and strE probes detcted the tyllBA region in 
which 5 genes (named fy//Ä4L42-ORF5) were analysed (Fig.2; Tab.l). within and, 
latterly, 6 additional genes (ORFs l*-6*) within the tylLM region that is located 
some distance from tyllBA on the other side of the polyketide synthase gene 
cluster (cf. public, no. 6,7). ORF1 (tyll) encodes a putative C20-hydroxylase of 
tylactone, ORF2 (tylB) belongs to the hypothetical SMAT family (Tab.l) and could 
be the aminotransferase in the dTDP-D-mycaminose pathway (Fig.l); ORF3 
(tylAl) and ORF4 (tylA2) encode the StrD and 5/rE-related dTDP-glucose syn-
thesising and converting enzymes (Fig.l, Tab.l). For TylAl this was confirmed by 
expression in E. coli and assay of its function. ORF5 encodes a thioesterase that 
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may be involved in release /cyclisation of the completed aglycone during tylactone 
formation. The 6 putative genes sequenced in the tylLM region are currently 
attributed the following functions: ORF1* (no function known), ORF2* (GT; 
probable mycaminosyl transferase; cf. Tab.l), ORF3* (no function known; 
sequence similarity to a spiramycin biosynthesis gene), ORF4* (oxidoreductase; 
possible ring oxidase of tylactone at C20 creating an aldehyde group), ORF5* 
(possible Nmethyl transferase in the formation of the dTDPmycaminose; ORF6* 
(tylK; possible 3'5'epimerase in mycarose biosynthesis) (Fig.l). — Also, a 
resistance gene (mgtA) from S. lívidas, was shown to encode a macrolide 2'0
glucosyltransferase (MGT) enzyme that inactivates macrolide antibiotics by trans
ferring glucose onto the mycaminosyl or desosaminyl residues of the drug 
molecules. Since this was the first GT gene to be positively identified among the 
actinomycetes it was tested as a DNA probe to identify GT genes in antibiotic 
biosynthesis clusters. Though the mgtA gene found single hybridisation targets in 
the genomes of several other streptomycetes, no hybridisation target was found in 
DNA from S. fradiae (organism studied at ULEI) nor in the str gene cluster of 
streptomycin producers (together with BUGH). However, a gene located with the 
tylLM region of the S. fradiae genome (ORF 2*) has revealed extensive sequence 
similarity to mgtA and snoT (see HOE) leading us to the provisional hypothesis 
that ORF 2* encodes the GT that adds the 6DOH mycaminose (Fig.l) to the 
emerging tylosin molecule. In order to test that hypothesis, it will be necessary to 
prepare the (presently unavailable) cosubstrate dTDPmycaminose for use in 
enzyme assays with the purified product of ORF 2*. Such studies are in prospect 
in view of the now available dTDP6DOH precursors/intermediates (cf. BUGH). 

4. Amphotericin B: Identification of Dmycosamine production genes (sno) and 
mutant induction in 5. nodosus DSM40109, preparative studies on the aglycone 
(HOE) 

Work at HOE aimed at the isolation of the DmycosaminylGT from amphotericin 
Β producers for its use as a tool for biotransformations of other (polyene) 
aglycones. HOE in collaboration with BUGH identified the 6DOH production 
genes snoD and snoE in strain S. nodosus via their hybridization to the respective 
strD and strE genes. The snoD gene and two adjacent genes, snoM and snot, were 
cloned partially and analysed by sequencing on a 2.6 kb BamHl fragment (cf. Fig. 
2). Interestingly, the product of the snoöadjacent gene, snoT, had significant 
sequence similarity to Mgt, TylOrf2* (see section 3) and more distantly to various 
other GTs from plants, viruses, and animals, especially in a Cterminal motif with 
the consensus sequence: 
WPQVLH—AFVTHGS—GL—VPM—PGDQ (dashes = not highly con
served residues). 
This suggested SnoT to be the DmycosaminylGT whenever the isolated DNA
segment belonged to the amphotericin Β production cluster. To prove this, 
attempts to construct disruption mutants in the snoD gene were carried out via use 
of a temperaturesensitive suicidal vector containing truncated forms of the gene. 
Transformants containing such plasmids mostly turned out to be pleiotropically 
altered, segregating various phenotypic variants after treatment at nonpermissive 
temperature. Some derivatives of this kind had still retained the recombinant 
plasmid. Others had lost the amphotericin Β production which did not correlate 
with the plasmid content. One clone produced a novel, amphotericin Brelated 
secondary metabolite, but no strain could be identified which produced only the 
aglycone amphoteronolide B. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Three putative GT-encoding genes could be identified in streptomycets. A large 
variety of genes/enzymes for the synthesis of various dTDP-6DOH derivatives were 
cloned and analysed. Some dTDP-6DOH co-substrates for glycosylation reactions 
have been prepared quantitatively. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Biological (bacterial strains, substrates), genetic (DNA-probes, oligonucleotides), 
and analytical material and methods, as well as resulting data were exchanged con-
tinously among all participants. Regular meetings of 1 to 2 days were organized 
twice per year, and took place in all three participating European countries. The 
project was presented at a workshop organized for all the biotransformation pro
jects at Braunschweig (FRG) in 1993. 

PUBLICATIONS AND PATENTS 

Joint publication 
Stockmann, M., et al. 1991. German and international patent application. 41 30 967 (HOE 
91/F 300). 

Individual publications 
Stockmann, M., W. Piepersberg 1992. FEMS Microbiol. Lett. 90: 185-190. 
Retzlaff, L., et al. 1993. pp. 183-194 in: Hegeman, G.D., R.H. Baltz, and P.L. Skatrud (Eds.) 
Genetics and Molecular Biology of Industrial Microorganisms. Proceedings of the 5th ASM 
Conference. ASM, Washington DC. 
Piepersberg, W. 1994. Pathway engineering in actinomycetes. CRC Crit. Rev. Biotechnol. 14: 
251-285. 
Cundliffe, E. 1992. Antimicrob. Agents Chemother. 36: 348-352. 
Cundliffe, E., LA. Merson-Davies, and G.H. Kelemen. 1993. pp. 235-243 in: Hegeman, G.D., 
R.H. Baltz, and P.L. Skatrud (Eds.) Genetics and Molecular Biology of Industrial 
Microorganisms. Proceedings of the 5th ASM Conference. ASM, Washington DC. 
Cundliffe, E., et al. 1994. Mol. Microbiol, (in press). 
Lacalle, R., et al. 1992. EMBO J. 11: 785-792. 
Tercero, J.A., et al. 1992. FEMS Microbiol. Lett. 90: 203-206. 
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES 

DNA SEQUENCING 





Alternative methods of DNA-sequencing 
(BIOT CT-900252) 

COORDINATOR 
R. CARR, CAMR, Wiltshire, UK 

PARTICIPANTS: 
K HOLSTROM, Biotechnology Institute, Lyngby, DK 
G. CHARALAMBOS, Optimum Ltd., Athens, GR 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
To facilitate the analysis of DNA a rate capable of supporting our rapidly growing 
understanding of molecular biology and genome research, much of effort has been 
aimed at improving methods of sizing, mapping and sequencing of DNA 
fragments. While the rate and DNA size range over which conventional gel elec
trophoresis based methods of DNA analysis can be carried out has dramatically 
increased over recent years (as exemplified by the Généthon approach to the 
Human Genome Project), there is still a great deal of interest in the development 
of techniques by which DNA molecules can be analysed on an individual basis. A 
number of methods have been tried including Scanning Tunnelling and Scanning 
Force Microscopy, Row Cytometry and video fluorescence microscopy all of which 
allow (to varying degrees) the structure of single DNA molecules to begin to be 
determined. The ability to resolve the internal structure (sequence) of the 
molecule is, as yet, far in the future but indications are that such approaches will 
become feasible. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The initial objective of this project was to develop a solution phase method of 
analysing (e.g. sequencing) DNA. The approach adopted was to employ electron 
beam fabricated optical apertures of sub-wavelength dimensions sufficiently small 
to allow the molecule to be interrogated direcüy and, through employing base 
specific labels, allow the internal structure (e.g. sequence) to be determined. A 
change in participant structure (withdrawal of sub-contractor) necessitated an 
alternative approach to fulfilling some of the original project aims. Accordingly, 
initial work on the development of a non-laser based gel scanner was replaced with 
a comprehensive feasibility study on the use of the CAMR optical aperture detec
tion system as a method to enable rapid, one-step mapping of DNA (e.g. large 
(lOsKb) DNA fragments). 

While CAMR developed the nanofabrication techniques necessary to fabricate 
arrays of submicron apertures and to identify alternative sources of suitable pore 
containing membranes through which DNA molecules could be electrophoresed, 
the Biotechnology Institute, Copenhagen, worked on methods by which suitable 
fluorescent labels could be attached to the DNA molecules. Originally looking a 
single base specific labels they also worked on the development of fluorescent 
labels to be attached to PNA oligo probes for mapping purposes which became 
another project aim during the second year. 
The development of software and hardware capable of allowing the optical signals 
generated by the aperture array system was the responsibility of Optimum Ltd., of 
Athens. They undertook to design the data analysis programmes by which DNA 
samples could be analysed in the optical system in use at CAMR. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A CAMR (UK) has been working on the following areas: 

1. Device Fabrication. 
A variety of methods by which membranes and films containing sub-micron aper
tures could be fabricated or obtained was investigated. High energy electron beam 
writing was used to fabricate 50nm pores in thin (200nm) films of A1203 but sub
sequent illumination of the surface failed to detect the apertures in sufficient 
detail. (Devices fabricated by eximer laser photoablation of polyimide sheet and 
containing 5x5 arrays of 5μπι pores were also assessed and despite proving suitable, 
supplies were unreliable. An alternative membrane type (polycarbonate track 
etched membrane) that is both commercially available and inexpensive was iden
tified and proved adequate for our initial studies. These membranes, moreover, 
can be supplied with a wide range of sub-micron pore diameters, coated with a 
200nm gold film or supplied pre-stained black for optical opacity and have 
excellent insulating properties (which will prove important in electrophoresis 
studies). Devices (100 + ) comprising metallised (60nm Cr) quartz substrates in 
which arrays of apertures of varying sizes have been fabricated using electron beam 
lithography and wet and plasma etching, have been prepared at CAMR. These 
devices were used to assess the detectability of sub-micron particulates by the 
detector system described below. 

2. Construction of optical illumination and detection system. 
Both back-illumination and grazing incidence illumination have been considered. 
For model systems in which metallised optical substrates bearing sub-micron aper
tures were used to determine optical sensitivity to fluorophores the use of low 
powered HeNe and Ar beams at grazing incidence have proved most sensitive. 
Employing chrome as the metal gives the advantage of durability and flexibility in 
accuracy of launch angle. Oblique back-illumination with low powered Ar is likely 
to be employed when track etched membranes are used in fluorescent studies. 

Detector systems based on avalanche photodiodes (APD) and charge coupled 
devices (CCD) have both been designed and the latter is being used to follow 
intensity fluctuations in light emanating from sub-micron apertures in response to 
the presence of labelled and unlabelled sub-micron particles diffusing in their 
immediate vicinity. Output from the CCD detector array is monitored by either 
video line selector which allows the intensity of light from any given aperture to 
be monitored in real time or by a special data acquisition system (Brian Reece 
Scientific Ltd, UK) allowing digital processing of the image (e.g. averaging, expan
sion, background suppression etc.). This latter system also allows monitoring of 
individual apertures in real time though limited by the frame refresh rate of the 
CCD array (i.e. 50Hz). The CCD detection system has proved successful in our 
initial work and the image analysis system is currently being modified in software 
(Optimum Ltd, Greece) to enable data collection and storage to be improved. 

3. Model particulates detection. 
A variety of model sub-micron particulates have been studied in order to define 
the sensitivity of the detection system and characterise the optical response of the 
apertures: 
(i) Calibration polystyrene microspheres. 
(ii) Au sol. 
(iii) Fluorescently labelled microspheres. 
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Polyimide membrane systems, back illuminated with a white light source, were 
assessed using unlabelled 2m polystyrene microspheres prior to using polycar
bonate track etched membrane containing pores of 200nm diameter. These mem
branes were stained with Ergolan black to enhance contrast and proved successful 
in detecting 400nm microspheres diffusing in aqueous conditions. Current work 
involves using similar membranes coated with 200nm Au and illuminated by graz
ing incidence Ar laser in order to achieve higher resolution. The figure 1 below 
shows intensity fluctuations arising from the scattering of light from 300Å gold sol 
particles. 

This level of signal is remarkable in that these particles are visible using only a con
ventional optical microscope (x40 objective) mounted with a simple CCD camera. 
Moreover, the illumination intensity is mW only, suggesting a future instrument 
based on these illumination principles could be robust and low cost. The exact 
mechanism by which such low levels of incident illumination and modest 
magnifications can visualise such small particles is currently under investigation. 

Fluorescently labelled microspheres (410nm labelled with fluorescein) have been 
monitored using grazing incidence illumination (fibre-optic mediated 488nm Ar 
ion beam) of an Al coated glass substrate containing apertures of 200nm diameter 
but photobleaching of the fluorophore in this method proved too rapid for quan
titative data to be obtained. 
Samples of 48.5kb lambda DNA were stained with the newly developed intercalat
ing DNA dyes TOTO and YOYO (Molecular Probes Inc.) and are being used to 
determine the correlation between fluorescence signal with DNA fragment size. 
Significantly, recent work by Keller and his coworkers [Nucl Acid Res. (1993), 
21(4), 803-806] have demonstrated that such a staining protocol can be used to 
accurately and rapidly size individual lambda DNA fragments over the 10-50kb size 
range with better than 2% accuracy using a sophisticated flow cytometer proving 
the feasibility of such an approach. CAMR efforts will however, continue to con
centrate on applying this protocol to both pore and non-pore based detection 
system. Initial attempts to quantify the signal have proved to be limited by the low 
resolution of the CCD camera available to the project but are indicative of the size 
distribution that might be expected from an image generated by the Gaussian 
envelope of the illumination beam. We would expect, over the final part of the 
project to be able to show that rapid, solution phase sizing of DNA particles is 
achievable using our approach. Of particular importance will be the sizing of very 
large DNA fragments labelled with TOTO or YOYO (we are currently working on 
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S. pombe chromosomal DNA, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.7 megabase). This is expected to be 
a significant improvement on current techniques which are unable to either 
separate (e.g. gel) such large molecules or which place too much shear on the 
delicate molecules (e.g. flow cytometry) for them to be analysed intact. 

B. The Biotechnological Institute (Denmark) has been working on the following 
tasks: 

1. Behaviour of large DNA fragments in free Solution or in gel 
We have made a literature survey on electrophoresis of both small and large 
double stranded DNA molecules both in solution and in gel. All literature records 
showed that the movement of especially large fragments is very complex. Currently 
the most popular theory of DNA-movement in gels is the reptating DNA model, 
describing the movement as snake-like. Importantly, it has been shown that the 
DNA-molecules move head on, i.e. one of the ends is always preferentially 
forward. New data have shown that the DNA-molecule in gels not only reptates 
but also goes through cycles of contraction, fibre collision and elongation. So in 
summary, the movement of DNA in gels is very complex. With respect to this elec
trophoresis project, the duration of the cycling in DNA conformations and the 
elasticity of the large molecules are very important. A basic requirement for a 
correlation between time, fluorescence signals and physical length is that the 
molecule is stretched out as it passes the membrane pore. 

2. Investigations concerning some of the electrophoretic conditions for the elec
trophoresis of large DNA molecules through Nucleopore membranes. 

We have carried out experiments with electrophoresis of DNA molecules through 
6 urn thick Nucleopore membranes with pore diameters ranging from 15 to 400 nm 
and pore densities of approximately 1 to 6 χ IO8 cm"2. 
An electrophoresis unit with an electrophoresis chamber (3 χ 0.1 cm i.d.) was con
structed. 
Electrophoresis of bromophenolblue (BPB) was conducted initially in order to 
study the electrophoretic conditions. Electrophoresis of BPB versus time was linear 
for at least 5 min. Electrophoresis of BPB was linear at least up to 60 V. Current 
drift was investigated at constant voltage for at least 15 min. As expected the 
current was lowered from approximately 100 to 95 uA. The resistances of the 
membranes were investigated. The same current drift was observed for an elec
trophoresis tube with or without a Nucleopore membrane. This result was some
what unexpected, and is not readily explained, but showed that the major con
tributor to resistance is not over the 6000 nm thick membrane. 
DNAs of different molecular weights, 3.6 or 48.5 kD were readily electrophoresed 
through the 50 nm Nucleopore membrane. This was shown by the polymerase 
chain reaction. At present it is not known whether there is linearity between volt
age and the amount of DNA that passes the Nucleopore membrane. An important 
result that arose from the DNA experiments was that the DNA presumably is 
physically intact after passage of the membrane. This was shown by Southern blot
ting of lambda DNA before and after electrophoresis through the membrane. In 
summary it is possible to electrophorese a large DNA fragment through the mem
brane without destroying it physically. 

3. Fluorophore labelling of DNA fragments. 
The last part of our work has focused and focuses on how to label a large double 
Stranded DNA fragment. Initially it was thought that it would be possible to 
anneal fluorophore-labelled oligos to single stranded DNA with concomitant gap-
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filling by DNA polymerases in order to generate double-stranded fragments. 
However, this approach was abandoned as the processivity of DNA polymerases 
and the possibility of filling out all gaps between oligos are to low. 
We have focused on the use of peptide nucleic acids to label double stranded 
DNA. Peptide nucleic acids have a peptide backbone instead of the sugar 
phosphate backbone and show better binding properties to DNA than DNA itself. 
Furthermore the PNA molecule is electrically neutral which is an advantage. We 
have made initial binding experiments with a fluorescein labelled T8 PNA probe 
which hybridises to (dA)g sequences in DNA. That the T8 PNA hybridises to dA-
sequences in DNA was confirmed by gel-shift studies with an dA8 DNA oligo. It 
has not yet been possible to elucidate good conditions under which the PNA will 
bind double stranded DNA properly. Further binding experiments will be perfor
med with PNA oligos containing all four nucleotides (ACGT). 

G Optimum Ltd. (Athens) Report 
During the first period of work at Optimum, different data analysis scenarios were 
introduced and theoretically assessed with respect to the range of intensities and 
speeds of signals expected from the aperture device in order to best predict the 
hardware requirements of the proposed system. 
Optimum has modified the software used by a CCD system with a PCX high 
resolution video line digitiser employed in the CAMR system. Specifically, the file 
handling routines were improved allowing data recall and retrospective manipula
tion of data collected previously in longer experimental ruins. The speed with 
which the data handling routines could be operated were increased permitting 
faster analyses in the CAMR studies. A Major advance in this part of the work 
was achieved through improved data storage compression on disk. In the second 
phase of the programme, Optimum designed and implemented a hardware inde
pendent data analysis package by using the filter driver technique. It was obvious 
that the data analysis task should run under a graphical computer environment. 
The popularity and ease of use of MS-Windows made us decide to choose MS-
Windows as the operating platform to develop and run the programme. 

Two basic principles were employed during the development of the data analysis 
programme: the event driven programming principle and the Non-modal Program
ming principle. In order to satisfy the data analysis requirements Optimum selec
ted object orientated languages for software development. This is because object 
oriented languages offer the ability for event driven and non-modal programme 
design, which both offer increased user-friendliness and functionality. Various 
user-friendly tools (virtual instruments) were used to operate the system (scroll 
bar, option buttons, check buttons, e tc . ) . 
The data analysis programme consisted mainly of these parts: 
The Filter Driver Module, which performs the raw data storing in packed form 
according to various data acquisition hardware instrumentation. 
The Pre-Processor Module which normalises the data, filters the noise and 
prepares the data for subsequent data analysis. 
The Visual Data Analyser Module (VDU) which performs the data analysis and 
evaluation. 
The Filter Driver handles the data coming from the data acquisition hardware. 
This filter Driver was necessary because of the vast differences between the dif
ferent data acquisition instrumentation. The user can easily select the data type 
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used by the data acquisition system and there is a provision for the use of new data 
descriptions, which are going to be added in the future months towards the end 
of the programme., and as newer data acquisition instruments are introduced. The 
output of the filter driver routines is a standard form of raw data to be stored fro 
analysis in the future. 

The Pre-processor module accepts data in the standard form that the Filter Driver 
has captured. The programme operator, by visualising these data, can define a set 
of parameters need to transform the data into a more useful and compact form. 
The raw data contain a lot of noise and trivial information, which hinder the job 
of the operator, as they tend to obscure the non-trivial information and slow down 
the data analysis process accordingly. Furthermore, this trivial information takes up 
valuable disk and memory space making the analysis of long time observations 
impossible. 
The output of the Pre-processor takes up much less space and allows much faster 
data analysis without loosing any of the important information taken from the raw 
data. To ensure data integrity, a set of additional routines has been added. 

From the VDU control panel the user can select and perform various data analysis 
tasks by using the pre-processor output for specific observation. The main data 
analysis tasks are peak height analysis, peak width analysis, peak distribution 
analysis and time-between-peaks analysis. The basic user interface tools which are 
used in the VDU are the Chart Window and Spreadsheet Box. In the Chart box 
the user can display and analyse the data with many enhanced features. In the 
Spreadsheet box the user can view the actual values of data being analysed. The 
information is concurrently displayed on both the Spreadsheet box and Chart 
Window. Each of these two tools can be selected for maximising so that more com
plicated data can be read more easily. The system offers a set of statistical, mathe
matical and evaluation functions which may be applied to the data being analysed. 
Furthermore the user may select a region to zoom in on and analyse. This selec
tion can be made first by selecting two points and then pressing the zoom button. 
The points can be selected by clicking in the Chart or the Spreadsheet or by click
ing once in each. The spreadsheet can be divided into two or four sections, where 
each section displays a different part of the data, so that the user can monitor the 
data which is most useful. Moreover, for easier navigation through the data values 
the Spreadsheet automatically scrolls to the region of data the user selects from 
the Chart. 
The user can set up and control the programme through a series of visual objects, 
such as radio buttons, buttons, pop-down list boxes, etc.. The user can navigate the 
whole application by using pointing devices such as a mouse, trackball digitiser, 
etc.. The keyboard is not necessary to operate the programme eliminating system 
'hangs' and making the process more user friendly. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The results of the project so far have shown that individual DNA molecules as 
small as 50Kb can be followed individually in real-time in solution. Over the 
remainder of the project the further development of the technique to the analysis 
of very large (0.1-10Mb) fragments is expected to be of particular commercial 
interest. The project has been of interest to and assisted by (on a non-participant 
basis) a major European manufacturer of DNA sequencing equipment. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Full meetings of all participants have been held in Denmark, Athens and the UK 
over the lifetime of the project and interested commercial organisations in this 
field have also visited Denmark and the UK on several occasions to discuss 
possible exploitation and to give technical assistance. In addition, several technical 
meetings have been held between participants when the need arose or when an 
opportunity presented itself. 

The participants were also collectively invited to present their work at 
(i) the EC meeting on Sequencing the Yeast Genomes II and XI (Brugge, 

Belgium  Oct 91) and at 
(ii) the EC meeting on Genome Analysis in the EC (Elounda, Crete  May 91). 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Carr, R., Holmström, K., Buchardt, O. and Georgiou, C. (1991) 'Alternative Methods to DNA 
Sequencing', Abs. EC BRIDGE Meeting on Sequencing the Yeast Chromosomes II and XI, 
Brugge Sept., 1991, ρ 9091. 
Perkins, E., Georgiou, C. and Carr, R (1994). Free solution sizing of DNA Fragments, (in 
prep). 

Individual publication 
Carr, R. (1991) 'A possible Technique for Solution phase Sequencing of DNA', Abs. EC Int. 
Meet, on Genome Analysis in the EC, Crete, May 1991. 
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Integration of primary metabolism, secondary metabolism and 
differentiation in Streptomyces coelicolor: A biochemical, 

physiological and genetical approach (BIOT CT-910255) 
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A) D.A. HOPWOOD, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 

PARTICIPANTS: 
B) L. DIJKHUIZEN, University of Groningen, NL 
C) P. POSTMA, University of Amsterdam, NL 
D) C. HARDISSON and J. SALAS, University of Oviedo, E 
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G) D.A. HODGSON, University of Warwick, GB 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Despite the huge biotechnological importance of streptomycetes as antibiotic 
producers, and much progress in analysing and manipulating antibiotic biosynthetic 
genes, molecular knowledge of the regulation of antibiotic production is meagre. 
Such knowledge should come from an integrated study of a single genetically 
amenable strain, Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), by a multidisciplinary approach 
feasible only in this model strain. The project involved six inter-related topics. 
(1) To identify factors controlling carbon flux during the switch to secondary 

metabolism, and to indicate the availability of intermediates of central 
metabolism for secondary metabolite formation, the routes of glucose 
catabolism would be established at various growth stages. Cloning genes for 
regulated enzymes and genetic manipulation of their activity should allow the 
measurement of relevant fluxes. 

(2) Carbon catabolite repression can interfere with antibiotic production. Many 
metabolic pathways are catabolite repressed, but only in a few enteric bacteria 
are there insights into the mechanisms. Earlier work had failed to reveal a 
glucose: PEP-dependent phosphotransferase system in Streptomyces and the 
lack of an apparent role for cAMP in glucose repression indicated that the 
mechanism could be interestingly different from that in enterics. This was sup
ported by the discovery that a functional glucose kinase gene (glkA) was 
required for glucose repression in S. coelicolor. 

(3) Streptomycetes were known to accumulate glycogen in a temporally and spa
tially controlled manner such that it might compete with antibiotics for precur
sors and energy, or that glycogen could itself be a precursor of other secondary 
metabolites. It was therefore important to investigate glycogen metabolism in 
S. coelicolor. 

(4) The gene cluster encoding the whole actinorhodin biosynthetic pathway had 
been sequenced. Expression of the biosynthetic genes seemed to be controlled 
by at least two kinds of elements: a specific transcriptional activator (actll-
ORF4) within the cluster, and unlinked, pleiotropic, genes that might regulate 
the biosynthetic genes by targeting more general processes within secondary 
metabolism. In S. lividas, a close relative of S. coelicolor, actinorhodin produc
tion is virtually unexpressed under non-stress conditions, providing a visual 
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screen for homologous and heterologous DNA that might trigger production 
of secondary metabolism in general in streptomycetes. 

(5) Earlier work with S. antibiotics had suggested changes in specific ribosomal 
proteins associated with development; the idea was to see whether such 
changes, if present in 5. coelicolor, could play a role in metabolic switching. 

(6) Understanding of the Streptomyces developmental phases leading to antibiotic 
biosynthesis and morphological differentiation was based largely on genetic 
studies. We decided to test a complementary approach by using 2D gels to 
define characteristic patterns of gene expression during development. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

By diverse approaches, to follow glucose in its journey into the Streptomyces cell, 
through primary metabolism (examining its regulatory consequences) and into 
storage compounds and secondary metabolites, and to relate this to major develop
mental and metabolic switches. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Glucose metabolic pathways (Groningen) 

Measurements of enzyme activities at various growth stages, including the trans
ition from primary to secondary metabolism, indicate that the major routes for 
glucose metabolism in S. coelicolor A3(2) strains M145 and MT1109 are the 
glycolytic and pentose phosphate pathways; key enzymes of the Entner-Doudoroff 
pathway were not detected. These data were supported by glucose 
radiorespirometry in Manchester (A. I. C. Obanye, S. Oliver). Detailed enzyme 
studies revealed that S. coelicolor has a normal set of glycolytic enzymes, several 
of them sensitive to metabolic regulation, both in exponential growth and during 
secondary metabolism. The following enzymes are regulated allosterically at the 
activity level and have been purified to homogeneity and characterised: 
phosphofructokinase (inhibited by phosphoenolpyruvate and citrate, stimulated by 
ADP), pyruvate kinase (activated by AMP) and citrate synthase (inhibited by 
NADH and 2-oxoglutarate). This shows that primary metabolism is regulated, con
tradicting earlier speculations about deregulated carbon fluxes as essential factors 
for initiation of secondary metabolism in actinomycetes. These control mechanisms 
should help careful tuning of central metabolic pathways during balanced growth. 
The N-terminal amino acid sequence of phosphofructokinase has been deter
mined, allowing cloning of the structural gene. 

Growth kinetics, nutrient consumption and production of red/blue pigment 
(actinorhodin and its congeners) by MT1109 and M145 were studied in batch, fed-
batch and continuous cultures. Pigments were produced on depletion of 
phosphate, ammonium, or trace elements. Ammonium limitation was always 
accompanied by secretion of pyruvate, indicating that under these conditions the 
glycolytic pathway suffered a bottleneck at the level of pyruvate. Abundant produc
tion of actinorhodin was strictly dependent on medium pH. At pH 4.5-5.5, 
actinorhodin accumulated intracellularly; at pH 6.0-7.5, actinorhodin was a minor 
product and instead an extracellular blue pigment, identified as γ-actinorhodin, 
was the major product. 
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2. Glucose transport and carbon catabolite repression 
(a) Glucose kinase and catabolite repression (Amsterdam, Norwich) 
The glkA product resembles a family of repressor proteins, but lacks the charac
teristic helix-turn-helix motif for DNA-binding; the similarity may therefore reflect 
a common ancestry as sugar-binding proteins. The flux through glucose kinase 
might have been the critical factor in mediating glucose repression. However, glkA 
deletion mutants expressing either an unrelated glucose kinase from S. coelicolor 
or the glk gene of Zymomonas mobilis failed to restore glucose repression of the 
agarase gene (dagA); moreover, over-expression of glkA relieved glucose repres
sion of dagA, consistent with a more specific regulatory role for GlkA. These 
observations are reminiscent of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where hexokinase PII is 
essential for glucose repression; its role cannot be filled by glucokinase. Agarase 
production is repressed by several other carbon sources; remarkably, although 
most of them are not metabolised via glucose kinase, repression of agarase produc
tion was relieved in a glkA mutant. Similar results were obtained for repression of 
glycerol kinase. We believe that GlkA plays a central role in carbon catabolite 
repression in 5. coelicolor by sensing a signal that reflects either carbon source or 
energy level, which is then probably transmitted from GlkA to individual genes and 
opérons through interactions with other, as yet unidentified, proteins. 

GlkA is ATP-dependent; comparisons with other ATPases led to the identification 
of an ATP fold in GlkA consisting of five sequence elements. Site specific muta
tions of the fold were made to affect ATP binding and potentially catabolite 
repression. The effects of the mutations on enzyme activity and carbon catabolite 
repression will be assessed. Using a new screening procedure, mutants lacking 
glucose kinase activity, but still showing glucose repression, were isolated. Future 
analysis of the various mutants should clarify the role of glucose kinase. 

In S. cerevisiae, interaction between the glucose transporter(s) and hexokinase PII 
might play a role in signalling glucose repression. Consequently, a PCR fragment 
of 850 bp was derived from S. coelicolor DNA by using degenerate oligonucleotides 
corresponding to conserved motifs of eukaryotic hexose transporters; its predicted 
translation product resembles a putative yeast metabolite transporter. The PCR 
fragment will be used to inactivate the S. coelicolor gene and the effect on sugar 
transport will be assessed. 

Collaborative studies with Colin Smith (UMIST, Manchester) on carbon catabolite 
repression of the S. coelicolor gyl operon showed that gyl transcript levels, glycerol 
kinase activities and the amount of glycerol kinase (measured with an antibody 
against the Enterococcs faecalis enzyme) were regulated entirely at the level of the 
inducer, glycerol 3-phosphate. Carbon catabolite repression of gyl can be explained 
by modulation of glycerol kinase activity and/or interactions between the repressor 
of the gyl operon, GylR, and glycerol 3-phosphate. 

(b) Cyclic AMP (Warwick, Paris) 
cAMP is synthesized and excreted by many streptomycetes, yet adenyl cyclase had 
not been characterized, and its gene (cya) had not been identified. Unlike the 
situation in E. coli, cAMP does not influence glucose repression in S. coelicolor. 
Nor could our studies correlate changes in intracellular or extracellular cAMP 
levels with obvious physiological or morphological processes. However, cAMP 
levels peaked early in cultures initiated from spores, suggesting a connection with 
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germination. To clarify the role of cAMP, we characterized the S. coelicolor adenyl 
cyclase enzyme and the corresponding gene. 
Adenyl cyclase can be detected in cell-free extracts of S. coelicolor. This is different 
from the situation in enteric bacteria, where loss of cell integrity leads to loss of 
the vast majority of adenyl cyclase activity. The enzyme prefers Mn2+ to Mg2+ , 
but in the presence of the latter it is stimulated by pyruvate. The majority of it is 
present in the cytoplasmic fraction, but removal of the membrane leads to loss of 
50% of total activity. 
The S. coelicolor cya gene was cloned by complementing an E. colt cya mutant. The 
predicted amino acid sequence identified the enzyme as being most closely related 
to that of Brevibacterium liquefacies. A mutagenized cya gene was constructed and 
used to disrupt the S. coelicolor chromosomal gene. The resulting mutant is par
tially defective in both spore germination and normal mycelial growth. In liquid 
cultures or on agar plates, the mutant strain grows as compact mycelial mases with 
much reduced peripheral filamentation. Addition of cAMP to cya' cultures induces 
synthesis of at least five proteins and allows normal germination and growth. 

3. Storage compound synthesis and metabolism (Oviedo, Norwich) 
(a) Biochemical and physiological studies. 
Most of this work used S. antibiotics, which is particularly active in glycogen 
deposition. Shift-down conditions (N-limited, glucose excess) that activate glycogen 
synthesis have been defined. Very young hyphae cannot be induced in this way, 
indicating developmental requirements that are currently being studied. Induction 
is at the level of transcription. The major enzymes of glycogen synthesis co-frac
tionate with glycogen particles, apparently together with a novel glycogen protein-
priming activity that may provide the oligoglucan primer for extension by glycogen 
synthase. Levels of glycogen and trehalose after subjecting down-shifted cells to 
osmotic shock, temperature changes and nutritional upshift implicate trehalose as 
a generalised protecting agent, and glycogen as a significant carbon source for 
trehalose synthesis only during osmotic adjustment. 

(b) Morphological studies. 
Electron microscopy of colonies of S. coelicolor wild-type and 13 representative 
morphological mutants suggested that the two phases of glycogen deposition that 
occur during normal development are differently controlled. Phase I, at the inter
face of substrate and aerial mycelium, is virtually absent from bldA, bldB, bldC, 
bldG and bldH mutants (but abundant in bldF), even when their normally aerial 
mycelium-defective phenotype is corrected by growth on a different carbon source. 
In this respect, phase I glycogen behaves rather like secondary metabolites, which 
are also unconditionally absent from most of these mutants. On the other hand, 
phase II glycogen deposition (in immature spores) is independent of bid genes 
(where this is testable), but instead shows some dependence, direct or indirect, on 
the whiG gene, which encodes a putative sigma factor that initiates sporulation. 

(c) Genetic studies. 
PCR-mediated amplification, using primers based on conserved regions in relevant 
enzymes of glycogen metabolism, has led to the cloning of two branching enzyme 
genes (glgBl and glgBU), one (perhaps two) candidate ADP glucose 
pyrophosphorylase genes (glgC), and two candidate glycogen Phosphorylase genes 
(glgP). At least three (perhaps four) regions of the genome contain gig genes. This 
situation is more reminiscent of the situation in higher eukaryotes than that in 
other bacteria, which generally have a single set of clustered gig genes. At least for 
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the glgB genes, the duplication correlates with the two phases of glycogen deposi
tion: disruption of glgBl abolished glycogen production (resulting in unbranched 
glucan deposits) at phase I and had no effect on phase II, while disruption of 
glgBll had the reciprocal effect, leaving phase I deposition undisturbed but causing 
lack of branching in phase II. 

4. Regulatory cascades that lead to antibiotic synthesis (Madrid, Norwich) 

Stationary phase production of actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin appears to be 
mediated through transcriptional activation of their respective pathway-specific 
activator genes, eciII-ORF4 and redD, which normally occurs during transition 
phase; their artificial expression in exponential growth causes early and over
production of the respective antibiotic. aciII-ORF4 transcription also increases 
after nutritional shiftdown, correlating with the appearance of ppGpp; in contrast, 
transcription of rrnD (a rRNA gene set), glkA and afsR (a pleiotropic regulator of 
actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin production) decrease markedly, both in trans
ition phase and after nutritional shiftdown. Lack of transcription of redD after 
shiftdown suggests that, if ppGpp plays a role in determining the onset of antibiotic 
production, it is not always sufficient. A Streptomyces ppGpp synthetase gene was 
cloned with a probe based on the N-terminal sequence of a synthetase from S. an
tibiotics. The chromosomal copy of the S. coelicolor gene is being disrupted and 
the effects on antibiotic production assessed. 

The single TTA codon in acfII-ORF4 is responsible for dependence of 
actinorhodin production on bldA, which encodes the tRNATTAi_eu. In these studies 
we detected no conditions in which bldA was particularly poorly transcribed or in 
which the translation of TTA codons was limiting for gene expression. The role of 
bldA in determining the onset of actinorhodin production therefore remains 
problematical. Transcription of ac<II-ORF4 is bldA -independent, but redD, which 
is TTA-free, is not transcribed in bldA mutants; presumably an additional TTA-
containing gene (or genes) is needed for redD transcription, and such genes are 
being sought. 

Expression of acriI-ORF4 in E. coli yielded inclusion bodies that were solubilized 
to yield a > 90% pure preparation. This was used in gel-shift assays with two act 
DNA fragments that induce an Act" phenotype at high copy number: these are the 
intergenic regions acrVI-ORFl/acfVI-ORFA and acrl-ORFl/acflll. The E. coli-
derived protein, and extracts of S. coelicolor and S. lívidas that contained Actll-
ORF4, all failed to cause band shifts. Thus ActII-ORF4 probably lacks DNA bind
ing properties on its own; other elements may be needed for specific interaction 
with the DNA 

In similar experiments, RedD was over-expressed in E. coli and S. coelicolor as a 
His-tagged fusion protein After purification from E. coli, the protein was used to 
raise antibodies. Western analyses failed to detect RedD in S. coelicolor during 
undecylprodigiosin production. Filter retention and gel-shift assays using RedD 
from both sources failed to reveal any DNA-binding activity in vitro, so RedD, like 
/lcfII-ORF4, may act in concert with at least one additional protein, which is 
currently being sought. 

RNA polymerase holoenzymes from transition phase S. coelicolor that recognise 
the aciII-ORF4 and redD promoters differ chromatographically from the major 
holoenzyme. Whether this reflects the acquisition of an alternative o factor, 
covalent modification of the holoenzyme, or the degradation or processing of the 
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major σ factor (ohrdB) to a form still recognising the redD and acriIORF4 
promoters is being analyzed by reconstitution experiments. 

The abaA locus (antibiotic biosynthesis activator) from S. coelicolor, originally 
cloned by its ability to induce blue pigment production in S. lívidas, contains three 
ORFs: ORFA, Β (complete) and C (truncated). Insertional inactivation of OREA 
or Β (but not ORFC) in S. coelicolor generated mutants unable to produce 
actinorhodin, undecylprodigiosin or CDA, but that still produced methylenomycin. 
Cloning ORFA at high copy number in S. coelicolor abolished actinorhodin, 
prodigiosin, CDA and spore production, a phenotype resembling that of bldA 
mutants. The DNA sequence of the intergenic region between ORFB and C was 
responsible for inducing actinorhodin production in S. lividas. 

To analyse other pleiotropic regulatory elements, two blue colonies were isolated 
from a genomic library of S. antibiotics DNA cloned in S. lividas. One contained 
the 3' end of an ORF (ORF1) and a complete second ORF (ORF2). The deduced 
product of ORF1 resembles that of metB of E. coli, while ORF2, which is respon
sible for stimulation of actinorhodin production, resembles transcriptional 
regulators of the LysR family. Interestingly, ORF2 contains a TTA codon and so 
depends on bldA for expression. The gene was named abaB. It is present in many 
Streptomyces spp. including 5. lívidas and 5. coelicolor. 

A pair of divergently transcribed genes (ORF10/ORF11) was identified 
immediately to the right of the known act cluster of S. coelicolor. ORF11 
apparently encodes a ketoreductase (similar to the acrili product) and the ORF10 
product resembles transcriptional regulators of the LysR family. ORF11 can com
plement the acrili mutation only when ORF10 is also present at high copy num
ber. Both genes are well conserved in S. lividas, and insertional inactivation or 
chromosomal deletion of ORF10 in 5. lividas caused actinorhodin overproduc
tion. The ORF10 protein was overexpressed and purified from E. coli; using band
shift and footprinting assays, a target was found within or close to the transcription 
start site for ORF10, but attempts to find other putative targets in the act cluster 
were unsuccessful. 

A genomic library from Streptomyces fradiae, screened in S. lividas for 
actinorhodin production, yielded a DNA region encoding two divergent ORFs 
separated by a stretch of DNA that produces a 132 nt long transcript. ORF1 
encodes a 99 amino acid polypeptide for which no homologous proteins were 
found in the database. The truncated ORF2 encodes the carboxyl end of an 
apparent SadenosylLhomocysteine hydrolase. Subcloning showed that the 
activating properties of the cloned DNA were due to the intergenic region trans
cribed from its own promoter, and also from a promoter upstream of ORF1. Both 
transcripts terminated at a predicted thermodynamically stable secondary structure. 
Synthesis of the 132 long transcript coincided temporally with that of acilll, 
whereas that of the ORF1 transcript did not, consistent with the subcloning results 
and pointing to a direct role for the 132 nt transcript in activating actinorhodin 
production. The region of the ORF1 mRNA that includes the ribosomebinding 
site and translation initiation codon is complementary to the 132 nt long transcript. 
This might therefore act as an antisense RNA. A corresponding clone was isolated 
from S. lividas. Again, an ORF1 was separated from a truncated ORF2 by a 
stretch of DNA encoding a shorter, 106 nt long, RNA. Complementarity between 
the same region of the ORF1 mRNA and the 106 nt long transcript was found. 
Transcription initiation and termination patterns were very similar to those for the 
S. fradiae clone, and again transcription from the putative antisense RNA 
promoter coincided with that of acrili, whereas transcription from the ORF1 
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promoter started much earlier. We propose the name micX for the genes encoding 
these putative antisense RNAs. 

5. Changes in ribosome structure during development (Oviedo) 
To monitor the kinetics of ribosomal protein synthesis during growth, 5. coelicolor 
cultures were pulse-labelled with 35S-methionine at early exponential phase, trans
ition from primary to secondary metabolism, and stationary phase in minimal 
medium. Total cellular proteins were extracted, separated by 2D gel elec
trophoresis and revealed by autoradiography. Most of the ribosomal proteins were 
resolved as single spots. The specific rate of synthesis of most of them was higher 
at early stages of growth, decreasing with the transition phase. Interestingly, two 
protein spots showed a different pattern: their synthesis drastically diminished after 
the transition phase and was undetectable later. One of them corresponded in its 
molecular weight and isoelectric point to L7/L12 (L7 is an acetylated form of L12) 
from E. coli. The gene for L7/L12 is normally cotranscribed with the LIO gene. A 
previously isolated DNA fragment of S. antibiotics encoding these two proteins 
was used to clone the S. coelicolor homologues. Sequencing revealed three com
plete ORFs and the 3' end of an incomplete ORF. The deduced amino acid 
sequences of two of the ORFs clearly resembled L7/L12 and LIO from different 
organisms. The other two ORFs showed no similarity with known proteins. The 
intergenic region between one of these ORFs and the LIO gene contains a 
sequence that can be folded into a stem-loop structure resembling a region of 
5. ambofacies 23S ribosomal RNA and is thus likely to be a LIO binding site for 
translational regulation. To generate polyclonal antibodies against L7/L12 and LIO, 
the 3' end of each gene was fused to lacZ, over-expressed in E. coli and the fusion 
protein purified by affinity chromatography. The antibodies recognised proteins in 
positions corresponding to the two proteins that were differentially expressed dur
ing growth. Promoter-probing with pIJ4083 (containing the promoterless xylE 
gene) indicated four potential promoters of different strength in the sequenced 
region. The 5' ends of the corresponding transcripts were mapped by primer exten
sion. At least one of the promoters showed well conserved E. coli 'consensus'-like 
-35 and -10 regions. 

The LIO and L7/L12 genes were expressed in S. lividas after creation of an Ndel 
site at each start codon for cloning into the expression vector pIJ6021. Controlled 
expression of both proteins from the tipA promoter will enable us to study transla
tional regulation of this operon. Work in progress is focused on constructing xylE 
translational fusions to the 3' ends of the LIO and L7/L12 genes. These will be 
stably integrated into the Streptomyces chromosome using integrative vectors con
taining the 0C31 att site to test whether overproduction of LIO or L7/L12 can 
switch off the synthesis of both ribosomal proteins. 

6. Variations in proteins regulated by global metabolic switches (Paris, Oviedo) 
Rates of synthesis of the majority of S. coelicolor proteins were measured in dif
ferent phases of growth, physiological conditions, or mutant backgrounds. Liquid 
cultures were pulse-labelled with 35S-methionine and the labelled proteins 
separated on 2D gels. Computer analysis was used to quantify protein spots on 
autoradiograms, and to define clusters of proteins with similar patterns of expres
sion. We have constructed a database describing the rates of synthesis of more 
than 500 S. coelicolor protein spots as a function of the growth curve and identified 
gene products associated with actinorhodin biosynthesis, the heat shock stress 
response and the ribosome. 
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Under our conditions, at least four different phases can be identified in the growth 
curve: 'exponential growth', 'hesitation', 'secondary growth' and 'stationary'. A 
transitory hesitation in growth occurs late in the exponential phase despite the 
absence of significant changes in the levels of carbon (maltose) and nitrogen 
(glutamate) in the medium. We therefore believe that this 'hesitation' phase may 
be triggered by localized nutritional imbalances within the mycelial pellets. During 
this period of several hours, rates of protein synthesis decrease by more than 95%. 
After this, a short secondary phase of growth takes place before stationary phase. 
The four phases are characterized by remarkably different patterns of gene expres
sion: between one-third and more than half of the spots change by a factor of > 10. 
These unexpectedly complex changes in gene expression during growth may reflect 
its unusual developmental programme leading to secondary metabolism or 
morphological differentiation; such extensive changes in 2D gel patterns have not 
been reported for E. coli. We are interested in the 'hesitation' phase because it is 
at this time that our 2D protein database has revealed three important events: 
activation of actinorhodin production genes, suppression of ribosomal protein syn
thesis, and activation of a heat shock stress response. 

Presumptive antibiotic biosynthetic gene products ( > 20) were identified by their 
absence in a mutant in which the actinorhodin activator (aciII-ORF4) had been 
disrupted (provided by the Madrid group); preliminary characterization of the 
rates of synthesis indicates that, while all gene products first appear during the 
hesitation phase, they have different kinetics. Synthesis of most of the 27 ribosomal 
proteins detected continued throughout all phases of growth in liquid cultures, but 
their relative rates of synthesis decreased sharply with respect to overall protein 
synthesis during the 'hesitation phase'. A simple, global 'heat shock stress 
response', as described in other, nondifferentiating eubacteria, was not observed in 
S. coelicolor. Instead, the response to heat, or presumably other stress conditions 
such as antibiotic biosynthesis, was developmentally regulated. About half of the 
23 heat-induced protein spots were also induced by stress conditions during the 
'hesitation' phase. The growth phase also determined the kinetics of induction for 
virtually all HSPs; some HSPs were induced only at a certain stage of 'physiological 
differentiation'. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Identification of glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (not the Entner-
Doudoroff pathway) for glucose assimilation, and proof of regulation of glucose 
metabolism; cloning of some of the genes for flux control analysis. Implication of 
the conversion of actinorhodin to γ-actinorhodin in antibiotic export. Proof of a 
specific role for the glucose kinase protein in carbon catabolite repression. Cloning 
of the adenyl cyclase gene and its implication in differentiation. Discovery of a 
protein-primed glycogen synthase and demonstration of differential control of two 
distinct phases of glycogen accumulation. Purification of specific activator proteins 
for two antibiotic pathways and characterisation of several novel pleiotropic 
activator genes; evidence for an antisense RNA in control of antibiotic pathway 
genes. Cloning of two ribosomal protein genes and evidence for their differential 
regulation. Establishment of a database for 500 S. coelicolor proteins on 2D gels; 
proof that developmental phases and stress conditions modulate distinct families 
of proteins. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Ali participants, two associated groups (at the University of Glasgow and UMIST, 
Manchester, GB), and representatives of up to six commercial companies, met 
together four times, with extensive exchange of information and strains (the latter 
also throughout the programme). Coordinating visits by at least one member of 
A to all other groups, and many other bilateral visits. Specific collaborations, often 
with exchange of personnel, took place for: glucose metabolism (B with Glasgow 
and Manchester), actinorhodin biosynthesis (A,B,F), catabolite repression (A,C), 
cyclic AMP (E,G), storage compounds (A,D), antibiotic regulation (A,F), ribosome 
structure (D,E), protein variation under global regulation (D,E), vector develop
ment and provision (A,E,F). 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Yeasts are important organisms for both classical and modern biotechnology. In 
particular, S. cerevisiae, as the most highly characterised yeast (and eukaryote in 
general), has a major role. As with all host organisms, however, its performance 
in the production and recovery of biotechnologically important proteins does have 
certain limitations. The following aspects were identified as ones were further 
study would have particular benefits. 

(i) Growthphase responsive gene expression 

High level production of a foreign protein from yeast imposes a substantial energy 
demand that can reduce the overall growth rate of a culture. This may result in 
outgrowth of the culture by subclones that have undergone spontaneous genetic 
rearrangement leading to elimination or inactivation of the expression construct. 
The net result is a reduced product yield from the culture. Also, if the product is 
toxic to the cell, then early expression will result in loss of culture viability. Thus, 
it may be advantageous to control the time of expression of heterologous genes 
during fermentation. For these reasons it would be useful to have available gene 
promoters that show a naturally regulated pattern of expression during the course 
of a yeast fermentation. In particular, use of promoters that become activated as 
a yeast batch culture transitions from rapid exponential growth through aerobic, 
nonfermentative growth and into stationary phase would facilitate induced expres
sion of heterologous proteins after accumulation of biomass. Such promoters 
would not require media changes or the addition of specific chemicals in order to 
induce expression; procedures that can be costly to effect on an industrial scale. 

(ii) Protein secretion performance 

The protein secretion pathway of yeast is fundamentally the same as that of higher 
eukaryotes, with many of the associated functions highly conserved. Many of the 
hormones, growth factors, enzymes, etc. with potentially important biotechnologi
cal applications are produced via the secretion pathway in their native producer 
cells. Such products can be produced biotechnologically in yeast, which provides 
the necessary posttranslational processing. However, it has been found that the 
secretory pathway of S. cerevisiae does not secrete many recombinant proteins 
efficiently or to a high capacity. In addition, secretion is a preferred route for 
recovery of recombinant proteins from yeast, as not many host proteins are 
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secreted — which is a help in subsequent purification — and yeast cells, with their 
rigid cell walls, are difficult to break open — particularly on a large scale. Thus, 
improvements in secretion performance are highly desirable. 

(iii) Cell wall manipulation 

The definition of functions controlling cell integrity and cell wall stability during 
growth should contribute substantial basic knowledge to be applied for improving 
the performance of yeast cells in biotechnological processes. The release of 
proteins (both cytoplasmic and secretory) from yeast cells, a bottleneck in yeast 
biotechnology, is affected by cell wall dynamics among other factors. The charac
terization of genes and functions controlling the composition of the cell wall and 
its osmotic stability represents a useful strategy to manipulate genetic elements 
that can influence the release of protein from yeast cells. Thus, a less dense cell 
wall may be favourable to the release of large secretory proteins, whilst inducible 
autolysis would provide a useful means of releasing cytoplasmic proteins from yeast 
cells. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

(i) Analysis of growth-phase responsive genes 
Previous work (participant D) had led to the isolation of a set of six cDNA clones 
representing genes induced as batch cultures, growing on the industrial substrate 
molasses, reached the end of rapid exponential growth and moved towards station
ary phase. Four of these cDNAs had been identified by genetic analysis and DNA 
sequencing namely: HSP26 encoding the 26kDa heat shock protein; HSP12 a new 
gene encoding a small 12kDa heat shock protein; HXK1 encoding the glucose-
repressible hexokinase; THI4 a new gene encoding a thiamine biosynthetic enzyme. 
Two genes represented by cDNAs #10 and #15 were uncharacterised. 

This project has sought to identify the physiological conditions and mechanisms 
that cause induction of these genes, and to characterise the structures of the genes 
corresponding to cDNAs #10 and #15. The investigation aimed to examine 
expression of the genes in various growth regimes and to dissect their molecular 
structures. Their biotechnological usefulness would be examined, especially with 
respect to the HSP12 promoter, in studies of the production of recombinant trout 
growth hormone, somatotropin. 

(ii) Protein secretion performance 

A genetic approach was used to isolate yeast host mutants that exhibited enhanced 
secretion of recombinant proteins. Such mutants identify and define bottlenecks in 
the secretion pathway. Heterologous secretory reporters were chosen that were 
either inefficiently secreted or demanded high capacity secretion by the host cell. 
Chemical mutagenesis was used to generate mutants that could be identified 
initially on plate screens and then subsequently by more accurrate quantitative 
assays. 

In addition, production of recombinant trout somatotropin via secretion from yeast 
was evaluated; also, the secretory ß-galactosidase of Aspergillus niger was expressed 
by brewing yeast and examined for fermentation of lactose in dairy waste to 
ethanol. 
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(iii) Functions governing cell wall structure and integrity 
Genes coding for enzymes able to hydrolyze yeast cell wall compounds will be 
cloned and characterized. The processing and secretion of these enzymes will be 
studied, in order to facilitate the production of heterologous proteins. The expres
sion of the genes will be manipulated in order to achieve changes in cell wall 
dynamics that might enhance the release of periplasmically located proteins. 
Genes governing cell wall integrity, which are implicated in a temperature-sensitive 
autolytic phenotype, will be cloned and characterized. Controlled expression of 
such genes will be monitored for effects on product secretion/recovery. Autolytic 
mutant/cell-wall-modified strains will be evaluated for recovery of intracellularly 
proteins. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Analysis of growth-phase responsive genes 
/. Studies of Gene structure, location and function 
CHEF gel analysis showed the single-copy genes to be located on various 
chromosomes; HSP12, Chr. VI; HSP26, Chr.II; THI4, Chr. VII. 
Nucleotide sequencing showed that the predicted product of cDNA #15 had 
homology with the family of hexose transport proteins, notably those encoded by 
S. cerevisiae genes HXT1, HXT2, GAL2. These are twelve-membrane spanning 
domain sugar transporters of approx. 65kDa molecular mass. Subsequently it was 
shown that cDNA #15, also called ESP65, is the recently described LGT1/RAG1/ 
(HXT3) gene encoding a low affinity glucose transporter. 
Nucleotide sequencing of the 596bp cDNA #10, also called ESP30/MOL2, showed 
it to contain an incomplete ORF with sequence homology to the nmtl gene, of the 
fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, that is regulated by thiamine and encodes 
an enzyme of the thiamine biosynthetic pathway. Subsequently, cDNA #10 was 
shown to derive from a thiamine-regulated gene, see below, that has now been 
designated THI5. 
Cloning and analysis of the cDNA #10 gene was complicated by the discovery of 
at least three homologous sequences within the yeast genome, as evidenced by 
multiple bands which hybridised to the cDNA on Southern blot analysis of digested 
genomic DNA. Similarly, hybridisation of cDNA #10 to separated chromosomes 
(CHEF gel) gave positive signals to chromosomes II, III, VI and XIV. 
Genomic clones that hybridised to cDNA #10 were recovered from a AEMBL3-
yeast DNA library, and analysis carried out on clones representing two different 
genomic loci. Hybridisation and sequencing revealed that each carried a region 
homologous to the incomplete ORF on the cDNA clone, and to the Sz. pombe 
nmtl gene. Use of fragments of unique sequence DNA from these genomic clones 
as hybridisation probes showed that one derived from Chromosome II and the 
other from Chromosome VI. The cDNA-homologous region on the Chr.VI clone, 
was the carboxyl-terminal part of a 1023 bp ORF. The 341aa product of this ORF 
showed 61% aa sequence identity (78% similarity) to the 347-residue nmtl protein. 
On the Chr.II clone the cDNA-hybridising region, again was homologous to the 
Sz. pombe nmtl gene, with 45% identity (66% similarity). 
Comparison of the DNA sequences immediately downstream of these ORFs 
showed that the Chr VI clone matched the cDNA #10 3'-end exactly for 124 
nucleotides, whereas the Chr.II sequence did not; therefore the cDNA #10 
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derived from the Chr.VI gene. Consistent with this, use of the Chr.VI gene 3'-
region as a hybridisation probe detected a thiamine-regulated mRNA, of the same 
size as that detected using the cDNA (see below); in contrast no mRNA species 
was detected using the 3'-region of the prematurely terminated ORF on Chr.II. All 
of these data point to the conclusion that this gene has undergone duplication and 
evolution to a state where the Chr.VI copy has remained active and the Chr.II 
copy has become a pseudogene. We have designated the active Chr.VI gene as 
THIS. 
A strain with a disruption of the THIS gene on Chr.VI. showed a thiamine 
auxotrophic phenotype, restorable by supplementation with the thiamine precursor 
hydroxymethyl-pyrimidine. This is consistent with it being the only member of the 
'gene family' expressed to give a functional product, namely an enzyme of the 
biosynthetic pathway of the pyrimidine-moiety precursor. 
Curiously, each of these two nmtl -like ORFs lies adjacent to another sequence 
that again occurs in multiple copies in the yeast genome. These sequences are 
related to the right-most open reading frame of Chromosome III, YCR107W, that 
is thought to encode an aryl alcohol dehydrogenase. These YCR107W homologues 
also cross-hybridised to cDNA #10. The YCR107W homologue on Chr.II com
prises three short ORFs, all out of frame with each other, but together occupying 
a region of DNA approximately equal in length to YCR107W. The sequence on 
Chr.VI contains two short ORFs, again out of frame. It would therefore appear 
that both of these DNA sequences are pseudogenes related to the YCR107W gene 
on Chr.III. Use of DNA fragments from these Chr. II and Chr.VI regions failed 
to detect any homologous mRNA species. Therefore it cannot be concluded 
whether YCR107W, or either of these homologues, is expressed. 

2. Expression studies 
Expression of the set of six genes was investigated during batch growth of strain 
S288c on various substrates, such as glucose (fermentable, catabolite repressing), 
raffinose (fermentable, non-catabolite repressing), glycerol/ethanol/lactate (non-
fermentable, non-catabolite repressing) and on the complex industrial substrate 
molasses. Tvo, LGT1 and HXK1, were subject to strong glucose repression, being 
only expressed when glucose was exhausted or during growth on non-repressing 
substrates. These observations were extended by examining expression in strains 
carrying mututations in the glucose/catabolite repression system. Results confirmed 
HXK1 and LGT1 to be subject to carbon catabolite repression via the products of 
the TUPI, CYC8 and SNF1 genes. 
The heat shock genes, HSP12 and HSP26, showed expression during logarithmic 
growth on aerobically metabolised non-fermentable substrates, and sustained 
stationary phase induction in all media. Although HSP26 expression was influenced 
to some extent by catabolite repression, it was, like HSP12, clearly under cAMP 
control as evidenced by constitututive expression in a cyrl mutant and failure to 
induce in a bcyl strain. The promoter regions of both genes contain a DNA 
sequence which has been shown to mediate transcriptional regulation in response 
to cAMP. Both genes too, were induced by a variety of physiological stresses 
including heat shock, alcohol shock, low pH and osmotic shock. All of these treat
ments affect intracellular pH and ionic balance. It is possible that the genes 
respond to cAMP-PK via changes in these parameters. 

The remaining two genes, THI4 and THIS, were expressed transiently and only in 
molasses medium. Experiments analysing the effects of supplementing molasses 
medium showed that production of the THI4 and THIS mRNAs was completely 
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repressed by exogenous thiamine; THI4 encodes an enzyme of the biosynthetic 
pathway leading to the other thiamine precursor hydroxyethyl-thiazole. A twofold 
rise in intracellular thiamine levels, brought about by rapid and efficient uptake of 
exogenous vitamin, was sufficient for complete repression of these genes. The time 
of induction of these genes could be controlled by manipulation of the amount of 
thiamine supplied in the growth medium; these promoters have considerable 
attraction as candidates for regulatable expression systems. 
These studies have revealed that stationary phase induction occurs through a 
variety of regulatory mechanisms. Genes and promoters have been characterised 
that respond to 
(i) glucose catabolite repression, HXK1 and LGT1, 
(ii) stress and starvation through cAMP, HSP12 and HSP26, 
(iii) thiamine depletion, THI4 and THIS. 
3. Performance of fermentation-stage-specific expression directed by the HSP12 

promoter for the production of trout somatotropin in various fermenter conditions 
An expression cassette was constructed in which the cDNA sequence of the trout 
somatotropin (without its signal sequence) was placed under the control of the 
HSP12 promoter. Different yeast strains were transformed by this cassette cloned 
in a Ιμτα-^ηυά high copy yeast vector. Initial screening in shake flask experiments 
allowed the production of 4 mg/1 of somatotropin. 
Several strains were evaluated in fermenter conditions and BJ2168, a protease 
deficient strain, proved to be the best producer. Expression of the recombinant 
somatotropin was observed after glucose exhaustion. A transient expression could 
be induced by heat shock during the exponential growth phase. Heat shocks did 
not improve expression in stationnary phase. Comparison of different media 
allowed an increase in biomass accumulation, but the yield on a per cell basis was 
not improved. Fed batch fermentations were also performed to assess the 
possibility to induce expression by other metabolic stress, but lower expression 
levels were obtained. Optimised batch fermentation conditions allowed the produc
tion of recombinant trout somatotropin at a level of 100 mg/1. However, the 
protein was highly insoluble, found in the cells as inclusion bodies. 

B. Protein secretion performance 
/. S. cerevisiae mutants exhibiting enhanced secretion of mini-proinsulin 
Three mutants have been isolated that show increases in yield of highly-expressed, 
secreted mini-proinsulin over the wild-type control of 3-fold for #1 , 2-fold for #4, 
and 2-fold for #9. 
Northern blots showed that these mutants appeared to have similar abundances of 
mini-proinsulin mRNA in their cells — indicating that the gains are in secretion 
pathway efficiency rather than in expression level. 
An alternative plasmid was constructed to express the secretory insulin from a dif
ferent promoter, to eliminate the possibility that different secretion levels may 
arise from a regulatory factor affecting the MFai promoter in pDP314-Insl. The 
new plasmid utilised the PGK1 promoter. Product yields were less, but the relative 
differences in secreted product level were maintained, supporting the view that the 
increases were due to gains in the secretion pathway. 
As an alternative approach to analysing the mutants, they were transformed with 
pJKl-aw, which expresses secretory wheat α-amylase. The three mutants all 
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behaved differently to the wild-type parent strain, and to one another, in terms of 
percent amylase secreted, relative secretion yield and expression level. This 
suggests they could be mutations in different genes. 
When mated with a wild-type strain to form a diploid, the three mutants all gave 
rise to similar levels of secreted mini-proinsulin as their wild-type parent, showing 
each of the 3 mutations to be recessive. 
The diploids were sporulated for further genetic analysis. Spore-derived colonies 
were cultured and Elisa assays for secreted mini-proinsulin undertaken with their 
supernatants. They showed a 2:2 segregation of the enhanced secretion phenotype, 
indicating that it arose from a single chromosomally-located gene in each case. 

Complementation analysis, to determine whether the 3 mutations occur in dif
ferent genes is underway. If so, then a strain carrying all three mutations may show 
a cumulative increase of > 10-fold secretion yield. 

2. S. cerevisiae mutants showing enhanced secretion of A. niger ß-galactosidase 
The ß-galactosidase of Aspergillus niger is a large, glycosylated molecule (polypep
tide Mr 110 kDa, glycosylated Mr 130 kDa) that is very inefficiently secreted by 
S. cerevisiae ( < 10%). This contrasts with the small, non-glycosylated mini-proin
sulin (6 kDa) used above. We have shown by spheroplasting experiments that a 
substantial amount of ß-galactosidase activity is trapped in the periplasmic space. 
It was therefore perceived that mutants improving secretion efficiency may affect 
cell wall porosity. 

Mutant screens were initiated for yeast colonies containing pVKl.l with increased 
halo size on X-gal plates. A number of candidates were isolated, but their screen
ing was complicated by a variable phenotype and toxicity of the product to the 
cells. In selective culture, cells quickly became flocculant and died off in sub
culture. Colonies on selective indicator plates tended to lose their blue colour; 
although this was restored by a period of non-selective culturing. These factors 
complicated screening. However, repeated screening eventually yielded three 
mutants whose secreted -ßgalactosidase levels were higher: #1 by 3-fold, #5 by 2-
fold, and #10 by 2-fold. 

In each case the total amount of ß-galactosidase produced by the cell appeared to 
be slightly reduced (— 30%). It was considered possible that the improved secre
tion yield could be due to reduced expression causing a reduced build-up in the 
cell and periplasmic space. To address this question, an inducible expression 
system was constructed and introduced into each of the mutants. The secretory ß-
galactosidase coding sequence was recloned into a new plasmid vector downstream 
of a PGK promoter with an androgen responsive UAS. Each host strain was also 
transformed with an integrative plasmid encoding the androgen receptor. In the 
absence of the hormone, the transformed cells could be cultured with no detec
table ß-galactosidase being expressed — and hence no toxic effects. Addition of 
testosterone to the medium resulted in induction of ß-galactosidase expression. 
The levels of expression were about 50-fold less than from pVKl.l. Mutants #5 
and #10 showed a 2- to 3-fold greater secretion yield than wt, whilst #5 showed 
twice as much total product as wt, and #10 a similar total to wt. The percent 
secreted doubled for the wt, suggesting that lowering the expression level could 
reduce the build-up of cell-retained product. Mutant #1 showed double the per
cent secreted than wt, although the same amount was secreted, yet the total yield 
was half that of wt. Mutant #1 may therefore exert its effect via reducing ß-galac-
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tosidase expression. Studies to complete the genetic characterization of these 
mutants are in progress. 

3. Investigation of the decline in secretion products in S. cerevisiae culture super
natants during stationary phase incubation 

Secreted miniproinsulin was found to decline in yeast batch cultures during 
prolonged stationary phase incubation after the cessation of fermentative growth, 
independently of pH. In contrast, wheat αamylase — a sixfold larger protein — 
showed a less severe decline, independent of pH, suggesting that the small size of 
miniproinsulin made it particularly susceptible to the apparent degradative loss. 

No link could be made with presence or absence of mutations in vacuolar protease 
genes or cell mating type. Thus, neither leaky secretion of vacuolar proteases nor 
rare cell lysis seemed to be the cause. 

Incubation of 1000fold concentrated yeast culture supernatants (pH neutralised) 
with human serum albumin, or bovine, resulted in the production of a proteolytic 
fragment, similar in size to that reported to occur when HSA is secreted. 

In contrast, secreted A. niger ßgalactosidase increased during prolonged stationary 
phase incubation rather than decreased. Likewise, A. niger amyloglucosidase added 
exogenously to yeast cultures showed no loss during prolonged incubation. Thus, 
neither of these proteins were sensitive, but both are large and glycosylated. The 
possibility that glycosylation was protecting them from degradation was 
investigated. The ßgalactosidase expressed in an mnnl mnn9 mutant strain, which 
does not add outer chain glycosylation, showed an early high level of product in 
the culture medium, that defined to a low, constant level rather than increasing, 
as with the wt stain. Additionally, endoH treated and refolded (deglycosylated) 
invertase was degraded when incubated with concentrated culture supernatant, 
whereas the untreated protein was not. Thus, glycosylation appeared to protect 
secretory proteins from proteolysis. 

Activity gels with concentrated culture supernatants show (lowlevel) proteolytic 
activity with a general substrate and with a specific substrate for trypsinlike 
activity. 

When cells were treated with brefeldin (to block secretion), the cells and super
natants separated, with the cells being resuspended in fresh medium containing 
brefeldin, much stronger insulin degradative activity was associated with the cell 
fraction than the supernatant fraction. This suggests that the degradative activity 
is mainly cellassociated, with that in the medium probably due to leaching. 

4. Evaluation of yeast secretion systems for the production of trout somatotropin 

An expression cassette containing the trout somatotropin cDNA sequence under 
the control of a strong constitutive promoter (GAPDHp) and the prepro signal 
sequence of the α mating factor was introduced in different yeast strains on a high 
copy vector. Different media at different pH were tested. Secretion of the 
somatotropin was never observed. Instead it accumulated intracellularly in an 
insoluble form. 

As the expression of this protein may be toxic to the host, other expression casset
tes were assembled using regulated promoters. When the expression was driven by 
a ADH2GAPDH hybrid promoter and the pre signal of the Kluyveromyces killer 
toxin, most recombinant somatotropin accumulated intracellularly in an insoluble 
form. Modifications of the growth medium and of inductive conditions failed to 
improve these results. In another construct, the ADH2GAPDH promoter was 
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replaced by the HSP12 promoter. Different strains and different growth conditions 
were tested. In all strains most of the recombinant protein was found in the 
intracellular insoluble fraction at levels up to 100 mg/1. An intracellular soluble 
fraction was also observed (max. 4 mg/1). In some strains a low level of secretion 
was obtained. At 30°C up to 80 μg/l and at 20°C up to 300 μ ^ were secreted. 
Good results were obtained in a radioimmuno assay and in a radioreceptor assay 
indicating that the protein was most probably biologically active. 

Attempts were made to mutagenise yeast cells to improve their capacity to secrete 
the trout somatotropin. After different mutagenising treatments, yeast cells were 
screened in a plate footprint immunoassay. No clone showing an improved secre
tion phenotype could be isolated. 

Finally, to improve the secretion of this somatotropin, new expression cassettes 
were constructed to produce translational fusions with the wheat αamylase. This 
protein is efficiently secreted by S. cerevisiae and could force the secretion of a 
fused protein. This work is still in progress. 

5. Lactose fermentation by brewing yeast secreting A niger ßgalactosidase 

S. cerevisiae does not ferment lactose, although it will do so if transformed to 
express the secretory ßgalactosidase oi A. niger. Thus, a brewing yeast containing 
pVKl.l will ferment lactose and produce ethanol. When whey permeate is used 
(a waste product of the dairy industry) with a content of 10% lactose, at the end 
of fermentation 5% alcohol is produced, with no lactose remaining. This provides 
the possibility of new product development, as whey permeate is commonly used 
as a food additive. 
A brewing strain containing an integrated form of the ßgalactosidase gene showed 
evidence of instability after a period of culture. Isolates failing to ferment lactose 
were found to have lost the lactase gene; others showed different levels of activity. 
A variant was selected that 
showed increased activity. In trials this also resulted in a much more rapid 
decrease in specific activity of the wort during fermentation. 

C. Functions governing cell wall structure and integrity 

/. Cell wall structure 

Three exol,3ßglucanaseencoding genes (EXG1, EXG2 and SSG1) in 
S. cerevisiae were cloned and characterized. EXG1 codes for a 448aa polypeptide 
whose differential glycosylation at the two potential Nglycosylation sites accounts 
for the two main extracellular exol,3ßglucanases (Exo I and Exo II) detected in 
culture supernatants. Aminoterminal sequence analysis of the secreted proteins 
reveals the existence of an extra 40aa peptide in the precursor protein containing 
a LysArg peptidase processing site (KEX2) at the junction of the mature, 
extracellular forms. Sitedirected mutagenesis of the two Nglycosylation sites 
indicates that Exo I originates from Exo II by selective elongation of the 
oligosaccharide chain bound to the second sequon. 

Sequencing analysis of the EXG2 gene shows a 1686bp ORF encoding a polypep
tide of 562aa, which contains 14 potential Nglycosylation sites. The mature 
product (Exo III) is a high molecular weight protein (200 kDa) exhibiting a high 
carbohydrate content. Contrary to the jELYGZencoded glucanase, only about 5% of 
the Exo III is detected in the culture supernatant. Comparison of the predicted 
amino acid sequence of this exoglucanse with those of other reported yeast cell
wallassociated proteins reveals a Cterminal structure characteristic of polypep
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tides attached to the plasma membrane through a glycophophatidylinositol (GPI) 
anchor. Deletion of the hydrophobic Cterminus or point modificatioon of the 
putative GPIattachment site (KNNA) releases the protein to the surrounding 
medium, thus pointing to a direct involvement of the carbxyend of the primary 
translation product in the correct final location of the mature wildtype Exo III 
glucanase. 

1,3ßglucanaseencoding genes from yeasts 

gfyco
% similarity* nucleotides aminoacidi m°rn!L. * sylation 

sites 

EXG1 S. cerevisiae 
EXG2 S. cerevisiae 
SSG1 S. cerevisiae 
EXG K. lactis 
EXG S. occidentalis 
EXG H. polymorpha 
EXG Y. lipolytica 
ENG1 S. cerevisiae 

100.0 
33.0 
75.0 
69.4 
66.5 
56.5 
60.0 
— 

1344 
1686 
1335 
1287 
1275 
1305 
1263 
3351 

448 
562 
445 
429 
425 
435 
421 

1117 

51307 
63530 
51790 
49801 
49130 
49255 
48093 

121077 

2 
14 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 

10 

The SSG1 gene specifies a 445aa sporulationspecific exo1,3 ßglucanase, which 
can be detected only in sporulating diploids (a/α) , but does not appear in 
vegetatively growing cells or in nonsporulating diploids (α/α) when incubated 
under nitrogen starvation conditions. The meiotic course of SSG1 induction 
indicates that the gene is transcribed only in the latter stages of the process, begin
ning at the time of meiosis and reaching a maximum during spore formation. 
Homozygous ssgl/ssgl mutant diploidsare able to complete sporulation, although 
with significant delay in appearance of mature asci. Deletion ans substitution 
studies at the 5 noncoding region identifies a 99bp upstream activiation sequence 
(UAS, 1096 to 997), which is essential for sporulationregulated expression of the 
gene. 

Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequences of the EXG1, EXG2 and SSG1 
products revealed five highly conservedregions, which are located in the same 
relative positions in the three polypeptides and may be essential for ßglucanase 
function, removal of the histidine and tyrosine residues at one of these regions 
(DHHHY) abolishes ßglucanase activity. Replacement of the second histidine or 
the tyrosine results in dramatic loss of avtivity, suggesting that these residues are 
fundamental for catalysis and/or binding to the substrate. 

Taking advantage of the high degree of similarity exhibited by the exoglucanases 
from S. cerevisiae, we have carried out the cloning of exoglucanase genes from 
nonconventional yeasts (Scwanniomyces occidentalis, Klyuveromyces lactis, Han
senula polymorpha and Yarrowia iypolytica) through PCRamplification. Com
parison of the amino acid sequences of the predicted primary translation products 
encoded by these exoglucanase genes with those encoded by the previously 
characterized EXG1, EXG2 and SSG1 genes from 5. cerevisiae revealed that mem
bers of this protein family are highly conserved throughout evolution. 

The molecular cloning of a gene (ENG1) encoding an endol,3ßglucanse from 
S. cerevisiae was achieved. ENG1 encodes a 1117aa polypeptide which is efficiently 
secreted to the periplasmic space and then released to the culture medium. 
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Osmotically stable phenotype 

The gene SLT2 codes for a serine/threonine MAP kinase that is essential for the 
development of an osmotically stable cell wall. This kinase participates in a novel 
cascade of phosphorylation reactions starting with the mammalian protein kinase 

A NEW SYSTEM FOR THE RELEASE OF INTRACELLULAR HETEROLOGOUS 
PROTEINS FROM YEAST BASED ON »Jt2 STRAINS 

<m> 
37-C 

Medium + Osmotic stabilizer 

Step A 

. Lysed celht 

H2O or Buffer 

Prataki prapualon 

SMpC 

1—I 

8MpB 

\^_^J Yeast Step A: cells resuspended In water or butler 

Yàffí Heterologous protein Step B: separation of cell ghosts and debris 

Step C: purification of the heterologous protein 

homolog Pkcl. The functionality of this gene was defined through the development 
of null mutants, point mutants affected in essential regions and regulation of the 
expression of the gene. The phenotype of these mutants usually led to thermosen-
sitive osmotic-remedial autolysis of the cells. A thorough characterization of the 
functionality of gene SLT2 was achieved through the definition of the autolytic 
osmotic-remedial phenotypes of null and point mutants. The conditions for protein 
release from slt2 mutants were clearly established in fermenter cultures (10 1 to 15 
1 scale) both in batch and continuous cultures. Protease-deficient slt2 strains were 
also developed that could be used for the release of heterologous proteins (bac
terial cloramphenicol-acetyl-transferase was used as the model system). The extent 
of release was of the order of 70% of the total intracellular heterologous protein. 
It was achieved both by switching temperature of growth to non-permissive condi
tions and by osmotic shock of cells previously incubated at the non-permissive tem
perature with the protection of 0.5M sorbitol. 
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Another model of autolytic mutants, namely those affected in gene LYT1, that 
expressed a phenotype nonosmotic remediable was also characterized. The cells 
lysed upon expression of a mutation that was characterized as cdclike and a sup
pression of the mutation was achieved with the previously described sporulation 
gene SP012. 

Other significant achievements were the isolation and characterization of a set of 
autolytic osmoticremediable mutants from diploid yeast and the development of 
a model system of gene reporter in yeast based on the expression of exol,3ß
glucanase, that can be followed by means of Flow Cytometry. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The HSP12 promoter was shown to be particularly good for recombinant trout 
somatotropin expression, and the stronglyinduced, thiamine regulated promoter 
has good prospects for biotech applications. Enhanced secretion mutants obtained 
provide an alternative approach to analysing the secretion pathway, which is known 
to be complex, and have direct potential for biotech exploitation. There is commer
cial interest in novel brews utilizing fermented whey. A solid basis for characteriza
tion of functions governing yeast cell integrity has been established. Autolytic 
strains, that are also protease deficient, have been developed for the release of 
heterologous intracellularlyexpressed proteins and fermenter systems devised, 
although the systems are still under development. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The filamantous fungus Aspergills nidulas has become during the last decades 
the most advanced model system to study regulation of fungal gene expression, in 
connection with fungal physiology. This project was launched to enlarge our under
standing of basic regulatory mechanisms and to explore whether this knowledge 
could be expanded to filamentous fungi of industrial importance (Aspergills niger, 
Pénicillium chrysogenum). Two wide domain regulatory systems, carbon catabolite 
repression and pH regulation, were of particular interest as these are also major 
systems involved in the regulation of industrially important products (antibiotics, 
enzymes, primary metabolites). 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

(1) Defining sites of action of the CREA product for ale and pm genes (F). 
(2) Characterization at the molecular level of the relationships between induction 

and carbon catabolite repression (F). 
(3) Defining ere A target systems in A. nidulas and A. niger (NL). 
(4) Metabolic analysis of mixed carbon source utilization in A. nidulas and 

A. niger (wild type, mutants) (NL). 
(5) Obtaining and physiologically characterizing a null pacC allele in A. nidulas 

(GB). 
(6) Selection and sequencing of a phenotypically wider range of pacC mutant 

alleles in A. nidulas to understand more about pacC structure and function 
(GB). 

(7) Further characterization of target genes for use in studying pacC regulation 
(GB, NL) 

(8) Studies on the effects of pacC and pal mutations on the repression of the 
IPNS (= ipn A) gene (E, GB). 

(9) Sequencing of the A. niger paed gene and characterizing A. niger pacC 
mutants. 

(10) Continuation of metabolic and pH analysis of A. nidulas wild type and 
mutants including 13C- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Carbon catabolite repression 
/. Defining sites of action of CRE A for the ale and prn régulons and characterizati 

on of the relationship between induction and carbon catabolite repression (Orsay) 
The characterization at a molecular level of the relationship between specific 
induction and carbon catabolite on the two régulons, ale and pm in Aspergillus 
nidulas has considerably progressed. The results scheduled during the period 24-
36 month have all been obtained. 
— Production in E. coli of regulatory proteins using fusions with the glutathione

s-transferase (GST). The DNA binding domains of the three regulatory 
proteins from Aspergillus nidulans CREA, ALCR and PRNA are available as 
fusion proteins isolated in E. coli: GST::ALCR (7-60), GST::PRNA (18-272), 
and GST::CREA (35-247). Gel band shift experiments and footprinting studies 
using various chemicals and protection to DNasel were performed with these 
fusion proteins. 

— Identification of induction sites. 
a) In the ethanol regulon. The work on the ethanol regulon has been completed 

by a functional analysis of the ALCR binding sites in the alcR and ale A 
promoters. 
Both promoters contain invert and direct repeat targets with the same con
sensus core. However, the mechanism of transcriptional activation is dif
ferent in both genes. In the alcR promoter, the invert repeat target is suf
ficient to drive a full transcriptional activation of the autoregulated alcR 
gene. In the alcA promoter, the three ALCR binding sites are necessary for 
full induction. Deletion analysis and site directed mutagenesis of the three 
binding sites have shown that the ALCR transcriptional activation is syn
ergistic by a cooperative binding mechanism of ALCR on its cognate targets. 

b) In the proline eister. The PRNA binding sequences (CCGG10-
15CCGGNCCGG) have been identified by band shift and foot printing 
analysis in the prnB-D intergenic region and in the prnC promoter. No 
PRNA sites have been found for prnX, which suggests an at-distance effect 
from the prriD promoter. Transcriptional studies of strains carrying different 
deletions have allowed to establish the functional relevance of the PRNA 
sites identified in vitro. 

— Identification of carbon catabolite represssion sites. 
a) In the ethanol regulon. Several CREA binding sites with the consensus bind

ing 5'G/CYGGPuG3' have been localized by gel retardation assays and foot 
printing analysis. In the alcR promoter 8 binding sites exist, in the alcA 
promoter 7 have been localized. 
By deletion analysis and site directed mutagenesis, one CREA binding site 
in the alcR promoter has been shown to be functional. The disruption of 
this CREA binding site resulted in a phenotype which was highly 
derepressed (80%) and superinduced (100 fold). 
This result was the first evidence of a direct relationship between induction 
and carbon catabolite repression (see below). 

b) In the proline eister. A thorough molecular analysis of all CREA in vitro 
binding sites in the pmB-D intergenic region has been performed. Efficient 
repression needs the integrity of two of these sites which are adjacent and 
divergently oriented. The minimal requirements for CREA binding and the 
role of the context of CREA sites have been established by band-shift 
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analysis. Whereas the binding ability of SYGGGG type sites is absolute, and 
context independent, the presence of an adenine in the fifth position 
demands a certain sequence context to bind CREA. 

— Relationships between specific induction and carbon catabolite repression. 
The ethanol regulon is subject to specific induction and carbon catabolite 
repression. The proline cluster is subject to these forms of control but also to 
nitrogen metabolite repression. In the ethanol regulon, the CREA repressor is 
a major switch controlling the expression of the ethanol genes under all 
physiological conditions, derepressed and repressed. 
An important level of control is the almost full repression of the specific 
positive acting gene alcR and the direct repression of the structural genes. This 
repression occurs by binding of CREA at its cognate GC rich targets. A direct 
competition exists between the transactivator ALCR and the repressor CREA 
for the same promoter regions: the binding of one regulator preventing the 
binding of the second one. In the proline cluster, repression of the specific 
regulatory gene prnA is marginal. Efficient repression occurs via a cis-acting 
region containing the CREA binding sites. It was suggested that CREA acts by 
preventing the activity of a different and possibly general transcription factor. 

2. Defining creA target systems in A. nidulans and A niger and metabolic analysis of 
mixed carbon sources (Wageningen) 

A. nidulas strains carrying creA mutant alleles were used to investigate the role 
of creA on the inducibility and expression levels of several extracellular enzymes. 
The expression of two A. nidulas polypeptides which are induced by pectin and 
which cross-react with monoclonal antibodies raised against pectin lyase A (PLA) 
from A. niger has been analyzed. Expression has been observed to be repressed in 
glucose medium. In the creAd30 background a much higher inducibility of these 
putative pectin lyases was found than in the wild type. Similarly, two araban degrading 
enzymes (ct-L-arabinofuranosidase and endo-arabinase) were found to be highly 
overexpressed in A. nidulas creAd30 and creAd4 under inducing conditions. L-
arabinose catabolism itself is also under control of creA and therefore affects 
arabinase biosynthesis in a more indirect way via the intracellular levels of the 
pathway intermediate L-arabitol. This compound has been shown to be the inducer 
for arabinase biosynthesis. 
We have succeeded in generating two A. niger mutants (creAl and creA2) which 
have been proved to be creA' by virtue of their complementation by the cloned 
creAn¡g gene. Preliminary studies of the effects of the creA alleles on the expres
sion of the A. niger pel A gene and the arabinase genes abfA, abfB and abnA have 
indicated that the two creA alleles give rise to different effects dependent on the 
particular target gene analysed. These data indicate a role for creA in the expres
sion of pectin lyase and arabinase genes both in A. nidulans and A. niger. 
Recombinant plasmids carrying a fusion gene comprising the A. niger zinc finger 
(Zf) coding region and glutathione-S-transferase (GST) have been constructed 
using PCR techniques. 

B. pH Regulation 
/. Selection, sequencing and physiological characterization of a range ofpacC mutant 

alkies (London) 
A null allele was constructed using homologous recombination with a clone deleted 
for the entire coding region, which was replaced by the pyrA gene of Neurospora 
crassa, allowing complementation of a pyrG auxotrophy of A. nidulas. The 
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phenotype of this allele resembles that of the pal mutations in mimicking the 
effects of growth at acid pH but in addition it reduces growth and conidiation 
generally. 
A number of new mutations have been selected and sequenced, including mis-
sense, frame-shift and chain termination mutations. Frame-shift and chain termina
tion mutations in the C-terminal region in general mimic growth at alkaline pH 
whereas truncations further upstream mimic at least in part the effects of acid 
growth conditions. As yet, apart from the null allele, no mutations have been 
obtained in the DNA binding region. Very recently, however, a new phenotypic 
class of mutations, mimicking strongly growth at acid pH for some activities and 
growth at alkaline pH for others, has been obtained. As these mutations have been 
obtained so recently, the sequence changes have not yet been determined. 
The regulation of the pacC mRNA has been studied. It is highest at alkaline 
growth pH and in mutants mimicking alkaline growth pll and lowest at acid pH 
and in mutants mimicking acid growth pH. 
Further sequence data has been obtained for the acid phosphatase structural gene 
pac A and for the promoter region of the alkaline protease structural gene prtA. 
The pattern of pH regulation of the pacC message, the sequence changes in ;?acC 
classical mutants and the phenotype of a pacC null mutation all indicate that revi
sion of the pH regulation model is necessary. That the PacC protein is a transcrip
tional factor seems beyond doubt. The roles of the pal genes in synthesising an 
effector for the PacC protein continues to be the most likely possibility for these 
genes. However, it is now clear that PacC activates transcription of genes preferen
tially expressed at alkaline pH and prevents transcription of genes expressed at 
acid pH. The effector produced by the pal pathway is necessary for both the 
negative and positive roles of PacC. 

2. pH and carbon regulation of the isopenicillin N synthetase gene (Madrid, London) 
In close collaboration the two laboratories have shown that the pH regulatory 
system is the major determinant in expression of the ipnA gene. External alkaline 
pH substantially elevates ipnA transcript levels in the presence of a repressing C 
source, as shown by transcript analysis from mycelia grown in sucrose broth buff
ered at alkaline pH, or grown at acidic pH and subsequently transferred to alkaline 
pH media for a short period of time. All tested mutations in pacC which mimic 
the effects of growth at alkaline pH also result in substantial elevation in ipnA 
transcript levels and also elevation of penicillin levels. 
Under the growth conditions stated above, it was concluded that (i) ipnA transcrip
tion is under the direct or indirect control of PacC; (ii) penicillin biosynthesis is 
under the control of the pH regulatory system and (iii) pH regulation of ipnA 
transcription overrides C regulation. 
All C sources found to repress ipnA acidify the external pH, whereas all derepress-
ing C sources result in external alkalinisation. This raised the possibility that C 
regulation could be mediated through pH regulation. However, external acidic pH 
does not prevent C derepression caused by utilization of two different derepressing 
C sources (neither upon continuous growth at acidic pH nor in transfer 
experiments). Moreover, loss of function mutations in palA, palB or palF (which 
mimic the effects of growth at acidic pH) do not prevent C derepression. There
fore, the conclusion is that C regulation does not act through pH regulation but 
rather that both types of regulation are mechanistically independent. This is in 
agreement with C regulation acting through a negative mechanism, whereas pH 
regulation of ipnA transcription requires the positive action of PacC. Moreover, 
the decrease in ipnA transcript levels caused by a repressing C source is substan-
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tially more pronounced in a pal background. This additivity further supports the 
existence of independent regulatory mechanisms. Finally, despite of the fact that 
pal' mutants show essentially derepressed levels of the ipnA transcript when grown 
in a derepressing C source, they do not produce penicillins, indicating that, in addi
tion to ipnA, there must be a second target for pH regulation in the penicillin 
pathway. 

3. The A. niger pacC gene; characterization of target genes to study pacC regulation 
(Wageningen) 

Comparison of preliminary DNA sequence data to the A. nidulans pacC sequence 
showed the presence of similarities to the translation product of the A. nidulas 
pacC gene. The 5.4kb A. niger fragment has now been sequenced in its entirety. 
Located in this fragment is a single open reading frame which encodes a triple 
zincfinger (Zf) protein of 667 amino acids and projected molecular mass 70.5kDa. 
Although there is considerable similarity between the primary structures of the 
PACC proteins of A. niger and A. nidulans, some variations occur. 2.5 kb of 
upstream sequence and 0.5kb of 3' terminal sequence have also been determined. 
The pattern of acid phosphatase expression in A. nidulas pacCll transformants 
carrying either the A. nidulas or A. niger pacC genes using nondenaturing 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis has been analysed. Production of acid 
phosphatase at pH 4.5 is restored in transformants carrying either pacC gene com
pared to both the pacCll mutant and transformants carrying only a recombinant 
argB gene. 

Using the sequence data of the .4. niger pacC gene a disruption mutant (pac2) has 
been generated by molecular means. 
The consequences of disruption of the pacC gene with regard to the expression of 
pH regulated genes (specifically phosphatases and proteases) are currently being 
studied. Another pacC target is the A. nidulans pepA gene encoding an acid 
protease. This gene has now been completely sequenced. 
Analysis of the pattern of transcription of the Λ. niger pacC gene has been under
taken in both wild type A. niger and thepac2 mutant. Transfer experiments indicate 
that ihepacC gene is transcribed under alkaline conditions (pH 8) but not at acidic 
pH (4.5); a reduced signal has been observed at pH 6.5. 

4. pH analysis of A. nidulans, wild type and mutant strains altered in their pH regula
tion (Wageningen) 

The homoeostasis of intracellular steady state pH in A. nidulas wild type and pal 
Al, B7, C4 and pacCll mutants under different external pH conditions and with 
variable aeration levels was studied using 31P NMR. External aeration is the main 
factor determining the cytoplasmic pH levels in all Aspergillus germlings (grown for 
5 V2 hrs). Strong aeration (± 80% 0 2 ) results in relative alkaline pH¡ values 
between 7.5 and 7.75, whereas less aeration between 7 and 30% 02 leads to more 
stable conditions and to lower values of pH¡ 7.2 to 7.5. Under standard aeration 
conditions the steady state pH¡ in A. nidulas wild type is maintained nearly con
stant between pH¡ 7.32 and 7.43 when the external pHex is varied in the range 
from 4.6 to 7.65 pH units. Thus pH homoeostasis results in an intracellular pH 1 
to 3 pH units more alkaline than the external pH when the latter is between pHex 

4 and 6.5. Conversely, in external alkaline medium (pHex > 7.3) the pH¡ is kept 
more acidic inside the cells than the external medium. In contrast to the wild type, 
A. nidulas pal Al, B7 and C4 pH mutants regulate their intracellular steady state 
pH on a more alkaline level between pH¡ 7.4 and 7.7 when the external pHex is 
varied between 4.6 and 6.3 pH units. In medium above pHex 6.7 the palAl mutant 
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keeps its intracellular pH¡ also more alkaline than the external medium, which is 
in direct contrast to the wild type which is able to maintain an internal pH¡ more 
acidic than the external pHex under alkaline conditions. This lack of pH¡ regulation 
in the pal mutants at high external pH's might be a reason for their inability to 
grow at external alkaline pH as described. Additionally all pal mutants lost 
intracellular phosphate to the surrounding medium during an 2 V2 hrs lasting in 
vivo measurement. Data on the intracellular pH in pacC 11 mutants are only 
preliminary and show a tendency that the intracellular pH¡ seems to be more acidic 
as in wildtype under these conditions when the external pHex of the medium is 6. 

MAJOR SCIJENTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
(1) After the identification of ALCR, PRNA and CREA binding sites the 

mechanism of carbon catabolite repression in relation to specific induction has 
been worked out for the very first time in a hyphal fungus using the ale and 
prn systems as a model. 

(2) Carbon catabolite repression of the biosynthesis of several inducible 
extracellular enzyme systems (pectinases, arabinases) has been shown to be 
mediated through creA. 
Repression occurs both at the level of inducer formation and extracellular 
enzyme biosynthesis. This provides the basis for a general regulatory model for 
the biosynthesis of extracellular polysaccharide degrading enzymes. 

(3) Considerable progress has been made in the molecular analysis of pacC and 
its regulation necessitating modification of the model for pH regulation. 

(4) The ipnA gene is the first well characterised structural gene found to be under 
positive control by pacC. The demonstration that a structural gene for 
penicillin biosynthesis is subject to direct control by the pH regulatory system 
is a major advance in elucidating the (largely obscure) regulation of secondary 
metabolism in fungi. 

(5) In the penicillin pathway there are at least two targets for pH regulation. pH 
and carbon regulation of penicillin biosynthesis normally act in concert and are 
mechanistically independent. In the case of ipnA transcription, pH regulation 
was shown to override carbon catabolite repression. 

(6) Using in vivo 31P-NMR spectroscopy reliable values for the intracellular 
steady-state pH of well-aerated A. nidulas germlings could be determined as 
a function of the external pH. A. nidulas pal mutants were found to regulate 
their pH¡ at a more alkaline level whereas the mutant pacCll tends to be more 
acidic. 

Wider considerations of the scientific results are: 
(1) The effective competition between specific induction and carbon catabolite 

repression provides a new tool to obtain superinduction of the a/cR gene by 
disrupting CREA targets. Since alcA transcription is related to that of alcR 
this provides an improved alcR-alcA system for expression of heterologous 
proteins. 
Physiological studies using A. nidulas and A. niger creA mutants also revealed 
such a mechanism of superinduction for several extracellular enzymes. 

(2) A. nidulans continues to be the organism where pH regulation is best charac
terised and understood. In addition to its scientific novelty pH regulation is of 
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very considerable practical importance as illustrated by its role in penicillin 
biosynthesis and in the synthesis of extracellular enzymes such as proteases. 

(3) Since A. niger was found to have a very similar pH regulatory system which can 
be functionally exchanged, this illustrates the potential of A. nidulas as a 
model to develop knowledge in industrial fungi. Similarly, since A. nidulas 
strains carrying gain-of-function mutations in pacC are penicillin over-
producers in the presence of a repressing carbon source this suggests an 
obvious approach to generate Pénicillium chrysogenum overproducers through 
reverse genetics. 

(4) The overriding role of pH regulation in the expression of the ipnA gene 
strongly suggests that alkaline pH represents a physiological signal which tri
ggers penicillin biosynthesis. Limitation for carbon most likely results in the 
catabolism of amino acids as C source with the consequent release of ammonia 
which would in turn alkalinise external pH. This might represent a signal in 
response to which the fungus releases antibiotics to harvest C compounds from 
sensitive bacteria. In addition, it is hard to imagine that bacteria, which usually 
grow at very narrow (neutral) pH range, may seriously compete with fungi 
under acidic external conditions. 

(5) The information obtained by 31P-NMR spectroscopy and spectrofluorimetry 
about the cytoplasmic pH¡ and the vacuolar pH of A. nidulas germlings is, 
together with external pH measurements, important to understand the role of 
these compartments and the various pH gradients which exist in pH regulation, 
in transport processes and in the regulation of metabolic fluxes. 

Industrial participation was realized in the following way: 
Representatives of Lyven (Cagny, France), Antibióticos (Léon, Spain) and Ciba 
Geigy AG (Basel, Switzerland) have participated in the periodic meetings whereas 
the latter two companies have assisted in organizing the 3rd annual project meet
ing. Contacts between MA. Penalva (Madrid) and Antibióticos, between H.N. Arst 
Jr and Ciba Geigy and also between J. Visser and Ciba Geigy have contributed to 
an active industrial participation which is also reflected by joint publications. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
a) Meetings 
MA. Penalva and C. Scazzocchio have succesfully organised the EMBO workshop 
on Molecular Biology of Filamentous Fungi (September 18-22, 1993) which is a 
major meeting in the field. This occasion was used to organize a separate project 
meeting. 
A combined BRIDGE-BIOTECH project meeting took place in Wageningen 
(February 26-27, 1994). 
J. Visser, J.P.T.W. van den Hombergh and H. Panneman assisted D. von Wettstein 
(Copenhagen) in organizing and teaching the EMBO Advanced Course 'Produc
tion of Heterologous Proteins in Yeast and Filamentous Fungi(August 20-30, 
1993). 
b) Staff exchange 
H.N. Arst Jr visited the Orsay laboratory and examined two doctoral theses in 
December 1993. In addition he and J. Tilburn visited the Madrid laboratory for 
collaborative work and to participate in the writing of a joint publication about the 
role of pacC in regulating ipnA transcription. 
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J.P.T.W. van den Hombergh spent a 2 months period in Basel with F. Buxton of 
Ciba Geigy. 

c) Other cooperative actions. 

The participating laboratories were all in frequent telephone, telefax and E-mail 
contact concerning collaborative projects and to exchange scientific ideas. Contacts 
of M.A. Penalva with the Paris laboratory (C. Scazzocchio, B. Cubero) have for 
instance been essential for the timely publication of the study on the in vitro CREA 
binding sites present in the ipnA upstream region. Contacts between the 
Wageningen and London laboratories have resulted in a manuscript which has 
been submitted whereas two other joint manuscripts are in preparation. A large 
number of A. nidulas strains were supplied by the London laboratory to the 
Madrid, Orsay and Wageningen laboratories. Further exchange of strains and 
genes between the four participating laboratories has been continuous and fluent. 

d) European dimension 

The collaborative attitude of all partners involved, their mutual understanding and 
their shared interest in basic problems in fungal gene regulation and physiology, 
has established a scientifically stimulating and productive climate. Besides the 
important effect the project has in removing borders, it has also stimulated 
research at the national level. This project is experienced by all participants to be 
important as a nucleus to establish a more expanded european network in fungal 
biotechnology in the near future. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Various microorganisms are used by industry for a panoply of purposes, such as 
production of small and large molecules, alimentary and non-alimentary fermenta
tions, bio-remediation, pest control etc. A great hindrance for such uses are varia
tions, and in particular loss, of interesting properties of microorganisms. Such 
variations are frequently encountered with microorganisms that harbour foreign 
genetic information, introduced to confer novel and particularly useful properties 
upon a microorganism. This points to a great plasticity of the microbial genetic 
information and raises questions about the processes which underlie this plasticity 
and about the ways they may be counteracted. The research undertaken under the 
present contract aimed to address these questions within the context of a model 
organism, Bacillus subtilis, which is a Gram positive bacterium representative of 
many industrial microorganisms. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Foreign genetic information is most often introduced into microorganisms on 
extrachromosomal elements. The research undertaken was therefore focused on 
parameters that affect plasmid stability. However, processes that affect the 
integrity of DNA in general were also intensely studied. The studies ranged from 
theoretical considerations on the appearance of mutations and of plasmidless cells 
in the bacterial population, to development of systems preventing growth of cells 
that have lost the plasmids. They included analyses of DNA replication, carried out 
in vivo with plasmids that use rolling circle or theta replication and in vitro with 
purified proteins. Effects of DNA structure, arrest of DNA replication and DNA 
transcription on DNA integrity were also studied. Short term objectives were to 
develop systems and approaches allowing to identify and determine the importance 
of various parameters affecting stability of genetic information in bacteria. Long 
term objectives were to develop systems and approaches to control the stability of 
genetic information. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Appearance of mutations in bacterial population 
Studies at the Polytechnical University indicate that the current mathematical 
models describing bacterial populations subject to mutation are inadequate. Classi
cal statistical analysis and fluctuation analysis of point mutations to nalidixic acid 
resistance and reversion of the amber mutation in the lacZ gene show that calcula
tion of the mutation rates by such models is in error, or at least doubtful. Similar 
study of plasmid loss gave no fit between the experimental observations and the 
theory. Apparently, a sub-population of plasmid-containing cells gives rise to 
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progeny that produces plasmidfree cells at a high and unpredictable rate. Two 
reasons for the lack of fit were identified: 

(i) host mutations with impaired plasmid segregation and 
(ii) plasmid multimerization resulting in high loss rates. 

The latter problem can be dealt with by introducing a multimer resolution system 
on the plasmid. Studies at INRA have shown that interactions between a parental 
plasmid and a rearranged progeny plasmid greatìy affect the appearance of cells 
that carry the recombinant plasmid. Two classes of interactions were identified, one 
affecting the establishment of the progeny plasmid the other affecting the expres
sion of a gene on the progeny plasmid. 

In both cases, decrease in the copy number of the parental plasmid favoured the 
appearance of cells carrying the recombinant plasmid. This indicates that the 
change in bacterial population from the one harbouring the desired plasmid to the 
one harbouring its undesired variant might be prevented by maintaining the 
desired plasmid at a sufficiently high copy number. 

B. Characterisation of DNA replication 

1. Rolling circle plasmids 

A comparative analysis of the pC194 family of rolling circle plasmids was carried 
out at Trinity College. Plasmids of this family have been isolated from widely 
divergent species of bacteria, including Gram positives and Proteobacteria, 
Spirochaetes and Cyanobacteria. The replication (Rep) proteins of plasmids from 
Gram positives fall in five groups, two of which contain plasmids from Staphylococ
cus aureus . This indicates that there has been at least one transfer of plasmids 
between divergent Gram positive species. Double stranded origins (dso) of 
plasmids from Gram positive bacteria are all similar, but differ from origins of 
plasmids from Spirochaeta and Cyanobacteria. This indicates that the similar Rep 
proteins can act on a variety of substrates. Single stranded origins (sso) are not 
conserved and could be critical in determination of the plasmid host range. A 
novel family of the rolling circle plasmids was identified at the Polytechnical 
University. 

Mutation analysis of the replication initiator protein of plasmid pC194, RepA, was 
undertaken at INRA, targeting tyrosine and acidic amino acids which are well con
served among numerous related plasmids. One tyrosine and two glutamate 
residues were found to have a catalytic role. Tyrosine residues were previously 
found in active sites of different rolling circle replicons and topoisomerases, but 
not in association with acidic residues, which are a hallmark of DNA hydrolysing 
enzymes, such as exo and endonucleases. This indicates that the active site of 
RepA contains two different catalytic centres, corresponding to a tyrosine and a 
glutamate. The former might be involved in the formation of the covalent DNA
Rrotein intermediate at the initiation step of rolling circle replication, the latter 
■may catalyse the release of the protein from the intermediate at the termination 
step. The release prevents reinitiation of plasmid replication, which is imperative 
for regulation of plasmid copy number by controlling the synthesis of the Rep 
protein. In contrast, reinitiation of another rolling circle replicón from the pC194 
family, phage ΦΧ174, readily takes place. The phage Rep protein contains two 
tyrosines in the active site, which bind alternatively to DNA. Replacement of the 
glutamate by tyrosine in the active site of the plasmid Rep protein allowed re
initiation, which confirms, on the one hand the role attributed to the glutamate and 
on the other, the close relation of the phage and plasmid Rep proteins. 
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Detailed studies of the sso of the plasmid Bacills pBAAl, carried out at the Tri
nity College, identified the elements important for the origin activity. They showed 
that RNA polymerase is involved in initiation of DNA synthesis, which is typical 
for rolling circle sso. Alternative pathways of initiation were searched at Groningen 
University, using two model plasmids, pMV158 from Streptococcus and pWVOl 
from Lactococcus. Both plasmids have a broad host range and replicate in B. sub-
tilis and E. coli. The sso of pWVOl was delineated to a 250 bp segment, containing 
two inverted repeats, which are required for optimal conversion of single-stranded 
(ss) DNA to a double-stranded (ds) form and segregational stability. The conver
sion was carried out by RNA polymerase if both repeats were present, but could 
also occur, albeit at a lower efficiency, without RNA polymerase. This conversion 
required only one of the repeats and might be dependent on either the host 
primase or the primosome complex. Conversion of a derivative of pMV158, 
designated pLW3Em, was found to be dependent on the host RecA protein and 
a small complementary RNA. This indicates that initiation of DNA synthesis may 
require annealing of the RNA on DNA template, promoted by the activity of the 
RecA protein. 

2. Theta replicating plasmids 
Replication of a broad host range plasmid pAMßl, which is a representative of a 
large plasmid family, was studied in some detail in vivo and in vitro at INRA. This 
plasmid is particularly interesting since it is a more stable DNA cloning vector in 
B. subtilis than the rolling circle plasmids. The following model of pAMBl was 
elaborated. 
(i) An RNA transcript is cleaved at the origin of DNA replication. The origin 

is localised 27 bp downstream from the end of the plasmid replication protein 
(Rep) and it is thought that the transcript cleaved is that of the Rep protein. 

(ii) The cleaved transcript is used as primer by DNA polymerase I (Pol I) for 
initiation of DNA synthesis. 

(iii) The polymerase copies the template strand and displaces the complementary 
strand until it is arrested by the plasmid resolvase bound to its site. The arrest 
takes place about 225 bp from the origin. A primosome assembly site, present 
on the complementary strand, is thus rendered single-stranded. 

(iv) The primosome is assembled and its helicase activity displaces the resolvase 
from its site. Its primase activity generates primers for initiation of the lagging 
strand synthesis. 

(v) DNA polymerase III (Pol III) loads at the end of the DNA strand liberated 
by the removal of the resolvase and completes the DNA synthesis. 

Regulation of the pAMßl copy number was also studied at INRA. TAvo different 
types of regulation were uncovered, both acting at the level of transcription. One 
corresponds to a classical repressor operator system, the other to a counter-trans
cript-driven transcriptional attenuation system. Regulation occurs by controlling 
the synthesis of the Rep transcript, which might either limit the amount of the Rep 
protein or the primer for initiation of DNA replication. 
Replication regions of several large plasmids were cloned at the Trinity college, but 
displayed a high level of structural instability, which precluded their further charac
terisation. The minimal replicón of the large (65 kb) conjugative B. subtilis plasmid 
pLS20 was analysed at the Groningen University. The minimal replicón is rich in 
dyad symmetry and does not contain any open reading frames > 70 codons. It does 
not require DNA Pol I or RecA for replication. In the vicinity of the minimal 
replicón a sequence resembling the chromosomal replication terminator is present. 
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The sequence binds the host replication terminator protein (Rtp) and arrests 
replication in both orientations. These results indicate that the replicón belongs to 
a novel plasmid family. The minimal replicón is lost from cells at a high frequency 
and may be an attractive vector for the selection of stability functions. 

3. Bacteriophage Φ29 All of the studies were carried out at CSCI. 

Extensive analysis of Φ29 DNA polymerase by mutagenesis and biochemical 
characterisation of the purified mutant proteins led to identification of the role of 
different conserved amino acid motifs. The region 1 (motif DX2SLYP) is involved 
in metal and dNTP binding, the region 2a (Kx3NSxYG) is involved in template
primer binding and dNTP selection, the region 2b (Tx2GR) is involved in the 
stabilisation of the primer terminus and region 4 (motif KxY) is involved in primer 
utilisation. Exonuclease activity of the enzyme was analysed in a similar way. Criti
cal functions of four carboxylic residues and a secondary role of a tyrosine were 
identified by the effect of mutations on the catalytic rate. Three of the carboxylic 
residues were shown to be important for strand displacement, suggesting that the 
exonuclease and the strand displacement domains overlap. Studies of the phage p6 
protein have uncovered a new motif for binding to DNA through the minor 
groove. Analysis of p6DNA complexes in vitro indicates that they may have a role 
in the organisation of the Φ29 genome into a nucleoidrype nucleoprotein struc
ture. 

A mutational analysis of the Φ29 DNA right end indicates that: 

(i) there are no strict sequence requirements for proteinprimed initiation on 
singlestranded DNA; 

(ii) initiation of replication occurs opposite the second nucleotide at the 3' end 
of the template; 

(iii) a terminal repetition of a least two nucleotides is required to efficiently 
elongate the initiation complex; and 

(iv) all the nucleotides of the template, including the 3' terminal one, are 
replicated. These results can be accounted for by a slidingback model, in 
which a special transition step occurs between initiation and elongation of 
DNA replication. 

Using four Φ29 proteins involved in replication (terminal protein, DNA 
polymerase, p5 protein (SSB) and p6 protein) it was possible to amplify the 19 kb 
phage DNA by 3 orders of magnitude within 1 hr at 30°C. The synthetic DNA was 
as biologically active as the DNA prepared from virions, which shows a high 
fidelity of in vitro amplification. 

C. Factors affecting integrity of DNA 

/. Recombination between short direct repeats 

About a half of reported deletions occur by recombination between short directly 
repeated sequences. The effect of distance between the repeats on deletion fre
quency was examined at INRA, in a B. subtilis plasmid and the chromosome. The 
frequency decreased exponentially > 1000fold as the distance increased from 30 
to 2300 bp. The decrease occurred in two phases, which might be determined by 
the flexibility of the DNA duplex. 

Mechanism of recombination between the direct repeats was investigated at INRA, 
both in vivo and in vitro. The first type of studies was undertaken in E. coli, using 
the nearly precise excision of the transposon related to Tn 10 as a model system. 
The excision took place from a plasmid that could replicate in the theta mode or 
in the rolling circle mode. It was stimulated up to 1000fold by induction of rolling 
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circle replication and did not involve transfer of DNA from the parental to the 
progeny molecules. This indicates that it occurred by a copychoice mechanism of 
DNA recombination. The studies in vitro, carried out with the E. coli DNA 
polymerase III, Klenow fragment of the DNA polymerase I and T4 DNA 
polymerase, using a singlestranded DNA template, confirmed that recombination 
between short direct repeats placed in the vicinity of long inverted repeats can 
occur by a copy choice mechanism. This mechanism was not observed, however, 
with the DNA polymerase of phage Φ29 and T7, indicating that different enzymes 
may have different requirements for slippage on a singlestranded DNA template. 

2. Recombination between nonhomologous sequences 

About one half of reported deletions occur between sequences of no homology 
and are thought to be due to errors of DNA cut and join enzymes. To examine 
the factors which might affect this process a model system was used at INRA, con
sisting of hybrids between a thetareplicating plasmid and a rolling circle replicat
ing bacteriophage, which undergo deletions in E. coli with a very high frequency. 
One deletion point is always at the nick site in the rolling circle replication origin, 
introduced by the replication protein, and the other end point was found to be 
almost exclusively within the region which is rendered positively supercoiled by 
convergent transcription. When the transcription is repressed, the other deletion 
endpoint is often found at the operator site, provided that the direction of the 
plasmid replication progressed towards the operator. This indicates that DNA 
topology and the arrest of DNA replication by the repressoroperator interaction 
greatly affect deletion formation. 

To study the involvement of topoisomerases in deletion formation the analysis of 
the B. subtilis gene encoding topoisomerase I (topi) was undertaken at Groningen 
University. The gene was cloned by PCR techniques and its sequence was deter
mined. It contains three zinc fingers and can complement E. coli topA mutants. 
Deletion of the last finger had no effect on complementation, but the deletion of 
all three fingers led to a loss of activity. The gene could not be inactivated in 
B. subtilis, which indicates that it has an essential role. It is expressed constitutively, 
albeit at a low level, and does not respond to high osmotic pressure, as judged by 
fusions with the lacZ reporter gene. The effect of the gene overexpression on 
plasmid stability is being investigated. 

3. Stability of the chromosomal genes 

Activation of a RCR origin in the B. subtilis chromosome stimulates deletion and 
amplification of repeated sequences in its vicinity. To study the effect of activation 
of a theta origin pAMßl replicón was inserted in the chromosome. The origin was 
not functional at the high temperature (51°) and was activated at low temperature 
(37°), as shown by electrophoretic and electron microscope analysis. Both recom
bination and amplification were only marginally affected by origin activation. This 
indicates that the type of replication a genome undergoes influences highly its 
stability. 

D. Postsegregational plasmid stability system 

The studies were carried jointly at the Trinity College and NOVONordisk. The 
system is based on the expression of the lysis genes of PBSX, located on the 
B. subtilis chromosome while the repressor of lysis gene expression resides on the 
plasmid to be stabilised. Loss of the plasmid will thus result in expression of the 
lysis functions and cell death. 
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The lysis genes of PBSX were located to a region near the end of the late operon, 
on a 3.6 kb fragment of DNA. This fragment was sequenced and found to contain 
four open reading frames; ORF1 is 279 amino acids in length and shows homology 
to an incomplete open reading frame found upstream of an autolytic amidase 
(cwlA) from B. subtilis; ORF2 is 89 amino acids in length, contains a hydrophilic 
amino terminal region and a hydrophobic carboxy terminal region and is of 
unknown function. ORF3 is 87 amino acids in length and is structurally similar to 
the holin family of proteins. It contains two hydrophobic regions, each of which can 
form a trans-membrane alpha helix, separated by a short hydrophilic region con
taining the helix disrupting amino acids glycine and proline. ORF4 encodes a 
protein of 298 amino acids in length which is homologous to cwl gene which 
encodes the autolytic amidase in B. subtilis. Mutation analysis indicated that 
neither the amidase alone, nor the amidase and the holin protein are sufficient for 
cell lysis and point to ORFs 1, 2 and 3 as playing a critical role in the lytic process. 

A B. subtilis strain was constructed in which the four lysis genes are juxtaposed to 
the transcription initiation point of the late operon and which also contains a tem
perature sensitive allele of the phage repressor xre-l, so that lysis can be induced 
by a temperature upshift to 48°C. The strain was made recA to prevent recombina
tion between the plasmid which carries the wild-type repressor and the 
chromosome which carries a temperature sensitive allele of the repressor. The 
plasmids pHV1432 and pHV1432/xre, which carries the wild-type PBSX repressor 
were transformed into this strain. The stability of these plasmids will be examined 
in cells grown at 37°C and at 48°C. At 37°C there will be no selection for the reten
tion of the plasmid in the cell population since the chromosomal copy of the 
repressor is functional. In contrast, at 48°C the chromosomal copy of the repressor 
is inactive and cell survival is expected to depend on maintaining the plasmid. A 
detailed kinetic analysis of plasmid loss at either temperature is being carried out, 
and the system is being modified to become more mobile. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
A discrepancy between the theory and observation of mutant appearance in bac
terial populations was discovered. A plasmid replicating by a novel mechanism was 
found. A chimeric structure and function of a rolling circle plasmid replication 
protein, using topoisomerase and nuclease activities was revealed. A novel 
mechanism of initiation and elongation of DNA replicaiton was identified. A novel 
mechanism of initiation of phage DNA replication, designated sliding-back, was 
discovered. Rapid and efficient system for amplification of large DNA segments 
was established. A mechanism of recombination between short direct repeats was 
identified. B. subtilis phage lysis system was unravelled and used to stabilise 
plasmids by post-segregational killing. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Two meetings of all participants have been organized, in Jouy en Josas in 1992 and 
Madrid in 1993; a third took place in Groningen in September 1994. Moreover, 
several meetings between two or more of the participating laboratories were 
organized, as well as visits of individual scientists. Collaborative efforts are being 
carried out by INRA and the University of Groningen. Contacts are maintained 
between different laboratories by telephone, mail and the exchange of materials. 
Close contacts between the Τ project on lactic bacteria and the present program 
are entertained, via the University of Groningen and the INRA laboratories. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Industrial production of amino acid (glutamic acid, lysine, threonine, tryptophan, 
phenylalanine, etc) is one of the main areas of Biotechnology, both in Europe and 
in the rest of the world, particularly in Japan and in USA. Significant 
improvements in amino acid yields can be obtained by 
i) increasing the uptake of nutrients by the producer microorganisms, 
ii) directing the flow of intermediates of primary metabolism, 
iii) overexpressing the genes that lead to the biosynthesis of the amino acids and 
iv) increasing the efficiency of the export systems. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

I. Development of basic molecular tools 
1. Conjugal gene transfer (Pühler) 
2. Gene disruption and gene replacement (Pühler) 
3. Transposon mutagenesis (Pühler) 
4. Construction of an encyclopedia of Brevibacterium lactofermentum and 

Corynebacterium glutamicum (Martin) 
5. Mapping of the Corynebacterium glutamicum chromosome (Pühler) 
6. Characterization of a region of pBLl of Brevibacterium lactofermentum involved 

in plasmid replication (Martin) 
7. RNA polymerase sigma factors in corynebacteria (Martin) 
8. Phage-derived integrative vectors (Blanco) 
9. Construction of broad host range integrating plasmids for the genetic manipula

tion of selected bacterial strains (Dunican) 

II. Industrial applications: cloning and analysis of amino acid biosynthesis genes 
10. Transcriptional analysis of the hom-thrB cluster (Martin, Sahm) 
11. Molecular analysis of aromatic amino acid biosynthetic genes in Corynebac

terium glutamicum (Dunican) 

III. Biochemical studies 
12. Characterization of central pathways and TCA cycle key enzymes in 

C. glutamicum (Sahm) 
13. Characterization of the glyoxylate cycle enzymes in C. glutamicum (Sahm) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
L Development of basic molecular tools 
1. Conjugal gene transfer (Pühler) 
A highly efficient conjugal transfer system between E. coli and C. glutamicum has 
been developed. We were able to complement a restriction-deficient C. glutamicum 
mutant with a DNA fragment from the wild type chromosome. The DNA fragment 
was shown also to confer resistance against phage CL31 when grown on a 
heterologous host. The DNA fragment was sequenced and four open reading 
frames were identified. Subcloning analysis identified ORF1 as responsible for 
complementation of the restriction-deficiency. The ORF was disrupted in the 
C. glutamicum wildtype strain ATCC 13032 and yielded a restriction-minus 
phenotype. It was shown that ORF1 encodes a restriction enzyme that specifically 
cuts heterologous DNA. The enzyme shows ATP-dependence and heat-sensitivity. 
It is concluded that the enzyme Cg/I is responsible for the high conjugal com
petence after heat treatment of C. glutamicum. 

2. Gene disruption and gene replacement (Pühler) 
Two new vector systems for the conjugal transfer of non-replicating vectors to 
corynebacteria were developed. The first system is effective in the selection for 
double crossover events that lead to marker exchange between a plasmid and the 
chromosome. The double crossover was selected for by including the Bacills sub
tilis sacB gene in the vector. SacB expression is lethal in C. glutamicum when the 
cells were grown on sucrose. 
The second vector includes the promoterless E. coli lacZ gene coding for ß-galac
tosidase as a reporter gene. Transcriptional fusions between genes and the reporter 
plasmid were induced by the gene disruption method. This technique has the 
advantage that the transcriptional activity was determined in the single copy state 
within the chromosome. 

3. Transposon mutagenesis (Pühler) 
Several transposon mutants of C. glutamicum generated by the transposon TnCxl 
were investigated by cloning and sequencing of the insertion sites and by mapping 
of the insertions against large chromosomal fragments separated by pulsed-field 
gel electrophoresis. 

4. Construction of an encyclopedia of Brevibacterium lactofermentum and 
Corynebacterium glutamicum (Martin) 

The chromosomal DNA was resolved in a discrete number of fragments using 
restriction endonucleases that recognize AT-rich hexanucleotide or octanucleotide 
sequences. Using Swal (recognition sequence ATTTAAAT) the genome of B. lac
tofermentum 13869 (total size 3031 kb) was resolved in 19 fragments of 18 to 550 
kb; the genome of B. lactofermentum DSM 20412 in 21 fragments and the genome 
of C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 (total size 2958 kb) in 26 fragments. Similarly, using 
Pad (recognition sequence TTAATTAA) the genome of ATCC 13869 was 
resolved into 26 fragments with a size range of 5 to 390 kb amounting to 3026 kb, 
B. lactofermentum DSM 20412 into 23 fragments with a total size of 3044 kb and 
C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 into 27 fragments with total genome size of 2987 kb. 
A large number of markers have been mapped in the DNA fragments resolved by 
PFGE and in cosmids by hybridizations with probes internal to those genes. 
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5. Mapping of the Corynebacterium glutamicum chromosome (Pühler) 

The map of the C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 chromosome was worked out further. 
The genome size was determined to be 3080 +/ 15 kilobases by cutting with the 
meganucleases Swal, Pad and Pmel. From a cosmid library, clones were selected 
that span Swal sites. By hybridization with these cosmids we were able to link 15 
fragments to two large contigs covering 80% of the genome. The rest of the 
fragments will be linked by crosshybridization to Pad and Pmel fragments. 

The physical mapping of the C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 chromosome is near to 
completion (95% of the fragments are linked) and 576 cosmids are sorted by the 
use of hybridization techniques. The fingerprint technique was worked out and 
initially used to link cosmids of the largest Swal fragment of the chromosome. 

6. Characterization of a region of plasmid pBLl of Brevibacterium lactofermentum 
involved in replication via the rolling circle model (Martin) 

The minimal region for autonomous replication of pBLl, a 4.5 kb cryptic plasmid 
of Brevibacterium lactofermentum ATCC 13869 that has been used to construct a 
variety of corynebacterial vectors, was shown to be contained on a 1.8 kb Hindlll
Sphl DNA fragment. This region constains two open reading frames (ORFs) 
(ORF1 and ORF5) which are essential for pBLl replication in B. lactofermentum. 
Accumulation of singlestrand intermediates in some of the constructions indicates 
that plasmid pBLl replicates via the rolling circle replication model; its plus strand 
and minus strand were identified by hybridization with two synthetic 
oligonucleotide probes complementary to each pBLl strand. ORF1 seems to 
encode the Rep protein and showed partial homology with sequences for Rep 
proteins from Streptomyces plasmids which replicate via rolling circle replication 
such as pIJlOl, pSB24, and pJVl. 

7. RNA polymerase sigma factors in corynebacteria (Martin) 

At least two different types of promoters are known in corynebacteria: E. co/z'like 
promoters (CEP or type I), and corynebacteria specific promoters (CSP or type II) 
which are not recognized in E. coli. The distribution of B. lactofermentum sigma 
factor genes was studied by hybridization experiments of total DNA of B. lactofer
mentum or C. glutamicum with a synthetic oligonucleotide (rpoD probe) corres
ponding to the highly conserved sequences in the E. coli and B. subtilis principal 
sigma factors and a fragment of the cloned Streptomyces grises hrdB genes (Mar
cos, A.T. and Martin, J.F., unpublished). 

A B. lactofermentum cosmid library was screened with both rpo and hrdB probes, 
allowing the isolation of clones for three different sigma factor genes. The DNA 
sequences of two of these genes have been determined and the deduced protein 
sequences show clearly homology with the hrdB protein from S. grises and S. 
coelicolor and with the main sigma factor genes of E. coli, Β. subtilis and other 
Gramnegative and Grampositive bacteria. 

8. Phage derived integrative vectors (Blanco) 

8.a. Study of different corynephages. Characterization of corynephages isolated from 
soil 

Various corynephages were isolated from soil samples. Restriction analysis of 
phage DNA indicated that 24 phages were unique. One of them was identical to 
the previously characterized phage CG33. Twenty three of them are virulent 
phages, their hosts are essentially composed of Arthrobacter species. 
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The unique temperate phage, AAU2, made turbid plaques on Arthrobacter aures. 
It is active only on Arthrobacter species. One virulent mutant was isolated that is 
unable to make plaques on the lysogenised strain, and thus seems affected on the 
repressor of lytic functions. AAU2 was characterized morphologically. It presents 
a polyhedral head of 50 nm wide and a non contractile tail of 150 nm, and it was 
classified in Ackerman group Bl. 
8.b. Characterization of Corynebacterium glutamicum integrated prophages 
Twenty C. glutamicum strains were induced by UV and mitomycin C treatments. 
The presence of phages in strain lysates was searched for by infection of lawns of 
all strains or by DNA characterization of phage particles sedimented from strain 
lysates. 
This screening led to the isolation of 4 distinct phages. Four C. glutamicum strains 
(ATCC 13058, ATCC 21488, ATCC 21650 and ATCC 21649) contain both «I>304L 
and <D304S and two B. divaricatum strains (ATCC 14020 and ATCC 21792) contain 
both Φ15 and Φ16. They belong to the Siphoviridae, all having closed dimensions 
except d>304S which is smaller. Their capsids contain 2 to 3 polypeptides as seen 
by SDS-PAGE. Their genomes have cohesive extremities. 
8.C Characterization of integrative functions of phages 0AAU2, 0304S, <P304L and 
Φ16 
The integrative functions of the different phages were located by subcloning DNA 
fragments surrounding the attP site, followed by restriction enzyme or exonuclease 
III deletions. The integrity of these functions was checked by the efficiency of 
integration. The minimal region necessary for the integration of the 4 phages pre
sent a similar organisation: an att? site and a DNA region necessary for maximal 
integration efficiency surrounding the integrative functions. Proteins encoded by 
this region were analysed in E. coli using a T7 RNA polymerase expression vector. 
The DNA sequence of the different attachement sites, and for one phage the 
whole int region was determined. 
The minimal region allowing maximal integration rate was inserted into various 
E. coli plasmids. A strong influence of the E. coli vector on the efficiency of 
integration was observed: pBluescript derivatives present an integration rate 100-
fold higher than ρ 15A based derivatives. The position of int region on the plasmid 
has a lower influence. 
Cloning vectors were constructed by inserting int functions on a pBluescript 
derivative carrying a kanamycin resistance gene. Insertion of DNA in the multiple 
cloning site confers a Lac- phenotype to recombinant plasmids and could be selec
ted for in E. coli. In corynebacteria these constructions are non-replicative. They 
are able to integrate in various Corynebacterium glutamicum strains (ATCC 13032, 
21086, 14020) insensitive to the different phages. Their efficiency of integration 
was very high, in some cases identical or slightly greater than the efficiency of 
transformation by replicative plasmids. The integrations are very stable; no loss of 
the resistance marker was observed over 80 generations in absence of selective 
pressure. 

9. Construction of a broad host range integrating plasmids for the genetic manipulation 
of selected bacterial strains (Dunican) 

Work on the construction of a broad host range integrative vector (pBC23), which 
is ideal for the genetic manipulation of coryneform bacteria has been completed. 
This plasmid which is a derivative of the conditional suicide vector pBGS8 contains 
a 1.5 kb fragment of the 23S rDNA operon from C. glutamicum, a functional lacZ 
gene and a polycloning site which facilitates cloning of genes by positive selection, 
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and a kanamycin gene which serves as a selectable marker in both E. coli and 
C. glutamicum. This plasmid has been integrated into a number of corynebacterial 
strains and shown to be stably mantained for many generations in the absence of 
antibiotic selection. 

Π. Industrial applications: cloning and analysis of amino acid biosynthesis genes 
10. Transcriptional analysis of the hom-thrB cluster (Martin, Sahm) 
Two of the genes, horn (encoding homoserine dehydrogenase) and thrB (encoding 
threonine kinase) of the threonine biosynthetic pathway are clustered in the 
chromosome of Brevibacterium lactofermentum in the order 5'' hom-thrB.V 
separated by only 10 bp. The thrB gene is expressed in E. coli, in Brevibacterium 
and in Corynebacterium and complements autotrophs of all three organisms 
deficient in homoserine kinase, whereas the horn gene did not complement two 
different E. coli auxotrophs lacking homoserine dehydrogenase. However com
plementation was obtained when the homoserine dehydrogenase was formed as a 
fusion protein in E. coli. Northern analysis showed that the hom-thrB cluster is 
transcribed giving two different transcripts of 2.5 and 1.1 kb. The 2.5 kb transcript 
corresponds to the entire cluster hom-thrB (i.e. they form a bicistronic operon), 
and the short transcript (1.1 kb) originates from the thrB gene. The promoter in 
front of horn and the Ziom-internal promoter in front of thrB were subcloned in 
promoter-probe vectors of E. coli and corynebacteria. The thrB promoter is 
efficiently recognized both in E. coli and corynebacteria whereas the promoter of 
the operon is functional in corynebacteria but not in E. coli. 

11. Molecular analysis of aromatic amino acid biosynthetic genes in Corynebacterium 
glutamicum (Dunican) 

We have cloned and characterized the entire tryptophan operon from the tryp
tophan derepressed strain C. glutamicum 21850. Chromosomal amplification of this 
construct in C. glutamicum 21850 has been shown to improve tryptophan produc
tivity. In addition, all the genes from the common aromatic amino acid biosynthetic 
pathway have also been cloned. Three of these genes have been sequenced, namely 
DAHP synthase, aro A and aroD. The four remaining genes aroB, aroE, aroL and 
aroC have been mapped in a single DNA fragment. Subcloning and sequence 
analysis of these genes is currently in progress. 

III. Biochemical studies 
12. Characterization of central pathways and TCA cycle key enzymes in C. glutamicum 

(Sahm) 
The genes encoding the C. glutamicum enzymes glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (gap), 3-phosphoglycerate kinase (pgk), triosephosphate isomerase 
(tpi), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (ppc), citrate synthase (gltA), isocitrate 
dehydrogenase (icd), subunit E3 of the oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (Ipd), isocitrate 
lyase (aceA), malate synthase (aceA), malate synthase (aceB) and glutamate 
dehydrogenase (gdh) have been isolated, sequenced and (over)expressed in 
C. glutamicum. 
The transcriptional organization of the genes gap, pgk, tpi, ppc, gltA, Ipd and gdh 
and the promoters of these transcriptional units have been characterized. The 
genes pgk, tpi and ppc form a tricistronic operon in that order with partial inter-
cistronic termination between tpi and ppc. All other genes have a monocistronic 
organization. 
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13. Characterization of the glyoxylate cycle enzymes in C. glutamicum (Sahm) 

The two key enzymes of the glyoxylate cycle, isocitrate lyase and malate synthase, 
were isolated from C. glutamicum, purified to apparent homogeneity and subjected 
to biochemical analysis. The native isocitrate lyase is a tetramer of identical sub
units (Mr ~ 47.200). The native malate synthase is a monomer (Mr = 82.400). 
The C. glutamicum malate synthase showed high affinities to the substrates 
glyoxylate (30 μπι) and acetylCoA (12 μΜ). 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

An impressive array of molecular genetic tools have been developed. More than 
20 different genes encoding enzymes of primary metabolism and of the amino acid 
biosynthetic pathways have been cloned. Overexpression studies and directed 
removal of regulatory mechanisms have resulted in better amino acid overproduc
ing strains. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Frequent meetings and scientific exchanges have been carried out between the five 
laboratories involved and two associated companies. Scientific meetings were 
carried out in León (Spain), Paris (Orsan) and Frankfurt (Degussa, 2 meetings). 

Dr. Luis M. Mateos (León) spent six weeks in the lab of Dr. Pühler during August 
and September 1993. He was sucessful in establishing a technique to integrate 
mobilizable, nonreplicating vectors into the corynebacterial genome in a random 
fashion. These vectors have no detectable homology and are probably integrated 
by illegitimate recombination. 

Bacterial strains, phages, and plasmids were exchanged also with the groups from 
Galway, Ireland and Rennes, France. 

Mr. Agustín Pisabarro, from the laboratory of Martín (León), stayed for two 
months in 1993 working with Eikmanns and Sahm at Jülich. Part of his work is 
enclosed in paragraph 10: Transcriptional analysis of the homthrB cluster. 

Dr. Dunican made available DNA for six Corynebacterium genes to Dr. Pühler for 
use in preparing his gene map. Dr. Dunican also made available ree minus strains 
of C. glutamicum to Dr. Pühler and Dr. Martin. 

Claire Le Marrec, from the laboratory of Blanco (Rennes), spent three months in 
1994 in the lab of Dr. Pühler, working with Dr. Kalinowski on the characterization 
of phage integration regulation and phageconjugativeintegration vectors construc
tion. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The non-conventional yeasts, with their wide variety of metabolic capabilities, 
represent a large genetic resource that has so far been poorly exploited in 
biotechnology. Through the preceding BAP some members of this project formed 
a research network to initiate a study of one of these organisms, the dairy yeast 
Kluyveromyces lactis, and to examine its potential for biotechnological processes. 
That venture showed that the non-conventional yeasts can offer new and more 
efficient routes for the production of recombinant proteins of medical, industrial 
and agricultural importance. This programme stems from that initiative and seeks 
to continue research on selected species of non-conventional yeasts of proven 
industrial usefulness, in order to develop them fully as genetically manipulatable 
organisms suitable for modern biotechnology. 

OBJECnVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The objectives were: 

(i) to bring non-conventional yeasts to be genetically manipulatable organisms; in 
particular the dairy yeast Kluyveromyces lactis and the related species 
Kluyveromyces marnanus, the protease secreting yeast Yarrowia lipolytica, and 
the methylotrophic yeast Hansenula polymorpha. 

(ii) to investigate the genetic basis of their unique metabolic capabilities and to 
develop methods for genetic manipulation of their physiology. 

(iii) to create new combinations of genetic elements suitable for efficient and con
trolled production of useful proteins. 

The approach has been to use molecular techniques to investigate aspects of 
genetics and physiology, particularly those that distinguish these organisms from 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results are summarized and evaluated in regard to five major topics: 

1. Genome Studies, (participants 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

(i) Gene mapping in K. lactis chromosomes. 
The K lactis genome has roughly the same size as the S. cerevisiae genome (15 
Mbp), but the number of chromosomes is fewer (6 vs. 16). Newly cloned genes, 
including those contributed by all the participants (See section 2), as well as those 
from external laboratories have been used for the construction of a physical and 
genetic map. Many mutations have been isolated and mapped with priority for 
those involved in carbon metabolism and regulation of fermentation. Several new 
auxotrophic mutations were also isolated, mapped and some of the relevant genes 
cloned. Fig.l thus obtained is the first genetic map of the K lactis genome. The 
map contains more than 70 genes and several genetic linkage groups. The local 
gene order of some genes was shown to be similar to that in S. cerevisiae. This 
raises the question of how equivalent genes are distributed in the two species 
whose chromosome patterns are quite different. Interestingly, the K lactis genome 
does not seem to be as redundant as the S. cerevisiae genome, at least for glycolysis 
genes, thus facilitating mutational analysis of fermentation. K lactis-S. cerevisiae 
shuttle libraries have been constructed and used in isolation and comparative 
studies of related genes in the two species (e.g., genes of the galactose regulon, 
glucose transporters and alcohol dehydrogenases). Heterologous complementation 
between the two species should also help functional analysis of the new genes 
found by the ongoing EC programme on yeast genome sequencing (in which some 
of the participants are involved). 
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(ii) Gene Mapping in Yarrowia lipolytica 
The genome of this yeast is slightly larger than that of K lactis. The first genetic 
map of Y lipolytica, described more than ten years ago, contained 5 genetic linkage 
groups. Since then, genetic studies have been scarce. During the project, mapping 
studies progressed, together with karyotype analysis. A systematic comparison of 
various isolates revealed a notable polymorphic variation which probably explains 
the initial difficulty in setting up a genetic system in this yeast. The genome of 
laboratory strains contain five chromosomes. 33 genes (of which 28 are new) were 
physically mapped to individual chromosomes. At present, 59 genes are identified 
on the chromosomes. Three centromeres were cloned together with autonomously 
replicating sequences. The organization of this genome seems to be very dissimilar 
to those of S. cerevisiae and K lactis, for example, we note the dispersed location 
of ribosomal DNA clusters on four chromosomes and the difference in gene trans
cription signals. Such knowledge on the genome organization is of practical impor
tance in the heterospecific manipulation of genetic material involving different 
non-conventional species. 

2. Gene Isolation and Characterisation, (participants 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) 
A primary objective has been to identify, isolate and characterise genes and 
promoters useful for the biotechnological exploitation of non-conventionnal yeasts. 
Our aim was to have available a range of regulatable promoters suitable for 
manipulation of cellular metabolism and expression of heterologous genes in 
response to various stimuli and growth regimes. This endevour has been 
remarkably successful leading to the isolation of several K lactis genes regulated 
by carbon source (K1ADH1,2,3 and 4, KJ.RAG5 and 8, H.GAL80, K1.DLD1) by 
stress and starvation (KI.HSP12), by thiamine (KLTHI4 and 5, originally called 
MOLI and MOL2, respectively) and by phosphate (KI.PH05). In the related yeast 
K marxians the strongly expressed, but glucose-repressible, inulinase gene has 
been recovered and explored as a potential expression system (Section 5). 

Of the four K lactis alcohol dehydrogenase genes, only K1ADH3 and KLADH4 
encode products with amino-terminal extensions indicating that these proteins 
might have a mitochondrial location. While KIADH1 and K1ADH2 are essentially 
constitutive the other two are regulated by carbon source; KLADH3 is induced by 
respiratory carbon sources, except ethanol, and repressed by glucose; KIADH4 is 
specifically induced by ethanol but is insensitive to glucose repression. Moreover 
K1ADH4 is constitutively expressed in Rag+ strains, which produce intracellular 
ethanol. Mutants in each of these four genes have no evident phenotype indicating 
that the loss of any one activity is compensated by the others. Kl.DLDl also 
encodes a product with an N-terminal extension typical of a mitochondrial-located 
protein and is specifically induced by lactate and repressed by glucose; the 
mitochondrial enzyme £>-LCR is essential for oxidation of D-lactate. The RAG 
series genes which have roles in regulation of carbohydrate metabolism are 
described in Section 3. 

The gene KI.HSP12 is not only induced by glucose depletion, but also by a variety 
of physiological stress situations that include, heat shock, osmotic shock, alcohol 
shock and oxidative stress; it encodes a 12kDa highly hydrophilic protein showing 
60% identity with its S. cerevisiae counterpart. 
KI.PH05 encodes a 465 aminoacid secreted protein homologous to the S. cerevisiae 
PH05 product. Expression studies showed that the gene is regulated by the 
availability of inorganic phosphate, and both a potential regulatory sequence within 
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the promoter and a positive regulator protein have been identified. K1.THI4 and 
K1.THI5 encode enzymes of the thiamine (vitamin Bl) biosynthetic pathway. Both 
are expressed to extremely high levels in thiamine-free medium, but are completely 
repressed by addition of the vitamin to the growth medium. The time of their 
induction during the course of a batch culture can be controlled by manipulation 
of the level of vitamin supplied in the medium. Gene disruption experiments 
showed that K1.THI4 and FQ.THI5 are involved in the unresolved pathways leading 
to the formation of the two thiamine biosynthetic precursors, hydroxyethyl-thiazole 
and hydroxymethyl-pyrimidine, respectively. 

Although most gene cloning from Yarrowia lipolytica has focused on components 
of the secretory pathway (Section 4), two DNA segments responsible for regulating 
resistance to copper have been isolated. One, YI.CRF1, encodes a 411 residue 
protein that is a transcriptional activator. The other contains a pair of divergently 
expressed genes, YI.MTP1 and YI.MTP2. Both encode small proteins that are 
involved in determining copper resistance although YI.MTP2 is preferentially trans
cribed. Within the bidirectional promoter a regulatory sequence, causing induction 
by copper, has been localized. The glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase gene 
promoter has been recovered from Hansenula polymorpha offering a constitutive 
gene expression system for the methylotrophic yeast. Additionally the Hp.MOXl 
promoter has been found to experience glucose repression in S. cerevisiae, via the 
action of the ADR1 product, indicating a conserved regulation for genes encoding 
peroxisomal proteins. 

Our approaches to identify and isolate these genes have included use of cloned 
5. cerevisiae genes as hybridisation probes to screen genomic DNA libraries, 
genetic complementation of mutations in either S. cerevisiae or the non-conven
tional yeast, and direct isolation of the gene product and design of synthetic 
oligonucleotide hybridisation probes from the protein amino-acid sequence. All the 
genes cloned have been sequenced and studied at the level of transcriptional 
regulation. These data add substantially to knowledge of genome organisation, 
gene structure, codon usage, regulation, etc. and the DNA sequences provide use
ful information about the evolutionary relationships between yeasts. In most cases 
the gene promoter regions have been recovered and shown to be capable of con
ferring regulated high level expression of foreign DNA sequences (Section 5), by 
coupling to a suitable reporter gene. Thus expression systems, responding to a 
variety of external stimuli are now available. 

Finally, studies have not been solely restricted to nuclear genes. Previous work by 
participant 1 on the mitochondrial genome of K lactis has been extended by par
ticipant 2 in a study of transcription and processing of transcripts of a group of 
tRNA genes which are maintained in the same order in the mitochondrial 
genomes of K lactis, S. cerevisiae and Candida glabrata. Ordered processing of 
polygenic transcripts has been demonstrated and intergenic processing sites have 
been found between the same tRNA sequences, suggesting a physiological 
significance in the conservation of gene order. 

3. Regulation of Carbon Metabolism, (participants 1, 3, 6) 
Studies on non-conventional yeasts have established the exceptional nature of 
S. cerevisiae in the regulation of carbon metabolism. No other yeast species studied 
so far showed a similar preference for fermentative metabolism under aerobic 
growth conditions and comparably effective mechanisms of glucose repression. A 
great deal about the molecular basis for such differences in physiology between 
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yeast genera has been learnt from comparative studies in K lactis which suggested 
that the regulation of sugar uptake may be a major source of variations. 

Screening of mutants that either negatively affect fermentative metabolism (Rag" 
mutants) or affect carbon catabolite repression (dgr, fog, hxt mutants) have con
verged and created a link between the efficiency of fermentation and sugar 
dependent signalling processes like glucose induction or glucose repression. 
Several genes complementing these mutants have been cloned and sequenced 
(RAG1, RAG2, RAG3, RAG4, RAG5, RAG8, FOG1, HXTB2). Interaction between 
these genes have revealed a regulatory network between the rate of sugar uptake, 
a regulatory function of hexokinase, protein phosphorylation and transcriptional 
regulation by glucose. 

The important role of sugar uptake kinetics was seen by the analysis of the RAG1 
gene which encodes an inducible low-affinity sugar carrier of the highly conserved 
HXT multigene family of facultative transporters. In contrast to S. cerevisiae, where 
seven members of this family have been isolated, there is little redundancy in 
K lactis. In a few strains a second gene HXTB2 with 85% similarity is located next 
to RAG1 and can complement for its function. The RAG1 gene was isolated twice, 
by complementation of the Rag" phenotype (selecting for resistance against 
antimycin A on glucose) and by its ability to establish glucose repression of the ß-
galactosidase gene. Glucose repression of several other genes was also affected in 
a ragl mutant and induction by glucose of the pyruvate decarboxylase gene is 
impared. 

Another permease gene, HGT1, has also been isolated. HGT1 seems to be a 
unique gene encoding a high-affinity glucose carrier but it is not present in all 
strains. 
Three genes, RAG4, RAGS and RAG8, were found to be required for the glucose 
inducibility of RAGL RAG4 and RAGS, but not RAG8, also interact with HGT1: 
RAGS positively controls the expression of HGT1, and R4G4 has a negative effect. 
RAGS encodes the only hexokinase gene in K lactis. Its activity is lacking in two 
classes of catabolite non-repressible 2-deoxy-D-glucose resistant mutants, DGR 148 
and DGR 239, suggesting a requirement for those gene products. The ragS 
mutants abolish glucose repression of several genes and glucose induction of RAG1 
and the pyruvate decarboxylase (PDC) gene. This establishes a regulatory role for 
hexokinase in sugar metabolism similar to the one of hexokinases (PII encoded by 
HXK2) in S. cerevisiae. Mutants lacking hexokinase have been identified both as 
rag5 and as 2-deoxygIucose resistant mutant. Heterospecific complementation 
experiments showed that RAG5 of K lactis and HXK2 of S. cerevisiae are inter
changeable for the catalytic activity of their products but not for their role in 
glucose repression, indicating that sugar phosphorylation and the regulatory func
tion are separable activities of hexokinase and that the regulatory function may 
require specific protein-protein interactions. 

Another member in the regulatory cascade is RAG8, which shares 65% identity 
with two casein kinase type I genes YCK1 and YCK2 of S. cerevisiae. The transcrip
tion of RAG8 is itself inducible by glucose. 

RAG3 is a gene that specifically affects PDC induction by glucose. Cloning and 
sequencing showed that the deduced RAG3 protein sequence shares identity with 
the PDC2 product of S. cerevisiae which is a regulator of pyruvate dehydrogenase. 
RAG3 is poorly transcribed, not regulated by carbon source and affects expression 
of PDC structural gene at the transcriptional level. 
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Two genes FOG1 and FOG2 have been isolated that affect the kinetics of 
derepression from catabolite repression of maltase, L-lacate dehydrogenase, ß-
galactosidase and invertase. FOG2 also seems to be required for sporulation. 
FOG1 has been sequenced. It showed 71% and 62% similarity with SPM1 and 
SPM2 (dominant suppressors of RNA polymerase mutations) of S. cerevisiae, 
respectively. The gene is constitutively expressed at a low level. 
Studies on the regulation of lactose and galactose metabolism have progressed 
considerably, and now provide a rather detailed insight into the regulatory 
mechanisms at the molecular level. Regulation depends on the interaction between 
the transcriptional activator Lac9, a K lactis homologue of Gal4 and its inhibitor 
Gal80. The K1.GAL80 gene was cloned and shown to be highly inducible by Lac9. 
During induction, Gal80 repressor is inactivated by a regulatory function of galac-
tokinase which is regulated by the intracellular concentration of galactose. Thus 
again the rate of sugar uptake and the sugar kinase play key roles in the signalling 
process leading to induction. Since permease and kinase, being activators of Lac9 
function, are themselves encoded by Lac9-controlled genes, a feedback loop is for
med implying that the Lac9 protein controls its own activity. 

4. Genetic Analysis of the Secretion Apparatus, (participants 4 , 7) 
Several examples have shown that non-conventional yeasts are often superior to 
5. cerevisiae for the secretion of foreign proteins. In a few cases however, disap
pointing results were obtained, but not further analyzed because of lack of basic 
knowledge and mutants of the secretory apparatus in these yeasts. A primary goal 
was to identify and characterize genes of the secretory apparatus which might be 
useful to optimize secretion of heterologous proteins. This work was particularly 
developed on Yarrowia lipolytica strains, which are natural secretors of high 
molecular weight polypeptides into the growth medium. 
Several genes encoding components of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-transloca-
tion machinery have been isolated and characterized. Homologs of SEC61 and 
SEC62, which form part of the translocon in the ER membrane, have been isolated 
either by PCR on genomic DNA, or by functional complementation of S. cerevisiae 
mutants using a Y lipolytica cDNA library made in a S. cerevisiae expression vector. 
Both cDNA and genomic clones were analyzed. Conservation of aminoacid 
sequence is higher for SEC61 (68% identity) than for SEC62 (35%). Disruption 
of these genes is in progress, as well as amplification to see if they may suppress 
defects in the early steps of protein secretion (see co-lethal mutations and sup
pressors of SRP mutations below). The SEC65 gene was isolated fortuitously as a 
gene adjacent to URA5. SEC65 is an essential gene and encodes a protein 
homologous to canine, human and S. cerevisiae Srpl9 (one of the polypeptides 
associated to the signal recognition particle SRP). 

In an effort to isolate genes affecting late steps of the secretory pathway, we tried 
to isolate SEC4 homologs encoding small GTP-binding proteins, of the Rab family. 
A gene library of Y lipolytica was screened with an oligonucleotide deduced from 
a highly conserved sequence in the Rab family. Four genes were isolated: RYL1 
was tightly related to SEC4, RYL2 was loosely related to RAB2, RYL3 to CDC42 
(controlling cell polarity) and RYL4 to the RHO subfamily. RYL1 was shown to be 
an essential gene and, when put under the control of the S. cerevisiae GALIO 
promoter, to relieve specifically the thermosensitivity of the sec4-8 mutant of 
S. cerevisiae. It thus seems that RYL1 is a functional homolog of SEC4 involved in 
the fusion of secretory vesicles with the plasma membrane. RYL2 seems to identify 
a new member of the YPT/rab family, whose function remains to be assessed. 
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Two different approaches were developed in order to identify new genes involved 
in ER translocation: 

(i) Suppresors of a 7S RNA thermosensitive mutant (Ser 2II13, affecting signal 
recognition particle docking on the ER or release from the ribosome) were iden
tified. Five such suppressor genes which retain a thermosensitive phenotype in the 
presence of a wild type copy of SCR2 were saved for further analysis. One of them 
(TSRS) is itself suppressed by a multicopy vector carrying SEC65. Another one 
(TSR1) identifies a new gene. Genes complementing TSR1 were isolated from a 
replicative library made with wild type DNA and are currentiy still being analyzed. 

(ü) Mutations enhancing the secretory defect of Ser 2II13 were identified as 
colethal events. One of these results in a thermosensitive secretory defect in the 
presence of a wild type SCR2 allele. The coresponding gene was cloned (226), and 
shown to encode a 420 aminoacid polypeptide with no homolog in data banks. The 
226p is predicted to carry an Nterminal signal sequence and a Cterminal ER
retention signal. Antibodies against a GSTfusion of 226p were raised and eviden
ced an abundant protein localized in a membranebound compartment. No regula
tion of 226p synthesis could be detected (heat shock, accumulation of non
secretable mutant proteins). Overexpressing the wild type 226p severely limits 
transit of secretory proteins prone to misfolding (glycosylation mutant) as well as 
transit of wild type AEP (alkaline exocellular protease). Deletion of 226 results in 
a thermosensitive phenotype associated with a drastic reduction of secretory 
protein synthesis. Preliminary results of immunoprecipitation after crosslinking 
cell extracts suggest that 226p may be associated to proAEP. These results suggest 
that 226p may bind nascent secretory proteins to couple translocation into the ER 
to proper folding and exit from the translocation apparatus. Three other genes 
were isolated by complementation of two independently isolated colethal muta
tions and are currently under analyis. 

The SEC14 gene has been cloned in a collaboration between participants 4 and 7. 
It was shown that Secl4p is a Golgi associated protein by immunofluorescence 
labelling, and that it was endowed with a phosphatidylcholine/ phosphatidylinositol 
(PI/PC) transfer activity, as already known for its S. cerevisiae homolog. Contrary 
to the latter however, SEC14 is not an essential gene in Y. lipolytica and its deletion 
does not detectably affect protein secretion in this yeast. Strains deleted for the 
SEC14 gene were however unable to execute the yeastmycellium transition 
characteristic of this dimorphic yeast. These results point to an unsuspected role 
of PI/PC transfer proteins in cell differentiation. 

5. Heterologous Expression and Fermentation Studies. 
(participants 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9) 

The experimental work with regard to this topic was focused on 

(i) the development of new or improved cloning and expression vectors for 
Kluyveromyces and Yarrowia, 

(ii) the study of heterolgous gene expression driven by new transcriptional 
promoters, and 

(iii) the study of optimized culture conditions in batch, fedbatch and chemostat 
fermentations. 

The heterologous proteins whose expression was examined comprised bacterial ß
glucuronidase (GUS), plant agalactosidase (αGAL), human interleukinIß (IL
lß) and human serum albumin (HSA). Except for GUS which is an intracellular 
enzyme, all of these proteins were secreted to the culture supernatant. 
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(i) Host/vector systems. In addition to the now wellcharacterized 2 μlike multi
copy vectors based on the circular plasmid pKDl, a number of additional tools 
have been developed for K lactis. These include lowcopy number centromeric 
vectors (CEN2/KARS12) and integrative vectors that can be targeted to the LAC4 
locus by fluoroorotic acid resistance (FOAr) selection in specialized lac4::URA3 
host strains such as JA6/D4. Similar levels of GUS expression (70100 mU/mg) 
were obtained whether the bacterial gene was integrated at the chromosomal 
LAC4 locus or carried, under LAC4 promoter control, on a centromeric vector. 
The effect of gene dosage has been studied with regard to HSA secretion. Expres
sion cassettes carrying the preproHSA cDNA gene under control of various con
stitutive and regulated promoters (LAC4, Sc.PGK, Sc.GPD, KIADH3, KIADH4) 
were either chromosomally integrated (1 to 2 copies) or engineered into pKDl
derived vectors. In all cases studied, at least 10 to 20fold higher product levels 
were obtained with the pKDl system, indicating that, at least with regard to HSA, 
gene dosage is a crucial parameter for optimal product yield even when using 
strong transcriptional promoters. Regulated expression under control of the LAC4 
or K1ADH4 promoter was maintained when using multicopy vectors. 

A new native plasmid that is structurally related to pKDl, without, however, 
exhibiting significant sequence homology with the latter, has been identified in a 
strain of Κ waltii and used to engineer shuttle vectors able to replicate in E. coli 
as well as in several Kluyveromyces species. Interestingly, pKWl and pKDl differ 
in their host range. Expression vectors based on pKWl have been used to achieve 
high level secretion of ILlß from Κ waltii. Another new type of expression vector 
is based on the linear, cytoplasmically located killerplasmid pGKLl of Κ lactis. 
Due to the presence of proteins covalently attached to the termini, the in vitro 
modification of these linear plasmids is precluded. We therefore engineered vec
tors that target the gene of interest to pGKLl by homologous recombination in 
vivo. Expression of the ILlß cDNA gene driven by a pGKLl promoter could be 
obtained, albeit at rather low levels. A mutant cytoplasmic promoter with higher 
transcriptional activity could be isolated and is currently under study. 

The analysis of three chromosomal DNA fragments (KARS12, KARS20 and 
KRF4) functioning as autonomously replicating sequences (ARS) in Κ lactis has 
led to the identification of the regions (100300 bp) that are crucial for ARS func
tion and binding of ABF1 protein. KARS20 and KRF4, but not KARS12, confer 
autonomous replication to plasmids both in Κ lactis and S. cerevisiae. 

As far as Y lipolytica is concerned, a series of vectors allowing multicopy integra
tion at the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) loci have been constructed, using a promoter
truncated version of the URA3 gene as selectable marker. Depending on the vector 
used, up to 60 copies of a secreted protease encoding gene could be integrated into 
the genome. However, whereas the copy number remained stable under conditions 
where the reporter gene was not expressed, growth arrest and rapid selection of 
transformants with lower copy number were observed upon induction of the repor
ter gene. A similar result was obtained when targeting the plant agalactosidase 
gene under control of the inulinase promoter to the rDNA locus of Κ marxianus. 

(ii) Promoter studies. The cloning of a wide variety of new Κ lactis, Κ 
marxianus, H. polymorpha and Y lipolytica genes in the course of the present study 
has provided new transcriptional signals for the expression of heterologous genes. 
A number of these promoters have been fused to foreign genes and their expres
sion has been studied in their respective hosts. The bacterial GUS reporter gene 
has been expressed in Κ lactis under control of the KIADH4, KLLAC4, KJ.GAL80, 
K1.THI5 and K1.HSP12 promoters. The K1ADH4 promoter has also been studied 
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for expression of the bacterial kanamycin resistance gene and the human serum 
albumin gene. The plant a-galactosidase gene has been expressed under control of 
the KLPH05, Sc.PGK and Sc.GAL7 promoters in K lactis, the YLMTP1 promoter 
in Y lipolytica, and the inulinase promoter in K marxianus. In all cases studied, 
transcriptional regulation followed that of the native promoter context (Section 2). 
(iii) Fermentation studies. Batch, fed-batch and chemostat studies have been 
carried out with a K lactis Apgk strain transformed with a pKDl-based plasmid 
carrying the HSA gene under control of the K1ADH4 promoter and the intact 
KLPGK gene as a selectable marker. This host/vector system was found to be stable 
over at least 200 generations when grown in the presence of fermentable carbon 
sources. In batch cultures, the secretion of HSA reached up to 300 mg/liter, with 
a yield of 10-15 mg/g of carbon substrate. Chemostat studies allowed the optimiza
tion of culture conditions, which were then applied to high cell density fermenta
tions. Fed-batch conditions were achieved either by coupling the carbon dioxide 
evolution rate (CER) to the nutrient feed-rate, or, after initial batchwise growth 
and consumption of the C-substrate, by adding the feed medium according to a 
pre-programmed time-based feeding profile. Growth as well as production kinetics 
were found to be well correlated to the amount of substrate added. Using a com
pletely defined medium, HSA production reached 840 mg/liter at a biomass of 69 
g/liter (dry cell weight) and a yield (Yx/s) of 45%. With a complex medium, 
product levels (secreted, correctly processed HSA) were above 1 g/liter. 

Batch and fed-batch studies confirmed that the presence of an additional 
chromosomal LAC9/KIGAL4 allele (Section 3) significantiy increases the expres
sion levels of homologous (yeast ß-galactosidase) and heterologous (bacterial ß-
glucuronidase) genes placed under control of the K lactis LAC4 promoter. 
However, higher LAC9 gene dosage led to a loss of glucose repression otherwise 
observed with the specific strain used in this study (JA6). 

The observation that K marxianus is able to secrete high levels of the enzyme 
inulinase stimulated efforts to optimize fermentation conditions and apply these to 
the expression of the enzyme a-galactosidase. Fed-batch propagation of K 
marxianus strain CBS6556 under RQ control resulted in the production of > 2 g/ 
liter of inulinase within 45 hours. Unfortunately, a-GAL secretion under control 
of the inulinase promoter and prepro-sequence was at least 10-fold lower, whether 
the plant gene was expressed from a pKDl-based vector or integrated at 
chromosomal locations. Northern blot analysis showed that a-GAL specific mRNA 
was present in high amounts, indicating a post-transcriptional bottleneck, possibly 
within the secretory pathway. 

6. Conclusion 
This project has convincingly shown that non-conventional yeasts have con
siderable potential as efficient systems for the production of recombinant proteins. 
A number of systems for the genetic and molecular manipulation of these 
organisms have been developed and successfully applied to fermentation studies in 
which foreign proteins have been produced at high levels. The fundamental 
knowledge gained about the genetics and physiology of these yeasts, particularly in 
relation to their control of carbon metabolism, protein secretion and gene regula
tion, constitutes an important contribution to the subjects of Genetics and 
Microbiology. Overall, the knowledge and materials that this study has generated 
provide a solid basis for the rational biotechnological exploitation of these impor
tant natural resources in the future. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

An effort was made to assimilate all aspects of knowledge about these organisms. 
Thus the first review of K lactis biology has been produced during the project, and 
the first detailed genetic map constructed. This has been circulated widely within 
the international Kluyveromyces community. Research undertaken on K lactis has 
provided important new information about the regulation of carbon metabolism in 
yeasts, and clarified understanding of fermentative metabolism in S. cerevisiae. New 
regulated genes have been isolated and characterised from all of the yeasts studied, 
and a number of have been used successfully for controlled production of foreign 
proteins. Some gene promoters have been used to construct expression systems 
giving high yields of heterologous proteins in industrial fermentations. High level 
production of inulinase from K marxianus has been achieved, but it is clear that 
more research is needed in order to fully develop this species for production of 
foreign proteins. Studies on Y lipolytica, a species noted for its high capacity of 
protein secretion, have led to the isolation and characterisation of several genes 
of the secretory pathway, allowing its manipulation and comparison with other less 
efficient organisms. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

(i) Coordination meetings and collective interactions: 

The annual European workshop 'Biology of Kluyveromyces', created in 1988 during 
BAP, continues its regular activity with steadily increasing numbers of participants. 
These meetings have been efficient instruments for the coordination of activities 
of the consortium and for its communication with a wider community. The 4th 
Kluyveromyces workshop was organized in Düsseldorf by participant 3 (1991); the 
fifth in Vienna by participants 1 and 2 (1992), the 6th, in Siena by participant 6 
(1993) at the site of the company IRIS. The 7th meeting is planned by participant 
4 in Salamanca (1994). The annual coordination meetings of the consortium were 
held at Orsay, Düsseldorf and Vienna. 
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Fig. 2. Cooperative links 

(ii) Individual interactions: 

The consortium had multilateral cooperative activities. Interactions involved 
exchanges of staff, material, training and teaching services. Cooperation with 
industry is illustrated by the transfer of the new regulatory systems studied by 
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participants 2 and 3 to participant 8 for fermentation studies; a joint patent has 
been applied by participants 1 and 8. The interactive links are summarized in Fig.2. 
(in which an arrow generally corresponded to several actions). 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The form, physiology and function of the flower is of central interest to plant 
developmental and reproductive biologists. Furthermore, the flower is of major 
agronomic importance both for the efficient breeding of crops and because many 
plant products are derived from flower seeds and fruits. European scientists have 
made major advances in the molecular and genetic analysis of flower development 
through studies on Antirrhinum. By studying mutations that cause Antirrhinum 
flowers to develop abnormally, they have been able to start unravelling how genes 
control the development of normal flowers. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The aim is to isolate and study key genes controlling floral morphogenesis in an 
experimentally suitable system and eventually to compare them with their counter
parts in other species. A range of molecular and genetic tools will be established 
in Antirrhinum to f acuítate gene cloning and analysis. These include: isolation of 
a set of active transposons by trapping them in previously characterised genes; con
struction of a combined restriction fragment length polymorphism and genetic 
map; genetic characterisation of floral mutants, construction of double mutants and 
development of a transformation system. These resources will then be exploited to 
isolate genes by transposontagging. In addition, the possibility of using genes from 
Antirrhinum to study their counterparts in other species such as Pisum sativum will 
be investigated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Transposontrapping 

One feature of the Antirrhinum system, of great importance for gene isolation, is 
the availability of cloned transposons. If a mutation in a gene is caused by insertion 
of a well characterised transposon, the affected gene can usually be isolated. It is 
therefore essential to isolate and characterise all active transposons that are pre
sent in Antirrhinum lines routinely used for transposon mutagenesis. The approach 
adopted in this programme is to trap the active transposons in previously isolated 
genes. For example, the incolorata (inc) gene is required for red pigmentation of 
Antirrhinum flowers; inc mutants have pale or white flowers. 15 different inc 
mutants have been recovered by the Norwich group by screening mutagenic lines 
for pale or whiteflowered plants. Because the ine gene has been cloned, it was 
possible to analyse the inc mutations at the molecular level. They showed that all 
of the mutants were caused by insertions of members of the CACTA family of 
transposons at different positions in the ine gene. 14 of the transposons have been 
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identified: Taml has been trapped twice, Tam2 once, Tam4 three times, Tam5 six 
times, Tam6 twice. The remaining transposon appears to represent a novel type 
and has been cloned for sequencing. In addition to inc, many other loci are also 
being used as traps in this way: five transposons have been trapped at the plena 
locus, two of which are Tam3 and one is Tam7 (Norwich), three at squamosa 
(Köln), three at globosa, one Taml, one Tam7, one Tam9 (Köln) two at deficies 
one Tam7, one Tam8 (Köln), two at fimbriata, both Tam3 (Norwich), two at 
floricaula, one Tam3, one CACTA type (Norwich) and five at cycloidea, all 
CACTA. The fact that the same types of transposon are repeatedly being 
recovered at several loci suggests that we are near saturation and have established 
an almost complete 'library' of transposons available for general use. In addition, 
because many of the trapped transposons show DNA sequence homology at their 
ends, it has been possible to devise a general PCR strategy for selecting for inser
tions in genes being investigated (Norwich). This has already enabled several new 
mutations to be isolated at the fimbriata locus. 

2. Targetted tagging 
Many of the mutants in Antirrhinum have arisen from general transposon-
mutagenesis programmes. An alternative approach is to try and target a specific 
transposon to the gene of interest. This may be possible because several plant 
transposons have been shown to preferentially transpose to chromosomal positions 
closely linked to the site of excision. To test the feasibility of this approach, the 
Lisbon group carried out crosses to try and select for events in which the trans
poson Tam3 has moved from the pigmentation gene pallida (pal) to divaricata 
(div), a locus closely linked to pal, which controls flower shape. About 3000 
progeny from a cross between div and 100 different Pal+ revenants were screened 
for new div mutants. Many of the revertants should carry copies of Tam3 in the 
vicinity of div and by growing them at 15°C, Tam3 transpositions should be 
favoured. Most of the progeny had flowers with a shape intermediate between div 
and wild-type, as expected because div is semidominant. Although no mutants with 
a fully div phenotype were observed, the experiment did provide several other 
interesting types of mutation. 
4 plants had flowers with a near-normal shape. Molecular analysis revealed that 
each of these 4 plants carried an extra copy of a locus closely linked to Div + 

( < lcM). In one of these plants it was possible to show that the previously mapped 
chromosomal region pal-div-flo had been duplicated. In the progeny derived by 
selfing this plant, 2 novel genotypes carrying either 3 copies of Div+ or 2 copies 
of div and 1 of Div + , were identified. Interestingly, the plants with 3 doses of Div + 

had a novel phenotype, a weak ventralisation of the flower, which may reflect over-
expression of Div. 
Selfing Div +/div plants also gave rise to two other mutants: centroradialis and alien. 
The alien mutation has not been previously observed in Antirrhinum and causes 
petals and stamens to develop in the regions where ovules would normally occur, 
whilst the outer part of the ovary, style and stigma as well as the three outer whorls 
(sepals, petals and stamens) remain similar to wild type. By Northern analysis of 
dissected flower organs from alien and wild type, the Lisbon group has shown that 
the transcription patterns of the plena and deficies genes are similar in the three 
outer whorls of both genotypes. In the fourth whorl of alien, however, deficies 
transcript levels are greatly increased and plena transcripts moderately decreased 
relative to wild type. In situ hybridisation revealed that at a stage when third whorl 
stamens are visible as small mounds, the patterns of deficies and plena expression 
in alien mutants are similar to those of wild type. At a later stage, when the outer 
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and inner parts of the fourth whorl have become morphologically distinct, deficies 
expression is very strong on the inner part of the pistil of alien. In the same region 
of wild type, deficies is not expressed. These results suggest that alien identifies 
a late-acting function which is required for carpel development and acts, at least 
in part, by negatively regulating deficies. 

3. Construction of an RFLP map of Antirrhinum 
The previous section illustrates how the ability to localise genes on a genetic map 
can be of enormous value for gene isolation and analysis. Although a good genetic 
map of Antirrhinum exists, it is of limited value for the rapid assignment of map 
positions to newly cloned DNA sequences. To circumvent this problem, the Köln 
group has constructed a combined genetic and Restriction Fragment Length 
Polymorphism (RFLP) map for Antirrhinum. Crosses were carried out between 
inbred lines of Antirrhinum majs and Antirrhinum molle, two species that are likely 
to reveal RFLPs. 96 F2 progeny from these crosses have been probed with more 
than 100 molecular markers (these include randomly selected cDNA clones and 
clones of known loci, which were provided in part by the Norwich group). This 
analysis has allowed the map position of 100 cloned DNA sequences to be deter
mined. Because some of these cloned sequences correspond to previously mapped 
genetic loci, it has also been possible to start aligning the RFLP and classical 
genetic maps. So far, five out of the eight Antirrhinum chromosomes, mapped in 
the past by classical methods, have been assigned to RFLP linkage groups. The 
validity of the RFLP map was confirmed by comparison of linkage data obtained 
by analysis of two independent F2 populations. The map produced has already 
proved invaluable to all Antirrhinum scientists. 

4. Construction of double mutants and EMS mutagenesis 
The analysis of how genes interact to control flower development can be greatly 
aided by studying the phenotypes and properties of plants that carry mutations in 
several genes (e.g. double or triple mutants). The Norwich, Köln and Lisbon 
groups are involved in this aspect of the programme. For example, the Norwich 
group has constructed and analysed: cyc;ovu, defiple, fim;ple, fim;def, squa;fim, 
glo;ple, flo;glo, flo;squa, cyc;dich, cyc;rad, rad;cen. The Lisbon group has made cyc-
;div, cyc;dich, cen;div and cyc;dich;div mutant combinations. The phenotypes 
obtained have had important implications for models of how flower shape and 
organisation is controlled. Many other mutant combinations have also been made 
in the collaborating laboratories. In addition, screens for mutations that suppress 
or enhance the phenotype of genes such as fio (Norwich) or def (Köln) have been 
initiated. 
To investigate how the spectrum of mutations obtained from transposon-
mutagenesis compares to that from chemical mutagenesis, an EMS-mutagenesis 
programme was initiated by the Köln group. An EMS-treated Ml generation of 
1000 plants was selfed and progeny from about 360 of these were analysed for 
segregating mutations. 19 mutants affecting flower or inflorescence morphology 
were obtained. The phenotype of most of these resembled previously described 
mutants (e.g. plena, deficies, obteca, demidesa, divaricata, choripetala, incom
posita, unilabiata, eramosa, squamosa). Three mutant, lacrima, oclusa and desnuda, 
display novel phenotypes. Mutants affecting many other characters, such as leaf 
shape, chlorophyll and embryo development were also obtained and have been dis
tributed to interested parties in Europe. The overall conclusion is that there 
appears to be extensive overlap in the spectrum of mutants obtained by chemical 
and transposon mutagenesis. 
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5. Transformation of Antirrhinum 

The ability to modify and introduce genes into plants provides a very useful tool 
for the analysis of gene function. Although genes isolated from Antirrhinum can be 
introduced into related species, such as tobacco, it is not yet possible to reintro
duce them into Antirrhinum. This is because there is no routine method for trans
formation and regeneration of Antirrhinum. One aim of the programme is to try 
and develop such a method. 

Initial work of the Birmingham group centred on the use of Agrobacterium 
tumefacies and various experiments were carried out to optimise TDNA transfer. 
However, because of the difficulties of using this system with Antirrhinum, they 
switched to using Agrobacterium rhizogenes. This bacterium induces the production 
of hairy roots rather than tumours but, for some plant species, it has been possible 
to regenerate plants from these transformed roots. A protocol has been developed 
that allows the production of hairy roots from a wide range of Antirrhinum 
varieties. So far, it has only been possible to induce these roots to form on excised 
hypocotyl segments. Using A. rhizogenes that contains a binary vector, it has been 
possible to produce GUSpositive hairy root clones which can also be selected on 
plates or in liquid culture on the basis of their kanamycin resistance. A low rate 
of shoot regeneration from some hairy root clones has been observed for a few 
varieties of Antirrhinum, the highest rate being from the variety Golden Monarch. 
A number of hairy rootderived shoots of this variety have been successfully trans
ferred to compost and grown in a glasshouse. They exhibit the classic distorted 
morphology described previously for other species. The plants are dwarfed because 
of the very short internodes, the leaves are more ovate and the flowering is 
markedly delayed compared to wild type. For some species it has been reported 
that polyamine treatment can result in the production of a more normal 
phenotype, but this could not be achieved for Antirrhinum. When the first GUS
positive plant flowered, it was crossed with wild type. Of 244 progeny, 115 were 
dwarf and GUSpositive, and 129 showed normal morphology and were GUS
negative. The results indicate a tight linkage between the TDNAs introduced from 
the Ri plasmid (bearing the genes responsible for hairy root induction and the 
dwarfed shoot phenotype) and the disarmed binary plasmid (carrying GUS). The 
Birmingham group carried out a range of experiments to optimise transformation 
efficiency, such as using A. rhizogenes lines in which one of the rol genes has been 
inactivated or by varying hormone balance in the culture medium. Neither of these 
approaches greatìy improved efficiencies. However, using silver nitrate at concen
trations of 1020 μg/ml did significantly increase shoot regeneration from Golden 
Monarch hairy roots. 

Successful transformation of Antirrhinum was also achieved by the Köln group 
using Agrobacterium tumefacies. From about 400 hypocotyl or leaf expiants, two 
transformed plants were regenerated. The extremely low frequency is due to 
problems of shoot induction from callus under tissue culture conditions. The trans
formed plants carry the GUS reporter gene under the control of the CaMV 35 S 
promoter and a methotrexate resistance marker for selection. The regenerated 
plants did not show morphological abnormalities and were selfed or crossed to wild 
type plants. Seeds obtained from one plant after these crosses were germinated 
under methotrexate selection and showed the expected segregation for the selec
table marker. To show the temporal and spatial pattern of the 35S promoter in 
Antirrhinum, the expression pattern of the GUS gene has been examined in one 
transformed plant. 
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6. Technology transfer between plant species 
Understanding the genetic control of flower development in Antirrhinum should 
provide a model for studies in other species. To investigate the possibility of 
extending expertise to other plants, the Valencia group is using Antirrhinum DNA 
probes for the analysis of genes controlling flower development in pea. The 
genetics of pea has been very well researched and many mutants are available. One 
of these, deficies-like, gives flowers in which carpels (female organs) grow in place 
of stamens and petals are sepaloid; a phenotype rather like that of the deficies 
and globosa mutants of Antirrhinum. In another mutant, stamina-pistilloida, only 
the two marginal stamens of the staminal tube are transformed into pistUloid 
organs and the petals forming the keel are not fused, showing green sectors and 
sepaloid shapes in the edges. The Valencia group has completed the morphological 
characterisation of these mutants with SEM ontogenetic studies. They have also 
used probes from the MADS-box gene family of Antirrhinum, which includes the 
deficies and globosa genes, to isolate 17 cDNA clones from pea, falling into 5 dif
ferent classes. Two of these have been characterised. pMl shows high homology 
with the globosa gene and its transcripts are detected only in petals and stamens. 
No pMl transcripts are detected in the deficies-like mutant but they appear to be 
at normal levels in stamina-pistilloida. pM2 transcripts are detected in all floral 
whorls at early stages of development and appear to be at normal levels in 
deficies-like but reduced in stamina-pistilloida. In addition to isolating MADS-box 
genes, the Valencia group has also isolated a cDNA, with strong homology with 
type 2 lipoxygenases, that is repressed during late stages of carpel development. 
Using three different types of immunisation procedure the Valencia group has also 
isolated a set of monoclonal antibodies specific for different flower parts (sepal, 
petal, stamen and pistil) and they have been extensively used in both Western blots 
and in situ immunolocalisation assays to identify tissue mixtures among the original 
organ and the mutated one. One of the antibodies identifies a protein with high 
homology with the ALB 2 protein, which is abundant in pea cotyledons. The 
experience of the Valencia group with immunolocalisation in flowers has also 
helped their work to be extended to yet another species, Petunia. In collaboration 
with Dr A van Tunen (CPRO-DLO, Wageningen), they have been able to 
immunolocalise the FBP1 protein of Petunia, which has strong homology with 
globosa from Antirrhinum. FBP1 appears to be located in nuclei of petal cells and 
young stamen primordia. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
(1) Saturation transposon-trapping 
(2) Construction of RFLP map 
(3) Characterisation of novel gene interactions controlling flower development 
(4) Transformation and regeneration of Antirrhinum 
(5) Initiation of molecular studies on pea flower development. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The success of this programme has depended on the effective combination of com
plementary skills and resources in the participating laboratories. The disciplines 
covered include: molecular biology, classical genetics, tissue culture, developmental 
and comparative biology. Each laboratory alone would have been unable to 
develop all the tools necessary but in combination they have firmly established a 
powerful and generally useful model system. The particular exchanges that have 
occurred are: 
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1. Meetings 
We have had three major meetings, one held in Köln from 17/4/9121/4/91, one in 
Valencia from 13/5/9216/5/92 and one in Norwich from 26/5/9330/5/93. These 
involved presentations from all of the participants and have proved to be very use
ful for exchanges of ideas and results. A report on the first meeting was published 
in Flowering Newsletter (see below). 

2. Materials 
Many clones of genes have been freely exchanged between participants, including 
clones of fio, pie, def, glo, squa, del, pal, olive, inc. In addition, cloned transposons 
exchanged include Taml, Tam2, Tam3, Tam4, Tam5, Tam6, Tam7, Tam8 and 
Tam9. Many genetic stocks have also been freely exchanged, including those carry
ing mutations at fio, pie, glo, squa, inc, div, pal, def. 

3. Staff exchanges 
J. Almeida spent July 1991 working with the Norwich Group. S. Hantke from the 
Norwich group worked for 3 weeks with the Köln group in December, 1991. M. 
Mooney and P. McSteen from the Norwich Group visited the Birmingham group 
for 2 days in September, 1991. E. Andrade from the Lisbon group has joined the 
Köln group to work on a PhD. P. McSteen and J. Roberts from the Norwich 
Group visited the Birmingham group in October 1992. M. Rocheta from the 
Lisbon Group came to work with the Norwich Group for 1 month in March 1993. 
M. Rodriguez from the Valencia Group spent two months with the Köln Group 
in 1992. J. Almeida visited the Köln group in September 1993. R. Carpenter and 
E. Coen visited the Köln group for two days in February, 1994. C. Perbal from 
Köln visited the Norwich group in March 1994 to discuss in situ hybridisation 
methods. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Carpenter, R., Coen, E.S., Huijser, P., SchwarzSommer, Ζ., Sommer, Η. (1991) The genetic 
control of flower development in Antirrhinum. Flowering Newsletter 12, 3841. 
Bradley, D., Carpenter, R., Sommer, Η., Hartley, Ν. & Coen, E. (1993). Complementary 
Floral Homeotic Phenotypes Result From Opposite Orientations of A Transposon at the 
plena Locus of Antirrhinum. Cell, 72, 8595. 

In January 1992, we submitted a report on the programme, published as a brochure by the 
Commission. 

Individual publications 

Holford, P., Newbury, H.J. (1992) The effects of antibiotics and their breakdown products on 
the in vitro growth of Antirrhinum maj us. Plant Cell Reports, 11, 9396. 
Holford, P., Hernandez, N, Newbury, HJ (1992) Factors influencing the efficiency of TDNA 
transfer during the cocultivation of Antirrhinum majus with Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Plant 
Cell Reports, 11, 196199. 
Simon, R., Carpenter, R., Doyle, S. and Coen, E. (1994). Fimbriata controls flower develop
ment by mediating between meristem and organ identity genes. Cell, (in press). 
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A preface to the final reports of Bridge contracts 
BIOT CT-900174 and BIOT CT-900172 

INTRODUCTION 

Self-incompatibility (SI) is an important tool in the breeding of a small number of 
crops, for it permits the production of Fl hybrid seed without the need for artifi
cial pollination systems or the use of male sterile lines. The prospect of extending 
the use of SI to other species is commercially extremely attractive, but research 
leading up to the BRIDGE programme had already identified at least three types 
of SI system, all regulated by highly-complex S(incompatibility)-loci. The chances 
of transferring any of these loci to new species were therefore very slight — espe
cially as very little was known of the molecular basis of the recognition and rejec
tion systems involved. Further, even in plants where SI is currently in use by 
breeders (e.g. Brssica olerácea) problems of reliability were being encountered in 
the field performance of certain alleles. The plant breeding industry was thus of 
the opinion that the market in the late 1990s would require SI lines which were 
far more reliable, and available for transfer to new crops. If these commercial 
targets could not be met, it was clear that industrial interest would be transferred 
to new natural and engineered male sterility systems. 

In response to this perceived requirement for basic research on the molecular basis 
of SI in a range of key crop plant species, two separate projects were submitted 
for funding under BRIDGE. One focused on the complex sporophytic SI (SSI) 
system of Brssica olerácea, while the other was centred on the RNAse-based, 
gametophytic SI (GSI) system which characterises members of the Solanaceae. 
While each project was multidisciplinary and involved participants from a wide 
range of member states, it was obvious to the coordinators of both projects (Prof 
H. Dickinson [Oxford, UK] and Dr Richard Thompson [MPI; Köln] respectively) 
and also officials in DG XII that — were the projects to be funded — there should 
be strong collaborative links between them. For this reason the Technical Annexes 
of each proposal contained sections describing mechanisms by which this collabora
tion should take place. In brief, these involved identification of key areas of com
mon scientific and technical interest — for example the organisation of S-Iocus 
promoters in SSI and GSI systems which seemingly share a number of common 
features. 

As the work progressed collaborative links of a more practical nature were set up, 
with the production of SINEWS — a newsletter serving the interests of both pro
jects, and the holding of three very successful joint workshops. 

Collaboration between the two projects continued at almost every level throughout 
the duration of the BRIDGE programme, and thus much of the resulting 'added 
value' can be found in the reports of the individual projects which follow this 
preface. However, several successful pieces of work arose directly from this inter-
project collaboration, and two examples of these are described in the following 
paragraphs. Details of the joint newsletter and workshops, are also provided (adap
ted from the main project reports). 
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INTER-PROJECT RESEARCH 
A Transcription factors regulating the activation of S (incompatibility) promoters. 
Work by the group in Birmingham on Brassica S-locus related glycoprotein gene 
promoters had discovered domains likely to be involved in the activation of these 
sequences in the stigma. To identify the transcription factors responsible, Dr R. 
Hackett travelled to Dr R. Thompson's laboratory in Köln which was actively 
developing strategies for isolating such factors in members of the Solanaceae. Sup
ported by a short-term EMBO fellowship Dr Hackett established a method for 
nuclear extract preparation from styles, based on a standard protocol for preparing 
nuclear proteins, but modified to deal with the relatively small quantities of stylar 
extracts and the low concentrations of nuclear proteins present. On the basis of a 
deletion series analysis of the Brassica SLR-1 promoter expressed in tobacco, a 300-
basepair promoter region conferring pistil-specific expression had been previously 
identified and a series of smaller fragments from this region were isolated via PCR, 
end-labelled and used to screen nuclear extracts for sequence-specific interactions 
using the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) (see Figure 1). Three such 
complexes were detected, demonstrated to be sequence-specific, and the binding 
sites involved were further narrowed down using smaller fragments as probes. Since 
returning to Birmingham, Dr Hackett has further improved the quality of the 
nuclear extracts, and narrowed down protected sites suitable for use in screening an 
expression library. In Köln, a technique for screening for DNA-binding-factor clones 
in yeast has been established, and is being applied to motifs derived from the pistil-
specific promoter fragments. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Fig.l 
Gel shift assays using tobacco pistil cell 
extract in binding reactions with a labelled 
48mer from within the pistil-specific region of 
the Brassica SLR1 gene promoter. 
a. Lane 1: interaction of a binding activity in 
pistil cell extract with the labelled 48mer in the 
presence of 2ßg of the synthetic co-polymer 
p(dA-dT).p(dA-dT). Lanes 2 to 9: as lane 1 
with the addition of increasing molar excess of 
a 51mer from elsewhere in the SLR1 
promoter, as a non-specific competitor. Molar 
excess ranges from 1-fold (lane 2) to 150-fold 
(lane 9). 
b. Lane 1: as lane 1 gel 'a'. Lanes 2 to 9: as 
'a' with the addition of increasing molar 
excess ofunfobelled 48mer as a specific com
petitor. Molar excess ranges from 1-fold (lane 
2) to 150-fold (lane 9). 
F: position of free probe. 

B. Identification of putative S-related sequences in sugarbeet 
The Maribo Seeds group are studying the molecular basis of SI in sugarbeet. Dr 
Petersen has undertaken various approaches to search for a candidate molecular 
marker, including protein gel electrophoresis of style extracts from SI and SC beet 
lines, construction of a style cDNA bank and isolation of pistil-specific DNA clones, 
isolation of PCR clones using oligonucleotide primers based on sequences conserved 
either in the SLGs of Brssica or in the S-RNases of the Solanaceae. In the course 
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of this work, Dr Petersen received a number of samples and protocols from Köln, 
and worked for short periods in the Köln lab. Currentìy, the most promising data 
have been obtained from three cDNA clones related to SLGs isolated from the style 
cDNA bank. One of these corresponds to an SRK (the Brassica S[incompatibility]
specific receptor kinase) in sequence, and is a candidate for an Slocus component, 
although genetic linkage has still to be carried out — a suitable segregating popula
tion not yet being available. 

'SINEWS'  THE INTERPROJECT NEWSLETTER 

An important outcome of the first workshop in Enkhuizen was the decision to 
produce SINEWS — a newsletter to which participants from both projects con
tributed. SINEWS was published every 6 months and contained research reports 
from all participants, registers of expertise and materials available for exchange (see 
Final report of BIOT CT900174[SMA] below), and lists of training opportunities 
available within each project. SINEWS also carried accounts of scientific meetings 
of general interest and contained the reports made to the Commission at the end 
of each financial period. So far there have been six issues of SINEWS, one further 
edition will be produced later in 1994. Back copies of SINEWS are available from 
the coordinating laboratory of the Brassica SI project (Oxford). 

INTERPROJECT WORKSHOPS 

There have been three BRIDGE workshops over the course of the programme, the 
first of which was held in April 1991 at Enkhuizen, hosted by Zaadunie BV (now 
S&G Seeds). At this initial meeting all participants presented their proposed 
research strategies and decisions were made as to the shape and future coordination 
of the two projects. Two further collaborative meetings have since taken place; in 
April 1992 both groups met in Köln at a workshop hosted by the MPI and organised 
by Dr R Thompson. Dr TH Kao (Pennsylvania State University) gave the plenary 
lecture, thus placing the ECsupported work in a fully international perspective. The 
last workshop was hosted by the Ecole Normale Superieur in Lyon and organised 
by Dr Τ Gaude. The plenary lecturer on this occasion was Dr J Walker (University 
of Missouri) who spoke on transmembrane kinases — a subject of current interest 
to participants from both projects. Members of the Plant industrial Platform were 
invited to attend the second day of this meeting and heard the plenary address, a 
summing up of the two projects (presented by Dr R Thompson and Prof H Dickin
son) and a presentation on behalf of the Commission by Dr E Mangien. 

Throughout the duration of the programme, small ad hoc meetings have been 
organised for specific purposes (e.g. to coordinate transformation strategies). 

THE 'ADDED VALUE' OF COLLABORATION BETWEEN PROJECTS 

A list of publications, or even 'research breakthroughs', does not really provide an 
accurate picture of the achievements of a large transnational research programme. 
Key to the real success of the work, and indeed of research in ensuing years, are 
the links that are forged during an extended period of collaborative research. The 
conjunction of the two projects, with different foci but many aims in common per
mitted the formation and development of many such links; certainly some had for
med between the participants of individual projects prior to BRIDGE, but the active 
collaboration fostered by the workshops, SINEWS and other mechanisms con
tributed very significantly to the 'added value' of this highlysuccessful EC sponsored 
research programme. 
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The molecular basis of cell-cell interactions in 
self-incompatibility (BIOT CT-910172) 

COORDINATOR 
R.D. THOMPSON, MPI für Züchtungsforschung, Köln, D 

PARTICIPANTS: 
G.J. WULLEMS, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, Nijmegen, NL 
M. CRESTI, Universita degli studi di Siena, Siena, I 
M. van GRINSVEN, S&G Seeds, Plant Biotechnology Group, Enkhuizen, NL 
G. WRICKE, Universität Hannover, Hannover, D 
R. THOMPSON, MPI für Züchtungsforschung, Köln, D 
E. JACOBSEN, Univ. Wageningen, Wageningen, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Self-incompatibility (SI) is a naturally occurring phenomenon giving rise to Fl 
hybrid seed, which is potentially widely applicable in plant breeding. Currently, the 
S-locus, which controls SI, is incompletely characterized at the molecular level in 
any plant species. It is however already evident that a number of fundamentally 
distinct SI mechanisms exist, the sporophytic SI operating in Brssica involving dif
ferent components to the gametophytic SI of solanaceous species, for example. To 
date, the putative S-gene products expressed in the stylar tissue have been iden
tified, but there is an urgent need to identify the corresponding S-gene products 
expressed in pollen, and to elucidate the mechanism of interaction between these 
components which results in self-sterility. The results will facilitate the application 
of SI in plant breeding, and also help us to define a unique cell-cell recognition 
event in plants. 
OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The project was aimed at improving our basic knowledge about potato SI and and 
at providing materials for a complete molecular characterization of a gametophytic 
S-locus. Further, a comparison was to be made to the two-locus gametophytic SI 
system of Rye. Primary approaches were the characterization of genomic and 
cDNA clones for the S-locus, a comparison of different S-alleles, and the effect of 
a self-compatible mutant on expression of the S-gene products. Further 
groundwork was to be provided by the development of vigorous lines of known S-
genotype, and lines amenable to transformation. A multi-headed strategy to the 
isolation of possible pollen-S components was taken, with the screening of pollina
tion-induced cDNAs from pollinated pistils, the isolation of cDNAs preferentially 
expressed in germinated pollen, and latterly, a map-based cloning strategy based 
on screening tomato YACs flanking the S-locus for pollen-expressed sequences. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In Nijmegen, two pistil-specific genes, STS14 and STS15, were isolated from cross-
pollinated pistils of Solanum tuberosum. The expression of STS15 is predominantly 
in the stylar cortex as shown by in situ hybridization analysis. Other isolated genes 
expressed in pistils are involved in the flavonoid biosynthetic pathway. Among 
those are the genes encoding flavonol synthase (FLS) and isoflavone reductase 
(IFR). The accumulation of the transcript encoding isoflavone reductase increases 
after pollination in pistils of potato. 
Transcripts of the pollen-specific gene ntp303 accumulate during the late phase of 
pollen development and during pollen tube growth in tobacco pistils. Northern 
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analysis in pollen from mono- and di-cotyledonous plant families showed that this 
gene is evolutionarily conserved in different families. Furthermore, by gain-of-
function and deletion analysis, we demonstrated that the sequence AAATGA of 
the ntp303 regulatory region is necessary and sufficient for the pollen specificity 
of gene expression. 

The functional analysis of the gene ntp303 and the isolated flavonoid genes (IFR 
and FLS) may help to understand the mechanism of pollen tube growth. The iden
tification of this process will provide new data on fertilization and in general on 
intercellular signalling processes in plants. 

In Siena, the distribution of the S-RNases SI and S2 has been established in 
potatoes of known S-genotype using antibody prepared from E. cofí-expressed 
glutathione S-transferase fusions to SI and S2 coding sequences. SI and S2 were 
localized at the surface of the secretory cells in the stylar transmitting tract in the 
intercellular matrix and in the papillär cells of the stigma. The pistil-specific 
endochitinase SK2 was localized using antibody prepared using FPLC-purified 
protein. As neither SK2 nor the E. co/i-expressed SI and S2-RNases were 
glycosylated, a polyclonal antibody could be used for immunochemical localization 
without background problems. However, for future purposes and for reference, 
monoclonal antibodies were also raised to SK2 and characterized with the antigen. 
SK2 was localized by immunofluorescence microscopy in the transmitting tract and 
in the cytoplasm of stigma secretory cells underlying the papillae. Transgenic plants 
expressing S2-RNase in pollen were developed to test whether the gene product 
in pollen is modified in some way that would distinguish it from the stylar S-
RNase. The protein accumulated in pollen although no biochemical modification 
could be detected. However, at the ultrastructural level, the protein was seen to 
be localized primarily in the cytoplasm, particularly close to the plasma membrane, 
in contrast to its extracellular location in the style, suggesting an altered targeting 
event may have occurred in the transgenic plants. 

In Enkhuizen a tomato transformation protocol was developed which employs 
cotyledons from young in vitro cultured seedlings. Prior to the actual co-cultivation 
with the Agrobacterium suspension a preculture of one day of the explants on a 
tobacco feeder-layer is necessary. During the 2 day co-cultivation a tobacco 
feederlayer is used to improve the transformation frequency. Using this protocol 
we typically observe shoot formation on 15% of the expiants. Unlike reports from 
other groups on transformation of tomato or other crops, all these selected shoots 
are true transgenics, nevertheless, we do observe that only approximately 50% of 
the thus-selected shoots have a diploid nuclear structure. The reminder is either 
chimeric, tetraploid or even octoploid. This leads in total to a general transforma
tion efficiency of approximately 5% of the originally co-cultivated expiants. Seed 
set on these transgenic plants is normal. Collection of seeds is typically between 
7-9 months after initiation of the experiment. 

At this moment the transformation of tomato lines is rather straightforward and 
reproducible. It has been tested on several elite-genotypes of tomato lines, 
representing the complete range from fresh market tomatoes to industrial bush 
tomatoes. Although our protocol is widely applicable, the overall transformation 
frequency can vary from genotype to genotype. A striking observation is the fact 
that different seed-batches from the same genotype can lead to different overall 
frequencies. We do not have a good explanation for this observation. 
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With respect to the molecular structure of the inserted genes it is clear that next 
to single insertion events, multiple insertion events do occur frequently amongst 
our original transformants. In following generations a part of these multiple inser
tions behaves as unlinked loci, whereas the reminder appeared to be closely linked. 
It is expected that these latter cases represent tandem insertions. The majority of 
the selected transformants do transmit their 'transgene' faithfully to the next 
generation. Nevertheless, a few lines have been identified that appear to have lost 
expression of the transgene. Whether this is due to methylation of the inserted 
sequence or other 'epigenetic' effects is not investigated. 
At this moment we are evaluating a number of tomato transformants of the S3 
generations and experimental hybrids in field trials. We conclude that the tomato-
transformation protocol developed at S&G Seeds is suitable for the purpose 
initially out lined for this BRIDGE program. 
The results obtained in Hannover include: 
a) Si-related proteins in Rye. Rye pistil proteins from defined S-genotypes were 

fractionated by IEF and 2D gel-electrophoresis and inspected for the presence 
of S-linked polypeptides and S-linked RNase species, but none were detected. 
Similarly, amplification by PCR of S-RNase type sequences from stylar RNA 
was unsuccessful. The Si-reaction in Rye pollen is characterized by a rapid 
protein phosphorylation response. A major phosphate-labelled protein differed 
after in vitro treatment of pollen with either 'cross' or 'self stigma extracts, with 
strong phosphorylation occurring only with 'self extracts. Self-compatible (SC) 
mutants lost this response, and the reaction was also abolished by application 
of either protein kinase inhibitors such as Lavendustin or the Ca antagonists 
Verapamil and La3 + . 

b) S-locus linked DNA fragments. Rye inbred lines segregating at the S-locus but 
homozygous at the Z-locus were used as templates for PCR with primers based 
on Brssica SLG sequences. A 280 bp fragment possessed a polymorphism 
linked to S on DGGE fractionation of segregating populations totalling 46 
plants. 

The results obtained in Köln include: 
a) S-RNase gene isolation: Stylar proteins from a series of dihaploid lines classified 

for their S-genotype by Prof. Hermsen (Wageningen) were fractionated by 2D-
SDS-IEF electrophoresis and used to associate one basic glycoprotein to each 
of the S-alleles SI to S4. Two further abundant proteins, SKI and SK2 were 
present irrespective of S-allele constitution. Using primers based on protein 
sequence for S1-S3 and SK2, cDNA and genomic clones have been obtained 
and sequenced. The cDNA clones for SI and S2 have been expressed as GST-
fusions in E. cóli and used to raise antibodies for immunocytochemistry. The 
putative promoter regions of SI and S2 and SK2 have been tested for their 
ability to confer style-specific expresion by particle gun bombardment of styles 
and in transgenic tobacco plants. Attempts to express the entire SI gene in 
transgenic potato and tobacco failed; the transformants had no detectable trans
cript. Reporter genes using the S2 promoter fused to P-glucuronidase, 
neomycin phosphotransferase or chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (GUS, 
NPTH, CAT) displayed similar expression patterns in transgenic plants: enzyme 
activity in the pistil, either in the transmitting tract, at the stigma or in both 
locations, and a much higher ( > 10-fold specific activity) enzyme accumulation 
in later pollen development, although no S2 transcript could be detected by 
PCR in potato pollen. A deletion analysis of the S2 promoter showed sequences 
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conferring pollen and stylar expression are located within the first 300 bp 
upstream from the transcript start. This region is now being more intensively 
dissected to identify sequence motifs responsible for this expression. 

b) Attempts to identify S-sequences expressed in the male gametophyte. The identity of 
the female-expressed S-component as the S-RNase has now been confirmed by 
transgenic plant experiments. Genetic analyses of gametophytic SI suggests that 
the male-expressed sequence (»segregates with the female-expressed sequence. 
Therefore we have used PCR to search for S-RNase transcripts in developing 
anthers and mature pollen, but have not detected such transcripts in potato. 
Assuming the male S-locus component is expressed from a closely-linked 
second open reading frame, the chromosomal region around the S-locus has 
been isolated in YACs from the closely related species L. esculentum (cultivated 
tomato). As this species is self-compatible, and the male transcript might not 
be expressed, an SI wild relative accession (L. hirsutum) has been identified 
which possesses a closely related S-allele. It is now planned to screen a cDNA 
bank from pollen of this species with YAC DNA from the L. esculentum S-
locus. 

In Wageningen, SI and SC clones including all homozygotes and heterozygous con-
binations of the S-alleles SI through S4 were generated, except for the SC SI 
homozygote, which may not be possible due to an allele-specific effect of the self-
compatibilizing factor. From these clones, which are maintained as tubers, large 
seed lots were produced by intercrossing and harvested for long-term storage. 

A series of readily transformable and regenerable genotypes have been selected 
out of crosses with efficiently transformable SC genotypes possessing S3 and Sx, 
an unidentified S-allele. Backcrosses have been carried out to segregate Sx and the 
compatibilizing factor from the lines. The best line produced has an estimated 
transformation efficiency of 90% of the regenerated calli after 8 weeks on 
kanamycin selection. The analysis of potato plants transformed with S2-RNase 
constructs is still in progress but preliminary results suggest that the expression of 
the S2-RNase-containing transgenes is too low to give a phenotype. Three S2-
promoter/reporter constructs give similar expression patterns, with the highest 
activity being seen in pollen, and much lower and variable levels in the pistil, but 
also in other floral tissues and non-floral meristematic tissues, i.e., broadly similar 
results to those seen in transgenic tobacco. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The identification of a tightly linked DNA marker for S in Rye which should 
facilitate its application in hybrid breeding, and is a useful tool to characterize the 
locus molecularly. 

The identification of efficiently transformable SI genotypes of known S-allele com
position provides an indispensable tool for potato SI research. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The accumulation of transcripts growing pollen tubes could be confirmed. 

A Bartalesi and X.Q. Li both worked in Köln for short periods to isolate protein 
and fix material from defined potato lines. Antibodies and transgenic plants were 
provided to Siena by the Köln group. 
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Molecular genetics and physiology of self-incompatibility 
in Brassica crops (BIOT CT-900174) 

COORDINATOR 
H.G. DICKINSON, Oxford University, Oxford, GB 

PARTICIPANTS: 
C. DUMAS, INRA, Lyon, F 
R. CROY, University of Durham, Durham, GB 
G. WULLEMS, University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, NL 
E. OOST, Nickerson-Zwaan B.V., Barendrecht, NL 
M. VAN GRINSVEN, Zaadunie (S&G) B.V. , Enkhuizen, NL 
F. OKKELS, Maribo Seeds, Copenhagen, DK 
M. TRICK, JICPSR, Cambridge Lab., Norwich, GB 
C. FRANKLIN, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, GB 
D. OCKENDON, HRI, Wellesbourne, GB 
L. DAVTDSE, Royal Sluis B.V., Enkhuizen, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In discussion with industry, a number of serious bottlenecks impeding progress 
towards the successful commercial application of SI in Brssica breeding were 
identified. Chief amongst these were the unreliability of S-alleles under field condi
tions and the need to transfer S-alleles between plant lines. Clearly, these 
problems could only be resolved once SI was explicable in cell and molecular 
terms, and for this reason a highly-focused coordinated research programme was 
devised, involving four key industrial concerns and the best six European 
laboratories in the field. The programme submitted to the Commission aimed to 
exploit the multidisciplinary skills available in the participating laboratories as well 
as the important 'commercial dimension' provided through the links with industry. 
In a parallel application (BIOT-90-0172), Dr R. Thompson and collaborators were 
proposing to study SI in solanaceous crops and the Commission requested that the 
activities of the two groups should be coordinated. This was carried out through 
joint workshops, a newsletter and active collaboration in infrastructure activities, 
such as establishing databases and raising antibodies. An informal joint report will 
shortly be published, highlighting the progress made in these collaborative 
endeavours. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
To exploit the multidisciplinary skills available in the participating laboratories and 
to promote efficient management, the programme was subdivided into 4 'Target 
Themes' and a contracting laboratory made responsible for managing each theme. 
The general area covered by each theme, the contractors managing them and the 
potential 'deliverables' resulting from the research are listed below: 

1. Male component of S-locus (Manager: Lyon). 
In vivo bioassay for SI in Brassica; identity of the male determinant of SI; 
Organisation of S-locus in vicinity of male-expressed gene(s). 

2. Operation of self-incompatibility (Manager: Oxford). 
Cell-biological characterisation of the pollen/stigma interaction; 3D analysis of 
the interactions between male and female molecules; physiology of the rejec-
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tion/acceptance response; role of pollen components in SI; physiology of S-allele 
variability. 

3. Structure of S and S-related loci (Manager: Norwich). 
Promoter analysis of S-locus genes; identification of the domains of S-locus 
genes conferring S-specificity; an understanding of the roles of S-locus linked 
and related glycoproteins (SLGs and SLRs). 

4. Relationship between S-alleles (Manager: Norwich). 
The molecular basis of allelic 'strength' and "weakness'; molecular characterisa
tion of a range of S-alleles; S-allele diagnostic probes. 

5. Transfer of S-alleles (Manager: Norwich). 
Reliable transformation of Brassica olerácea; transfer of working SI systems to 
new lines: evaluation of transgenic lines as potential crops. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Excellent progress has been made under nearly all of the theme headings with 
most of the objectives being achieved (see below). The only exception was Theme 
4, where extreme difficulties were experienced with transforming Brassica olerácea 
(See under 'Major cooperative links'). 

Identification and characterisation of the male component of the S-locus 
Work at Oxford has produced both an in vivo bioassay for the male determinant 
of SI, and also a promising candidate for the determinant itself. Using a combina
tion of HPLC, FPLC and micromanipulation it has very recently proved possible 
to determine which components of the pollen grain coating play a part in SI. The 
method has already demonstrated the determinant to have a low Mr and to be 
carried within the coating. These data accord well with the previous discovery of 
a 7kD coating borne peptide which binds specifically to female-expressed S-locus 
products. These discoveries have been exploited in collaborative work with 
Durham in which N-terminal sequence data from the from pollen coating peptides 
(PCP) have enabled the isolation of a cDNA clone (PCP7) using PCP-specific 
primers in a 3' RACE PCR technique. This clone has provided the remaining 
amino acid sequence of the protein and a probe for the isolation of the genes. PCP 
has been shown to be expressed as a 400 nucleotide mRNA; expression is anther 
specific and only in the late stages of anther development (between 7mm and 
10mm bud length), ceasing after flower opening. In situ hybridization experiments 
are under way to discover the precise localization of the expression of PCP genes. 
The relationship between PCP and genes of the S-locus is discussed below. 

To determine whether the SLG mRNA expressed in male tissues differs from that 
expressed in the pistil, the group at Lyon amplified by PCR and cloned SLG 
cDNAs from anther mRNA. DNA sequencing revealed no differences between 
anther and pistil SLG cDNAs. A procedure involving extraction of mRNA from 
single organs was developed in order to rule out the possibility that the SLG 
mRNA detected in anthers was due to a low level of contamination with pistil 
tissue. RACE-PCR has been used to analyse the expression of SRK in male 
tissues. A new expressed member of the S-gene family has been identified: this 
gene is unusual in that it contains homology with both the kinase and S-domains 
of SRK but is predicted to encode a secreted glycoprotein similar to SLR2. This 
gene has been designated SLR3. The identification of the SLR3 gene has been 
achieved in collaboration with Dr Borislav Stanchev (Durham). 
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Early attempts at Durham to produce Brassica olerácea large fragment libraries 
using YAC and PI cloning vectors were only partially successful and did not 
produce sufficiently large libraries to enable isolation of S-locus clones. The group 
has, however, successfully screened a conventional S29 lambda library constructed 
by Vinod Kumar in Martin Trick's group (Norwich), using PCP, SLG and SRK 
probes. This has yielded about 30-40 PCP-positive clones as well as a number of 
SLG/SRK positive clones. To date two of the PCP genomic clones have been 
sequenced entirely, including regions about 2-3 kb upstream of the known coding 
sequences. There are only minor differences between the gene and cDNA coding 
sequences. Surprisingly in both cases the gene sequence data show no obvious 
initiation codon in the immediate proximity of the known coding region, thus 
suggesting the presence of at least one or perhaps two introns. 5'- RACE 
experiments are in progress now in order to find the transcription start of the PCP 
genes. 

Using methods developed in Oxford to isolate pollen coatings, the group in 
Nijmegen have cloned genes encoding a number of polypeptides carried in the 
pollen coating. Sequence analysis of the cDNAs obtained shows a number of 
important homologies. One corresponds to a gene encoding profilin, an allergenic 
actin-sequestering protein while another has strong homology with oleosin. Profilin 
and oleosin-like proteins seem to accumulate predominantly in the pollen coat. 
Profilin may also be involved in the intercellular signalling system between pollen 
and stigma, while the oleosin-like protein may have a function in the hydration 
process preceding pollen germination. A third homology was with water-stress 
modulated genes; interestingly none of these genes was induced in leaves upon 
stress — suggesting that these sequences may be pollen specific. F2 segregation 
analysis showed that none of the genes corresponding to these cDNAs were linked 
to the S-locus. 

Biochemistry and physiology of SI response 
In an investigation into the biochemical mechanism of the SI response the Durham 
group used okadaic acid, a specific inhibitor of serine/threonine protein 
phosphatases (type PP1 and PP2A) to demonstrate their involvement in SI. 
Detached pistils from B. olerácea S29 and S63 inbred plants were incubated in 
okadaic acid for defined periods and then tested for self-pollination. Non-toxic 
concentrations of the inhibitor caused the breakdown of SI in both S63 and S29 
lines providing evidence for the involvement of protein phosphatases and therefore 
the likely involvement of signal transduction mechanism in SI and pollination. A 
direct connection between the S-receptor protein kinase (SRK) and the protein 
phosphatases revealed by these experiments has not been established but is worthy 
of speculation. This work has been published. In order to study and manipulate 
SI in the field, research at Nickerson has focused on 

(1) developing a test method to discriminate between Brassica olerácea lines of dif
fering 'strengths' of SI and 

(2) finding a method that modifies the expression of strong SI in such a way that 
seeds from inbred lines can be produced efficiently. 

The incompatibüity score (IS) system was devised to evaluate allelic strength and 
proved very valuable when studying both absolute allelic strength and interactions 
with the environment. To obtain self seed from strongly SI lines, methods 
investigated included both salt and heat treatments; both worked well and offer 
very effective alternatives to the current approaches of CO2 treatment and bud 
pollination. 
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Cell biological studies at Oxford have revealed that the SI response is highly 
focused on the contact point between the self-grain and the stigma surface, and 
also that the stigmatic papilla is capable of allowing the developing of a cross-grain 
whilst rejecting a self. Detailed studies of the signals emanating from the pollen 
coat and the response at the stigmatic surface have identified three distinct interac
tions, of which only one is regulated by the S-locus. Importantly, all three pathways 
are also activated within somatic epidermal cells when challenged by fungal 
pathogens. Brassica SI is thus emerging as a useful experimental paradigm for the 
far more complex host/pathogen interactions. 

At Lyon a thorough analysis of the expression of SLG glycoproteins in pistil tissues 
of the self-compatible P57Sc line has been carried out and has demonstrated that 
SLG-Sc glycoproteins are expressed, although at a low level, in the transmitting 
tissue and ovary. Their function remains to be investigated. 

Organisation and expression of the S-locus, relationship beteween S-alleles 
The relationship between male and f emole expressed S-locus genes 
In Durham the screening of the S29 genomic library with PCP (male peptide) and 
SRK (female S-linked receptor-kinase) specific genes has revealed one extremely 
interesting clone which contains both a PCP gene and an SRK-like gene. This close 
physical linkage between two genes implicated in SI through functional properties 
and sequence homology is highly suggestive and, while this falls short of definite 
proof of identity, is worthy of further investigation with a large-fragment genomic 
library. Such a cosmid library is currently in preparation for screening. The PCP-
linked SRK gene has an interesting and unique structure. 
Also at Durham, major effort has been expended on trying to establish any S-locus 
linkage of the PCP genes through the use of RFLPs and F2 segregating popula
tions of progeny from two different S-lines. The initial Southern blot experiments 
carried out with only two genotypes, S5 and S29, failed to show any polymorphic 
patterns using PCP7 as a probe and several different restriction enzymes. In 
collaboration with the Wellesbourne group (see separate report) we have been 
able to extend our search using a large range of different S-lines. We have as a 
result been able to reveal at least one definite PCP7 — RFLP and experiments 
are now underway to analyse progeny from S-lines exhibiting the different pat
terns. Reconstruction experiments have shown that the copy number of PCP7-
related genes varies significantly between different lines, from near single copy up 
to as many as 50 copies per haploid genome. The significance of this variation in 
connection with SI and the S-locus is as yet unclear. PCP genes appear to be 
restricted only to the Brssicas. 

The SRK gene family 
At Norwich, SLG and SLR1 cDNAs had been previously cloned from the S29 
genotype of Brssica olerácea. The SLG29 probe was used to screen an S63 
genomic library and a positive clone was isolated. This was found to contain a 
receptor kinase gene similar to the S-linked SRK2 and SRK6 sequences, enabling 
further studies of the SRK gene family. A pair of PCR primers was developed to 
amplify a conserved fragment from within the kinase catalytic domain. Screening 
an S29 library with this generic SRK probe suggested a minimum copy number of 
20 per haploid genome. Six different clones were picked and characterised and 
their familial relationships established by DNA sequencing. The authentic, S-linked 
SRK29 gene was isolated by both genomic and cDNA cloning. Its expression and 
that of the other kinase genes characterised was assayed by reverse transcriptase-
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PCR. The SRK appears to be truly stigma-specific. K3 transcripts were detected 
in stigma, leaf and root and K2 in stigma and leaf. The RT-PCR revealed the 
expression of two new members, K7 and K8, which appear to be leaf- and root-
specific. Sequencing of various RT-PCR products revealed loss of a cryptic intron 
from some SRK transcripts and the persistence of partially processed inter
mediates of several other kinase mRNAs. RFLP analysis confirmed S-Iinkage for 
SRK29 and, possibly, for the K2 and K8 genes. 
In Durham the complexity of the S-receptor kinase (SRK) class of genes has been 
further extended with the discovery of a unique variant in the SRK clones selected 
from the S29 library. The same gene sequence has also been isolated by the Lyon 
group as a cDNA clone. The gene comprises an atypical S-receptor domain and 
the last three exons and two introns of the kinase domain (cf. SRK6 gene). Inter
estingly the coding sequence is truncated with a stop codon but a complete mRNA 
appears to be transcribed. Both sequences show floral tissue specific expression but 
are unlikely to represent either the actual SRK sequence and do not appear to be 
linked to the S-locus. Durham and Lyon are collaborating to elucidate the status 
of this gene. 
Using a kinase domain-specific probe and an SLG5 probe against the same S-locus 
genomic blots the Durham group has observed that the number of SRK sequences 
in the S-locus of the S5 line is at least two, i.e. there is more than one SRK5 gene 
in the S-locus unless both SLG5 and SRK5 are much closer than the distance predic
ted, or there is a very rare coincidence in the restriction pattern of these two genes. 

Pollen-recessive SLG genes, and SLG genes in self-compatible lines 
The Lyon group has isolated and sequenced the SLG gene for Sc and Si lines. The 
SLG-Sc amino-acid sequence deduced from cDNA sequence reveals this 
glycoprotein to be highly homologous to the pollen recessive S2-allele glycoprotein, 
whereas the SLG-Si predicted protein is homologous to the sequence of SLGs 
belonging to the S- allele dominant series. We have also determined the sequence 
of the SRK-Si genomic DNA and are now in the process of cloning the SRK-Sc 
gene. A comparison between the SRK-Si and -Se gene products should tell us 
whether the self-compatibility phenotype observed for the Se line is associated with 
an alteration of the receptor protein kinase activity. At the protein level, an 
immunochemical analysis has permitted the identification of the SRK proteins of 
our two Sc and Si lines. A search for homology between pollen recessive S-alleles 
(i.e. S2, S5 and S15) and the Sc-allele has been carried out by using the molecular 
probes established from the SLG-Sc products. This analysis clearly indicates the 
existence of homology between the Sc and S15 allele. Interestingly, it has also been 
demonstrated that, in contrast with other findings, the level of expression of the 
SLG gene is not associated with the strength of self-incompatibility response. This 
original result strongly questions the importance and role of the SLG gene in the 
control of self-incompatibility. This work has been undertaken with the collabora
tion of Dr D. Ockendon (HRI, Wellesbourne). 

Nature and operation of S-locus promoters 
At Birmingham the expression of a member of the Brssica olerácea S-gene family 
has been investigated in an attempt to determine how S-genes are regulated. The 
genes involved in the SI response are expressed in a tissue specific and temporally 
regulated manner, the basis of which must be understood if these genes are to be 
genetically manipulated to the advantage of the crop breeder. In addition to the 
commercial application of the work, the S-genes provide a model system for the 
study of gene regulation in general. 
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The approach used has been to carry out a deletion analysis of the 5' control 
region of the gene SLR1 (SLocus Related gene 1) in order to identify important 
regulatory elements. This is being followed by the characterisation of the DNA
binding proteins that interact with these elements. 

Identification of Regulatory Elements 

The SLR1 gene is expressed in the stigma tissue of Brssica olerácea buds from 
approximately one day prior to anthesis; at Birmingham a nested set of fourteen 
deletions was made in the 5' region of the S63 SLR1 gene and the deleted 
promoter fragments were linked to the ßglucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene. The 
SLR1:GUS constructs were transformed into tobacco tissue. The pattern of GUS 
gene expression was then analysed using both histochemical and fluorometric 
detection methods. 

Results from the deletion analysis revealed that the elements required to direct 
gene expression in the pistil tissue of transformants are located between 270 and 
430 base pairs upstream of the SLR1 gene translation start site. The sequences 
responsible for the temporal control of SLR1 expression are outside of this region, 
between the 435 and 1500 position. 

Identification and Characterisation of DNAbinding proteins 

Work in Birmingham on identifying and characterising DNAbinding proteins that 
interact with the SLR1 promoter, has been aided by collaboration with the 
Cologne group of Dr R. Thompson (See 'Major cooperative links'). This was 
achieved through a shortterm EMBO fellowship awarded to Rachel Hackett. 

Gel retardation analysis was carried out using tobacco pistil cell extracts. The 
extracts were found to contain a DNAbinding activity which bound to a motif 
within an 84 base pair fragment of the SLR1 promoter, covering the region from 
279bp to 363bp 5' to the start point of translation. 

Work is currently focused on obtaining a cDNA sequence encoding the DNAbind
ing molecule. A cDNA library has been constructed from tobacco pistil mRNA in 
the vector λΖΑΡΙΙ, which allows expression of cloned inserts. The library is 
currently being screened using the 84 base pair fragment as a probe. 

Identification of Salleles 

An Sallele reference collection of Brassica olerácea has been maintained at HRI, 
and material made available to other members of the programme on request. A 
molecular method has been developed which enables all 46 Salleles of this 
reference collection to be distinguished. The method is based on the amplification 
of Ssequences using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) followed by digestion 
of the amplified products with 6 selected restriction enzymes (PCRRFLP). The 
primers for the PCR were designed from a multiple sequence alignment of S
sequence data from published sources and also supplied by M.Trick (Norwich) and 
C.Scutt (Durham). The restriction enzymes were selected so that Slocus related 
sequences (SLRs) could be differentiated from putative Slocus glycoprotein 
(SLG) and Sreceptor kinase (SRK) sequences. The technique was tested on 
various Shomozygotes in a number of crop types and was shown to be consistent. 

Analysis of two F2 populations segregating for different Salleles showed that there 
could be problems in using the standard PCRRFLP technique to identify both the 
Salleles present in the heterozygotes. This was shown to be due to preferential 
amplification of one of the Salleles. Further analysis of a number of heterozygotes 
showed that it was not always possible to distinguish the two alleles since restric
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tion patterns are not unique to a particular combination of S-alleles. However, by 
modifying the PCR-RFLP technique it was possible for the identification of the S-
alleles also to be made in particular heterozygotes. 
The S-locus in sugar beet 
A lambda Zap II cDNA library from sugar beet styles has been constructed at 
Danisco Biotechnology (Maribo Seeds). This library has been screened with a 
sugar beet PCR product (SBkin600) which shares identity with the S-genes (SLG 
and SRK) in Brassica. Three clones/plaques hybridized, designated PLI, PL2 and 
PL3. From the purified positive plaques, plasmids were generated by in vivo exci
sion. No hybridization was detected when SBkin600 was hybridized to a cDNA 
library derived from sugar beet leaves. 
The sizes of PL1, PL2 and PL3 were 1.6 kb, 2.9 kb and 2.4 kb, respectively. The 
entire nucleotide sequence of the three clones has been determined. From the 
cDNA sequences it can be concluded that, for the first time, it has been proven 
that an Si-related gene is expressed in sugar beet. From the sequence of PL3 an 
ORF, more than 634 amino acids in size, can be deduced. This ORF contains the 
11 conserved cysteine residues which have been found in all known SLG/SRK 
amino acid sequences. In addition, the sequence of PL2 shares identity with the 
kinase domain of SRK. Part of the nucleotide sequence of PL3 has been cloned 
in a transcription vector, for carrying out in situ hybridization on sections of sugar 
beet styles. Preliminary results indicate that PL3 is expressed in the transmission 
tract of the style of the sugar beet flower. Collaboration with Dr. R. Thompson 
(MPI, Cologne) has played a key part in the success of this research. 

Transfer of S-alleles to new lines 
Transformation of Brssica olerácea proved a considerable problem throughout the 
programme. Despite advice from industry, and a number of 'mini-meetings' this 
species remained very difficult to transform. Further, the discovery of SRK by the 
Cornell group at the beginning of the programme strongly suggested that for effec
tive transfer of SI to new lines, recipient plants would have to be transformed with 
several hundred kb of sequence. For these reasons the Norwich group chose to 
target and ablate SLR1 function through transformation with an SLR1 antisense 
construct, using both compatible and self-incompatible recipients. DNA sequence 
information on the endogenous SLR1 genes of each of these hosts showed high 
levels of homology, promising a 'universal' antisense effect. Three B. naps cv 
Westar and four B. olerácea alboglabra S5 primary transformants were generated. 
Southern and genetic analysis indicated that each transformant carried a single T-
DNA insertion site but it is possible that the olerácea plants arose from the same 
event. Northern blots of stigma RNAs showed both the specificity and effective
ness of the antisense construct. In six of the plants no SLRl-specific message was 
detectable and one Westar plant showed a greatly reduced level; in each case the 
endogenous SLG gene appeared to be unaffected. SLR1 ablation was confirmed 
by Western blotting of IEF gels using SLRl-specific antibody from Lyon. 
Nevertheless, all of the plants appeared to retain their original phenotypes; the 
Westar transformants were SC and the S5 plants remained self-incompatible. The 
pollination behaviour of homozygous T2 plants selected from each family are now 
being analysed and transgenic material is also being given to Oxford in order to 
study possible effects on pollen-stigma protein interactions. 

The problems with Brassica olerácea transformation led the Birmingham group to 
perform deletion analysis of promoters in transgenic tobacco. An attempt was 
made to transform Brassica olerácea using different vectors and Agrobacterium 
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strains to try and develop an efficient Agrobacterium-based transformation system 
for B. olerácea. Unfortunately, although transformation of tissue from cotyledon 
petioles was demonstrated, it proved extremely difficult to recover entire trans
genic plants from these cells. 

The Industrial Perspective 
While our understanding of SI in Brassica has been considerably advanced, the 
overall aims of producing a completely reliable SI system, and the means to trans
fer it to new lines have yet to be achieved. The standards for purity of commercial 
Fl hybrid Brassica olerácea are continuously increasing and, at this moment, the 
criteria for producing commercially acceptable seedlots are being met. However, 
since no immediate improvements on the current SI system are on the horizon, at 
least one company (S&G Seeds) is testing the possibility of producing Fl hybrid 
vegetable Brassicas employing the Ogura cytoplasmic male sterility system. Com
mercial introduction of the first hybrids based on this production system is 
scheduled for later this year. 

Nevertheless there are a number of disadvantages inherent in male sterility systems 
and considerable commercial interest remains in developing SI systems of 
increased reliability. 

MAJOR SCIENTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS (listed under target themes) 

Identification and characterisation of the male component of the S-locus 
Development of assay for putative male SI determinants (technology). 
Identification of PCP7 — a putative male ligand for stigmatically expressed SRK. 
Isolation and characterisation of genes encoding the PCP7. 
Demonstration of close physical linkage between a PCP gene and an SRK-like 
gene. 
Demonstration of SLG and SRK expression in anthers. Stigma and anther SLG 
mRNAs are identical. 
Identification in anthers of a new S-gene family member unlinked to the S-locus 
— the SLR3 gene. 
Identification and cloning of other functional pollen-coating polypeptides. 

Biochemistry and physiology of the SI response 
Demonstration that: 
(i) level of expression of the SLG gene is not associated with the strength of self-

incompatibüity response. 
(ii) LG-Sc glycoproteins are expressed along the path of pollen tubes, i.e. in the 

transmitting tissue and ovary. 
(iii) SI involves a dephosphorylation step that is inhibited by okadaic acid. 
(iv) Strong physiological simüarities exist between rejection of intraspecific and 

interspecific incompatible pollinations. 
(v) Strong cell biological and biochemical homologies exist between the SI rejec

tion response and fungal pathogen-host interactions. 

Organisation and expression of the S-locus; relationships between S-alleles 
Definition of SRK gene family, cloning of SLR1 stigma-specific promoter. 
Identification of a further group of undescribed SRK-like genes. 
Identification of the SRK polypeptide in P575c and Si stigmas. 
Deletion analysis of S-locus gene promoters. 
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Transfer of Salleles to new lines 
More efficient methods for transforming Brassica crops (technology). 
Generation of SLRlnull transgenics. 

Identification of Salleles 
Development of a PCRRFLP method for identifying Salleles (technology). 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Collaboration was a very strong feature of the programme both between par
ticipants and with the other SI programme organised by Dr. R. Thompson (MPI, 
Cologne). Collaboration was achieved by means of visits between laboratories, the 
provision of materials, skills and services, and meetings. There is insufficient space 
to list the very large number of visits between laboratories. Examples (not all, for 
reasons of space) of exchanges of materials and expertise and meetings held are 
set out below. 

The programme newsletter SINEWS (see below) played a key role in collaboration 
both between the two SI programmes and between participants in the Brassica pro
ject. 

The incompatibility 'network' set up under the BRIDGE programme proved very 
helpful in the organisation of an ECsponsored course on MOLECULAR AND 
CELLULAR ASPECTS OF PLANT REPRODUCTION at the University in 
Nijmegen from 1822 October 1993. Scientists from different laboratories gave lec
tures and practical instruction to PhD students and industrial researchers from 
several Member States. 

Exchange of materials and expertise 

N.B. Examples only given for Nijmegen, Danisco, Durham, Lyon, HRI, Norwich and 
Nickerson because of space constraints; Oxford, Birmingham and Zaadunie (S&G 
Seeds), although not mentioned below, were involved in equivalent levels of 
collaboration. 

Nijmegen: 
(i) Dr M. Trick, Norwich, provided two cDNA clones and a genomic library. 
(ii) Dr T. Gaude, Lyon sent 5 cDNAs complementary to male SLGlike trans

cripts. 
(in) Dr R.Scott (Leicester) provided the S5 SLG and SLR1 cDNA clones. 
(iv) Dr Ockendon provided a method to distinguish between S5 and S29 by means 

of PCR. 
(ν) Information on the extraction procedure of the pollen coat proteins provided 

by Prof H. Dickinson's laboratory (Oxford) was essential for cloning coat 
polypeptides. 

Danisco Biotechnology: 
(ï) A copy of the cDNA clones PL1, PL2 and PL3 has been transferred to Dr 

R.Thompson at the MPI (Cologne). 

Durham: 
(ï) Norwich has supplied Durham with an excellent S29 lambda genomic library 

as well as a number of characterised cDNA probes. 
(ii) Durham is actively collaborating with the Oxford group on the characterisa

tion of the PCP genes, the elucidation of their role in SI and their expression. 
(iii) Together with the group at HRI, Wellesbourne, Durham is investigating the 

possible Slinkage of the PCP genes through RFLP analyses. 
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(iv) Durham and the Lyon group are jointly investigating the role and expression 
of an unusual SRK-like gene which both laboratories have isolated. 

HRI (Wellesbourne): 
(i) Seeds have been supplied to various members of the Bridge group. 
(ii) Material from Dr T. Gaude, Lyon has been tested for identity of S-alleles. 
(iii) DNA from the S-allele reference collection has been sent to Dr R. Cray 

(Durham), 
(iv) Cooperative links have been established with Dr A.M. Chèvre and V. Ruffio 

of INRA, Rennes, France, 
(v) Dr M. Beschorner from the Free University, Berlin, Germany has worked at 

Wellesbourne for 4 weeks and applied the PCR-RFLP method to the study 
of B. naps and B. campestris. 

Norwich: 
(ï) Genomic library supplied to University of Durham, SLG cDNA probes to 

other participants. 
(ii) Clones provided to University of Birmingham to enable SLR1 promoter dis

section studies. 
(üi) Transgenic material transferred to University of Oxford for pollen coat inter

action studies. 
Lyon: 
(i) cDNA sequences or cDNA clones of the P57Sc and P57SÌ-SLG have been 

provided to different laboratories of the BRIDGE programme (Durham, 
HRI Wellesbourne, Danisco/University of Copenhagen). 

(ii) Antibodies (anti-SLG and anti-SLRl, polyclonal or monoclonal) are available 
for use in our lab. 

(iii) Protein blots of sugar beet (from Maribo Seeds) and of rye (Hannover) were 
sent for immunostaining. 

(iv) Other collaborative work with Durham and HRI, Wellesbourne. 
Nickerson: 
(i) Provided rapid cycling Brassica material to Nijmegen. 

Meetings and communications 
Workshops 
There have been three BRIDGE workshops during this period. All of these have 
been held in conjunction with a second BRIDGE programme focusing on SI in the 
Solanaceae, coordinated by Dr R.Thompson. The first such meeting was held in 
April 1991, hosted in Enkhuizen by Zaadunie BV (now S&G Seeds). At this initial 
meeting all participants presented their proposed research strategies and decisions 
were made as to the shape and future coordination of the two programmes. Two 
further collaborative meetings have since taken place. In April 1992 both groups 
met in Cologne at a workshop hosted by the MPI and organised by Dr R. 
Thompson. Dr T-H. Kao (Pennsylvania State University) gave the plenary lecture 
thus placing the EC-supported work in a fully international perspective. The last 
workshop was hosted by the ENS in Lyon and organised by Dr T. Gaude. The 
plenary lecturer on this occasion was Dr J. Walker (University of Missouri) who 
spoke on transmembrane kinases — a subject of current interest to participants 
from both programmes. Members of the Plant Industrial Platform were invited to 
attend the second day of this meeting and heard the plenary address, a summing 
up of the two programmes (presented by Dr R. Thompson and Prof. H. Dickin
son) and a presentation on behalf of the Commission by Dr E. Magnien. 
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Throughout the duration of the programme, small ad hoc meetings have been 
organised for specific purposes (e.g. to coordinate transformation strategies). 

Programme Newsletter — SINEWS 

An important outcome of the first workshop in Enkhuizen was the decision to 
produce SINEWS — a newsletter to which participants from both programmes 
contributed. SINEWS was published every 6 months and contained research 
reports from all participants, registers of expertise and materials available for 
exchange (see above), and lists of training opportunities available within each 
programme. SINEWS also carried accounts of scientific meetings of general inter
est and contained the reports made to the Commission at the end of each financial 
period. So far there have been six issues of SINEWS, one further edition will be 
produced later in 1994. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Double fertilization in flowering plants, i.e. the fusion of sperm cells with the egg 
cell and the central cell resp., is cytologically well-documented. The molecular and 
cell biological principles of gamete differentiation, recognition and fusion, 
however, are unknown. Techniques are now available for the isolation of male and 
female game top hytes and gametes of flowering plants, as well as for the in vitro 
fusion of isolated gametes and the in vitro culture and regeneration of fusion 
products. Based on these techniques, work aiming at the identification and study 
of genes that control major events during gametogenesis, fertilization and early 
embryogenesis in flowering plants has been initiated. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Our long-term goal is to understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms of 
gamete differentiation, recognition and fusion, with a view to develop methods to 
manipulate higher plant fertilization for biotechnological purposes. Our short-term 
objectives are 1. the identification and characterization of female gametophyte and 
gamete specific gene expression, 2. the identification of specific gamete plasma 
membrane characteristics which contribute in the process of gamete recognition 
and fusion. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Large numbers of living embryo sacs of Petunia hybrida were isolated using 
a strict enzymatic maceration technique. Total RNA was extracted from the 
isolated embryo sacs (gametophytic cells) and from ovule derived protoplasts 
(sporophytic cells). The isolated RNA was used as a template for cDNA synthesis. 
Prior to cloning in ZAPII, the cDNA was amplified using the Polymerase Chain 
Reaction. By subtractive hybridization several ovule and embryo sac specific clones 
could be identified. These clones are in the process of being analyzed. Homology 
cloning of embryo sac derived cDNA was used to isolate members of potential 
embryo sac specific protein kinases. A mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides, 
corresponding to the highly conserved catalytic subdomains VI and VIII of protein 
kinases sgg/zw3 and MAP/ERK were used as primers for PCR amplification. Seven 
partial cDNA clones were obtained. Two classes of clones have been characterized 
and shown to encode peptide sequences similar to the subdomains VI, VII and 
VIII of the protein kinases shaggy/zeste-white 3 and MAP/ERK. In situ hybridiza
tion experiments are in progress in order to establish the cell type specific expres
sion in the female gametophytes. In various systems MAP and sgg/zw3 kinases 
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have been associated respectively with mitotic stimulation and establishment of 
embryo segment polarity. Our results indicate that, in analogy, it might be possible 
that homologous plant kinases are also involved in developmental processes during 
embryo sac development and early embryogenesis in flowering plants. 

2. In order to develop an in vitro gamete fusion system as bio-assay for fertiliza
tion events, a method was developed for the isolation of Petunia sperm cells. 
Sperm cell formation in in vitro pollen tubes of Petunia can be achieved by cultur-
ing in medium containing 20% PEG 4000. Using (ultrastructural) immuno-localiza-
tion it was shown that glycoproteins are present at the surface of in situ gametes. 
Fucs gamete-specific monoclonal antibodies did not show any cross reactivity with 
Petunia gametes. Mass isolation of Petunia sperm cells is now in development for 
the production of Petunia specific sperm cell surface monoclonal antibodies. A 
micro-culture method was developed for in vitro culturing of individual, isolated 
Petunia embryo sacs and egg cells. Intact embryo sacs and isolated gametophytic 
cells can be kept alive and metabolically active for at least one week. Cellular 
analysis of isolated and cultured structures is in progress. The specific distribution 
of membrane-Calcium and Calmodulin in embryo sacs was determined, using 
Chlortetracycline and fluphenazine resp. 

MAJOR SCffiNTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Using a RT-PCR dining strategy we were able to identify three genes, which are 
expressed in the ovules and encoding for putative serine/threonine proteine 
kinases. With RNA blotting and in situ hybridisation it was demonstrated that two 
of these genes, PSK4 and PSK6 (named PSK for Petunia Shaggy-related Kinase) 
showed clear differential expression in the vegetative and reproductive organs. As 
expected, both PSK4 and PSK6 are expressed in the ovules. However, while PSK4 
is also expressed during vegetative growth, PSK6 transcripts are barely detectable 
in vegetative tissues. The third gene, PMEK1 (for Petunia MAP/ERK-related 
protein Kinase), appeared to be expressed in both vegetative and female reproduc
tive organs, but not in male organs. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Isolation of Petunia embryo sacs, preparation of RNA probes and construction of 
cDNA was done at Wageningen. Subtractive hybridisation and homology cloning, 
and characterization of selected clones was done at Paris. Cytology, immuno-
localization and in-situ hybridization was done at Wageningen. Fucs gamete-
specific monoclonal antibodies, produced by Birmingham, were tested for cross 
reactivity on Petunia gametes at Wageningen. Methods for the isolation and in 
vitro fusion of Petunia sperm and egg cells are in development at Siena and 
Wageningen, in collaboration with Hamburg. For this collaborative work and the 
exchange of methodology considerable exchange of personnel has been organized. 
Two persons from Paris have been working in Wageningen (8 month in total) for 
the isolation of embryo sacs and preparation of RNA, three persons from 
Wageningen have been working in Hamburg (3 month in total) for the isolation 
and culturing of embryo sacs and gametes, one person from Wageningen has been 
working in Siena for the development of Petunia sperm cell isolation, one person 
from Dublin has been working in Wageningen on in vitro culturing of Petunia 
pollen tubes, one person from Copenhagen has been working in Siena on in vitro 
culturing of pollen tubes. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Somaclonal variation has lost much popularity as an area of study. It has been used 
to produce new varieties but the contribution it has made to plant breeding has 
been limited. Nevertheless, it is a phenomenon of considerable importance in 
biotechnology. Tissue culture is an essential component in genetic manipulation. 
Somaclonal variation remains a largely unavoidable consequence of tissue culture 
and results in undesired variation in regenerated plants. The production of plants 
that are not true-to-type reduces the commercial value of tissue culture-derived 
products and often means that somatic hybrid and transgenic plants cannot be used 
directly. To improve the efficiency and reliability of plant biotechnological products 
it is essential that the variation can be controlled. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
This contract is a concerted action which has enabled the group to keep in com
munication and most importantly to focus on how to progress in this area. Our 
aims were to study mechanisms of somaclonal variation and to identify where 
future research should be targeted to determine why the variation occurs and how 
it can be controlled. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In Bristol, in a collaborative project with Dr. M.R. Davey at Nottingham Univer
sity, GB, the cytologicai instability of wheat in cell suspensions was demonstrated 
to be related its allohexaploid composition. Greatest stability was found in the 
diploid wheats and greatest instability in the hexaploid bread wheat. Differences 
in stability were also observed between species within the ploidy levels. In 
collaboration with the group of Lörz at Hamburg, a time course study of 
chromosome variation in 7 cell suspensions of Triticum aestivum, derived from 
anther cultures showed that the cytologicai behaviour of the lines fit one of two 
catagories (1) the modal chromosome number remained close to the haploid count 
of 21, but 1 or 2 chromosomes were lost or gained over time, or (2) the cell under
went doubling followed by aneuploidy. The lines showed variable responses in 
terms of their ability to regenerate but there appeared to be no clear direct 
correlation between numerical instability and regeneration capacity. Most 
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chromosome variation had already occurred by the time the earliest sample were 
taken, even in those 'elite' lines from which the best regeneration was achieved. 
C-banding, N-banding and in situ hybridisation studies have suggested that 
chromosome rearrangements and loss are not random with respect to the different 
wheat chromosomes but, again, there appears to be no clear relationship between 
such qualitative changes and morphogenic capacity. It is our understanding, now, 
that to progress in this area emphasis should be placed on investigating (1) cell 
cycle control in vitro compared with in vivo, and (2) the organisation of the 
cytoskeleton in cell cultures differing in morphogenic potential. Preliminary 
experiments at LARS have indicated that the cortical microtubule organisation of 
morphogenic cell cultures is quite different from that of non-regenerating cultures 
and that the nucleus may be de-stabilised through changes in the microtubule 
organisation. More funds are needed to support further work in this area. In 
collaboration with Prof. Kaltsikes and Dr. Bebeli, in the Athens Agricultural 
University, changes in DNA sequences in telomeric heterochromatin were detec
ted in somaclones of rye using in situ hybridisation. In collaboration with Jokioinen 
Plant Breeding Institute, Finland, changes in the distribution of chiasmata were 
observed in régénérants of 4 inbred and 2 outbred genotypes of rye. 

The results obtained in Pavia have shown that a foreign gene is rather stably inter-
grated in the heterologous genome; it remains undisturbed in the genome of 
tobacco plants even after dedifferentiation of the transformed plant to produce 
calli and differentiation of these to produce new plants. On the other side, quan
titative and qualitative changes have been evidenced in the genome of rice cell 
suspension cultures and in plants regenerated from them. Molecular evidence has 
also been given for rearrangement and for extensive amplifications of chloroplast 
DNA sequences in suspension cultured cells. 

In Paris, expression of essential genes during wheat somatic embryogenesis has 
been analysed by inducing disomic, ditelosomic and nulli-tetrasomic cells to 
undergo embryogenesis from immature embryo culture. The lack of chromosome 
arm 3 DL suppress somatic embryogenesis and further regeneration capacity from 
short- and long-term cultures. There is also a strong reducing effect of the lack of 
1 AL, 3AL and 3BL. The plants were 'regenerated' through somatic embryo 
development. Cytologicai evidence suggests that regeneration through somatic 
embryogenesis does not ensure normality in chromosome complements. By others 
in the group, it was also demonstrated that specific rearrangements occur in the 
mitochondrial genome of wheat depending on the cellular fate of the cultures. 
Although the mitochondrial genomes of wheat cvs. Chinese Spring and Aquila are 
similar in organisation, their somatic cultures were reproducible different. A 
specific region of the mitochondrial genome was missing (or below detectable 
levels) in cultures of cv Aquila, whilst other regions were specifically amplified in 
the embryogénie Chinese Spring cultures. The new cytoplasms were maternally 
inherited and crosses indicated that the mitochondrial reorganisations are under 
nuclear control. 

In Groningen, microsporogenesis of a tetraploid potato, Solanum tuberosum ( + ) 
S. phureja, and a hypotetraploid S. tuberosum ( + ) desynaptic mutant has been 
compared with dihaploid fusion partners. The somatic hybrid had a first meiotic 
division like tetraploid potato. Abnormal spindle orientation occurred at second 
meiosis, leading to unreduced gametes at various frequencies. Pollen fertility could 
not be predicted from the fertility of the fusion partners. Karyokinesis and 
cytokinesis of leaf protoplasts of Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) and S. tuberosum 
(potato) were compared with those of protoplasts embedded in alginate. Embedd-
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ing did not influence the frequency of acytokinesis but the calli became more com
pact through production of more cells. Acytokinesis decreased through evacuolisa-
tion. There exists a close relationship between acytokinesis and cell expansion as 
a consequence of insufficient wall formation. 
Immature embryos of the wheats Triticum aestivum, T. durum , T. dicoccum and 
T. monococcum were cultured in vitro on media with various concentrations of 2,4-
D and sucrose for 3 days. Media components affected DNA replication from the 
start of the culture. The frequencies of sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) were 
dependent on genotype and were not correlated with the degree of ploidy. They 
increased after doubling of the concentration of 2,4-D and/or sucrose. The mean 
numbers were lower than observed in root meristems. Immature embryos of 
régénérants of T. aestivum and T. durum demonstrated variable SCE frequencies, 
which may have been caused by mutations in the parental cell cultures. In the 
T. aetivum embryos the lowest frequencies were found in régénérants obtained 
from expiants with the highest frequencies. 

Results obtained in Florence include: 
a) Genetic variability in tomato somaclones selected for increased or decreased 

competence for active defense to Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici 
RAPD analysis was used to determine the frequency of DNA polymorphism in 
tomato cell lines from the commercial cv. Red River selected for high (F + ) and 
low (F) recognition of the pathogen or for increased and decreased polysaccharide 
(FL , FL") and callose (A , A") content, all differing in the degree of competence 
for active defense (Storti et al. 1989 TAG 78: 689-695; Guardiola et al. 1994 TAG 
in press). Data analysis on somaclonal variability, carried out with a series of casual 
decamers with a 50% GC content, showed a percentage of polymorphism ranging 
from 64% for the 'plus' group to 80% for the 'minus' group. Differences between 
groups were estimated with the use of similarity matrices based on the proportion 
of shared fragments. The average values of similarity were lower when calculated 
between genotypes belonging to different groups than those obtained comparing 
clones belonging to the same group. This was confirmed through ANOVA of 
similarity coefficients within and between groups. Amplification products correla
tion analysis, based on the evaluation of the degree of covariation of two specific 
bands, indicated, moreover, the existence of band(s)specific for clones of different 
groups. Labelled probes produced from different amplification products from 
three different primers were used to confirm polymorphism on southern transfers 
from the corresponding reactions. Preliminary data on Southern hybridizations 
revealed that three fragments used hybridized to different sequences correspond
ing, probably, to interspersed multicopy DNA in the tomato genome. 

b) Genetic variability in tomato somaclones grown on media supplemented with 
different auxin/cytokinin ratios and with differences in endogenous hormone 
levels 

Exogenous changes were obtained by growing cell clones all derived from long-
term cultures of the same cv. (Red River) on three media with different hormone 
combinations: 0.4 mg/1 2,4-D and lmg/1 kinetin (Al); 1 mg/1 2,4-D and 1 mg/1 
kinetin (A2); 0.8mg/l 2,4-D and 0.2 mg/1 kinetin (A3). The effect of endogenous 
variation was analysed through a comparison of habituated and non habituated 
clones and through the use of cell clones transgenic for A. tumefacies auxin and 
cytokinin-synthesizing genes in which one of the two pathways was inhibited by 
gene inactivation. 
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1. DNA ampUfication and methylation. The results obtained showed two kinds of 
behaviour, one characteristic of auxotrophic clones, the other of habituated and 
transgenic cells. Both rDNA multiplicity determined by Southern and dot blot 
hybridisation and rDNA methylation levels screened through the use of different 
isochizomers (Mspl/Hpall, Sau3A/NdEII) or EcoRII, Avail, Haelll methylation-
sensitive enzymes, on total DNA of different clones, were shown to be strikingly 
lower in the first than in the second group of tissues. On the other hand, total 
methylation levels decreased from the heavily methylated leaf DNA to transgenic, 
auxotrophic and habituated tissue, the latter displaying the higher digestion with 
methylation-sensitive enzymes. Changes in exogenous auxin-cytokinin equilibria 
did not modify this general behaviour although different clones were differently 
affected. Particularly, differences between culture media were observed on tissues 
growing on cytokinin rich media (Al), showing higher amplification and methyla
tion levels in some clones. The existence of a cytokinin effect on amplification was 
moreover supported by experiments carried out on transgenic cells, where higher 
rDNA multiplicity levels were observed in cells transgenic for the 'ipt' gene from 
Agrobacterium ie. in a cell line where the auxin/cytokinin equilibrium had been 
artificially changed in favour of cytokinins. Our data thus show both an influence 
of exogenous auxin/cytokinin treatments and of the endogenous physiological state 
of the tissues on both phenomena studied. 

2. RAPD analysis. In the same systems RAPD analysis was carried out with a 
series of 4 oligonucleotide primers (10-mers) and their combinations. A total of 
1068 fragments were visualised across clones grown on Al medium 1085 on A2 
and 1046 on A3, and each primer or combination produced approximately 9 -12 
intensely straining fragments from each genotype. The number of polymorphic 
fragments generated by specific primers varied from 1 to 12. Pairwise comparisons 
between A1/A2 or A1/A3 or A2/A3 clones with each primer showed a great 
amount of variation. Moreover, the average values of genetic distances between 
clones showed a dependance of the extent of polymorphism from the physiological 
condition of the analysed clones. Particularly, a higher degree of polymorphism 
was observed on 'A3 clones' the lowest being that shown in 'A2 clones'. 
Correlation analysis between polymorphic amplification products measured for 
each genotype grown on each culture medium, also suggested an influence of 
growth conditions on the presence of specific bands mutually associated. 

3. RAPD analysis on transgenic Davis tomato cell clones. RAPD analysis was 
carried out with 12 oligonucleotide primers (10-mers) on 20 untransformed (con
trol) somaclones, 18 somaclones with higher auxin content (4': transgenic for 
Agrobacterium iaaH and iaaM genes) and 18 with higher cytokinin content (Γ: 
transgenic for Agrobacterium iaaH and ipt genes) of the commercial cultivar Davis. 
The 4" somaclones showed the presence of polymorphic bands with 3/12 primers 
used (2 with 70% and 1 with 80% GC content), while the 1- somaclones had an 
invariant pattern with all the primers, thus confirming that a higher auxin content, 
both exogenous or endogenous, can affect genome stability. Polymorphism was 
observed in only one of the control somaclones, namely 5Dbk, with 4/12 primers 
(2 of which had 70% GC content and 2 50%). 

c) Genetic variability in Nicotiana tabacum cell clones subjected or not to abiotic 
stress (atranne). The results obtained in this system show a surprisingly high 
stability at the molecular level of Nicotiana tabacum genotypes. RFLP analysis 
carried out on a generally variable sequence (the entire rDNA unit) and on an 
anonymous repeated sequence with three restriction enzymes (EcoRI, Hindlll, 
BamHI) and their combinations did not show any variability. A similar result was 
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obtained for rDNA through the use of the isoschizomers Mspl and Hpall, thus 
showing the absence of variation in DNA methylation patterns. Only in one RAPD 
profile out of 12 a single, reproducible polymorphism was observed. Both the 
repeated sequences analysed seemed to respond to in vitro culture conditions and 
to stress by showing an increase (for the anonymous repeated sequence) or a 
decrease (for rDNA) in the number of copies in the prescence of the herbicide. 
Moreover, atrazineadapted and susceptible clones both showed a high multiplicity 
variation with respect to leaves, thus confirming that qualitative variation for 
repeated sequences is a common characteristic of somaclonal variants. ANOVA 
confirmed a higher variability in the atrazineselected somaclones than in the 
susceptible ones for all the probes used in this study, except rDNA. Molecular 
analysis did not reveal any variation in the atrazine target gene psbA, neither in 
terms of sequence changes in the active site, nor in the number of copies, thus 
suggesting that cell tolerance may be due, in our case, to an increase of 
chloroplasts/chloroplast genomes. This was supported by hybridisation with a probe 
representing the psbA gene and with an anonymous chloroplast DNA fragment 
(kindly provided by C. Hartmann, Laboratoire Biologie Moléculaire Végétale, 
Orsay, France), (Bettini, et al. 1992 Plant Physiol, (life Sci. Adv.) 11: 279284). 

In Aberystwyth, plants were regenerated from cell suspensions and suspension 
derived protoplasts of Festuca arundinacea (2n = 6x = 42) and from cell suspen
sions of a pentaploid hybrid between L. multiflorum χ F. arundinaea (2n = 5x = 
35) in which a set of five homologous chromosomes were marked at the PGI/2 
locus by distinct alleles. In both experiments, a direct relationship was found in 
regenerated plants between time in cell suspension and the number of aberrations 
at the PGI/2 locus. In these and subsequent published work, chromosomal aberra
tions were observed which were sometimes, but not always, related to alterations 
in isozyme activity. In addition over 2000 plantlets were obtained by androgenesis 
of the same pentaploid hybrid from which we have currently obtained 
approximately 500 established green plants. 

In Athens, in triticale, for each line, 15 R3 families of 20 plants each and a control 
of 60 plants were tested in the field in a completely randomised design with the 
individual plant as an experimental unit. The experiment was repeated for two 
years at the same location. Several agronomic traits were studied. For plant grain 
yield superior R3 families, yielding significantly more than the control, were 
obtained in all lines with frequencies ranging from 0.067 to 0.400 (median 0.067); 
their frequency was higher in the lines possessing telomeric heterochromatin. The 
Drira 7RL line with telomeric heterochromatin showed the highest frequency of 
superior lines. In rye, for each line, varying numbers of R3 families (514) of 20 
plants each and a control of 150 plants were planted in the field in a completely 
randomised design with the individual plant as the experimental unit. The experi
ment was repeated for two years at the same location. Several agronomic traits 
were studied, including grain yield. For plant grain yield, superior R3 families, 
yielding significantly more than the control, were obtained in all lines except line 
5R (which contained the least heterochromatin), with frequencies ranging from 
0.07 to 0.25; their frequency was higher in the lines possessing telomeric 
heterochromatin and in particular for the 7R lines. 

In Hamburg, the results of tissue culture have shown very clearly that many 
cultures are unstable. Major links between Hamburg and Orsay, as well as Ham
burg and LARS showed a range of chromosomal variation in a number of Triticum 
aestivum cultures, derived from anther culture. The response of these cultures 
varied but there was no indications of any relationship between regeneration 
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capacity and chromosome instability. Analysis of plants following transformation 
clearly demonstrated that large differences occurred between transgenic plants in 
the expression level of the transforming DNA. For example, in cases where there 
was a large number of transforming DNA molecules, there appeared to be a 
significant reduction in expression levels. In an attempt to resolve our understand
ing of culture associated variability, we were, after repeated efforts, able to 
examine single genes in single protoplasts, and thereby, to examine the stability of 
such genes as the cultures developed. Finally, in an attempt to investigate the 
sometimes high level of variability in regenerated N. tabacum plants, a species of 
sibling plants, all derived from 1 single protoplast were examined for alterations 
in methylation differences. This work is still proceeding. 

In Madrid, no variation was detected in the case of S. vavilovi. Somaclonal varia
tion did not appear to be a frequent event in the case of barley (1%). However, 
a high frequency of mutant plants was observed in the case of S. cereale (50.75%) 
and this frequency was genotype dependent. In this species we observed a high 
rate of dominant mutations, the presence of more than one mutation per plant and 
homozygous mutants as well as a high rate of mutations on particular loci. In some 
cases transposable elements could be implicated. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Hexaploid breadwheat (Triticum aestivum) is chromosomally unstable in culture 
due to its hybrid, polyploid nature. To control its predisposition to instability in 
vitro, work should now be focused on the control of the cell cycle in culture and 
on aspects of the cytoskeletal organisation. 

These have been particularly methodological. In fact, PFGE, PCR and, par
ticularly, the RAPD approach have been shown to be valuable tools to produce 
qualitative and quantitative evaluations of DNA changes in plant cells. Methods 
have been worked out for the statistical analysis of changes in the genome of 
regenerated plants. The fate of these changes in the sexual progeny, as well as in 
back-crosses planned to restore the original genome can now be conveniently 
evaluated. 

Results obtained in the Plant Molecular Biology lab in Orsay indicate that the 
accumulation of intermediate transcripts, following transformation (Agrobacterium 
and particle gun) is more intense in calli than in seedlings. These results from 
wheat calli were corroborated by those obtained with Oenothera and maize tissue 
cultures from other research groups. It has been demonstrated, mostly in wheat 
and maize, that long term tissue culture induces changes in the mitochondrial 
genome organisation. Plant tissue culture therefore offers an unique opportunity 
for creating new cytoplasms. 

The data obtained suggest a series of possible conclusions: 
a) The extent of genome plasticity is genotype-dependent both at the interspecific 

(Nicotiana and tomato) and at the intraspecific (auxotrophic and autotrophic 
clones of tomato) levels. 

b) The extent of molecular variation also depends on the age of the cultures (see 
the differences in stability between long-term (Red River) and short-term 
(Davis) tomato cultures. 

c) Genotypes differing for genes affecting the physiological organisation of cells 
also differ in genetic stability. 
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d) External conditions affecting physiology and/or causing stress may influence the 
extent of variation and the fixation of specific levels of amplification and 
methylation as well as specific RAPD patterns. 

Chromosome configurations at meiosis in regenerated pentaploid Festulolium 
hybrids indicated increased interspecific recombination. The possible inclusion of 
a cell culture phase in a conventional breeding programme to enhance introgres-
sion is therefore suggested. More somaclonal variation was observed in polyploid 
Festuca than in diploid Lolium species. Plants were regenerated from transformed 
Festuca protoplasts carrying a selectable gene for hygromycin resistance and a 
marker gene GUS. 

It is concluded that for both the rye and triticale material studied, that in vitro 
culture led quickly to the production of superior lines. Telomeric heterochromatin 
appeared to affect the release of somaclonal variation, depending on the 
chromosome arm on which it is borne and the background genotype. 
We postulate the possible implication of transposition events in the appearance on 
variants in S. cereale associated with a very high rate of mutation. Consequently, 
we have a particularly good material with which to study the molecular basis of 
variations promoted through transposition phenomena. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The coordinator hosted the first meeting at Long Ashton Research Station in June 
1991. At this meeting ideas and methodologies were exchanged. Major links are 
with Hamburg, Paris-Sud and Athens Univ. 
F. Sala organised a joint meeting of the participants to this concerted action group 
at the Isola del Giglio, Italy, in May 1992. On this occasion methodologies were 
exchanged and results and research programmes were discussed. 
A visiting research worker from Spain spent two years at IGER between 1992 — 
94 studying somaclonal variation in Festuca arundinacea. A PhD student at the 
University of Liverpool is studying anther culture in the pentaploid hybrid 
L. multiflorum χ F. arundinacea. 
P.J. Kaltsikes hosted a third meeting in Greece 

PUBLICATIONS 
Karp, A. (1993). Are you plants normal? Genetic instability in regenerated and transgenic 
plants. Agro-Food-Industry Hi-Tech. 4, 7-12. 
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The molecular biology of the cell-to-cell movement of 
plant viruses in relation to plasmodesmatal function 

(BIOT CT-900156) 

COORDINATOR 
01. R. HULL, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 

PARTICIPANTS: 
02. K. ROBERTS, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 
03. T. COLBURN, IBMP, Strasbourg, F 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

One of the major routes for cell-to-cell communication in plants is via 
plasmodesmata which are essentially 'dynamic holes' in the cell walls providing 
symplastic continuity between cells. Since development in plants arises from the 
differential expression of the plant genome, the movement of macromolecules 
through plasmodesmata must be controlled. This is achieved by limiting the size 
of molecules able to pass through them. However, detailed analysis of 
plasmodesmatal structure, molecular organization and function has been hindered 
by difficulties in their isolation. 

Many plant viruses move from the initially infected cell to other parts of the plant 
by a combination of short-distance spread through plasmodesmata and long-dis
tance spread via the phloem sieve tubes. The infection unit of a virus is much 
larger than the normal gating capacity of plasmodesmata and there is increasing 
evidence that this problem is overcome through the mediation of virus-encoded 
proteins which facilitate movement from cell to cell. This interaction between virus 
gene product(s) and plasmodesmata could prove a powerful tool in the under
standing of plasmodesmatal structure and function and could be a target for non-
conventional protection. 

Various lines of evidence indicate that there may be more than one mechanism by 
which viruses move from cell to cell. In the first, exemplified by tobacco mosaic 
vims (TMV), the movement protein (MP) appears to interact with plasmodesmata 
only temporally at the infection front allowing movement of the infection unit, 
which is probably not a complete virus particle, to the next cell; there are no 
obvious structural changes to the plasmodesmata. In another mechanism, shown by 
cowpea mosaic vims (CPMV), the MP is found associated with highly modified 
plasmodesmata, which frequently contain virus particles, even at late stages of 
infection. When the sequences of (putative) MPs are compared they appear to fall 
into several groups, one based on TMV, one based on alfalfa mosaic vims (AMV), 
one based on CPMV and a loose group of proteins which show little or no rela
tionship in primary amino acid sequence. There is no relationship between the 
mechanisms described above and the grouping of MPs based on sequence. 
Similarly, studies on functional complementarity between the movement proteins 
of several viruses have not identified groupings compatible with those described 
above. 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The objectives of this project were to address the following questions: 
1. How many apparently different mechanisms are there of cell-to-cell move
ment of viruses? This question was addressed primarily by participants 01, 03 and 
05 who identified the MPs of several viruses using various molecular and cytologi-
cal approaches. The biochemical properties of the MPs of several viruses expressed 
in heterologous cell systems was examined. The effects of targetted mutagenesis on 
the functioning of MPs was studied; this was coupled with the transformation of 
plants with normal and mutagenized MPs. A system for examining the gating 
capacity of plasmodesmata by injecting dyes of different molecular radii was 
developed (participant 02). This was used a) to examine the effects of introducing 
molecules such as in vitro-produced MPs into cells; b) to examine the effects of 
mutagenesis of MPs on the gating capacity; and c) to compare the gating capacity 
in plants supporting replicating virus with that of plants transgenic in the MP. The 
latter showed if the MP alone can function in fully gating plasmodesmata and also 
give further information of the differences between transiently and constitutively 
expressing mechanisms. 

2. What are the basic interactions between the virus, MPs and plasmodesmata? 
Are there receptor proteins and, if so, are they the same for different viruses? 
Expressed MPs were used in binding studies to isolate possible receptor proteins 
from hosts (participant 01). 
3. What is the physical structure of plasmodesmata and how do receptor 
proteins fit in? How do plasmodesmata function? Participant 02 used high resolu
tion electron microscopy on thin sections and freeze slam deep-etched replicas 
coupled with immunogold probing for receptor and/or other host proteins isolated 
in the binding studies which gave much information on plasmodesmatal structure. 
Differences in structure induced by the interaction of MPs, coupled with biochemi
cal properties of the host proteins gave leads as to their function. 
4. Can the knowledge of interactions between MPs and plasmodesmata be used 
to design molecules which block viral movement and thereby confer resistance? 
This was the prime concern of participant 04 who, in collaboration with 05, made 
plants transgenic in the MP gene of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Major findings on addressing the above questions included: 
1. Properties of MPs 
a) Identification of the MPs of several viruses and production of antisera. 
The infectious genome of beet necrotic yellow vein virs (BNYW) has two RNA 
species. RNA-1 is infectious to protoplasts but for infection of plants RNA-2 is 
also required. This indicates that RNA-2 contains the MP gene(s). The sequence 
of RNA-2 revealed 6 open reading frames (ORFs) and by mutagenesis 3 adjacent 
ORFs were implicated in cell-to-cell movement. Mutations of the viral coat protein 
did not interfere with local movement. Thus BNYW resembles the potex-, carla-
and hordei-viruses in having a triple gene block implicated in virus movement. 
Grapevine fanleaf vims (GFLV) also has two RNA species and its MP has been 
identified as a polypeptide product of RNA-2. RNA-2 encodes a 122 kDa 
polyprotein which is processed into a N-terminal 28 kDa protein of no known func
tion, a 38 kDa protein with amino acid similarity to TMV MP and the C-terminal 
56 kDa coat protein; the coat protein is also required for movement. The gene for 
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the 38 kDa protein has been cloned, expressed as a fusion protein and an 
antiserum raised against it. 
The nucleotide sequence of a Spanish strain of CMV (CMV-24) has been deter
mined. The gene for the putative MP, 3a, was cloned in E. coli, expressed and an 
antiserum raised against it which was used to examine the presence and sub
cellular localization of the 3a protein in infected and transformed plants. In trans
genic and infected plants the 3a protein is detected in the cell wall-enriched frac
tion as well as in a crude membrane/organelle fraction and a soluble fraction. It 
was not found in the nucleolar fraction which is in contrast with a previous report, 
J. Gen. Virol., 1988, 69:2387) for the location of this protein. The subcellular dis
tribution of CMV 3a protein in transgenic tobacco plants resembled more the 
situation in transgenic plants for TMV MP than that for A1MV. It remains to be 
determined whether the differences observed are due to differential modifications 
of the protein or to different mechanisms of action. 
The ability to complement the movement of 3a-defective CMV mutants has been 
determined using viral transcripts with adjacent 10 amino acid deletions between 
amino acid positions 124 and 224. The behaviour of these mutants in untransfor-
med and transformed tobacco plants is currently being investigated. 
The presence of the CMV 3a protein in the cell wall fraction of transgenic tobacco 
plants, and its ability to increase the plasmodesmatal size exclusion limit (SEL) 
(see below), are consistent with the properties of other plant viral MPs, and 
strongly suggest that the 3a protein is involved in the cell-to-cell movement of 
CMV. 

b) Effect of the MP on the plant cell. 
The MP of the GFLV induces tubules in much the same way as do comovirus MPs. 
The mechanism of movement of nepoviruses is thus like CPMV. The MP of AMV 
expressed in transgenic tobacco is predominantly found in a cell-wall fraction. It 
increases the SEL of plasmodesmata from about 800-1000 Da to between 4.4 and 
10 kDa without visibly affecting their ultrastructure. Its effect on the SEL is 
however much weaker than the effect of the TMV MP. 
Gene 1 of cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) which encodes PI was shown by 
mutagenesis to encode the MP. Immunofluorescent staining of Chinese cabbage 
protoplasts infected with CaMV using anti-Pi serum revealed long thread-like 
structures extending from the protoplast surface. Electron microscopical examina
tion of immunogold-labelled protoplasts showed extracellular tubular structures 
containing PL 
The presence of the CMV 3a protein in transgenic tobacco plants increases the 
plasmodesmatal SEL to, in many cases, over 10,000 Da. CMV MP thus causes a 
functional equivalent modification to those induced by TMV and red clover 
necrotic mosaic MPs. 
In control plants, movement of the largest 10,000 Da probe was not detected. 
However, in 12% of injections a fluorescent-dextran of 4,400 Da was observed to 
move into the neighbouring cell. This observation is consistent with previous 
reports that the SEL under certain physiological conditions is occasionally higher 
than the commonly reported 800 to 1,000 Da in a variety of tissues. 

c) Functional mapping of the AMV MP. 
The MP of AMV is the 300-aa non-structural protein (P3) encoded by the 5'-
proximal cistron of RNA3. Its gene was introduced into Nicotiana tabacum (cv. 
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Xanthi and Xanthi ne) and N. benthamiana behind the 35S promoter. Subcellular 
fractionation showed P3 to be mainly located in cell walls. 
The P3 gene was also expressed in E. coli and yeast. The protein was purified and 
was renatured in the presence of non-ionic detergents. It bound single-stranded 
RNA or DNA non-specifically in a strong and co-operative manner at low salt but 
was 80% inhibited by 0.2 M NaCl. The binding was biphasic, with a fast association 
step and a slow 'stabilization' step; the latter did not occur on ice and might involve 
a conformational change of the RNA or protein. In contrast, binding of the TMV 
MP to nucleic acids survives 0.6 M salt and is not temperature-dependent. 
Altogether, these results show that the properties of P3 and those of the TMV MP 
are qualitatively similar but quantitatively very different. 
To map the different functions of P3, ten in-frame deletion mutants of the gene 
were engineered and transferred into N. tabacum (cv. Xanthi and Xanthi nc). 
Eight of these, covering the whole coding region, were expressed in E. coli and 
their RNA binding properties tested in vitro. In this way an RNA binding domain 
was identified between amino acids (aa) 36 and 81. In transformed plants, many 
of the deleted proteins were produced at very low or undetectable levels, being 
presumably unstable, but those carrying deletions within the N-proximal part of the 
molecule appeared stable, especially A(l-12) (deletion of amino acids 1-12), Δ(21-
34) and to a lesser extent A(l-77). Of those mutants, only A(l-12) fractionated 
with cell walls at more than 90%. This was confirmed by immuno-electron-
microscopy. A(l-77) was found predominantly in a cytoplasmic particulate fraction 
and A(21-34) partitioned about equally between cytoplasm and cell walls. This 
suggested that a domain covered by aa 13 to 77 was involved in cell-wall targeting. 
The plasmodesmata of plants expressing the three N-proximally deleted proteins 
had the same SEL as those expressing P3, showing that the N-terminal 'cell-wall 
targeting domain' was distinct from the 'plasmodesma-modifying domain'. Xanthi 
nc tobacco expressing A(l-34) at high level had a stunted phenotype, abnormally 
large accumulations of starch in source leaves, frequent necrotic areas, accumula
tion of acidic PR proteins in the interstitial fluid and other abnormalities suggest
ing that the transgene was toxic. However, they eventually recovered and were fer
tile. Xanthi tobacco expressing the same construction at high level looked more 
'normal' but produced abortive flowers. The two cultivars differ by the presence 
(Xanthi nc) or absence (Xanthi) of the N-gene. Whether this is the cause of the 
phenotypic difference is unknown at the moment. 

2. Interaction of MPs with host proteins. 
This objective was addressed using TMV P30. A comparison was made of the 
production and properties of P30 expressed in the baculovirus system, in plants, 
in E. coli and from in vitro translation of mRNA transcribed from a cDNA clone. 
The protein from translation and from plants was produced at low level and that 
from plants was difficult to purify. Baculovirus and E. coli expression gave high 
yields but in both systems the major problem was insolubility of the product. A 
wide range of treatments was tested in attempts to improve solubility and one of 
the best methods was to treat the protein first with Sarkosyl and then replace the 
Sarkosyl with Triton X-100. 
Most of the models for MP function suggest that it interacts with one or more host 
proteins located in plasmodesmata. Since it is difficult to isolate plasmodesmata 
and characterize them at the molecular level it was considered that the MPs could 
be used to probe for plasmodesmatal proteins. A wide range of approaches was 
used in attempts to detect any host proteins to which TMV P30 bound. For 
instance, extracts of host proteins were electrophoresed into Polyacrylamide gels 
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and blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were then treated 
with Sarkosyl/Triton solubilized baculovirus-expressed P30, washed and any binding 
of P30 to proteins transferred from the gel was detected with anti-P30 antiserum. 
No bands were reliably detected. To enhance the sensitivity of this sandwich 
hybridization method S-labelled P30 was used to probe the nitrocellulose blot. 
Even this approach did not reliably detect any host protein to which P30 bound. 
Another approach was based on an electron microscope observation that indicated 
that plasmodesmata had actin-like fibres associated with them. To see if TMV P30 
interacted with actin, various forms of actin, including cytoplasmic 'skeletons' were 
isolated from plant cells and incubated with labelled P30. No association of P30 
with actin could be detected. It thus appears that P30 might not interact directly 
with any normal plant protein. 

3. Structure of plasmodesmata. 
The maize root tip was selected a source material for purification of 
plasmodesmata as it is well characterized, easily obtainable and is rich in 
plasmodesmata. A method was devised for preparing cell walls which retained 
embedded plasmodesmata but were virtually free from contaminating cell debris. 
Briefly, root tips were plasmolysed, snap frozen and ground to a powder. This was 
then thawed into buffer and passed through a French pressure cell to strip 
cytoplasm from the wall fragments, which were then washed thoroughly. The 
resulting material was used for all further procedures. 
Antibodies were raised against crude protein extracts from purified walls and 
monoclonal antibodies were selected on the basis of punctate cell wall staining. 
While these proved to immunogold label around plasmodesmata, they also 
recognised other cell components and labeled multiple protein bands in western 
blots, most prominently at 130 kDa. All of the monoclonals appear to recognise 
common carbohydrate side-chains. 
A sequential biochemical extraction of wall fragments was used to determine the 
broad chemical composition of plasmodesmatal components. Techniques of 
negative staining and rotary-shadowed replica production were adapted to allow 
the effects of the extractions to be assessed with the electron microscope. Light 
protease treatment left the gross plasmodesmatal form unchanged, indicating that 
protein is not a major structural component. Heavy proteolysis, on the other hand, 
occasionally removed the entire plasmodesma, including the surrounding non-
proteinaceous collar. It is possible that this treatment disrupts bonds which hold 
the collar into the wall matrix. 
An investigation of the plasmodesmatal collar using specific antibodies and 
enzymes indicated that it is not a callosic structure as had been previously repor
ted, but is probably composed of another carbohydrate, as yet undetermined. 
Callose is found in the vicinity of plasmodesmata, but, in the cell wall outside the 
collar. 
Further extractions of wall fragments were conducted using detergents. These con
firmed the membranous nature of the desmotubule and the plasma membrane 
tube, specifically extracting these structures. A small number of proteins was 
released by these treatments, some of which may originate in the plasmodesmatal 
core. Interestingly, one of these proteins is the 130 kDa form recognised by our 
monoclonal antibodies. 
These studies have led to a slightly modified model of plasmodesmatal structure 
in the maize root tip. More importantly, they have introduced novel ways of look
ing at plasmodesmata in the electron microscope, and reliable methods for extract-
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ing specific plasmodesmatal components. Together these provide a strategy for the 
potential isolation of proteins associated with the membranous plasmodesmatal 
core. 

4. Possible control by interfering with virus movement. 
The CMV 3a gene, provided by participant 05, was cloned in the sense and 
antisense orientations downstream of a duplicated CaMV 35S promoter and a 
TMV Ω sequence and upstream of the nopaline synthase terminator into a binary 
vector derived from pTZ18. These chimeric genes were then cloned between the 
expression cassettes of the neomycin phosphotransferase (NPTII) gene and the β-
glucuronidase (GUS) gene into a binary vector derived from PGA 492. Both 
recombinant binary vectors were introduced into a disarmed Agrobacterium 
tumefacies strain LBA 4404 and the recombinant strains used to transform 
tobacco leaf expiants. The young regenerated plantlets were selected on kanamycin 
and screened for GUS activity to check the integrity of the T-DNA insertion into 
plants. Plants expressing the GUS gene were rooted twice on kanamycin and were 
transferred to the greenhouse. 
Using the serum raised against the CMV 3a protein we were able to detect a 30 
kDa protein in the soluble total protein fraction from the transgenic plants trans
formed with the sense construct. This protein was not detected in control plants 
expressing NPTII or GUS genes. The 30 kDa protein comigrates with the move
ment protein found in CMV-infected tobacco tissues, indicating that it was the 
expected one. Plants expressing the 3a protein were transferred to the glasshouse 
and seed obtained from those with high, medium and low levels of expression was 
sent to participant 05 for further characterization. 
The expected transcript of about 1300 nucleotides was detected using a specific 
cDNA probe on total RNA extracted from plants transformed with the 3a gene 
in the antisense orientation. This RNA transcript was not detected in control 
plants. Seed from these plants has been sent to partner 05 for challenging the 
plants with virus particles and viral RNA. 
Ten mutated genes (Mx: Ml to MIO) from the CMV 3a gene were obtained from 
participant 05. Each mutant corresponded to a 8 to 12 amino acid deletion 
between positions 124 to 224. These mutants were cloned into the plant expression 
vector, transferred to A. tumefacies LBA 4404 and transformed into tobacco 
leaves as described above. Using the serum against the CMV 3a protein we were 
able to detect 8 of the mutated proteins (Ml to M6, M8 and M9). These proteins 
were not detected in control plants. We were not able to detect the MIO protein 
and are currently checking for the M7 protein. Three of the proteins (Ml, M2 and 
M3) have very different electrophoretic mobilities in comparison with the wild-type 
MP and protein M2 gave a very low signal which could suggest that it is unstable. 
These plants are being used to see if the expression of the mutants inhibits the 
spread of wild-type virus. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
Most of the scientific breakthroughs were in the determination of the properties 
of the MPs of different viruses and in the refining of the understanding of how 
the MPs function. The analysis of purified plasmodesmata, although unlikely to 
throw light on MP function is giving a major advance in the information on 
plasmodesmatal structure. It seems likely that there could be industrial 
applicability in the use of defective MPs. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The group held three formal meetings where information was exchanged and 
cooperation arranged. There were numerous informal meetings at scientific con
ferences and 10 newletters, View through the Plasmodesma, were issued. There 
were 6 research exchanges between participating laboratories. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications. 
Atkins,D., Hull, R., Wells, B., Roberts, K, Moore, P. and Beachy, R.N. (1991). The TMV 
30kD movement protein in transgenic tobacco plants is localized to plasmodesmata. J. Gen. 
Virol. 72: 209-211. 
Atkins,D., Roberts, K, Hull, R., Prehoud, C. and Bishop, D.H.L. (1991). Expression of the 
tobacco mosaic virus movement protein using a baculovirus expression system. J. Gen. Virol. 
72: 2831-2835. 
Poirson, A, Turner, A.P., Giovane, C, Berna, Α., Roberts, Κ. and Godefroy-Colburn, T. 
(1993). Effect of the alfalfa mosaic virus movement protein expressed in transgenic plants on 
the permeability of plasmodesmata. J. Gen. Virol. 74: 2459-2461. 
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Erny.C, Schoumacher, F., Jung, C, Gagey, M.-J., Godefroy-Colburn, T., Stussi-Garaud, C, 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Bacterial pathogens cause severe crop losses throughout the world. No satisfactory 
chemical control methods are available. Disease control can only be achieved by 
cultural procedures and by breeding disease-resistant plant varieties. Success in 
both areas will depend on understanding fundamental molecular biology of bac
teria-plant interactions. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The participants have employed molecular genetic techniques to investigate the 
following factors required for pathogenicity of bacteria to plants: 
i) rpf genes of Xanthomonas (regulate pathogenicity functions): characterisation 

of RpfC protein, sequencing of certain rpf genes, interaction of RpfN protein 
with promoters of pathogenicity genes, investigation of a diffusible regulatory 
molecule, biochemical functions of other rpf genes. 

ii) hrp genes of Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas (required for pathogenicity and 
resistance induction): sequencing, characterisation, crystallisation and 
biochemical function of products, control of expression, role in pathogenicity. 

iii) avr genes of Pseudomonas and Xanthomons (determine inability to colonise 
certain hosts): 
— sequencing, characterisation of products, role in non-host interactions, 

structure-function relationships, regulation of expression, evolution of new 
specificity, role of plasmid transfer. 

— hrp mutants of Pseudomonas solanacearum: use as biological control agents 
against bacterial wilt. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Regulatory genes 
SL: Synthesis of pathogenicity factors (extracellular enzymes and polysaccharide) 
in X. campestris pv. campestris (Xcc) is regulated positively by the genes rpfA-H and 
negatively by rpfN. Sequencing shows that rpfC, rpfG and rpfH are members of the 
two component, sensor-regulator prokaryotic gene family. The genes rpfF and rpfB 
have been found to be involved in synthesis of a diffusible substance, which has 
been purified from bacterial cultures. Enzyme production by rpfF mutants is 
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restored by addition of purified factor. Experiments are in progress to determine 
the nature of the diffusible factor and its role in regulation. Sequencing of other 
regulatory genes in the cluster has raised the possibility that pathogenicity is 
regulated by hitherto undescribed mechanisms.The negative regulatory locus rpfN 
contains a single gene, the product of which is required for binding of a protein 
to a conserved domain of the promoters of some extracellular enzyme structural 
genes. It is supposed that this binding is required for down-regulation of enzyme 
synthesis. Expression of /77/W may depend on a o54-RNA polymerase and may be 
modulated by other, as yet unknown, genes. Fusions of extracellular enzyme struc
tural genes to reporter genes have been produced to study factors to which 
regulatory genes respond. 

B. hrp genes 
LBMRPM: The hrp gene cluster of P. solanaceamm (Psol) has been shown to be 
organised in a minimum of 6 transcription units, 4 of which are controlled by the 
positive regulator HrpB, which is encoded within the gene cluster. Expression of 
these four transcription units is induced in the plant and a synthetic medium allow
ing their expression in vitro has been defined. DNA sequencing of the four trans
cription units revealed the existence of 20 genes, of which 11 code for proteins 
homologous to components of the type III secretion pathway which is required for 
pathogenicity of several animal pathogens of the genera Yersinia, Shigella and 
Salmonella. The hrp genes in the HrpB-regulated transcription units 1-4 are 
required for secretion of PopAl, the product of the popA gene which is HrpB 
regulated and located adjacent to the hrp cluster. PopAl has been purified and 
shown to trigger induction of the hypersensitive response in leaves, but it is not 
required for pathogenicity on host plants. popA may be an avirulence gene since 
PopAl-responsive Petunia genotypes are resistant to infection, contrary to non-
responsive genotypes. 

IGF/ISV: DNA sequence of the 25kb hrp region of X. campestris pv. vesicatoria 
(Xcv) revealed 21 hrp genes organized in 6 loci. Expression of hrp genes is sup
pressed in complex medium but is induced in the plant and in a defined minimal 
medium. Subcloning of Xcv hrp promoters and primer extension studies revealed 
a novel sequence motif (PIP box) which might be involved in regulation of trans
cription. Sequence conservation between most of the predicted Hrp proteins of 
Xcv and Psol (LBMRPM) was found, although there is no regulatory gene in the 
Xcv hrp cluster and transcription factor o54 is not required for hrp expression in 
Xcv. HrpAl and HrpB3, 2 of 10 Hrp proteins predicted to be membrane-
associated, were visualised in the bacterial membrane with antibodies. In addition 
to conservation of Hrp proteins between Xcv, Psol and other plant pathogens there 
are striking similarities to Yersinia, Shigella and Salmonella proteins required for 
secretion of pathogenicity factors, and it is believed that Hrp proteins of Xcv 
secrete so far unknown virulence factors and elicitors of hypersensitivity. 

SL: Xcc hrp genes are closely related in structure, function and expression pattern 
to those of Xcv and Psol. They are not required for synthesis or secretion of known 
virulence factors (enzymes and polysaccharide). 
IMBB: Attempts have been made to purify (better than 90%) milligram quantities 
of the HrpR and HrpS proteins of P. syringae pv. phaseolicola for X-ray structural 
analysis. When expressed in E. coli HrpR and HrpS are insoluble, but a purifica
tion protocol was developed and yielded sufficient quantities of very pure protein 
for crystallographic purposes. The crystallization was not very successful, due to the 
instability of the proteins after a short period of storage and extensive aggregation. 
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An attempt was made to co-purify HrpS and HrpR, as experimental data suggest 
heterodimer formation between HrpS and HrpR occurs which could lead to 
stabilization. Thioredoxin-Hrp fusions may be more suitable for overexpressed in 
E. coli. The HrpN protein of Erwinia amylovora is the prototype of a class of Hrp 
proteins (harpins) that cause necrosis in plants. A protein encoded by a gene in 
the hrp cluster of P. syringae pv. phaseolicola may be a 'harpin'. Strong amino acid 
sequence similarity exists between the published H r p N ^ protein and the predic
ted polypeptide of an open reading frame in a hrp locus of P. syringae pv. 
phaseolicola that has been genetically characterized. This could give insight into the 
structure of plant receptors believed to be involved in the hypersensitive response. 

C. Avirulence (avr) genes 
IGF/ISV: Analysis of the avrBs3-2 gene, a naturally-occurring allele of avrBs3, has 
been completed. avrBs3-2 induces hypersensitivity in tomato but not in pepper, and 
is 97% identical to avrBs3, representative of an avirulence gene family in 
Xanthomons. Both genes are plasmid-borne and flanked by 62 bp almost perfect 
inverted repeats. Similar repeats of unknown function have been found in other 
members of the avrBs3 gene family. The specificity of the Xcv AvrBs3 protein 
which governs the interaction with pepper cultivars carrying the Bs3 resistance 
gene is determined by the 102 bp direct repeats present in the internal region. 
Overexpression of AvrBs3 and derivatives with different specifities led to a faster 
plant response. Specific elicitors of the hypersensitive response have not been 
identified. 

UWE: Pseudomons syringae pv. pisi (Psp) is classified into races according to 
ability to cause disease on tester cultivars of the host (pea). Two avirulence genes 
of Psp have been sequenced, the race 2 gene avrPpiAl.R2 and the race 3 gene 
avrPpiBl.RJ. Work on plasmid transfer and race specificity has shown that acquisi
tion of unrelated plasmids belonging to the Pseudomonas incompatibility group Inc 
PI (such as RP4) is associated with changes of race specificity from race 2 and race 
6 to a race resembling race 4; in the former case this involves both loss of an 
avirulence gene A2 (confirmed by molecular analysis) and the gain of a novel 
avirulence gene, not previously expressed in either race 2 or race 6. Race change 
is not due to DNA acquisition from the incoming plasmid since strains subse
quently cured of the plasmid contain no plasmid sequences. The possibilities are 
that either the incoming plasmid provides some function that causes the observed 
race change (perhaps activating a transposable element?) or that the plasmid trans
fers more readily into the new race, thereby selecting cells which would have to 
pre-exist as a minor component of the original race. No evidence to support the 
latter possibility has been obtained. Recent work showed that in addition to sub
stantial deletions of plasmid DNA, the changes also involve (at least in race 2 
strains) deletion of a 4-8 kb segment of chromosomal DNA. In collaboration with 
Wye College and Horticulture Research International (GB) genes of P. syringae pv. 
phaseolicola which interact with resistance genes in pea to produce non-host 
resistance have been studied. 

D. Protection of plants with avirulent hrp mutants 
Calliope: Protective avirulent mutants of P. solanaceamm have been obtained by 
insertion into the hrp genes of an Omega-KM cassette which is no longer trans
posable. The presence of these protective mutants within the root system, collar 
and lower part of the aerial stem protects susceptible tomato from further invasion 
by a virulent Psol strain in the most favourable cases, and limits percentage of wilt-
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ing in all cases. Bacteriocins are produced in planta by some Psol strains but select
ing for bacteriocin production does not increase the protective effect of hrp 
mutants. Inoculation procedure is important for ensuring effective protection and 
the factors that ensure a successful root inoculation by hrp mutants have been 
studied. The French Bio Safety Committee (Commission du Génie 
Biomoléculaire) authorised small-scale field experiments in naturally infested fields 
in Guadeloupe. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Significant similarities of predicted Hrp proteins of X.c. pv. vesicatoria, 
P. solanaceamm and P.s. pv. phaseolicola have been found to Yersinia, Salmonella 
and Shigella proteins involved in animal pathogenicity. A A/p-dependent protein 
produced by P. solanaceamm which elicits plant hypersensitivity has been dis
covered and purified. A diffusible regulator of enzyme synthesis in X.c. pv. cam
pestris has been discovered and purified and new regulatory genes have been 
characterised. Insights have been obtained into both the molecular and 
'epidemiological' basis of race change (host specificity) in pathogens. Two-gene 
avirulence specificity may be involved in non-host resistance in P.s. pv. phaseolicola. 
Protection of plants by pretreatment with disabled pathogens has been studied. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The group held regular meetings at which research progress was discussed. Two 
of the meetings coincided with joint events involving other BRIDGE groups with 
interests in plant pathogens. Biomaterials and technical information have been 
exchanged within the group throughout the programme. All the participants have 
additional research collaborations with other European laboratories outside the 
BRIDGE programme. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Nitrogen is a basic element of organic materials. Though, it is present in unlimited 
amounts in the atmosphere as N2, this form cannot be utilised by living organisms 
except a few microorganisms. The most pronounced way of the biological nitrogen 
fixation is provided by the Rhizobium bacteria which, in symbiosis with their 
leguminous host plants, induce the formation of a unique plant organ, the root 
nodule which serves as a niche for the nitrogen-fixing form of the bacteria. Estab
lishment of nitrogen-fixing symbiosis is governed by signal exchanges between the 
host plant and the bacterium that lead to the activation of genes in the symbiotic 
partner. Nodule development consists of several stages determined by different 
sets of genes both in the micro- and macrosymbiont. First, flavonoid signal 
molecules exuded by the host plant roots induce the expression of the nodulation 
(nod, nol) genes in Rhizobium in conjunction with the bacterial activator NodD 
protein. Then, lipooligosaccharide Nod factors carrying various host-specific 
decorations are produced by the bacterial Nod proteins. The Nod factors induce 
a variety of plant reactions, such as root hair deformation, initiation of nodule 
meristems and induction of early nodulin genes leading to nodule formation. Other 
bacterial genes provide competitiveness of the bacteria for nodulation or are 
required for successful infection and for nitrogen fixation. Furthermore, for the 
successful establishment of a symbiotic interaction the induction of plant defense 
mechanisms has to be avoided. 

The aim of the work carried out by the collaborating groups was to elucidate the 
early communication steps between the micro- and macrosymbiont, by studying the 
Medicago-Rhizobium meliloti interactions. At the start of the project most of the 
nod genes had been isolated, however, their functions were not known, their 
regulation was not fully understood, the structure of the first Nod signal was just 
reported and no plant genes involved in nodule organogenesis were isolated. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The goals on the bacterium side were understanding 
i) the complexity of nod gene regulation, 
ii) identify Nod factors from R. meliloti, 
iii) to determine the role of nod genes in Nod signal production, and 
iv) to characterize bacterial genes providing higher competitiveness for nodulation 

ability. On the plant side, as a long term project, the objectives were 
v) to identify and characterize genes whose expression is induced at very early 

stages of symbiosis, especially those that are specifically expressed in response 
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to purified Nod signals and to understand their role in nodule organogenesis. 
Another goal was 

vi) to study and compare plant responses induced by the symbiotic and 
pathogenic signal molecules by analysing expression of marker genes 
associated with plant defense. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
i) 01: Involvement of Nod regulatory proteins of R. meliloti in nod gene activation 
In R meliloti a low and finely tuned level of nod gene expression is required for 
optimal nodulation. It is achieved by a complex regulatory circuit which involves 
several activators, differing in their flavonoid specificity, and the NolR repressor 
displaying a differential control on the nod genes involved in the synthesis of the 
core Nod factor structure. Positive and negative elements controlling the expres
sion of the R meliloti nodulation genes were identified and characterized in detail. 
Negative regulation by the repressor protein NolR is thought to play a role in the 
fine tuning of Nod signal production in order to provide optimal concentrations of 
signals adapted to specific host plant genotypes. Alternatively, a combination of 
positive and negative regulation may differentially influence the expression of dif
ferent subsets of nod genes. The nod genes are organized into several transcrip
tional units preceded by conserved nod box elements, however only some of the 
opérons are subject to downregulation by the NolR repressor. This opens the 
possibility to alter the balance of nod gene products having different functions in 
Nod factor biosynthesis and in this way to change the ratio of differently sub
stituted Nod signal molecules. The construction of R meliloti strains containing 
multiple copies of the positive regulatory genes nodD3 and syrM resulted in a high 
level of flavonoid independent nod gene expression that broke the host specific 
barrier by extending the nodulation ability to the non-host plant siratro. This might 
be one way to improve biological nitrogen fixation. 

ii) 01: Identification of the R. meliloti Nod factor family 
Using our knowledge about the regulatory factors (see i 01) has allowed the 
manipulation of R meliloti strains lacking the negatively acting factors but contain
ing higher amounts of positive transacting factors. These strains produced more 
than thousand fold higher quantitites of Nod signals in comparison to the wild type 
strains. This engineering step was a prerequisite to purify and characterize the Nod 
metabolites from R meliloti. We demonstrated that a large number of different 
structurally related Nod metabolites is produced by a single Rhizobium species and 
the major products were identified as tetra- and pentamers of ß-l,4-JV-acetyl-
glucosamine sulfated at the reducing terminus and N-acylated with a C16:2 or 
C16:3 acyl chain at the nonreducing terminus.The ability of the Nod factors to 
induce morphological and developmental changes on plant roots, like root hair 
deformation and induction of nodule structures were investigated. The differential 
activity on host versus non-host plants of related lipo-oligosaccharides allowed to 
identify some of the structural features (e. g. oligosaccharide chain length) influen
cing the host plant-specific recognition. The ratio of Nod factors displaying dif
ferent degrees of activity on a given plant species or genotype is an important 
determinant of host-specific recognition. 

iii) Role of Rhizobium nod gene products in Nod factor biosynthesis 
02: NodB is a deacetylase and NodA is an TV-acyltransferase 
The Rhizobium nodulation genes nodABC are involved in the synthesis of 
lipooligosaccharide symbiotic signals, which are mono-AZ-acylated 
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chitooligosaccharides. These bacterial signals elicit nodule organogenesis in roots 
of legumes. Recently we have shown that the NodA and NodB proteins are suf
ficient to produce small, heat-stable compounds that stimulate mitosis in various 
protoplasts derived from legumes and non-legumes. To test whether these gene 
products could play a role in regulation of plant growth and development, we 
introduced and expressed the Rhizobium meliloti nodA and nodB genes singly or 
in combination under the control of diverse promoters in tobacco. The resulting 
transgenic plants showed characteristic morphological abnormalities, indicating 
that substrate molecules are likely to be present in tobacco that allow the nodA and 
nodB encoded proteins to synthesize growth controlling factors and also signal 
transduction pathways to respond to the presence of these regulatory molecules. 

To explain the effects caused by these nod genes in non-legume transgenic plants, 
and to elucidate their specific role in the pathway of Nod signal synthesis, we have 
determined their biochemical function by direct assays. Since the nodB transgenic 
tobacco plants showed the most pronounced phenotype, the function of NodB was 
investigated first. The NodB protein has been overproduced in E. coli and was 
purified by immunoaffinity chromatography or by renaturation from inclusion 
bodies. Our data showed that the NodB protein of R meliloti deacetylates the non-
reducing N-acetylglucosamine residue of chitooligosaccharides. This step provides 
a free amino group at the non-reducing terminus of the oligosaccharide backbone, 
which is a necessary prerequisite for fatty ./V-acylation in the pathway of Nod factor 
synthesis. 
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The nucleotide sequence of the Rhizobium meliloti nod genes revealed that the 
nodA stop codon overlaps the nodB start codon suggesting a functional coupling 
between the two genes. It seemed reasonable to assume that the ΛΓacylated 
glucosamine oligosaccharide signals might be synthesized by the enzymatic acyla
tion of a free amino group released by NodB at the nonreducing terminus of the 
oligosaccharide backbone. To demonstrate that acyl group transfer is catalyzed by 
NodA, we synthesized a radiolabelled tetrasaccharide precursor carrying an amino 
group as a potential attachment site for JVacylation at the nonreducing 
glucosamine residue. An acyl transfer reaction was carried out using this specific 
substrate as acyl acceptor and rhizobial cell extracts as a source of enzyme and 
lipid donors. Our data show, that cell extracts containing the NodA protein were 
able to convert this tetrasaccharide precursor into a butanolextractable 
hydrophobic compound that comigrated on the TLC plate with R. meliloti 
lipooligosaccharide. Moreover, this NodA conversion product migrated on a silica 
gel plate at a rate comparable to that of a tetrasaccharide bearing a palmitoyl sub
stituent at the terminal glucosamine residue. The hydrophobic NodA product was 
retained by a C18 reversedphase HPLC column and exhibited the same retention 
time as nonsulfated R. meliloti nodulation factor NodRmIV (C16:2). To 
demonstrate that the hydrophobic product has the characteristic ß1,4 linkage of 
lipooligosaccharides, the HPLCpurified compound was digested with chitinase and 
yielded the expected degradation pattern. Finally, the HPLC fraction coeluting 
with NodRmIV was shown to elicit deformation of root hairs on vetch, which can 
be observed only with ./Vacylated chitooligosaccharides carrying a correct structure 
of the lipid moiety. Thus, various criteria demonstrate that NodA is involved in the 
incorporation of a fatty acyl chain into the synthetic tetrasaccharide acceptor, to 
yield biologically active nodulation factor. 

01: NodM is a glucosamine synthase providing precursor for Nod factor biosynthesis 
We showed that the NodM gene coding for a glucosamine synthase is necessary 
for a high level of Nod factor production. In addition, this gene contributes to the 
accuracy of the synthesis of the cognate Nod signals over various analogues. This 
suggests that NodM, but not its housekeeping analogue, is able to channel precur
sor molecules to the specific Nod factor biosynthetic machinery. 

iv) 03: Characterization of nfe genes providing higher competitiveness of rhizobia 
for nodulation 

Legume productivity in agricultural fields may be improved by inoculation with 
selected highly effective nitrogenfixing root nodule bacteria. However, field 
inoculations have often been unsuccessful due to the presence of highly com
petitive native strains in the soil that compete with the introduced strain in nodule 
formation on the host plant. Aiming at the characterization of genetic deter
minants of competitiveness a 20 kb DNA region named nfe providing higher 
nodule formation efficiency and competitiveness of R. meliloti GR4 was located on 
the megaplasmid pRmeGR4b. 

Sequence analysis of the nfe region revealed several open reading frames (ORFs). 
Two of them, nfeA and nfeB, were preceded by functional nif consensus sequences 
and NifAbinding motifs, though an additional, NifAindependent, transcriptional 
start site for nfeA was also found. A high degree of homology was found between 
the amino terminal domain of NfeA and NifH. Polyclonal antibodies raised against 
NfeA revealed that this protein is widespread in rhizobia. 128 basepairs 
downstream of nfeB a 970 bp long open reading frame was found whose deduced 
amino acid sequence showed similarity to ornithine cyclodeaminase (OCD) of 
Agrobacterium tumefacies an unusual enzyme that converts ornithine into proline. 
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Southern hybridization indicates that strain GR4 carries a single copy of the ocd
like gene that was not conserved in other R. meliloti strains or Rhizobium spp 
tested. Mutation in the ORF resulted in impaired nodulation efficiency. Therefore 
this locus was considered as a novel nfe gene termed nfeC. Downstream of the 
nfeC gene an IS element homologous to ISRm3 was found. In a 2.6 kb distance 
from the nfe genes, an open reading frame (ORF1) with a coding capacity for a 
23kDa protein was homologous to the putative transposase of Pseudomonas 
capada insertion sequence IS402. Since homologous sequences have not been 
described from rhizobia, this ISlike element of R. meliloti GR4 was named ISRm4. 
Although this IS element is present as a single copy in strain GR4 novel reiterated 
ISRm4 sequences were observed in GR4 derivatives indicating that this IS was 
effective in transposition. We found that ISRm3 and ISRm4 were widespread in 
the R. meliloti strains though the latter was less common and their homologs were 
found also in other rhizobia. 

Divergently oriented from the nfe genes two ORFs (ORFA and ORFB) were iden
tified. Though, nif consensus sequences were not found, expression of ORFA 
might be indirectly coupled to the NifANtrA regulatory network. The putative 
ORFBencoded protein contained a helixturnhelix motif, that resembles the 
DNAbinding consensus sequence proposed for many prokaryotic regulatory 
proteins. 

To transfer nfe genes into other rhizobia and to integrate them into the 
chromosome, cloning vectors were constructed using the oriV of one of the cryptic 
plasmids of R. meliloti GR4. pJMB45 carried oriV on a 4.8 kb PstI fragment where 
six open reading frames were identified. One of them was a homolog of the repC 
found on the Ti and Ri plasmids of Agrobacterium strains. The other five ORFs 
are likely not necessary for replication and stability of the vectors. No conservation 
of sequences corresponding to other reported replication origins have been found, 
although the product of one of them, ORF2, showed certain homology to 
cytoskeletal proteins of the eukaryotic cell. 

v) 01 and 04: Medicago genes involved in root nodule organogenesis 

During nodule development several sets of genes with both specific and general 
functions are induced e.g. 

i) early nodulin genes that are nodulespecific and probably required for nodule 
structure and function, 

ii) genes that have general functions in plant differentiation and organogenesis 
such as cell cycle genes and 

iii) genes whose products interact specifically with the Nod factor and are involved 
either in its recognition or in its degradation. 

We identified the Enodl2A and Β genes as well as the Enod40 genes from 
Medicago. We showed that expression of the Enodl2A and Β genes, encoding 
putative hydroxyprolinerich cell wall proteins, are differentially regulated; 
MsEnodl2B is inducible by the Nod factor whereas expression of MsEnodl2A is 
detectable only in the differentiated nodules and requires bacterial infection. The 
finding that mutant plants lacking Enodl2 genes are fully competent for the 
development of N2fixing nodules (Csanádi et al., 1994) may indicate that the gene 
function is either redundant or is required only under yet unknown conditions. The 
Enod40 gene is expressed in all cells of the nodule primordia, then in the differen
tiating nodule cells, and is uncoupled of bacterial infection. It codes for a non
translated cytoplasmic RNA and appears to be involved in cellular differentiaton. 
Ectopic expression of the sense and antisense constructs in transgenic Medicago 
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plants affected plant growth and differentiation drastically suggesting similar role 
of the Enod40 RNA as the recently discovered mammalian riboregulators. We 
showed that the active Nod factors but not their inactive derivatives induced dif
ferential expression of cell cycle marker genes, stimulated cell cycle progression 
and and reactivated most likely the GO differentiated cells for division. All of these 
genes were mapped in the Medicago genome. For this work we could apply all 
techniques and equipments that were developed by participant 04 during the grant 
period. This included a new method for DNA extraction and the use the automatic 
MultiBlotter System (Labimed). 

vi) 01: Plant responses induced by pathogenic signals and by the symbiotic Nod 
factor 

In order to get an insight into plant defense responses in Medicago, first, leaf reac
tions were analysed in compatible and incompatible interactions induced by 
infiltration of leaves with Xanthomonas campestris pv. alfalfae and Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. pisi, respectively. Moreover, they were compared to responses elicited 
by non-pathogenic bacteria, R meliloti or the non-host R leguminosamm (Rl) or 
Escherichia coli (Ec). None of the non-pathogenic bacteria induced a hypersen
sitive response (HR) and their growth characteristics inside the leaf were different 
from that of the pathogenic ones: the number of bacteria remained more or less 
constant, or slightly decreased within 8 days, but thereafter diminished abruptly 
and disappeared in 2 days. At the gene expression level, the accumulation of 
chalcone synthase (CHS) and isoflavone reductase (IFR) transcripts, involved in 
the production of isoflavonoids and the phytoalexin medicarpin, was analyzed. 
Maximum accumulation of these transcripts was observed between 45 and 90 min., 
whereas in a defense reaction induced by the incompatible bacterium P. syringae 
pv. pisi the maximum occured 6h postinfection. HPLC analysis of 
phenylpropanoids suggested that a mechanism for the phenylpropanoid gene 
induction exists also in non-pathogenic interactions but it might be distinct from 
that involved in a defense reaction. 

The expression of genes involved in isoflavonoid synthesis was also inducible by 
Nod factors, but only at highly elevated concentrations. The response was much 
stronger in Medicago cell cultures than in roots and correlated with the biological 
activity of the Nod factors. In contrast, these genes were inducible by low concen
trations of unmodified chitooligosaccharides in the cell cultures suggesting that the 
structural modification brought about by acylation of chitooligosaccharides may 
render an elicitor of plant defense reactions into a symbiotic signal molecule. 

The intriguing similarities between Nod factors and chitin prompted us to 
investigate whether legume chitinases would hydrolyse Nod factors as well as non-
modified chitooligosaccharides. We indeed found that Nod factors are substrates 
for plant chitinases but were more resistant to hydrolysis by chitinases than the 
unmodified chitooligosaccharides. Kinetic analysis showed that the structural 
parameters determining host specificity, the length of the oligosaccharide chain, 
the acylation at the non-reducing end and the sulfatation at the reducing end of 
the lipooligosaccharide, influence the stability of the molecule against degradation 
by chitinases. These results open the possibility that the activity of Nod factors on 
Medicago may partly be determined by the action of chitinases. It is tempting to 
speculate that in the rhizosphere a higher stability of Nod factors compensates for 
the lower amounts excreted by bacteria. Moreover, degradation of the Nod factors 
by plant hydrolytic enzymes may play an autoregulatory role in nodule initiation. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

Better understanding of nod gene regulation (e.g. host plant flavonoid-independent 
nod gene expression) resulted in host range extension. Elucidation of molecular 
events in nodule organogenesis and the function of bacterial and plant gene 
products increased our knowledge on the molecular and cellular mechanisms of 
plant differentiation and development. Moreover, construction of transgenic plants 
expressing either nod genes or plant genes involved in nodule organogenesis may 
be a first step for the creation of a niche for rhizobia to establish symbiosis with 
non-host, even monocot plants. 

Genetic engineering of the Rhizobium strains (eg. with genes providing higher 
competitiveness or extension of host range) as well as that of the host plant might 
have a significant impact on plant breeding and agricultural yields. 

An automatic multisouthern/northern electrophoresis and blotting system has been 
developed for the establishment of RFLP maps or genetic fingerprints and for 
gene expression studies. 

MAJOR COOPERATrVE LINKS 

ISV, MPI and EEZ as well as ISV and BERTIN had regular exchanges of informa
tion, plasmids, bacteria and various biological materials. A. Savouré full time and 
B. Hoffmann for 2 years from BERTTN worked at ISV. With other laboratories 
participating in the BRIDGE Integrated Action, with Univ. Bielefeld (Prof. A. 
Pühler): One week stay of two Spanish scientists and a three month stay of a fellow 
in Bielefeld and two German scientists in Granada. 

20-22 Jan. 1991 Meeting of all participants of the BRIDGE project at ISV in 
Gif. 

26-29 Aug. 1991 Visit of Dr. E. Kondorosi (ISV) at MPI for discussion of 
results, collaborations and exchange of strains. 

7 Oct. 1991 Visit of Prof. H. Van Onckelen (Univ. Antwerp, Participant 
of other BRIDGE project) at MPI for discussion of results, 
collaboration and collection of samples. 

27 Oct. 1991 BRIDGE ELWW meeting on 'Rhizobium-iegame symbiosis' 
in Capri. 

5-8 Nov. 1991 Visit of Dr. M. Schultze (ISV) at MPI for discussions. 
24 Feb. 1992 Visit of Prof. H. Van Onckelen at MPI for discussion and 

collection of samples. 
9-10 Mar. 1992 Visit of Drs. H. Röhrig and J. Schmidt (MPI ) at ISV for dis

cussion of results, cooperation and exchange of material. 
14-17 Mar. 1992 Meeting of all participants of the BRIDGE project at EEZ. 
30-31 Mar. 1992 Visit of Drs. M. John and J. Schmidt (MPI) at ISV for dis

cussion of joint projects and exchange of material. 
8 Dec. 1992 Award of the Max-Planck Research Prize to Drs. A. Kon

dorosi (ISV) and J. Schell (MPI) by the Alexander von 
Humboldt Foundation in Bonn. 

17-19 Dec. 1992 Visit of Drs. A. and E. Kondorosi (ISV) at MPI for discus
sion of results. 
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26 Mar. 1993 Meeting of all participants of the BRIDGE project at Bertin 
in Plaisir. 

1112 Apr. 1994 Bridge Final Sectorial meeting 'PlantMicrobe interactions' 
at Dourdan 

2025 June 1994 Meeting of participants (ISV, MPI) discussing results 
2931 Aug. 1994 Meeting of participants (ISV, MPI, EEZ) discussing results 

and preparation of manuscripts 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The molecular basis underlying the pathogenicity of the biotrophic fungus 
Cladosporium fulvum is still obscure. It is a highly specialized pathogen, limited to 
infect only a few species in the Lycopersicon genus. Studies with pathogenic bac
teria and fungi have shown that several genes are activated during penetration of 
the host and during pathogenesis. The isolation of in planta induced genes of 
C. fulvum, which likely play an important role in the infection process and there
fore could be considered as putative pathogenicity factors, is one of the topics of 
our research. Host resistance is assumed to be based on recognition of the 
pathogen, resulting from direct interaction between avirulence gene (Avr) products 
(race-specific elicitors) and resistance gene (Cf) products (host-specific receptors). 
Upon recognition, a hypersensitive-response (HR) takes place in the host and 
fungal development is arrested. We are interested in the isolation of avirulence 
gene products and their encoding genes, as this establishes a basis for studies on 
signalling events between host and pathogen. 

Besides its direct effect on C. fulvum, HR induces (systemic) resistance against a 
range of other pathogens. The phenomenon of induced resistance in plants is 
accompanied by the induction of the synthesis of a large number of pathogenesis-
related (PR) proteins, including proteins with the ability to inhibit growth of fungi 
in vitro. In literature it is proposed that these proteins are involved in defense 
against fungal infections in vivo. 

HR is probably not only the result of specific recognition of proteinaceous fungal 
elicitors; it can also be induced by plant and fungal cell wall components. A protein 
which inhibits fungal endo-polygalacturonases (PGIP) is present in the cell wall of 
all dicotyledonous plants that have been examined. Interaction between 
endopolygalacturonase and PGIP in vitro results in the accumulation of oligogalac-
turonides active as elicitors of plant defense responses. It has been suggested that 
PGIP is invoved in plant resistance to fungal pathogens. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Lab A focused attention on two main objectives; unraveling of the different com
ponents of the defense response of tomato plants resistant to C. fulvum and isola
tion and characterisation of avirulence genes of C. fulvum. 
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Lab Β concentrated on testing of approaches for the isolation of genes controlling 
the pathogenicity of C. fulvum. In order to investigate the biological function of 
putative pathogenicity genes of C. fulvum, lab C adopted gene disruption and gene 
replacement methodologies to study the function of these genes for C. fulvum. 

The objective of the fungal resistance project in lab D is the development of 
strategies for the control of fungal diseases in transgenic crop plants. One strategy 
consists of the identification of antifungal proteins and the constitutive expression 
of the corresponding genes in transgenic plants. 

The work in lab E was aimed at defining the effects of hitherto unstudied cell wall 
fragments on plant metabolism. The lab also undertook some investigations into 
the structural features of the novel oligosaccharins. 

The aim of the research carried out by lab F was to elucidate the role of PGIP 
in plantfungus interactions with a view to using the gene encoding PGIP for plant 
transformation to improve resistance to phytopathogenic fungi. To this purpose, 
the pgip gene was cloned and transferred to tomato plants to obtain transgenic 
plants expressing high levels of PGIP. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Lab A. From apoplastic fluid (AF), isolated from a compatible C. fulvum tomato 
interaction, a 26kD and 27kD acidic chitinase and a 35kD acidic 1,3ßglucanase 
were purified, while from homogenates of infected leaves two intracellular, basic 
chitinases (30kD and 32kD) and one basic, 33kD, 1,3ßglucanase were obtained. 
Assessment of the antifungal activity of the purified chitinases and 1,3ßglucanases 
revealed that the test fungus, Trichoderma viride was highly sensitive to the 
intracellular, basic isoforms. Germinated conidia of C. fulvum, however, were 
found not to be inhibited by the hydrolytic enzymes. If growth of C. fulvum is 
indeed not affected by the chitinases and 1,3ßglucanases, this would suggest that 
HR itself, including host cell death, callose deposition, oxidative burst and other 
early defense responses, is sufficient for the arrest of fungal growth. 

Avirulence gene AvrA of C. fulvum was shown to encode a preproprotein of 135 
amino acids, containing a signal peptide for extracellular targeting and a stretch of 
amino acids which is cleaved off by plant and/or fungal proteases. The resulting 
elicitor protein of 106 amino acids contains 8 cysteine residues. In races of 
C. fulvum virulent on tomato genotype Cf4, a gene highly similar to the AvrA gene 
is present, except that, as a result of a point mutation, one cysteine residue (codon 
TGT) has been replaced by a tyrosine residue (codon TAT). In one isolate virulent 
on tomato genotype Cf4, a deletion of one basepair in the 5'part of the open 
reading frame encoding the mature AVR4 protein, resulted in a frame shift. These 
results show that Qtfspecific resistance is circumvented by a single basepair 
change in avirulence gene AvrA of C. fulvum. 

Lab B. To facilitate the mapping of mutated genes, a method of genetic analysis 
based on an induced parasexual cycle has been developed. This involves the fusion 
of protoplasts followed by spontaneous rehaploidisation. Markers are scored in the 
parasexual progeny. Eleven linkage groups have been identified. Telomeric DNA 
has been cloned and characterised. Molecular evidence for a high level of recom
bination has been obtained. Transformation may provide a means to 
simultaneously inactivate and tag pathogenicity genes. Transformation with pAN8
1 and pAN7l leads to integration of the plasmid into the C. fulvum genome with 
apparent randomness; the pathogenicity phenotype of nearly 1000 transformants 
has been assessed. Whilst mutations in extracellular enzymes appear common, 
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mutations clearly affecting pathogenicity have proved elusive. The identification of 
fungal genes that are induced during growth in planta would greatly enhance our 
knowledge of the molecular and physiological basis of pathogenicity. Five inplanta
induced clones were isolated. Two of the clones are alcohol dehydrogenase and 
aldehyde dehydrogenase. 

Work in Wageningen and Leiden has indicated that C. fulvum is resistant to the 
antifungal chitinases and 1,3ßglucanases produced in infected plants. Work in 
Norwich and during a visit to Wageningen suggests that C. fulvum excretes an 
inhibitor, which has been partially purified by reversedphase chromatography. 

Work in Wageningen had indicated that photosynthetic sucrose was converted dur
ing the infection into glucose and fructose. Mannitol dehydrogenase, the enzyme 
which converts fructose into mannitol, was purified from C. fulvum. The equi
librium constant, Km values and substrate specificity were measured. These results 
are consistent with the notion that the fungus converts 'spare' carbohydrate into 
mannitol for use as a storage compound. This hypothesis will be tested by cloning 
the gene and creating disruption mutants. 

Lab C. Races of C. fulvum, avirulent on tomato genotypes carrying the resistance 
gene Cf9, were used to develop the avr9 disruption procedure. Selected uridine 
auxotrophic mutants of these strains were transformed with a plasmid containing 
the avr9 genomic region in which the open reading frame was replaced by the pyrG 
gene from Aspergills nidulans. Transformants in which the entire avr9 coding 
sequence was deleted as a result of a gene replacement event were shown to be 
able to successfully infect Cf9 tomato genotypes. (In previous studies it was shown 
that integration of the avr9 gene into the genome of a race that did not contain 
the gene, changed this race from virulent to avirulent on tomato genotype Cf9). 
These results confirmed that the cloned avr9 sequence is the only genetic factor 
that is responsible for the inability of certain C. fulvum races to infect Cf9 tomato 
plants and that the AVR9 peptide is the only compound from intercellular fluids 
that induces necrosis in Cf9 plants. 

The gene replacement strategy has also been followed to knock out genes encoding 
putative extracellular pathogenicity factors (ecp genes) of C. fulvum. The ecp2 gene 
was completely deleted from the genome and replaced by a phleomycin resistance 
cassette; the ecpl gene was disrupted by deletion of the eçpl promoter and flank
ing sequence and replaced by a hygromycin Β resistance gene cassette. Both types 
of disruption mutants were still pathogenic on tomato seedlings. This clearly 
indicates that these C. fulvum genes are not essential for pathogenicity on tomato. 
To see the effect of disruption of both the ecpl gene and the ecp2 gene on 
pathogenicity, fusions between the ecpl and ecp2 mutants will be analysed to study 
the possible involvement of cooperatively working ECPs in pathogenicity of 
C. fulvum. 

Lab D. MOGEN has developed the expertise to transform and to regenerate 
several crop species, among which tomato, and has constructed expression and 
transformation vectors. The tomato transformation technology was improved 
significantly in the contract period and was used for the introduction of a chitinase/ 
glucanase multiple gene construct and constructs provided by participants. 
Chimeric gene constructs were made containing the tobacco chitinase and 1,3ß
glucanase genes under the control of the constitutive cauliflower mosaic virus 
(CaMV) 35S promoter and were introduced into tomato using an Agrobacterium
mediated transformation procedure. Transgenic plants were assayed for resistance 
to the phytopathogen Fusarium oxyspomm f.sp. lycopersici race 1, a soilborne 
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fungus that infects the vascular tissue of tomato after penetration of roots through 
wound sites. We demonstrated fungal resistance in tomato by the simultaneous 
expression of a class I chitinase and a class I 1,3-ß-glucanase gene from tobacco. 
Transgenic plants expressing either of these genes alone were not protected. These 
results are consistent with the observation that class I chitinases and class I 1,3-ß-
glucanases synergistically inhibit growth of fungi in vitro and provide the first 
experimental support to the hypothesis that such synergism can contribute to 
enhanced fungal resistance in vivo. 

Lab E. Two polysaccharides isolated from tomato cell walls, rhamnogalacturonan-
II (RG-II) and glucuronoxylan (GX) were found to have strong inhibitory effects 
on [14C]leucine uptake of a tomato cell culture. RG-II appeared to affect the 
uptake of some amino acids (besides [14C]leucine also [14C]glutamate) but not all 
(e.g. not [14C]phenylalanine), indicating interference with the mechanism of action 
of specific permease systems. The most active material in the RG-II preparations 
was analysed by HPLC, after complete acid hydrolysis and was shown to contain, 
amongst others, the unusual sugar residues, characteristic of RG-II, apiose, 2-0-
methylxylose, 2-O-methylfucose and ketodeoxyoctulosonic acid (KDO). In order to 
check for the possible occurrence of enzyme activities, produced by C. fulvum, with 
the ability to generate oligosaccharins from the host plant cell wall, we tested the 
effect of culture filtrate of C. fulvum on radioactively labelled plant cell walls. The 
data indicated the production of small amounts of specific oligosaccharides from 
the plant cell walls. These have been partially characterised and do not include 
material characteristic of RG-II. Conversely, we tested the ability of apoplastic 
fluid from tomato leaves to solubilise oligosaccharides from 14C-labelled hyphal 
walls of C. fulvum. This again indicated the presence of oligosaccharide products, 
but it was not possible to relate their structures to any oligosaccharins identified 
by the work described above. 

Lab F. The pgip gene of Phaseolus vulgaris has been cloned, characterized and 
shown to encode a 342-amino acid polypeptide including a signal peptide for 
extracellular targeting. The PGIP amino acid sequence exhibits significant internal 
homology in a domain spanning from position 69 to 326. This domain exhibits a 
modular structure and can be divided into a set of 10.5 tandemly repeated units, 
each derived from modifications of a 24-amino acid leucine-rich peptide. A 
chimeric gene was constructed with the coding region of the bean pgip gene, under 
control of the CaMV 35S promoter and introduced into tomato plants by 
A. tumefacies-mediated transformation. Transgenic tomato plants expressing high 
levels of bean PGIP were obtained and are currently being tested for increased 
resistance to various fungi. Transgenic tobacco plants expressing /jgi]p-promoter/ 
GUS gene fusions have also been obtained. Accumulation of pgip transcripts was 
induced in suspension-cultured bean cells, following addition of elicitor-active 
oligogalacturonides and fungal glucan. Accumulation of pgip mRNA also occurred 
in bean hypocotyls in response to wounding or treatment with salicylic acid. 
Moreover, when different bean cultivars are infected with different races of 
Colletotrichum lindemuthianum, a rapid accumulation of pgip mRNA at the site of 
infection correlates with the appearance of the hypersensitive response in incom
patible interactions, while a more delayed increase, coincident with the onset of 
lesion formation, occurs in the compatible interaction. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

(A) The second fungal avirulence gene, y4vr4, of C. fulvum has been cloned. A 
single basepair change in this gene changes the fungus from avirulent to virulent 
on tomato plants carrying resistance gene Cf4. 
(B) Eleven linkage groups have been identified in C. fulvum. Telomeric DNA of 
C. fulvum has been cloned and characterized and telomerelinked RFLPs have 
been shown to map to linkage group ends. 
(C) Avirulence gene avr9 has been successfully disrupted in avirulent wildtype 
races; transformants became virulent on tomato plants carrying resistance gene 
Cf?. Disruption of the ecpl or the ecp2 gene (genes encoding extracellular 
proteins, that are specifically induced in planta) revealed that these genes cannot 
be considered to encode strong pathogenicity factors for C. fulvum. 
(D) In tomato, resistance to F. oxyspomm can be obtained by the simultaneous 
expression of a class I chitinase and a class I 1,3ßglucanase gene from tobacco. 
It was demonstrated that overexpression of antifungal proteins is a feasible 
approach for enhancing fungal resistance in economically important crop plants. 
(E) A subfraction of rhamnogalacturonanII has been shown to possess biologi
cal activity on tomato cells. Healthy tomato leaf cells produce enzymes that liberate 
oligosaccharides from C. fulvum cell walls and enzymes produced by C. fulvum 
generate specific oligosaccharides from tomato cell walls. 
(F) The first pgip gene has been cloned from bean and transferred to tomato 
plants. Expression of the gene has been shown to be upregulated in response to 
elicitors, wounding and infection. Rapid accumulation of pgip mRNA at the site 
of infection has been shown to correlate with the appearance of the hypersensitive 
response in incompatible interactions. PGIP is the first plant leucinerich protein 
shown to participate in plantfungus communication. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Intensive exchange of expertise and material was realised between the two 
Wageningen labs; after his PhD study in lab A, Van den Ackerveken spent a 
postdoc period of one year in lab C. Richard Laugé is appointed on a combined 
project of the two groups. Strains and plasmid constructs were also exchanged with 
lab B. R. Oliver spent 2 weeks in Wageningen. Expression vectors, binary plasmids 
and Agrobacterium strains were supplied by lab D to A and F. Lab D produced, 
using Agrobacteriummediated transformation, a large number of transgenic tomato 
and or tobacco plants constitutively expressing either avr9, pgip or chitinase/ 
glucanase genes. A PhDstudent from group F spent 60 days in group D for the 
expression analysis of PGIP transgenic tomato plants. These transgenic plants were 
tested for increased fungal resistance by group D. Labs A and Β supplied culture 
filtrates of C. fulvum to lab E. Lab A also supplied this lab with 14Clabelled hyphal 
wall material and samples of apoplastic fluid from healthy and C. fulvuminfected 
tomato leaves. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Symbiotic nitrogen (N2) fixation is an economically and environmentally acceptable 
alternative to the use of fertilizers, worldwide. Its improvement ultimately depends 
on a better understanding of the regulatory circuits operating in both the legume 
and the Rhizobium partner and of their mutual interactions. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Our project aims at an overall picture of the regulatory networks operative in the 
nodule that control nitrogen fixation by Rhizobium bacteroids. We concentrate on 
the interconnected roles of oxygen limitation, carbon and nitrogen supply on 
nitrogen fixation gene expression and activity. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Oxygen regulation of nitrogen fixation genes (Aachen, Bielefeld, Toulouse) 
In R. meliloti where the complete regulatory cascade was identified genetically, in 
vitro assays have been developed in order to study the mechanism by which oxygen 
concentration affects transcription of nitrogen fixation genes. We have found that 
the FixL sensor protein dramatically enhances FixJ transcriptional activity by 
phosphorylation in anaerobic conditions (15). We have also shown that a primary 
effect of FixJ phosphorylation is to enhance its binding at two specific sites at the 
fixK promoter (26). Finally, we have found that, unexpectedly, a mutant FixJ 
protein in which the normal phosphorylation site has been mutated, is activated by 
an alternative phosphorylation pathway involving the FixL protein but independ
ently of the oxygen status (20). The physiological significance of this alternate 
activation pathway of FixJ is currently being evaluated. 
The knowledge about oxygen regulatory components involved in the regulation of 
nitrogen fixation genes in R. leguminosamm bv. viciae was very poor at the beginn
ing of the project. The only oxygen regulatory protein known at that time was NifA 
which, like in all other nitrogen fixing bacteria, activates a number of nif and fix 
genes (especially those necessary for an active nitrogenase complex). We have now 
identified a number of genes that, in addition to nifA, might play a role in the 
oxygen regulatory cascade in Rl. bv. viciae. fnrN is a R meliloti fixK-like gene 
which is preferentially expressed under microaerobic conditions (1). However, in 
contrast to R meliloti fixK, microaerobic expression of fnrN is independent of the 
R meliloti fixLI operon. Instead it is subject to positive autoregulation. A further 
difference with R. melUoti fixK is that fnrN is not only regulated by oxygen at the 
transcriptional level but also at the level of protein activity (10,16). This difference 
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can be attributed to the presence of an N-terminal cysteine cluster which is missing 
in R meliloti FixK. In addition to fnrN, which is located on the chromosome, we 
found a second fnrN/fixK like gene in R. leguminosarum, which is located on the 
non-nodulation plasmid pRlVF39c upstream of the fixNOQP operon. This FixK 
homologue shows about 32% similarity to ÄmFixK and does not contain an N-ter
minal cysteine motif. Downstream of RlfixK, we identified a gene with conspicuous 
homology to RmfixL. Further sequence analysis of the region downstream of the 
fixL-Vike gene revealed the presence of a third open reading frame with similarity 
to RmfixJ. Interestingly, this open reading frame, presently named ORF131, con
sists only of the N-terminal receiver domain of FixJ whereas the C-terminal trans
criptional activator domain of FixJ is completely missing. Therefore the putative 
gene product of orfl31 resembles the regulatory protein SpoOF from Bacills sub
tilis and might represent an intermediate phosphorylation carrier in the signal 
transduction pathway. This will be tested by mutational analyses and phosphoryla
tion studies (in collaboration with Toulouse). We introduced several mutations into 
the fixL and fixK genes of R. leguminosarum. These mutants are currently being 
tested on Vicia hirsuta to test the involvement of these genes in symbiotic nitrogen 
fixation. Future work is required to determine the interrelation between these 
components in the oxygen regulatory network leading to the expresssion of 
nitrogen fixation genes in R. leguminosarum. Most intriguingly, none of the so far 
identified target genes of the fixLI system in R. meliloti (i.e. nifA, fixK) can be 
induced in R.l. viciae thus suggesting that the regulatory pathways in these two 
symbionts may differ significantly. 

Another aspect of our work has been the identification of two fixNOQP opérons 
in R.l. bv. viciae (16). fixNOQP genes have been first identified in R meliloti and, 
more recently, in B. japonicum. Both aminoacid sequence and biochemical analyses 
indicate that the fixNOQP operon most likely encodes an oxidase complex with 
high affinity for oxygen that would allow bacterial respiration under microoxic con
ditions, as in the nodule environment. Expression studies have shown that the 
pSym-located copy oí fixNOQP is induced under microaerobic conditions as in 
R meliloti. We could also show that _/tc/V"-homologous genes are not only present 
in rhizobia but also in other nitrogen fixing bacteria (i.e. Rhodobacter capsulais) 
and also in the non-fixing plant-pathogen Agrobacterium tumefacies (29). These 
data support the hypothesis that the fixN gene product is not specific for nitrogen 
fixation but is involved in bacterial respiration under reduced oxygen availability. 

2. Carbon metabolism and nitrogen fixation (Cork and Brescia): 
2.1 Alternative symbiotic activator of dctA: 
Dicarboxylic acids (dcAs) constitute the major carbon source for the nitrogen fix
ing bacteroids. Accordingly, mutants in dctA, the gene that encodes the membrane-
located dcA transporter, are Fix". Under free-living conditions, the expression of 
the R. meliloti dctA gene is controlled by the divergently transcribed dctBD genes. 
This two-component regulatory system consists of the sensor DctB and the trans
criptional regulator, DctD. In vitro phosphorylation assays indicated that signal 
transduction between DctB and DctD takes place by means of phospho-transfer 
between the two proteins. During symbiosis, dctA is expressed in the nodule even 
in the absence of dctBD genes thus suggesting the existence of an alternative sym
biotic activator of dctA 
ntrC is a major regulator of nitrogen metabolism in rhizobia as in enteric bacteria. 
Following reports that a mutated form of the NtrC protein may be responsible for 
the constitutive expression of the dctA gene, we investigated the possibility that a 
wild-type NtrC protein may also activate the dctA promoter. This work was carried 
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out in the heterologous host E. coli in which the R meliloti dctBD/dctA regulatory 
pathway has been reconstituted. The E. coli NtrBC system was found to have both 
positive and negative regulatory effects on dctA expression (22). Under nitrogen-
limiting conditions, NtrC could activate transcription of dctA even in the presence 
of the uninduced DctBD proteins. Under high nitrogen, NtrB instead repressed 
DctD-dependent transcription of dctA possibly by dephosphorylating DctD. 
However comparable cross-talks effects between the homologous NtrBC and Dct 
systems in R. meliloti could not be observed. This may indicate that the NtrBC 
system in R. meliloti has diverged in evolutionary terms such as cross-talk with the 
DctBD system (which does not exist in E. coli) cannot occur. 

2.2. The effect of carbon source on dctA expression: 
The presence of galactose as an additional carbon source was found to specifically 
repress the induction of dctA by dcAs in R. meliloti (27). The precise mechanism 
involved in this effect has yet to be elucidated. 
We demonstrated that, in E. coli, the cAMP receptor protein, CRP, which normally 
acts on o70-dependent promoters, has a repressive effect on dctA, a o54-depend-
ent promoter (17). We have found that CRP most likely prevents DctD from 
occupying its binding sites at the dctA promoter (30). The fact that CRP can inter
act with more than one form of RNA polymerase (Eo54 and Eo70) is of great 
interest as o54 shares no significant homology with the o70 family. We are now 
investigating whether R. meliloti has a CRP-like molecule and whether the activity 
of this molecule is regulated by cAMP levels. 

3. Nitrogen metabolism and symbiotic nitrogen fixation: 
Whereas free-living rhizobia assimilate combined nitrogen to support their own 
growth, the symbiotic forms do export fixed nitrogen to the host plant by a 
mechanism that remains to be determined. In addition, because nitrogen fixation 
is a very energy expensive process, it was anticipated that the plant nitrogen status 
may somehow influence bacteroid nitrogen fixation gene expression or activity. 
Accordingly, when increasing concentrations of combined nitrogen are added to a 
plant inoculated with Rhizobium, the symbiosis becomes less and less efficient and 
even, at high nitrogen concentrations, no nodules are observed. 

3.1 Bacterial nitrogen metabolism (Cork, Dublin, Naples): 
At the beginning of the project very little was known on the regulation of nitrogen 
metabolism in Rhizobium. We characterized components of the nitrogen assimila
tion pathway in two different biovars of R leguminosarum: R. I. viciae and 
Rl. phaseoli. Two glutamine synthetases, GSI and GSII, have been demonstrated 
in rhizobia. GSI is similar to the single GS of enteric bacteria: it is a polymeric 
enzyme, relatively heat stable, made of 12 identical subunits (50 kDa each) and can 
be adenylated. In contrast, GSII is made up of 8 subunits of 36 kDa, which are 
heat labile (6). A Rhizobium gene, glnT, coding for a third glutamine synthetase, 
GSM, has been identified and sequenced (4). 
The glnB gene, coding for the PII regulatory protein, is located upstream of glnA 
in R leguminosarum as in B. japonicum. A o54-recognized promoter adjacent to 
glnB requires NtrC for activation of glnBglnA expression while a second promoter 
adjacent to glnA is neither o54- nor NtrC-dependent. The concentration of the 
glnBglnA transcript in RL viciae was 2- to 3-fold higher in nitrate-grown compared 
to ammonium-grown cultures. The glnA-oiily transcript is not regulated by fixed N 
sources. The ntrC gene is also required for full expression of glnll (9): the glnll 
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transcript (coding for GSII) is enriched 10-fold in nitrate-grown as compared to 
ammonium-grown cultures. 
We have identified the ntrBC genes of R leguminosarum downstream of and 
cotranscribed with an ORF showing homology to an ORF located upstream of 
ntrBC in R capsulants and to the ORF1 located upstream of the fis gene of E. coli. 
The RL phaseoli ORF-ntrBC operon is negatively regulated by NtrC but does not 
require NtrC for expression (14). It is thus possible that, unlike in enteric bacteria, 
only changes in the activity state of NtrC, and not in its intracellular concentration, 
are important for activation of glnB and glnll. 
We have shown that the absence of PII in RL viciae results in fully active (and 
presumably fully phosphorylated) NtrC (18). We have also shown that the PII 
protein of RL viciae is uridylylated in response to change from high N 
(ammonium) to low N (nitrate) conditions (12). Uridylylation was detected by 
labelling the cultures grown under various conditions with a32P-UTP. The labelling 
was achieved by permeabilization of the cells with CETAB; crude extracts were 
immunoabsorbed and then run on SDS-PAGE. It is inferred that, as in K 
pneumoniae and other enteric bacteria, PII in its deurydylylated form is required 
for the NtrC-P phosphatase activity of NtrB. 
We have described a repressive effect of NH3 on nifA expression in free-living 
R meliloti (8). Our working hypothesis is that this effect might be mediated by the 
NtrBC system. In conditions of nitrogen excess, NtrB would be in a 
dephosphorylating mode and, possibly, counteract phosphorylation of FixJ by FixL. 
On dctA expression instead, no NH3 effect could be observed. 
In symbiosis, fixed nitrogen is exported from the nitrogen-fixing bacteroids into the 
plant cytosol. The export is believed to occur in the form of ammonia, which is 
then assimilated by plant enzymes. We focussed on the mechanism by which 
ammonium is taken up by free living cells and the conditions that influence this 
active transport. The underlying hypothesis was that some of the mechanisms 
involved in ammonium uptake could also play a role in ammonium export during 
symbiosis or, alternatively, that ammonium import could be inhibited during sym
biosis. We have identified an active and inducible ammonium uptake system in 
free-living R meliloti that has three striking characteristics: 
(i) it operates at low (0.5 mM) but not high (20 mM) concentrations of 

ammonium chloride 
(ii) it requires the nitrogen regulatory genes ntrA and ntrC genes 
(iii) unexpectedly, this transport system is not necessary for growth at low 

ammonium concentration as evidenced from the phenotype of ntrA and ntrC 
mutants (25). 

Given that the active ammonium transport detected in this work is not induced at 
high ammonium concentrations, it is unlikely to operate in the nodule. More 
probably, ammonium transport in the nodule occurs by passive diffusion. The 
active transport system may rather play a role in ion exchange across the mem
brane, perhaps as a constituent of an antiport system. Identification of the genes 
for ammonium uptake is presently ongoing. The symbiotic phenotype of mutants 
will be evaluated. 

3.2 Plant nitrogen metabolism (Toulouse): 
Ttoo approaches have been taken in an effort to understand how plant nitrogen 
metabolism interferes with symbiotic nitrogen fixation. Because the first step in the 
assimilation of fixed nitrogen by the plant partner is catalysed by plant glutamine 
synthetase, identification of Medicago tmncatula GS genes and study of their 
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expression has been undertaken. Three members of the GS family have been iden
tified, the expression of two of them is significantly enhanced in the nodule 
simultaneously with the appearance of leghemoglobin mRNA. 

Sense or antisense strategies have been used with the goal to either enhance or 
decrease GS expression in the nodule and to analyse the consequences on nitrogen 
fixation. M. tmncatula transgenic plants have been obtained that expressed the 
sense or antisense mRNAs. However these constructs proved inefficient in affect
ing the endogenous levels of GS. Other constructs are presently being made. 

In conclusion it can be stated that significant progress have been achieved in the 
identification of the regulatory pathways that control nitrogen metabolism, spe
cially in the microsymbiont. This should allow us to elucidate the genetic links 
between nitrogen metabolism and nitrogen fixation. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

(1) In vitro oxygenregulated expression of R meliloti nifA and fixK gene expres
sion. First example of a complete signal transduction pathway of this sort 
reconstituted in vitro. 

(2) Evidence for a functional alternative phosphorylation mechanism in the 
R meliloti FixLJ twocomponent system. 

(3) Identification of oxygen regulatory proteins in R leguminosarum homologous 
to those in R. meliloti. Indications that the regulatory pathways are different in 
both species. 

(4) Identification of fixN in Agrobacterium: its involvement in a microaerobically
induced oxidase activity. 

(5) A number of novel, unexpected, regulatory effects on the dctA promoter, in 
both the homologous (galactose effect) and heterologous (Crp and Ntr effects) 
hosts. 

(6) The CRP effect was the first observation of this o70 regulator affecting a o54
dependent promoter. 

(7) The E. coli model for uridylylation of PII applies to a Rhizobium species. The 
amount and uridylylation state of PII, which depends on the glutamine/ct
ketoglutarate ratio, reflects the amount of glnB and glnll transcripts present in 
high Nor low Ngrown cultures. 

(8) The permeabilized cell labelling technique is probably applicable to the 
analysis of other bacterial enzymes thought to modify proteins, without 
purification of the proteins involved. 

(9) A novel function, ammonium uptake, has been identified as being under the 
control of nitrogen regulatory genes in R meliloti. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

4 meetings of the contractants (Paris 1991, Naples 1991, Toulouse 1992, Dourdan 
1994). Visit of M. Iaccarino to Toulouse, visit of P. Boistard to Aachen. Exchange 
of 2 scientists between Bielefeld and Cork. Permanent exchange of materials and 
informations between the contractants. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
1. *ColonnaRomano S., Arnold W., Schlüter Α., Boistard P., Pühler A. and Priefer U.B. 
(1990) An Fnrlike protein encoded in Rhizobium leguminosamm biovar viciae shows struc
tural and functional homology to Rhizobium meliloti FixK. Mol. Gen. Genet. 223: 138147. 
2. *de Philip P., Boistard P., Schlüter Α., Patschkowski T., Pühler Α., Priefer U., O'Gara F., 
Boesten B. and Noonan Β. (1992) Developmental and metabolic regulation of nitrogen fixa
tion gene expression in Rhizobium meliloti. Can. J. Microbiol. 38: 467474. 
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Individual publications 
3. Baev N., Amar M., Defez R. and Iaccarino M. (1992) The expression of the nodD and 
nodABC genes of Rhizobium leguminosarum is not regulated in response to combined 
nitrogen. FEMS Microbiol. Letts. 97: 205208. 
4. Chiurazzi M., Meza R., Lara M., Lahm Α., Defez R., Iaccarino M. and Espin G. (1992) 
The Rhizobium leguminosarum biovar phaseoli glnT gene. Gene 119: 18. 
5. de Philip P., Soupène E., Batut J. and Boistard P. (1992) Modular structure of the FixL 
protein of Rhizobium meliloti. Mol. Gen. Genet. 235: 4954. 
6. Manco G., Rossi M., Defez R., Lamberti Α., Percuoco G. and Iaccarino M. (1992) Dis
sociation of enzymatic activities of glutamine synthetase II after NH4C1 treatment. J. Gen. 
Microbiol. 138: 14531460. 
7. Moreno S., Patriarca E., Chiurazzi M., Meza R., Defez R., Lamberti Α., Riccio Α., Iac
carino M. and Espin G. (1992) Phenotype of a Rhizobium leguminosarum ntrC mutant. 
Research in Microbiology 143: 161171 
8. Noonan B., Motherway M. and O'Gara F. (1992) Ammonia regulation of the Rhizobium 
meliloti nitrogenase structural and regulatory genes under freeliving conditions: Involvement 
of the fixL gene product? Mol. Gen. Genet. 234: 423428. 
9. Patriarca E.J., Chiurazzi M., Manco G., Riccio Α., Lamberti Α., De Paolis Α., Rossi M, 
Defez R. and Iaccarino M. (1992) Activation of the Rhizobium leguminosarum glnll gene by 
NtrC is dependent on upstream DNA sequences. Mol. Gen. Genet. 234: 337345. 
10. Schlüter Α., Patschkowski T., Unden G. and Priefer U. (1992) The Rhizobium 
leguminosarum FnrN protein is functionally similar to Escherichia coli Fnr and promotes 
heterologous oxygendependent activation of transcription. Mol. Microbiol. 622: 33953404. 
11. Waelkens R, Foglia Α., Morel J.B., Fourment J., Batut J. and Boistard P. (1992) 
Molecular genetic analysis of the Rhizobium meliloti frxK promoter: identification of sequences 
involved in positive and negative regulation. Mol. Microbiol. 6: 14471456. 
12. Colonna Romano S., Patriarca E.J., Amar M., Bernard P., Manco G., Lamberti Α., Iac
carino M. and Defez R. (1993) Uridylylation of the PII protein in Rhizobium leguminosarum. 
FEBS Letters 330: 9598. 
13. Fitzmaurice A.M. and O'Gara F. (1993) A Rhizobium meliloti mutant, lacking functional 
γaminobutyrate (GABA) bypass, is defective in glutamate catabolism and symbiotic nitrogen 
fixation. FEMS 109: 195202. 
14. Patriarca EJ., Riccio Α., Tate R,. ColonnaRomano S., Iaccarino M. and Defez R. (1993) 
The ntrBC genes of Rhizobium leguminosarum are part of a complex operon subject to 
negative autoregulation. Mol. Microbiol. 9: 569577. 
15. Reyrat J.M., David M., Blonski C, Boistard P. and Batut J. (1993) Oxygenregulated in 
vitro transcription of Rhizobium meliloti nifA and frxK genes. J. Bacteriol. 175: 68676872. 
16. Schlüter A, Patschkowski T, Weidner S., Unden G., Hynes M.F. and Priefer U.B. (1993) 
Functional and regulatory characteristics of FnrN, an oxygenresponsive transcriptional 
activator in Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae. In: Palacios 13. R., Mora J. and Newton 
W.E. (eds), New Horizons in Nitrogen Fixation. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, the 
Netherlands, p. 493. 
17. Wang Y.P., Giblin L., Boesten B. and O'Gara F. (1993) The Escherichia coli cAMP recep
tor protein (CRP) represses the Rhizobium meliloti dctA promoter in a cAMPdependent 
fashion. Mol. Microbiol. 8: 253259. 
18. Amar M., Patriarca E.J., Manco G., Bernard P., Riccio Α., Lamberti Α., Defez R. and 
Iaccarino M. (1994) Regulation of nitrogen metabolism is altered in a glnB mutant strain of 
Rhizobium leguminosarum. Mol. Microbiol. 11: 685693. 
19. Kennedy C, Doetsch N., Meletzus D., Patriarca E.J., Amar M. and Iaccarino M. (1994) 
Ammonium sensing in nitrogen fixing bacteria: functions of the glnB and glnD gene products. 
Plant and Soil 161: 4357. 
20. Reyrat J.M., David M., Batut J. and Boistard P. (1994) FixL of Rhizobium meliloti enhan
ces the transcriptional activity of a mutant FixJD54N protein by phosphorylation of an alter
nate residue. J. Bacteriol. 176: 19691976. 
21. Tate R., Patriarca EJ., Riccio Α., Defez R. and Iaccarino M. (1994) Development of 
Phaseolus vulgaris root nodules. Molecular PlantMicrobe Interactions, in press. 

Manuscripts submitted/in preparation: 
22. Allaway D., Boesten B. and O'Gara F. NtrBCdependent expression from the Rhizobium 
meliloti dctA promoter in Escherichia coli, (submitted). 
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23. Baev N., Abraham M., Riccio A, Iaccarino M. and Defez R. Inactivation of the 
Rhizobium leguminosarum glnA gene leads to a competition defective phenotype. (in prepara
tion). 
24. Batut J. and Boistard P. Oxygen control in Rhizobium. (submitted). 
25. Devine M. and O'Connell M. Active ammonium uptake in Rhizobium meliloti is ntrA and 
ntrC dependent, (in preparation). 
26. Galinier Α., Garnerone A.M., Reyrat J.M., Kahn D., Batut J. and Boistard P. 
Phosphorylation of the Rhizobium meliloti FixJ protein induces its binding to a compound 
regulatory region at the fixK promoter, (submitted). 
27. Motherway M., Archdeacon J., Pentony M., Boesten Β. and O'Gara F. A repressive effect 
of galactose on Rhizobium meliloti C4dicarboxylate transport gene (dctA) expression, (in 
preparation). 
28. Patriarca EJ., ColonnaRomano S., Riccio A, Defez R. and Iaccarino M. DNA binding 
activity and phosphorylation state of the transcriptional regulator NtrC are influenced by the 
nitrogen source, (in preparation). 
29. Schlüter Α., Rüberg S., Weidner S., Krämer M. and Priefer U.B. (1994) A homologue of 
the Rhizobium meliloti nitrogen fixation gene fixN is involved in the production of a 
microaerobically induced oxidase activity in Agrobacterium tumefaciens. (submitted). 
30. Wang Y.P., Kolb Α., Buck M., Boesten B., O'Gara F. and Bue Η. CRP interacts from 
longdistances with promoterbound sigma 54 polymerase and blocks transcriptional activation 
of the dctA promoter, (submitted). 
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Tomato transposon tagging: isolation of genes involved 
in disease resistance, hormone biosynthesis and plant 

cell development (BIOT CT-900192) 

COORDINATOR 
J. HILLE, VU Amsterdam, Amsterdam, NL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
K. THERES / P. STARLINGER, Universität zu Köln, Köln, D 
J. JONES, Sainsbury lab, Norwich, GB 
I. TAYLOR, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, GB 
R. DANKERT, RZ Research, Metslawier, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The challenge of this project can be simply stated. How can we isolate from plants, 
specifically tomato, the genes which correspond to interesting genetic traits, which 
have subtle or powerful effects in the whole plant, but which encode unknown 
proteins. Two main approaches are being developed for this purpose: cloning on 
basis of map position and cloning on basis of mutant phenotype (e.g. transposon 
tagging). In this coordinated program we pooled our resources in order to develop 
transposon tagging strategies in tomato and to apply these for cloning genes 
involved in disease resistance, hormone biosynthesis and plant cell development. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The joint project is to develop a tomato transposon tagging system in order to 
enable each group to clone different genes. To this end it is aimed to jointly obtain 
a series of plants each carrying a transposable element insertion (either Ac or a 
derivative) in different positions that are equally spaced over the twelve 
chromosomes of tomato and to demonstrate the feasibility of this series for cloning 
specific genes by targeted transposon tagging. Within this project it is aimed to 
(1) introduce Ac/Ds containing T-DNA's in tomato, 
(2) to map T-DNA and transposon positions in a RFLP analysis, 
(3) to analyse Ac/Ds transposition behaviour and 
(4) to carry out targeted and non targeted transposon tagging experiments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All groups have introduced transposon containing T-DNA vectors into tomato by 
Agrobacterium mediated gene transfer. Both the autonomous Ac element and non-
autonomous Ac-derivatives (Ds) have been positioned in various antibiotic 
resistance genes to permit selection for excision. Reintegration of Ds after excision 
is indicated by different marker genes inserted into the element itself. In these 
experiments also a novel cell autonomous selectable marker based on fusing a 
chloroplast targeting sequence to a spectinomycin resistance gene (aadA) has been 
developed. Alltogether, on all the twelve different chromosomes of tomato trans
posable element inserts have been mapped. 
Typical germinal excision frequencies are usually around 10%. In the presence of 
Ac both excision of Ds from the original position and integration on new 
chromosomal locations could be established. For seven T-DNA loci Ds transposi
tion is mainly to linked sites, however, for three T-DNA loci Ds transposition was 
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mainly inter-chromosomally. Because of the observed locus to locus variation in 
the transposition pattern it might be advantageous to study the pattern of trans
position from the respective donor site prior to initiate large scale targeted trans
poson tagging experiments. 

In non-targeted transposon tagging experiments several mutant phenotypes have 
been obtained that are presently being analysed. For a number of mutant 
phenotypes it was shown that there was no close linkage between the transposon 
insertion and the mutation. This indicates that there is a background in obtaining 
transposon induced mutations. However, at least a mutant in embryo development 
was shown to be tagged by the transposon (Jones lab). 

Targeted transposon tagging experiments were aimed at the genes Lanceolate and 
lateral suppressor (Köln), aurea (Nottingham), the fungal disease resistance locus 
Asc (Amsterdam), a dwarf gene and the fungal disease resistance locus Cf-9 
(Norwich). 

Two Ds containing T-DNA insertions located about 20 cM from the Lanceolate 
locus and about 40 cM from lateral suppressor were used for these experiments. Fl 
plants harbouring the T-DNA insertions were crossed with both mutants. Among 
20,000 (Lanceolate) and 55,000 (lateral suppressor) progeny plants screened the 
respective mutant phenotypes were not observed. Both experiments suffered from 
the fact that no lines carrying a transposable element insertion close to one of 
these two genes had been obtained. 

A line harbouring an Ac element 16 cM proximal to aurea was used in a tagging 
experiment to isolate aurea. Six putative Ac induced aurea mutants were obtained. 
In one of these an Ac copy was shown to co-map with aurea. 

Using a line harbouring an Ac element located 15 cM from the Asc locus (donated 
by the Jones lab) a targeted tagging experiment for Asc was carried out. After 
screening 20,000 seedlings 3 mutants susceptible to infection by the fungus Alter
naria alternata were isolated. For two mutants it could be shown that the mutated 
Asc locus did not co-segregate with the Ac element. The third mutant is more com
plicated, since in this plant Ac has amplified to 6 copies. 

An Ac containing T-DNA was mapped 1 cM from the locus dwarf. From a 
targeted tagging experiment two dwarf mutants were obtained. The Ac insertions 
in these independent mutants map within 1 kb. of each other. Using a line contain
ing a Ds element 3 cM away from the C/-9 locus (donated by the Hille lab) 
targeted tagging experiments were carried out. A large number of mutants was 
obtained and it could be shown that 14 Ds insertions map in a 3 kb region. 
Currently, DNA sequence analysis of this region is in progress. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The set up of this coordinated program to establish transposon tagging technology 
in tomato was a major success. The goal to show the feasibility of isolating tomato 
genes by transposon tagging has fully been reached. Without BRIDGE support 
and such a coordinated program a major breakthrough, as reported here, would 
almost certainly not have happened. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Five meetings have been organised in this program, twice in Amsterdam and once 
in Norwich, Köln and Nottingham, to exchange the results of the participants. All 
groups have exchanged on a very regular basis both information, plasmid con
structs and mapped tomato genotypes. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Biezen, E.A van der, Haaren, MJJ . van, Overduin, B., Nijkamp, HJJ . , and Hille, J. (1994). 
Heterologous transposon tagging as a tool for the isolation of plant genes. In Plant Molecular 
Biology Manual. S.B. Gelvin and RA. Schilperoort, eds. Kluwer Academic Publishers, K2: 
116. 
Biezen, EA. van der, Overduin, Β., Nijkamp, H.J.J., and Hille, J. (1994). Integrated genetic 
map of tomato chromosome 3. Tomato Genetics Cooperative (in press) 
Carroll, B.J., Klimyuk, V.l., Thomas, CM., Bishop, G.J., and Jones, J.D.G. (1994). Germinal 
transpositions of the maize element Dissociation from TDNA loci in tomato. Genetics (in 
press) 
Haaren, MJJ . van, and Ow, D.W. (1993). Prospects of applying a combination of DNA trans
position and sitespecific recombination in plants: a strategy for gene identification and clon
ing. Plant Mol. Biol. 23: 525533 
HUle, J., Rudenko, G., Biezen, E. van der, Blok, Κ, Overduin, Β., Rommens, C, Nijkamp, 
J., and Haaren, M. (1993). Transposon induced chromosomal rearrangements. In Molecular 
biology of tomato. J.I. Yoder, ed. (Lancaster, PA: Technomic Publishing), pp. 93106. 
Jones, J.D.G., Jones, D.A., BalintKurti, P., Scofield, S., Dickinson, M.J., Thomas, CM., 
Harrison, K., Bishop, G., Ashfield, T., HammondKosack, K, and Carroll, B. (1993). Towards 
an understanding of the function of tomato genes for resistance to Cladopsorium fulvum. In 
Molecular biology of tomato. J.I. Yoder, ed. (Lancaster, PA: Technomic Publishing), pp. 263
274. 
Knapp, S., Larondelle, Y., Robberg, M., Furtek, D., and Theres, K (1994). Transgenic tomato 
lines containing Ds elements at defined genomic positions as tools for targeted transposon 
tagging. Molecular & General Genetics 243: 666673. 
Scofield, S.R., Jones, DA., Harrison, K, and Jones, J.D.G. (1994). Chloroplast targeting of 
spectinomycin adenyltransferase provides a cell autonomous marker for monitoring trans
poson excision in tomato and tobacco. Molecular & General Genetics 244: 189196. 
Thomas, CM., Jones, D.A, English, J.J., Carroll, B.J., Bennetzen, J.L., Harrison, KA., Bur
bidge, Α., and Jones, J.D.G. (1994). Analysis of the chromosomal distribution of transposon
carrying TDNAs in tomato using the inverse polymerase chain reaction. Molecular and 
General Genetics 242: 573585. 
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Identification of regulatory genes controlling major metabolic 
pathways (BIOT CT-900164) 

COORDINATOR 
Michel CABOCHE, Lab. Biologie Cellulaire, INRA, Versailles, F 

PARTICIPANTS: 
1. C. TONELLI, Univ. studi di Milano, Milano, I 
2. G. GIULIANO, ENEA, Roma, I 
3. C. MARTIN, John Innes Institute, Norwich, GB 
4. W.D.O. HAMILTON, A.G.C., Cambridge, GB 
5. J. PAZ-ARES, CSIC, Madrid, E 
6. R.M. WALLSGROVE, Rothamsted Experimental Station, GB 
7. R. DELON, SEITA, Bergerac, F 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Metabolic pathways are under the control of a number of regulatory elements. 
Such genes should be identified and deregulated in the view of crop improvement. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The regulatory genes from the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway and the nitrate 
assimilatory pathway were identified by genetic or molecular approaches, cloned 
and characterized at the molecular level by gel retardation assays, and transcription 
studies. The deregulated expression of the corresponding pathways by genetic 
engineering and the characterization of the obtained transgenic plants has been the 
goal of this project. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I. Versailles 
A GUS reporter sequence was transcriptionally linked to the promoter of the nia-1 
gene of N. tabacum. This fusion was functional in transient expression assays done 
with protoplasts derived from mesophyll cells of N. tabacum. However none of the 
regulations known to affect steady state levels of the nia-1 transcript were detec
table under these experimental conditions. Particule gun bombardment was then 
used to study the transient expression of a nial-GUS reporter gene in mesophyll 
tissues of plantlets with similar conclusions. Transgenic plants carrying either this 
fusion or translational fusions of GUS linked to the promoter of either the nia-1 
or nia-2 gene of N. tabacum were obtained by Agrobacterium-mediated transfer. A 
low proportion of them expressed appropriately GUS. The accumulation of the 
mRNA significatively increased in a NR-deficient background indicating a regula
tion by N-metabolites and by nitrate. 

PCR approaches and cross-hybridization techniques were used to isolate respec
tively a partial cDNA from N. plumbaginifolia and a full length cDNA from N. 
tabacum. These clones encode NTL1, a NIT2-like protein, characterized by a 
single zinc finger domain, defined by the C-X2-C-X18-C-X2-C amino acids and 
associated with a basic region. The amino acid sequence of NTL1 is 60% 
homologous to the NIT2 sequence in the zinc finger domain.The characteristics of 
the Ntll gene expression are compatible with that of a regulator of the nitrate 
assimilation pathway, namely a faint nitrate inducibility and a regulation by light. 
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The NTLl protein has features typical of a transcription factor, including nuclear 
targeting signals and activator domains. Wild type N. plumbaginifolia plants have 
been transformed with constructs containing either the entire or the zinc finger 
and basic region of Ntll cDNA, driven in the antisense orientation by the 35S 
promoter. No dramatic effect was observed except for a high level of sterility and 
an overexpression of a glutamine synthetase gene in three independant transfor
mants. However, analysis of their progeny has failed to demonstrate any correla
tion between this overexpression and the presence of the constructs. 

Π. Milano 
a) Expression of regulatory and structural genes of anthocyanin pathways in 

maize. 
1) Tissue specific expression: we have investigated the tissue and cell specific 
localization of different alleles of the R family. Sn or R homologous transcripts are 
specifically expressed only in the tissues that are under the gene control. Presence 
of R or Sn transcripts correlates precisely with the induction of Al and C2 
messengers and with the accumulation of the anthocyanin pigment. Absence of a 
gene of the R family, as in the r-g genotype, shows, in all the tissues examined, 
a lack of R, Al and C2 transcripts correlating with colorless phenotypes. These 
results confirm that the pattern of pigmentation is strictly dependent on the allelic 
combination of the genes of the R family. 
2) Effect of different light qualities: Pericarp and aleurone anthocyanin 
accumulation is controlled respectively by Sn and R, allowing a dramatic increase 
in pigmentation in response to white light irradiation. Irradiation of these two 
tissues at succeeding developmental times during seed formation and in different 
genotypes has disclosed that the two tissues differ in their response to light during 
their development; 
(i) irradiation of developing seeds with light of different quality, but equal fluence 

rate, indicates that both red and blue light elicit a positive response in the 
aleurone (under R control) while in the pericarp (under Sn control) only blue 
light is effective; 

(ii) presence of R and Sn together in the genome leads to a drastic reduction in 
pericarp pigmentation in comparison to that observed in r Sn genotypes. White 
and blue light treatments lead to an enhanced transient accumulation of Sn 
mRNA in the pericarps with a maximum level of induction after 18-24 h of 
illumination. C2 and Al transcripts increased in a coordinated manner after 
24 h of illumination as expected, considering the regulatory role played by Sn. 
R transcript was not affected by light treatment suggesting that R is controlled 
at the post-transcriptional level. 

b) Sequence analysis and comparison of cDNA and promoter clones 
We have completed the whole cDNA sequence of the Sn:bol3 allele and the com
parison with the cDNA sequences of Lc and. of the S component of the R complex, 
referred as R-S. It contains a 616 aminoacids longORF. In the leader sequence two 
short open reading frames of 38 and 15 amino acids are also present. The putative 
protein contains a large acidic domain and a basic region part of which was found 
to have similarity to the myc family of oncogene proteins. This region has been 
proposed as a novel DNA binding and dimerization motif called helix-loop-helix 
(HLH). A comparison between the three cDNA sequences of Sn, Lc and R-S dis
closes a very high degree of homology particularly in the translated region. These 
findings support the hypothesis that Sn, Lc and R genes encode functionally 
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related proteins. The distinct pattern of pigmentation determined by these genes 
may thus reflect differences in the promoter region rather than functional differen
ces in their product. 
We have obtained genomic clones containing promoter sequences of three alleles, 
all showing different tissue specific expression. The comparison of these sequences 
highlights that r-r promoter is identical to that of Sn, while that of rch-hopi shows 
several polymorphisms. 

c) Interaction among members of the R family 
R genes extracted from R/Sn heterozygotes, exhibit a Sn phenotype in their 
mesocotyls, as if in the heterozygous association Sn had imposed an imprinting on 
the R gene leading to its expression in an additional tissue. This imprinting is 
negatively affected by chromosomal rearrangements and varies in its frequency 
(10-40%) according to the R alleles. Molecular analysis (RACE) points to the 
activation at the transcriptional level of the imprinted gene in a tissue where it is 
normally repressed. Recent studies on transgenic plants have disclosed similar 
events taking place between ectopic genes and the resident homologous genes in 
ways that lead to changes in gene expression at either one or both locations. 

Cloning and molecular analysis of structural genes involved in flavonoid and 
stilbene biosynthesis in grape (Vitis vinifera L.) 
Clones coding for phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL), chalcone synthase (CHS), 
chalcone isomerase (CHI), flavanone 3-hydoxylase (F3H), dihydroflavonol 4-
reductase (DFR), leucoanthocyanidin dioxygenase (LDOX) and UDP Glucose: 
flavonoid 3-0 -glucosyl transferase (UFGT), were isolated by screening a cDNA 
library, obtained from mRNA from seedlings grown in light for 48 hours using 
snapdragon (Antirrhinum majs) and maize heterologous probes. A cDNA clone 
coding for stilbene synthase (StSy) was isolated by probing the library with a 
specific oligonucleotide. The percentages of sequence similarity ranged from 65% 
(UFGT) to 90% (CHS and PAL). The analysis of the genomic organization and 
expression of these genes in response to light shows that PAL and StSy genes 
belong to large multigene families, while the others are present in one to four 
copies per haploid genome. The steady state level of mRNAs encoded by the 
flavonoid biosynthetic genes as determined in young seedlings is coordinately 
induced by light, except for PAL and StSy, that appear to be constitutively 
expressed. 

ΠΙ. Roma 
a) Cloning and characterization of bZIP transcription factors binding the G box 

of tomato light-regulated genes. 
Using PCR with degenerated oligonucleotides, several cDNAs homologous to G 
box binding factors from other plants have been cloned. One of them encodes a 
45 kDa basic leucine zipper (bZIP) factor, termed GBF1. When expressed in E. 
coli, this factor binds specifically the G box, although with a sequence specificity 
different from that of the GBF activity from leaf extracts. GBF1 differs from 
tomato leaf GBF also in the fact that its binding to DNA is not controlle by 
phosphorylation with casein kinase II. In transient expression assays, GBF1 is not 
able to trans-activate a full-length form af the rbcS-3A promoter, while it represses 
4-6 fold a truncated, but still active, form of the same promoter (Ponti et al., 
unpublished). We are working on two alternative hypotheses: 
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i) that GBFl needs cooperation with proteins binding on nearby sequences to 
exert its trans-activation, 

ii) That it is itself a transcriptional repressor. The high level expression of GBFl 
mRNA in fruits is in accordance with the latter hypothesis. 

b) Characterization of transcription factors binding the I box of tomato light-
regulated genes. 

We have completed the characterization of the activities from tomato crude 
nuclear extracts which bind the I box, a regulatory motif found in the plant light-
regulated rbcS, cab and nia promoters which contains a GATAA(A/G) core 
sequence. Due to this fact, the I box is a possible target for the binding of mem
bers of the GATA family of zinc finger transcription factors. We have received 
from the Versailles group and expressed in E. coli the cDNA encoding NTL-1, a 
tobacco GATA family factor. The NTL-1 protein shows high affinity for the I box 
of the rbcS gene, but not the G box from the same gene of the I boxes from the 
cab or nia genes. Therefore, NTL-1 shows characteristics similar to one of the 
activities previously characterized in crude extracts, belonging to the IBF-1 group. 
c) Study of the light-regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis genes. 
The PDS promoter has been introduced in transgenic tobacco plants. It is induced 
by photooxidative stress, and in etiolated seedlings. We are trying to localize the 
cis-acting sequences and trans-acting factors responsible for this type of regulation. 

IV. Norwich 
Our genetic approach has been through the identification of mutations in genes 
regulating anthocyanin biosynthesis, an analysis of their regulatory effects on struc
tural genes, and isolation of the genes involved where possible. We have made 
most progress with the mixta gene which enhances intensity of floral pigmentation 
in the corolla lobes. A somatically unstable allele of this gene was identified and 
cloned. The mixta gene encodes a Myb-related transcription factor, most similar to 
the wyb-related to the mybPhl gene product identified by the Madrid group in 
Petunia. However, the mixta gene product does not appear to regulate transcrip
tion of anthocyanin biosynthetic genes to enhance pigment intensity. Despite the 
difference in the visual apparence of the mutant flowers, extracts show the same 
amount and types of anthocyanin to be present in mixta and wild- type flowers. 
The expression of the structural genes is also the same. The diffrence in pigment 
intensity appears to depend on the specialised shape of petal epidermal cells. 
These cells are conical in wild-type, but flat in mixta lines. The major effect of 
mixta appears to be on the production of specialised epidermal cell wall. We have 
therefore established that a transcription regulator controls specialised cell wall 
production, so linking the control of anthocyanin biosynthesis to control of dif
ferent metabolic processes. At present we are collaborating with the group in 
Madrid to introduce mybPhl in antisense into Petunia to establish whether it has 
the same function as mixta We are also expressing mixta in Petunia to examine the 
effects of its overexpression on epidermal cell differentiation. 

Analysis of another mutant, Eluta, has demonstrated it affects the regulation of 
structural gene expression. Mutants have much lower levels of F3H, DFR, Caridi 
and UFGT expression but normal levels of CHS and CHI expression. This estab
lishes that eluta regulates the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathways in a similar man
ner to delila. A collaborative screen of ems/transposon mutagenesised populations 
with Zsusanna Schwarz-Sommer of the Max Planck Institut, Köln (BRIDGE 
Programme BIOT CT-90171), identified several new Eluta mutants, some of which 
were somatically unstable, indicating the phenotype of the mutant allele, and also 
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providing material for transposon tagging strategies. We have pursued our study 
of the mode of action of the delila gene by preparing antiserum for protein 
produced by expression of the cDNA in E. coli. We have also tested whether delila 
will activate structural gene expression in yeast using a reporter gene driven by the 
promoter fragments of the targets gene. Our results suggest that delila will not 
transactivate gene expression alone, implying that it is involved in co-oprative con
trol of anthocyanin biosynthesis. 
We have followed a similar strategy in our study of six cDNA clones to Myb-
related transcription form Antirrhinum flowers. Antiserum prepared to one 
expressed specifically in flowers, myb305, has been used to identify a DNA binding 
factor in tobacco and Antirrhinum nuclear extracts that binds to PAL and CHS 
gene promoters. From these experiments we have established that myb305 can 
activate some structural genes of the general phenylpropanoid and anthocyanin 
biosynthetic Our study of the function of the other Myb-related transcription fac
tors through over-expression in transgenic tobacco has provided striking 
phenotypic changes in plants over-expressing Myb308. Our most recent results 
suggest that Myb308 represses phenolic acid biosynthesis. Phenolic acids are for
med via a branch of the general phenylpropanoid pathway and are therefore 
related biochemically to anthocyanins by sharing a common precursor pathway. 
These results show that structurally-related transcription factors may be allocated 
control of different branches of related metabolic pathways. 

We have also collaborated with the group in Milan on the isolation of structural 
genes anthocyanin biosynthesis in grape (see above). 

V. Cambridge 
Since anthocyanin is best visualised in tomato hypocotyls 3 week old tomato 
hypocotyl as starting material. A cDNA library was made from the tomato 
hypocotyl mRNA and screened using a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides 
derived from the conserved region of the 6 Antirrhinum myb genes. Twenty positive 
clones were identified and terminal sequencing of both ends revealed that all the 
clones were myfc-related, 14 of them being independent. Moreover, six clones were 
shown to be full length (for the coding region at least) by comparison with the 
Antirrhinum myb clones. 
The expression patterns of these tomato myb genes were studied by Northern blot 
analysis using poly A + RNA from 7 different types of tissues (hypocotyl, leaf, root, 
green and red fruits, immature and mature flowers). A number of clones 
hybridized to multiple transcripts, some of which were tissue-specific. Other clones 
hybridized to double or triple transcripts, whereas some hybridized to only one 
transcript. The sizes of bands detected ranged from 0.4 to 5 kp in length. The mul
tiple transcripts may result from expression from different promoters, termination 
at different polyadenylation sites of the use of alternative splice sites. 
Having studied the expression patterns, three clones showing different expression 
patterns were fully sequenced. One clones was similar to the Antirrhinum myb gene 
308 in that the first 22 amino acid residues are identical in both clones and two 
conserved regions outside the myb repeats were also found. The genomic organisa
tion of the three clones were studied by Southern blot analysis. Two of them are 
single copy genes and one has multiple copies. 
An antisense aproach was adapted in an attempt to elucidate the functions of these 
tomato myb genes. Antisense constructs were made for the three fully sequenced 
clones in a plant expression vector which contained the CaMV 35S promoter, NOS 
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terminator and a GUS reporter gene. The variable regions of the clones (outside 
the conserved myb DNA binding domain) were used. Agrobacterium-mediated 
tomato transformations were carried out. A total of 3 600 expiants were inoculated 
with the three antisense constructs, from which only one transgenic plant was 
obtained. Unfortunately, this transgenic plant showed no visual differences to the 
wild type. Two of the constructs described were also used to transform potato. 
Three transformants were obtained for one of the constructs which showed some 
phenotypic changes. RFLP mapping was another method used to try to elucidate 
the functions of these tomato myb genes. This work, which is not yet complete, is 
being carrried out in collaboration with Dr P. Linhout (CPRO-DLO, Wageningen). 
Autoradiographs were obtained for eight of the tomato myb genes and will be sent 
to Dr Linhout for linkage analysis. 

VI. Madrid 
Using a binding site selection protocol, previously, we found that MYB.PH3 binds 
to the sequence A a a C G/C G Τ Τ A (MBSI), a type of site very similar to that 
of animal c-MYB. Further analysis of the sequences of selected nucleotides 
allowed the definition of a different sequence to which MYB.PH3 also binds with 
high affinity: G T T A G T T A (MBSII). This second sequence resembles that 
of other plant MYB proteins, such as the Antirrhinum Am305 and the maize Ρ 
proteins. Thus the binding mechanisms operating in two classes of MYB proteins 
may coexist in a single MYB prtein, such as MYB.PH3. Hydroxi-radical footprint-
ing studies indicated that MYB repeats. To evaluate whether MYB.PH3 can 
activate transcription we used the yeast system. For this purpose, two MBSI or 
MBSII sequences were places in front of the minimal CYC1 promoter: LacZ gene. 
The activity of these reporters was shown to be 15-fold enhanced by the presence 
of MYB.PH3, resulting from expression of its cDNA under the control of the 
GALIO promoter. Thus, the type of binding site doesn't predetermine the trans
criptional effect (activation or repression) of MYB.PH3 on its target genes. The 
tissular location of MYB.PH3 was examined by in situ immunolocation 
experiments which showed that this protein is located in the epidermal cells of 
Petunia petals. This cell type is highly active in flavonoid biosynthesis, in agreement 
with a role of MYB.PH3 in the regulation of flavonoid biosynthetic genes. 
Moreover, a computer assisted search revealed the presence of MYB.PH3 binding 
sites several flavonoid biosynthetic genes, particularly chalcone synthase genes. 
Transgenic plants overexpressing 'sense' or 'antisense' myb.Ph3 RNAs are being 
produced in collaboration with the Norwich group. 

VU. Rothamsted 
Protocols have been succesfully developed for the selection of barley mutants with 
de-regulated expression of nitrate reductase (EC 1.6.6.1). The selection has been 
carrried out with seed populations derived from chemically-mutagenised material 
(sodium azide). To date 25,000 seedlings from the M2 generation have been 
screened, and 105 lines with greater than wild-type NR activity identified in the 
first screen. Of these, 88 survived to produce M3 seed, and to date 52 M3 seedings 
have been screened. 
One of these lines, designated RNR 93/1, shows inheritance of the constitutive NR 
expression. Average in vivo NR activity in the leaves of this line is 7.7 nmole N02 
produced per leaf slice per hour, compared to a fully-induced wild type activity of 
27.9 and non-induced (no nitrate) wild-type activity of less than 1.0. Selfed M4 
seeds from this line have been obtained and reciprocal back-crosses with the 
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parent line have been made. Initial analysis of M3 seedlings suggests that the 
mutation has no effect on the expression of nitrite reductase, which would indicate 
that it has not affected a common regulatory gene. Extractable in vitro NR activity 
is detectable in non-induced mutants, so the selection is not an artefact of the in 
vivo assay used. A complete biochemical and genetic analysis will be made (of this 
and other lines) in collaboration with Dr John Wray (University of St Andrews, 
Scotland) in a BBSRC-funded 3-year programme starting in May 1994. 

Several of the M2 selections had very high NR activity, greater than double the 
fully-induced wild-type activity. None of these lines survived to produce seed, and 
all grew slowly and weakly, under a variety of growth conditions. Attempts to main
tain the lines in cell culture also failed, and it is possible that such high NR expres
sion (in the absence of nitrate) is itseld deleterious to the plant. A modified selec
tion strategy, aimed at overcoming this problem, is in progress and will form part 
of the on-going project with Dr Wray. 

The mutants selected in this project are the first NR regulatory mutants ever 
isolated in any species of higher plant. It is hoped that detailed analysis of them 
will lead to a fuller understandingof the regulatory mechanisms controlling NR 
expression in plants, and the identification of possible regulatory genes. 

VIII. Bergerac 
Plants overexpressing nitrate reductase were produced, using as an expression vec
tor, a construct made by the Versailles group invoved in this project. In this con
struct, the NR cDNA of Nicotiana Sylvestris was placed under the control of the 
strong promoter 35 S of the Cauliflower virus. Four hundred transformed buds 
were obtained. Tobacco plants possessing the highest NR activity were screened. 
Four lines were selected from the cultivar PB D6 and one from the cultivar BB16. 
Field experiments were carried our in 1992 and 1993. 

These trials had three purposes: 
— To observe the evolution of NR activity during plant growth. 
— To assess the effects of the overexpression of NR activity on the chemical com

position of the leaves and growth. 
— To evaluate the capacity to assimilate nitrate. 
Transgenic plants have a phenotype similar to the wild type, but have less leaves 
(2 or 3) and they are smaller (10 centimeters in average). The floral induction and 
the anthesis occur 6 days apart. NR activity tends to remain at a higher level than 
in the WT. Although a steady decrease of NR activity during plant growth is obser
ved for both types. 

The metabolism of the transgenic plants is more active. In fact, the nitrate content 
except for a line, decreases strongly. For example, in the line 30.51. 2"PB D6 
nitrate content decrease by 11 to 75% and overall 36%. This decrease of nitrate 
content is more important in the midrib where nitrate is generally accumulated in 
the wild type. The extra-requirement of reducing potential due to nitrate reduction 
causes a strong decrease in reducing sugars concentration for all the lines and all 
the leaf positions. 

Some plants as the lines 30.51.2 PB D6 and 34.2.5. BB 16 exhibit a NR deficient 
phenotype characterized by a yellowing of the leaves. In these lines the introduced 
genes interact with homologous resident genes by a mechanism called co-suppres
sion and leading to the loss of expression of all nitrate reductase coding sequences. 
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Field trial experiments for nitrogen utilization efficiency: 

In 1993, the line 34.19.4PB D6 was cultivated with four rates of nitrogen fertilisa
tion (0, 75, 200 and 400 kg/ha/N). The capacity of this line to grow with a low rate 
of nitrogen is better than for the wild type and the yield increases appreciably. 

MAJOR SCffiNTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Tissue specific expression of transcriptional activators in maize; isolation and 
sequence of transcription factor promoters in maize, isolation, sequence and 
characterization of cDNA clones of seven structural genes of anthocyanins pathway 
in grape. 

A single MYB protein, MYB.PH3, can bind to and activate transcription from, two 
different types of sequences. The presence of these sequences in the promoter 
region of flavonoid biosynthetic genes and the location of MYB.PH3 in the epider
mis of Petunia petals, in which flavonoids are highly actively synthesized, strongly 
suggest that this MYB protein also regulates flavonoid biosynthesis. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

In collaboration with the laboratory of G.Giuliano (ENEA, Roma), we have 
analysed the interactions between NTL1 and different GATA boxes. Preliminary 
results show that our GATA protein recognizes specifically sequences derived from 
the rbcs 3a promoter but not from the tomato nia promoter. NTL1 may therefore 
be involved in the control of the expression of lightregulated genes. 

The group in Milano in collaboration with the group at John Innes have isolated 
and sequenced cDNA clones of seven structural genes of anthocyanins pathway in 
grape (Vitis vinifera) using maize and Anthyrrinium clones as heterologous probes. 

The Norwich group has provided vector and strains for the transcription activation 
experiments in yeast. In addition, the Norwich group collaborates in the 
experiments with transgenic Petunia plants. 
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The plasma membrane and the tonoplast of plant cells as 
targets to increase plant productivity (BIOT CT-900175) 

COORDINATOR 
A: S. DELROT, Univ Poitiers, Poitiers, F 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Plant productivity depends on the activity of various membrane transporters which 
allow the distribution of assimilates from photosynthesizing leaves towards storage 
organs (fruits, roots, tubers) harvested for human consumption. The programm 
gathered the expertise of physiology, biochemistry, and molecular biology groups 
in order to identify and characterize some of these transporters. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The initial objectives of the programm were to characterize several transporters 
(sucrose, amino acids, ions) of the plasma membrane and a major transporter 
(malate) of the tonoplast, and to clone the corresponding genes. The primary 
techniques developed include the use of purified plasma membrane and tonoplast 
vesicles, patch clamp, reconstitution of transporters, mutagenesis, complementation 
of yeasts and of Xenopus oocytes. Cloning of the transporters would provide a 
necessary basis for the manipulation of sink/source interactions in the plant, and 
hence for the control of productivity. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I. The sucrose transporters of the plant plasma membrane 

1. Sucrose efflux from the mesophyll cell 

Sugar transport in the leaf involves two carrier-mediated steps for sugars, i.e. efflux 
from the mesophyll cell, and uptake into the phloem cells. Studies with plasma 
membrane vesicles from sugar beet leaf have shown that the sucrose carrier 
involved in passive sucrose efflux is different, or at least in a state different, from 
that involved in proton-driven active influx (Laloi et al., 1993). 

2. Evidence for the incorporation of a NEM-sesitive H+/sucrose cotransport into the 
plasma membrane of leaf cells during the sink/source transition 

A young leaf is still heterotrophic for carbon and imports its assimilates from 
mature leaves via a symplastic pathway. When the leaf matures, enough reduced 
carbon becomes available for export, and structural and ultrastructural changes 
allows its transport out of the leaf. Experiments with plasma membrane vesicles 
have shown that a NEM-sensitive H +/sucrose cotransport process is incorporated 
(or activated) into the membrane during the sink/source transition. The protein 
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pattern analyzed by mono- and bi-dimensional gel electrophoresis shows that this 
is accompanied by the appearance of a new set of proteins in the 40 kD region. 

3. Biochemical characterization of the H+/sucrose cotransporter 
Previous biochemical and immunological work had allowed the identification of an 
intrinsic 42 kD polypeptide of the plasma membrane as a putative sucrose trans
porter. Several new polyclonal sera and ascitic fluids directed against the 42 kD 
region of the plasmalemma have been raised in mice. These sera selectively 
inhibited proton-driven uptake of sucrose into purified plasma membrane vesicles 
(Gallet et al., 1992). This confirmed, on a functional basis, the previous hypothesis 
that a 42 kD polypeptide is involved in sucrose transport across the plasma mem
brane. 

An oriented expression cDNA library in λ gt 11 was constructed from mature 
sugarbeet leaves, but attempts to isolate the carrier gene by screening cDNA 
expression libraries with this antiserum have failed. 
The 42 kD putative sucrose transporter previously identified had been charac
terized after denaturating gel electrophoresis. Successful attempts were made to 
purify the sucrose carrier in a functional state, using solubilization of the plasma 
membrane proteins by non-denaturating detergents and high performance liquid 
chromatography (gel filtration + ion-exchange, or affinity chromatography on a 
sucrose-sepharose column + ion-exchange). Fractions exhibiting the highest trans
port activity after reconstitution in proteoliposomes were enriched in two close 
bands at 42 kD. A 55 kD band was also identified by affinity chromatography, 
which recognize sucrose. 

4. Regulation of sucrose transport 
To study the regulation of sucrose transport in leaf tissues at the biochemical level, 
we have developped the model of cutting and ageing. Ageing is a well known pro
cess which consists in isolating leaf pieces and floating them, after removal of the 
lower epidermis, on a large volume of osmoticum for several hours. 'Cutting' con
sists in excising the leaf and dipping the petiole for 12 hours into water before 
preparation of the leaf discs or of the plasma membrane. 

After cutting, sucrose uptake was doubled compared to fresh tissues, while the 
uptake of 3-O-MeG and valine remained unaffected. After ageing, there was a 
general stimulation of uptake, which represented 400% of the uptake measured in 
fresh discs for sucrose, 3-O-MeG and valine. The data show that cutting is suf
ficient to induce dramatic and selective changes in the uptake properties of leaf 
tissues, and that the effects of cutting and ageing on the uptake of organic solutes 
are clearly different. 

Parallel experiments were run with purified plasma membrane vesicles prepared 
from fresh and cut leaves. The data show that 
(a) the changes induced by cutting on sucrose uptake by leaf discs are due to 

membrane phenomena, and not to the metabolism of sucrose 
(b) the study of sucrose uptake with plasma membrane vesicles give a good 

account of the physiological situation 
(c) the specific effects induced by cutting on the sucrose uptake system are not 

lost during the preparation of the plasma membrane vesicles. 
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5. Isolation and characterization of sucrose transporter genes by functional complemen
tation ofyest mutants 

To isolate different genes based on their functional expression, the Berlin group 
developed complementation techniques . In order to set up an artificial com
plementation system, yeast expression vectors, cDNA libraries under control of 
yeast promoters and efficient transformation protocols were established. A yeast 
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) strain deficient in secreted invertase, but able to meta
bolize ingested sucrose due to expression of a sucrose cleaving activity has been 
used successfully as an artificial complementation system to isolate a sucrose trans
porter cDNA from spinach and potato. The expression in yeast has allowed to 
analyze the biochemical properties of the transporters directly. The two proteins 
from spinach and potato are very similar concerning Km, pH-dependence, and 
inhibition of transport by protonophores, thiol modifying agents and DEPC. The 
Km value of the carriers for sucrose (about 1 mM), and the specificity towards 
others sugars is in good agreement with the data described for the sucrose carrier 
in plant systems. 

The transporter genes from spinach (SoSUTl) and potato (StSUTl) encode highly 
hydrophobic proteins consisting of two sets of six membrane spanning regions, 
separated by a large cytoplasmic loop. Comparison of the potato and spinach 
carriers reveals 68% identity on the protein level. The areas with the highest 

variability are the N- and C-terminal extensions and the large central loop. 
Although no sequence homologies were found to the prototype of sugar transport
ing proteins, that is the lactose permease from E. coli, the transporters seem to be 
related not only in being disaccharide transporters but also in their structure with 
twelve membrane spanning regions separated by a large central loop. Interestingly, 
a conserved motif (RXGRR) is located in the second loop of the sucrose transpor
ters. There is a synonymous position for this motif as in lactose permease, and was 
found also in several other transporters. 

Correlative expression of the carrier gene with die development of active transport 
activity of maturing leaves suggests a role for StSUTl in phloem loading. StSUTl 
RNA is also found in stems though at a lower level as compared to leaves. This 
is taken as an argument against a sole function of the transporter in retrieval along 
the translocation pathway. By RNA in situ hybridization, the expression of the 
carrier was localized in the phloem thus supporting the role of the carrier in 
phloem loading. 

To analyze directly the function of the transporter, potato plants were transformed 
with an antisense gene under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter. Antisense 
inhibition of the sucrose transporter leads to drastic phenotypic effects. The plants 
are retarded in growth, the leaves are curled, bleached and accumulate 
anthocyanins at the rims. Photosynthesis is reduced and an analysis of metabolites 
shows a five to tenfold increase in leaf sucrose and starch content and an up to 
100-fold increase in hexoses. A similar accumulation of soluble carbohydrates was 
found as well when petioles of potato leaves were cold-girdled. Exsudation 
experiments with excised leaves indicate a strong reduction in phloem transport. 
The reduced export strongly affects the supply of sink organs with sucrose, as the 
plants have a reduced root system and reduced tuber yield. The similarity to the 
phenotype of transgenic potato plants overexpressing a yeast invertase in the cell 
wall of leaves are striking. 

To determine the apparent molecular mass of the sucrose transporter, an epitope 
tag has been fused to the C-terminus of the protein. This modification of the 
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carrier does not affect the transport activity. Western blot analysis using a primary 
antibody directed towards the epitope (c-myc) reveals an apparent molecular mass 
of the modified protein of about 50 kD (the tag contributes an additional 1.5 kD 
to the calculated molecular mass of 55 kD). Such an aberrant mobility in SDS-
PAGE has been observed for several hydrophobic transport proteins. These results 
therefore do not contradict the biochemical evidence gathered in Poitiers, showing 
that the sucrose carrier appears as a 42 kD polypeptide on denaturating elec
trophoresis gels. Indeed, the addition of the tag may affect the hydrophobicity of 
the protein. A cDNA homologous to SoSUTl was cloned, encoding a sucrose 
transporter from Arabidopsis. The encoded protein has been expressed and 
appears at 43 kD in SDS-PAGE. 

Π. The amino acid transporters of the plasma membrane 
1. Physiology and biochemistry 
The kinetics of valine uptake by sugar beet leaf discs were characterized gave 
evidence for two apparent saturable phases (Kml = 0.21 mM; Km2 = 9.7 mM; 
Vmaxi and Vmax2 = 190 and 4500 pmol valine.min^.cm'2 leaf area respectively), 
superimposed by a diffusional phase. 
Experiments with plasma membrane vesicles indicate that the amino acid/amino 
acid transporter complex possesses a positive charge at pH 5.5 but is neutral at pH 
7.5. Because the amino acid remains zwitterionic within this pH range, it is 
assumed that the charge of the protein is modified between pH 5.5 and pH 7.5. 
These studies may be extended to precise the functional pK of the amino acid 
transporter. 

2. Molecular biology 
A PCR approach was employed to clone plant homologues of a family of amino 
acid permease found in fungi, bacteria and mammals (Rothamsted). 
Oligonucleotide mixtures corresponding to four conserved domains were syn
thesized and used in different combinations to amplify DNA fragments from a 
variety of plant templates. In preliminary experiments, a fragment of the proline 
uptake (pmB) gene of Aspergills was cloned and used as a template to optimize 
the conditions for the PCR reaction. Although many fragments of appropriate 
sizes were amplified from the plant templates and sequenced, none had significant 
homology to amino acid permeases. 

Oocytes from Xenops Levis have been used extensively for the heterologous 
expression of mammalian transport systems and have been an important tool for 
the characterization of transporters and, in some cases, for cloning the correspond
ing genes. However, at the time that this project was initiated, no plant transporter 
had been shown to be functionally expressed in oocytes. The STP1 mRNA, trans
cribed in vitro from the Arabidopsis hexose transporter STP1 cDNA, was injected 
into oocytes and successfully expressed. The finding that a plant membrane protein 
could be synthesized and targeted correctly to the oocyte plasma membrane to 
yield a functional transporter clearly demonstrated for the first time the utility of 
Xenops oocytes as a heterologous expression system for the identification and 
characterization of plant transporters and as a potential tool for cloning their 
genes. However, using different batches of oocytes and different preparations of 
barley polyA+ RNA, attempts to detect the expression of a plant amino acid 
carrier by monitoring uptake of radiolabelled amino acids into the injected cells 
were unsuccessful. 
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Complementation studies using a gap' (general amino acid permease) yeast strain 
have allowed the identification and characterization of several cDNA clones 
mediating amino acid transport, starting from an Arabidopsis cDNA library. Two 
of these clones (AAP1 and AAP2) have been fully characterized. There is at least 
one gene family that consists of more than five members in Arabidopsis. The genes 
seem to be differentially expressed and differ in their substrate specificity. One 
member seems to be a transporter with a broad specificity but transporting basic 
amino acids with only low affinity, whereas another member seems to be a general 
amino acid permease. 

III. Ion transport at the plasma membrane 
1. Physiology and mutagenesis 
The approach developed in Milan allowed the isolation and the study of mutants 
of Arabidopsis thaliana altered in transport processes. This required a preliminary 
extensive characterization of ion transport in Arabidopsis to control the screening 
procedures. 

Mutants putatively altered in K+ uptake have been searched in M2 progenies from 
EMS mutagenized Mx plants by selecting braditroph seedlings in a medium con
taining NH 4

+ and sub-optimal K+ concentrations or by selecting résistants to toxic 
concentrations of compounds such as Cs + or tetraethylammonium which interfere 
with K+ uptake. 

Selection for mutants putatively altered in the proton pump activity or in its sen
sitivity to the stimulating toxin FC has been performed by selection of résistants 
to toxic cations (paraquat) whose uptake is promoted by fusicoccin (FC). Up to 
now, two mutants (Cs 112 and 5-2) have been isolated with Cs+ and paraquat-FC 
selection. 

Cs 112 is a monogenic recessive mutant, resistant to cesium when heterozygote ; 
when homozygote the mutant is sensitive to cesium and shows a pale-green 
phenotype with reduced growth which can be rescued by high level of K+ (5 mM) 
in the medium. No further studies have been done for the moment on this mutant. 

The 5-2 mutant is a monogenic mutant of A. thaliana, partially insensitive to FC, 
as far as resistance to FC-hygromycin, FC-TPP, FC-induced wilting, FC-induced 
cell expansion are concerned. The inheritance of the trait is dominant with the FC-
hygromycin test and semidominant with the wilting test. 

To explain the reduced response of 5-2 to FC, H + extrusion activity, K + influx and 
Em were measured in the mutant and in the wild type (wt). The results showed 
that the reduced response of 5-2 does not depend on some hindrance for FC to 
reach its site of action, or on a decreased affinity of the FC receptor for the toxin. 
Likewise, the reduced response of H + and K + transport to FC in the mutant does 
not depend on an impairment of the K+ absorption system. The 5-2 mutation can 
influence the H + extrusion system independently of the presence of FC. 

Specific activities of plasma membrane H+-ATPase, Ca-ATPase and FC-binding 
were measured in plasma vesicles purified from 5.2 and wt mature leaves. While 
specific activities of Ca-ATPase and FC-binding were similar in the two genotypes, 
specific activity of plasma membrane H """-ATPase was always about half in 5.2 
compared to wt. The Vmax of the enzyme in 5-2 is lower than in the wild type. 
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Other parameters (Km, pH dependence, sensitivity to vanadate, FC, proteolysis) 
were similar in 5-2 and in the wil type. This indicates that the 5-2 mutation 
determines a decrease (about 50%) in the amount of plasma membrane 
H +-ATPase. 

2. Molecular approaches on the nitrate transporter 
Electrophysiological and uptake measurements made with oocytes injected with 
either barley root poly(A)+ RNA or mRNA encoding the Aspergillus crnA 
nitrate transporter did not indicate the expression of a nitrate transporter. The 
Rothamsted group therefore turned towards the expression of the Aspergills 
crnA gene in yeast. 

PCR was used to obtain a DNA fragment containing the crnA coding region 
with minimal 5' and 3' untranslated regions. The resulting fragment was cloned 
into the yeast expression vector pYES2 (Invitrogen). Expression of the crnA 
gene was induced by growing the yeast cells in glucose-free medium containing 
D-galactose as the carbon source and several alternative procedures were then 
used to assay for functional expression. No functional expression was obtained. 

To ensure that no mutations had inadvertently been introduced into the crnA 
coding region by the PCR approach, the fragment was sequenced. No point 
mutations were found, but when compared to the published partial crnA cDNA 
sequence, the sequence of the PCR fragment showed an apparent 2 bp deletion 
located 109 bp from the termination codon suggesting that the published 
sequence is incorrect. (This has since been confirmed by the authors). The 2 bp 
'deletion' changes the reading frame of the C-terminus and predicts a protein 
product 24 amino acids larger than previously thought. 

A search of the Swissprot database using the revised crnA protein sequence 
revealed several regions of homology with other membrane transporters. Align
ment of these regions led to the identification of two motifs that were suf
ficiently conserved to allow the design primers for a PCR approach to cloning 
crnA homologues from barley. A 135 bp fragment was amplified from poly A 
RNA extracted from nitrate-induced barley roots. Sequence analysis of the PCR 
fragment indicated homology (31% identity) to crnA, and the fragment 
hybridized to a small number of restriction fragments in a Southern blot of total 
barley DNA, confirming that it originated from the plant and was not a con
taminant. The PCR fragment was used to screen a barley root cDNA library, 
and a number of hybridizing clones were identified. Preliminary results indicate 
that at least one of the clones (pBCHl) hybridizes to a nitrate-inducible mRNA 
species of about 2.2 kb. Sequencing of pBCHl has shown it to contain an open 
reading frame that would encode a 544 residue hydrophobic polypeptide of 59 
kD. Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequence with crrÎA shows the 
proteins to be 32.0% identical and 58.1% similar. From sequence analysis of 
other clones, it appears that at least three members of this gene family exist in 
barley and this is supported by the results of hybridization to Southern blots of 
barley genomic DNA. Initial attempts to obtain functional expression of pBCHl 
in oocytes were unsuccessful. Based on these results, and those obtained with 
oocytes, we are now considering the possibility that additional factor(s) not pre
sent in the heterologous expression systems are required for the correct pro
cessing, targeting or activation of the crnA/BCHl membrane protein. 
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PV. The malate transporter of the tonoplast 
/. Malate transport in C3 plants 
In Toulouse, vacuolar malate transport was analyzed by 'exchange diffusion' 
experiments, using tonoplast vesicles from Catharanths roses. These experiments 
showed the reversibility of the carrier and gave us the opportunity to test its 
specificity. Maléate, fumarate and succinate had no effect whereas they strongly 
inhibited malate influx into isolated vacuoles or tonoplast vesicles. Only malate, 
citrate and to a lesser extent quínate were able to mobilize the internal malate. A 
histidyl residue(s) is involved either in the binding or the translocation of malate, 
and the protonation of the histidyl residue is essential to provide a high rate of 
malate transport. 

The kinetics of mutual inhibition between malate and citrate uptake, and the dif
ferent sensitivity to protein-modifying reagents of either 14C malate or 14C citrate 
suggest that malate and citrate, which are the main accumulated organic acids in 
the Catharanths vacuoles, cross the tonoplast by means of different carrier 
systems. 
A photolyzable malate analogue, N-(4-azido-salicylyl) aspartic acid competitively 
inhibited the uptake of radioactive malate into purified tonoplast vesicles (K¡ = 
3.5 mM, compared to a Km of 2 mM for malate uptake). When iodinated, the 
malate analog was found to be still photolyzable and behaved as a competitive 
inhibitor of malate uptake (K¡ = 1.4 mM). Photolysis of 125I-labeled analog in the 
presence of purified tonoplast vesicles labeled several polypeptides separated by 
SDS-PAGE. However, only one polypeptide (40 kDa molecular weight) was totally 
protected from labeling by the inclusion of the substrate (malate) in the photolysis 
medium and also by the inclusion of 2 mM DEPC. The purification of the 40 kDa 
polypeptide, which may be the tonoplast malate carrier is underway. 

2. Malate transport in CAM plants 
Recent evidence suggested that malate influx into the vacuole of CAM plants (for 
example Kalanchoe daigremontiana, Crassulaceae) is mediated by a voltage-
dependent, malate-selective ion channel. Since ion-channel proteins are normally 
present at extremely low levels, the strategy of the Oxford group has been to make 
use of molecular cloning techniques to attempt to identify the gene(s) encoding the 
vacuolar malate channel. 
Monoclonal antibodies generated against the tonoplast of K daigremontiana were 
tested for their ability to inhibit malate uptake across this membrane. Two com
plete rounds of monoclonal antibody production were performed. 5 positive cell 
lines inhibited malate transport after differential screening , but they ceased 
producing antibodies, possibly because the antibodies themselves were toxic to the 
hybridoma cells. One of the positive cell lines was successfully subcloned twice. 
Antibody from this cell line inhibited malate transport by 24%, the largest 
inhibitory effect observed for any of the cell-culture supernatants. This antibody 
reacted with a single polypeptide of 43 kDa in Western blots against tonoplast 
membrane. The limited amount of antibody available from this cell line will now 
be used to screen a cDNA expression library recently constructed from leaves K 
daigremontiana (see below). 

Patch-clamp studies in Oxford have shown that the tonoplast of leaf mesophyll 
cells of Kalanchoe daigremontiana possesses a voltage-dependent, malate-selective 
ion channel. The channel is active only at inside-positive vacuolar membrane 
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potentials and shows a high selectivity for four-carbon, trans 1,4-dicarboxylates. 
Since the properties of the vacuolar malate channel exactly match those predicted 
from earlier studies of the anion-dependence of ATP- or PP¡-driven H + influx into 
tonoplast vesicles, we believe that this channel represents the principal pathway for 
malate transport from the cytosol into the vacuole. 
To determine whether expression of the vacuolar malate channel might be 
developmentally regulated, malate currents were measured in the whole-vacuole 
configuration in vacuoles from mature leaves of K daigremontiana performing 
CAM and compared with those from young leaves, which perform C3 
photosynthesis. Although the total vacuolar malate current was greater in vacuoles 
from mature leaves, this turned out to be purely a function of vacuole size : 
expressed on a unit-area basis, the current flux density was no greater than that 
across the tonoplast from young leaves. Therefore, differential screening of gene 
transcripts from leaves at different stages of development is not likely to be a use
ful strategy for identifying the gene(s) encoding the vacuolar malate channel in 
Kalanchoe. 
As part of the screening procedure for selecting monoclonal antibodies (above), a 
membrane-filtration assay was developed for measuring the rate of passive (non-
energized) malate uptake by tonoplast vesicles from Kalanchoe daigremontiana, 
and the characteristics of malate ( = 14C] succinate) uptake by these vesicles were 
studied (Bettey and Smith, 1993). Inhibition by pyridoxal phosphate showed 
pseudo-first-order kinetics with a reaction order of 1.03 and was completely protec
table by malate (with a Kd for substrate protection very close to the Km for sub
strate transport), indicating the involvement of a least one critical lysine residue 
in the anion-recognition site of the transport protein. 
Many of the properties of malate uptake by tonoplast vesicles from Kalanchoe 
agree with observations made by the Toulouse group with tonoplast preparations 
from the C3 plant Catharanths roses. In C3 plants, the malate-uptake system at 
the tonoplast has usually been considered to represent some form of 'carrier' or 
'permease' capable of working in an exchange-diffusion mode (see above). This 
has prompted us to consider whether the tonoplast of CAM plants possesses a 
unique malate-selective ion channel, or whether both types of transport system 
reside in the same membrane. 
The tonoplast of CAM plants also exhibits the carrier-type transport system. 
Indeed, in membrane-filtration assays, rates of malate uptake by Kalanchoe 
tonoplast vesicles increase with decreasing external pH, as found for Catharanths 
tonoplast vesicles; in contrast, recent patch-clamp measurements with Kalanchoe 
vacuoles have shown that whole-vacuole malate currents decrease as external 
('cytosolic') pH decreases below pH 7.5. 
Altogether, the data suggest that two different malate-transport systems reside in 
the Kalanchoe tonoplast: a voltage-dependent malate channel mediating influx, and 
a carrier system, active at low pH (pH 5.5), mediating malate efflux from the 
vacuole. This hypothesis will be further tested by a collaboration between the 
Toulouse and Oxford groups. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The main objectives of the programm have been achieved. Considerable progress 
has been made in the biochemistry of several transporters (sucrose transporter of 
the plasma membrane, malate transporter of the tonoplast). The cloning of several 
transporters (sucrose, amino acids) opens wide avenues for future research concer-
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ning site-directed mutagenesis, transgenesis and expression studies. This is spe
cially important because of the role played by these proteins in the morphogenesis 
and the productivity of the plant. Progress made in biochemical, molecular biology 
and mutagenesis approaches also allows to expect in the near future the cloning 
of other transporters, or of regulatory proteins controlling the transport of ions and 
organic solutes. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
During the programm, all participants interacted closely during several general 
meetings at about 6 months intervals. Many ideas, techniques (phase partition, 
free-flow electrophoresis, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, molecular biology), 
and tools (antibodies, molecular probes, transgenic plants, plasmids, yeasts) were 
shared and exchanged, especially between Poitiers and Berlin. Many new tools and 
concepts will be still exploited in the near future (library of monoclonal antibodies 
against tonoplast proteins, cDNA library from Kalanchoe, microsequencing of par
ticular membrane proteins identified in the tonoplast or in the plasma membrane 
during the course of this programm, Arabidopsis mutants, e t c . ) . All participants 
have agreed to extend their collaboration as far as possible in the future. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
No satisfactorily autonomously replicating vectors exist for higher eucaryotic cells 
and organisms and it may well be that the ideal eucaryotic vector may have to 
mimic a chromosome. The minimal requirements for an artificial chromosome are 
sequences to allow and regulate its autonomous replication, centromeric sequences 
to guarantee the mitotic and meiotic stability of the chromosome, and telomeric 
sequences needed for its replication as a linear DNA molecules. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The general objective of this proposal was the construction of linear vectors and 
artificial chromosomes for mammahan cells by assembling biological relevant DNA 
sequences from chromosomes and naturally occuring linear plasmids. Unlike con
ventional circular eucaryotic vectors that integrate in an unpredictable and random 
fashion into the host genome, an artificial chromosome would replicate 
extrachromosomally as an independent functional unit. Therefore, these constructs 
will allow directed and reproducible engineering of higher eucaryotes, will be use
ful in the correct expression of medically important proteins, will help to under
stand differentiation processes and will provide a safe vector system for the genetic 
therapy of some human diseases. In addition, basic knowledge about the eucaryotic 
chromosome was acquired in the course of this project. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Initially major efforts were made towards a structural and functional analysis of the 
functional chromosomal elements, telomeres, replication origins and centromeres. 
In a following step these elements were assembled into linear constructs and tested 
for physical stability and replication in various organisms. Further work concen
trated on structural studies of defined DNA sequences and on the construction of 
novel eucaryotic circular expression vectors. 
Of the three functional chromosomal elements telomeres, needed for correct 
replication of chromosomal ends and for the protection of chromosomes from 
exonucleolytic digestion, are the best characterized. They are isolated from many 
organisms and consist of tandemly repeated short sequences which are highly con
served through evolution, the consensus sequence being Tm(A)Gn. Most of the 
work in the past years concentrated on telomere sequence requirements for 
replication and stability and on the analysis of telomeric DNA structure adopted 
in vitro and in vivo. For this analysis a high copy number linear yeast vector con
structed in the course of this project proved most useful. In addition, the possible 
effects of proximity of a telomere on the expression of genes incorporated into a 
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mammalian artificial chromosome was investigated. Centromeres are still poorly 
understood and so far no functional centromeric sequence from higher eucaryotes 
have been isolated. However, techniques to handle such large structures are now 
available which will allow the isolation and characterization of centromeres. 
Although many putative origins of bidirectional replication have been mapped in 
several organisms, so far no functional origin of replication has been isolated from 
mammalian cells. However, there is increasing indirect evidence that the amplifica
tion promoting sequences originally isolated from the non-transcribed spacer 
region of murine rDNA act in vivo as origin of bidirectional replication. Other 
approaches to overcome the problem of a functional origin of replication was the 
use of viral origins of replication from SV40 or BPV-1 and, under the assumption 
that a functional origin of replication occurs every few hundred kilobases in 
chromosomal DNA, the insertion of large mammalian DNA fragments into YAC 
vectors. 
A number of linear constructs have been constructed and tested in various biologi
cal systems. These constructs are: 
1. Viral based linear constructs: SV40 or BPV-based vectors were linearized and 
human telomeric sequences ligated to the termini. 
2. Constructs based on putative mammalian origins of replication: The viral origin 
of replication of a BPV-based vector was removed and replaced by the amplifica
tion promoting sequences. 
3. YAC-based linear constructs: YAC-vectors were constructed with removable 
yeast telomeres capping vertebrate telomeric sequences. These vectors can be 
propagated in yeast cells and uncapped into a form functional in mammalian cells. 
From a number of these constructs it could be shown that they are physically stable 
and even replicate as an episomal linear vector in mammalian cells. 
Further work concentrated on the structural analysis of DNA sequences involved 
in recombination and on the construction of novel eucaryotic expression vectors. 
Using an SV40 based approach the effect of simple repeated DNA sequences on 
homologous recombination was analyzed. It could be shown that the frequency of 
homologous recombination is increased by an order of magnitude in the presence 
of repeating d(GA.TC)n sequences. Based on the observation that BPV-1 
replicates extrachromosomally in Xenops embryos, an expression vector allowing 
the identification of genes involved in early embryogenesis of Xenops was con
structed. It could be demonstrated that the amplification promoting sequences 
promote plasmid amplification under non selective conditions in mammalian cells. 
The amount of transcript expressed from such a vector is directly proportional to 
its copy number. A vector containing part of the HIV-1 genome in antisense was 
constructed. HIV-1 replication in a human T-lymphocyte cell line was nearly 
abolished when antisense RNA was expressed from such a high copy number vec
tor. 

MAJOR SCIENTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
All the results obtained contribute significantly to our understanding of 
chromosome structure and function and therefore are of major scientific interest. 
Moreover, our group was able to assemble several types of linear constructs which 
are presently being tested in various biological systems. This type of linear vector 
may prove useful for directed genetic engineering of higher eucaryotic cells, may 
improve the efficiency in creating transgenic animals and may be the ideal vector 
for safe and efficient genetic therapy of some human diseases, and as such will be 
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of great interest for industry and medicine. In addition, in the course of this pro
ject important questions concerning recombination processes and site specific 
integration were answered. The novel circular expression vectors constructed are 
already now used for expression of heterologous proteins in mammalian cells and 
in gene therapy projects. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

There was strong interaction between all participating groups as well as between 
other groups of the T-project 'Animal cell biotechnology'. A regular exchange of 
material and staff took place and in addition to the meetings within the framework 
of the T-project, our group met at least twice a year. It is obvious, that this type 
of research can only be performed in the framework of an EC-project and the 
experience made in the course of the last years showed that this type of interaction 
proved not only useful for our group, but also for other groups funded by the EC, 
for european science and for european industry. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A major bottleneck in the production of proteins for pharmaceutical use in mam
malian cells is the productivity and stability of the used cells during fermentation 
at the technical scale. To ensure an economically acceptable process an integrated 
approach including genetic and cell culture technology is required. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Evaluation of the relationship of genetic and technological parameters for the 
production of recombinant gene products in mammalian cell lines. Parameters: 
Chromosomal localization of the transfected genes and the methods of cultivation 
for long-term stability, strength of gene expression, product accumulation and cell 
physiology. The goal is a protocol for the construction and cultivation of cell lines 
with which to achieve optimal conditions for recombinant protein production at the 
technical scale. 

Genetic works 
Identification and targeting hyperactive chromosomal sites in SP2/0 and BHK-21 
cells with model genes into which the genes of interest could be integrated by 
homologous recombination. 
— Construction of efficient expression vectors for the expression of antibody 

genes susceptible for gene targeting. 
— Establishment of screening methods which allow the isolation of cell clones 

with stable and high expression of model genes. 
— Establishment methods for targeting the genes of interest into the identified by 

recombination processes. 
— Alternatively, creation of hyperactive chromosomal sites by making use of 'Scaf-

fold-Attached-Regionelements (SARs). 

Cell Technology 
Evaluation of novel genetic constructs and cell lines. 
— Evaluation of cell line in different biorector systems (Stirred tank bioreactors, 

spinner systems of single cell suspension, suspended aggregates and attached to 
microcarriers. 

— Investigation of the relationship between physiological parameters and cell 
productivity. 
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— Analysis of the behaviour of recombinant cell lines immobilized in high den
sity culture systems based upon porous carriers. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Genetics 
The strategy to detect hyperactive chromosomal regions was to introduce a single 
copy reporter gene into a large number of cell clones by random integration, to 
isolate those clones which show the highest expression of the reporter gene and 
to isolate the flanking regions of the integrated reporter gene. Cells were infected 
with a recombinant retrovirus expressing a secreted alkaline phosphatase gene 
(SEAP) and the puromycin resistance gene from a bicistronic expression unit. The 
screening procedure includes high concentrations of puromycin followed by an 
overlay assay which detects SEAP-overexpressing cell clones. Cell clones showing 
a high level of SEAP expression were isolated. The same procedure was carried 
out with NIH 3T3 and BHK-21 cells. Since BHK-21 cells are refractory to infection 
with murine retroviruses, these cells manipulated to express the ecotropic murine 
retrovirus receptor were chosen for these experiments. Stability of expression from 
all these SEAP overexpressing cell clones were tested for at least three months. 
A reduction of expression down to 30% of the initial value was observed. After 
evaluation of the cell clones by the partners in the project the chromosomal flanks 
of the cell clones were amplified by the inverted PCR procedure and cloned into 
cloning/sequencing vectors. The length of the inserts (5' and 3' boxes) were 
between 350 and 2100 bp. The intention was to use these flanking sequences for 
homologous recombination. Homologous recombination, as a method of targeting 
a gene into selected and characterized loci was first examined with NIH3T3 cells 
into a locus with an established positive influence on the expression of an 
integrated gene. Cloned DNA sequences adjacent to the vector had lengths of 700 
bp and 1400 bp, respectively. After selection using the 'positive-negative' method 
1 from 10-5 cells survived. These were pooled and tested for the event of 
homologous recombination by an optimized PCR method. In our experiments no 
positive clone was found. 

Construction and properties of artificial chromatin domains: A variety of techni
ques has been used for the isolation of functional domain borders or SAR 
elements, resp. Various sets of these were applied for the construction of artificial 
chromatin minidomains. All combinations supported the stable expression of test 
genes under the control of different natural and an artificial promoters. SAR-
specific effects depended on the strength of the SAR-scaffold interaction and sets 
of strong elements permitted the stable expression over extended periods of time 
(6 month). Stimulatory functions of butyrate depending both on SAR-strength and 
upon nature of the promoter were observed. The optimum combination of 
elements comprises constructs based upon the metallothionein I-promoter embed
ded in a minidomain with strong SAR-elements. Under these conditions, the 
isolated effects of SARs (6 fold enhancement) and butyrate (80 fold stimulation) 
combine in a synergistic fashion to a considerable increase of transcriptional rates. 
This system enables the combination of a growth period at moderate levels of 
expression with the potential of 1-5 mM concentrations of butyrate of boosting 
expression 

Cell Technology 
An evaluation of cell lines was carried out by relating physiological and physical 
factors in product expression to 
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(i) different cell lines containing the same genetic construct, 
(ii) different genetic constructs in the same cell line (BHK-21, SP2/0) and 
(iii) different culture systems. 
Cells were grown in either free suspension, natural aggregate suspension, or on 
solid microcarriers. A comparison of aggregates with microcarrier cultures show 
that the production rate is higher in a controlled aggregate culture. Investigated 
products were recombinant IgG and SEAP. Suspended aggregated cultures have 
shown a superior scale up potential than microcarrier cultures as the range of 
power inputs for cell growth without damage is larger. 
Depending on the growth conditions, the morphology of BHK cells changes 
significantly and this change in morphology seems to correlate with the spécifie 
production rate. 
Significant differences found between cell clones derived from one transfection 
experiment indicate the importance of the chromosomal neighbourhood. 
The relationship of environmental parameters of a fixed-bed bioreactor (FBR) 
system to the productivity of recombinant cell lines was investigated. Different 
types of Siran beads were used, non derivatized and derivatized. The effects of 
dilution and circulation rates, bead and inoculum sizes, and feed glutamine concen
tration were investigated. Increases in productivity seem to be associated with 
smaller beads and higher circulation rates. Fluidized bed bioreactor systems show 
a higher specific growth rate but a lower value of the production rate. Immobiliza
tion within a FBR system using Siran beads increases the production rate. The 
microenvironment within high density culture systems is more favourable for high 
product expression levels than microcarriers. This is irrespective of whether a high 
density system is used. 

The use of SP2/0 cells was evaluated by using transfectants expressing SEAP. A 
variability in both expression of SEAP and a range of cultural characteristics has 
been analyzed with respect to the different cell clones derived from a single trans
fection experiment. In SP2/0 cells a high growth rate and high product expression 
rate are apparently associated with a high rate of glutamine metabolism. Examina
tion of production rate and cell specific metabolic rate data suggested an associa
tion between high rates of SEAP production and glutamine catabolism. High 
growth rate and SEAP production rates are both associated with high values for 
glutamine uptake and production of glutamate, alanine and ammonium. 
Investigation of interrelationship of genetic, physiological and physical factors in 
the regulation of high product expression shows that the choice of growth mode 
is important. It can have a profound effect upon both the relationship between 
specific growth rate and production rate. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The studies undertaken in this project underscore the strong influence of the 
chromosomal locus in which the recombinant gene has been integrated. SAR 
elements are not only hallmarks of high expression, but also can be used to create 
hyperactive artificial chromosomal domains. 
The choice of growth mode can have a profound effect upon both the relationship 
between specific growth rate and production rate as well as the maximum value 
of the production rate. Particularly, cells grown as aggregates, have a markedly 
higher production rate as cells grown on microcarriers. This has obvious conse
quences for the development of commercial production processes. Long-term 
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Studies also showed that the fixedbed reactor system improved the stability of 
recombinant protein production. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

More than five work exchanges by members of the participating groups in partner 
laboratories took place. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The overall objective of this Bridge Project was to study the regulatory proteins 
and genes which control the synthesis of liver-specific proteins. The liver became 
the focus of this project because it is the site of synthesis of many proteins that 
are crucial for normal body functions as well as in diverse pathological states which 
can be controlled. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The specific objectives of the proposed research were: 
(1) To isolate and characterize several genes involved in the transcriptional regula

tion of liver-specific proteins. 
(2) To study the structure and the functions of these regulatory proteins by site 

directed mutagenesis, in vitro transcription, and inactivation of the genes 
involved by homologous recombination in mice. 

(3) To identify and characterize the promoter elements and trans-acting factors 
involved in the transcriptional control of several important liver-specific genes 
such as apolipoproteins factor IX and albumin genes. 

(4) To study the role of extracellular matrix in advanced tissue culture systems on 
liver functions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(01 Missis Zannis and John Talianidis 
I. Transcriptional Regulation of the Human ApoCIII, ApoA-I and ApoA-IV Gene 

Complex: The ApoCIII Promoter Elements Act as an Enhancer in the Trans
cription of the Human ApoA-IV Gene 

The apoCIII gene is closely liked to the apoA-I and apoA-IV genes (Fig. 1A). 
Characterization of the activities which bind to the apoCIII promoter showed that 
HNF-4 binds to the proximal element Β ( - 87 to - 72), and can activate transcrip-
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D. Transcription Factors Recognizing the Human Factor IX Regulatory Elements 
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Fig. lADh. Panel A. Longdistance regulatory elements controlling the expression of human 
apoCIII, apoAI, and apoAIV genes. Panel B. Proximal and distal regulatory elements of the 
human apoCIII gene and transcription factors which bind to them and regulate transcription. 
Panel C. Proximal and distal regulatory elements of the human apoAll gene and transcription 
factors which bind to them and regulate transcription. Panel D. Proximal regulatory elements of 
the factor IX promoter and factors which bind to them and regulate transcript 

tion only in the presence of the upstream regulatory elements, F, G, H, I, and J. 
Element B is also recognized by homo and heterodimers of nuclear receptors. 
Elements F, H and I can bind Spi or related factors. Element G binds distinct 
members of the hormone receptor family, like Arp1 and Ear3. Two minor 
activities designated CIIIJ1 and CIIII5, bind to the regulatory elements J and F, 
and I respectively. The various activities which bind to the apoCIII promoter are 
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shown in Fig. IB. Recent experiments indicate that the apoCIII promoter acts as 
an enhancer and regulates the transcription of the distantly linked apoA-I and 
apoA-IV genes. In vitro footprinting analysis with rat liver nuclear extracts have 
identified 4 protected regions: A ( -22 to +32), Β ( - 4 2 to -84), C (-120 to 
148) and D (-250 to -274). Element A-IV C binds to HNF-4, Arp-1 and Ear-3 
with similar affinity (Kd = 4.3-7.7 nM). HNF-4 is the major positive factor respon
sible for the apoA-IV promoter activity as evidenced by in vitro transcription 
analysis. Although the apoA-IV promoter ( — 700 to +10) is very active in vitro, 
a very low activity was detected in transfection assays in HepG2 and CaCo2 cells. 
This low activity was dramatically increased when the apoCIII promoter region was 
linked to it in tandem or reverse orientation. A series of different constructs con
taining different combinations of apoCIII promoter elements linked to the — 700 
to —10 apoA-IV promoter have been generated. Transfection experiments in 
HepG-2 and CaCo-2 cells indicated that the enhancer activity is localized within 
the regulatory elements F-J of apoCIII. This region combined with the proximal 
- 700 to —10 apoA-IV promoter region allowed an HNF-4 dependent activation 
of a reporter gene. Arp-1 and Ear-3 repressed this activation by competing with 
HNF-4 for the common binding site (A-IVC). These findings suggest that a com
mon set of transcription factors binding to the distal apoCIII regulatory elements 
F-J is responsible for the tissue specific expression of the apoCIII and apoA-IV 
geion. 

II. Identification of an Indirect Autoregulatory Mechanism Involved in HNF-1/ 
LFB1 Gene Regulation. 

HNF-4 is an essential positive regulator of HNF-1. In transient transfection assays, 
HNF-1 strongly downregulated transcription driven by its own promoter in HepG2 
cells. In addition, HNF-1 also repressed the activity of HNF-4 dependent apoCIII 
and apoAI promoters. The same effect was observed in experiments employing 
VHNF-1/LFB3. Both HNF-1 and vHNF-1 downregulated HNF-4 activated trans
cription from intact and chimeric promoter constructs carrying various HNF-4 
binding sites implying that they act by impeding HNF-4 binding or activity. DNA 
binding and cell free transcription experiments however failed to demonstrate any 
direct or indirect interaction of HNF-1 and vHNF-1 with the above regulatory 
regions. Both factors repressed HNF-4 induced transcription of the apoCIII and 
HNF-1 genes in HeLa cells, arguing against the requirement of a hepatocyte 
specific function. These findings define an indirect negative autoregulatory 
mechanisms involved in HNF-1 gene expression, which in turn may affect HNF-4 
dependent transcription of other liver specific genes such as apoCIII and apoA-I. 

(02) Vincenzo DeSimone 
L LFBl/HNF-1 and LFB3/vHNF-l: Sites of Synthesis and Their Role in Liver Dif

ferentiation. 
During the development of the kidney LFB3/vHNF-l transcription starts with the 
induction of the presumptive mesenchymal cells, while LFBl/HNF-1 appears only 
when the proximal and the distal tubules are detectable. The induction pattern of 
LFB3/vHNF-l can be reproduced in the transfilter organ culture system, in which 
the presumptive kidney mesenchymal tissue can be grown in vitro and induced to 
differentiate by co-cultivation with spinal cord expiants. In this system, LFB3/ 
vHNF-1 expression 'bursts' between 24 and 48 hours after induction, when the first 
morphologic differentiation of the nephrogenic vesicles occur. 
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Π. Analysis of the Regulatory Elements and Factors Controlling the Transcription 
of LFB3/VHNF-1. 

Fusions of the LFB3/vHNF-l 5' proximal regulatory region to a reporter gene 
combined with deletions, site-specific mutagenesis and DNA binding assays iden
tified the following cis-acting elements and the factors required for transcription 
of LFB3/VHNF-1 gene. 
1) The OCT protein binds adjacent to the TATA box. 
2) The liver-specific HNF-4/LFA1 factor binds in the -260 nt region. 
3) Homeo- or heterodimers of retinoic acid receptors bind at a site partially over

lapping that of HNF-4/LFA1. 

D3. Functional Analysis of LFB3/vHNF-l. 
Mapping of the transcriptional activation domain of the LFB3/vHNF-l by deletion 
and nucleotide substitution mutagenesis of the protein coding region showed that 
the protein region spanning amino acids 350-450 is crucial for transactivation of 
target genes. 

(03) Ricardo Cortese 
I. A POU-Α Related Region Dictates DNA Binding Specificity of LFBl/HNF-1 by 

Orienting the Two Extra-Long Homeodomains in the Dimer 
The transcription factor LFBl/HNF-1 regulates the hepatocyte-specific transcrip
tion of several genes by binding as a dimer to cis-acting elements that match the 
inverted palindrome GTTAATNATTAAC. The DNA binding domain of LFB1/ 
HNF-1 is characterized by a unique tripartite structure that includes an unusually 
long homeodomain (domain C), a region related to the POU-specific A-box 
(domain B) and a short N-terminal dimerization domain (domain A). A recombi
nant peptide corresponding to the isolated homeodomain of LFBl/HNF-1 binds as 
a monomer to a half-palindrome binding site, but shows diminished sequence 
specificity. Domain B, in addition to the homeodomain, is required and is suf
ficient for proper recognition of LFBl/HNF-1-responsive sites. A protein consist
ing of only these latter two domains is a monomer in solution, but forms dimers 
upon binding to DNA. The protein-protein contacts established within the bound 
dimer restrain the orientation of the two homeodomains with respect to one 
another, thus contributing in a critical fashion to the recognition of the dyad sym
metry-related LFBl/HNF-1 sites. The DNA-dependent dimerization domain 
(domain A) is required to increase the affinity of DNA binding, but does not 
influence the dimer geometry. 

II. Characterization of the Transactivation Domains of LFBl/HNF-1 
Previous in vitro experiments suggested the presence of two different regions in the 
carboxy-terminal portion of the protein responsible for most of the transcription 
activation potential of LFBl/HNF-1. The first domain (ADI) is located between 
amino acids 546 and 628 and the second (ADII) between amino acids 281 and 318. 
Several LFBl/HNF-1 deletion mutants were tested for their ability to induce trans
cription from LFBl/HNF-1-dependent synthetic promoters in cells of hepatic and 
nonhepatic origin in vivo. The results confirm the importance of ADI and indicate 
that no activating property can be assigned to ADII in vivo. Moreover, a novel 
glutamine/proline-rich activation domain (ADIII) has been identified between 
amino acids 440 and 506. The findings indicate that LFBl/HNF-1 transcription 
activating potential relies on a complex structure and also provide important clues 
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towards the understanding of the different functions exerted by transcription fac
tors of this family. 
III. Secondary Structure and Conformational Stability of the Dimerization 

Domain of the Transcription Factor LFBl/HNF-1 
The structure of a 32 residue dimerization domain of LFBl/HNF-1 in solution has 
been determined by nuclear magnetic resonance. 3 structurally distinct regions can 
be distinguished. The N-terminal region from residues 1-6 is extended. Two helical 
regions span from residues 7-18 and from 23-32. The absence of dipolar effects 
involving residues more than four positions apart in the sequence excludes the 
possibilities both of a four-helix bundle formed by two hairpins and of an 
antiparallel dimer; the domain must therefore be arranged as a parallel dimer for
mation by kinked monomers. This structural solution presents important differen
ces from the leucine zipper-type structure observed in other transcriptional 
activators. The thermodynamic parameters associated with the unfolding of the 32 
residue long dimerization domain were also determined. The results indicate that 
the dimerization domain of LFBl/HNF-1 can fold and dimerize independently of 
the rest of the protein, with a thermodynamic stability comparable to that of a 
small globular protein. 

A LFB1 B Antp 

LFB1 Antp 
Figure 2. Ribbon plot of the DNA 
binding domain of LFBl/HNF-1 
and the Drosophila transcription 
factor Antennapedia (Antp) as 
determined by NMR spectroscopy in 
solution. Note that the three-dimen
sional arrangement of the helices is 
similar in LFBl/HNF-1 (Panel A) 
and Antennapedia (Panel B). Paneh 
C and D show potential interactions 
of these protein domains with their 
cognate sites on the DNA. 

IV. The Three-Dimensional Structure of the DNA Binding Domain of LFB1/HNF-
1 as Determined by X-Ray Crystallo-graphy & NMR Spectroscopy 

The three-dimensional structure of the DNA binding domain of LFBl/HNF-1 has 
been determined using two different approaches. 
a) Crystallization of a 99 residue protein containing the homeodomain portion of 
LFBl/HNF-1, and analysis of x-ray diffraction data to 2.8Å resolution. The x-ray 
crystallography showed that the topology and orientation of the helices is essen
tially the same as that found in the engrailed, MAT a.2 and Antennapedia 
homeodomains, even though the LFBl/HNF-1 homeodomain contains 21 more 
residues. The 21 residue insertion is found in an extension of helix 2 and conse-
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quent lengthening of the connecting loop between helix 2 and helix 3. Comparison 
with the engrailed homeodomain-DNA complex indicates that the mode of interac
tion with DNA is similar in both proteins, with a number of conserved contacts in 
the major groove. The extra 21 residues of the LFBl/HNF-1 homeodomain are not 
involved in DNA binding. Binding of the LFBl/HNF-1 dimer to a B-DNA palin
dromic consensus sequence requires either a conformational change of the DNA 
(presumably bending), or a rearrangement of the subunits relative to the DNA. 

b) Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in solution of a polypeptide 
fragment containing the homeodomain sequence of LFBl/HNF-1. A recombinant 99 
amino acid polypeptide containing this sequence was uniformly labelled with 15N 
and also doubly labelled with 15N & 13C and analyzed by NMR spectroscopy in 
solution. This analysis showed that this sequence is approximately 22% 
homologous to the well known homeodomains, but consists of 81 amino acid 
residues as compared with 60 residues in 'typical' homeodomains. The NMR struc
ture of this polypeptide contains 3 α-helices comprising residues 18-29, 36-50 and 
71-84, a loop formed by residues 30-35, and a long stretch of non-regular 
secondary structure linking the second and third helices (Fig. 2A). The relative 
location and orientation of the helices is very similar to that in the Antennapedia 
(Antp) homeodomain structure, despite the fact that helix 2 is elongated by about 
one turn (Fig. 2B). The helix-turn-helix motif, which has been shown to comprise 
the DNA recognition helix in the Antp homeodomain, can readily be recognized 
in the LFBl/HNF-1 homeodomain, in spite of an extensive modification of the 
primary structure. The 2 residues of the tight turn in the Antp homeodomain are 
replaced by a 23 residue linker region between the 2 helices in LFBl/HNF-1, 
which bulges out from the rest of the molecule and thus enables the formation of 
a non-classical helix-turn-helix motif. The interactions of these domains with the 
DNA is shown in Fig. 2C&D. 

(04) Giorgio Bressan 
Type VI Collagen Function and the Liver 
The extracellular matrix is part of a signaling system involved in the maintenance 
of tissue structure and its remodelling in pathological conditions. Type VI collagen 
is a pericellular protein with wide tissue distribution. The function of type VI 
collagen in different tissues including liver has been addressed using various 
approaches as follows. 
a) Introduction of dominant negative mutations in the mouse by microinjection 
into oocytes of minigenes of the αϊ (VI) chain carrying small deletions of the 
collagenous portion. Up to now a total of 11 founders for 2 such mutations have 
been produced and are being characterized. 
b) Expression of type IV collagen during mouse development by RNA blotting. 
This analysis has shown that al(VI) mRNA is first detectable in whole embryo 
extracts at day 11.5. By immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization the gene 
products were detected in mesenchymal cells and cells derived from somites and 
lateral plate mesoderm. Their appearance usually coincides with and persists dur
ing the late phase of organogenesis and then subsides when the final microscopic 
structure of the tissue has been reached. In the liver collagen al(VI) gene 
products were observed in the perinatal period, when hemopoiesis declines and the 
organ acquires its final structure with a peak at 12 days after birth. The protein 
is mainly localized in the perisinusoidal space. In the adult animal the VI collagen 
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mRNA was not appreciable in the liver. These observations suggest a role for 
collagen VI in liver morphogenesis. 

c) Expression of type VI collagen in cultures of mesodermal cells (fibroblasts, 
smooth muscle cells & myoblasts). Proliferating cells produced very low levels of 
mRNA for al(VI) collagen. However when the cells stopped dividing and dif
ferentiated the amount of mRNA increased considerably, peaked after one day 
and then declined. The protein secreted accumulated at the surface of the cells as 
fine, dotty aggregates. Evidence of the dependence of collagen VI expression from 
the cell cycle has also been obtained in vivo by comparing the distribution of the 
protein with that of proliferating cells. The data indicate that type VI collagen may 
have a role in late organogenesis and tissue remodeling by providing an adhesive 
matrix which favors the differentiated functions of the cells. 

(05) Jean Chambaz and Phillipe Cardot 

I. Characterization of Regulatory Elements and Nuclear Factors Involved in the 
Regulation of the Transcription of the Human ApoAII Gene 

The human apoAII promoter contains a set of 14 regulatory elements (A to N). 
Deletion or nucleotide substitution analysis in elements N, L, K and AB affected 
greatly the hepatic and intestinal transcription. Elements AB, K, and L bind with 
different affinities to a newly characterized heatstable factor, CIIIB1, which is a 
transcription activator of the human apoCIII gene. In addition, elements AB and 
K bind a heatlabile activity, designated AIIAB1, and element L binds to several 
CCAAT box binding activities. The CIIIB1 and AIIABl activities are very impor
tant for transcription and bind contiguously on the AB element, as indicated by 
methylation interference assays. DNA binding and competition assays and protein 
fractionation has also shown that the regulatory elements M, D and F bind new 
activities which have not been identified in apolipoprotein or other liver specific 
promoters. These activities have been designated AIIM1 and AIIM2 for element 
M, AUDI and AIID2 for element D and AIIF2 for element F. In addition, ele
ment I binds to activities related to NF1 and elements L, C, D, G, AB and F bind 
with different affinities to C/EBPa as well as other heat stable activities. Element 
J is recognized by members of the nuclear receptor family HNF4, EAR2, EAR3 
and ARP1, and element H binds HNF1. This analysis establishes the organization 
of several nuclear activities on the human apoAII promoter (Fig. 1C). The 
findings suggest that the expression of a liver specific gene such as apoAII is con
trolled by a combination of factors and requires synergism of factors bound to 
proximal and distal regulatory elements. The relative importance of individual fac
tors is determined by the promoter context. Element D exerts negative regulatory 
control of transcription in HepG2 and CaCo2 cells and binds four activities, 
designated AUDI, AIID2, AIID3/C/EBP and AIID4. Activities AUDI, AIID2, 
and AIID4 were purified and characterized further. SDSPAGE analysis as well as 
photoaffinity crosslinking of the affinity purified AIID2 showed that it consists of 
three proteins with molecular mass ranging between 54 and 63 KDa. Amino acid 
sequence of tryptic peptides obtained from AIID2 protein bands revealed that it 
is homologous to GAÍBP, an Etsrelated protein. Similar analysis showed that 
affinity purified AIID4 has an apparent molecular mass of 130 KDa. Methylation 
interference of G residues and permaganate modification of Τ residues indicated 
that the binding site of AIID2 and AIID4 were contiguous on element D, whereas 
the binding site of AUDI overlaps with the binding sites of both AIID2 and 
AIID4. Transcription from a minimal promoter containing elements AB, C and D 
of apoAII increased 1.5 to 1.6fold when element D was deleted, as well as by 
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promoter mutations which eliminated the binding of both AUDI and/or AIID4 to 
element D, but permitted the binding of AIID2/GABP. The findings suggest that 
element D has a negative regulatory role on apoA-II gene transcription when it 
is occupied by protein AUDI and/or AIID4. This negative effect is reversed when 
element D is occupied only by the regulatory factor AIID2/GABP. 

Π. The Regulatory Region -911 to + 29 of the ApoA-II Gene Directs Liver Specific 
Transcription in Transgenic Mice 

A construct containing the -911 to +29 apoA-II promoter region in front of the 
CAT gene (which directed transcription in HepG2 cells) was utilized to generate 
transgenic mice. mRNA analysis snowed that the -911 to +29 apoA-II region is 
sufficient to direct transcription in a tissue specific manner, demonstrating expres
sion of the gene only in the liver. 

(06) Moshe Yaniv 
I. Functional Analysis of HNF-1/LFB1 and vHNF-l/LFB3. Homeodomain Proteins 

Which Are Involved in Liver Specific Gene Expression 
In a series of experiments the regions (residues) of HNF-1/LFB1 protein involved 
in transcriptional activation has been mapped by deletion analysis and expression 
studies. Deletion of C-terminal residues resulted in a gradual decrease in the nor
malized transcriptional activity. Approximately 150 C-terminal residues are impor
tant for transcriptional activation. The activity was totally lost by deletion of 236 
C-terminal amino acids. The C-terminal deletions increase the stability of the 
protein. Deletion of approximately 200 amino acids exposed a domain that retains 
the protein in the cytoplasm. Further deletion that removes the 330 C-terminal 
residues restores nuclear transport (the DNA binding domain contains a clear 
nuclear localization signal). The findings indicate that the cytoplasmic retention is 
probably an active process. 

Π. Isoforms of HNF-1/LFB1 and vHNF-l/LFB3 Generated by Alternate RNA Pro
cessing and Potential Functions 

Another aspect concerning the transactivation domains of HNF-1 and vHNF-1 was 
revealed by a study of alternatively spliced forms of these proteins derived from 
human liver cDNA library. Three classes of HNF-1 cDNA clones differing in their 
3' portions were isolated and have been named HNF-1A (the original form), HNF-
1B and HNF-1C. In the last two forms, alternative RNA processing deletes C-ter
minal sequences of the protein and replaces them with short sequences translated 
from intronic sequences in the A form. These two forms are more potent activators 
than the initially isolated HNF-1A clone. RT-PCR studies have shown that HNF-
1C is abundant in human fetal kidney and persist to some degree in adult kidney. 
Alternative RNA processing generates three forms of vHNF-1 transcripts named 
vHNF-lA (the original form), vHNF-lB and vHNF-lC. In rat and human an alter
native spliced exon is located in the DNA binding N-terminal half of the protein. 
vHNF-lA which contains this additional exon is a more potent activator than 
HNF-1B which lacks this exon. Alternative polyadenylation in the human gene 
generates the third form, vHNF-lC. This form lacks most of the transactivation 
domain and behaves as a transdominant repressor when cotransfected with HNF-
1A or when introduced into human hepatocytes. vHNF-lA and Β mRNA is found 
in liver, kidney, intestine, lung, thymus and ovary with the highest concentration 
found in liver and kidney. vHNF-lC mRNA is found predominantly in kidney, in 
fetal intestine and in colon carcinoma cell lines. 
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Fig. 3. Inactivation of the 
HNF1 gene in mice. The 
picture shows (left to right) 
normal controL heterozygous 
and homozygous deficient 
mouse for the transcription 
factor HNF1A. 

III. Inactivation of the HNF1/LFB1 Gene in Mice 

Further insight on the in vivo functions role of HNF1 was obtained by inactivation 
of the HNF1 genes of the mouse by homologous recombination. The first exon 
of HNF1 was replaced with a ßgal tk neo cassette in ES cells. This mutation was 
transferred successfully to the germ line. In heterozygotes, HNF1 expression can 
be easily followed by Xgal staining and confirmed that the gene is expressed in 
liver hepatic cells, in the proximal tubules of the kidney, in the base of the 
intestinal crypts and in some cells of the stomach. In an outbred background 
animals homozygous for the mutation are born in the expected Mendelian ratio. 
They are however dwarf, become sick several days after birth, and die soon after 
weaning (Fig. 3). They suffer from hepatomegaly and exhibit several histological 
and biochemical defects. However, the precise cause(s) for their morbidity has not 
been determined as yet. Surprisingly, several of the HNF1 target genes like 
albumin, αantitrypsin or fibrinogen are still expressed. One possible explanation 
is the upregulation of vHNF1, the other member of this family in the liver of 
HNF1 deficient mice. 

(07) Gennaro Ciliberto and Valeria Poli 

I. Study of StructureFunction Relationships in IL6, Aiming at the Future 
Development of IL6 Antagonists. Signal Transduction by IL6 in HepG2 Cells 
Via C/EBP Family Members 

A series of single amino acid variants of IL6 in residues 176181 have been 
generated by in vitro mutagenesis based on a threedimensional model of the 
protein that was constructed based on the xray structure of related cytokines. 
Analysis of their biological activity in two systems (murine hybridoma IL6 depend
ent cells, and human hepatoma cells) and of receptor binding properties of a sub
set of them indicates that the entire region is involved in forming the receptor 
binding surface. Remarkably, a mutant was also found with receptor affinity and 
biological activity 3 to 5fold higher than wildtype: this molecule is of practical 
interest, given the potential of using IL6 in the treatment of neoplastic diseases 
and thrombocytopenia. Taking into account the available knowledge on the binding 
of helical cytokines to dimeric receptors the ongoing research is directed towards 
the generation of IL6 variants with intact or improved binding to type A receptor 
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and impaired binding to type Β receptor (gpl30), which can be used as antagonist. 
Cotransfection experiments of CAT constructs containing IL6 response elements 
and C/EBP expression plasmids showed that activation by IL6DBP/C/EBPß is 
dramatically induced by IL6 through a posttranscriptional mechanism which may 
involve protein phosphorylation. Recently, using gene targeting techniques, mice 
been generated with homozygous deficiency in IL6DBP/C/EBPß. The deficient 
mice are viable and do not present phenotypic abnormalities. 

Π. Pathologies Caused by IL6 Overproduction 

Transgenic mice have been generated which express the human IL6 cDNA under 
the control of the mouse metallothionein I promoter. These mice show constitutive 
overproduction of ML6 in hepatocytes soon after birth. This is responsible for the 
development of a 'chronic' acute phase condition: all the classical markers of the 
acute phase response are elevated both as mRNA in the liver tissue and a 

Figure 4. Serum protein profiles of IL6 
transgenic mice expressing the human IL6 
at different ages. 

proteins in the serum (Fig. 4). At later ages, IL6 overproduction leads also to B
cell stimulation and to the development of IgG plasmacytosis and hypergam
maglobulinemia. The longterm pathology that develops in these mice at 35 
months of age has been thoroughly characterized and closely resembles kidney 
myeloma, the most frequent complication of multiple myeloma in man. 
Apparently, this pathology is caused by protein overload of the kidney due to the 
increased serum levels of acute phase reactants and to the hypergam
maglobulinemia. Preliminary analysis of the changes in C/EBP expression in the 
liver of MTI/IL6 transgenic mice show substantial changes in the amount of both 
mRNA and proteins for the various C/EBP proteins. This analysis when completed 
may establish a precise correlation between the pattern of C/EBP protein expres
sion and the expression of target genes. 

III. Inactivation of the IL6 Gene by Homologous Recombination 

Homozygous IL6 deficient mice, generated by gene targeting, are viable and do 
not present obvious phenotypic abnormalities, however they display defective 
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inflammatory response. It is possible that in the absence of this cytokine, some of 
its functions are taken over by other functionally equivalent molecules. A possible 
mechanism for such redundancy can be identified by the fact that its effector 
molecule, gpl30, is shared by structurally related cytokines LEF, OM, IL-11. 
Despite this redundancy however, analysis of bone metabolism revealed a specific 
phenotype. IL-6 deficient female mice have a normal amount of trabecular bone, 
but higher rates of bone turnover than control littermates. Estrogen deficiency 
induced by ovariectomy causes in wild-type animals a significant loss of bone mass 
together with an increase in bone turnover rates. Strikingly, ovariectomy does not 
induce any change in either bone mass or bone remodeling rates in the IL-6 
deficient mice, indicating that IL-6 plays an important role in the local regulation 
of bone turnover. Preliminary characterization of the acute phase response in IL-6 
deficient mice shows significant differences between IL-6 deficient mice and wild-
type controls, depending on the inflammatory stimulus. 

(08) Mary C. Weiss 
I. Establishing the Transcription Rate of Liver Specific Genes: Cell Phenotype, 

Promoter Structure and Binding Affinity Modulate Transactivation by HNF-1/ 
LFB1 and LAP 

Co-transfection of expression vectors encoding transcription factors with reporter 
CAT plasmids showed that well-differentiated hepatoma cells produce abundant 
HNF-1/LFB1 and show high levels of expression of a reporter CAT gene whose 
expression is directed by the albumin promoter. Addition of exogenous HNF-1 
does not enhance the expression of the albumin promoter-reporter gene con
structs. In dedifferentiated variants which do not produce endogenous HNF-1, nor 
do they express the albumin-CAT gene, a strong transactivation of the CAT gene 
by exogenous HNF-1 is observed. When the albumin HNF-1 binding site is sub
stituted by a sequence of weaker binding affinity, exogenous HNF-1 possesses 
transactivation potential in all cell lines, whether or not endogenous HNF-1 is 
abundant. It can be concluded that the threshold of activity of a given transcription 
factor on a particular promoter can vary depending upon the affinity of the factor 
for the cognate binding site. 

Π. HNF-4 and HNF-1 As Well As a Panel of Hepatic Functions Are Extinguished 
and Reexpressed in Parallel in Chromosomally Reduced Rat Hepatoma-
Human Fibroblast Hybrids 

Rat hepatoma-human fibroblast hybrids containing 8-11 human chromosomes 
show pleiotropic extinction of thirteen out of fifteen hepatic functions examined. 
Reexpression of the entire group of functions most often occurs in a single step, 
and except for one discordant subclone, correlates with loss of human chromosome 
2 as monitored by chromosome 'painting' with immunofluorescence (Fig. 5). The 
extinguished cells and their «expressing derivatives have been examined for the 
expression of seven liver-enriched transcription factors. C/EBP, LAP, DBP, HNF-3 
and vHNF-l/LFB3 expression are not systematically extinguished in parallel with 
the hepatic functions. However, HNF-1/LFB1 and HNF-4 show a perfect correla
tion with phenotype: these factors are expressed only in the cells showing 
pleiotropic reexpression. Since recent evidence indicates that HNF-4 controls 
HNF-1 expression, it can be proposed that the HNF-4 gene is the primary target 
of the pleiotropic extinguisher. 
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Figure 5. Chromosome 
painting of a diploid 
human male metaphase 
using fluorescent in situ 
hybridization. Panel A 
(left), going clockwise from 
the interphase nucleus, the 
'painted' chromosomes 
(appearing white) can be 
identified: at 9 o'clock, a 
group comprising 5, 15 and 
21 (the latter two are nearly 
touching); at 11 o'clock, a 
2; a 12 o'clock, 5, 21 and 
X; at 3 o'clock, moving 
outward 18, 18 and 8; at 5
6 o'clock, 8, 2 and 15. 
Panel Β shows the yellow 
painted human chro
mosomes 2, 5, 8, 15, 18, 21 
and X. Note that both 

copies of 21 are associated wüh other acrocentric chromosomes. The numbering of chromosomes 
in Panel Β goes from left to right in rows 14. 

III. Expression Patterns of vHNF1 and HNF1 in Early PostImplantation 
Embryos Suggest Distinct and Sequential Developmental Roles 

During development, the putative target genes of HNF1 and vHNF1 are initially 
expressed in the visceral endoderm of the yolk sac and subsequently in fetal liver. 
The expression pattern of both factors was analyzed both in vitro during differen
tiation murine F9 embryonal carcinoma cells and in vivo during early postimplan
tation mouse development. The differentiation of F9 cells into either visceral or 
parietal endoderm is accompanied by a sharp induction in vHNF1 mRNA and 
protein. By contrast, only low levels of aberranüy sized HNF1 transcripts, but not 
DNA binding protein, are found in F9 cells and its differentiated derivatives. At 
67.5 days of gestation high levels of vHNF1 mRNA are present in the visceral 
extraembryonic endoderm, which colocalize with transcripts of the transthyretin 
gene. HNF1 transcripts are first detected in the yolk sac roughly two days later, 
after the developmental onset of transcription of target genes. In addition, two 
alternative spliced isoforms of vHNF1 mRNA, vHNFlA and vHNFlB, are 
expressed in embryonic and adult tissues. These data suggest that vHNF1 par
ticipates in the initial transcriptional activation of the target genes in the visceral 
endoderm of the yolk sac, whereas the later appearance of HNF1 could be 
required for maintenance of their expression. 

IV. Constancy of Expression of the Protein Kinase A Regulatory Subunit Rlaa in 
Hepatoma Cell Lines of Different Phenotypes 

Recently, it was demonstrated that TSE1 (tissuespecific extinguisher) corresponds 
to Ria, a regulatory subunit of protein kinase A. High expression of Ria charac
terizes fetaltype BW1J hepatoma cells where the neonatal target genes are silent. 
This R ia is active in trans to extinguish these genes in hybrids between BW1J and 
Fao adulttype rat hepatoma cells. Reexpression of the target genes is correlated 
with loss of R ia and/or overexpression of the mRNA for the transcription factors 
HNF4 and HNF3a. Phenylalanine hydroxylase is negatively regulated by Ria. In 
BW1J cells where expression of phenylalanine hydroxylase has been activated (i.e. 
after 5azacytidine treatment) no downregulation of Ria expression occurs. This 
suggests that an independent mechanism overcomes Ria repression. Finally, dedif
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ferentiated derivatives of the adult-type rat hepatoma cells express neither the Ria 
target genes nor the Ria gene itself. Thus, in three different situations where 
modulation of Ria expression could be anticipated, it fails to occur. It is concluded 
that somatic cells in culture show cis-heritability of the Ria gene, even under con
ditions where its effect is selected against. 

(09) George Mignot 
The task of T.M. Innovation was to optimize the culture condition required for 
culture of new types of hepatic cell lines, and the upscaling of hepatocyte cultures 
using macroporous carriers (gelatin or glass spheres) to achieve high cell densities 
with a combination of high microcarrier concentration and perfusion system. 

(10) George Brownlee 
Characterization of the Clotting Factor IX Promoter 
A total of 21 mutations have been reported in the 1993 database on the promoter 
of factor IX, defining 13 molecularly unique point mutants, clustered over a dis
crete region of the promoter from nucleotides — 26 to +13. DNA binding and 
competition assays have identified the binding site for a C/EBP-like protein which 
recognizes the region +1 to +18 of the promoter. Studies of a patient, 
haemophilia Β Brandenburg (a G—*C mutation at —26), and others including the 
classic promoter mutant at —20 (Haemophilia Β Leyden) allowed the identifica
tion of an HNF-4 site ( — 25 to —15) overlapping with an androgen responsive ele
ment (ARE) ( — 36 to —22) (Fig. ID). Patients with Hemophilia Β promoter muta
tions have a more-or-less severe bleeding disorder, requiring treatment during 
childhood, but that shortly after puberty the patients improve and no longer need 
the treatment. Brandenburg patients failed to improve after puberty. The reason 
for this turned out to be the presence of an androgen responsive element (ARE) 
in the factor IX promoter, which the mutation in Brandenburg disrupts. Transient 
transfection assay in HepG2 cells showed that this ARE functions in these cells, 
requiring the androgen receptor and testosterone for activity. When this ARE is 
mutated as in Brandenburg it fails to respond. These functional assays have been 
confirmed by gel shifts with the DNA binding domain of a recombinant androgen 
receptor. The reason for the reduced expression of factor IX before puberty is that 
there is a LF-A1/HNF-4 binding site partly overlapping with the ARE (Fig. ID). 
DNA binding with purified LFA-l/HNF-4 and competition assays with wild type 
and mutant oligonucleotides showed that the wild-type factor IX promoter bound 
LFA-l/HNF-4, whereas both the Brandenburg mutation (at - 26) and the classic 
Leyden mutation (at -20) fail to bind, or to compete efficiently. A new British 
family, Haemophilia Β Liverpool, with mild haemophilia Β associated with a — 
6 G—»A mutation in the factor IX promoter has been characterized and carries the 
same mutation previously observed in Haemophilia Β High Wycombe. Very 
recently, a third British family with this same — 6 mutation has been characterized. 
Preliminary evidence now favors the hypothesis that, despite the fact that this 
mutation occurs in a CG dinucleotide, a known 'hot spot' for mutation, a founder 
effect is the probable explanation of the repeat occurrence of this mutation in the 
3 British families. Two additional regions, χ & y, of the factor IX promoter suspec
ted of being involved in its regulation have been analyzed. The nature of the fac
tors binding to the 'x' region has not been elucidated. However the 'y' region 
appears to bind HNF-4 and/or members of the ARP-1, EAR-2, COUP-TF family 
of transcription factors (Fig. ID). 
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(11) Anna Maria Rollier 
L Promoter Elements of the Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Promoter 
Transient expression assay in rat hepatoma H4II showed the BSA promoter has 
the same tissue specific expression levels as those observed using the highly 
homologous rat and mouse promoters. A negative acting region was also observed 
at -230/+170. DNAse I footprinting identified 7 protected sites from - 3 1 to 
— 213 with similar patterns to those seen in rat and mouse promoters. An addi
tional site, observed from —182 to — 213, plays a negative regulatory role. 

Π. Regulation of Albumin Gene Expression in Hepatoma Cells of Fetal 
Phenotype: Dominant Inhibition of HNF-1/LFB1 Function and Role of Ubiqui
tous Transcription Factors 

Two widely used hepatoma cells lines, mouse BW1J and human HepG2, are 
characterized by the expression of fetal and adult liver functions, including serum 
albumin, but express reporter genes driven by the albumin promoter at very low 
levels compared with highly differentiated hepatoma cells. The low albumin 
promoter activity in BW1J cells has been studied in order to understand the dif
ferences in liver gene regulation between fetal and adult cells. Addition of the 
albumin upstream enhancer, or any other fragment of the albumin gene, failed to 
modify expression of the transfected promoter in BW1J cells. Analysis of cis 
elements of the albumin promoter showed that, in contrast to highly differentiated 
Π4ΙΙ cells, in BW1J cells the activity depends largely on ubiquitous transcription 
factors. Both BW1J and HepG2 cells produce the liver-enriched transcription fac
tor HNF-1; dimerization and DNA binding properties are identical to those of 
liver HNF-1, yet the protein fails to show the anticipated transcriptional 
stimulatory activity. A transfected HNF-1 expression vector strongly transactivates 
the albumin promoter in HepG2, but only weakly in BW1J cells, and in hybrids 
(BW1J χ Fao), indicating that the inefficient HNF-1 function is dominant. It is con
cluded that hepatoma cells of the fetal phenotype are deficient in the use of HNF-
1 to drive transcription of the albumin gene, and that they harbor a dominant 
modulator of HNF-1 function. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
1) Further insight into the regulatory proteins which control the transcription of 
the apoA-II, apoCIII albumin, factor IX, HNF-1 and vHNF-1 genes, including 
a) characterization of the regulatory elements and the factors which control the 

above genes. The regulatory elements and the factors bound to the factor IX 
promoter provide molecular explanation of the hemophilia Β syndromes which 
are self-corrected after puberty. 

b) Identification of tissue-specific enhancer in the human apoCIII and apoA-II 
genes. 

c) cloning of new members of the HNF-1 family (HNF-1B, HNF-1C) and vHNF-1 
(vHNF-lB, vHNF-lC) as well as their tissue distribution and developmental 
patterns of expression. 

d) Evidence of potential interactions between HNF-1 and HNF-4 may lead to 
negative autoregulation of HNF-1 and other HNF-4 responsive genes. 

e) Demonstration of dominant suppression of HNF-1 functions in hepatocytes of 
fetal phenotype. 
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f) Potential role of HNF4 as the target of a pleiotropic extinguisher of liver
specific functions (TSE1). 

g) Evidence that the IL6 mediated activation of C/EBPß in HepG2 cells results 
from posttranslational modification possibly involving phosphorylation. 

2) Elucidation of the significance of the homeodomain, dimerization domain, 
and POUspecific Αbox for the binding specificity of the liver enriched factor 
HNF1/LFBl. b) Localization of domains or residues required for transcriptional 
activation and possibly cytoplasmic retention of HNF1 in the Cterminal region. 

3) Elucidation of the threedimensional structure of the DNA binding domain 
of LFBl/HNF1 by xray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy: This analysis 
showed that the threedimensional folding of the DNA binding domain of the 
mammahan homeodomain protein HNF1 and its contact points with the DNA are 
remarkably similar to those of drosophila homeodomain proteins such as Anten
napedia. The mammalian homeodomain has an extra 21 residues which form a 
loop between helices 2 and 3. 

4) Derivation of a model for the most probable secondary and tertiary structure 
of IL6. Analysis of the functional domains of IL6 mutants generated by in vitro 
mutagenesis, based on this model, has the potential to generate antagonist of IL6 
with increased affinity for the IL6 receptor which can be used for treatment of 
neoplastic diseases and thrombocytopenia. 

5) Generation by homologous recombination of mouse lines deficient in HNF1 
and C/EBPß: These animals provide insights on the in vivo functions of these 
transcription factors in liver and other tissues. Mice with homozygous deficiency 
for HNF1 are dwarf, become sick, and die soon after weaning. Mice with 
homozygous deficiency in C/EBPß develop normally and do not display obvious 
phenotypic abnormalities. 

6) Generation of animal models either overexpressing or deficient in IL6 as 
well as mice with dominant negative mutations in type V7. collagen. Mice over
expressing IL6 develop kidney myeloma. Mice deficient in IL6 display defective 
inflammatory response and are protected from bone loss caused by estrogen 
deficiency. Mice with mutations in collagen (VI) are currently being analyzed. 

7) New insights into the ability of the tissuespecific extinguisher 1 (TSE1) 
which corresponds to the protein kinase A regulatory subunit Ria to repress 
expression of liverspecific genes: Ria repression can be overcome by other 
mechanisms. 

Wider considerations 

The transnational BRIDGE project entitled 'Structural and Functional Analysis of 
Regulatory Genes Controlling LiverSpecific Expression' involved 12 laboratories 
from 4 European countries. The liver was the focus of the present project because 
it is the site of synthesis of many proteins that are crucial for normal body func
tions as well as in diverse pathological states. The project involved the study of the 
regulatory proteins and genes which control the synthesis of some representative 
liverspecific proteins, such as apolipoproteins, clotting factors, albumin and acute 
phase proteins that are produced in response to inflammation. The broader goal 
of this project was to understand what are the molecular mechanisms which permit 
the genes encoding for these proteins to switch on and off in normal and 
pathological states. The basic knowledge that has emerged from this project may 
have several industrial and pharmaceutical applications as follows: 
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1) Generation of improved hepatocyte cultures which produce large quantities of 
liver specific proteins of pharmacological importance such as factor IX. 

2) Generation of improved hepatocyte cultures which can also be used for toxicol
ogy tests, currently performed with livers of animals. This approach will save 
animal lives and will allow cost-effective and rapid screening of toxic substances. 

3) Generation of laboratory animals with partial or total deficiency in regulatory 
proteins which control the synthesis of liver specific proteins. This approach 
provides experimental animal models of specific diseases which can be used to 
explore new modalities of treatment of such diseases. Animals deficient in 
HNF-1, IL-6 and C/EBPß have been produced. 

4) Design of new types of drugs which are based on the three-dimensional struc
ture of a protein and its interaction with DNA or other proteins or activating 
ligands. Such information has been obtained for HNF-1/LFB1 and IL-6. 

5) Some of the hepatic regulatory proteins may play a role in liver differentiation 
and regeneration. Drugs which modify the action of these proteins may be used 
to control liver regeneration. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
All the participants of the Bridge Project met three times: once in Sorrento, Italy 
(June 1-6, 1991) and twice in Heraklion, Crete (September 10-12, 1992 and Sep
tember 9-11, 1993). The participants had formal presentations of their work, as 
well as informal discussions on the overall directions of the project. During these 
meetings they considered. practical and industrial implications of the basic 
knowledge acquired from the study of the regulatory proteins which control liver-
specific genes. Dr. Yaniv visited the laboratory of Dr. Zannis once (in 1991). Dr. 
Zannis visited the laboratory of Dr. Yaniv and Dr. Weiss once (in 1991), the 
laboratory of Dr. Cortese and Dr. Ciliberto twice (in 1991 and 1992) and the 
laboratory of Dr. Chambaz twice (in 1991 and 1992). Several of the participants 
met at the meeting 'Regulation of Liver Gene Expression' in Cold Spring Harbor 
in 1992. Drs. Zannis, Chambaz and Cardot met at the American Heart Association 
Meetings in the USA in 1991, 1992 and 1993. Dr. Anna Maria Rollier worked two 
months in 1993 in the laboratory of Dr. Yaniv and Dr. Weiss. 

European dimension 
The project brought together several leading European laboratories from four 
countries with common interest in hepatic gene regulation but with diverse 
research expertise. Several participating laboratories have made pioneering con
tributions in the field of eukaryotic gene regulation. The expertise of the 
laboratories were complementary, thus providing strengths in the fields of 
molecular biology, cellular biology, and protein chemistry. 
The project fostered interactions, not merely among the project leaders, but also 
among the younger scientists of the groups and thus ensured continuity of interac
tion among the European scientists. The participation of IRBM in this project both 
strengthened the overall science and provided a forum for industrial utilization of 
the research findings. 
The collaboration of the European laboratories avoided duplication of efforts, 
facilitated exchange of scientists, allowed the transfer of materials and expertise, 
and promoted the integration and upgrading of the European academic institu
tions. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Animal breeders currently assume that economically important traits such as 
growth, carcass composition and reproductive performance are controlled by an 
infinite number of genes each of infinitessimal effect. Although this model is 
known to be unrealistic, it has successfully underpinned the genetic improvement 
of livestock, including pigs, over recent decades. A map of the pig genome would 
allow the development of more realistic models of the genetic control of economic 
traits and the ultimately the identification of the major trait genes. This would 
allow the development of more efficient marker assisted selection which may be 
of particular value for traits such as disease resistance and meat quality. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The project objectives were as follows: 
(1) To produce a genetic map with markers spaced at approximately 20 cen-

tiMorgan intervals over at least 90% of the pig genome. 

(2) To produce a physical map with at least one distal and one proximal landmark 
locus mapped on each porcine chromosome arm and also genetically mapped. 
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(3) To develop a flow karyotype for the pig based on FACS sorted chromosomes. 
(4) To develop PCR based techniques to enable rapid genotyping for polymorphic 

markers. 
(5) To evaluate synteny conservation between pigs, man, mice and cattle. 
(6) To develop and evaluate the statistical techniques required to analyse data 

from QTL mapping experiments and to plan and initiate the mapping of QTLs 
in the pig. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The overall objectives of PiGMaP were to develop a 20 centiMorgan genetic 
(linkage) map covering 90% of the genome; to produce a physical map with at 
least one distal and one proximal landmark locus mapped on each chromosome 
arm and to plan experiments to map the so-called quantitative trait loci (or QTLs). 

Genetic (linkage) mapping 
The genetic (linkage) map was developed by a group of seventeen laboratories 
within the collaboration. Reference pedigrees were established in five centres 
(Scotland (01), France (06), Germany (05), the Netherlands (08) and Sweden 
(12)). These pedigrees take the form of three-generation families in which 
grandparents from genetically divergent breeds were crossed to produce the paren
tal (Fl) generation which were subsequently intercrossed. In the Scottish, French 
and Dutch pedigrees the founder grandparental breeds were the Chinese Meishan 
and the European Large White (Yorkshire). The Swedish and German pedigrees 
had European Wild Boar and European improved breeds as their grandparents. 
The karyotypes of some of the founder animals were checked for abnormalities. 
DNA samples from 118 F2 pigs plus their respective parents and grandparents 
were distributed to fourteen different laboratories (including one in Australia and 
one in the United States) for genotyping. 

Several classes of molecular genetic markers were developed and used in the 
genetic mapping studies. First, restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) 
were established by Southern blot analysis. Most of the probes used to reveal 
RFLPs were expressed sequences in the form of cDNA clones. Both homologous 
(mainly cDNA) and heterologous (human, rodent, and other mammalian) probes 
were used to develop these RFLP markers. The diverse origins of the founding 
breeding stock meant that many loci screened in this manner did indeed prove to 
be polymorphic. Over fifty such RFLPs have been characterised by the Bologna, 
Edinburgh, Foulum, Iowa, Oslo, Sydney and Uppsala groups. Second, single strand 
conformational polymorphisms (SSCPs) have been developed for the 3'-untran-
slated regions of some genes. These expressed sequences provide the basis for 
aligning the pig gene map with the maps of other species, in particular with those 
of the 'map rich' species — man and mouse. 

Hypervariable markers based upon both minisatellite and microsatellite loci have 
also developed. The Merelbeke, Hohenheim and Leicester groups have isolated 
and characterised sixteen new locus specific minisatellite (VNTR) loci. 
Simple tandem repeat (STR) or microsatellite loci are the markers of choice for 
QTL-mapping studies as they are abundant, evenly distributed and readily 
genotyped using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The structure, number of 
repeat blocks and chromosomal distribution of porcine microsatellitte loci (dG-
dT)n — (dC-dA)n have been found to exhibit the same desirable features as their 
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human counterparts. Participants Ol, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 08, 09 and 12 isolated and 
sequenced several hundred microsatellite loci. Primers for polymerase chain reac
tion amplification and genotyping have been designed and the highly polymorphic 
nature of the loci confirmed. Over 150 of these microsatellite loci have been 
genotyped in the shared mapping pedigrees. Markers with the combined benefits 
for comparative mapping of expressed sequences and high polymorphic informa
tion content (PIC) as provided by microsateilite repeats have been developed by 
scanning the EMBL and GenBank databases for sequences that have both these 
attributes. Amongst the loci for which such markers have been developed are 
CGA, DAGK, IGF1, and SPP1. Markers based on polymorphic poly(A) tracts adja
cent to known genes have also been established. Finally, protein polymorphisms, 
erythrocyte antigen variants and SLA genotypes have also been determined in 
some of the reference pedigrees. 

Genotypic data on animals in the shared panel of reference families were sent to 
the Edinburgh laboratory by the typing laboratories and entered into a central rela
tional database built with INGRES software. This database (ResPig) is accessible 
across the Internet to all the participants who have provided genotyping data. The 
data have been subjected to two-point and multipoint linkage analysis using the 
Crimap suite of programs. 
A linkage map of the porcine genome has been developed by segregation analysis 
of 245 genetic markers. Eighty-two of these markers correspond to known genes. 
Linkage groups have been assigned to all eighteen autosomes plus the X 
chromosome. As sixty-six of the markers on the linkage map have also been map
ped physically, there is significant integration of linkage and physical map data. Six 
informative markers failed to show linkage to these maps. As in other species, the 
genetic map of the heterogametic sex (male) was significantly shorter (—16.5 
Morgans) than the genetic map of the homogametic sex (female) ( — 21.5 
Morgans). The sex averaged genetic map of the pig was estimated to be —18 
Morgans in length. Mapping information for 59 Type I loci (genes) enhances the 
contribution of the pig gene map to comparative gene mapping. As the linkage 
map incorporates both highly polymorphic Type II loci, predominantly 
microsatellites, and Type I loci it will be useful both for large experiments to map 
quantitative trait loci and for the subsequent isolation of trait genes following a 
comparative and candidate gene approach. 

Physical (cytogenetic) mapping 
Participants in Copenhagen, Toulouse, Uppsala and Utrecht have assigned genes 
to chromosomes by in situ hybridisation techniques.. Although radioactive methods 
of in situ hybridization have been used for some assignments, especially where a 
short heterologous cDNA probes was used, most experiments now employ fluores
cent in situ hybridization (FISH). Regional assignments have been made for one 
hundred and thirty loci, including sitxy-nine anonymous DNA segments. The physi
cal mapping of functional genes to chromosomes is essential to the alignment of 
the porcine gene map with the maps of other species, in particular with those of 
humans and mice. The anonymous DNA sequences that have been mapped 
include cosmid and PI clones from which microsatellite markers have been 
developed for linkage studies. The Toulouse laboratory have developed a method 
termed SLIM-PCR for the isolation of microsatellites from cosmids without sub
cloning. 

Synteny mapping has been effected by analysis of somatic hybrid cell lines. The cell 
lines available at the outset did not constitute a mapping panel and therefore 
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further hybrid cell lines were developed by the Copenhagen, Cambridge, Toulouse, 
Ulm and Utrecht groups. However, analysis of the new pig-rodent somatic hybrid 
cell lines created for the project, indicate that fragmentation and rearrangement 
of the porcine chromosomes in the hybrid lines is a problem. The use of alternative 
fusion partners is being explored. A fluorescent in situ hybridization procedure 
with a porcine SINE (short interspersed elements) probe has been developed 
which enables the identification of pig chromosomes in pig χ rodent hybrid cells. 
Synteny mapping studies have confirmed the localization of twelve loci. DNA from 
a hybrid cell line presumed to have retained the p-arm of chromosome 12 as the 
only pig component has been used to establish a library enriched for sequences 
from this region of the pig genome. 

A physical (cytogenetic) map of the pig genome has been developed by the 
PiGMaP collaborators. Physical mapping information is available for a total of 142 
loci, including 69 anonymous DNA segments. Of these 142 loci, 130 have been 
regionally mapped on chromosomes by in situ hybridization and 12 have been 
assigned to chromosomes using somatic cell hybrids. Landmark loci have been 
identified on each chromosome arm of all 18 autosomes, the Y chromosome and 
the pseudoautosomal region of the X and Y chromosomes. 

Flow cytometry 
The polydisperse nature of the porcine karyotype allows the chromosomes to be 
sorted effectively by the use of a dual laser FACS machine. The DNA content of 
the haploid porcine genome (—2770 Mb) has been estimated from the flow 
karyotype. The DNA content of individual chromosomes ranging from 295 Mb for 
chromosome 1 to 68 Mb for chromosome 18 (the Y chromosome is only 47 Mb) 
has also been estimated. 
The groups (02 and 06), that established flow cytometry of pig chromosomes have 
determined the chromosomal identity of the flow sorted peaks. Material corres
ponding to a single peak isolated by preparative flow cytometry was amplified by 
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using degenerate primers and fluorescent 
label incorporated into the PCR product. This fluorescendy labelled DNA was 
then used to probe or paint metaphase chromosomes and thus identify the 
chromosomal origin of the flow sorted peak. The identity of all twenty peaks, 
corresponding to the eighteen autosomes plus the X and Y sex chromosomes has 
been determined by both groups. The resulting fully characterised and confirmed 
flow karyotype will be useful for future studies directed at particular chromosomes. 

Already the flow sorted material has been used to develop chromosome specific 
libraries for chromosomes 1, 6, 7, 11, 13, 16 and 18. Markers isolated from the 
chromosome 1, 6 and 13 libraries have been mapped by linkage analysis and in situ 
hybridization. One subchromosomal region specific library for 6pl.l-ql.2 has been 
established by coincident cloning using DNA isolated from flow sorted 
chromosome 6 and from a somatic hybrid cell line containing, amongst other por
cine chromosome fragments, 6pl.l-ql.2. 

Repetitive sequences 
Repetitive sequences and the physical components of chromosomes — telomeres 
and centromeres have also been studied. The characterisation of porcine SINE 
sequences has proved to be useful in the amplification of the limited amounts of 
DNA produced by flow cytometry or chromosome scraping and in the characterisa
tion of the chromosome content of somatic hybrid cell lines. A novel genotyping 
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method named 5' and 3' SINE-PCR was developed to genotype the variable 
dinucleotide repeats found at the 3' end of about 12% of pig SINE sequences. As 
the method uses one arbitary primer and a SINE primer no sequencing or cloning 
is required to develop the markers. Conventional SINE and LINE-PCR products 
are also polymorphic in the mapping pedigrees. New repeat families have been 
characterised and mapped to chromosome 3 and 10. 

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping 
QTL mapping studies have been initiated at each of the five centres that have 
established mapping populations. The design of effective QTL mapping 
experiments have been considered. New statistical methods for locating quan
titative trait loci have been developed. Already regions of chromosome 4 that 
influence growth rate, fatness and intestinal length have been identified in a Wild 
Boar / Large White cross. Fatness, whether measured as the percentage of fat in 
the abdominal cavity or backfat thickness, appears to be under the control of QTLs 
that map to the proximal end of chromosome 4. The QTLs for intestinal length 
and growth rate (from birth to 70 kg) are located distal to the 'fatness' QTLs. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
A genetic (linkage) map of the pig genome covering all 18 autosomes with a 
resolution of at least 20 centiMorgans has been established. This linkage map 
which combines both highly polymorphic anonymous DNA markers and 
polymorphisms within or close to known genes will be an invaluable resource for 
future studies to map genes influencing economically important traits. A physical 
(cytogenetic) map with landmark loci identified on each chromosome arm provides 
a valuable framework for the subsequent isolation of trait genes on the basis of 
their map positions. 
A collaborative study involving the PiGMaP and Nordic pig gene mapping groups 
established that genes located on pig chromosome 4 have significant effects on 
growth, fatness and intestinal length. The resolution of pig chromosomes into 20 
discrete fractions, corresponding to the 18 autosomes, plus the X and Y sex 
chromosomes was not only elegant, but also provides the means to focus mapping 
future mapping studies on particular chromosomes. Already chromosome specific 
libraries have been developed for such studies. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
PiGMaP has been marked by friendly and open collaboration between the par
ticipants. The pig gene mapping project (PiGMaP) has brought together key 
laboratories in seven EC countries and two EFTA countries in a coordinated and 
collaborative programme to develop a porcine gene map. The initial grouping of 
sixteen laboratories has been extended to twenty-one in the context of a European 
Laboratory Without Walls, including laboratories in Australia and the United 
States. The Genome Mapping Informatie Infrastructure (GEMINI) project 
initiated in early 1993 under the auspices of the EU Biotech programme has 
enhanced computing facilities for the PiGMaP collaboration and made the results 
of PiGMaP more readily accessible to the wider scientific community. 
The collaboration between the participating laboratories has operated at several 
levels. The reference animals necessary for the genetic (or linkage) mapping were 
provided by five groups. DNA from these animals is shared by a wider grouping 
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of fourteen laboratories, including laboratories in Australia and the United States. 
Linkage studies of this shared pool of animals is continuing in a fully collaborative 
and cooperative manner — data are entered into a central database, linkage 
analyses performed and the results distributed. 

Chromosome specific libraries have been created by combining chromosome sort
ing in some laboratories with PCR amplification and cloning in other laboratories 
and the libraries have subsequently been distributed to other participants. Groups 
isolating markers have collaborated with those using in situ hybridization to assign 
marker loci to chromosomes. For example, cosmids isolated by the Olso group 
were physically mapped by the Copenhagen laboratory; cosmids and PI clones 
characterised by the Edinburgh and Sydney laboratories were mapped by FISH in 
Toulouse. Markers developed by the linkage mapping laboratories have been sent 
to Ulm for synteny mapping studies. The development of SINE priming involved 
a three way collaboration. 

Five project meetings have been held in — Edinburgh (April 15th 1991), Toulouse 
(6th — 7th December, 1991), Copenhagen (27th29th November, 1992), Ghent 
(17th19th June, 1993) and Edinburgh (8thllth April, 1994). Not only were all 
participating laboratories represented but also four US groups, one Japanese and 
one Australian group have attended at least one project meeting with the support 
of EU funds. Five laboratories took part in a meeting held at JouyenJosas, 
France in June 1991 to discuss the design of the experiments to map the quan
titative trait loci (QTLs). A laboratory coordinators meeting was held in Edinburgh 
(5th7th November, 1993) to discuss plans to continue the collaboration with EU 
support and specifically to map trait genes. 

The PiGMaP collaboration has placed Europe in the forefront of pig gene map
ping worldwide. The pooling of resources and expertise across Europe means that 
it has been possible to develop a fully integrated view of the porcine genome. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

In lower vertebrates, relatively few studies have addressed the identification of key 
genes involved in major functions and the characterisation of fish gene structure 
and the regulation of their expression. This lack of fundamental studies is explain
ing among others, the present poor understanding of the molecular biology of 
growth, sexual maturation, tumor formation and pathogen sensitivity. The benefits 
of this knowledge to aquaculture and biomedicine are expected to be large. 

Aquaculture is becoming a major source of food and is slowly bridging the gap with 
wild catch fisheries. Consequently the significance offish husbandry is rising. If just 
a few percent of the world fish production originated from controlled systems in 
1950, this value has risen to 12% in 1992. Western Europe harvests about 12% of 
the world aquaculture production from intensive and semiintensive salt water and 
fresh water production facilities. Several constraints limit the output of 
aquaculture. Diseases have a dramatic impact on fish in the confinement of ponds, 
raceways, tanks and reservoirs. Optimal nutrition, the control of sexual maturation, 
breeding and physical adaptation represent additional limitations. 

Besides the expected applications of a better understanding of fish molecular biol
ogy in aquaculture, several developmental studies are in progress on fish models. 
They will reveal that biological systems are conserved in vertebrate evolution up 
to humans. This will raise the interest of biomedical researchers. One has to think 
of the regulation of oncogenes in the swordtail (Xiphophoms), the immunology of 
bony fish and the role of homeobox genes in zebrafish development. Of special 
interest are the liver for smoltification and the pituitary gland which regulates 
juvenile development, puberty, gonadal differentiation and aging. Fish are good 
models because they are easy to raise, produce numerous externally fertilised eggs, 
have a well known developmental biology, adapt to salt and fresh water and have 
been the focus of fine genetic studies. 

In summary, a better knowledge of fish genes is essential to support any applied 
biological research. Preparing allfish inducible promoters, and linking them to fish 
genes of interest will be beneficiary to industry. 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The general objectives are the isolation and characterisation of several fish genes, 
including their promoter/enhancer sequences. These genes play a special role in 
fish biology and have a potential for applications. The characterisation occurs as 
well on a molecular, cellular as organism level. 
The specific objectives can be grouped under the following headings: 
(1) Cloning of selected fish cDNA's encoding: 
— cod and rainbow trout immunoglobulins (Ig) 
— sea bass prolactin (PRL) and growth hormone (GH) 
— rainbow trout Pit-1 
— liver proteins involved in smoltification of Atlantic salmon 
The strategy used is the isolation of mRNA's from fish tissue, the construction of 
a cDNA library, the screening with different types of probes, the isolation of the 
selected DNA and the determination of its sequence. 
(2) Isolation of selected genes, including the promoter/enhancer sequences of: 
— rainbow trout metallothionein and growth hormone 
— Xiphophorus oncogene 
— cod and rainbow trout immunoglobulins 
— silver carp growth hormone 
— tilapia prolactin I and growth hormone 
— rainbow trout Pit-1 
— the hepatocyte nuclear factor 1, albumin and several globin genes of Atlantic 

salmon 
The strategy involves the isolation from genomic DNA of the sequence of interest 
by hybridisation with a cDNA sequence. Thereafter the nucleotide sequence 
including the exons and introns is determined. 
(3a) Characterisation of the promoters/enhancers in vitro: 
— tilapia prolactin I and growth hormone promoter linked to the firefly luciferase 

gene (Luc) 
— mouse immunoglobulin promoter linked to the chloramphenicol 

acetyltransferase gene (CAT) 
— proximal promoter of the hepatocyte nuclear factor I of Atlantic salmon linked 

to CAT 
Deletion mutants of the promoter/enhancer, linked to a reporter gene (Luc or 
CAT) are tested in primary/stabilised fish cells and in the absence of these in 
established mammalian cell lines. Methods of interest include nucleotide sequence 
comparison, DNase protection assays (footprinting), and electrophoretic mobüity 
shift assays. 
(3b) Characterisation of the promoters I enhancers in vivo: 
First a methodology to transfer genes in zygotes to generate transient and stable 
transgenics had to be developed. This included the production of heterozygous 
gynogenetic progeny to duplicate the inserted hybrid gene. 
The following systems were tested in fish: 
— mouse immunoglobulin promoter in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) 
— tilapia prolactin I promoter in African catfish (Ciarias gariepinus) 
— mammalian GH in rainbow trout 
The standard procedure to test hybrid genes containing the promoter/enhancer of 
interest linked to a reporter gene is their microinjection in oocytes or in newly fer-
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tilised eggs. Either the transient expression (occurring during embryonal develop
ment) or the stable ( = heritable) expression is characterised for its time and 
tissuespecificity in a backcross. 

(4a) Costmction of bacterial expression vectors containing cDNA offish origin: 
— expression of recombinant rainbow trout growth hormone and prolactin 

(4b) Costmction offish expression vectors containing hybrid genes offish origin and 
expressed in vitro or in vivo: 

— rainbow trout metallothionein A promoter linked to silver carp growth hor
mone 

— efficient expression of various heterologous vectors 
— Xmrk protooncogene under control of the metallothionein promoter of rainbow 

trout in medaka (Oryzias latipes) 

(5) Sex control of sea bass by means ofploidy manipulation and hormonal treatment. 
The sex ratio is manipulated with a hormonal treatment of steroids. Sterile triploid 
progeny are produced by temperature or pressure shocks. 

(6) A demostration project involves the characterisation of the nucleocapsid gene of 
the Viral Hemorrhagic Septicemia Vims (VHSV). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(1) The cloning and sequencing of the following cDNA sequences has been 
realised: 
— Immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy and light chain sequences were isolated from rain

bow trout and Atlantic cod by antibody screening of cDNA expression libraries. 
— Several cDNA's of mRNA induced during smoltification of Atlantic salmon 

were cloned: cytochrome c oxidase and transferrin (obtained by differential 
hybridisation); apolipoprotein Al, ßfibrinogen, complement component C3 
and hemopexin. 

— The hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 (HNF1) of Atlantic salmon shows 46% homol
ogy with the rat HNF1 factor; a and nonBohr β globins, which have a higher 
affinity for oxygen, were also isolated. 

— The cDNA of rainbow trout Pit1 encodes a 358 amino acid protein. The 
protein shows a high affinity but low speciesspecificity in fish and mammals for 
the GH and PRL promoters. 

— Sea bass prolactin exists in only one form which contains 188 amino acid 
residues. Sea bass growth hormone contains 187 amino acid residues and has a 
high degree of conservation with rtGH and rtPRL. 

(2) The following fish genes including their promoter were isolated in order to 
characterise their sequence and intron/exon structure: 
— The rainbow trout metallothionein A (rtMTA) gene spans 1.1 kb, and has 3 

exons and 2 introns. 
— The Xmrk oncogene of Xiphophors, located at the Tu locus, has been isolated 

and sequenced. 
— The organisation of the rainbow trout immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy chain and the 

rainbow trout and Atlantic cod Ig light chain gene are of the clustered type. The 
VL (variable), JL (j°mmg) and CL (constant) segments are closely linked, 
separated by 0.6 kb. No coevolution of heavy and light immunoglobulin chains 
exists in teleost fish. The Jsegment and beginning of the CH1 segment of the 
rtlg chain were sequenced. VH clones of cod have been divided in three dif
ferent families, which are more conserved between species than within any 
species. 
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— The tilapia prolactin I gene extends over 3.7 kb and contains five exons and 
four introns; it has an intermediate size between those of carp and mammals. 

— The growth hormone gene of silver carp (scGH) spans a region of 2.5 kb and 
consists of 5 exons. The tilapia growth hormone gene extends over 1.6 kb and 
contains six exons just as in salmonids but unlike the GH genes of silver carp, 
common carp, grass carp, mammals and birds. 

— Respectively 430 and 260 bp of the rainbow trout metallothionein A and Β 
promoter (rtMTa and rtMTb) were sequenced. rtMTa contains two metal 
responsive elements. 

— 3.4 kb of the tilapia prolactin I proximal promoter (tiPRLI3 4) and the tilapia 
growth hormone promoter (tiGH35) were sequenced. 

— The serum albumin promoter lias a highly conserved HNF1 consensus 
sequence. The promoter region of HNF1 reveals a series of putative HNF4 
binding sequences, a- and β globin genes are interestingly arranged in a tail-to-
tail orientation. 

— The proximal promoter of the rainbow trout growth hormone (rtGH) gene was 
sequenced. 

(3a) Then the full characterisation of the promoter/enhancer sequences was 
done in vitro: 
— tiPRL34 and tiGH35: eight and resp. fifteen putative Pit-1 transcription factor 

binding sites were identified of which 3 resp. 5 were confirmed by DNase I 
footprinting with rat nuclear extracts. Transfection experiments in established 
rat pituitary cell lines and fish cells by means of electroporation of deletion 
mutants showed a high level of expression. Cotransfection experiments of the 
GH or PRL promoter with a rat Pit-1 expression vector in non-pituitary fish 
cells (EPC) resulted in strong expression. This research was done in collabora
tion with the industrial partner. 

— Within the proximal 466 bp of the rtGH promoter are located several Pit-1 
binding sites and a cAMP responsive element. Rat and fish Pit-1 can activate 
the rtGH promoter. 

— The transfactor Pit-1 shows equally important interactions on rainbow trout 
prolactin. 

— HNF1 of Atlantic salmon was expressed in a human hepatoma cell line: it con
tains negative and positive regulatory elements. 

— The rainbow trout metallothionein a and b promoters are induced by Zn2 + and 
Cd2+ . The 120 bp proximal promoter is sufficient for metal induction. 

(3b) The full characterisation of a fusion gene in vivo can be done either in a 
transient system or a stable transgenic system. 
— Stable transgenesis was optimised by microinjection in medaka, rainbow trout 

and African catfish. It results in the mosaic presence of the hybrid gene in most 
founders, a transmission to 10 to 20% of the Y\ progeny and a Mendelian 
inheritance in F2 progeny. The integration of the transgenes is now certain in 
these species. Despite a genuine effort, sperm incubation of hybrid genes in 
rainbow trout was unsuccessful. 

— The oncogene Xmrk was functionally analysed in a transient system (medaka) 
to evaluate its tumor-inducing capacity after DNA transfer in tumor-free 
individuals and to study the embryonic function of the growth factor receptor 
encoded by the Xmrk proto-oncogene for cell growth and differentiation during 
development. Overexpression of the oncogene Xmrk leads to abnormal 
development, tumor-like lesions and early embryonic mortality. The gene is of 
interest in pathological processes of tumour formation in fish. 
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— rtMTaCAT is celltype specific in medaka and is suitable for the inducible 
expression of fish genes. 

— The hybrid gene consisting of the mose Ig promoter linked to CAT induced B
lymphocytespecific expression in rainbow trout. 

— Preliminary experiments were done with rtMTa and salmon α globin in rainbow 
trout. 

— A detailed study of expression of the mammalian growth hormone gene in rain
bow trout shows that this occurs in very rare cases due to the nature of the vec
tors. Expression was rescued in very few cases due to peculiar position effects. 

— The tilapia prolactin promoter shows negative and positive regulatory elements 
when transiently expressed in embryos of African catfish during early develop
ment. Further characterisation of the prolactin promoter by means of stable 
integration is ongoing. Heterozygous and homozygous gynogenetic African cat
fish were produced by pressure and temperature shocks or their combinations. 
It is now possible to duplicate single site integrations of a fusion gene to 
homozygosity. 

(4a) Important for the expression of hybrid genes is the development of 
efficient expression vectors in bacteria. 
— Large amounts of recombinant sea bass and rainbow trout growth hormone and 

prolactin could be produced with a fusion gene consisting of the target protein 
and ßgalactosidase in the pAX4a + vector. 

(4b) Alternatively, hybrid genes can be expressed in cell lines and in embryos: 
— The rainbow trout metallothionein A promoter and silver carp growth hormone 

(rtMTascGH) hybrid gene is active in most cell lines tested at the mRNA 
level. 

— A whole suite of heterologous hybrid genes was tested to increase the level of 
expression: the test combined 3 kinds of enhancers/promoters; two 5' untrans
lated regions, 4 introns and 2 terminators and 2 reporter genes. Complex inter
actions among the various elements of the hybrid genes showed the importance 
of correct constructs. Efficient constructs are now available for all genes 
studied. 

(5) In a project aimed at the molecular characterisation of sea bass, a strategy 
for sex control has been developed. First, the natural differentiation of the gonads 
was characterised histochemically. Then feminising and masculinising hormones 
were administered to determine the labile period of sex reversal and to generate 
neomales (= sex reversed females) and neofemales (= sex reversed males). To 
identify the sex determining mechanism, crosses of females with neomales resulted 
in almost exclusively male families. This project has been realised in collaboration 
with the industrial partner. Also, in order to sterilise sea bass, triploidisation with 
pressure and thermal shocks was successfully achieved. 

6) In a demonstration project viral genomes were cloned and expressed; induc
tion of transient but not stable expression of the nucleocapsid gene of the Viral 
Hemorrhagic Septicemia Virus was obtained. 

In conclusion, the successful molecular characterisation of fish genes at various 
levels of organisation, prepared the path for various applications. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The engineering of several allfish hybrid genes is probably the most significant 
achievement. Until now, expression of hybrid genes (usually consisting of 
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heterologous elements) in fish was all too often problematic. A new generation of 
allfish promoters and genes has been developed. The promoters can be used for 
time and tissuespecific expression and provide thus a 'casette'type system for the 
inducible expression of the gene of choice. 

Several fish genes were isolated and characterised. Transient expression of gene con
stmcts in cell culture and in vivo was achieved. Moreover, stable expression of hybrid 
genes in vivo has been achieved. An optimised method of expressing recombinant 
fish growth hormone and prolactin in bacterial cells was developed. All these 
elements have a potential for industrial applications. 

The small aquarium fish (medaka) has proven to be a very useful model for 
research on the regulation of gene expression. An international programme on this 
topic will be extremely valuable. 

Finally, molecular characterisation of genes induced by the smoltification process 
in Atlantic salmon, the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen, oncogenes and pituitary 
hormones in fish represent considerable scientific progress. Manipulation of sex 
control by genetic engineering in sea bass is possible. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Contacts among the 8 academic and 2 industrial partners have stimulated extensive 
collaboration. Formal collaboration included meetings, workshops, exchanges of 
researchers and material, publications and new grant applications. Six coordination 
meetings within the framework of the European Laboratories Without Walls 
(ELWW) were organised (Leuven, Padova, JouyenJosas, Liège, Galway and 
Castellón). Two of these meetings received special financial support of the 
European Commission. There was a strong feeling among the partners that the 
quality of these meetings increased considerably with time. One workshop on 
'Gene expression and regulation' was organised with major support of the 
European Union and the participation of several members of the ELWW in the 
teaching programme at the University of Würzburg in February 1993. Fifteen par
ticipants were selected and participated in an intensive lecturing and laboratory 
programme which centred around the molecular genetics of medaka. Exchanges of 
researchers and students were organised between several groups (an estimated 
total of 15 man/months). Materials exchanged among the participants included vec
tors, genes, promoters/enhancers, stable cell lines, sequences, fish eggs and 
embryos. Seven joint papers have already been published in internationally 
refereed journals; several more are in preparation. Finally, new international grant 
applications are the direct outcome of collaboration among the partners (Human 
Capital and Mobility, AIR, Biotech and Copernicus). 

Informal collaboration includes the sharing of scientific information between 
academic researchers and industry, the exchange of technical and scientific 
knowledge, the generation of new ideas and the creation of a stimulating environ
ment for research. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Marek's disease is a lymphoproliferative disease of chickens caused by a her
pesvirus, characterised by malignant transformation of helper Τ lymphocytes carry
ing CD4 markers. The disease continues to be of major economic importance to 
the poultry industry more than a decade after the development of the herpesvirus 
of turkey (HVT) vaccine. 

Little is known about the genes of the Marek's disease vims (MDV), their role in 
tumour formation and about the antigens that are important for conferring protec
tive immunity. The failure of HVT in controlling Marek's disease for the past 8 
years has been attributed to the emergence of highly virulent strains of MDV. 
These strains were first isolated in the USA but have subsequently been reported 
in Europe and in most parts of the world. There is evidence that vaccination with 
a mixture of attenuated strains of MDV serotype1, MDV serotype2 and HVT is 
capable of preventing losses due to highly virulent strains of MDV. This vaccina
tion strategy has been used commercially although the mechanism of the 'syn
ergism' of the different serotypes is not known. However the MDV strains used 
for vaccination are cellassociated viruses which have to be preserved in liquid 
nitrogen, whereas HVT can be lyophilized and stored at 410°C. For these reasons, 
an HVT vaccine capable of protecting against highly virulent MDV is desirable. 

One of the main aims of this project was to explore the possibility of engineering 
the expression of MDV antigens by HVT and to obtain a recombinant vaccine that 
would have the practical advantages of production and storage of HVT combined 
with the capacity to induce a more appropriate immune response to MDV 
antigens. In addition, it was also planned to examine the possibility of using HVT 
as a general vector for expressing antigens of other avian pathogens which are not 
adequately controlled by existing vaccines such as infectious bursal disease and 
Newcastle disease. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

(1) To identify and sequence glycoprotein genes of MDV. 

(2) To identify and sequence nonessential genes of HVT. 

(3) To construct recombinant HVT viruses expressing gB, gD and gH genes 
derived from the very virulent strain RB1B of MDV and to test the capacity of 
the recombinant vaccines to confer protective immunity to the RB1B strain of 
MDV. 
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(4) To construct HVT recombinants expressing the VP2 gene of infectious bur
sal disese virus (IBDV) and test the capacity of the recombinant vaccine to confer 
protective immunity to IBDV. 
(5) To evaluate the safety of the HVT recombinants. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
At the time that the project was started, only the gC and gB genes of MDV had 
been sequenced and the technology for generating recombinant virus had not been 
developed. It was decided that IAH and Rhône Mérieux would investigate 
methods for generating recombinants and the laboratory at Giessen would evaluate 
their safety during the third year. 
Initially the work at IAH focussed on sequencing the gH and gD genes of MDV 
and the thymidine kinase (TK) gene of HVT while Rhône Mérieux proceeded to 
sequence the ribonucleotide reductase gene and other potential insertion sites in 
HVT. 

A Sequencing of gD and gH genes of MDV and HVT. 
The sequence of gH and gD genes of MDV and HVT have been determined at 
IAH. The results showed that the homologous genes in MDV and HVT are closely 
related on the basis of their amino acid sequence but that there were significant 
differences. The% amino acid identity between the MDV and HVT homologues 
being 56 and 49 for gH and gD respectively. The cloned genes are now available 
for insertion and expression in suitable vectors. 

The MDV gD and gH genes have been expressed as fusion proteins using the 
prokaryotic expression vector pGEX-3X and antisera against the fusion proteins 
have been raised in rabbits. An anti-peptide serum against a predicted antigenic 
region of gD has also been raised. Both antisera reacted with the fusion proteins 
in immunoblots but failed to react with MDV-infected chick embryo fibroblasts 
(CEF). The apparent lack of expression of gD and gH in MDV-infected CEF is 
not known. 

B. Sequencing of HVT Us region 
A number of genes mapping in the short unique region (Us) of several alphaher-
pesvimses have been shown to be non-essential for virus replication in vitro and 
potentially useful as insertion sites. In order to identify homologous sites in HVT 
Us and to gain information about the organisation of HVT genes and their rela
tionship to MDV genes mapping in Us, we decided to sequence the entire Us 
region (8.6 kbp) of HVT. This was a collaborative effort involving IAH and Rhône 
Mérieux laboratories. 
Eight potential open reading frames (ORFs) were identified, 7 of which had coun
terparts in herpes simplex virus (HSV). The homologous proteins include Us 1, Us 
2, Us 10, protein kinase (Us 3) and the glycoproteins gl, gD and gE. In addition, 
HVT contains one ORF which has a counterpart in MDV but is not homologous 
to any other known herpesvirus gene. It appears to be unique to Gallid herpesvirs 
2 and 3. The% amino acid identity between proteins encoded by the Us of HVT 
and MDV ranged from 35 to 65, the most conserved protein being Us 2. Most of 
the genes were collinear with those of HSV except for Us 10 which is transposed 
in MDV and HVT. A characteristic feature of HVT is the fact that approximately 
two thirds of the gE gene is located in the inverted repeats flanking Us. 
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All the ORFs mapping in HVT Us have been expressed by in vitro transcription 
and translation. The observed Mr of US 10, SORF3 and US2 were as predicted 
from the sequence but there were discrepancies between the observed and predic
ted MrS of USI, protein kinase, gl, gD and gE which were largely due to post-
translational and co-translational processing. These results (Zelnik et al, 1994) 
have provided useful information on the expected size of HVT proteins and 
glycoproteins and will facilitate their identification in infected cells. 

C. Construction and properties of HVT recombinants 
(1) Expression of MDV gB at the TK Iocs of HVT 
We reported previously the construction of an HVT recombinant expressing the 
MDV gB gene at the TK locus under the control of the MDV gB promoter. Subse
quent experiments at IAH have shown that the growth of the recombinant in vivo 
was impaired compared to wild type HVT, as shown by lower titres of antibodies 
to HVT antigens and lower numbers of infected lymphocytes. However, vaccina
tion of a susceptible line of Rhode Island Red chickens (HPRS RIR) with 5000 
p.f.u., a dose commonly used for vaccination in the field, provided total protection 
against challenge with the highly virulent strain RB1B of MDV. Moreover, we 
have also shown that vaccination with the recombinant was more effective (P < 
0.01) than vaccination with a TK- mutant of HVT which does not contain the 
MDV gB gene. 
These results demonstrate that HVT has potential as a vector and that MDV gB 
is an important immunogen which can improve the protective immune response 
conferred by HVT alone. However, because the wild-type HVT vaccine also 
provided total protection against RB1B, we have been unable to determine 
whether the recombinant vims is more effective than the conventional HVT vac
cine. We believe that the genotype of the chickens used in our experiments is an 
important factor in determining their response to vaccination and might explain 
the unexpected efficacy of wild-type HVT against challenge with the highly virulent 
RB1B virus. Further experiments using different lines of chickens are warranted. 
Additional evidence for the importance of MDV gB as an immunogen has been 
obtained using a fowlpox virus recombinant (provided by Rhône Mérieux) which 
expressed MDV gB. Rhode Island Red chickens vaccinated with the fowlpox 
recombinant at IAH were partially protected (50% surviving) whereas White 
Leghorns and a commercial line of chickens were better protected (75% survived, 
results obtained by Rhône Mérieux). These differences in the degree of protection 
could also be attributable to differences in the genotype of the chickens. 

(2) Characterization of an HVT recombinant lacking 3 Us genes 
In the process of generating an HVT recombinant in which the protein kinase gene 
had been targeted for insertion and expression of ß-gal, we isolated a recombinant 
in which the LacZ gene expression cassette had been stably inserted in the short 
unique region (Us) of HVT. Preliminary analysis suggested that the structure of 
the recombinant was not as expected. As the replication of the recombinant virus 
in vitro was not impaired, it was decided that it could be useful as a vector and 
that further work should be done to characterize its genome. 
The results of more extensive studies involving Southern blotting, PCR analysis 
and sequencing revealed the following. 
(a) The HVT PK gene was intact but 170 bp found at the 3'end of the gene were 

duplicated in the recombinant virus DNA; 
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(b) Three genes (USI, USIO and SORF3) present in the genome of the wild type 
HVT adjacent to IRs had been deleted and replaced by duplicate inverted 
copies of gD, gap gl and gE. The recombinant appeared therefore to contain 
a shorter Us and expanded IRs and TRs. 

(c) The lacZ cassette was present in the opposite orientation than expected, its 3' 
end being closer to (IRs) than the 5' end. These results are of interest in that 
they suggest that expansion of the inverted repeats in herpesvirses might have 
occurred by a process of intermolecular recombination. They show moreover 
that three contiguous genes mapping in HVT Us are non-essential for virus 
replication. 

The recombinant virus was genetically stable after five passages in vitro and after 
replication in chickens. However, replication of the recombinant in vivo was 
impaired compared to wild-type HVT as shown by lower titres of antibodies 
against HVT antigens and lower numbers of infected lymphocytes. Nonetheless, 
the recombinant induced antibodies against ß-galactosidase indicating that it has 
potential as a vector. 

(2) Expression of IBDV VP2 gene at the ribonucleotide reductase (RR2) Iocs of HVT. 
Experiments were carried out at Rhône Mérieux Laboratories to determine 
whether the small subunit of the ribonucleotide reductase (RR2) gene of HVT is 
a suitable locus for expression of foreign genes and whether sequences upstream 
of RR2 could function as a promoter to drive the expression of the IBUV VP2 
gene. A transfer plasmid was constructed so that the entire RR2 open reading 
frame (ORF) was deleted and replaced by the VP2 ORF which started at the 
initiation codon of RR2, ending at the RR2 stop codon. Co-transfection of the 
plasmid and infectious HVT DNA resulted in homologous recombination and led 
to the isolation of virus recombinants which were identified by screening for 
expression of the VP2 gene using a monoclonal antibody. One recombinant 
(vHVTl) has been purified by 4 successive cycles of selection. It grows normally 
in chick embryo fibroblasts (CEF). Analysis of vHVTl DNA by the polymerase 
chain reaction and Southern blotting confirmed the absence of RR2 sequences and 
showed that IBDV VP2 sequences were integrated at the RR2 locus of the HVT 
recombinant. 
The results showed that the RR2 gene is non-essential for in vitro replication of 
HVT in CEF and that sequences upstream of the RR2 initiation codon are able 
to drive the expression of genes inserted into the RR2 locus. In addition, the 
IBDV VP2 gene expressed by the HVT recombinant appeared to be structurally 
identical to the native protein since it was recognised by the monoclonal antibody 
which is specific for conformational epitopes of VP2. 
Two experiments were carried out to evaluate the efficacy of the recombinant 
against IBDV challenge. Day old chicks were vaccinated with different doses of the 
recombinant and were challenged 21 days later with the Faragher strain of IBDV. 
In the first experiment, birds were killed 4 days after challenge and examined for 
macroscopic lesions in the buna. In the second experiment, birds were examined 
for gross bursal lesions 11 days after challenge and bursal/body weight ratios recor
ded. In the first experiment, 50% of the birds were protected by vaccination with 
105 pfu. However, birds vaccinated with the recombinant were not protected in the 
second experiment whereas those vaccinated with a conventional inactivated vac
cine were protected. Antibodies against IBDV antigens were undetectable or pre
sent in low levels in the group inoculated with the recombinant compared to those 
induced by the inactivated vaccine. The proportion of lymphocytes infected with 
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the recombinant was also significantly reduced compared to parental HVT. 
Moreover the degree of protection against Marek's disease was poor. 

The results suggest that deletion of the small unit of ribonucleotide reductase 
impairs the replication of the recombinant virus and that this is responsible for the 
low level of protection against IBDV and Marek's disease virus. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The potential of HVT as a vector has been demonstrated and methods for con
structing recombinants have been established. However more work is required to 
identify suitable sites for insertion of foreign genes without impairing the replica
tion of the recombinants in vivo before the system can be exploited commercially. 

The sequencing studies have shown differences in the organization of genes in the 
genomes of HVT and MDV, notably the absence of 3 MDV homologues in HVT 
Us and the fact that the gE gene of HVT, in contrast to its counterpart in MDV, 
is present in both IRs and TRs. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The IAH and Rhône Mérieux Laboratories have continued to work very closely 
and have exchanged immunological reagents, cloned DNAs, virus recombinants 
and sequence data. A notable achievement of the joint effort has been the rapid 
sequencing of the entire Us region of HVT. Both laboratories have benefited from 
the exchange of technical expertise. Meetings between IAH and Rhône Mérieux 
laboratories took place in Compton in June 1992, July 1994 and in Lyon in Novem
ber 1991, February 1993 and October 1993. In addition, extensive discussions took 
place during the ELWW meetings in Denmark in November 1992 and in Tubingen 
in May 1994. On these occasions, Professor Kaleta and his colleagues from Giessen 
and Riems were also present. For administrative reasons, testing of the safety of 
the recombinants could not be done in Giessen as originally planned and had to 
be postponed. However the work is now in progress in Riems and results are 
expected in December 1994. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Parvoviruses cause severe disease in man and animals. Porcine parvovirus (PPV) is 
one of the major causes of reproductive failure in pigs. It causes embryonic death, 
mummification and stillbirths. The virus is distributed worldwide. Due to the 
increasing industrialization of pig farming, vaccination against disease is indispen
sable in order to achieve profitable meat production. The virion structure is 
relatively simple and consists mainly of a single protein, VP2. Canine parvovirus 
(CPV), a related and economically interesting parvovirus was also used as a model. 
In 1991, at the beginning of the project, the development of subunit and/or syn
thetic vaccines based on peptides was in an impasse, due to limited success in the 
different approaches. But, since the emerging system of expression using 
baculovirus was highly promising, it was decided in this project to evaluate its 
application to parvoviruses. Also, it was decided to make a systematic approach in 
search of key epitopes that could be used for the design of a synthetic vaccine. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
To develop new generation parvovirus vaccines using efficient production proce
dures such as baculovirs expression systems and/or synthetic peptides. Additional 
objectives were the identification of key antigenic sites required for protection and 
the setting up of methods and materials for the proper formulation of vaccines. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Procapsids vaccine 

1. Production of procapsids: 
PPV VP2 was cloned initially in the baculovirs transfer vector pJVPIOZ, under 
the control of the polyhedrin promoter. The recombinant VP2 protein was 
recovered from the cytoplasm of infected Sf9 insect cells. This VP2 showed the 
same migration rate and immune reactivity as the viral VP2. Electron micrographs 
of purified preparations of recombinant VP2 showed a large number of virus-like 
particles (or procapsids), with a morphology very similar to the original PPV 
virions. The estimated amount of VP2 particles produced was between 5-10mg/109 

cells. 

2. Animal immunizations: 
Prior to artificial insemination, 6 gilts were vaccinated (twice with 3 weeks interval) 
with a vaccine based on the recombinant protein VP2 from PPV expressed in the 
baculovirus/insect cell system. Four non-vaccinated pregnant gilts served as con
trols. The ten gilts were challenged by intravenous inoculation of a virulent strain 
('839') at about 40 days of gestation and sacrificied approximately 4 weeks later. 
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At autopsy, the fetuses from the vaccinated gilts appeared clinically normal 
whereas the fetuses from the non-vaccinated gilts showed severe gross-pathological 
lesions, typical for intrauterine infections with PPV. 

3. Effect of different constructions on the level and quality of VP2 expression. 
To improve the quality of the expression, we made several new constructions using 
different vectors and promoters. The best choice was the vector pAcAs3, which 
uses the plO promoter. In this construction, the purity and yield of the VP2 
preparations was higher. Also, the preparations at the electron microscope 
appeared to be more homogeneous in comparison to those derived from pJVPlOz. 

4. Effect of the virus passage on the genetic stability. 
After 20 consecutive undiluted passages of the recombinant baculovirus in insect 
cells, the results indicated very little effect of the virus passage on the viral titer. 
However, there is some effect on the total protein production and genome stability 
of the recombinant baculovirs indicating the necessity of keeping the passage of 
the viruses at a minimum in culture in order to have a proper virus seed for vac
cine production. 

B. Peptide vaccine 
1. Production of specific monoclonal antibodies 
Production of hybrid cells secreting monoclonal antibodies specific for PPV was 
performed according to well known procedures, using spleen cells from PPV-
immunized mice. In summary, a total of 22 MAbs were developed. 

2. Epitope mapping 
Most of the mapping studies were carried out using CPV capsid proteins. Although 
there was some preliminary mapping studies with prokaryotic expression 
fragments, in this project PEPSCAN was the basic technology. Besides MAbs, a 
collection of dog, rabbit and guinea pig sera were used for the PEPSCAN analysis. 
Ten antigenic sites were located in CPV VP2. The position and surface location 
was determined on the 3D structure. 
In PPV, PEPSCAN with polyclonal antisera from pigs and rabbits yielded 6 
antigenic sites in VP2. 

3. Immunization of animals 
Based on these data, fourteen CPV pentadecapeptides were synthesized and used 
to immunize rabbits. Virus neutralizing antibodies were only obtained with two 
overlapping 15-mer peptides corresponding in sequence to the amino terminus of 
CPV VP2 (MSDGAVQPDGGQPAVRNERAT). The two peptides induced long 
lasting immunity (at least 8 months) either using Freund's adjuvant or aluminium 
hydroxide plus Quii A. A mixture of these two peptides was used to immunize 
dogs, giving a solid protection in all animals (10/10) against a challenge with 
virulent CPV. As with marker vaccines, it is possible to discriminate between vac
cinated dogs not yet exposed to the virus and animals that have been infected. This 
is the first example of a synthetic peptide vaccine that induces real protection in 
target animals. 
Since minks are subject to serious infection with the host range variant mink 
enteritis virus, a first test was done in two groups of 6 minks with the same peptide 
vaccine and similar baculovirus-derived CPV procapsids. All minks (12/12) were 
protected against highly virulent challenge. 
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A collection of 24 peptides corresponding to PPV antigenic sites were synthesized 
for rabbit immunization. From these experiments it has become clear that at least 
two domains of the capsid protein VP2 could be mimicked with peptides for induc
tion of neutralizing antibodies. To further define the best peptide vaccine, a larger 
number of peptides have been produced and are being evaluated for neutralizing 
activity. 

4. Optimization of peptide vaccine 
An intensive search has been devoted to the selection of the amino acid sequence 
of the amino terminus of VP2 minimally required for induction of neutralizing 
antibodies (in rabbits). Experiments with over 30 different variations in sequence, 
length and conjugation site were carried out. Based on this information, the 
ultimate peptide ( length, sequence, conjugation sites) for future vaccine purposes 
has been established. 
The last and very important hypothesis to be tested is whether vaccination with the 
peptides and CPV procapsids in puppies can be effective even in the presence of 
maternally derived anti-CPV antibodies. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
A method to obtain stable parvovirus procapsids using the VP2 gene expression 
in insect cells has been well stablished. The structural and antigenic similarity 
between the parvovirus procapsids and the original virions has been demonstrated. 
These particles have shown a high immunogenicity, eliciting (with minimal doses 
of ~ 3 μg antigen/dose) an immune response in pigs (and other animals) 
indistinguishable from that obtained with commercial vaccines. The production of 
virus-like particles in the baculovirus/insect cell line has been optimized and it is 
already in its present form capable of producing attractive amounts of antigen at 
a low price, which can be used for the production of vaccines and/or diagnostic 
kits. 

Furthermore, for the very first time a synthetic vaccine has been formulated able 
to confer full protection to the host animals. It is likely that this approach will be 
applicable for other parvoviruses, as human parvovirus B19. Optimization studies 
were undertaken for choosing the optimal peptide sequence, length and coupling 
conditions. 
Both vaccines will be extremely safe (nucleic acid-free), innocuous for the animals 
and devoid of any residual infectivity. They should constitute the technologically 
improved alternative to the 'classical' vaccines.The new vaccines have been protec
ted by patent applications. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Frequent meetings were realized during the project in the three countries, at least 
two meetings per year. The exchange of materials and information was very fluid 
during the whole project. Among other exchanges, C sent to A purified virus for 
MAb production. Several types of recombinant capsids were sent from A to C for 
animal experiments and E.M. studies. Synthetic peptides and immune sera were 
sent from Β to A and C for neutralization tests. A and C prepared and sent to 
Β a collection of MAbs, specific antisera and purified viruses for using in the 
PEPSCAN technology and absorption experiments. 
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The highly successful outcome of the project is a result of a synergistic interaction 
between the three participating laboratories. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Foot-and-mouth disease remains one of the world's most important diseases of 
farm animals. The disease is rapidly spread among susceptible animals which 
include cattle and pigs. It is caused by a Picornavirus. Seven different serotypes of 
this virus have been identified, O, A, C (which are those that have been in 
Europe), SATI, SAT2, SAT3 (found in southern Africa) and Asia 1 plus numerous 
subtypes. The disease has been successfully eliminated from Europe following 
intensive vaccination. The vaccine used was an inactivated preparation of virus 
grown in tissue culture cells. When the incidence of disease became low an increas
ing proportion of outbreaks became associated with the production or use of the 
vaccine. This contributed to the decision to cease vaccination within Europe, this 
will rapidly lead to the animal populations becoming highly susceptible to the dis
ease should the virus be introduced. The potential for this to occur was 
demonstrated in Italy in 1993 when outbreaks of the disease were again reported. 
There is therefore a need for the development of vaccines against FMDV, which 
can be used in the face of further outbreaks, which do not need the production 
of large amounts of infectious foot-and-mouth disease virus. 

Picornaviruses consist of a capsid with 60 copies of four different proteins, 1A 
(VP4), IB (VP2), 1C (VP3) and ID (VP1) containing a single copy of the RNA 
genome (about 8000 bases). A single polyprotein is encoded by the RNA which 
is cleaved by virus encoded proteases to produce at least 14 different polypeptides. 
The capsid precursor P1-2A is cleaved by the 3C protease to produce 1AB (VPO), 
1C and ID, these constitute the components of the empty capsid particle. The 
cleavage of 1AB to 1A and IB is believed to occur on encapsidation of the 
genome. Empty capsid particles are generated in a natural infection although the 
level is quite different between different strains this may reflect differences in the 
stability of these particles or differences in the ratio of RNA to capsid protein 
production. The amino-terminus of the P1-2A protein is myristoylated and 
evidence from other picornaviruses suggests that this modification is important 
either for assembly or stability of the capsid. 

The antigenic sites on foot-and-mouth disease virus have been mapped on a num
ber of different strains using the selection and characterization (including sequence 
analysis) of mutants resistant to neutralization by monoclonal antibodies. The sites 
correspond to discrete clusters of amino-acids on the surface of the virus particle 
and involve all three surface exposed proteins (IB, 1C and ID), hence the full 
spectrum of antigenicity requires the expression of the entire capsid protein 
precursor. 
The baculovirs expression system is capable of expressing specific genes at high 
levels. The viruses are specific for particular species of dipteran cells and hence 
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the system is very safe for use in the production of both human and veterinary 
products. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The primary objective was to achieve efficient expression of the FMDV structural 
proteins in a form in which they displayed the variety of antigenic sites exhibited 
by the virus particle. We anticipated that this would require the expression of the 
structural protein precursor with the 3C protease to permit the generation of self-
assembling empty capsid particles. cDNA cassettes encoding these regions of the 
FMDV serotypes A, O and C were chosen for study as these represent the strains 
encountered in Europe previously. As mentioned above the baculovirus expression 
system was chosen to express these cDNAs as it represents an efficient and safe 
method of expressing recombinant cDNAs at high level with the advantages of 
appropriate protein modification machinery (eg for myristoylation). The products 
of these expression systems would be studied using panels of monoclonal 
antibodies to identify the epitopes which were presented by the recombinant 
proteins. Immunization experiments would test the ability of the expressed 
products to confer immunitiy to FMDV. 

In parallel with these direct studies various approaches have been tested to enable 
the analyses to be performed more simply or quickly or to analyse novel features 
of the virus which may be exploited subsequently for its control. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the light of previous data which we had generated using the baculovirus system 
with FMDV cDNA we decided to express the minimal amount of the FMDV 
cDNAs compatible with the objective of generating a large spectrum of antigenic 
sites. This required mutagenesis of the cDNAs to precisely remove the coding 
region for the L protease (the amino-terminal portion of the polyprotein). This 
protease cleaves itself from the P1-2A precursor at its own carboxy-terminus and 
initiates the cleavage of the p220 cap-binding complex component. The removal of 
the L coding region made it necessary to introduce a new initiation codon. This 
manipulation was performed for the AIO and type C cDNAs following its success 
with the type OIK strain previously. These cassettes were introduced alone and 
with the 3C protease into baculovirus transfer vectors. Recombinant baculoviruses 
expressing the P1-2A cassette of type C and type A (AIO) have been isolated. In 
each case efficient expression of the structural protein precursor was observed (3-
5% of cell protein for type C and higher for the AIO cassette). The expressed 
product of the type C virus was characterized by Western blot analysis and using 
immunodot and ELISA. Suprisingly the precursor displayed reactivity with 
neutralizing monoclonal antibodies specific for both conformation -independent 
and -dependent epitopes. The reactivity with conformation dependent epitopes in 
both the native virus and the baculovirus expressed P1-2A precursor was lost on 
heating of these preparations as expected. Only weak immunogenic activity could 
be detected from a crude preparation of material. Analysis of the type A product 
is at an earlier stage but it also binds to various type A specific monoclonal 
antibodies. These results are important as they suggest that structural protein 
precursors possess structure which is similar to that of the processed and assem
bled molecules. It may be a very useful strategy for the development of diagnostic 
reagents and potentially vaccines against the wide spectrum of viruses which use 
the strategy of producing such a precursor. The P1-2A precursors do not assemble 
into macromolecular complexes as judged by sucrose density gradient analyses. 
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Isolation of baculoviruses containing the 3C sequence proved difficult. However, 
recently it has been possible for us to isolate recombinant baculoviruses which con
tain and express the P1-2A + 3C cassette of the AIO strain of FMDV. The 
correctly processed 1AB, 1C and ID proteins have been detected and assembly 
into 70S material observed. This assembly is more effcient than observed pre
viously with the OIK serotype.This data closely fits with observations made using 
recombinant vaccinia viruses which suggest that the AIO empty capsid particle 
assembles more readily than the OIK counterpart (C. Abrams et al, manuscript in 
preparation). Preliminary antigenic characterization of this material indicates that 
it displays a range of conformation-dependent epitopes shared with the native 
virus. Further immunogenic and structural analyses of the material will be under
taken. 
The relatively poor assembly of the OIK capsid proteins into empty capsid par
ticles we observed initially prompted us to check that the environment of the insect 
cell was compatible with assembly of the FMDV capsid since it is known that the 
FMDV particle is labile below pH6.5 and the media that are used to grow insect 
cells is about pH6.2. Studies were performed to determine the intracellular pH of 
insect cells at a range of external pH values and during a baculovirus infection. In 
all cases the intracellular pH, as judged by the distribution of 14C -benzoic acid, 
was maintained close to pH7.0. 
The importance of myristoylation for the assembly of FMDV empty capsids has 
been studied by modifying the myristoylation consensus sequence close to the 
amino-terminus of the P1-2A precursor. Expression of the wt and mutant ΡΙ
ΖΑ+3C cDNA cassettes was performed using the vaccinia virus T7 RNA 
polymerase expression system and assembly of the wt proteins into empty capsids 
was readily observed. However, from the mutant cassette no empty capsids were 
detected although efficient expression of the 1AB, 1C and ID proteins was obser
ved. This indicates that myristoylation is essential for FMDV empty capsid stability 
or assembly. Surprisingly it was also shown that the lack of myristoylation permit
ted the isolation of recombinant vaccinia viruses which constitutively express the 
P1-2A + 3C(myr-) cassette whereas no recombinant vaccinia viruses have been 
isolated which constitutively express the native P1-2A +3C cassette. 

In order to speed the analysis of the expression of cassettes within the insect cell 
system it was felt desirable to develop an efficient transient expression system which 
would enable functional assays to be performed without the requirement for generat
ing recombinant baculoviruses. In animal cells a particularly useful system has been 
the introduction of the bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerease into vaccinia virus which 
allows efficient transient expression of plasmids containing specific gene products 
under the control of the T7 promoter (see above). Recombinant baculoviruses have 
been constructed which express the native T7 RNA polymerase or a modified version 
containing the SV40 Large-T antigen nuclear localization signal. In each case expres
sion of the T7 RNA polymerase has been demonstrated and transient expression of 
a reporter gene (chloramphenicol acetyl transferase) and a cowpea mosaic virus 48K 
protein demonstrated. 

In common with other picornaviruses foot-and-mouth disease virus contains an ele
ment, termed an internal ribosome entry site (1RES), within its 5' non-coding 
region which directs internal initiation of protein synthesis. This occurs by a cap-
independent mechanism in contrast to that used by most cellular mRNAs. Mutants 
of foot-and-mouth disease virus with altered biological properties have been 
isolated following persistent infections in tissue culture. Two substitutions from the 
wt sequence were within the 1RES. Analysis of these mutations using a bicistronic 
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reporter mRNA transcript revealed that one of them, at position -376 from the 
initiation codon, was responsible for enhanced efficiency of the mutant 1RES com
pared to the wt sequence. This could account for the hypervirulence of the mutant 
virus in cells. The 1RES elements have considerable utility when efficient co-
expression of two gene products within mammalian cells is required. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Expression of the structural protein precursor P1-2A provided the first evidence 
that this product exhibits the complex conformation dependent epitopes displayed 
on the surface of the virus particle. This suggests that the surface organisation is 
not highly modified following cleavage by the 3C protease. This precursor may 
therefore be a useful reagent for diagnostic assays and potentially as a vaccine. 
This type of precursor is used by many viruses, not only picornaviruses, and thus 
this finding may have relevance to these other systems too. 

The first efficient assembly of FMDV empty capsid particles by expression of 
cDNA in both insect and mammalian cells has been achieved. In each case correct 
processing of the P1-2A precursor to 1AB, 1C and ID has been demonstrated and 
assembly observed using sucrose density gradients and electron microscopy. 

The internal ribosome entry site (1RES) of picornaviruses is about 450 bases long 
and directs internal initiation of protein synthesis by a cap-independent 
mechanism. Characterization of this element from a mutant FMDV isolated 
following persistent infection in cell culture indicated that a single nucleotide sub
stitution in the mutant was responsible for its enhanced activity and may explain 
the hypervirulence of this virus. This is the first demonstration of a mutant 1RES 
displaying enhanced activity, it suggests that the virus may select for a sub-optimal 
1RES element, perhaps to appropriately balance the replication of the RNA with 
the translation rate. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
All the studies have involved close collaboration between the different 
laboratories, for example the type C P1-2A precursor cDNA was prepared in 
Madrid, modified appropriately in Pirbright and introduced into recombinant 
baculovirus in Wageningen. The expressed products were analysed in different 
ways in all three labs. Regular meetings of participants occurred including during 
involvement in the ELWW on recombinant veterinary vaccines. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Martinez-Salas, E., Saiz, J-C, Davila, M., Belsham, G.J. & Domingo, E. (1993) A single 
nucleotide substitution in the internal ribosome entry site of foot-and-mouth disease virus 
leads to enhanced cap-independent translation in vivo. J Virol. 67, 3748-3755. 
Medina, M., Domingo, E., Brangwyn, J.K & Belsham, G.J. (1993) The two species of the 
foot-and-mouth disease virus leader protein, expressed individually, exhibit the same activities. 
Virology 194, 355-359. 
Saiz, J-C, Cairo, J., Medina, M., Zuidema, D., Abrams, C, Belsham, G.J., Domingo.E., & 
Vlak, J.M. (1994) Unprocessed foot-and-mouth disease virus capsid precursor displays discon
tinuous epitopes involved in viral neutralization. J. ViroL 68, 4557-4564. 
Medina, M., Lopez-Rivas, Α., Zuidema, D., Belsham, G.J., Domingo, E. and Vlak, J.M. 
Strong buffering capacity of insect cells: implications for the baculovirus expression system. 
Cytotechnology (in press). 
van Poelwijk,F., Broer, R., Belsham, G.J., Goldbach, RW. & Vlak, J.M. Development of a 
hybrid recombinant bacuolvirus-bacteriophage T7 transient expression system (submitted). 
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Curry, S., Abrams, C.C., Fry. E., Crowther, J.C., Belsham, GJ., Stuart, D.I. and King, A.M. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Bovine herpesvirus type 1 (BHV1) is frequently associated with disease in the 
respiratory and reproductive tracts of cattle. Current vaccines do not uniformly 
prevent infection with virus in the field nor the establishment of latent infections. 
In addition, existing attenuated vaccines establish latent infections themselves. 
Therefore, novel more efficacious and safe BHV1 vaccines need to be developed. 
With the use of biotechnology it is possible to construct negatively marked mutant 
virus strains with deletion(s) of one or more glycoprotein genes. However, 
glycoproteins of herpesviruses are a major target for the antiviral immune response 
of the host. In order to promote the basic understanding of the role of the immune 
response against glycoproteins in general and to define the potential role of the 
individual contribution of the different glycoproteins for vaccine preparation, 
studies in natural herpesvirus/host models — the infection of cattle with BHV1 
and the infection of the mouse with murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) — were 
carried out. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

To define the contribution of individual herpesvirus glycoproteins to protective 
immunity as well as to herpesvirus latency. To test antigenic and immunogenic 
properties of viral glycoproteins of BHV1 and MCMV following expression of 
individual genes coding for glycoproteins by vaccinia virus recombinants. To 
develop a model to test protective properties of glycoproteins with emphasis on 
cellular immunity in vivo. To delete the genes encoding gC, gE, gG and gl from 
the genome of BHV1 and to assess the virulence of the respective engineered 
viruses. To test the mutants by challenge experiments using wildtype virus with 
regard to protective immunity and establishment of latency. And as long term 
objectives to design an engineered vaccine to BHV1, which is immunogenic but 
avirulent and which does not cause latency and also to develop assays to dis
tinguish between the antibody responses induced after vaccination and after infec
tion. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A BFAV Tübingen 

Genes coding for BHV1 glycoproteins gG and gl were localized within the unique 
short segment of the viral genome. The nucleotide sequences were determined and 
analysis of the respective transcription units revealed that both genes are early 
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regulated. The open reading frames coding for gC, gE, gG and gl were integrated 
into vaccinia virus. The vaccinia recombinants were used to immunize rabbits to 
produce antisera against the corresponding BHV-1 glycoproteins. However, sera 
from rabbits immunized with VacgE ands Vacgl did not react with proteins from 
BHV-1 infected cells. This may be due to the complex formation between gE and 
gl in BHV-1 infected celles (this result was communicated by the Lelystad 
laboratory). The anti VacgC reacted with BHV-1 gC and result confirmed pub
lished data obtained with monoclonal antibodies. Analysis of gG in BHV-1 infec
ted celles and the cell culture supernatants showed that gG contains N- and O-
linked carbohydrates. During intracellular transport also glucosamino glycans are 
added to gG which is, probably after proteolytic cleavage at the carboxy terminus 
to remove a putative membrane anchor sequence, subsequently secreted into the 
cell culture medium mainly as proteoglycan with an apparent molecular weight 
between approximately 90 kDa and >250 kDA. In this respect gG differs 
remarkably from the so far characterized gG homologs of alpha-herpesviruses. 
Comparison between BHV-1 and recombinant vaccinia virus expressed gG 
indicates that the addition of glucosaminoglycans might require an additional viral 
function, because this modification is not made in recombinant VacgG-1 infected 
cells. Further experiments demonstrated that gG is not associated with viral par
ticles and that gG is not essential for virus replication. 

BHV-1 mutants with deletions of gC, gE, gG, gl, a double deletion of gE and gl 
and a frameshift deletion within the gE ORF were obtained from the Lelystad 
laboratory and are analyzed for their virologicai properties in cell culture. 
Experiments are currently not completed. 

B. ID-DLO Lelystad 
1. Isotype-specific antibody responses after BHV-1 infection, reinfection and 

reactivation 
We have developed sensitive and specific ELISAs to measure IgA, IgM, IgGl and 
IgG2 antibody responses against BHV-1. Nine to 13 days after infection BHV-1-
specific antibodies of the IgM isotype appeared in serum, nasal and ocular secre
tions and these were detectable for four weeks. The first IgA antibodies were 
detected a few days later than the IgM antibodies. In serum the IgA antibodies 
were no longer detectable after three weeks, but these did persist for prolonged 
periods in mucosal secretions. The calves developed a uniform IgGl response for 
13 days after infection, but the IgG2 response was quite variable; both persisted 
until the end of the experiment. No antibody responses were detected in genital 
secretions. There were no marked differences in isotype responses between calves 
infected with different strains of BHV-1. 

After reinfection (16 weeks after primary infection) and after reactivation (22 
weeks after primary infection) no BHV-1-specific IgM antibody response was 
detected. The serum IgA response was only transiently detectable after reinfection 
and again appeared rapidly after reactivation in most calves. Most calves showed 
an increase in nasal or ocular IgA titers after reinfection and reactivation; some 
calves also had IgA antibodies in genital secretions. A salient finding was that more 
calves showed a serum IgA response after reinfection and reactivation than virus 
shedding or an increase in serum IgGl or IgG2 titer. This suggests that the serum 
IgA response would be the test of choice to detect BHV-1 reinfections. No correla
tion was found between nasal IgA titer at the time of reinfection or corticosteroid 
treatment and the period of virus shedding, suggesting that nasal IgA does not play 
a major role in protection against reinfection with BHV-1. 
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2. Development of marker vaccines along the classical route 
We have selected a BHV-1 strain that produced small plaques in vitro and have 
shown that this strain (Za) lacks the gene coding for glycoprotein E (gE). Based 
on this strain a live and inactivated BHV-1 vaccine has been produced and both 
were found highly efficacious in vaccination-challenge experiments. In addition, an 
ELISA was developed to detect antibodies against gE, thus enabling differentiation 
between infected and vaccinated calves. These vaccines are expected to be 
launched on the market at the end of 1994. 

3. Construction of deletion mutants of BHV-1 
The gene coding for glycoprotein E was found to be located in the unique short 
region of the BHV-1 genome, as were the locations of the genes coding for 
glycoprotein I and glycoprotein G (Dr. G. Keil). The glycoprotein C (gC) maps in 
the unique long region. DNA fragments were constructed with deletions in either 
the gE, gl, gG or gC genes. By using standard transfection procedures these dele
tion fragments were recombined in the genome of wild-type BHV-1 strain Lam. 
The putative deletion mutant recombinants were selected with the use of 
monoclonal antibodies or glycoprotein-specific polyclonal antisera. These mutants 
were further examined with the Southern blot technique to verify whether they had 
the desired deletions. The biological properties of a gE, gl, gG and gC deletion 
mutant virus was evaluated in calves. 

4. Evaluation of virulence, immunogenicity and latency in calves 
Specific pathogen free calves were intranasally inoculated with approximately 105 

TCID50 of the parent wild-type strain or one of the deletion mutant strains. The 
control group was inoculated with virus-free culture medium. After infection, rectal 
temperatures and clinical observations were recorded daily for 14 days. Special 
attention was given to the inspection of the nasal cavity using a small flash-light. 
Nasal swabs were collected daily for the isolation of virus. Table 1 gives the mean 
± SD number of days fever (rectal temperature > 39.5°C) was recorded, virus was 
isolated from the nasal swabs and lesions of the nasal mucosae were observed. 

Table 1: Results of first inoculation 

strain fever (>39.5°C) nasal virus 
shedding nasal lesions 

control 
wild-type 
gl-negative 
gE-negative 
gC-negative 
gG-negative 

0 
3.3 ± 2.3 

0 
0 

4.8 ± 1.2 
0.8 ± 0.7 

0 
11.2 ± 1.5 
8.8 ± 2.5 
9.8 ± 1.9 
8.3 ± 1.0 

10.7 ± 1.2 

0 
8.7 ± 1.8 
3.7 ± 1.8 
6.5 ± 2.4 
8.5 ± 1.7 
5.2 ± 0.8 

Three weeks after first inoculation all calves were intranasally challenged with 107 

TCID50 of the virulent BHV-1 strain Iowa. Again for 14 days rectal temperatures 
were recorded, nasal swabs were collected and the nasal cavaties were observed. 
The results are given in table 2. 
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Table 2: Results of challenge 

strain fewer (>39.5°C) <¡hedd' a nasal lesions 

control 

wildtype 

glnegative 

gEnegative 

gCnegative 

gGnegative 

6.6 ± 0.6 

0 

0.3 ± 0.8 

0 

0 

0 

10.5 ± 1.2 

0.2 ± 0.4 

6.7 ± 1.5 

6.8 ± 1.8 

0.3 ± 0.5 

2.5 ± 2.2 

6.0 ± 1.1 

0.2 ± 0.4 

2.5 ± 1.9 

0.8 ± 1.6 

0 

0.5 ± 0.8 

C. University of Liège 

The major aspects of the cellmediated immune response induced by BHV1 
mutants with deletions in the genes encoding glycoproteins gl, gE, gC and gG were 
analysed. In this respect, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were 
isolated from the calves used in the experiment conducted at Lelystad. 
Proliferative assays evaluated the BHV1 specific CD4 + Τ lymphocyte response at 
day 14 after inoculation with the various mutants. Positive results were observed 
in calves inoculated with gCmutant of wild type BHV1, while no significant 
proliferation could be detected in calves inoculated with other mutants as well as 
in control calves. However, experiments are still in progress to also compare 
proliferative responses after BHV1 challenge in the various groups. Moreover, 
limiting dilution analysis will provide quantitative results allowing better com
parison. CD8 + Τ lymphocyte cytotoxicity in PBMC isolated at day 7 after inocula
tion was evaluated against BHV1 infected bovine fibroblasts. Cytotoxicity was lost 
after antiCD8 monoclonal antibody and complement depletion, confirming the 
ability of the system to detect CD8+ activity. However, using such system, no dif
ference could be observed between the various groups. 

Stimulation of NKlike cytotoxicity was also evaluated against BHV1 infected 
A549 xenogenetic tumor target cells at day 7 after inoculation. PBMC isolated 
from wild type BHV1 inoculated calves had the highest cytotoxic activity. Then 
cells from gE, gC and gGinoculated calves showed slightly lower activity, followed 
by cells from glcalves. Cells from the control group expressed the lowest cytotoxic 
activity. Since cytotoxicity was not reduced by antiCD8 and complement depletion, 
the activity was thought to be mediated by CD8cells. 

In conclusion, the gC gene deletion has the lowest negative effect on the induction 
of the cellmediated response. Concerning other deletions, only slight differences 
were observed, so that none of them appears preferable. 

D. University of Heidelberg 

The MCMV genes encoding the two essential glycoproteins gB and gH, 
glycoproteins that are conserved between most herpesviruses, were identified, 
sequenced, and the expressed proteins were characterized. The expected high 
degree of amino acid sequence homology to the respective proteins of other her
pesviruses was found. Both genes were then inserted into the vaccinia virus 
genome and protein expression from recombinant vaccinia viruses was achieved. 
The posttranslational modifications of gB and gH after expression by vaccinia dif
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fered from that after expression by MCMV. For gB it was found that the precursor 
protein is not properly cleaved and that the protein is therefore not correctly trans
ported to the cell membrane. Also the gH was not transported to the cell surface, 
but for other reasons. gH forms a heterodimer with another herpesvirus 
glycoprotein, this partner protein of MCMV has not yet been identified. 

The experimental vaccines expressing either gB or gH were successfully tested in 
vivo for the induction of neutralizing antibodies. Antibodies raised against gB 
required complement for virus neutralization, whereas antibodies raised against gH 
were also active in absence of complement. The titers that could be achieved in 
vivo by using the vaccinia vectors were about one order of magnitude lower than 
the titers found after natural MCMV infection. Mice vaccinated with the vaccinia 
recombinants were protected against a challenge with a lethal dose of MCMV. 
Protection was a function of antibodies, not of Τ cells. Again, the protection 
induced by natural infection was stronger. Passive in vivo transfer of antisera 
against gB and gH resulted in protection only in the case of antibodies against gB. 
The immunization protocol required high doses of vaccinia and repeated 
immunizations, indicating that vaccinia is not an optimal vector for the intended 
goal. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

An attenuated and inactivated gEnegative BHV1 vaccine was developed, in con
junction with a gEELISA to differentiate infected from vaccinated cattle. This 
vaccine will be marketed at the end of 1994. For MCMV the low efficacy of the 
immunization against virus challenge despite of the induction of neutralizing 
antibodies questioned the contribution of antibodies during natural infection. 
Therefore, it was studied, whether antibodies are essential for the recovery from 
herpesvirus infection. Mutant mice where studied that cannot produce antibodies 
due to the disruption of an exon of the IgM gene. It was found that antibody 
deficient mice recover from acute herpesvirus infection with a virus clearance 
kinetics that is indistinguishable form that of normal littermates which formally 
proves that antibodies have not an essential protective function. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Meetings of the project leaders and coworkers were organized every half year. Fre
quent additional project discussions were performed during international symposia 
or workshops. Direct experimental cooperation between participants from 
Tübingen and Lelystad to learn PCR and Tübingen and Heidelberg resulted in a 
joint publication. Repeated visits of a coworker from Liège to Lelystad to collect 
blood samples of infected cattle and to run joint experiments and to Heidelberg 
to learn techniques for cytotoxic Τ cells and antigen analysis. Exchange of informa
tion and technical help from Dr. Meloen (an ELWW lab) on the peptide specificity 
of antiviral antibodies. Extensive exchange of recombinant vaccinia viruses, BHV1 
deletion mutants, plasmids, antibodies, nucleotide sequences, unpublished results 
etc. between all participating laboratories. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
M. Rapp, M. Messerle, B. Bühler, M. Tannheimer, G.M. Keil & U.H. Koszinowski. 1992. 
Identification of the murine cytomegalovirus glycoprotein B gene and its expression by recombi
nant vaccinia virus. J. Virol., 66, 43994406. 
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AREA D: 

PRENORMATIVE RESEARCH 

IN VITRO EVALUATION OF THE TOXICITY AND 
PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF MOLECULES 





Development of human endothelial cell lines with preserved 
morphological and functional characteristics. Utilization in 
toxicological and pharmacological tests (BIOT CT-900195) 

COORDINATOR: 
01. E. DEJANA, Mario Negri Inst, for Pharm. Res., Milan, IT 

PARTICIPANTS: 
02. J. GORDON, British Biotechnol. Ltd, Oxford, GB 
03. C. de CASTELLARNAU, St. Pau Res. Fund. Biomed. Res. Inst., Bar

celona, E 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In vitro model systems of the endothelium are invaluable for understanding 
vascular pathology. However, the study of endothelial cells has been limited by 
their relative inaccessibility and short life span in culture. The need of freshly 
cultured endothelium also limits the possibility of an optimal standardization of 
functional tests. Therefore, the development of immortal endothelial cell lines 
would be extremely useful for the pharmacological and toxicological screenings for 
industrial use. For this type of application endothelial cell lines should present 
immortal/prolonged life span with minimal transformation i.e. retention of dif
ferentiation markers and specific functions. Retroviral and plasmid vectors contain
ing genes able to prolong cell life have been used successfully in other cell types. 
This type of strategy was therefore adopted in this study. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The general objective of this work has been to develop endothelial cell lines with 
indefinite/prolonged life span retaining differentiated characteristics. To reach this 
end point intermediate objectives were established: 
1) to set up retroviral and plasmid vectors suitable for infection/transfection of 

endothelial cells. 
2) to establish the best conditions for endothelial cell transfection. 
3) to select the most suitable oncogenes that could prolong the life of the cells in 

culture without altering their differentiated characteristics. 
4) to develop endothelial cell Unes of murine origin from different vascular beds. 
5) to develop immortalized human umbilical vein endothelial cells. 
6) to characterize these cell lines for expression of specific markers and for their 

growth properties. 
7) to set up functional tests suitable for pharmacological/toxicological screenings. 
8) to apply these tests to the cell lines developed. 

RESULTS 
Participant 01 
We succeeded in immortalizing endothelial cells with retroviral vectors containing 
various genes and in establishing standard functional assays for these cells. 
Three immortalized mouse endothelial cell lines have been established. The lines 
were developed by infecting mouse endothelial cells or tissues with a retroviral vec
tor containing polyoma middle Τ oncogene (N-TKmT, it expresses the selectable 
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neomycin resistance gene from the Moloney murine leukemia virus long terminal 
repeat and the middle Τ oncogene from an internal thymidine kinase gene 
promoter). Endothelial cell lines have been obtained from heart (H5V), brain 
(B9V) and whole embryo (E10V). These cells present a normal endothelial cell 
morphology and express von Willebrand factor. In addition they can be activated 
by inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 to express adhesive molecules 
(VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and E-selectin), procoagulant activity, platelet activating fac
tor, interleukin-6 and interleukin-1. When H5V cells were injected into 
immunodeficient nude mice, but not in syngeneic recipients, they developed 
vascular tumors. Histologically the tumours consisted of large vascular lacunae, 
lined by endothelial cells and a prominent mononuclear cell infiltrate. These 
lesions have features similar to some vascular neoplasms in man such as Kaposi 
sarcoma. These cells can be therefore useful in establishing in vivo models of 
endothelial cell pathologies. The cells have been also used successfully for the 
development of monoclonal antibodies in the rat directed to mouse endothelial 
antigens. 
Two human endothelial cell lines have been developed by infection with a 
retroviral vector containing the oncogenes src and ras (Lsrc SN and Lras SN). In 
contrast to normal umbilical vein endothelial cells these cells could survive and 
grow in absence of growth factors. In addition they presented a higher resistance 
to apoptosis after detachment from the extracellular matrix in respect to normal 
cells. When other oncogenes were used (she and polyoma middle T) the cells did 
not present immortalized characteristics but only a prolonged life span. These last 
cell lines could not survive in absence of growth factors. 
The src and ras infected cells retained cobblestone morphology and expression of 
specific endothelial cell markers such as von Willebrand factor, VE-cadherin and 
CD31/PECAM-1. Northern blot analysis showed a good expression of cell mRNA 
for the infected oncogenes even at the highest cell replication number. The cell 
lines could be activated by inflammatory cytokines to express specific adhesive 
molecules such as E-selectin, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1. These cell lines were not 
tumorigenic in nude mice. 

Participant 02 
We concentrated our work on immortalization strategies with oncogenic plasmids. 
Two oncogenes encoding SimianVirus40 Large-Tumor-Antigen (SV40-LT-Ag) and 
c-myc have been selected. These oncogenes have been expressed under the control 
of the citomegalovirus (CMV) and Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) promoters in order 
to observe differences in immortalization characteristics as determined by the level 
of gene product expressed. The best conditions for human umbilical vein 
endothelial cell transfection were established (electroporation and DEAE-dextran 
gave the best transfection efficiency). Electroporation with the gene encoding 
SV40 Large T antigen under the control of the RSV long terminal repeat or the 
human CMV promoter produced two immortal human endothelial cell lines (DG-
RSV-LT2 and DG-CMV-LT-4). These cell lines retained cobblestone morphology, 
endothelial cell markers (von Willebrand factor, VE-cadherin) and do not require 
supplementary growth factors apart from serum. In response to cytokine stimula
tion express adherence proteins such as ICAM-1, E-selectin and VCAM-1. 

Participant 03 
We first established a series of functional assays to be applyed to the endothelial 
cell lines developed by the other participants. In particular we standardized assays 
of pharmacological interest such as the measurement of: arachidonic metabolism, 
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thromboplastin, fibrinolytic activities, cell oxidation of low density lipoproteins, 
binding of native and either oxidized or acetylated low density lipoproteins. In 
addition tests of toxicological interest such as sensitive measurements of cell lysis 
and metabolic activity were also set up. These assays were applyed to the cell lines 
described above. In particular, this group analyzed the metabolic products of 
arachidonic conversion through the cycloxygenase and lipoxygenase pathways. To 
establish the arachidonic acid metabolic profile, the cells were incubated with dif
ferent concentrations of 14C-Arachidonic acid and then the culture medium was 
analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography. Murine cell lines synthesized 
mainly prostaglandin (PG) E2 followed by HHT, PGF2a, PGD2 and HETE. In 
contrast human endothelial cell lines produced prostacyclin as the major 
arachidonic acid cycloxygenase product. This difference most probably reflects the 
different origin (microcirculation/ large vein) of the endothelial cell lines. 
Prostacyclin production was markedly increased by activation of the cells with 
inflammatory cytokines (IL-1 and TNF) and endotoxin. 

Thromboplastin (procoagulant activity) was tested by the recalcification time assay. 
Endothelial cell lines produced very low amounts of thromboplastin in resting con
ditions but this parameter was significantly increased by cell activation with 
cytokines (IL-1 and TNF) and endotoxin. 

In the cell lines the synthesis and secretion of plasminogen activators (tissue type, 
t-PA and urinary type, u-ΡΑ) and inhibitors (PAI-1) have been characterized. 
Essentially all the human endothelial cell Unes analyzed were able to produce 
activators and inhibitors of plasminogen (as above) and could be activated by 
cytokines (IL-1 and TNF) to express higher amounts of these substances. Some 
quantitative differences in the production of the different agents were noticed 
comparing the different lines. 

MAJOR SCDENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1) EstabUshment of murine and human immortal endothelial cell lines. These lines 

are now available to the scientific/industrial community. 

2) Optimization of human endothelial cell infection/transfection with retroviral 
and plasmidic vectors. These data can have important application for gene 
transfer in endothelial cells. 

3) Identification of oncogenes (src, ras, SV40, middle T) able to immortalize/ 
prolong the life span of endothelial cells. This allows to apply the same strategy 
for immortalizing human endothelial cells from different and more specialized 
vascular beds (i.e. liver, brain, lymphnodes...). 

4) Standardization of functional assays of pharmacological and toxicological inter
est and their application to murine and human endothelial cell lines. These 
results constitute the starting point for the development of standardized assays 
for the screening of pharmacological and toxicological agents in industries. 

COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Seven meetings among participants along the time period of the project. One three 
months stage of participant 03 in participant 01 lab.. Endothelial cell lines and 
materials/assays have been continuously exchanged. 
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Development of in vitro neural systems for the identification of 
agents with toxicological and pharmacological potential 

(BIOT CT900183) 

COORDINATOR 
A: D.C. WILLIAMS, Trinity College (TC), Dublin, IRL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
B: A. SCHOUSBOE, Royal Danish School of Pharmacy (RDSP), 

København, DK 
C. C. MEREDITH, Toxicology International (BIBRA), Carlshalton, GB 
D: E. RODRÍGUEZFARRE, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones (CSIC), 

Barcelona, E 
E: R. GRIFFITHS, Division of Biochemistry (USTA), St. Andrews, GB 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

In vitro systems are being used to study the mode of actions of drugs and 
xenobiotics as well as the structure and mechanism of the targets for these agents. 
At present the development of new brainacting drugs is hindered by the lack of 
good in vitro systems to explore their mechanism of action, to screen for drug 
specificity and potency, and to explain and minimise toxicity and side effects. In 
vitro studies on human brain presently pose a difficult ethical problem in that 
primary cultures of central nervous system neurons and glia involve use of foetal 
material, a procedure which in some Community countries is socially and legally 
unacceptable. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The aim of the project is to show the usefulness of the well established and charac
terised rodent primary cultures of neurons (glutamatergic and GABAergic) and 
astrocytes, rat PC12 cells and brain slices in in vitro neuropharmacotoxicology. 
Convulsive and anticonvulsive agents have been chosen as the compounds of inter
est. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A Trinity College Dublin has demonstrated previously under BAP and now in 
BRIDGE that peripheraltype benzodiazepines (PBs) are not antiproliferative 
through the PB receptor (PBR). Their antiproliferative action has been shown not 
to be as previously suspected through inhibition of mitochondrial respiration. The 
differentiative actions of PBs has been further assessed by studying their induction 
of PC12 cell cfos mRNA. Benzodiazepines such as diazepam and Ro 54864 can 
induce cfos mRNA in addition to their known role in the superinduction of cfos 
with NGF (nerve growth factor) Binding studies with astrocytic PBRs have been 
shown to be invalid as a screen for convulsant and anticonvulsant compounds. 
However identification has been made of novel compounds which stimulate and 
inhibit steroidogenesis possibly through PBRs. Lindane (γHCH) has been shown 
to be a stereoselective ligand for PBRs. However the lack of potency and 
stereoselectivity of HCH isomers in inhibiting steroidogenesis suggests that con
vulsive activity is not associated with the PBR. These studies report for the first 
time the influence of cytokines on PBR expression and their significance for illness 
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and toxicity. The studies also report for the first time the presence and expression 
of transcription factor, NFkB, in brain cells. 

B. BIBRA has established a model in vitro system for neuronal differentiation to 
validate alterations in proto-oncogene expression as early markers of pre-differen-
tiative and anti-proliferative events. In this context the rat phaeochromocytoma cell 
line PC12 has been established at BIBRA. The cell line has been characterised 
with respect to proto-oncogene expression, (c-fos, c-myc and Ha-ras) and expres
sion of neuronal enzymes in response to Nerve Growth factor. A sensitive RT-
PCR assay for the analysis of low level c-fos mRNA expression has been 
developed. Application of this assay has led to the following results: 

a) Sustained expression of c-fos may correlate with SAA-induced toxicity in 
primary neuronal cultures. 

b) The cytokine, IL-6 activates c-fos expression and differentiation in PC12 cells 
while IL-1 is produced after NGF-induced differentiation. 

c) Certain benzodiazepines e.g. diazepam and Ro 5-4864 can induce c-fos mRNA 
in PC12 cells. 

C. USTA have further developed in vitro primary cultures of neurons and end 
points such as fluorescence-based assays for intracellular free calcium levels, LSC-
based assays for receptor-mediated phosphoinositide metabolism, HPLC-based 
assays for neurotransmitter uptake, ceU monolayer continuous superfusion assays 
for neurotransmitter release for screening for compounds which, being excitatory 
amino acid antagonists, are cytotoxo-protectants and, being agonists, are cytotoxic. 
Primary cultures of cerebral cortex neurons and cerebeUar granule cells have been 
successfully employed to demonstrate the cytotoxic actions of a number of 
endogenous excitatory amino acids directed implicated in human neuropathologies. 
Morphological examination and measurement of the release of cytoplasmic lactate 
dehydrogenase were shown to be efficient end-points for monitoring toxicity. The 
effects of these excitatory amino acids on the second messengers cGMP and 
intracellular Ca2+ levels (used as potential end-points for monitoring toxicity) 
were also fully investigated in these model in vitro systems. Whilst marked changes 
in the levels of these agents could be demonstrated, it is currently concluded that 
the absence of a direct correlation between toxicity and excitatory amino acid-
induced increases in these second messengers precludes any single second 
messenger end-point being used as an unequivocal predictor of excitotoxicity. The 
ability of the same selective antagonists for certain excitatory amino acid receptor 
subtypes to protect against neurotoxicity in both cortical neurons and cerebellar 
granule cells by the same excitatory amino acids suggests that cultured neurons 
may be a useful in vitro system to be used in conjunction with in vivo tests in assess
ing the value of certain classes of potential neuroprotectants. The use of primary 
cultures of cerebellar granule cells to monitor directly formation of nitric oxide has 
been unsuccessful; however, a suitable and acceptable, although indirect, end-point 
for measurement of nitric oxide production may be the radioimmunoassay detec
tion of cGMP levels. Further studies are needed. Excitatory amino acids of 
neuropathological interest induce a sustained expression of c-fos mRNA in 
primary cultures of cerebeUar granule cells when used at high levels in vitro; 
whereas a transient expression is observed using low doses of these agents. The 
concentrations of these excitatory amino acids which give rise to sustained c-fos 
expression correlate closely to those giving rise to an increase in cytoplasmic lac
tate dehydrogenase release. These results suggest that induction of certain 
oncogenes (e.g. c-fos) may be a possible biomarker for excitotoxicity. 
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D. Royal Danish School of Pharmacy have further developed primary cultures of 
neurons and astrocytes for testing GABA uptake inhibitors as anticonvulsants, for 
elucidation of the differentiative actions of GABA, and simUar compounds, for 
identification of glutamate receptor antagonists, (neurodegenerative protectants) 
or agonists (neurotoxins or early differentiation enhancers). The neurodifferen-
tiative activity of GABA has been further investigated by showing: an increase in 
the number of voltage gated Ca2+-channels and also GABAB-receptors after 
exposure of cultured neurons to a GABAA-receptor agonist. It has been 
demonstrated that the induction by the GABAA-receptor agonist ΤΉΙΡ of low 
affinity GABAA-receptors is dependent on an intact polyamine level in the 
neurons. The in vitro characterisation of GABA-transporters in cultured astrocytes 
has led to the isolation of a neuronally derived protein which induces astrocytic 
GABA-transporters and in vivo validation of the identification of anticonvulsants 
from in vitro inhibition studies of GABA transport in cultured neurons and 
astrocytes. The cytotoxic action of excitatory amino acids in cultured neurons has 
been extensively characterised and it has been shown to involve activation of dif
ferent pools of Ca2+ including influx and release from intracellular stores depend
ing upon the excitatory amino aid; to involve changes in intracellular levels of 
cGMP presumably via a NO dependent mechanism; that selective excitatory amino 
acid receptor subtype antagonists can protect against neurotoxicity; that com
pounds affecting intracellular Ca2+ levels may protect against excitotoxicity and, 
that cultured neurons can be utilised to predict the neuroprotective value in vivo 
of agents protecting against excitotoxicity. Using an in vitro test system consisting 
of cultured neocortical neurons it has been shown, that the insecticide Lindane 
interacts with GABAA-receptors, and that Lindane causes cytotoxic neuronal death 
which may be prevented by GABA and benzodiazepines. 

E. Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientíñcas have improved methods to 
study the interaction of convulsant and nonconvulsant insecticides with 
glutamatergic and GABAergic neuronal systems using primary cultures of neurons 
and brain slices. Primary neuronal cultures (neocortical neurons and cerebellar 
granule cells) and regional brain slices (cortex and hippocampus) have been suc
cessfully employed to assess specific neurotoxic/pharmacological activity of convul
santanticonvulsant agents (GABAergic and polychlorocycloalkanes (PCCAs): 
cyclodienes and hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) isomers) using radiometric assays 
for neuronal GABAA receptor mediated Cluptake, receptoractivated 
phosphoinositide release, neurotransmitter (NA) release and ligand binding studies 
([35S]TBPS), fluorescent Ca2+ measurements and cytotoxicity measured by LDH 
release. 

Convulsant and nonconvulsant HCH isomers showed differential interactive 
effects with neurotransmitter synaptic functions: NA release, GABAinduced 
chloride flux, glutamate and carbacholinduced inositol phosphate formation. 

At the presynaptic level, the convulsant γHCH isomer increased and the depres
sant δHCH isomer decreased noradrenaline release. At the postsynaptic level, 
yHCH inhibited and δHCH potentiated the GABAinduced CI flux. Both pre
and postsynaptic effects agree with the neurotoxic action of these compounds. 

Brain slices and neuronal primary cultures have proved to be useful in vitro systems 
to provide information on the effects and mechanisms of action of convulsant and 
anticonvulsant agents. Noradrenaline release from brain slices may be a useful 
model to test the action of neuroactive and neurotoxic agents at neuronal 
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presynaptic level. GABA-induced 36Cl-uptake in primary neuronal cultures 
appears to be a suitable assay to investigate the action of convulsant/anticonvulsant 
agents at the GABAA receptor. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

— Screening for potential anticonvulsants: primary cultures of neurons and 
astrocytes can be used to screen for anticonvulsant drugs; high affinity GABA 
uptake inhibitors can be shown in cells to protect animals against seizures; 
especially those selective for astrocytic uptake. Proposed test — easy, reliable, 
inexpensive, microscale and multiwell. 

— Cytotoxicity test in cultured neurons — release of cytoplasmic lactate 
dehydrogenase; permanent damage in cerebral cortical neurons found at 55-
60% release; useful for EAA cytotoxicity studies. 

— Excitotoxicity tests: No single second messenger end-point assay appears 
suitable as predictor of EAA-mediated excitotoxicity; no simple correlation 
exists between toxicity and EAA-stimulated increases in a variety of second 
messengers. Demonstration of sustained c-fos expression in primary neuronal 
cultures may serve as a valid end-point for excitotoxicity: A correlation is 
indicated between excitotoxicity and sustained c-fos mRNA expression in 
cerebeUar granule cells; further work is needed. 

— Developmental neurotoxicity: modulation of neurite outgrowth in NGF-treated 
PC12 cells; preliminary evidence suggests that some developmental 
neurotoxins, e.g. ethanol, can modify neurite outgrowth. 

— PC12 system has potential for developing both neurotoxicity and developmental 
neurotoxicity assays. 

— Astrocytic BZ receptors shown to be invaUd as screen for convulsant and anti
convulsant compounds. 

— Regional brain slices and neuronal primary cultures are useful in vitro systems 
for elucidation of the pharmacotoxicology of convulsant agents. 

— Noradrenaline release from brain slices may be a useful system for screening 
presynaptic actions of convulsants and anti-convulsants. 

— GABA-induced chloride uptake in primary neuronal cultures may be a suitable 
assay for screening the action of convulsants and anti-convulsants at the GABA 
receptor. 

Some work has been transferred to industry for screening tests, for application to 
new technology, for pharmaceutical screening of new compounds. Interaction with 
four companies have now been fruitful. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

11 Project Leaders Meetings. 
St. Andrews, May 1991; Puerto de la Cruz, February 1992; Dublin, August, 1992; 
Glasgow, October, 1992; Dublin, December 1992; London, December 1993; Ispra, 
February 1994; Innsbruck, April 1994, Copenhagen, May 1994. 
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Exchanges of personnel to: 
USTA 

RDSP 

TCD 

CSIC 

BIBRA 

December 1993 
March 1992 
October 1992 
March 1993 

October 1991 

February 199 

May 1992 
May 1992 
June 1991 

November 1991 

May 1993 
August 1992 
August 1992 
November 1993 
February 1993 

2 workers from RDSP — planning 
1 Worker from TCD (7 days) — training 
1 worker from RDSP — exchange of techniques 
2 workers from BIBRA (4 days) — joint 
experiments 
1 worker from RDSP (7 days) — technology set 
up 
12 workers from USTA (14 days) — cell culture 
training 
2 workers from CSIC — training 
1 worker from TCD (4 days)- joint experiments 
1 worker from USTA (6 days) — manuscript 
preparation 
1 worker from USTA (4 days) — manuscript 
preparation 
2 workers from USTA — joint experiments 
1 worker from USTA (4 days) 
1 worker from RDSP (4 days) — planning 
2 workers from RDSP — planning 
1 worker from TCD (30 days) — experiments 
1 worker from USTA — training 
1 worker from TCD — training 
1 worker from RDSP- training 

Materials and Technology Transfer 
RDSP USTA — freeze-dried 

samples 
TCD — training 
CSIC — training 
BIBRA - mRNA 
sample 

USTA BIBRA - SAAs 
RDSP — SAAs 

TCD BIBRA — cytokines, 
benzodiazepine 
CSIC — ben
zodiazepines 
RDSP — antisera 

BIBR AUSTA — mRNA 
solutions 
USTA - RT-PCR 
technology 

CSIC RDSP — compounds 
Exchanges of personnel to: USTA (8), RDSP (8), TCD (2), CSIC (3), BIBRA (3). 
Exchange of Materials and Technology from: RDSP (4), USTA (2), TCD (4), 
BIBRA (2), CSIC (1). 
1 Sectoral Meeting organised (Dublin, December, 1992) 
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Definition and scientific validation of an in vitro test for the 
screening of tumor promoters and protective chemicals, based 
on gap junctional intercellular communication assays in human 

and animal cells (BIOT CT-910261) 

COORDINATOR: 
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PARTICIPANTS: 
M. BALLS, FRAME, Nottingham, GB 
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METHODOLOGY 
GJIC can be established in cell culture monolayers at a confluent stage, and 
measured by the dye transfer assay. The technique selected in our project is the 
microinjection of vital, fluorescent dye (Lucifer Yellow): the dye, loaded in a 
microcapillary, is automatically monitored by micromanipulator and microinjector 
connected to an inverted fluorescent microscope. The microinjection is performed 
in a single cell and the diffusion of the dye through gap junctions is quantified by 
the fluorescence spreading to the adjacent cells. When GJIC is inhibited, no diffu
sion occurs and only the microinjected cell is fluorescent. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The first part of our programme focused on the standardization of the dye transfer 
assay, using IAR20 cells, by testing five known chemicals at three concentrations 
and four treatment times, in order to set up the best protocol between the par
ticipants. 
The second period focused on: 
the development of other cells types, sing molecular tools to identify specific GJIC 
proteins (ex), the study of ex gene expression regarding the effects of tumor 
promoter treatments (HeLa cx-transfectants); 
cytotoxicity evaluation for compounds being tested with dye transfer assay (MTT, 
neutral red uptake, cell growth, cloning efficiency). 
The last part of our programme was devoted to the Pre-validation Blind Trial 
Experiments: the interlaboratory pre-validation study was conducted, as designed 
by L'Oréal in consultation with FRAME and involving the independent purchase, 
coding and distribution of test materials by BIBRA Toxicology International 
(Carshalton, UK) and the independent receipt and preliminary analysis of the 
results by ECVAM (Ispra, Italy). The test chemicals were chosen by FRAME with 
the other participating BRIDGE project partners. Each of the five participating 
laboratories (L'Oréal, INRA, IARC, Karolinska I., Brescia U.) received 16 test 
materials, with a unique code being used for each laboratory. The blind trial was 
performed following the protocol proposed in Stockholm and drawn up by coor
dinator, Dr. Esther Honikman-Leban: 
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— LAR 20 cells were used at passage numbers from 26 to 30. The plating density 
was 5 x 10s cells/plate ( 0 60 mm) and cells were maintained in 3 ml WMEM 
+ 10% FCS. 

— All the compounds to be tested were dissolved in the solvent indicated (by 
BIBRA) at the concentration of 10 μg/ml. 

— The solvent was tested up to 1% v/v and it wad confirmed that it had no effect 
on IAR 20 cells GJIC. 

— Cells were treated for 1, 4, 24 hr. and then microinjected during a 6 min. period 
(almost 30 microinjections) and fixed with 4% fresh prepared formaldehyde 5 
min after the last microinjection. Plates were then refrigerated. Two indépen
dant experiments for each experimental point (one compound at one concen
tration at one time) were performed, each experiment including two plates 
from which 15 'successful' microinjections were scored. 

The chemicals chosen were as follows: 120tetradecanoylphorbol13acetate 
(TRA); phorbol12,13didecanoate (4aPDD); phorbol12, 13dibutyrate (PDBu); 
stearic acid; palmitic acid; palmitelaidic acid; butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA); 
saccharin; retinole acid; phénobarbital; diethylstilbestrol; benzoyl peroxide; DDT; 
warfarin, D(ethylhexyly)phthalate (DEPH) and 40methylphorbol,12
myristate,13acetate (MPMA). The results of this prevalidation blind trial are still 
being analysed, but it can already be said that the outcome was very encouraging 
and that a formal, full validation study would be worthwile. For example, 5 of the 
chemicals tested clearly did not affect gap junctional intercellular communication 
(GJIC) when tested in any of the five laboratories. Of the remaining 11 test 
materials, 8 were shown to inhibit GJIC by three or more laboratories, while the 
remaining 3 were shown to be inhibitory by one or two laboratories. Many useful 
lessons were learned, about the test protocol, about the selection and supply of 
chemicals, and about the analysis of the test data! 

L'OREAL Laboratory participated in the standardization of the dye transfer assay 
with IAR20 cells, and in the work on the cytotoxicity evaluation for compounds 
being tested with dye transfer assay using neutral red, trypan blue with LAR20 cells 
and cloning efficiency with V79 cells. In collaboration with INRA and IARC 
laboratories, experiments were completed to test the modulating (antipromoting) 
effects of flavonoids, vitamins A and E and related compounds, phenolic anti
oxydants (BHA, BHT) using metabolic cooperation assay with V79 cells (Chinese 
hamster lung fibroblasts), the dye transfer techniques with IAR20 cells and human 
keratinocytes: scrapeloading and microinjection as well as FRAP (photobleach
ing). The results of these studies are described in collaborative publications. These 
in vitro techniques are complementary for testing compounds directly or in com
bination with TPA (potent tumor promoter, used as reference in GJIC). The V79 
system is able to show synergistic or antagonistic effects on GJIC inhibition, but 
unable to show the enhancement of GJIC. The microinjection assay is able to show 
this and has the advantage of permitting to work with different, more suitable cell 
types. This system showed a clear improvement with respect to metabolic coopera
tion with V79 cells. During this project, we attempted to quantify automatically the 
intercellular transfer of fluorescence using Image Analysing techniques. A major 
part of our contribution covered coordination work and the organization of the 
Blind Trial experiments (reported above). 

INRA Laboratory, together with the other participants, contributed to the standar
dization of the dye transfer assay, and to the evaluation of in vitro cytotoxicity 
assays (cell density determination and neutral red uptake) to be applied to 
inhibitors of intercellular communication. 
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In addition, the ability of various compounds to modulate gap junctional inter
cellular communication (GJIC) of liver cell systems was studied at the functional 
and molecular level. TPA, DDT, phénobarbital (PB) were used as reference tumor 
promoters. The other compounds chosen were food additives (BHA, BHT), 
vitamins (retinoic acid, retinol acetate, αtocopherol, tocopherol succinate) and 
natural flavonoids (12 compounds taken in the different flavonoid classes). With 
IAR 20 cells (clone 203), retinol acetate and tocopherol succinate inhibited GJIC, 
whereas retinoic acid was able to enhance or inhibit it, depending on the concen
tration, and αtocopherol was neutral. The mechanism of the stimulation of GJIC 
by retinoic acid was studied: it increased the expression of connexin 43 at the post
transcriptional level. With another rat liver epithelial cell line isolated in the 
laboratory, named REL cells, the activity of the different flavonoids on GJIC was 
investigated. Four flavonoids, including quercetin and kaempferol, were inactive. A 
slight increase of GJIC was observed with six compounds, and a marked one with 
apigenin and tangeretin. Apigenin and tangeretin enhanced connexin 43 protein 
levels and were also able to antagonize the inhibition of GJIC by TPA. All the 
tumor promoters tested (TPA, DDT, PB, BHA, BHT) inhibited GJIC of both IAR 
203 cells and REL cells. Other cell systems were developed and applied to the 
study of the regulation of connexin 43 and 32 expression. REL cells were transfec
ted with cDNAs encoding cfos and cjun oncoproteins. Proliferation, transforma
tion and homologous GJIC of transfectants were studied in comparison with 
parental cells. These models provided evidence of the upregulation of connexin 
43 by cfos overexpression and its downregulation by cjun overexpression. Their 
GJIC were affected differenüy by tumor promoters. They are good tools for study
ing the involvement of some nuclear oncogenes in the mechanism of inhibition of 
GJIC by tumor promoters. 

IARC Laboratory emphasized its effort in the confirmation of cx26 as a tumour 
suppressor gene since our previous data suggested that connexin 26 transfected 
into noncommunicating HeLa cells is able to reduce their growth rate. In 
collaboration with Bonn laboratory, we could obtained other clones of HeLa cells 
transfected with the cx26 cDNA and compare their growth ability with HeLa cells 
transfected with other connexin types (cx40 and 43). Two clones out of three 
expressing the highest levels of cx26 exhibited a marked inhibition of growth rate 
in the in vitro conditions contrary to the other clones expressing other connexins 
or less cx26. Not only cell growth, but also cell density, were decreased in these 
two clones. They also exhibited a very decreased ability to grow in suspension in 
soft agar, which is a capacity of transformed cells. Moreover, their tumorigenicity, 
which was completely inhibited in nude mice, confirmed our preliminary results 
suggesting that cx26 is a putative tumor suppressor. We first hypothesized that the 
lack of tumorigenicity of the cx26 transfectants could be due to the establishment 
of communication with the surrounding normal cells of the nude mouse dermis. 
However, the in vitro search for such communication between the nontumorigenic 
cx26 transfectants and primary cultures of keratinocytes and skin fibroblasts was 
negative when the dye transfer technique was used. Thus, cx26 seems to regulate 
intrinsinc the growth of the HeLa cells both in vitro and in vivo situations. 

The interesting aspect of the study is that although transfectants expressing other 
types of connexins (cx40 and 43) exhibited similar dyetransfer ability to that in the 
cx26 transfectants, they do not exhibit any decreased growth. From these data the 
induced cellcell communication capacity does not seem to be a prerequesite for 
the downregulation of the cell growth. However, it is still possible that the dye
transfer technique is not sufficiently sensitive to detect subtle differences of com
munication which could be mediated by the different connexins and which could 
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have significant consequences on the cell behaviour. The specific effect of cx26 
expression may be related to the tissue origin of the HeLa cells, which were 
isolated from an adenocarcinoma of the cervix. We are preparing tools for prevent
ing the synthesis of cx26 in order to see whether transfectants recover then a 
growth ability similar to that of non-transfected HeLa cells. The transfectants were 
used to see the effect of different tumour promoters on the GJIC mediated by the 
different transfected connexins. We conducted this work in collaboration with 
Brescia laboratory. Our part was to demonstrate the modulation of the mRNA 
expression due to the treatments in such transfectants. Finally, in an attempt to 
compare in vitro and in vivo situations, we studied the effects of potent rat hver 
tumor-promoting agents on the GJIC of rat hver by the in situ dye transfer techni
que, which demonstrated that the induced inhibition of GJIC is mostly the conse
quence of a délocalisation of connexins which are expressed in the hepatocytes 
(cx32 and 26), but not a lack of expression. All these results taken together 
emphasize the important role that GJIC may play in carcinogenesis by showing the 
sensitivity of connexins to tumour promoting agents both in vitro and in vivo condi
tions and their possible tumour suppressor effects. 

KAROLINSKA Laboratory has been working on three groups of substances, the 
phorbol ester TPA polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and, finally, the insecticide 
endosulfan. These chemicals have been used since they are structurally different 
and induce different biochemical effects in biological experimental systems. 
Endosulfan and TPA were studied in IAR 20 cells, which are used within the pro
ject as a test strain. The results clearly demonstrate that both compounds inhibited 
cell-cell communication within 5 minutes. The communication was restored after 
4 hours of TPA treatment, whereas in endosulfan-treated cells the communication 
was completely downregulated during the whole time period (24h). Using an 
immunoblotting technique combined with immunostaining, it was shown that TPA 
caused a marked hyperphosphorylation, whereas endosulfan induced 
hypophosphorylation. These results suggest that these chemicals inhibit the GJIC 
by different mechanisms. The expression of cx32 and cx26 in rat livers treated with 
3,4,5,3',4', -PCB in a tumour promotion assay has been investigated with 
immunoblotting as well as with the immunostaining of liver sections. The PCB-con-
gener induced a potent reduction of the amount of bound fraction cx32 and of 26. 
The immunostaining showed a nearly 90% reduction of apparent connexins in the 
membrane. The amounts of cx32- and cx26-mRNA were unaffected. This work was 
done in collaboration with IARC and Bonn laboratory. In collaboration with the 
Bonn laboratory we are investigating the effect of certain tumour promoters on 
GIJC using HeLa cx43, 32 and 26 transfectants, as well as primary hepatocytes, in 
order to study connexin-specific effects. We have started with two groups of chemi
cals DDT-analogs and pyrethroids, both groups are used as pesticides. These 
chemicals have been shown to decrease gap junction expression in vivo and in vitro. 
The results from these studies shows that there are differences in regulation and 
in sensitivity to chemically-induced inhibition of gap junctional communication 
among the systems used. 

BRESCIA — MILAN Laboratory evaluated the effects of tumor-promoting (TPA, 
PB), non-promoting (4-a-PDD) and anti-promoting (RA, dbcAMP) agents on 
human HeLa cells (not expressing any known GJ protein and constitutively 
deficient in GJIC) transfected with cDNAs coding for different cxs: cx43, cx26, 
cx40 and cx32 (Bonn collaboration), in order to investigate the implication of GJIC 
in the control of cell growth (IARC collaboration) and to compare the properties 
of homotypic junctional channels. The GJIC capacity of the transfected clones 
was = 40 (HeLa-cx43 and HeLa-cx32), = 20 (HeLa-cx26) and = 15 (HeLa-
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cx40) dye-coupled cells/injection. The effects on cell viability (proliferation) or 
junctional coupling (microinjection/dye-transfer assay) of 4, 24 and 48 hr exposure 
to different concentrations of the tested compounds were studied. The results 
obtained indicate that the cx-transfectants have a different susceptibility to the 
cytotoxic effect exerted by the chemicals, HeLa-cx26 being generally more suscep
tible than the other HeLa-transfectants or the parental HeLa cells. According to 
the cx-transfectant analysed, the GIJC response to the compounds was also some
how different. TPA was found to induce a significant reduction of the dye-coupl
ing capacity of the transfectant cells capacity which, 48 hr after the treatment, 
returned to control values in the case of cx43 and cx40-transfectants. HeLa-cx26 
GJIC was maximally inhibited during all the 48 hr period of treatment, while 
TPA reduces HeLa-cx32 GJIC to 50% of control values only after 48 hrs of treat
ment. The transfectant junctional coupling was only slightly modified by the other 
chemical tested, the modifications being time of exposure-dependent and cx-
dependent, but generally, not comparable in extent with the GJIC down-modula
tion caused by TPA. 
Our results seem to confirm that the ex diversity may be responsible for the dif
ferent gating properties of gap-junctional channels and that they may have 
separate functions, can be independently regulated and respond differently to 
signals. Immunoblot analysis and light microscopy studies are in progress, in 
order to clarify the role of post-translational modifications in the observed TPA-
induced inhibition of the transfectant junctional coupling we have observed. 
BONN Laboratory has completed the following studies involving antibodies to 
connexins(cx) 40 and -43. They have shown that cx40 is specifically localized in 
conducting myocardiocytes of rat heart and to a much lesser extent in working 
myocardium -in contrast to cx43 which is mainly found in the latter part of rat 
heart. In hypertensive rat hearj, the amount of cx40 is increased threefold 
whereas cx43 decreases under the same conditions. The cx40 antibodies have 
been used for characterization of this protein in transfected HeLa cells. Further
more, the cx45 protein has been shown to be expressed in glomeruli and distal 
tubules of kidney in 4 day old mice. 
Specific connexin antibodies were used to study differential expression of the gap 
junction proteins cx45, cx43, cx40, cx31 and cx26 in mouse skin. In a collaborative 
study with the IARC laboratory, it was shown that the HeLa cx26 transfectants 
exhibit reduced tumorigenicity in nude mice when compared with parental HeLa 
cells or other HeLa connexin transfectants. Furthermore, we have shown that out 
of seven different HeLa connexin transfectants, only few can form functional 
heterotypic channels, suggesting that incompatible connexins may contribute to 
communication barriers in early mammalian development (Elfgang et al., in 
preparation, 1994). The connexin gene probes and antibodies characterized in this 
laboratory have been sent to four laboratories (Brescia U., IARC, INRA, 
Karolinska I.) collaborating in the BRIDGE programme for the characterization 
of the effects of tumor promoters at the level of connexin mRNAs and proteins. 

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES 
Meetings and interactions with other BRIDGE groups: 
— BAMMIF, London, GB, 21-24/04/92: First European Workshop on Biotechnol

ogy Applications of Microinjection, Microscopic Imaging and Fluorescence. 
— EC-BRIDGE sectoral meeting, Dublin, IR, 8-10/12/92: In Vitro Evaluation of 

Toxicity and Pharmacological Activity of Molecules (Part I). 
— International meeting on Gap Junctions, Hiroshima, JN, 24-28/08/93: Presenta

tion of GJIC-BRIDGE programme and results by some of the project leaders. 
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— ELWW joint meeting in the field on In Vitro Integrated Approach to Skin Phar-
maco-toxicology and in the field of Gap Junctional Intercellular Communication 
and Screening of Tumor Promoters, Montpellier, F, 25-26/11/93: Importance of 
Cellular Interactions in the Skin Pharmaco-Toxicology. 

— EC-BRIDGE sectoral meeting, Innsbruck/Igls, AU, 5-8/04/94: In Vitro Evalua
tion of Toxicity and Pharmacological Activity of Molecules (Part II). 

Exchanges and collaborations: 
— Bonn University — Brescia U. — IARC — INRA — Karolinska Institute: 

exchanges of antibodies specific to different connexins and protocols. 
— Bonn University — IARC (1992-1993): study of growth and tumorigenicity of 

HeLa cells transfected by ex genes. A collaborative paper is submitted to Can
cer Research. 

— Brescia-Milan Universities — IARC (1994): study of the sensibihty of the ex 
gene (mRNA) transfected HeLa cells towards tumor promotion treatments 
(PB, TPA, etc,...). 

— Brescia-Milan Universities — Bonn University (1993-1994): exchanges of ex 
gene transfected HeLa cells. 

— IARC — Karolinska Institute (1991-1992): exchange of techniques and 
collaborative work on the effects of PCBs on ex function and expression in liver 
of treated rats. A collaborative paper is in preparation. 

— INRA — L'Oréal (1992-1994): Comparison of the effects of different com
pounds (Vitamines A and E) on intercellular communication, with two func
tional assays: dye transfer and metabolic cooperation assay (papers are in 
preparation). 

— INRA — IARC — L'Oréal (1992-1994): Comparison of the effects of various 
flavonoids on intercellular communication, in vivo and in vitro. A collaborative 
paper is submitted to Nutrition and Cancer. 

— L'Oréal — Brescia U. — FRAME — IARC — INRA — Karolinska Institute: 
coordination of: 
— meetings and joint experiments (1991-1994); 
— cytotoxicity (1993) and 
— blind trial test: protocol, cells and compounds exchanges. (1994). 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Meetings (abstracts and papers) 
London (April 92): BAMMIF organized by P. Bach (BIOT-CT91-0266); abstracts of the 
workshop have been published, In: Biotechnology Applications of Microinjection, Microscopic 
Imaging and Fluorescence, P.H. Barch & al (Eds), Plenum Press, NY, 1993. 
Dublin (Dec. 92): EC-BRIDGE sectoral meeting organized by CI. Williams (BIOT-CT90-
0183) with the BRIDGE groups of the pre-normative research area; highlights of the meeting 
will be published in ATLA (1993-94). 
Hiroshima (August 93): International meeting on gap junctions; BRIDGE results will be pub
lished by project leaders, In: Gap Junctions, Y. Kanno (ed.), Elsevier Science, BV. Amsterdam, 
AM, 1994. In press. 
Montpellier (Nov. 93): ELWW meeting organized by A. Barbier, B. Coulomb and E. 
Honikman-Leban (BIOT-CT90-0186 , BIOT-CT90-0193 and BIOT-CT91-0261), abstracts 
booklet available c/o A. Barbier (Sanofi). 
Innsbruck/Igls (April 94): EC BRIDGE sectoral meeting, organized by W. Pfaller (BIOT-
CT91-0266) with the BRIDGE groups of the pre-normative research area; highlights of the 
meeting will be published in Journal of Celluhr Physiology and Biochemistry, 1994. 
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BRIDGE project publications 
BAGER Y., KENNE K., KRUTOVSKIKH V, MESNIL M. , TRAUB O., YAMASAKI H. 
and WARNGARD L. (1994) Ateration in expression of gap junction proteins in rat liver 
after treatment with 3,4,5,3',4'Petachlorobiphenyl (in preparation). 
BEX V, HONIKMANLEBAN E., MAZET F., FLECHON B., MERCIER T., SHAHIN M. 
M. and MARTEL P., In vitro modulation of gap junctional intercellular communication by 
retinoic acid: functional, molecular and structural studies, VI International Congress of 
Toxicology, Rome, June 28July 3, 1992. 
CHAUMONTET C, SUSCHETET M., HONIKMANLEBAN E., KRUTOVSKIKH V, 
LEBON AM., BERGES R., SHAHIN M.M., YAMASAKI H. and MARTEL P. (1994) Lack 
of liver tromotingts of flavonoids. In vivo and in vitro studies of their action on gap junctional 
intercellular communication, submitted for publication to Nutrition and Cancer. 
FRANSSONSTEEN R., ELFGANG C, WILLECKE K. and WARNGARD L. (1994) 
Inhibitory properties on gap junctional communication by DDT and its analogues in cultured 
cells expressing different connexins (Manuscript). 
KRUTOVSKIKH V, MESNIL M., MAZZOLENI G. and YAMASAKI H. (1994) Inhibition 
of rat liver gap junction intercellular communication by tumorpromoting agents in vivo. 
Association with aberrant localization of connexin proteins, Lab. Investigations (submitted). 
KRUTOVSKIKH V, MAZZOLENI G., MIRONOV N., OMORI Y, AGUELON AM., 
MESNIL M., BERGER F., PARTENSKY C. and YAMASAKI H. (1994) Atered 
homologous and heterologous gap junctional intercellular communication in primary human 
liver tumors associated with aberrant protein localization but not gene mutation of connexin 
32, Int. J. Cancer, 56,' 8794. 
MAZZOLENI G., CAMPLANI Α., TELO' P., MESNIL M., WILLEKE K, TANGANELLI 
S., POZZI Α., and RAGNOTTI G. (1994) TPA differentially affects the permeability of 
nomotopic gapjunctional channels: an in vitro study on HeLa cells transfected with various 
connexin genes (in preparation). 
MERCIER T., HONIKMANLEBAN E., CHAUMONTET C, MARTEL P. and SHAHIN 
M.M. (1993) Studies on the modulating effects of retinoic acid and retinol acetate using dye 
transfer and metabolic cooperation assays, Fund AppL ToxicoL, 21, 270276. 
MESNIL M., KRUTOVSKIKH V, PICCOLI V, ELFGANG C, TRAUB O., WILLECKE 
Κ. and YAMASAKI H. (1994) Negative growth control of HeLa cells by connexin genes: con
nexin species specificity (submitted). 
MESNIL M., KRUTOVSKIKH V, PICCOLI C, ELFGANG G, WILLECKE Κ. and 
YAMASAKI Η. (1994) Negative growth control of HeLa cells by connexin genes: connexin
species specificity, Cancer Res. (submitted). 
ALL PROJECT LEADERS (199495) Special Issue on 'GJIC and Tumor Promotion' (in 
preparation). 

Individual publications 
BASTIDE Β., NEYSES L., GANTEN D., PAUL M., WILLECKE Κ. and TRAUB O. (1993) 
Gap junction protein connexin 40 is preferentially expressed in vascular endothelium and con
ductive bundles of rat myocardium and is increased under hypertensive conditions, Circulation 
Research, 73, 11381149 . 
BUTTERWECK1 A , GERGS U., ELFGANG G, WILLECKE Κ. and TRAUB O. (1994) 
Immunochemical characterization of the gap junction protein connexin 45 in mouse kidney 
and transfected human cells (submitted). 
BUTTERWECK2 A , ELFGANG C, WILLECKE Κ. and TRAUB O. (1994) Differential 
expression of the gap junction proteins Cx45, Cx43, Cx40, Cx31 and Cx26 in mouse skin (sub
mitted). 
CHAUMONTET C, BEX V, GAILLARDSANCHEZ I., SEILLANHEBERDEN C, 
SUSCHETET M. and MARTEL P. (1994) Apigenin and tangeretin enhance gap junctional 
intercellular communication in rat liver epithelial cells, Carcinogenesis (in press). 
COOPER A, FENTEM J. and BALLS M. (1994) Inhibition of intercellular communication 
in vitro assay for detecting potential tumor promoters, Toxicology in Vitro, 8, 535537. 
ELFGANG C, LICHTENBERGFRATE H., BUTTERWERCK Α., ECKERT R., TRAUB 
O, KLEIN R., HÜLSER D. and WILLECKE Κ. (1994) Expression of murine connexin 
DNAs in human HeLa cells shows differences in permeabilities of different tracers and selec
tivity in the formation of functional gap juncton channels (submitted). 
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FITZGERALD DJ., SWIERENGA SHH., MESNIL M., PICCOLI C, MARCEAU N. and 
YAMASAKI H. (1993) Gap junctional intercellular communication and connexin expression 
in normal and SV40-transformed human liver cells in vitro, Cancer Lett., 71, 157-165. 
HEMMING H., FLODSTROM S. and WARNGARD L. (1994) Enhancement of altered 
hepatic foci in rat liver and inhibition of intercellular communication in vitro by the synthetic 
pyrethroids fenvalerate, flucythrinate and Cypermethrin, Carcinogenesis, 14, 2531-2535. 
HONIKMAN-LEBAN E. and SHAHIN M.M. (1992) Gap junctional intercellular com
munication and screening of potential tumor promoters, In Vitro Cellular and Developmental 
Biology, 28, 138A 
HONIKMAN-LEBAN E., CATROUX P., METEZEAU P., KIEFER H., BAUMAN L, COT-
ΉΝ M., ROUGIER A, DOSSOU K.G. and SHAHIN M.M. (1993) Possible application of 
image laser cytofluorometry in cellular dye transfer and determination of free calcium, Cell 
BioL, 76, 39. 
HONIKMAN-LEBAN E. and SHAHIN M.M., Comparison of fluorescent dye transfer in 
intercellular communication studies using scrape-loading and microinjection techniques, In: 
Biotechnology Applications of Microinjection, Microscopic Imaging and Fluorescence, P.H. 
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HONIKMAN-LEBAN E. and SHAHIN M.M., Gap junctional intercellular communication: 
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a european collaborative study, In: Gap Junctions, Y. Kanno (ed.), Elsevier Science, BV 
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Development of a predictive in vitro test for detection of 
sensitizing-compounds (BIOT CT-900186) 

COORDINATORS: 
A. BARBIER/E. RIZOVA, Sanofi Recherche, Montpellier, F 

PARTICIPANTS: 
J. BOS, Departm. of Dermatology, Uva, Amsterdam, NL 
J. KNOP, Department of Dermatology, Mainz, D 
LP. LEPOITTEVIN, Lab. de Dermatochimie, ULP, Strasbourg, F 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Allergic Contact Dermatitis (ACD) belongs to Delayed-Type Hypersentivity reac
tions. The prevalence of contact dermatitis in the general population varies 
between 1.5 and 5.4% but no specific cure is currently available. Prevention of sen
sitization is actually the only weapon against ACD. The list of skin sensitizers is 
growing every day with new substances (natural or synthetic) entering the composi
tion of household products, cosmetics or drugs. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The aim of this project is to develop an in vitro method for detection of sensitizing 
compounds (SC) and thereby reduce the number of living animals in predictive 
sensitization procedures. 3/4 teams focused on in vitro hapten processing, antigen 
presentation and T-cell stimulation in the murine, human and guinea-pig cellular 
system respectively. The emphasis on morphological and functional changes 
induced by strong to weak sensitizers versus non-sensitizers and hapten-peptide 
derivatives synthetized by the laboratory of Dermatochimie (Strasbourg) was 
studied. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
L University of Strasbourg 
The major problem with xenobiotics is their low solubility in culture media. Several 
approaches to this problem therefore have been developed. 
The first was to introduce water-soluble functionnal groups far from the reactive 
site of the molecule, the second was to synthesize pro-drugs by introducing water-
soluble groups that could subsequently be cleaved (cell metabolism, pH condi
tions...) to release the original hapten in situ. These two approaches have been 
applied to Pentadecyl cathecol (PDC), leading to water-soluble compounds. 
Hapten-protein interactions have been shown to be one of the key steps in Allergic 
Contact Dermatitis. The formation of the hapten-protein complex occurs mainly 
through a covalent bond between the hapten and nucleophilic functionalities on 
proteins. It is most likely that modifications of the physico-chemical properties of 
allergens (moving from lipophilicity) should have consequences on the number and 
the nature of modified amino acids. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) could provide direct and rapid 
qualitative and semi-quantitative information about the reactive and accessible 
amino-acids. We have thus attempted to determine whether this could be used to 
analyze hapten-protein interactions. Methyl alkanesulfonates, which were recently 
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reported to cause severe allergic contact dermatitis in guinea pigs and mice, were 
used as a model substance. These compounds act as lipophilic methylating agents, 
transferring a methyl group to nucleophilic sites of aminoacids in proteins. We 
used 13C-labelled sulfonates in association with 2D-reversed (!Η, 13C) correlation 
NMR to identify the modified amino acids on large proteins such as human serum 
albumin or ovaibulmin. Methyl alkanesulfonates were found to react mainly with 
histidine residues while an a-methylene-y-butyrolactone, another well known hap
ten, was found to react mainly with lysines. This approach seems very promising 
for the elucidation of parameters involved in the generation of Τ epitopes by small 
reactive molecules and we are now preparing 13C-labelled analogues of 5-and 6-
methyl PDC (see figure below). 

Fig. 1: 
,3C-labelled analogues 
PDC 

of 

Π. Sanofi Recherche 
1. Experiments with Guinea Pig Epidermal Cells (EC) 
The first year, optimal conditions for the isolation and preparation of guinea pig 
EC were defined and optimal hapten concentrations were determined for each 
xenobiotic. We have analyzed the production of cytokines by the EC in suspension, 
after pulse stimulation with haptens. Under these conditions, results showed a high 
background production of cytokines certainly linked to the cell preparation. 

The second year program was carried out with the determination of optimal condi
tions as regards the haptenization of EC in culture. The keratinocytes were 
cultured with feeder layer and then haptenized for 30 min with different com
pounds. The cytokine production was measured at various times. As specific 
markers or antibodies for guinea-pig are not available, measurements were limited 
to two cytokines, for which bioassay are possible: IL-6 (B9 line cell assay); TNF 
cc-(L-929 cytolytic assay). PGE2 secretion was studied using a radioimmunoassay. 
Results showed that cytokine and PGE2 production was not specifically enhanced 
by sensitizers versus irritants. 

2. Experiments with Human EC 
In view of the problems encountered with the guinea-pig cell system (lack of 
specific markers or antibodies for guinea-pig), we focused, for the last year, on the 
studies in human EC. During the initial phase of Contact Dermatitis, the 
Langerhans cells (LC) play a pivotal role in antigen processing and presentation 
to the immunocompetent Τ cells. It is now recognized that this process involves 
Receptor Mediated Endocytosis (RME). We studied the endocytosis of class II 
molecules in freshly isolated human LC. Two techniques were used to analyse 
HLA-DR molecule endocytosis by freshly isolated LC: flow cytometry and confocal 
microscopy. 



LC were labelled by indirect immunofluorescence with monoclonal antibodies 
(MoAb) directed against HLADR molecules and then with FITCconjugated goat 
antimouse IgG polyclonal Ab for flow cytometric analysis or with Cy3conjugated 
goat sheep antimouse IgG for confocal microscopic analysis. 

In preliminary experiments, we determined the endocytosis kinetics of HLADR 
molecules by human LC. The cell suspensions were incubated at 37°C for 15, 30, 
45, 60 and 90 min. The dead cells were labelled with propidium iodide (PI) and 
the results were analysed by flow cytometry. This analysis was performed on HLA
DR positive (HLADR + ), PI negative cells (PI). Under these conditions, results 
showed a timedependent decrease in fluorescence intensity, though no increase in 
cell mortality was observed (figure 2). This decrease was certainly due to the HLA
DR endocytosis in acid compartments, such as lysosomes in which FITC is 
degraded. In subsequent experiments, we studied the effect of different com
pounds such as DNFB, N1SO4, DNBS, or SDS on HLADR molecule endocytosis 
by LC. The human EC were incubated with these compounds at 37°C for 30 min. 
The flow cytometric analysis showed a dosedependent decrease in fluorescence 
intensity of HLADR + cells (figure 3). There was no significant difference 
between sensitizers and irritants. 
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Fig. 3: Effect of sensitizers or irritants on 
HLADR expression by human LC 

Fig. 2: HLADR expression by human LC 
after incubation at 3TC 

Confocal microscopic analysis was performed after fixation of EC with 1% Parafor
maldehyde (PEA). This analysis snowed different stain pattern depending on the 
incubation period: 
T = 0 min continuous peripheral staining, 
T = 15 min discontinuous peripheral staining, 
T = 30 min discontinuous peripheral staining or vesicular intracellular staining, 
T = 60 min diffuse vesicular intracellular staining. 
After stimulation with sensitizers, a more intense fluorescence and dense 
intracellular staining were detected compared to the control sample staining. The 
samples incubated with the irritant (SDS) presented a pattern similar to that of the 
control samples. 
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Flow cytometry supplies quantitative information on HLADR endocytosis by 
human LC and could be used as a technique to screen compounds. Confocal 
microscopy supplies qualitative information and characterizes the type of staining. 
Both methods were complementary as regards our study model and can be used 
to study the sensitizing potential of chemical compounds. 

ΠΙ. University of Mainz 

1. Endocytotic activation of murine epidermal LC by contact sesitizers s parameter 
for in vitro testing of small reactive chemicals. 

Based on earlier work using as parameter the qualitative distribution of inter
nalized goldlabelled MHC class II moleculespecific antibodies under the 
influence of various compounds (see former report) a flow cytometric in vitro test 
was developed. EC suspensions were labelled with a monoclonal Ab directed 
against MHC class II molecules and fluorochrome or biotincoupled second step 
reagents. After a short time culture in the presence of sensitizing compounds, 
irritants or stimulating substances, the cell suspensions were labelled with a second 
class II moleculespecific MoAb and corresponding second step reagents as well 
as PI. For untreated LC a chloroquinesensitive, strong decrease in the mean 
fluorescence intensity was noticed using FITCconjugated secondary antibodies. 
These data suggest that class II molecules under these conditions are internalized 
into an acidic compartment leading to a decrease in the FITCemission at 530 nm. 
This mechanism was not significantly affected by irritants (SLS, benzoic acid) or 
stimulating agents (concanavalin A (Con A), phorbol 12myristate 13acetate 
(PMA)) when used in subtoxic concentrations. Stimulation with sensitizing com
pounds such as DNFB, Catazid 3, Kathon CG, K2Cr207 or NiS04 resulted in par
tial maintenance of the fluorescence intensity (figure 4). 

Fig. 4: Fluorescence intensity of internalized MHCclass Ilspecific antibodies after their uptake 
into stimulated or untreated LC. The intensity of LC kept at 4°C was defined as 100%. Results 
of a typical experiment using the highest subtoxic concentrations of the indicated compounds are 
shown. 
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This effect correlated with the increase reported previously in the stimulation index 
which can be calculated from the internalization pattern of labelled MHC class II 
molecules on the single cell level. From these data we conclude that when stimulated 
with contact sensitizers LC internalize crosslinked MHC class Π molecules into less 
acidic, submembraneous compartments. The degree of modulation correlated with the 
allergenicity of the compound. Strong sensitizers such as DNFB, Kathon CG or 
Catazid 3 were highly reactive whereas irritants such as SLS and benzoic acid or 
stimulating but not sensitizing substances such as PMA and Con A failed to mediate 
a significant modulation of RME. Compounds with weak allergenicity in humans or 
BALB/c mice were moderately (K2Cr207, formaldehyde) reactive or only reactive at 
very high doses (NiS04). The reactivity of the other substances tested 
(phenoxyethanole, methyl4OHbenzoate, benzalkonium chloride) was not convinc
ing enough to characterize them as potent sensitizers in this assay. Indeed these com
pounds are very weak (methyl4OHbenzoate) or rare sensitizers (phenoxyethanole) 
or more often described as irritant (benzalkonium chloride). 

This cytometric approach represents an objective method for fast and reliable detec
tion of endocytotic activation of LC by contact sensitizers and should be further 
evaluated for its usefulness for predictive testing of new compounds. 

2. Modulation of receptormediated endocytosis of membrane molecules by human blood
derived dendritic cells under stimulation with CS. 

In an attempt to perform similar studies using human cells, we investigated the influence 
of contact sensitizers on endocytotic mechanisms of human bloodderived dendritic cells 
(DC). DC were distinguished from other MHC class IIbearing cell populations by stain
ing for cell lineagespecific markers (CD3, CD14, CD19) which are not expressed by 
DC. Using similar flow cytometric principles as established for murine LC we were able 
to demonstrate the internalization of labeled MHC class II molecules into less acidic 
compartments under stimulation with contact sensitizers in comparison to untreated 
cells. Our present results demonstrate that cytometric evaluation of DC activation by 
contact sensitizers is possible and that this method should be further evaluated for 
predictive testing of contact sensitizers using human material. 

3. Regulation of cytokinespecific mRNA in cultured kerat ¡oocytes after stimulation with CS. 

The usefulness of haptenmediated production of keratinocytederived cytokines as a 
predictive parameter for detection of haptens in vitro was studied by monitoring expres
sion of IL8 and TNFctspecific mRNA in long term cultured human keratinocytes and 
HaCaT cell line using Northernblot analysis. Althought significant expression of 
cytokinespecific transcripts was detectable, no haptenspecific effect could be 
demonstrated. 

IV. University of Amsterdam 

I. Effect of contact allergens on the expression of membrane molecules on separate Antigen 
Presenting Cell (APC) in vitro 

Human peripheral blood monocytes were pulsed with contact allergens or irritants, and 
analyzed for changes in expression of HLADR, ICAM, VCAM, LFA1 and LFA3. 
Upregulation of ICAM and VCAM expression was found after 16 hours incubation with 
NiS04 and CuS04 compared to nontreated, LPS and IFNγ treated monocytes. These 
changes could not be demonstrated with DNFB and dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB) as 
major contact allergens. HLADR, LFA1 and LFA3 expression was not altered by the 
contact allergens. In this first series of experiments, it can be concluded that the effect 
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of contact allergens on the expression of membrane molecules of human monocytes 
does not seem to be a parameter for the detection of contact allergenic compounds. 

2. Effect of contact allergens on APC in human skin organ cultures. 
A second parallel series of experiments was performed in collaboration with Dr. P. K. 
Das of the department of pathology. The effect of contact allergens: DNFB, NIS04, 
DNCB, Oxazolone (OX), diphencyprone (DPC), potassium dichromate (K2Cr207), 
and pentadecyl-cathecol (PDC); irritants: benzalkonium chloride (BC), nonanoic acid 
(NAA), propylene glycol (PG), SDS and croton oil (CO); and tolerogens: 2,3 DCNB, 
2,4 DCNB on APC in human skin organ cultures were studied. Contact allergens were 
tested on three different skin organ cultures, while the irritants and tolerogens were 
tested on two different skin cultures. 

MHC class II and CDla expression in epidermis were decreased 24 and 48 hours after 
application of various concentrations of all contact allergens, except the contact allergen 
PDC (this allergen was tested three times in various concentrations, but no effects were 
found in epidermis) (figure 5). The irritants and tolerogens have little or no effect on 
the expression of CDla and HLA-DR in epidermis, in relation to the control skin 
culture. 

From these experiments it can be concluded that contact allergens preferentially affect 
LC, while the non-allergenic irritants and tolerogens have little or no effect on LC. The 
present findings suggest that the skin organ culture system provides a promising model 
for the detection of allergenicity of chemical compounds. 

Fig. 5: Effect of contact allergens, irritants and tolerogens on CDla and HLA-DR expression in 
mis 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND/OR 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
Preliminary studies on cytokine secretion in culture supernatant of guinea-pig EC 
as well as on mRNA expression by cultured human keratinocytes revealed great 
variability and little specificity. 
From the discrepancy in the effects of contact allergens on the expression of 
ICAM and VCAM by human monocytes, it seems that these markers are not 
suitable for the detection of potential contact allergenic compounds. 

The model of endocytosis of class II molecules by human and murine LC or 
human dendritic cells revealed that tested sensitizers and irritants can modulate 
this endocytosis. The light and confocal microscopy showed different endocytosis 
patterns according to the type of compound tested. 
In addition, the sensitizers studied in the model skin culture induced a decrease 
in the number of HLA-DR + LC in the epidermis, in contrast to irritants that had 
little effect on LC. 
We conclude that the model of class II molecule endocytosis by LC and that of 
skin culture were promising models for the detection of the sensitizing potential 
of chemical substances. 
It would be necessary to confirm these results in our laboratories and in others not 
included in this project to establish both methods as standardized assays. 
Moreover, both methods have to be prevalidated with a larger range of SC, 
irritants and non SC. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
— 2 work meetings per year had been organized since the official start of the pro

ject. 
— 2 meetings to prepare the ELWW booklet tiled 'in vitro integrated approach to 

skin pharmaco-toxicology' with two others groups (BRIDGE PL 890177, PL 
890142). 

— 1 st ELWW meeting: Importance of cellular interactions in skin phar
macotoxicology (Montpellier, 1993) 

— 2 meetings were organized with the teams of the others BRIDGE projects 
(Dublin 1992, Insbruck 1994). 

— 3 participants of the project have spent some time in the other team to learn 
some techniques developped in their laboratories. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publication 
A Barbier, E. Rizova, J-L. Stampf, F. Lacheretz, F. Pistoor, J. Boss, M,. Kapsenberg, D. 
Becker, M. Mohamadzadeh, J. Knop, S. Mabic , J-P. Lepoittevin. Development of a predictive 
in vitro test for detection of sensitizing compounds. In Rougier (Ed.). Aternative methods in 
toxicology, vol. 10, Mary-Ann Liebert Inc. Publishers, p. 341-351,1994. In vitro skin toxicology 
eds Maibach, 1994, (in press). 
Individual publications 
D. Becker, G. Kolde, Κ. Reske, J. Knop. An in vitro test for endocytotic activation of murine 
epidermal Langerhans cells under the influence of contact allergens. J. Immunol. Meth., 1994, 
169, 195. 
D. Becker, U. NeiB, S. NeiB, K. Reske, J. Knop. Contact allergens modulate the expression 
of MHC class II molecules on murine epidermal Langerhans cells by endocytotic mechanisms. 
J. Invest. Dermatol. , 1992, 98, 700 
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D. Becker, M. Mohamadzaded, K. Reske, J. Knop. Increased level of intracellular MHC class 
II molecules in murine Langerhans cells following in vivo and in vitro administration of con
tact allergens. J. Invest. Dermatol. , 1992, 99, 545 
S. Mabic, C. Benezra, J.P. Lepoittevin. Direct synthesis of mono-Glycosylated catechols from 
glycosylacetates or imidates using BF3. OEt2 as catalyst TeUahedron Letters, 1993, 34, 4531-
4534 
S. Mabic, J.P. Lepoittevin. Efficient and safe deprotection of hindered silylated ethers using 
in situ generated HF. Tetrahedron Letters, 1994, in press. 
A Barbier, J.L. Stampf, M. Pelegrin, C. Selvi Bignon and F. Lacheretz. In vitro effect of sen
sitizing compounds. The guinea-pig cell culture model: preliminary results. 4e colloque SPTC, 
Toulouse 14 May 1993. 
D. Becker, U. Lempertz, J. Knop. Endocytic activation of dendritic cells by contact sensitizers. 
1st ELWW meeting: importance of cellular interaction in the skin pharmacology. SANOFI 
Recherche, Montpellier 25-26 November 1993. 
S. Mabic, J.P. Lepoittevin. Indentification des sites nucléophiles reactifs des protéines viv-à-vis 
d'un alcanesulfonate de méthyl marqué au carbone 13. 5e réunion du groupe thématique 
magnétisme nucléaire et biologie, Toulouse, 5-8 oct. 1993. 
S. Mabic, C. Benezra, J.P. Lepoittevin. Synthesis and analysis of water soluble analogs of 3-n 
pentadecylcatechols. 8 th European Symposium on Organic Chemistry, Barcelone, 28 August 
— 3 September 1993. 
S. Mabic, J.P. Lepoittevin. Hapten-protein interaction studies: the use of 13C labeled 
molecules. 1st ELWW meeting on importance of cellular interaction in the skin pharmacol
ogy. SANOFI Recherche, Montpellier 25-26 November 1993. 
F. Pistoor, A. Rambukkana, P. Das, J. Bos, M. Kapsenberg. Effect of contact allergens, 
irritants and tolerogens on human antigen presenting cells. 1st ELWW meeting: importance 
of cellular interaction in the skin pharmacology. SANOFI Recherche, Montpellier 25-26 
November 1993. 
F. Pistoor, A. Rambukkana, M. Kroezen, J.D. Bos, M.L Kapsenberg and P.K Das. Effect of 
contact allergens on human Langerhans cells. 12 th meeting of the European Research Group 
on Experimental Contact dermatitis. Stockholm, Sweden: 6-7 May 1994. 
E. Rizova, A Barbier, P. Carayon, L. Michel, M. Pelegrin, C. Broto and F. Lacheretz. Contact 
allergens and Langerhans cells: early events of antigen processing. 1st ELWW meeting: 
importance of cellular interaction in the skin pharmacology. SANOFI Recherche, Montpellier 
25-26 November 1993. 
E. Rizova, P. Carayon, L. Michel, A. Barbier, M. Pelegrin, C. Broto, F. Lacheretz and L. 
Dubertret. Influence des allergenes de contact sur I'endocytose des molécules HLA-DR par 
les cellules de Langerhans humaines. 4e Congrès SPTC, Paris 16-18 March 1994. 
E. Rizova, A. Barbier, P. Carayon, L. Michel, M. Pelegrin, C. Broto and F. Lacheretz. Effect 
of contact allergens on HLA-DR molecule endocytosis by human Langerhans cells. 12 th 
Meeting of the European research Group on Experimental Contact Dermatitis. Stockholm, 
Sweden, 6-7 May 1994. 
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Pharmacology and toxicology of differentiated cell types, 
their cellcell and cellmatrix interactions in an in vitro 

reconstructed human skin model (BIOT CT900193) 

PARTICIPANTS: 
1. B. COULOMB/L. DUBERTRET, INSERM U 312, Créteil, F 
2. C. LAPIERE, Univ. Liège, Tour de Pathologie, SartTilman, Β 
3. Th. KRIEG, Lab. Dermatology, Univ. Köln, Köln, D 
4. N.E. FUSENIG, DKFZ, Heidelberg, D 
5. P. GIACOMONI, L'Oréal, ChevillyLarne, F 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Human skin was the first organ to be reconstructed in vitro and is likely to provide 
a predictive system for evaluating drug efficacy and toxicity, avoiding animal 
experimentation. Organogenesis in vitro for pharmacological studies is a very new 
and promising field of investigation. 

Culturing cells inclose contact with their physiological matrix molecules and with 
cell types usually adjacent in vivo, cells have been shown to communicate and dif
ferentiate in this skin equivalent. These cellmatrixcell interactions greatly modify 
the response to pharmacotoxicological agents, resembling the situation in vivo and 
demonstrating that some pharmaceutical agents operate on the cellcell and cell
matrix communication system. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The objective of this program was to reproduce physiological or pathophysiological 
cellular regulations using in vitro reconstructed human living skins to develop 
predictive pharmacotoxicological models. 

By mimicing in vitro cellmatrix and cellcell interactions of skin, we could 
reproduce the expression of normal skin functions and mimic defined pathological 
situations. The living human skin equivalent models were completed with different 
cell types (normal or pathological) or by adding other components of the 
extracellular matrix, and new parameters for analysis have been defined. We also 
applied model substances used in dermatology in order to check the predictive 
value of these models. 

PARTICIPANT No.l: 

During this program we could demonstrate that cellmatrix or dermalepidermal 
interactions could be determinant for the cellular response to growth factors or 
pharmacological agents, and permit to define fibroblast phenotype. In addition, we 
could define culture conditions permitting to be more predictive to the in vivo 
situation in psoriatic patients. 

Fibroblstmatrix interactios: IL1 and PDGF are known to stimulate fibroblasts 
growth in monolayer. But in the presence of a collagen matrix, IL1 or PDGF 
become less efficient on cell growth and, while IL1 inhibits fibroblasts contraction, 
PDGF stimulates it. This suggests an important regulatory role of these two factors 
during the wound healing process. Not only the presence of a collagen matrix 
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influence cell response but also the 'maturation' of the fibroblasts within this 
matrix, as shown by a progressive loss of sensitivity of fibroblasts to the growth 
stimulation by aFGF. 
Pharmacology and predictiveness: We previously shown the influence of fibroblasts 
on keratinocytes growth and more particularily their ability to modulate the effects 
of pharmacological agents such as retinoids. But if fibroblasts are involved in der
mal-epidermal interactions, serum factors can also be of importance on the cellular 
response to drugs and have to be taken into account to make skin equivalent 
models more predictive. As an example, the presence of serum from psoriatic 
patients is necessary to get the response observed on the epidermis of these 
patients after treatment by acitretin. 

The re-establishment of cell-matrix or cell-cell interactions permits also to dis
criminate fibroblasts of different origins according to the different phenotypes they 
can reveal. 

Using a new PKC inhibitor, GF109203X, we could show that PKC is involved dif
ferentially in human fibroblasts and keratinocytes growth and in their response to 
growth factors. The specicity of this inhibitor for PKC in fibroblasts and 
keratinocytes, make the GF109203X a relevant tool for determination of PKC 
involvement. 

PARTICIPANT No. 2: 
The reconstruction in vitro of organs, such as a dermal-equivalent, using human 
cells, normal or pathological, amplified in culture and associated with defined 
extracellular matrix macromolecules has allowed to demonstrate that the chemical 
and mechanical signals delivered by the matrix to the cells resulted in the regula
tion of their phenotype. It is expressed by modifications of the proliferative and 
biosynthetic programme, changes in responsiveness to cytokines, inductions of dif
ferentiated morphotype or invasive behaviour. This concept has been validated for 
fibroblasts of various origins (skin), vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells, 
granulation tissue myofibroblasts cultured within a support of instertitial collagen 
as well as for cancer cells and a reconstructed basement membrane. These 
experimental models further allowed to associate two types of cells (keratinocytes-
fibroblasts, tumoral cell-fibroblasts) and to analyze the cell to cell exchange of 
information. In parallel, these reconstituted organs were used as alternative models 
to animal experimentation in pharmaco-toxicological studies. The mechanisms 
operating in the transduction of the information from the matrix to the cell, from 
the cell to the matrix and from cell to cell and the resulting intracellular signalling 
become understood. Pharmacological compounds, growth factors, physiological 
mediators and physical agents as electric and magnetic fields, were used for 
validating this exchange of information as potential targets for in vitro pharmaco-
toxicology. 

PARTICIPANT No. 3: 
The ultimate aim was to combine dermal cells of different lineages with con
stituents of the extracellular matrix to form a dermis-equivalent, which can serve 
to be epidermalized by keratinocytes of normal or diseased skin. 
Different dermal cells, e.g. fibroblasts derived from skin, and endothelial cells 
derived from capillaries or umbilical cords, displayed a different, cell-type specific 
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response to the matrix environment, however, they are equally well suited to 
promote the proliferation of keratinocytes. Different proliferative capacities were 
obtained using fibroblasts derived from healthy as compared to fibrotic skin. 

Cellular phenotype and biosynthetic capacity was found to be strongly influenced 
by different matrix constituents. Previous work had focused on the use of the 
major matrix components, collagens I and III. Addition of glycosaminoglycans 
elicited cell-type specific responses, especially in endothelial cells. 

The communication between cells, and cells and matrix, is mediated by integrins. 
Expression of different matrix receptors was studied in the three-dimensional 
model, and studies attempting to block receptor function were conducted in order 
to elucidate their biological function. The biochemical nature of signals which are 
transduced by integrins from the environment to the cytoplasm and into the 
nucleus was analyzed and found to involve protein phosphorylation on tyrosine and 
the action of phospholipase C. 

PARTICIPANT No. 4: 
Our studies were focused on 

(i) the standardization of the organotypic keratinocytes coculture model, 

(ii) the molecular analysis of factors interacting between keratinocytes and 
fibroblasts or endothelial cells, 

(iii) the interaction of immortalized keratinocytes (HaCaT) with mesenchymal 
cells in vitro. 

The major component of the organotypic culture model such as keratinocytes, 
fibroblasts, endothelial cells and collagen matrix could be standardized in a way so 
that an epidermis-like structured tissue could be routinely achieved. By modifying 
matrix holding devices, the stability of such cultures could be improved. Moreover, 
we recently succeeded in developping a serum-free and factor defined culture 
medium in which such organotypic coculture could be produced exhibiting even 
improved structure and differentiation phenotypes as compared to serum-contain
ing medium. This model with a compact stratum corneum, normalized prolifera
tion and differentiation and prolonged survival in vitro is now used for phar
macological studies. 

The interplay between keratinocytes and mesenchymal cells responsible for tissue 
reconstruction in such organotypic cultures occurs via complex interactions by dif
fusible paracrine acting factors. We could detect a novel mechanism by which such 
factors are reciprocally induced in the cocultured cells. Thus, keratinocytes and 
fibroblasts mutually stimulate their proliferation via Interleukine-la expressed by 
keratinocytes leading to upregulation of IL-lct receptor in fibroblasts followed by 
the increased expression of KGK, IL-6, and GM-CSF as well as collagenase in 
fibroblasts. On the other hand, TGFa, an autocrine acting keratinocyte growth fac
tor, was not regulated by mesenchymal cells. 

The use of a permanent cell line expressing most of the normal keratinocyte func
tions could be a considerable advantage in using organotypic cultures for routine 
assays. The spontaneously immortalized HaCaT cell line which exhibited rather 
normal differentiation capacity in transplants in vivo was a good candidate for this 
kind of studies. Furthermore, we selected a highly differentiated subclone which 
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formed stratifying epithelia in organotypic culture assays with rather normal 
localization of differentiation parameters. Their growth behaviour was similarly 
dependent on mesenchymal cells but orderly structure epithelia were not formed 
in serum nor serum-free culture conditions, but can be further normalized by addi
tion of different growth factors. Interactions of HaCaT cells with the collagen 
matrix via integrins indicated a great similarity with normal keratinocytes. 

PARTICIPANT No. 5: 
This group have analysed the requirements for growing normal human 
melanocytes in culture, alone or in the presence of normal human keratinocytes, 
and set up methodologies for the quantification of intra-cellular melanins. 
One of the aims of this work was to study if a correlation exist between the 
pigmentation which can be obtained in vivo and an accumulation of melanin within 
cultured melanocytes. As a matter of fact, repeated UV-B irradiations induce a 
phototype-dependent pigmentation in humans within few days, and UV-Α com
bined with psoralens are strong inducers of pigmentation. 
In vitro, we have observed that repeated low doses of UV-B irradiations (2,4 mJ/ 
cm=S per day) at 285 nm usually double the intra-cellular melanin content in 
cultured melanocytes within four days after the first irradiation. The amount of 
intra-cellular melanin depends on donors and culture conditions (presence of 
serum,...), but is generally between 9 and 58 pg/cell. 
We have observed that repeated daily UV-Α irradiations (7 J/cm ^ at 365 nm for 
four days) do not increase the intra-cellular level of melanin. When irradiations are 
performed in the presence of 8 methoxy psoralen (5-20 μg/ml) the intra-cellular 
melanin is multiplied by three within two days after the first irradiation and 
melanocytes undergo morphological modifications (melanin is secreted and forms 
aggregates). Angelicin or Khellin or 5-methoxy psoralen also increase the content 
of melanin (about 50%). 
We also attempt to combined melanocyte-keratinocyte coculture on dermal equiv
alent (containing fibroblasts or endothelial cells). In these conditions, keratinocytes 
and melanocytes fail to mix and thus do not display an organized structure. 
Melanocytes tend to cluster, only occasionnaly melanocytic dendrites heading 
towards, or interacting with, keratinocytes are observed. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The present state of these in vitro human skin equivalent models represents a close 
approximation to human skin enabling further studies on regulatory mechanisms 
important for tissue homeostasis and diseased states. The established models allow 
analysis of the influence of external factors on a multicellular organ system 
promissing relevant data for the in vivo situation. More work is required to further 
standardization, but preliminary test series have already been started in collabora
tion with industrial companies for its potential to replace animal experiments. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Within this BRIDGE Project: 

Exchange of 

Exchange of Staff Joint Experiments Material / Methodology 

With other BRIDGE Projects (A. Barbier, Sanofi & E. HonikmanLeban, L'Oréal): 

— Creation of an ELWW: 'In the field of in vitro integrated approach to skin 
pharmacotoxicology' 

— Organization of a meeting 'Importance of cellular interactions in the skin phar
macotoxicology' in Montpellier (2526 Nov. 1993) 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
ScharffetterKochanek K., Klein C.E., Heinen G., Mauch C, Schaefer T., AdelmannGrill Β., 
Goerz G., Fusenig N., Krieg T., Plewig G. Migration of human keratinocyte cell line HACAT 
to interstitial collagen type I is mediated by a2ßl integrin receptor. J Invest Dermatol 98: 3
11, 1992 (participants 3 & 4). 
Lapière ChM and Krieg Th editors, Connective Tissue Diseases of the Skin, Marcel Dekker, 
Inc. Pubi., New York, 408 pages, 1993 (participants 2 & 3). 
Eckes B., Krieg T., Nusgens B.V., Lapière Ch.M. Potential applications of an in vitro 
reconstituted matrix for the understanding of skin biology and pathology. J Invest Dermatol 
[submitted] 1994 (participants 2 & 3). 
Smola H., Thiekõtter G., Stark HJ., Breitkreutz D., Hafner G, Krieg Th., Fusenig N.E. 
Expression of vimentin in normal human keratinocytes associated with adhesional stress, [sub
mined] (participants 3 & 4). 
Smola H., Thiekõtter G., Stark H.J., Mirancea N., Krieg Th., Fusenig N.E. Expression of 
basement membrane components by keratinocytes and fibroblasts in organotypic cultures, [in 
preparation] (participants 3 & 4). 
ELWW Blue book: In the field of in vitro integrated approach to skin pharmacotoxicology. 

Individual publications. 

Participant No. 1 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Animal cells from numerous normal tissues can be maintained in culture. 
However, only few cell types can be cultured as non-tumorigenic proliferating pop
ulations for extended periods unless they have been established as immortal cell 
lines. The most commonly used cell lines are rodent 'fibroblastoid' cell types that 
can readily be grown and selected for permanent growth in culture, but they do 
generally not maintain the specific differentiated phenotype of their tissue of 
origin. In contrast, cells from normal human tissues have been established in only 
a few instances as established cell lines. However, in some cases human cells been 
have successfully been cultured as diploid cell strains that do not display perma
nent growth potential but show a finite life span. 

In contrast, a large number of animal cells has been obtained. Few have been 
described that maintain normal patterns of specific functions of the tissue from 
which they were prepared. Even fewer cell lines were derived from epithelial cell 
types, which are among the most important cells in cancer research because car
cinomas, the most frequent tumor type in man, are derived from them. More 
recently, such cell lines could be established following immortalization with genes 
of transforming viruses. 
Although cell type specific functions have frequently been found to be expressed 
in these lines and have therefore been useful in biomedical research, they generally 
do not faithfully reflect the properties of the normal cell types in tissues from 
which they were derived. 
In view of these difficulties, the availability of truly differentiated cell lines express
ing the complete set of cell type-specific functions would be of great importance 
in these areas. Of particular interest are culture systems such as immortal 
hepatocyte lines that are useful for numerous applications (Table I). 
For example, differentiated hepatocyte lines in culture are in great demand that 
express normal drug metabolizing enzyme systems that lend themselves for the 
development of toxicological short-term test systems to identify directly or 
indirectly acting mutagenic compounds. Differentiated, immortal but non-transfor
med cell lines that acquire tumorigenic properties upon long-term cultivation are 
of interest to study genetic events that accompany transformation. Furthermore, 
differentiated hepatocyte lines are needed to investigate the basic biology of 
viruses such as Hepatitis B-virus (HBV), which specifically infects, expresses its 
genes and replicates in hepatocytes. Finally, such cell lines are in great need for 
the production of recombinant human proteins with pharmacological activities that 
are not accessible by other means. For example, cell lines are of interest that, after 
appropriate genetic manipulations, maintain stable expression of functions that are 
required for introducing normal post-translational modifications into the recombi-
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nant glycoproteins to be produced. Even though human cell lines would 
presumably be the optimal choice for biomedical research and for biotechnological 
processes, technical difficulties faced at present do not appear to make it likely 
that the required, permanently growing immortal human cell lines will be 
generated soon. Therefore, rodent cells, which are well-known to readily acquire 
the immortal phenotype either spontaneously or induced by specific genes will con
tinue to play a central role in studies in the fields of cancer research, toxicology 
and biotechnology. However, it remains a difficult problem to generate immortal, 
truly differentiated cell lines that faithfully express normal patterns of functional 
properties that are characteristic of normal tissues from which they were derived. 

TABLE I 
Use of immortal, differentiated hepatocyte lines in biomedical research 

Research field Specific applications 

1) Toxicology Short-term mutagenicity tests 
2) Cancer research Genetic events leading to tumorigenic HCC cells 

Growth control of hepatocytes 
3) Virology Biology of HBV 
4) Biotechnolgy Production of recombinant of human proteins with 

pharmacological activity 
5) Growth control Regulation of the cell cycle 

Growth factor requirements 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The goal of this project was to obtain diploid, immortal hepatocytelines derived 
from adult transgenic mouse strains bearing metallithionein (MTq-I)-driven 
SV40T-antigen constructs for the development of in vitro systems for the identifica
tion of potentially mutagenic agents. The cell lines were also employed for trans-
fecting Hepatitis Β virus (HBV) DNA to study HBV gene expresion and replica
tion in vitro. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
a) Immortalization of hepatocytes 
Rodent hepatocytes in primary culture maintain their differentiated functions for 
only a few days and cannot be subcultured without loss of the hepatic phenotype. 
To establish long-term hepatocyte cultures, three main approaches were taken: 
(a) modification of the culture medium to improve survival of hepatocytes in 

primary culture and to stabilize differentiated liver functions in serum-free 
cultures, 

(b) establishment of cocultures of hepatocytes with other liver cell types, and 
(c) immortalization of hepatocytes in primary culture by infection with SV40 virus 

to establish multiplying, differentiated lines. 
In attempts to maintain hepatocytes in primary culture for extended periods, 
unconventional complex culture media were developed that permit to maintain 
hepatocytes in the presence of hepatotrophic growth factors without serum. 
Medium MX-83 was shown to stabilize the expression of liver-specific functions for 
at least 14 days as determined by analyses using either Northern hybridization or 
nuclear run-on transcription assays. In contrast, hepatocytes cultured in conven-
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tional media with serum tend to dedifferentiate within 1-3 days, while hepatocytes 
in coculture are stably differentiated but fail to divide. However, in spite of the 
improvement that permits the maintenance of the hepatocyte phenotype in 
primary culture in MX-83 medium, it has not been possible to passage cells into 
secondary culture without decay of a numerous hepatic functions. 

Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of fetal hepatocyte line SV-FMH-12 immortalized by SV40 virus. Phase 
contrast, X 200. 

To establish multiplying hepatocytes in culture, primary fetal, newborn or adult 
liver cells were placed in culture in chemically defined MX-83 medium free of 
arginine in the presence of epidermal growth factor (EGF), insulin and hydrocor
tisone and infected with SV40 virus. After 2-3 weeks, when the viral genome is 
stably integrated, colonies started to grow out that maintained the normal 
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hepatocyte-like morphology (Fig. 1). Cells contain the viral genome stably 
integrated in their DNA. They multiply in response to the added growth factors 
and require tight cell-cell contacts with neighboring cells for growth and can there
fore not be cloned. During early passages, cells maintain liver-specific functions as 
determined by Northern hybridization analyses. However, after culture periods of 
about 15-20 passages these hepatocyte lines tend to dedifferentiate, however their 
growth appeared to be unrestricted. Presumably, these lines tend to switch off the 
expression of liver specific genes rather early after they were established, because 
during the process of the integration of the viral genome, i.e. prior to stable 
expression of Τ antigen and to immortalization, the maintenance of numerous 
hepatic functions becomes unstable and cannot be subsequently re-stabilized. 

In attempts to establish growing hepatocyte lines that truly maintain their differen
tiated functions for extended periods, a new approach was developed, which 
involves placing hepatocytes in culture that already contain the immortalizing 
gene(s) stably integrated, i.e. hepatocytes from transgenic mice bearing an 
appropriate transgene. Initially, transgenic mice were employed that contain the 
SV-GH-202 construct, which inevitably develop hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
at the age of about 6 months. When hepatocytes prepared from livers of these 
mice prior to tumor development were placed into primary culture, colonies grew 
out after a few days and hepatocyte lines were readily established. Lines were 
prepared from fetal, newborn and young adult livers of transgenic SV-202 mice, 
which multiply in response to EGF and insulin (see below). Resulting lines are 
immortal and non-tumorigenic upon s.c. injection into Our observations indicate 
that the transforming genes of SV40 virus did not directly render normal 
hepatocytes tumorigenic. They suggested that T-ag expressing hepatocytes 
presumably accumulated specific genetic alterations that cause alterations in the 
transcriptional control of cellular genes involved in the control of the cell cycle, 
which eventually resulted in the appearance of HCC cells. Attempts were made to 
define a preliminary sequence of events that accompany the development in 
culture of untransformed transgenic hepatocytes towards HCC cells. Immediately 
after cultivation, the cells require EGF plus insulin for growth. After about 8-12 
passages, cells abrogate their requirement for added EGF and cells multiplied in 
response to insulin (or to IGF I). During the following 35-40 passages cells 
abrogate the requirement for added insulin, which results in the propagation of 
autonomous cells that no longer require growth factors for multiplication. Cells 
usually remain strictly diploid until about passage 50. Alterations in the number of 
chromosomes start to become apparent at the time when cultures require low 
levels of growth factor (either 300 — 500 ng/ml of insulin or 300 pg/ml IGF I). 

Cells grow in tight monolayer colonies (similar to those shown in Fig. 1) and cell-
cell contacts are essential requirements for growth. Cell muliply both within and 
at the edges of the colony as shown by time-lapse cinematography. Upon long-term 
cultivation, nu/nu mice. Fetal and adult hepatocyte lines derived from day -2 
fetuses were studied in detail and shown to maintain the expression of liver-
specific genes for several years (Table II) cells became increasingly independent of 
intercellular contacts and gained the ability to multiply as individual cells, i.e. the 
cells became clonable. This stage correlated with the appearance of aneuploid 
cells. Eventually, upon further cultivation, such cells gained the ability to multiply 
in soft agar and displayed tumorigenic potential upon s.c. injection into nu/nu 
mice, leading to the development of differentiated, trabecular HCC. 

Some of the steps involved in mediating increasing growth autonomy of the cells 
are summarized in Table III. Genetic events that underly the processes have as yet 
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not been characterized. They may include the production of autocrine growth fac
tors, mutations of tumor suppressor genes and the activation of cellular oncogenes. 

TABLED 
Liver-specific functions expressed in fetal mouse FMH-202 hepatocyte line after 

continuous culture for 34 months 

Tyrosine amino transferase; 
Serine dehydratase; 
Phospho-enoZ-pyruvate decarboxylase; 
Aldolase B; 
Metallothionein 

Ornithine transcarbamylase; 
Argine biosynthesis 

Albumin 
Alpha-Fetoprotein 
Transferrin 

TABLE DT 

EGF receptor; 
bFGF receptor; 
TGF-alpha; 
IGF I; 

Liver-enriched 
Transcription factors: 
HNF1 
HNF2 
HNF3 
HNF4 
LAP 
DAP 

Properties of FMH-202 hepatocytes during long-term propagation in culture. 

Passage number 

1-10 

10-15 

20-45 

50 

55 
55-60 
>60 

Growth requirements 

EGF & Ins (10 ug/ml) 
(IGF I: 10 ng/ml); 
Cell-cell contacts. 
Insulin (10 ug/ml) 
(IGF I: 10 ng/ml) 
Cell-cell contacts. 

Insulin 
(100 ng/ml) 

Cell-cell contacts. 
Abrogation of 

Cell-Cell Contacts 
Autonomy of GF & 
Growth autonomy 
Growth autonomy 

Properties 

Diploid 

Diploid 

Diploid 

Hyperdiploid 

Aneuploid of cell-cell contacts. 
Growth in soft agar 

Tumorigenic 

b) Use of transgenic FMH-202 hepatocytes for short-term mutagenicity assay 
systems. 

Most established cell mammalian lines in culture display a limited potential to con
vert indirectly acting mutagens into DNA-reactive intermediates. Therefore, the 
metabolic activation of numerous potential xenobiotics in immortal cell culture 
systems widely used as short-term mutangenicity assays is commonly achieved 
either by co-cultivation with freshly isolated hepatocytes or by the addition of 
mammalian liver homogenates (e.g. S9 rat liver extracts). The transgenic FMH-202 
hepatocyte line derived from day -2 fetuses was employed to explore its spectrum 
of metabolic activity required to generate genotoxic metabolites of indirectly acting 
mutagens including afiatoxin Bl (AFB1), cyclophosphamide (CP), benzo(a)pyrene 
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(BaP), and dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA). The induction of sister chromatid 
exchanges (SCE) and clastogenic activity were examined as end points of the 
assays. The results of the study (Table IV) showed that FMH-202 hepatocytes 
efficiently activated all tested compounds as shown by clastogenic responses and 
by SCE induction. It was concluded, that the cells lend themselves for the iden
tification of indirectly acting mutagens, which are converted into genotoxic inter
mediates by endogenous drug metabolizing enzymes in FMH-202 hepatocytes and 
that they can be employed for routine short-term mutagenicity assay systems in 
vitro. 

TABLE IV 
Clastogenic activity and induction of SCE in FMH-202 mouse hepatocytes and in 

V79 cells by indirectly acting mutagens 

Cell type ^dmeM^ CA ^er sell) SCE (incidence) 

V79 
V79 

FMH-202 
FMH-202 
FMH-202 
FMH-202 
FMH-202 

DMSO + S9 
DMBA (10-7) 

DMSO 
DMBA (10-7) 
BaP (10-5) 
CP (4 X 10-3) 
AFB1 (10-6) 

0.04 
0.16 

0.01 
0.10 
0.13 
0.01 
0.03 

9.7 
15.5 

0.3 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 

c) Use of hepatocyte line FMH-202 for transformation assays 
We have begun to employ FMH-202 hepatocytes for the development of transfor
mation assays in culture. The question was asked whether factors known to induce 
liver cancer in man induce untransformed 
FMH-202 cells to become tumorigenic. It is well-known that persistent infection by 
hepatitis Β virus (HBV) is epidemiologically closely associated with the prevalence 
of HCC in man. Transgenic mice bearing HBV DNA as a transgene that express 
in the liver HBSAg, develop HCC. Therefore, HBV DNA was used in our studies 
to probe its presumed oncogenic properties when expressed in hepatocytes. 
Untransformed FMH-202 cells were transfected with HBV DNA and the cultures 
screened for the appearance of transformed foci. Foci developed on the 
monolayers, which were picked and used to derive cell lines from them. All foci 
consisted of stably transfected cells that could be cloned. The cells displayed malig
nant growth characteristics in soft agar and were tumorigenic upon inoculation into 
nu/nu mice. The tumors were characterized histologically as anaplastic HCCs. 
These results provided the first demonstration that HBV displays oncogenic poten
tial, showing that the system could be useful to functionally identify HBV genes 
that convey the tumorigenic phenotype to hepatocytes. 

It is interesting to note that human normal hepatocytes infected in vitro by HBV 
could be maintained in primary culture for two months. They were able to support 
active viral replication all along the culture time. In spite of this permanent infec
tion we did not find any proliferative advantage of these infected hepatocytes. 
Viral integration did not occur and we did not detect changes in the oxygen radical 
balance. These results suggested that HBV by itself was not sufficient to alter the 
functional activity of infected hepatocytes and does presumably not display direct 
oncogenic potential. This led us to postulate that some genetic alterations that 
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accompany hepatocyte immortalization might be required for rendering HBV 
tumorigenic. FMH-202 cells are useful as an assay system to identify such genetic 
alterations as well as HBV related carcinogenic factors. 

d) Growth control of normal hepatocytes and FMH-202 immortal hepatocytes. 
It is generally assumed that the Gl phase progression and the Gl/S transition 
result from a series of transduction signals elcited in response to extracellular 
mitogenic factors that differ from one cell type to another, giving rise to the 
extreme variability of rythms of proliferation inherent to different cell types in an 
organism. The mechanisms that control these differences are not well understood. 
Early cellular changes that accompany the immortalization process are not known. 
The hepatocytes, which are arrested in a quiescent stage (GO) in normal liver in 
vivo retain the ability to divide, e.g. during regeneration of the liver following par
tial hepatectomy. As a model for hepatocyte proliferation, the FMH-202 
hepatocyte line has been useful for analyzing the sequential alterations occurring 
in response to growth induction and the transformation processes. 

We have analyzed both the expression of cdkl and cdk2 throughout the cell cyle 
of normal proliferating rat hepatocytes. While cdk2 was constantly expressed dur
ing the cell cycle, cdkl remained unexpressed until 20 hrs after partial hepatec
tomy, a time point corresponding to mid-Gl, and thereafter accumulated in S, G2 
and M phases. No histone HI kinase was detected during the Gl phase, while two 
peaks were observed during S and M phases. These reported features defined a 
specific pattern of Gl-associated proteins during the cell cycle of normal 
hepatocytes. Interestingly, we showed that the Gl-associated proteins CDK1, 
CDK2, CDK4 and cyclins share similar patterns of expression in immortal FMH-
202 cells as in normal cells. The main differences concerned the duration of Gl, 
which appeared to be greatly reduced in the immortal hepatocytes. 

In addition, we have investigated the growth factor dependence of the hepatocyte 
entry and progression through Gl, by using primary hepatocyte cultures. It was 
shown that the G0/G1 transition took place during collagenase perfusion inde
pendently of mitogenic factors, wand was associated with the expression of early 
Gl proto-oncogenes. Evidence was then provided that normal rat hepatocytes 
progressed through Gl regardless of growth factor stimulation and proceeded until 
a restriction point located in Gl. Thereafter, in the absence of mitogens, the cells 
remained blocked at this point and did not replicate DNA. In the presence of 
mitogen, hepatocytes entered S phase. However, their progression through S and 
M depended of the timing of an EGF signal. 

In parallel, a comparative study was performed with FMH-202 cells synchronized 
by treatment with Na-butyrate and subsequently stimulated by growth factors. It 
appeared that the restriction point defined in mid-Gl in normal cells in the 
absence of EGF, did not exist in immortalized cells. Additional work is required 
to further characterize the system to identify alterations in different restriction 
points in Gl that accompany the development of cell types which have abrogated 
normal requirements for growth 
factors and for cell-cell contacts, and which characterize immortalized or transfor
med cells. 

e) Immortal transgenic cell lines from the lung 
The approach to establish differentiated immortal epithelial cell lines from 
appropriate transgenic mice bearing an immortalizing transgene was extended by 
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targeting the expression of SV40 Tag into a subpopulation of lung cells, i.e. Clara 
cells. The lung is known to be a highly heterogenous organ consisting of a complex 
mixture of about 40 different cell types, of which most are in close contact with 
one another. Therefore, it has as yet not been possible to establish stable cell lines 
of specific cell types of the lung by classical approaches. 

We have employed the uteroglobin promotor to direct transcription of SV40 Tag 
to the Clara cells. For that purpose, transgenic mice were established that bear 
gene construct UT7, in which SV40 Tag is under control of the rabbit uteroglobin 
promoter. Bronchiolar cells were cultured from transgenic mouse strain UT7.1, of 
which permanently growing cell lines were derived. The phenotype of the resulting 
cell lines was as expected for Clara cells, i.e. they expressed the Clara cell specific 
protein (CCSP) ( = uteroglobin) and surfactant protein SPA. The mouse strain 
UT7.1 develops lung adenocarcinomas at the age of 3 months, the sequential 
growth and development of which has been studied in considerable detail. Thus, 
in addition to be a useful source of immortal Clara cells, the transgenic mouse 
strain UT7.1 represents an attractive model for human lung adenocarcinoma. 
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and presumably from other tissues in which the transgene is expressed. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Dr. Christiane Pourcell (Pasteur Inst, Paris, F); Dr. Michael Strauss (MDC, Berlin
Buch, D); Dr. Peter Jarck (H.PetteInstitut, Hamburg, D); Dr. Günther Schmidt 
(Cambes Ltd., Cambridge, GB); Dr. Michael Bauchinger (GSF, Munich, D); Dr. 
Lothar Hennighausen (NIH, Bethesda, Md., USA). 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Connective tissue cells, e.g. chondrocytes (CHO), are responsible for repair of con
nective tissues in pathological conditions. Their activity is affected by various 
biological mediators and pharmacological substances. CHO may also secrete the 
autoantigens that are involved in the pathogenesis of rheumatoid disorders. In vitro 
investigations on these cells should provide better understanding of the 
physio(patho)logy of connective tissue. However, human articular CHO are dif
ficult to obtain and isolated cells have to be propagated to obtain sufficient num
bers of cells for experimental studies. Passage numbers of nonimmortalized cells 
are limited and dedifferentiation (altered phenotype) of the propagated cells dur
ing culture remains a pitfall. Immortalization of these cells solves the problem of 
poor availability. Immortalized human CHO can be infinitely propagated. Adapted 
culture methods for these cells have to be developed. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

To investigate the possible use of isolated human CHO as a target cell in in vitro 
systems for the study of tissue breakdown and repair in inflammatory conditions. 
To develop immortalized human CHO lines which retain some of their differen
tiated functions as target cells in these in vitro test systems. To study the phenotypi
cal stability of these immortalized CHO. To characterize CHO autoantigens in 
rheumatoid arthritis and to prepare a CHO expression library from human chon
drocytes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A Culture of human articular CHO as phenotypically stable cells 

Articular cartilage was obtained from cadaveric human knee joints. CHO were 
isolated after enzymatical digestion of the extracellular matrix. Culture of cartilage 
cells in gelified matrices (agarose, collagen, alginate) prevented these cells from 
dedifferentiating to fibroblasts. CHO suspended in agarose were shown to remain 
phenotypically stable and to synthesize cartilagespecific extracellular matrix 
macromolecules: type II collagen and aggrecans. More than 90% of the 
polysaccharide material synthesized by articular CHO in agarose were sulfated 
aggrecans. Chondroitinsulfate was the main glycosaminoglycan in these aggrecans. 
Small amounts of hyaluronan were produced, which were used as backbone 
molecules in the aggrecan aggregates. Electron microscopic studies confirmed the 
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presence of aggrecans and collagen fibers in the immediate surroundings of the 
cells. 
Aggrecan aggregates were released from the CHO cultures and visualized after 
rotary shadowing. Mature human articular CHO predominantly synthesized small-
size aggregates with 3 to 12 aggrecans per aggregate. However, a few large 
aggregates containing more than 100 aggrecans per aggregate were observed in 
each culture. 
Metabolism of human CHO in vitro: As in in vivo conditions, synthesis rates of 
aggrecans were inversely correlated with the age of the donor. These synthesis 
rates can be down- or upregulated by omitting or adding different growth factors 
from or to the culture medium. Replacing serum by bovine serum albumin reduced 
aggrecan synthesis to 20-30% of the basal synthesis rates. Synthesis levels were 
restored by supplementing the serum-free media with insulin at 100 ng/ml and with 
TGF-beta at 10 ng/ml. 
Both pro-inflammatory cytokines, 11-1 and TNF-alpha, significantly reduced 
aggrecan synthesis by the cells and induced the secretion of neutral proteinase and 
collagenase, thereby provoking extracellular matrix degradation. CHO in vitro thus 
reacted in a predictable manner and behaved as in the in vivo situation. The effects 
of various exogenous (e.g. pharmacological) agents were investigated in this model. 

B. The use of isolated chondrocytes in in vitro models for the study of tissue 
breakdown and repair in inflammatory condition 

Peripheral blood monocytes (PBM) were kept in monolayer culture in pyrogen-
free conditions and remained in a nonactivated state. On exposure to bacterial LPS 
these PBM were activated to release quantifiable levels of IL-1, TNF and of other 
inflammatory products in the supernatant media. Articular CHO were cultured in 
the presence of these activated PBM. At this time, aggrecan synthesis by the car
tilage cells became significantly reduced and increased proportions of low 
molecular weight aggrecans were detected in the incubation media. Catabolism was 
induced by the secretion of proteinase and collagenase by the Il-1/TNF-triggered 
cartilage cell. The latter was also responsible for the release of huge amounts of 
11-6 in the incubation media. This coculture model allowed -1- to identify and to 
accurately quantify different noxious products liberated by inflammatory cells, -2-
to measure the degradation of the different parts of the extracellular environment 
and -3- to study the involvement of the connective tissue cell in degradation as well 
as in defence mechanisms. 

The effects of the drugs and of the various growth factors and cytokines on 
extracellular matrix metabolism were reproduced with cartilage cells from different 
donors. This particular culture system for phenotypically stable chondrocytes and 
coculture of these cells with inflammatory cells seemed particularly suited to study 
the effects of pharmacological substances and of biological mediators in inflam
matory rheumatic conditions. 

G Immortalization of human articular cartilage cells 
The Polyomavirus t° sensitive (ts) A mutant large Τ of SV40 was used to immor
talize the cartilage cells. The cells were cotransfected with the pSV2tkNeob 
plasmid, which encodes for the resistance of the transfected cell to G418 
(geneticin). The major difficulty was the latency or crisis period the cells entered 
in after transfection. This period lasted for six to nine months. After this time 
some cells began to proliferate and clones of immortalized human chondrocytes 
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were established. CHO from 9 donors were transfected. Clones were obtained 
from 3 of these donors. 
1) SV40 large Τ antigen was detected by immunofluorescence. For some clones, 
100% of the cells were intensively labelled. For others, labelling intensity varied 
according to the fields observed. Southern blot analysis allowed to verify the 
integration of the immortalizing oncogene in the cellular genome and showed that 
the number of copies integrated was very different from one clone to another. 

2) Loss of specific function during propagation: Collagen synthesis rates were 
approx.10 to 20 times lower than those of nonimmortalized monolayer-cultured 
human CHO. Indirect immunofluorescence staining was used to detect type II and 
I collagen and showed a wide variety of phenotypes. Purified 3H-collagen (alpha) 
chains were studied after 6% SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. SDS-PAGE disclosed 
the presence of collagen I, I'trimer and II but did not allow to differentiate 
between these types. Most of the clones secreted type III collagen. It was con
cluded that most immortalized CHO-lines had lost their specific function when 
propagated in monolayer culture. 

3) Assessment of differentiated junction of immortalized CHO was done in culture 
systems that allowed the culture of phenotypically stable cells (culture in gelified 
matrices, e.g. agarose). Proteoglycan synthesis was studied after exposure of the 
cells to 5Sulfate. Proteoglycan synthesis levels were reduced to approx. 25% of the 
values of age-matched nonimmortalized chondrocytes. 
Gel chromatography of the 35S-proteoglycans showed a small proportion of 
aggregated macromolecules. Biochemical analysis of the proteoglycan 
glycosaminoglycan chains showed 50% of this material to be dermatansulfate. The 
glycosaminoglycans were poorly sulfated. The CHO-type of proteoglycan was thus 
replaced by a fibroblast type of proteoglycan. It can be concluded that the cells had 
dedifferentiated to fibroblasts. 

During long-term culture of the cells in gelified agarose (up to 12 weeks) the syn
thesis rates increased significantly. The cells still produced dermatansulfate-con-
taining proteoglycans (fibroblast products) and the CHO-phenotype did not 
improve. 
However, when Northern blot analysis of type II collagen mRNA expression was 
done, the signal enhanced after the cells had been cultured for 3 weeks in suspen
sion culture in another artificial matrix (alginate beads). 
4) In vitro study of extracellular matrix metabolism by immortalized CHO in an 
inflammatory condition in vitro: IL-1 depressed proteoglycan synthesis and induced 
catabolism by immortalized CHO in agarose. Cocultured activated PBM only 
weakly affected extracellular matrix metabolism. 

D. Chondrocyte (CHO) autoantigens in the etiopathogenesis of rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) 

RA is a chronic inflammatory joint disease of unknown etiology, in which pannus 
formation results in the degradation of articular cartilage and bone. Following total 
knee joint replacement, in which the articular surfaces are removed, synovitis dis
appears in the operated but persists in the nonoperated joints of the same patient, 
suggesting that an antigen responsible for the etiopathogenesis of RA has been 
'surgically' removed. The nature of these antigens is unknown. CHO maintain the 
structure and function of cartilage by regulating the synthesis and degradation of 
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its components. Recent evidence suggests that CHO express autoantigen(s) that 
may be implicated in the etiopathogenesis of RA. 
Isolation and characterization of chondrocyte autoantigens: A human chondrosarcoma 
HTB94 cell line and human articular cartilage libraries were screened with 
immunoaffinity purified sera from patients with RA, osteoarthritis (OA) and relap
sing polychondritis (RP). Protein extracts prepared from HTB94 cells were 
separated on SDS Polyacrylamide gels and electro-blotted onto nitro-cellulose 
membranes. An enhanced chemiluminescence detection system was used to detect 
antibodies directed against CHO-specific antigens found in the above-mentioned 
sera. The isolation and characterization of autoantigens detected by Western blot
ting was carried out using an expression library of HTB94. A Uni-Zap human 
chondrosarcoma HTB94 expression library was constructed. The integrity of the 
expression library was assessed by screening with a beta-actin cDNA probe and 
monoclonal antibody and subsequently with RA sera. The positive recombinants 
were excised from the Uni-Zap XR vector by the ExAssist method, which allowed 
direct sequencing of the genes of interest directly from the Bluescript Phagemids. 
The DNA sequence(s) of these putative CHO autoantigens was/were compared to 
GENBANK/EMBL databases. 

Three serum autoantibodies to the human chondrosarcoma cell line, HTB94, were 
identified in patients with RA. Over 60% of RA sera contained IgG antibodies 
which recognized a 65 kDa CHO protein. The identity of this CHO antigen is not 
known. The antigen had no reactivity against fibroblast extracts and it was 
definitely not the mycobacterial 65 kDa heat shock protein, HSP65. Several other 
autoantibodies directed against CHO proteins, but not against type II collagen, 
were detected in the serum of RA and OA patients. 
A different pattern of bands was observed with OA sera, in which 20% of sera 
detected two proteins of 96 kDa and 80 kDa. This method is now being applied 
to detect autoantibodies in the serum of RP patients and obviously has potential 
for application to other human and even animal arthritides. 
To characterize these cartilage autoantigens a Uni-Zap XR expression library has 
been constructed from mRNA isolated from HTB94. This library has been 
screened with RA and immunoaffinity purified RA sera. Three recombinants have 
been isolated. These positive clones have been identified by nucleotide sequence 
analysis. Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of two of these clones to the 
EMBL/GENEBANK databases has shown them to be unique genes. Consequently, 
they could be RA-CHO specific autoantigens. The third recombinant is to some 
degree similar to a T cell clone. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
— In vitro systems for the study of tissue breakdown and repair 
The system seems particularly suited for the study of the effects of pharmaceuticals 
and of biological mediators in inflammatory rheumatic conditions. 

— In vitro systems for the study of tissue breakdown and repair in inflammatory 
conditions 

These systems could replace some experimental animal arthritis models. 

— Immortalization of human articular cartilage cells 
The use of immortalized CHO as an alternative for non-immortalized CHO for the 
study of connective tissue metabolism in in vitro models is still under investigation. 
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Chondrocyte (cho) autoantigens in the aetiopathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis 
The definition of chondrocyte autoantigens in the pathogenesis of human 
rheumatic disorders is a major development in our understanding of these diseases 
and could lead to diseasespecific immunotherapeutic intervention. 
In the search for CHO autoantigens 3 CHOspecific proteins were shown to react 
with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) sera, while 2 other proteins reacted with 
osteoarthritis (OA) sera. These proteins will be used to study Tcell responses of 
patients with RA, OA and control subjects. 

A number of chondrocytespecific proteins may be newly discovered autoantigens. 
The definition of chondrocyte autoantigens in the pathogenesis of human 
rheumatic disorders is a major step forward in our understanding of these diseases 
and could lead to diseasespecific immunotherapeutic intervention. 

The treatment of rheumatic disorders absorbs a substantial part of the health care 
budget. There are no in vitro systems that give sufficient information on the 
etiopathogenesis of cartilage destruction and the effects of pharmaceutical substan
ces on this process. Welldefined connective tissue cell lines, i.e. cartilage cells, 
suited for studies in the field of degenerative and inflammatory joint diseases, are 
now made available. Efforts are being made to redifferentiate these chondrocytes, 
so that their function in in vitro models mimics their function in vivo. Coculture 
systems with these chondrocytes as target cells and cells that participate in inflam
mation have been prepared. These systems could replace some experimental 
animal arthritis models. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Human chondrocytes supplied by the Ghent Rheumatology Department (A) have 
been immortalized in the Paris Laboratory for Cellular Pharmacology (B) and dis
patched to the other centers for studies on proteoglycan metabolism (A) and 
collagen metabolism (B), for electron microscopic evaluation (Ghent Histology 
Department) and for the construction of ex expression library (London Rheumatic 
Disease Unit). 

Chondrocytes from cartilage of laboratory animals with experimental joint diseases 
(UPSA Lab, Paris) have been obtained by A and Β for metabolic investigations. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Renal cell cultures offer a unique system to test and understand mechanisms of 
nephrotoxic xenobiotics. Freshly isolated fragments or primary cultures have a 
limited lifespan and lose their in vivo characteristics. However, continuous or per
manent cell Unes maintain certain functions, but lack specific metabolic, transport 
and receptor characteristics which could be important to toxicity screening. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The major goals were to 
— characterize and improve the state of differentiation of available renal 

epithelial cell lines by development of new culture conditions, 
— tailor new, non-transformed and non-tumorigenic cell lines by fusion of 

partner-cells expressing different functional properties, 
and elaborate in vitro test procedures based on these cell lines to effectively and 
sensitively detect deterioration of function or injury. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Optimised phenotypic expression of rabbit proximal tubule cell primary 

cultures 
Rabbit proximal tubule cells are generally grown in the presence of glucose, insulin 
and a bicarbonate buffer containing phenol red. The omission of insulin and 
glucose prevents glycolysis and delays decreased gluconeogenesis and cells have a 
high density of microvilli on the apical surface as is found in vivo. Replacing the 
bicarbonate buffer by 10 mM Hepes buffer pH 7.4 restores the mitochondrial suc
cinate dehydrogenase activity to levels comparable with fresh proximal tubules. 
The uptake of phenol red into proximal cells alters phase II detoxication. 
Thus reoptimised culture conditions shows biochemical and functional 
improvements through the modulation of culture composition and the environment 
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that make the rabbit proximal tubule primaries more phenotypic of these cells in 
vivo. 

1. Comparative characteristics of cell lines of "proximal tubule origin' 

The LLCPKi (pig kidney), LLCRKj (rabbit kidney) and OK (opossum kidney) 
cells lines, grown either in the presence of FCS or in hormonally defined media were 
compared to primary rabbit proximal tubules. Based on a range of marker enzymes 
representative of key biochemical processes, optimised rabbit primary cells exhibited 
the closest phenotype to the in vivo situation for cells that were assessed. 

2. Impact of phenotype expression on the toxicity response 

Optimised primary cultures of rabbit proximal tubule cells represented the closest 
in vitro model to the in vivo situation for the study of aminoglycoside, 
Cephalosporine and cisplatininduced nephrotoxicity than LLCΡΚχ and OK cells. 

3. Tailoring new ces 

A new OK cell line, capable of performing gluconeogenesis and the transport of 
organic anions has been derived. Fusion of cell lines (rabbit proximal tubule cells 
and LLCPKi and OK cell lines failed to provide hybridoma cell lines expressing 
the sum of the properties of their ancestor cells and phenotypic improvements, and 
fusion of hypoxanthine guanidine phosphoribosyltransferase negative LLCPKi cell 
lines with primary human proximal tubular cells are still being functionally and 
morphologically characterized. 

4. Assessment of cellular function 

A number of novel techniques have been used to assess renal cell function. 

5. Epithelial barrier function. 

The electrophysiological measurement of paracellular ion conductivity is a sensitive 
way of assessing loss of epithelial barrier function. Interferon alpha has been 
shown to have a direct effect on epithelial cells and gentamicin toxicity was preven
ted by magnesium aspartate hydrochloride. Measurement of areas of 'domes' 
represents unidirectional ion and solute transport in solid support grown renal 
epithelial cell monolayers. This is also a sensitive indicator of deterioration of 
epithelial barrier function caused by toxic xenobiotics or peptidic drugs. The most 
sensitive cellular system appears to be the lysosomal compartment releasing 
activities of NacetylßDglucosaminidase in parallel to changes in the paracellular 
conductivity of epithelial monolayers. 

6. Flow cytometric techniques 

Flow cytometry offers rapid and accurate measurement of cellular viability, cell 
fusion, alterations in intracellular calcium and pH, cell cycle and DNA profiles and 
apoptosis using cell size and appearance of a 'subGl' peak. In general, LLCP^ 
cells (proximal tubular origin) are more sensitive than MDCK cells (distal tubule 
origin) to the nephrotoxicity of gentamicin and CsA, where increased intracellular 
Ca precedes loss of cellular viability and provides a common event in many 
forms of toxic damage. Low doses of CsA produced a 'subGl' peak and cell 
shrinkage in LLCPK! cells, suggesting apoptosis. 

7. Fluorescent probes 

Heavy metals such as Hg2+ and Ag+ (as low as 10"7M) induced a dramatic 
increase of transepithelial Na current within seconds, probably due to the induc
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tion of 'channels' in the apical membrane, which have low ionic selectivity. The 
adding sulphydryl donors protect against this effect, suggesting the involvement of 
-SH groups. Cd ions induce similar, but less efficient and potent effect that was 
unchanged by -SH groups. These metals also increased intracellular Ca2+ either 
rapidly for Hg2+ or slowly for Cd2+ . The effects for Ag+ was delayed and oscilla
tions markedly. This signal was very sensitive to chelators. 
A range of cells have been characterised in terms of the expression of biochemical 
characteristics or functions in the presence or absence of nephrotoxic chemicals. 
This approach has allowed the early detection of oxidative effects, mitochondrial 
injury, changes in the Golgi apparatus and the shift of expression of protein kinase 
C between the nuclei and cytoplasm. 

B. Glomerular toxicity 
Disorders of glomerular barrier function occur in renal injury and diseases. These 
have been associated with an impaired metabolism of the mesangial matrix con
stituent fibronectin. 

1. Isolated glomeruli 
Adriamycin (ADR) affects the multicellular isolated glomeruli of the Atlantic 
hagfish (Mytine glutinosa) by inhibiting protein synthesis and/or proteolytic 
enzymes, which in the absence of increased RNA-synthesis suggests inhibited 
transcription and translation. 
Rodent glomeruli show similar sensitivity to ADR, and the use of fluorescent 
probes and biochemical methods demonstrate that redox cycling and oxidative 
stress are not likely to be key to the degenerative processes that take place in these 
cells. 

2. Mesangial cell cultures 
ADR alters the turnover of fibronectin, a mesangial extracellular matrix protein 
which has been studied in human mesangial cell cultures. ADR increases steady-
state fibronectin mRNA levels and decreased degradation of fibronectin released 
from the cells into the culture media. As a consequence of proteinase inhibition 
fibronectin accumulates extracelluarly, which provides negative feedback control of 
translational expression. 
Rodent mesangial cells in culture (and a range of other cell types) show changes 
in the expression of protein kinase C which is most effectively inhibited by ADR. 
If mesangial cell signalling is significantly changed for any length of time it is likely 
that this could contribute to the progressive degenerative injury associated with 
glomerular disease. 

MAJOR SCD2NTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Establishment of 
— culture conditions ensuring optimum expression of in vivo phenotypes in estab

lished renal cells and hybridoma lines. 
immortal gluconeogenic OK line and several yet uncharacterized hybridoma 
lines, obtained by fusing cell lines and primary proximal tubular cells. 

— electrophysiologic methods to assess disturbances of epithelial barrier function 
by measuring transepithelial ion conductivity in renal epithelial cell monolayers 
grown on microporous supports, 
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— quantitative morphological methods to assess epithelial barrier function in 
monolayers grown on solid supports, 

— cellular markers (enzymes and proteins) released into the culture medium that 
show cell injury in monolayer cultures, 

— the use of fluorescent probes for flow cytometry, ion visualisation and the 
assessment of organelle and cytoplasm function and biochemistry that helps us 
to understand the mechanisms of cell injury. 

Pre-validation step and/or industrial applications 
— Electrophysiological assessment has been used in several laboratories and could 

be developed as a screening test for detecting nephrotoxic compounds. As a 
result of the work carried out in this contract the test is ready for transfer to 
prevalidation and possible validation. 

— Flow cytometry facilitates molecular mechanistic toxicity studies in addition to 
assessment of gross cytotoxicity. The work during this contract indicates that 
flow cytometry can be used in screening and assessment of toxic compounds 
and a novel putative mechanism of cyclosporin A toxicity involving apoptosis 
was detected. 

— Fluorescent probes have facilitated the identification of organelle and 
cytoplasmic changes within cells exposed to toxic chemicals and the modulation 
of kinase signalling systems. 

— Multicellular systems. Whole glomeruli and their cultured component cells have 
allowed a better understanding of causal relationships of ADR cytotoxicity and 
of interspecies differences in response to the drug. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
These are too extensive for a brief report, but have involved each of the collaborat
ing laboratories, where expertise, personnel and materials have been exchanged. 
The group has also set up collaborative links with a range of academic and state 
funded research institutions and commercial organisation involved in drug 
development and the sale of equipment and consumables for cell culture in West, 
Central and Eastern Europe and North America. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The purposeful release of genetically engineered organisms (GEOs) into the 
environment has led to increased interest in interactions between resident 
organisms, in particular the potential of newly introduced genetic material to trans
fer to new species and to become established and expressed in indigenous popula
tions. Rhizospheres include bacterial populations classified as Actinomycetes 
(Streptomyces and Mycobacterium), Rhizobium, and Agrobacterium as well as a 
majority of microbes which cannot be cultivated in the laboratory. We are inter
ested in finding and characterizing mechanisms by which bacteria might transfer 
genetic material among themselves or to receive genes from plants. Classical 
microbial genetic studies carried out under laboratory conditions has identified a 
number of transfer mechanisms e.g. transduction, transposition, conjugation, fusion 
and transformation, whereby genetic characters can be transferred and established 
in closely related recipient species. 'Trans-kingdom' gene transfer from bacteria to 
plants can also be demonstrated in the laboratory. However there is presently no 
documented proof of transfer from plants to bacteria. Nevertheless, since soil bac
teria are capable of transferring genes to other microorganisms, and, in the case 
of Agrobacterium, even to plants, gene transfer from plants to soil bacteria must 
be seriously considered as a potential link for transfer of genetic information in the 
environment. It is not known whether (or at what frequency) these phenomenon 
actually occur in the environment. These studies were carried in the environment, 
in plant tumors, on conventional bacterial growth media, and in laboratory 
microcosms designed to mimic and allow experimental manipulation of the 

jihysiochemical characteristics of the soil. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
I. Assessment of possible gene transfer between plants and microorganisms 

under natural conditions: 
A. In a tobacco plant tumor 
B. Field studies 

II. Physiochemical factors affecting conjugation efficiency 

III. Bacterial conjugative mechanisms 
A. Conjugation between soil actinomycetes (Streptomyces) 
B. Plasmid-mediated transfer from genetically modified Agrobacterium 

tumefacies into Rhizobium leguminosaurum and other bacteria 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I. Assessment of possible gene transfer between plant and microorganisms under 

natural conditions 
A. In a tobacco plant tumor (UBI) 
We chose the soil bacterium Agrobacterium tumefacies as recipient for gene trans
fer for the following reasons: 
— The tumor induced by agrobacteria is a natural habitat which brings 

A. tumefacies and plants cells into intimate contact. 
— The transfer of DNA from A. tumefacies to the plant is well known and 

analyzed. (Nevertheless, to date there is no evidence that the transfer system 
functions only in one direction.) 

— Agrobacteria carry sequences homologous to those transferred to the plant via 
Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer (e.g. T-DNA-borders). This might 
facilitate the establishment of transgene-carrying DNA fragments from the 
plant in the Agrobacterium by homologous recombination. 

Transgenic plants were constructed which carried the aacCI gene conferring gen
tamicin (Gm) resistance in bacteria, the nptll coding region conferring kanamycin 
resistance in plants and the luciferase coding region (lue from Photins pyralis) 
which is expressed in plants and bacteria. Agrobacterium wild-type strain A281 
(Gms/luc~) was chosen as recipient. 
In our first experiments, involving > 1012 bacteria, we attempted to transfer the 
Gm'/luc genes to A281 using either transgenic plant tissues or their chromosomal 
DNA. Despite numerous experiments in which A281 was incubated with purified 
transgenic plant DNA (in the presence and absence of various plant extracts) or 
with leaf discs or extracts, Gmr, luc+ transformants were not observed. 
Analysis of 2 x 10u bacteria isolated from 76 tumors containing the aacCI and 
lue genes generated approximately 4000 Gm' clones all of which proved to be lue'. 
Southern hybridization analysis of 22 of these isolates showed that they did not 
contain the aacCI gene. In addition, Gmr strains could be isolated from tumors of 
wild type plants not containing the aacCI gene. We believe that these isolates were 
spontaneously resistant to Gm rather than transgenic organisms. Hence, under 
these conditions which closely simulate natural bacteria-plant interactions, inter-
kingdom gene transfer was not observed. 

B. Field studies (RPA) 
Characterization of transgenic plants and approval for field trials. Transgenic tobacco 
plants were constructed by A. tumefacies (LBA 4404)-mediated transformation. 
The T-DNA contained a selectable marker (the kanamycin resistance gene under 
the control of the nos promoter and terminator) and one of two reporter genes 
with bacterial regulatory signals: the gentamicin resistance gene aacCI (525-type 
plants) or bromoxynil resistance gene oxy (523-type plants). 
Western analysis of proteins extracted from these two lines using antibodies raised 
against these proteins did not show a positive signal (analysis of the 525-4 plants 
were done by the IP group). Moreover, the 523-3 plant was killed after treatment 
with low doses of bromoxynil. Although the prokaryotic promoters did not allow 
expression in these tobacco plants, recloning the aacCI gene from the plant in 
pCU19 conferred gentamicin resistance in E. coli. This demonstrated that the gene 
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was still functional upon transfer to a bacterial host. Similar experiments with the 
523-3 plants were inconclusive since we were unable to detect expression of the oxy 
gene in E. coli (ability to use the bromoxynil as the sole nitrogen source for 
growth). 
Authorization for release of the 525-4 plants (aecCZ-containing) in field trials 
[(Bergerac (SEITA) and Chazay d'Azergues (RPAgro)] was obtained from the 
French Commission du Génie Biomoléculaire. Experiments were carried out in 
order to detect gene transfer during aging of tobacco leaves and to provide a 
defined source of soil sample for future comparative studies. 
1. Development of detection techniques. Sensitive methods have to be developed 
for detecting specific genetically defined microorganisms within complex natural 
microbial communities and for monitoring the fate of their DNA in natural 
ecosystems. However, the complexity and the heterogeneity of most soils ham
pered the development of such technologies, resulting in detection tests lacking 
sensitivity. We developed a new method based on the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) for the detection of bacteria in the soil. In order to improve the sensitivity 
of the detection we have optimized each step of the protocol including lysis of 
cells, DNA purification and PCR amplification. The microorganisms in the soil 
were successively treated by sonication, micro-wave heating, and the thermal 
shocks to maximize the efficiency of the lysis. Purification of nucleic acids was 
achieved by passage through up to three Elutip-d columns. Finally, PCR amplifica
tions were optimized via | biphasic protocols using booster conditions, lower 
denaturation temperatures and in the presence of formamide. This method has 
been developed on 100 mg soil samples inoculated with A tumefacies suspensions. 
Specific primers were characterized in the plasmid-borne vir genes and have 
routinely permitted the detection of 107 to 103 inoculated A. tumefacies cells. 
Moreover, the strong correlation we observed between the size of the inocula and 
the yields of the PCR reactions permitted assessment of the validity of the protocol 
in enumerating microbial cells inoculated into a soil sample. 

However, living and dead cells, as well as extracellular DNA released into the soil 
after the death of the microorganisms are expected to provide targets for the PCR 
reaction. In order to restrict the analysis to DNA from microbial cells, a technique 
has been developed to specifically extract bacteria from the soil matrix (without 
isolating the bacteria on culture media) and to purify it from extracellular DNA 
contaminating the surface of these cells. Intracellular DNA corresponding 
approximately to 107 bacteria per g of soil could then be extracted, amplified and 
enumerated. 

2. Persistence of DNA in soil may favor gene transfer. Adhesion of microbes and 
macromolecules to soil components is known to be related to surface charac
teristics of both partners, such as charge, hydrophobicity, and microaggregate for
mation, and to pH and soil water content. These factors are also involved in the 
adhesion of nucleic acids from plant, animal or microbial cells, which are released 
into the soil after their death. 
The understanding of mechanisms involved in DNA adsorption onto soil particles 
could provide information for monitoring the fate of free DNA in the soil, includ
ing its ability to be transferred to soil microbes via transformation. We investigated 
the relationships which could exist between clay montmorillonite with high surface 
areas and the DNA. The extent of DNA adsorption was affected by the concentra
tion and valence of the cations used (Mg2+, Ca2+ , Na + ), indicating a charge 
dependent process. Calf thymus DNA was found to be highly adsorbed by smectite 
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(up to 30 mg/g of dry clay). Adsorbed DNA was shown to be more resistant to 
degradation by DNase I than free DNA. Experimental data with plasmid and short 
linear PCRamplified DNA showed that protection against nucleases was only par
tial. Nevertheless, clayadsorbed DNA was found to be stable, even after a strong 
DNase I treatment, to artificially transform competent E. coli cells. 

In order to study the persistence of the aacCI gene from transgenic tobacco plants 
in soil, and its potential transfer to the indigenous microflora, a series of protocols 
were developed based either on the extraction of total DNA from soil or from bac
teria isolated from soil. Soil samples were collected in the field one year after har
vesting the plants. Selective primers have been characterized to specifically amplify 
DNA from: 

Plants — using the SSU RuBisCO region 
Bacteria — using a ribosomal DNA gene 
Trangenic plants — using the reporter gene aacCI. 

Our PCR results showed that tobacco plant DNA could be detected in the soil 
confirming the ability of soil components to protect extracellular DNA. Moreover, 
the use of primers complementary to part of the aacCI gene also allowed 
amplification of template DNA extracted from soil. However, the question remains 
open as to whether this DNA originated from bacteria naturally harboring this 
gene, from contaminant plant material or from indigenous microorganisms trans
formed with the recombinant plant DNA. 

We also examined transformation of naturally competent P. stützen, cell with 
homologous DNA in soil microcosms ranging from pure clay minerals to natural 
soil samples. Natural transformation was found to occur in most of the experiments 
including the soil extract microcosms. These results confirm that even in a complex 
medium such as soil, adsorbed and protected DNA can transform naturally compe
tent bacteria. 

Π. Physiochemical factors affecting conjugation efficiency (UBA) 

We were interested in defining ecological factors which may influence conjugal 
transfer with the ultimate aim of using the information to predict the likelihood 
of gene transfer at sites where GEOs could be released. Conjugation was studied 
in Rhizobium species and E. coli using the microcosms/metalpin sampler proce
dure developed during the previous Biotechnology Action Program (BAP) project. 
Because of its simplicity and reproducibility, our tests in microcosms also 
generated accurate data describing the mobility of a given population. 

The physiological state of bacterial cells is probable one key factor in determining 
transfer frequency. Polyßhydroxyalkanoate (PHA), an energy and carbon 
polymeric reserve compound in most bacteria, has proven to be an good indicator 
of the physiological status of microbial communities in nature. Optimal environ
mental conditions for growth are associated with low PHA content, whereas 
adverse environmental conditions for growth are associated with high levels of 
PHA. Experiments in soil microcosms showed that PHArich R meliloti cells have 
slighüy higher conjugation frequencies than PHApoor cells. 

Our results showed that conjugation frequency was also dependent on: 

— soil water content — Both E. coli and R meliloti conjugation was most efficient 
insoil having a water content of about 20%. E. coli conjugation efficiency was 
more sensitive to water content than R. meliloti. This was probably related to 
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previousdata showing that survival and dispersal of E. coli cells in soil were low 
comparedwith R. meliloti 
— temperature — The optimal temperature was around 30°C. 
— pH Rhizobium meliloti dispersion rates in soil were altered only at highly acidic 

(pH < 5) or alkaline conditions (pH > 9), whereas E. coli strains showed a 
stenotopic response. However, gene transfer frequencies in both species were 
nearly constant (conjugation was slightly most efficient in the neutral pH 
range). 

ΙΠ. Bacterial conjugative mechanisms (IP, UT) 

Previous BAP (IP) studies demonstrated that Gramnegative bacteria (E. coli) can 
transfer genetic material to Grampositive bacteria (Streptomyces and Mycobac
terium). These RP4 and RSF1010 conjugative processes rely on some specific 
transfer functions supplied in trans as well as an origin of transfer carried by the 
conjugative plasmid. 

A. Conjugation between Streptomyces (IP) 

Streptomyces are Grampositive filamentous eubacteria representing a major pop
ulation in soil ecosystems and as such they could be involved in environmental 
gene flux. Fertility (gene exchange based on homologous recombination) in Strep
tomyces is unusual in that it is dependent on plasmid transfer and both parents 
apparently function simultaneously as donor and recipient of chromosomal genes. 
At the outset of these studies, we believed that this effect may not involve transfer 
of the chromosome; plasmid genes may only trigger chromosomal recombination 
after hyphal fusion has brought the content of the two parental cytoplasms into a 
single compartment. The formation of such heterokaryons was suggested by 
genetic studies carried out in the 50's and 60's. In this study, we tried, using tools 
of modern molecular biology to corroborate the existence of heterokaryons in 
Streptomyces mixed populations and to identify the potential plasmid gene(s) which 
may control recombination. 

Electron micrographs of mixtures of Streptomyces lívidas and E. coli or Mycobac
terium smegmatis and E. coli under conditions where conjugation is taking place 
have revealed bridges between the two organisms. The structure of these points of 
contact suggest a fusionlike event which may allow mixing of the two cytoplasms 
or even genetic recombination between the two organisms. However, these points 
of contact between Grampositive actinomycetes and Gramnegative E. coli are not 
dependent on plasmidspecific transfer functions. 

In order to determine whether hyphal fusion results in cytoplasmic mixing, we sub
cloned the genes encoding the Vibrio harveyi luciferase subunit a or b into two dif
ferent vectors. As expected, when these genes were cloned together on different 
plasmids in the same host, light was produced. Similarly, we thought that 
heterokaryon formation would generate light. However, using this highly sensitive 
and specific reporter system we did not detected any photons indicating mixing of 
cytoplasms under conditions favoring 'heterokaryon formation'. 

In order to determine whether a specific plasmid gene promotes chromosomal 
recombination, we subcloned the a PCRsynthesized tra gene known to be essential 
for intramycelial transfer under control of a thiostrepton inducible promoter 
(ptipA) so that the expression of tra was controlled by the presence (tra turned on) 
or absence (tra turned off) of thiostrepton. After many unsuccessful attempts, one 
plasmid, was isolated which allowed thiostreptoninducible plasmid transfer. 
However nucleotide sequence analysis of the cloned tra gene revealed that the it 
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had undergone gross rearrangement. We suppose that the tra gene product is 
extremely toxic and that even low level of expression of ptipA, in non induced 
cultures, is enough to prevent recovery of viable strains carrying the desired clone. 

B. Plasmid mediated transfer from genetically modified A tumefaciens into 
Rhizobium leguminosaurum and other bacteria (UT) 

We developed methods to assess possible transfer of RP4 derivatives carrying the 
aacCI gene from genetically modified Rhaobium leguminosaurum into A. 
tumefaciencs, and Pseudomonas syrignae in our previous BAP studies. This work 
were extended here to investigate whether RP4 derivatives could be transferred 
from genetically engineered A. tumefacies (UBAPF2a,b) into R. leguminosaurum 
natural isolates collected from soil samples in Greece and into other bacteria. 
Based on the genetic and growth characteristics of the R leguminosaurum isolates 
(GNI), a few of them were selected as potential recipients for conjugation with A. 
tumefaciens. (UBAPF2a,b). In most, if not all, of the conjugation experiments 
carried out with various R. leguminosaurum GNIs as recipients, no transconjugants 
were obtained. However, when UBAPF2b Agrobacterium was crossed with R 
leguminosaurum GNI3d or GNIld, candidate transconjugants were observed. 
Rigorous genetic testing of these potential transconjugants revealed that these 
were not bona fida transconjugants. 

We also investigated whether RP4 derivatives could be transferred from A. 
tumefaciencs UBAPF2b into E. coli XL-1 and into Staphylococcus aures strains. 
Conjugation experiments between UBAPF2b and E. coli and/or S. aures indicated 
that while no mating occurred between A. tumefaciencs and S. aures, potential 
transconjugants were obtained from crosses of UBAPF2b and E. coli. Assessment 
of the transconjugants for growth in fortimicin, expression of aacCI enzyme 
activity, expression of resistance to antibiotics, presence of plasmid DNA, restric
tion mapping of bacterial genome with endonucleases as well as Hofle RNA 
genotyping indicated transfer into E. coli cells under laboratory conditions. These 
conjugation experiments have shown that although RP4-mediated transfer of 
aacCI from genetically engineered A. tumefaciencs into R leguminosaurum GNIs 
and Gram positive bacteria was not possible, low frequency (lxlO"6) transfer 
occurred into E. coli. Although the mechanism(s) of this exchange of RP4 
derivatives between GEOs and other bacteria are not known, the data show that 
genetic exchange between GEOs and other bacteria can occur at low frequency. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

DNA of trangenic tobacco plants can be detected by PCR in fields at least one 
year after the plants had been harvested. No evidence for gene transfer from 
plants to bacteria was obtained. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Perhaps the most productive link was established between Rhône Poulenc 
Agrochimie and the Université Claude Bernard in their field studies which will be 
continued in the future. The University of Bielefeld has traditionally served as a 
center providing genetic advice and strains to other members of the group. 
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Fate of genetically engineered micro-organisms (GEMs) 
and genetically engineered DNA sequences (GEDs) 

in some environmental hot spots (BIOT CT-910284) 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
GEMs are increasingly used in the open field for bioremediation and agricultural 
purposes. Knowledge of their survival in the environment and of their interactions 
with organisms indigenous to the environment are mandatory to predict safety and 
efficacy. Genetic interactions between GEMs and micro-organisms that are 
autochtonous to the environment are of special importance as they may allow 
GEMs to survive longer than predicted and to spread GEDs into microbes that are 
better adapted to the environment. Accordingly, GEMs may acquire genes that 
increase their environmental fitness (e.g. heavy-metal resistance genes in heavy-
metal polluted areas) and GEMs may receive environmentally derived conjugative 
plasmids that may mobilise GEDs back to the indigenous microflora (e.g. by 
retrotransfer). This project aimed to assess the probability that such genetic inter
actions occur in two environmental spots, i.e. soils (in presence/absence of plants 
and/or pollution) and in river stone biofilms. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Microcosms that simulate soil (with or without plant roots) and river stone surface 
environmental spots were seeded with GEMs containing marker genes (GEDs) 
cloned in different vector systems. Vector systems (Mob+ and Mob" plasmids, 
chromosome) differed in their capacity to be mobilised by broad-host range con
jugative plasmids. The following parameters were followed: 
(i) survival of GEMs and stability of their corresponding GEDs, 
(ii) transfer of GEDs into co-introduced recipient bacteria, 
(iii) transfer of GEDs into indigenous bacteria, 
(iv) uptake of indigenous conjugative plasmids by GEMs, and 
(v) effect of GEMs on the metabolic capacity of the indigenous microflora. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Monitoring of GEDs in soil 
To study the fate of GEDs in soil, a method was needed that detects GEDs 
irrespective whether these are present in GEMs, in indigenous microbes or in a 
cell-free state. A soil DNA extraction procedure was developed that allows isola
tion of free and cell-associated DNA of sufficient purity for hybridisation and PCR 
analysis [lab A]. The method consists of a lysozyme/SDS treatment of soil slurry 
at pH 9.0 and of a purification of the extract by ammonium acetate precipitation 
and Sephadex G50 gel filtration. With this method up to 30 mg of soil can be 
analysed in a single PCR reaction without apparent inhibition by soil contaminants. 
The method showed its practical value in an experiment in which soil microcosms 
were seeded with Alcaligenes eutrophs cells and exposed to high temperature or 
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to desiccation. The number of A. eutrophus colony forming units that could be 
recovered from the microcosm quickly declined in function of time whereas the 
concentration of a typical A. eutrophus plasmid gene remained unaltered, as deter
mined by hybridisation analysis of soil DNA extracts (reference 3). Thus, GEDs 
may be more stable in soil than their corresponding GEMs [lab A]. 

2. Gene transfer between GEMs and cointroduced recipient cells in microcosms 

Soil microcosm were seeded with both GEMs (i.e. donor) and recipient cells and 
the transfer of GEDs from GEMs into the recipient cells was monitored. Two 
donor/recipient pairs were studied into detail: 

A first mating pair consisted of E. coli K12 donor cells with czc (an A. eutrophus
derived gene cassette that confers resistance to cadmium, cobalt and zinc) as the 
marker gene and czcixee A. eutrophus recipient cells. As czc is only functional in 
A. eutrophus but not in E. coli, transfer can easily be monitored by the appearance 
of metalresistant bacteria. E. coli belongs to the γProteobacteria and A. eutrophus 
to the ßProteobacteria, thus transfer is considered to be of the 'broadhost range' 
type. As the vector that carries the GEDs is important for its 'transferability', czc 
gene cassettes were cloned in different vector systems, including pUC18 (Tra", 
Mob), pBR325 (Tra", Mob"), pRK415 (Tra", Mob+ , IncP), pKT240 (Tra", Mob + , 
IncQ), and the chromosome of E. coli (obtained by homologous recombination 
within the malT — malQ genes) [lab A]. The following are the conclusions 
obtained from studies with this mating pair in soil microcosms: Transfer occurs fre
quently if all the following conditions are met: 

(i) czc is present on a Mob+ vector, 
(ii) tra functions are provided in the donor or in the recipient cell, and 
(iii) the soil is sterilised prior to seeding with donors and recipients. 

Transfer of czc on Mob" vectors may occur if a strong transposable element (Mini
Mu) is present in donor or recipient. Pollution of the microcosm with heavy metals 
was sometimes found to induce a strong proliferation of czccontaining transcon
jugants [lab D]. 

A second mating pair consisted of E. coli K12 XL2 donor cells (carry a F' plasmid 
with a tetracycline resistance gene) and E. coli K12 RB85 recipient cells and 
belongs to the 'narrow host range' type of gene transfer. Both E. coli strains were 
found to colonise the plant roots of Zea mays grown in sterilised soil. Gene trans
fer between both E. coli strains occurred in sterilised soil with Zea mays plants if 
the microcosm was kept at high temperature (28°C night, 32°C day). However, no 
gene transfer was detected when plants were omitted or when the temperature was 
sub optimal (18°C night, 28°C day). Switching microcosms conditions from 
unfavourable to favourable (plants present, high temperature) resulted in a 
delayed transconjugant formation. The presence of plants was not needed for 
transconjugant formation when soils were amended with nutrients. Gene transfer 
was shown to be reduced in the presence of the montmorillinitic clay bentonite. 
This reduction was more pronounced at low than at high ionic strength [lab C]. 

3. Transfer of GEDs into the indigenous microflora. 

In this series of experiments, GEMs were introduced in microcosms and transfer 
of GEM plasmids into the resident microflora was followed. To increase the chan
ces of success, use was made of GEMs that contain conjugative plasmids (Tra + ). 

Soil microcosms were studied using E. coli GEMs that contained an IncP plasmid 
with a biphenyl degradation transposon (Ίη4371). The biphenyl degradation gene 
was found to be functional in A. eutrophus and some Acinetobacter sp. strains but 
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not in the GEM itself. The GEM was introduced in microcosms of sandy and 
sandyloam sou that were freshly amended with biphenyl. Indigenous transcon
jugants that had taken up the IncP plasmid were detected on basis of their capacity 
to grow on minimal agar plates with biphenyl as sole carbon source (donors are 
unable to grow on biphenyl and are methionine auxotrophs). Soil transconjugants 
carried plasmids that did not differ in size from those of the GEM. No transfer 
was observed in control soil samples that were not amended with biphenyl [lab D], 

Microcosms consisting of agar plates with biofilm from River Taff stones 
( = epilithon) were seeded with P. putida PaW340 GEMs with an epilithic IncP 
plasmid (pQM901) that contains a mercury resistance gene (mer), a kanamycin 
resistance gene and the tdnC gene (encoding conversion of catechol to a yellow 
cleavage product). The GEMs were tryptophan auxotrophs. After coculture of the 
GEMs with the epilithic microorganisms, mercuryresistant, kanamycinresistant 
tryptophan prototrophs were isolated. Isolates that carried a plasmid of the same 
size as pQM901, converted catechol into a yellow cleavage product, hybridised to 
the tdnC gene and had a whole cell protein finger print that was different from 
that of the GEMs, were scored as indigenous transconjugants. Transconjugants 
were identified by using API20NE and API20E test strips as Klebsiella oxytoca, 
Serratia liquefacies, Serratia plymuthica, and Serratia ficaria [lab B]. 

River stream microcosms were also seeded with P. putida PaW340 (pQM901). 
After mating, donor counter selection was performed by incubating the donor/ 
microcosm mixtures in presence of two different P. putida PaW340specific bac
teriophages. The treated mixture was then plated on LBbased medium sup
plemented with mercury and kanamycin. As a result, a number of indigenous 
transconjugants were obtained that scored positive by whole cell protein profiling, 
hybridisation and plasmid visualisation [lab B]. 

4. Transfer of conjugative plasmids from the selected environmental spots into the 
GEMs. 

In the previous paragraphs it was shown that GEMs may transfer GEDs cloned 
in Tra* vectors into the indigenous microflora of soil and of river epilithon. 
However, most GEMs used for deliberate releases in the environment do not con
tain conjugative plasmids. Therefore transfer of GEDs into the natural microflora 
is unlikely unless GEMs are able to take up conjugative plasmids from the environ
ment. 

Uptake of conjugative plasmids by GEMs was studied by exogenous isolation, a 
technique based on the in vitro mating of bacterial communities with adequately 
marked recipient strains. A first approach of exogenous isolation is based on the 
observation that in many environmental (conjugative) plasmids mercury resistance 
genes are present. Mercurysensitive, rifampicineresistant P. putida, P. aeruginosa, 
E. coli and Acinetobacter calcoacetics GEMs were cocultured on agar plates with 
river epilithon bacteria and mercuryresistant GEMs were isolated. GEMs so
obtained contained either large (50300 kb) or small (< 10 kb) plasmids. About 
one fourth of the plasmids isolated in E. coli also transferred to P. putida. The host 
range of a typical plasmid isolated by exogenous isolation into P. putida, i.e. 
pQM706, was compared with that of an IncP plasmid (pQM899). This analysis 
showed that both plasmids could transfer to other members of the γProteobac
teria group (P. putida, A. calcoacetics, E. coli), and to members of the ß
Proteobacteria (Comomonas acidovorans, Pseudomonas cepacia, A. eutrophus). 
However, pQM899 could transfer into the flavobacterium Cytophaga heparina 
whereas pQM706 could not. Thus, conjugative plasmids with a broad transfer spec
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trum are present in river epilithon and can be isolated by the exogenous isolation 
technique [lab B]. 

A modified exogenous isolation technique was developed that specifically detects 
broadhost range conjugative plasmids. For this purpose, an environmental 
microbial community is mixed with a donor strain that contains an IncQ (Tra" 
Mob+) plasmid and with a recipient strain. Transfer of the IncQ plasmid into the 
recipient strain can only occur if the microbial community contains IncQmobilis
ing functions. By choosing E. coli (γProteobacteria) as a donor and A. eutrophs 
(ßProteobacteria) as a recipient, only IncQmobilising plasmids with a broad host 
range are isolated. The IncQ plasmid in the donor carries the czc gene cassette as 
a marker gene. As discussed before the czc cassette is not functional in E. coli and 
many environmental bacteria but is in A. eutrophus. The 'triparental exogenous 
isolation method' has the additional advantage that its success does not depend on 
the presence of a marker gene such as mer on the conjugative plasmid. A control 
experiment showed a linear relationship between the number of IncP plasmid con
taining helper cells in the mating mixture and the number of transconjugants that 
eventually emerged. Hence, the method may be used to quantify IncQmobilising 
functions in environmental samples. With soil and activated sludge microbial com
munities as helper, A. eutrophus transconjugants were obtained that, in 50% of the 
cases investigated, contained a plasmid in addition to the IncQ plasmid. Further 
mating experiments suggested that these additional plasmids could mobilise the 
IncQ plasmid to other A. eutrophus strains and, in some cases, also to E. coli. 
Replicón typing using DNA probes specific for several E. coli incompatibility 
groups (IncN, IncP, IncQ, IncW, IncT, IncX, IncU, IncF, IncHl, IncHI2, and IncL/ 
M) showed that all strains with two plasmids hybridised to the IncQ probe, but 
only 4 of 23 hybridised to the IncP probe and 0 of 23 hybridised to the other 
hybridisation probes. This suggested that in soil and activated sludge broadhost 
range IncQmobilising plasmids are present that belong to hitherto uncharac
terized incompatibility groups [lab A and D], 

5. Effect of GEMs on the metabolic capacity of the indigenous flora 

Experiments were performed to analyse whether introduction of GEMs into soil 
and river epilithon microcosms could influence the metabolic activity of the 
indigenous organisms. The oxygen uptake of a biphenylpolluted soil microcosm 
that had taken up the biphenyldegradation genes from an introduced E. coli GEM 
(see point 3) was found to be higher than the oxygen uptake of unseeded soils. 
This suggested that GEDs transferred into the indigenous population were indeed 
expressed and altered the metabolic activity of the soil microbes [lab D]. In 
another series of experiments the capacity of unseeded and GEMseeded river 
epilithon microcosms to degrade a large panel of carbon sources was compared. 
The GEM carried a conjugative plasmid (pQM901) that was not expected to con
fer selective advantage to its recipients. No significant differences in carbon utilisa
tion patterns were found. The effect of this GEM on the growth rate of Gammarus 
pulex placed in the river microcosms was also tested. G. pulex is a small freshwater 
invertebrate that feeds on epiphytic bacteria. No significant differences between 
control and seeded microcosms were observed. No GEMs or indigenous microbes 
containing pQM901 were found in G. pulex gut homogenates [lab B]. 

6. Discussion 

This project has investigated the question: 'How realistic is the possibility that 
genetic interactions between GEMs and environmental microbes may affect the 
stability of GEDs in the environment'. First, we have shown that GEDs may some
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times remain present in soil microcosms for a longer time than the corresponding 
GEMs (Point 1). In plate matings with soil and river epilithon micro-organisms 
GEMs were found to acquire conjugative plasmids from environmental microbes 
(Point 4). From GEMs with conjugative plasmids GEDs were found to be 
mobilised to the indigenous microflora (Point 2 and 3). Both gene transfer into 
and gene transfer from the GEMs may occur in a single mating (retrotransfer) or 
in two separate matings (one with an indigenous microbe that acts as donor and 
one with another that acts as recipient). Depending on the environmental con
straints and the biological containment of the gene, such transfer of GEDs from 
GEMs to indigenous microbes may occur frequently (e.g. Mob+ plasmid gene, 
positive selective pressure and nutrients available, few competitors) or rarely if at 
all (chromosomal gene, no nutrients, many competitors). 

MAJOR SCffiNTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
— A newly-developed isolation method for conjugative plasmids (exogenous isola

tion) showed the presence of new groups of broad-host range plasmids in soil 
and in the bacterial biofilm present on river stones. 

— Observation that GEDs can be transferred by conjugation from introduced 
GEMs into the indigenous bacteria of soils and river epilithon. 

— Observation that the IncP plasmid pQM899 can transfer from P. putida into 
Cytophaga heparina. 

— Development of a DNA purification procedure suitable for the routine analysis 
of soil samples by PCR. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
GEMs and GEDs were constructed in lab A and used in lab C and lab D to 
monitor gene transfer (results of lab C and lab D were compared). Exogenous 
plasmid isolation techniques originally developed in lab Β were improved in lab D. 
Plasmids isolated in lab D were characterised in lab A. Staff of lab D worked for 
short periods in lab A and lab B. Semestrial meetings were held in Mol 
(19.03.1992), Oeiras (22.10.1992), Cardiff (23.03.1993), and Grenada (24.10.1993). 
Joint progress reports were presented at the Sectorial Biosafety Meeting in 
Wageningen (06-09.12.1992) and Grenada (24-27.10.1993). Occasional contacts 
(exchange of strains and protocols) took place with partners of other BRIDGE 
projects, including BIOT CT-910293, BIOT CT-910288 and BIOT CT-910301. The 
European collaborative work enriched a whole range of activities in the partners' 
laboratories, especially as a result of exchange of different approaches. In par
ticular it was felt that maximal benefits appeared after long-term collaborations 
( > 3 j ) . 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Top E., Van Rolleghem P., Mergeay M., and Verstraete W. (1992) 
Determination of the mechanism of retrotransfer by mechanistic mathematical modelling. J. 
Bacteriol. 174: 5953-5960 
Top E., De Smet I., Verstraete W., Dijkmans R., and Mergeay M. (1994) 
Exogenous isolation of mobilizing plasmids from polluted soils and sludges. Appi. Environ. 
Microbiol. 60: 831-839. 
Individual publications 
Dijkmans R., Jagers Α., Kreps S., Collard J.M., and Mergeay M. (1993). Rapid method for 
purification of soil DNA for hybridization and PCR analysis, Microbiol. Releases, 2: 29-34. 
Springael D., Diels L., Hooyberghs L. Kreps S., and Mergeay M. (1993). Construction and 
characterization of heavy-metal-resistant haloaromatic degrading Alcaligenes eutrophus cells. 
Appi. Environ. Microbiol. 59: 334-339. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Antibiotic resistance is used as a marker for many bacterial inocula and in addition 
is found in antibiotic-producing streptomycetes grown industrially for antibiotic 
production. It is necessary to evaluate the effects of introducing antibiotics into soil 
to study the selective advantage of such genes. In addition we need to consider the 
safe disposal of recombinant streptomycete waste from the pharmaceutical 
industry. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The overall objective was to study the effects of selection on introduced antibiotic 
resistance genes in soil populations of streptomycete inoculants by the addition of 
antibiotics to soil. The aim was to determine selective effects in soil microcosms 
using genetically marked inoculants with resistance genes borne on plasmids, 
phage and the chromosome. Soil microcosm design was investigated to establish a 
suitable way of making sporadic amendments to the soil and obtain a population 
of streptomycetes which followed the complete life cycle from germinating spore 
to mycelium in soil. The effects of soil type on survival and selection were also 
determined as three different soil types were chosen representing a characteristic 
soil of the three participating countries. Two antibiotics, neomycin, a water soluble 
antibiotic, and thiostrepton, a water insoluble antibiotic, were chosen for the study. 
Antibiotics similar to these two are frequenüy used in agriculture for growth 
promotion in farm animals and are applied to land via use of contaminated animal 
manure. Methods for antibiotic extraction and detection were developed to achieve 
sensitive assays for monitoring the rate of decay or immobilisation of antibiotics 
added to soil. Evidence for antibiotic production in soil was also sought using 
streptomycetes producing neomycin and thiostrepton. In addition methods were 
developed for direct monitoring of bacterial growth and differentiation in soil by 
differential DNA extraction and amplification of low levels of DNA by the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
Division of labour: Microcosms were developed by each participant but continuous 
enrichment systems were produced and used only by Athens. Extraction and detec
tion of thiostrepton was developed by Warwick and methods for neomycin by 
Wageningen. Selection and gene transfer were investigated for plasmid-borne 
genes at Wageningen and Athens and for chromosomal genes at Warwick. Marked 
inoculants were used throughout and indigenous marked strains used in conjunc
tion with type strains for experiments at Athens. Three soil types were identified 
as representative of the agricultural soil within the vicinity of each participating 
laboratory, the soils differed markedly in terms of clay and organic matter content. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All strains were tested for stability of genetic markers which proved acceptable for 
plasmid, phage and chromosomal insert except that studies had to be discontinued 
with the transposon due to instability. For soil microcosms studies with thiostrep
ton proved straightforward but problems were encountered with the water soluble 
neomycin. No antibiotic could be extracted from soil except in the case of the 
Wageningen sou when it was not limed. This soil was acidic and had to be limed 
to obtain reproducible data on growth of inoculants. Levels as high as 1000 μg g"1 

soil were not detected in the clay loam soil of Athens, in the sandy loam soil of 
Wageningen detection of levels below 500 μg"1 were not possible. 

1. Genetic markers: The genes tsr, nptll and aph V for resistance to thiostrepton 
and neomycin respectively were used in various constructs to determine the effects 
of selection on resistance phenotype. Derivatives of the plasmid pIJlOl, pIJ673 and 
pIJ680, were used for plasmid studies and KC301, derived from C31, served as the 
phage vector both as free virions and in lysogens. A strain of Streptomyces lividas, 
TK64(KT), carrying a chromosomal insert with tsr and nptll was chosen for studies 
of chromosomal genes. All studies with inoculants involved marked strains of 
S. lividas, TK23, TK24 selected by respective resistance to spectinomycin and 
streptomycin. Plasmids were used by Wageningen and Athens whereas phage and 
chromosomal genes were selected for study at Warwick. Indigenous S. grises 
strains with rifampicin resistance were also used by Athens. 

2. Dynamic soil microcosms: The selective pressures of antibiotics in the soil 
environments could only be determined if inoculant streptomyces were actively 
growing and achieved repeated rounds of sporulation. Spores were resistant to the 
antibiotics. This requirement led to the development of a stirred fed-batch 
microcosm where 20% of the soil was removed and replaced by fresh amended soil 
at two week intervals. This resulted in iterative germination and sporulation of 
streptomycetes in the soil. Whilst this system was adopted by all laboratories 
Athens also developed a series of microcosms which were amended or stirred for 
a range of time intervals. The effect was the same in all systems where either 
nutrient amendment or stirring resulted in spore germination. The soil conditions 
were held constant for moisture and temperature. One exception to this were 
studies completed by Athens where the effects of soil matric potential on survival 
and activity of plasmid-containing strains was monitored. Results showed that sur
vival was better in Greek soil with a potential of -300 kPa when compared with 
soil at-23 kPa. Extraction studies proved that soil DNA from the drier soil con
tained higher levels of plasmid pIJ673 (Karagouni et al., 1993) 

3. Antibiotic selection on Streptomyces species: The effects of addition of 
thiostrepton and neomycin to soil were studied for a range of Streptomyces species. 
a) The effects of thiostrepton: 
Thiostrepton was extracted from soil and detected throughout the experiment 
using thiostrepton-specific ultra-sensitive bioassays and further confirmed by 
HPLC, levels declined by 50% over 60 days but fluctuated with the soil 
amendments. 
The three soil types all gave comparable results with thiostrepton but killing effects 
were most marked in Wageningen soil and least in Warwick soil. 
Plasmid studies at Wageningen indicated that sensitive recipients were inhibited 
and no growth occurred above 50μg g'1 soil except after 30 days when the 
thiostrepton level had declined despite two weekly 20% soil amendments (Fig. 1). 
It is possible the streptomycetes were able to degrade this antibiotic as a source 
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of C and N. After 30 days plasmid transfer resumed but transconjugant population 
levels were much reduced (Fig. 1). 
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Fig 2 Effect of thiostrepton on conjugation and plasmid 
transfer between S. lividans strains in soil. 
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0-1000pg g"1 thiostrepton were added to sterile batch microcosms (clay loam 
Warwick soil) containing the thiostrepton-sensitive S. lividans TK23. The antibiotic 
caused limited inhibition but appeared to enhance sporulation at 50,100 and 1,000 
Mg g"1 (Pig· 2). This suggested that a response to premature death of mycelia 
produced from germ tubes, in this case, was increased spore formation. TK64(KT), 
a strain of S. lividas with chromosomal thiostrepton and neomycin resistance 
genes, was unaffected by the addition of thiostrepton. 
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Fig t Effect of thiostrepton on the 
survival of S. lividans TK23 in sterile soil 
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The strain TK64(KT) survived only in sterile soil but declined and became non
detectable after 60 days in nonsterile soil (Fig. 3). However the addition of 100μg 
g"1 or greater levels of thiostrepton dramatically altered the ability of this 
auxotroph to survive and compete with indigenous soil bacteria as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig 3 Effect of thiostrepton on the survival 

of S. lividans KT In non-sterile soil 
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The selective effect of thiostrepton on a mixed population of TK23 and TK64(KT) 
was investigated in sterile. TK23 was unaffected by the presence of TK64(KT), 
while the latter declined either in the presence or absence of thiostrepton. The 
initial decline in spore counts for TK23 was due to germination and evidence for 
killing was found at this time but the surviving mycelia appeared to sporulate more 
profusely and thereby aided the survival of TK23. 
The survival of thiostreptonresistant TK24, lysogenized by KC301 containing tsr, 
was not enhanced by the addition of thiostrepton and this inoculant was outcom
peted by TK23 in soil both with and without antibiotic additions. The results 
indicated that lysogens grew and/or sporulated less effectively and that although 
some lethal effects were monitored in the presence of thiostrepton, enhanced and 
more rapid sporulation in the sensitive, nonlysogenized strain counteracted this 
effect. 

The tsr marker was stable in all studies but nptll became silent in soil populations 
of S.lividans when used on the chromosome but not in the plasmid pU673. Probing 
and PCR of soil DNA for these marker genes indicated that the signal for both 
genes was the same (Fig. 4) but for S. lívidas KT after 30 days in soil selection 
on neomycin plates was not possible. 

no DNA 

Fig 4 Quantification of genes for thiostrepton (tsr) and neomycin (nptll) resistance in 

S. lividans OT growing in soil 
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b) In situ production of thiostrepton by S.azureus in soil: 
The growth of S. azures in sterile amended (1% chitin) Warwick soil was assessed 
together with in situ production of thiostrepton. The antibiotic was detected at day 
3 which coincided with a rise in spore numbers indicative of the first round of 
sporulation. Following 6 days incubation thiostrepton was detected at over 50 ng 
g"1 soil (Wellington et al., 1993). This level was achieved with a viable count of 
approximately 108. 

c) The effects of neomycin: The effects of neomycin were studied with S. grises 
CAG17 (neomycin sensitive strain) and TK24(pIJ673) using Athens soil. The 
microcosms in this case were stirred each day to allow continuous growth of 
mycelia. Under these conditions the killing effect of neomycin should be maxi
mised as fewer resistant spores were formed. However, no evidence was obtained 
for lethal effects of neomycin on S. grises and this strain survived in higher num
bers than 5. lividas both with and without neomycin additions (01000 μg g"1). No 
transconjugants were detected. The level of neomycin in the soil could not be 
monitored as the antibiotic was not extracted, even at levels of 1 mg g"1. Irrevers
ible adsorption was possible as previous studies have found this occurred with 
several aminoglycosides. Mite can bind over 40 g of neomycin per kg and this clay 
is present in the soil used. 

Results obtained with Wageningen soil contrasted to those reported above for the 
clayloam soil. Various levels of neomycin, 0 to 1000 μg g"1, were added to sterile 
fedbatch microcosms (sandy loam soil) containing strains TK23 and TK24 (pIJ680, 
aphV). In the presence of neomycin the sensitive strain TK23 fell below detection 
limits ( < 102 c.f.u. g"1) after only 30 days of incubation, while in neomycinfree soil 
the strain reached levels of up to 10ö c.f.u. g"1. This showed that neomycin was hav
ing a detrimental effect on the survival of TK23. TK24 (pIJ680) grew in the 
presence of neomycin even at 1000 μg g"1. Growth of the resistant strain was 
greatest at the highest level of neomycin added, and this was confirmed by direct 
analysis of extracted soil DNA when probed for plasmid DNA. Exposure to high 
levels of neomycin may have affected copy number of the plasmid thus dramati
cally improving survival compared to the performance of the strain at lower levels 
of neomycin addition. The inhibitory affect of neomycin was removed when the 
soil was limed. 

4. Activity measurements: In addition to plate counts and DNA monitoring, 
methods of monitoring activity have also been developed. In Warwick the produc
tion of two enzymes, urease and chitinase were used to monitor activity. Another 
two enzymes, agarase and amylase have also been assessed for their usefulness in 
monitoring populations. In Athens the respiration rate of streptomycetes in soil, 
measured by monitoring carbon dioxide evolution, was useful for detecting dif
ferences in activity between amended and unamended soil although the method 
was not sufficiently sensitive to detect the effects of stirring the soil during soil 
turnover. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Survival of a disabled thiostrepton resistant streptomycete was forced in nonsterile 
soil by selection for resistance using thiostrepton levels > 100μg g"1 soil. This has 
implications for industry in assessing the survival of disabled strains in soil. Par
ticularly for mycelium contaminated with antibiotics. 
Marked differences were detected between varying soil types concerning the 
effects of added antibiotics neomycin and thiostrepton on sensitive streptomycetes 
growing in soil, the presence of certain types of clay and the clay content was most 
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important in determining the inhibitory effects of antibiotic additions to soil. In 
sandy loam selection for resistant strains was observed. 
The environmental implications of using antibiotic resistance genes for marking 
introduced organisms: the selective advantage of resistance genes in bacteria may 
be seen when high levels of antibiotic are present such as the levels of kanamycin 
in animal manure and slurries. The selective effects of such antibiotics will depend 
on the soil type as clay appeared to adsorb and inactivate the antibiotic neomycin. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Over the two years there have been four three day plenary meetings, the first in 
Athens 23th May 1992, the second in Wageningen Uth December 1992, the third 
in Warwick 17th June 1993 and finally in Wageningen 24th November 1993. A 
laboratory exchange was conducted in June/July 1992 between Athens and 
Warwick. 

Exchange of skills and techniques, particularly the training of personnel in dif
ferent laboratories. Opportunity to sample a wide range of soil types from differing 
geographical and climatic areas and use the soil in microcosm studies. Broadening 
our understanding of scientific approach and how this varies within Europe. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The biotechnological techniques will broaden the range of germplasm available to 
plant breeders by making accessible, or producing, new gene combinations contain
ing desirable DNA sequences not available from other sources. 

The potential and limitations of the new technologies are, as yet, not fully 
appreciated. Therefore, there is a demand for the precautionary approach reflec
ted in specific regulation. In the EU, Council Directive 90/220/EEC on the 
deliberate release of genetically modified organisms describes the regulatory 
framework within which releases can be authorized. 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has also 
provided an international forum for its 24 members (all the major developed coun
tries) to discuss and formulate common approaches and principles. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

1. Collect and evaluate hard data on pollen dispersal (oilseed rape and sugarbeet). 

2. Assess the feasibility of outcrossing and viability of descendants (oilseed rape 
and sugarbeet). 

3. Assess the predictability of transferred gene activity (oilseed rape). 

4. Assess the establishment and impact of a new trait introduced into a population 
(oilseed rape and sugarbeet). 

5. Develop and test a computer model for objective 4. 

6. Evaluate possible plant instability as a consequence of transformation (oilseed 
rape). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Introduction 

This project was based on the results of BAPproject 371 on the 'Study of gene 
dispersal from plants produced by recombinant DNA'. This project was charac
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terized by a broader scope (including ecological performance and impact), by 
enhanced designs (moving to larger scale releases) and by focusing on two priority 
model crops, oilseed rape and sugarbeet. 

2. Oilseed rape (OSR) 
2.1. Distribution of introduced genes via pollen 
Coordinated field trials have been carried out in the U K , Belgium and France. 
Typically, a design contained a 'source', with genetically modified plants carrying 
an easily traceable marker, and a catcher area. Both continuous (i.e. source and 
catcher area are adjacent to each other) and discontinuous designs have been 
utilized. In order to reveal rare events, male sterile plants were introduced in some 
trials. Although the results were dependent on the design, it could be concluded 
that effective pollen dispersal is limited to the immediate vicinity of each plant. 

2.2. Effects of outcrossing to relatives 
2.2.1. Performance of plants and populations 
Several experimental approaches aimed at estimating the potential as well as the 
likelihood of gene transfer from oilseed rape to the most prominent European wild 
(weedy) Brassicaceae, including B. campestris, B. adpressa (syn. Hirschfeldia 
incana), Sinapis arvensis and Raphanus raphanistrum. Experimental steps involved 
the study of pollination ability, the evaluation of production of Fi hybrids under 
field and forced conditions, analysis of the competitive performance of interspecific 
hybrids and potential for further establishment through reproduction. The results 
confirm the potential for gene transfer in B. campestris. B. adpressa, R. 
raphanistmm and S. arvesis can only transfer genes to oilseed rape under spe
cialized conditions. 

2.2.2. Performance of the introduced gene 
Many crosses were performed within a large range of genotypes. Observations on 
the phenotype were used as an indication of the performance of the introduced 
gene. Markers, such as phosphinotricin tolerance, proved very effective for this 
purpose. Some lines were identified in which gene expression altered between 
generations or in different genetic backgrounds. Whenever a change was observed, 
it resulted in a complete 'silencing' of the introduced gene and a return to the 
untransformed status. 

2.3. Stability of a GM plant 
It is known that the insertion site of a transgene in the plant chromosome influen
ces the level of expression. MAR elements (Matrix Associated Regions) are 
hypothized to decrease variability of gene expression. 
Chimeric gene constructs containing a MAR-element (A;TBS), GUS, the lhca*3 
promoter and NPTII have been introduced in tobacco. The chicken MAR element 
(A) induced a 2-3 fold reduction in the variability of transgene expression. 
Whereas such approaches may serve future development of stable, high level 
expression, other developments build intrinsically on instability. Transposon 
tagging will be used to identify important traits. Oilseed rape plants containing 
maize transposable elements Ac-Ds have been created. The first observations in 
the greenhouse have been concluded in order to prepare a regulatory procedure 
for field release. 
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2.4. Computer modelling 

As this project aimed at building the framework for assessment, modelling took a 
central role in bringing together the results, in predicting the importance of 
individual biological parameters and as feedback in designing critical experiments. 
The dispersal model was at the basis of the design of the last pollen dispersal 
studies (France & Belgium). Based on the general model incorporating the 
experimental parameters, simulations can be made on the impact of specific traits. 

Sugarbeet 

3.1. Dispersal of introduced genes via pollen 

Pollen dispersal experiments were designed to measure pollen movement at distan
ces of up to 100 meters, using sugarbeet plants containing a colour marker gene 
or transgenic plants containing genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate as well 
as the ßglucuronidase marker gene. 

The results were consistent across years (19911993) and locations (Belgium and 
Denmark), and were not dependent on the nature of the pollen source. Using dif
ferent experimental designs Beta vulgaris pollen dispersal was shown to be promi
nent mainly over short distances (2535 metres), although pollen could be detected 
at low frequencies at distances of 100 metres from the pollen source. 

3.2. Performance of plants and populations 

Using both endogenous marker genes and genes introduced by genetic modifica
tion, interspecific hybrids were produced under natural conditions with the wild 
relatives B. maritima, Β. atriplicifolia and B. macrocarpa. Hybridization with the lat
ter two was less frequent as a result of genetic barriers. 

A series of experiments addressed fitness. Competitive ability was evaluated 
through competition experiments in mixed populations in greenhouse and field. 

Potential changes in cold tolerance were investigated in detail. Finally, sensitivity 
to factors affecting establishment was identified. 

The results of the fitness experiments confirm that the traits under investigation 
did not convey any competitive advantage to transgene sugarbeet. 

4. Conclusions 

4.1. Based on the practical experience obtained during the project, methods have 
been developed for the design and monitoring of greenhouse and field trials using 
genetically modified plants. Methods have been developed to quantify some 
aspects of the performance of such plants. 

4.2. The agronomic performance in the field of the genetically modified plants 
tested in these projects does not differ significantly from nonmodified plants. As 
with nonmodified plants, performance in the field cannot be predicted completely 
from the performance in the greenhouse. However, greenhouse tests may be 
valuable in predicting major changes in growth behaviour. 

4.3. Relative fitness or weediness of genetically modified crop plants: 

The fitness or weediness of genetically modified plants evaluated in the 
programme were not significantly different from the corresponding nonmodified 
plants. 
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4.4. Gene dispersal: 

a. Pattern of pollen dispersal: 
Pollen dispersal from plants allowed to flower openly in the field is largely con
fined to the immediate vicinity of the test field. Effective pollination at long dis
tance is negligible. 

b. Transfer to related species: 
The possibility for transfer of genes to related species is dependent on the par
ticular crop species: 
* Although there are weedy relatives of oilseed rape, the transfer of genes has 

only been established in Brassica campestris. B. adpressa, Raphanus 
raphanistrum and S. arvensis can transfer genes to oilseed rape under spe
cialized circumstances. 

* Sugarbeet is able to transfer genes. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Quantitative data have been generated on the behaviour of genetically modified 
crops and their offspring. The overview of the data and associated information 
creates a scientific framework for regulatory decisions. It enables focusing in safety 
assessment on critical parameters having an effect on the survival and on the physi
cal and genetic dispersal of plants and/or introduced genes in the environment. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Field (and greenhouse) trial work, which obviously was at the core of the project 
activities, was carried out in different countries and during 2-3 seasons. Logistical 
requirements included joint design, exchange of materials and exchange of data 
and results. Additional interaction was at the level of feedback from further 
laboratory analysis and modelling. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Uses of filamentous fungi as biological control agents are increasing and are highly 
diverse with respect to the targets (insect pests, weeds, fungal plant pathogens), the 
strategies (inoculative treatments or inundative treatments), the partners (public 
research institutions, private companies, farmers consortiums, plant protection 
service, etc.). The efficacy of fungal preparations has been proved many times by 
consistent field experiments since commercial products have been introduced in 
USA, Europe and several developing countries. For example, in 1993, two fungal 
biopesticides based on Beauveria strains have been registered in France, and 
several other preparations are being evaluated in Italy, France, Belgium and the 
Netherlands. 

To increase the agronomic use of filamentous fungi in the crops it is necessary: 
— to enhance their efficacy by protective formulations and strain improvement 

through parasexual cycle or transformation; 
— to assess the risks, following the framework of the European Guidelines 90/220 

and 414, i.e safety to humans and mammals; safety to other organisms; safety 
in the environment; 

— to evaluate the possibilities of genetic exchanges with the resident microflora. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

Researches done in this project were focused on: 
(i) main sources of genetic plasticity in fungi, 
(ii) potential risks induced by the use of recombinants or transformants, 
(iii) methodologies to monitor strains in the environment. 

Two genera representative of the diverse uses of fungal biocontrol agents have 
been selected: non pathogenic strains of Fusarium oxysporum can be applied in the 
rhizosphere in order to compete with indigenous plant pathogenic strains of the 
same species, a highly virulent strain of Beauveria bassiana 147 has been registered 
as a BCA against European corn borer, while another one, Beauveria brongniartii 
96 has been introduced and acclimated in La Réunion island against Hoplochels 
marginalis, a white grub of sugar cane. 

At the beginning of the project very few techniques had been validated for charac
terization of the DNA of such species. For this reason, an important contribution 
of the project has been to provide molecular tools to study transformation and sub
sequent genetic stability of strains, and to track them under natural conditions. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I — Genomic typing 
The genetic peculiarities of the selected fungal genera are 
(i) non sexual cycle, 
(ii) a genome size which is 4 times larger than a yeast genome and about 10 times 

larger than that of bacteria. 
Strains of Fusarium and Beauveria have been characterized by RFLP, RAPD, 
CHEF, sequencing and hybridization applied to the whole or part (rDNA, a gene 
region) of the genome. 
The relationships between pathogenic and non pathogenic Fusarium strains have 
been analysed using a sample of 60 pathogenic isolates belonging to 12 different 
formae speciales together with 36 non pathogenic isolates. The resulting 
polyphyletic tree showed that each phylum groups together isolates from different 
formae speciales while, isolates belonging to the same f.sp. are contained within 
two phyla indicating that the specialization to the same host plant can result from 
independent events. Genetic separation of non pathogenic strains is correlated 
with their ecological origin. 
In the same way, comparison of restriction patterns from amplified ribosomal 
internal transcribed spacers (ITSs) allowed separation of 32 Beauveria brongniartii 
strains into 6 haplotype groups. One of them contains all strains isolated from the 
white grub Hoplochels marginalis. A similar genetical grouping of strains isolated 
from the same host insect was observed by comparison of RAPD patterns of 
strains of B. bassiana pathogenic towards the corn borer Ostrinia nubilalis. 
Moreover, PCR-RFLP analysis of the 28S ribosomal sub-unit in B. brongniartii 
revealed the presence of insertional elements of about 350-450 bp. Cloning and 
sequencing of one of these insertions revealed it to be typical of group I introns. 
By studying the distribution of these group I introns in various strains isolated from 
H. marginalis it was possible to discriminate one of these strains, the biological 
agent Bt 96, and so to specifically monitor its presence in the environment. 
Molecular typing of this sort is particularly useful since probabilities of genetic 
exchanges are related to the genetic distances between strains. 

Π — Sources of genetic instability 
Hyphomycetes may possess particular sources of genetic instability since exchange 
of genetic information may occur during cell fusion. Somatic recombination 
through parasexual cycle has already been described in several fungal genera. In 
addition, exchanges of cytoplasmic factors may occur during the parasexual cycle, 
while transposition may be associated with the presence of transposable elements. 

A) Parasexual cycle 
The parasexual cycle of Beauveria bassiana and Fusarium oxysporum has been 
described previously. Following hyphal or conidial anastomosis cytoplasm is com
bined and a heterokaryotic stage occurs; eventually diploids are formed by nuclear 
fusion and they finally will yield parental or recombinant types after haploidisation 
during hyphal growth or conidiogenesis. The low frequency of fusion events may 
be increased by protoplast fusion. 
Interspecific protoplast fusions have been obtained between two closely related 
species B. bssiana and B. sulfuresces. It has been proved that some of the rare 
products of fusion are stable during mitotic cycles though they have a partially 
diploid structure. Secondly some of those recombinant strains acquired some 
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characteristics of the parental strains and this may confer a selective advantage 
during few steps of the life cycle. 
Two types of natural barriers for fusion exist either at the cell wall level or within 
the cytoplasm. Interstrain fusions may not be possible if the parental strains do not 
belong to the same vegetative compatible group (VCG). On an other hand, we 
have demonstrated that strains of B. bassiana belonging to the same VCG can 
exchange genetic informations when they are introduced by injection into the host 
insect. 

B) Transposable elements 
1) Identification of transposable elements: the high level of genetic variation in F. 
oxysporum led us to postulate that a part of the variability observed in this species 
might result from the activity of transposable elements. Representatives of both 
DNA transposons and retrotransposons have been identified. Firstly, the charac-
terizaton of repetitive dispersed sequences has allowed the identification of 
elements with characteristics of LTR-retransposons (Foret and palm). These 
elements are inactive but offer a powerful tool to characterize strains. Secondly, 
the molecular analysis of spontaneous mutants in the nia gene encoding nitrate 
reductase led to the identification of at least four families of transposable elements 
(Foil, Fot2, FML and Hop). All these families resemble bacterial transposons and 
contain active copies. 

2) Mutagenic effects of transposable elements: it has been demonstrated that the 
activity of bacterial-like elements determines a high level of genetic plasticity i.e., 
inactivation of the target gene through insertion, diversification of the nucleotide 
sequence through imprecise excision and probably chromosomal rearrangements as 
suggested by the extensive karyotype variation observed among field isolates. All 
these elements are widely dispersed in the species F. oxysporum and their 
mutagenic effect may provide a mechanism for generating variability that may be 
important in the appearence of virulence factors. 

3) Potential for gene transfer: in order to test the occurrence of a possible gene 
transfer, the presence of active transposons was examined because these elements 
have built-in mechanisms for excision and reintegration and thus appeared the 
elements best equipped to invade a genome. First, the distribution of Fotl 
elements was analysed in different species of the Fusarium group whose 
phylogenetic relationships are well established. The discovery of Fotl copies in the 
distant species F. solani, which are highly homologous to the Fotl element isolated 
from F. oxysporum, suggests that a horizontal transfer between these species may 
have occurred recently in nature. The comparison of their nucleotidic sequences 
would confirm such an event. 

At the initiation of the project, the only transposon reported in fungi was the 
retroelement Tad from Neurospora crassa. In the course of the project, at least six 
families of transposable elements have been identified in the species Fusarium 
oxysporum. Some of them share a bacterial-like structure and therefore correspond 
to a new class of fungal transposable elements. In addition, the strategy developed 
in Fsarium, that is the screening of unstable mutants in the gene encoding nitrate 
reductase, has been applied to Beauveria and has allowed the identification of dif
ferent inserted sequences with features of active transposable elements. This 
approach appears the most effective way to screen active transposons and the use 
of the nia gene as a target seems to be of general application. Other aspects of 
the studies carried out in these fungi such as the mutagenic effect of the trans-
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posable elements and the possibility that genetic information can transfer horizon
tally, should provide a model for studies in other species. 

Fig. 1: Identification of four families of bacterial like transposable elements in Fusarium 
oxysporum using genes encoding nitrate reductase, nia D gene from Aspergillus nidulans and nia 
gene from F. oxysporum as insertion traps. 
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3) ds RNA 
A collection of 84 B. bassiana strains, isolated from widely-dispersed field sites was 
examined for the presence of self-replicating extrachromosomal elements. No 
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evidence was obtained for the presence of mitochondrial plasmids, but 78% of 
strains were found to contain double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) elements. This is the 
first description of such elements in the species Beauveria; the elements were 
classified into seven main groups, although some of these groups may represent 
combinations of two or more elements in the same strain. One pattern was found 
to be widespread geographically, and represented 70% of those strains which con
tained dsRNA elements. Since the literature suggests that fungal dsRNA elements 
are non-infectious except by hyphal anastomosis, such elements should prove to be 
a valuable tool for determining the frequency of hyphal fusion and exchange of 
extrachromosomal elements between strains of Beauveria. 

Ill — Transformation of fungal strains 
As already described, protoplast fusion is a potentially powerful technique for 
strain improvement since different genes may be included in one strain. 
Nevertheless in order to introduce a specific characteristic, transformation is an 
alternative process with a great potential. 
Transformation of fungi requires plasmid integration. Different vectors have been 
constructed with strong promoters, and several marker genes have been need. 
Cotransformation is a more efficient system where two plasmids are simultanously 
introduced one with a marker gene the other with the gene of interest. Frequency 
of transformation is typically high (approximately 500 transformants^ DNA). 
Several transformants of Fusarium oxysporum and Beauveria bassiana have been 
obtained with heterologous DNA carrying gus A , ben A, nia D and ATP sul-
phurylase genes. ATP sulfurylase gene (SC) and nitrate reductase gene (nia D) 
from Aspergillus nidulans were introduced into Beauveria bassiana in order to 
assess their stability in the presence and absence of selection pressure. When coun
ter selection against the foreign DNA was applied, occasionnai revertants 
appeared; they were typically associated with loss of the transforming DNA. In the 
absence of selection pressure, transformants remained stable, even after three 
months of serial subculture. 
Transformation with homologous DNA requires the cloning of genes; the nia gene 
of Beauveria was cloned by probing with products of PCR amplification using 
degenerate nucleotide the sequences of which were deduced from known nia gene; 
the ATP sulphurylase gene of Beauveria has been cloned by applying the strategy 
previously described. 

TV — Genome plasticity under natural environments 
In non sterile soils F. oxysporum and B. bassiana strains have to compete with 
natural microflora and microfauna. They are able to survive in those conditions 
since soil is a 'natural reservoir' but the introduced population is not always suf
ficient to suppress the pest population. Among exceptions, some strains of B. 
brongniartii, such as B. brongniartii 96, are able to control the pest population for 
several years in sugar cane fields of La Réunion island. Characterization of the 
behaviour of entomopathogenic fungi in soil is complicated by the fact that total 
colony counts on selective media fail to distinguish between the infective 
propagules (conidia) and other forms of fungal biomass. An original technique 
based on heat treatment was therefore designed which eliminates hyphal biomass 
while retaining the viability of conidia in the soil. This allow conidiation and the 
persistence of conidia in the soil, to be monitored directly. 
In sterile soils Fusarium and Beauveria have the potential to reach a plateau from 
107 to 108 propagules/g depending on the physical and chemical characteristics of 
the soil. 
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The distribution of selected strains of antagonistic Fusarium spp. was tracked using 
molecular tools: both the electrophoretic karyotype patterns and the random 
amplified DNAs were stable after six months from the introduction in natural and 
sterile soils and allowed the unequivocal recognition of the introduced strains. 
Genetic transformation to benomyl resistance does not affect the survival of 
Fusarium strains, unless benomyl is added to the soil. No significant effects on 
natural microflora present in the soil and rhizosphere were observed after the 
addition of either transformed or non manipulated antagonists. 
A benomyl resistant transformant and a benomyl-sensitive F. oxysporum marked by 
orange pigmentation were introduced into soil microcosms in the presence or 
absence of test plants, in order to evaluate the possibility of genetic transfer of 
benomyl resistance under natural conditions. Experiments carried out for three or 
six months demonstrated that orange colonies were never isolated on benomyl-
amended PDA. Population densities slowly decreased during the experiment, and 
were not influenced by the presence of test plants. 
On leaf surfaces, Beauveria is not able to survive beyond 4 days after the applica
tion without formulation. It is highly susceptible to UV, which does not appear to 
induce any genetic modification. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHTS 
At the onset of the project, no background was available on the genetic ecology 
of filamentous fungi. At the conclusion of this project, we are able to underline 
three main points: 
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— Techniques and methods which could be used by applicants to release and 
register fungal biocontrol agents have been developed: molecular typing techni
ques, highly informative probes, and transformation systems with several repor
ter genes. 

— Secondly, original scientific data have been generated on the stability of intro
duced DNA, and the presence of transposons and dsRNA elements in biocon
trol fungi. These merit further investigations. Further work should concentrate 
on main problems: 
(i) are the active transposable elements able to horizontal transfer? 
(ii) have the active transposable elements a practical application in biotechno

logy? 
(iii) how to monitor polyclonal artificial populations? 

— Finally, results of the project allow us to put forward recommendations for the 
assessment of risks induced by recombinant fungal procedures for agronomic 
purposes: 
(i) to estimate the probability of genetic exchanges between the introduced 

strains and those already present in the target environment (VCG, genetic 
distances, protoplast fusion), 

(ii) to research active transposable elements, 
(iii) to monitor introduced fungal populations. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Joint meetings and research visits have proved especially valuable for exchange of 
ideas, comparison of data and evaluating progress. Exchanges of improved strains, 
plasmids, cloned genes, methods and protocols were performed between the five 
laboratories participating in the project, and a training period (april 93) was per
formed by Q. Migheli (Univ. Torino) at the University of Orsay, F. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A large proportion of organic compounds of biological and chemical origin are 
mineralized, i.e. converted to carbon dioxide, water and other inorganic com
pounds, predominantíy by microbes, as part of the continuous cycling of carbon 
between inorganic and organic states. However, many xenobiotics (man-made 
chemicals) are recalcitrant and persist in the environment because they have novel 
structures or substituents not found in biogenic molecules, are chemically very 
stable, are toxic for microorganisms, or inhibit degradative pathways. In these cases 
the evolution of new activities in the laboratory may be helpful because the fre
quency and types of genetic events needed (mutations, alteration of gene expres
sion, gene dosage and gene transfer, etc) can be optimally achieved under powerful 
selective conditions. Several strategies have been applied by the research groups 
participating in this EC BRIDGE program to construct bacteria able to eliminate 
a number of chlorinated aromatics such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and 
to improve the biodegradative properties of bacteria able to eliminate organic 
solvents. These developments have been coupled to conditional gene expression 
systems involving two aspects: recombinant organism containment, which includes 
the assembly of lethal genes in regulatory networks for the mineralization of 
aromatic hydrocarbons, and recombinant gene containment, through the estab
lishment of barriers to lateral gene transfer. 

These developments allowed the construction of GEMs that display a high degree 
of functional and ecological predictability, which has been validated in microcosms 
of agricultural soils and river sediments. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Construction of PCB degraders 
PCBs, a group of compounds that have been introduced into the environment as 
a result of industrial activity, have proven recalcitrant to microbial degradation 
under natural conditions. They can enter the food chain and eventually accumulate 
in lipid-rich tissues in humans and animals. Because of the health hazards 
associated with PCBs, removing them from the environment is a high priority task. 
Since PCBs are often found in large volumes of soils and sediments, albeit at low 
concentrations, in situ degradation may be an effective bioremediation approach. 
Inoculants are therefore needed which can survive and degrade-PCBs under 
environmental conditions. Although a number of selected strains are available 
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which aerobically degrade a wide spectrum of analogs, none of them has been suc
cessful as a bioremediation agent. The problems identified with aerobic in situ 
degradation of PCBs occur both at a biochemical level (co-metabolism, insufficient 
regulation, incomplete mineralization) and an ecological level (insufficient survival 
and low activity of the target strains in contaminated sites). Below we describe our 
strategy to overcome these obstacles. 

The catabolic genes bphABCD of Pseudomonas sp. LB400, the best known PCB 
degrader, were cloned and the regulatory circuits dissected. The operon was cloned 
into a mini-Tn5 vector developed in BRIDGE program. The bph cassette was 
transferred to the chromosome of indigenous microorganisms able to establish in 
target ecological niches, namely, the sugar-beet rhizosphere and sediments from 
the River Spittelwasser, a tributary of the River Elbe. A screening strategy was 
then set up to select microbes able to degrade the chlorinated benzoates resulting 
from metabolism of PCBs. 

2. Strain containment and rDNA containment. 

Since the ecological behavior of microorganisms introduced into the environment 
has not so far been extensively documented, it seems to be useful to restrict their 
survival in order to increase their predictability in the environment. Constructions 
with a high degree of functional and ecological predictability, and equipped with 
barriers to lateral gene transfer, can be designed in the laboratory by using lethal 
genes coupled to the regulatory system of the pollutant to be removed. As a model 
system we have used Pseudomonas bacteria able to use aromatic organic solvents 
as the sole carbon and energy source. 

Construction of the contained GEMs was based on the gef killing gene coupled to 
regulatory networks for the degradation of toluates. The system is based on two 
elements: the control element, which consists of a fusion between Pm, the 
promoter of the pathway for metabolism of toluates, and a gene encoding a 
repressor protein (in our case the Lad protein), and the xylS gene encoding the 
positive regulator of the Pm promoter. The other element, the killing cassette, con
sists of a fusion between the Plac promoter and the gef gene, which encodes a kill
ing function. In the presence of an aromatic compound such as toluate, the bac
teria produces Lad protein, which prevents expression of the killing function. In 
the absence of these effector compounds, expression of the killing cassette is no 
longer prevented, and the bacteria dies (Figure 1). 

To limit the rate of lateral transfer of rDNA, a gene containment system was con
ceived. This system also involves two elements: the killing element, which consists 
of the COÍE3 gene encoding for colicin E3, an RNase that cleaves the 16S rRNA 
of all prokaryotes analyzed so far and the control element, which consists of the 
immE3 gene which codes the ImmE3 protein, a specific repressor of the lethal 
function. In the GEM the gene specifying the lethal function is closely linked to 
the rDNA determining the novel trait, whereas the immunity function is located 
unliked to the new trait. Transfer of the determinant of the novel phenotype to 
a new organism will be accompanied by transfer of the lethal gene, but not by that 
of the immunity gene and, as a consequence, the recipient organism will be killed 
(Figure 2). 
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Fig. I: Programmed survival and death of Pseudomonas putida based on the presence or absence 
of a pollutant. The biological containment system is an example of these designed to control sur
vival of bacteria by modifying the availability of nutrients in this case, benzoate. 
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Fig. 2: Gene containment system based on a lethal donation of a killing function. Barriers to gene 
transfer were designed to avoid the establishment of rDNA in hosts other than those specifically 
designed as recipients. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Degradation of PCBs: Monitoring responsiveness of PCBdegrading opérons to 
pathway substrates and transfer of PCBdegrading genes to target microbes. 
Pseudomonas sp. LB400 uses biphenyl as the sole C and energy source and is able 
to cometabolize a wide range of polychlorinated biphenyls to chlorobenzoates. 
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Expression of the bph genes is driven by promoters located at the 5' end of the 
operon. Because responsiveness of the regulatory circuit to pathway substrates can 
be one of the major bottlenecks in the efficient performance of PCB-degraders, we 
have examined in detail the regulation of the system in vivo, with particular regard 
to its potential to express òpA-encoded enzymes under different conditions, and its 
inducibility by biphenyl. To reproduce the system faithfully in vivo, all the elements 
involved in the regulation of the system were incorporated into hybrid mini-Tn5 
transposons carrying fusions of 'lacZ. to the two first encoding sequences (orfO and 
bphA). We then analyzed the activity of the bphv.lacZ fusions in response to 
pathway substrates and other aromatics in the homologous genetic background of 
Pseudomons sp. LB400, and in the heterologous background provided by 
Pseudomonas putida 2442. Our results showed that regardless of the presence of 
biphenyl, the bph genes are expressed constitutively at relatively high levels, and 
that exposure of the cells to biphenyl results in a moderate increase over these 
already high basal levels. The induction of the system required the integrity of the 
orfO and its pattern was found to be growth phase-independent and relatively 
insensitive to the presence of rich carbon sources. These results suggest that opera
tion of the bph genes, although not well regulated, can occur under different 
environmental conditions. 

On the basis of the above results, a mini-Tn5 bearing the whole bph operon was 
constructed and transferred to Pseudomonas Fl 13, a biocontrol strain isolated 
from the rhizosphere of sugar-beet, and to seventeen gram-negative bacteria 
isolated from the sediment of the River Spittelwasser. Integrety of the inserted 
operon in the recipient bacteria was monitored by hybridization using the bphC 
gene as a probe, or by PCR. Functionality of the operon in the target microbes 
was confirmed by their ability to grow on biphenyl. The novel genetic trait was 
stably maintained in the recombinant microbes, as determined by the fact that the 
whole cassette was kept intact after growth of the strain for more than 200 genera
tions in the absence of selective pressure. The bph operon integrated on the host 
chromosome was not mobilized to related microbes. 

The recombinant microbes retained wild type characteristics regarding traits 
important for their ecological survival, i.e., production of siderophores and of the 
fungicide phloroglucinol. Pseudomonas F113bph was able to colonize plant roots 
in nonsterile soil, and was as competitive as the wild type in co-inoculation tests. 

2. Development of biologically contained strains and barriers to lateral transfer 
of rDNA 

2.1. Analysis of the control elements of the TOL catabolic pathways and design of 
engineered regulatory escodes 

The TOL plasmid pWWO encodes a pathway for the mineralization of toluene/ 
xylenes via benzoate/toluates. The genes are organized in two opérons, the 'upper' 
pathway operon that encodes the proteins for transformation of aromatic hydrocar
bons into benzoates, and the meta operon for metabolism of the latter to Krebs' 
cycle intermediates. The XylR protein with toluene stimulates transcription from 
the 'upper' pathway operon promoter and from the ;ty/S gene, whose gene product 
in turn stimulates transcription from the meta operon promoter (Pm). The XylS 
regulator also stimulates transcription from Pm in response to benzoate effectors. 
Because the TOL system was chosen for the coupling of the regulatory network 
to the killing function in order to develop a biological containment system (see 
below), we were interested in elucidating the circuits controlling the expression of 
this regulatory system. Accordingly we analyzed time response to effectors, steady-



state levels of mRNA expression under different growth conditions, and catabolite 
control in this system. The ultimate regulator of the pathways, the XylR protein 
was found to be made constitutively and its production to be self-regulated. We 
found that bacteria growing on minimal medium responded immediately to the 
addition of effectors. The exposure of cells to an 'upper' pathway substrate such 
as m -xylene resulted in full expression from the 'upper' pathway operon promoter 
(Pu) and the xylS gene promoter (Ps) in less than 2 min, with expression from the 
Pm promoter requiring about 5 min, which accounted for the time required to 
attain maximun level of XylS protein in the cell. Bacteria exposed to benzoate 
effectors exhibited high levels of only meta cleavage pathway mRNA. High mRNA 
levels were maintained with time until pathway substrates were exhausted. In bac
teria growing in rich medium, the response of induction of the meta cleavage 
pathway to benzoate effectors was also immediate, whereas in this medium the 
response of the Pu and Ps promoters to 'upper' pathway effectors was delayed by 
hours. We found that amino acids present in the rich medium exerted catabolite 
repression of these two promoters. 

The potential of the regulatory elements of the TOL system has been exploited to 
control gene expression through artificial cascades. A general method was 
developed, based on the ability of the T7 RNA polymerase (T7pol) to drive trans
cription from a specific promoter (Pt7poi)· A specialized mini-Tn5 jcy/S/Pm::T7pol 
was constructed, which contains the structural gene for T7 polymerase downstream 
of the XylS/Pm promoter of the TOL meta cleavage pathway. This transposon was 
stably transferred to the chromosome of P. putida. A series of Pt7p0i"reporter genes 
(lux, lac, etc) were also inserted in the host chromosome via an independent mini-
Tn5 element. In this way, genes downstream of the T7 promoter are expressed in 
response to the exposure of the cell to aromatic compounds. This type of 
regulatory cascade is now being exploited to control expression of catabolic 
pathways that cannot be precisely regulated by natural systems. 

2.2. Behavior of contained P. putida strains. 
A model substrate-dependent suicide system to biologically contain recombinant 
Pseudomonas putida was conceived. The system consists of two elements: One ele
ment was made from a fusion between a synthetic lac promoter (PAI-W/CB) and the 
E. coli gef gene, which encodes a membrane protein that collapses the membrane 
potential and leads to cell death. This element is contained in a mini-Tn5 trans
poson so that it can be integrated randomly on the Pseudomonas (or any other 
gram-negative) bacterial chromosome. 

The second element is harbored in the wide-host range plasmid pCC102, and is 
designed to control the killing element. It bears the promoter of the TOL plasmid-
encoded mefa-cleavage pathway operon (Pm) and the faci gene, encoding the lad 
repressor, plus xylS2, encoding for a positive regulator of Pm. In liquid cultures 
under optimal growth conditions and in sterile and nonsterile soil microcosms, P. 
putida (pWWO) bearing the containment system behaved as predicted. In the 
presence of a XylS effector such as m-toluate, the Lad protein was synthesized, 
preventing expression of the killing function. In the absence of effectors, expres
sion of the PAi-04/03;:£e/ cassette was not longer prevented and a high rate of cell 
killing was observed. Fluctuation tests showed that mutants resistant to cell killing 
arose at a frequency of around 10"5 to 10"6 per cell per generation. Mutations were 
linked to the killing element rather than the regulatory one. In bacteria bearing 
two copies of the küling cassette, the rate of mutants resistant to killing decreased 
to as low as 10"8 per cell per generation. 
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A streptomycin-resitant derivative of the above strain, called Pseudomons sp. 4.11, 
was isolated as more sensitive to killing by the gef gene, and the rate of mutants 
was found to be at least one order of magnitude lower. The killing cassette in P. 
putida sp. 4.11 was inserted on the TOL plasmid rather than on the chromosome. 
When this bacterium was introduced in soil microcosms, it was not able to establish 
in soils unless they had been supplemented with m-toluate (0.01%, wt/wt). The 
introduction of the contained bacteria did not have significant effects on natural 
populations present in the soil and able to use p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid or ben
zoic acid as carbon sources. 
2.3. A new recombinant gene containment system. 
The transfer and spread of new traits from a GEM to indigenous microbiota is, 
in principle, an undesired event, because the ecological consequences are 
unknown. For this reason we designed barriers to reduce the rate of horizontal 
gene transfer. Colicin E3 is a bacteriocin produced by certain colicinogenic strains 
of Escherichia coli, which kills microorganisms by inhibiting protein synthesis. It 
does this by specifically cleaving a fragment of about 50 nucleotides from the 3' 
end of the 16S rRNA containing the mRNA binding site (Shine-Dalgarno site). 
Colicinogenic strains are immune to Colicin E3 because they produce protein 
ImmE3, which binds specifically to colicin E3 and prevents the action. The co/E3 
and immEò genes are present in a nonself-transmissible plasmid, pColE3-CA38, 
and they are cotranscribed in an operon. 

We have cloned and constitutively expressed colE3 and immE3 genes separately. 
The immE3 gene was integrated and constitutively expressed in the chromosome 
of different E. coli and Pseudomonas putida strains. By using PCR techniques and 
E. coli immEò + asa recipient strain, the coIEò gene was cloned under the control 
of the Ptac promoter in pVLT31, a promiscuous plasmid able to replicate both in 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. We have tested the efficiency of our 
containment system by using different methods of DNA transfer, transformation 
and conjugation, and different recipient microorganisms representative of the main 
subgroups of Proteobacteria: E. coli, P. putida, P. fluoresces, Alcaligenes eutrophus, 
Comamonas acidovorans, Rhizobium meliloti and Agrobacterium tumefaciens. In all 
cases we obtained between 104-106 times fewer plasmid-containing tetracycline-
resistant recipients with the plasmid expressing colicin E3 than with the wild type 
vector. 

Our results show that colicin E3 and immunity E3 can be engineered as an 
efficient gene containment system, and that the bactericidal effect of colicin E3 is 
manifested in a variety of strains important for environmental purposes. Because 
the sequence in the 16S rRNA cleaved by colicin E3 is conserved in all 
prokaryotes, this killing function should be universal in nature, and is thus an 
excelent potential tool to design barriers that will decrease dispersal of recombi
nant genes among indigenous microorganisms in ecosystems into which a GEM is 
deliberately or accidentally introduced. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The regulatory circuits involved in the control of the biphenyl pathway of 
Pseudomonas sp. LB400 have been dissected. 
A mini-Tn5 cassette bearing the bph operon was inserted in the host chromosome 
of indigenous microbes isolated from different ecological niches, where in situ 
bioremediation treatment can be done. The recombinant microbes behave like the 
parental ones in the ecological traits tested. 
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We have developed the first GEMs specifically designed to degrade pollutants, 
which were equipped with either circuits for biological containment of the host 
organism or barriers to limit the rate of lateral transfer of rDNA. This can be con
sidered a scientific breakthrough, as our results confirm that the survival and 
behavior of GEMs, and rDNA transfer, can be rendered predictable. 

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES 

Lars B. Jensen from the Technical University of Denmark visited J.L. Ramos' 
laboratory for five months to carry out joint work. 
Ute Jakubzik and Birgit Kessler from the GBF visited V. de Lorenzo's laboratory 
for 4 and 2 weeks respectively, to carry out joint work. 
J.L. Ramos visited Dr. Søren Molin and Kenneth N. Timmis to further define 
collaborative work. 
V. de Lorenzo visited all partner laboratories to define and help in the coordina
tion of research activities. 
Dr. de Lorenzo and Dr. Ramos acted as external examiners on the Ph.D thesis 
board for Claus Kristensen's and Lars B. Jensen's dissertations at the Technical 
University of Denmark. 
Dr. D. Dwyer from the GBF visited the University of Cork to plan collaborative 
research. 
Strains were continuously exchanged between all groups, and collaborative links 
were maintained throughout the project to achieve the proposed goals. 
TVvo plenary meetings, one in Granada and the other in Segovia, were held while 
the project was running. 
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Experimental and modelling studies on the fate in soil of 
introduced biologically-contained bacteria (BIOT CT-910288) 

COORDINATOR 
J.D. van ELSAS, IPO-DLO, Wageningen, NL 

PARTICIPANTS: 
S. MOLIN, TUD, Lyngby, DK 
S. KJELLEBERG, U. Göteborg, Göteborg, S 
N. van der HOEVEN, TNO, Delft, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Successful and effective biological control of plant pests will often require that 
genetically engineered microorganisms (GEMs) are introduced into the environ
ment viz soil. Both the effectiveness and putative hazards of the application require 
that the fate of the organisms in soil be known and possibly affected, prior to any 
large-scale field introductions. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The project was first directed to the development of strategies for the design of 
biologically contained, ecologically fit, genetically modified microorganisms 
(GEMs) and for their sensitive detection in the soil/plant environment. A gene for 
biological control of insects, ayTVB, cloned from Bacillus thuringiesis var 
morrisoni, has been employed, and inserted into an ecologically adapted carrier 
strain, Pseudomonas fluorescens R2f. Insertion into a second carrier organism, 
P. cepacia P2, was successful, however expression of the gene was poor. The for
mer construct as well as its parent strain and marked derivatives has formed the 
basis for ecological and ecophysiological studies as well as for the development of 
strategies to obtain both fitter and selectively disabled derivatives. 

Biological containment of strains for release was initially based on the concept of 
active killing, however mainly due to disappointing results with the functioning of 
the gef and nuc gene products in P. fluoresces R2f, in the course of the project 
passive containment was conceptually developed as a viable strategy. Since bacteria 
released into soil will most likely be subjected to starvation, understanding the star
vation survival response of released inoculants and tinkering with it was an impor
tant objective. 

A third objective was the development of a mathematical model which would 
describe the dynamics of an inoculant when released into soil, taking into account 
the effects of realistic parameters in soil such as the presence of competing 
organisms, the soil pore structure in relation to water content and fluxes and the 
availability of nutrients. 

The modified derivative of P. fluoresces still has to be tested in a field release 
study, since (as communicated to the EC in a previous report) the time allotted 
to the current project has been too small for such an endeavour, given the fact that 
regulatory hurdles are only now being taken. It is hoped interest can be raised for 
such a future GEM field endeavour, of which trials will take place in autumn 1994 
at IPO-DLO. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Development and tracking of soil inoculants for biological control 
For biological control of insect larvae in wheat and grass, two rhizosphere-isolated 
Pseudomonas strains, P. fluoresces R2f and P. cepacia P2, were selected to serve 
as carrier strains of the ¿-endotoxin gene from Bacillus thuringiesis var morrisoni, 
crylVB. Tracking methods for these strains, including selective plating, 
immunofluorescence and PCR-assisted detection using specific primers and 
probes, have been developed and successfully applied to monitor the P. fluoresces 
gene delivery vehicles, as well as their heterologous DNA, in soil microcosms 
(Smalla et al., 1993). Persistence of the gene in the absence of detectable surviving 
cells was revealed, which indicated the importance of monitoring the inserted gene 
in addition to cells. The modified R2f strains containing cryWB under the control 
of Poe were never fitter than the parent strain, however in certain cases showed 
decreased fitness in soil. We attempted to reduce the putative metabolic load of 
constitutive gene expression by identifying plant root induced gene expression 
using promoterless reporter gene inserts and screening for specific responses to 
plant root exudates. Several such insertion mutants were found and one showed 
strong and specific reporter gene induction by proline, a component found in 
exudate of the monocots wheat, maize and grass, but not in that of clover (van 
Overbeek et al., 1994). Since specific induction in the monocot rhizosphere soil 
was consistently found, but not in corresponding bulk soil, the promoter was regar
ded as a good candidate to trigger c/ylVB gene expression in the monocot 
rhizosphere. The promoter has been cloned and is currently being subcloned. 

We further assessed the usefulness of soil factors such as starvation and low tem
perature for specific triggering of gene expression in our gene delivery vehicles via 
random promoterless reporter gene insertions. One mutant each of strains R2f and 
P2 specifically responding to carbon starvation and one of P2 responding to low 
temperature were obtained. The promoters identified are useful for insertion of 
killing principles specifically induced by the relevant soil conditions. 
Strategies for containment were based on both passive and active killing, i.e. on 
interfering with cellular genes involved in survival (passive) as well as on insertion 
of active killing principles, e.g. the Escherichia coli gef gene or Serratia marcescens 
or Staphylococcus aures nuclease nuc genes (see further). 

B. Passive containment 
To develop strategies for passive containment in the oligotrophic (bulk) soil, genes 
involved in the starvation response were regarded as ideal targets. Therefore, the 
occurrence of such a response in soil bacteria was analysed. Ideally, containment 
would be based on the (simplified) concept of bacterial inoculants being mostly 
metabolically active in the rhizosphere, where nutrient availability is enhanced, and 
cellular physiology largely shifting to a starvation response in the grossly 
oligotrophic bulk soil. The work carried out at UG and TUD, together with recent 
work at IPO-DLO, has now indeed opened avenues for containment based on the 
starvation response. At UG, the use of two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and 
direct identification of proteins from 2-D gels by N-terminal amino acid sequenc
ing and functional analysis, of reporter gene fusions and of mutants specifically 
affected in regulatory functions has greatly advanced knowledge on the starvation 
response programme in non-differentiating bacteria. Numerous genes and gene 
products have been identified and their putative functions have been or are being 
unraveled (see reference list). Specifically, 3 periplasmic space proteins, 3 stress 
proteins (DnaK GroEL and Sisl), the major carbon starvation specific protein in 
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Vibrio sp. DW1, Stil, a responder which presumably regulates the carbon starvation 
stimulon by RNA regulation, and 10 immediate upshift specific proteins, unique 
to the transient 3-9 min recovery response upon nutrient addition to starved cells, 
have been identified. The existence and functionality of a carbon starvation 
induced stimulon in soil fluorescent pseudomonads as well as the genes and gene 
products involved has now been shown in work at TUD and IPO-DLO. Passive (as 
well as active) containment has been proposed to be achievable by tinkering with 
any of the major, regulatory genes identified. The heat shock protein DnaK was 
identified as such a major responder, however a dnaK' mutant was also severely 
impaired in exponential growth, which makes its use as a containment principle 
exclusively under conditions of carbon starvation doubtful. Further, a spoT double 
transposon insertion mutant obtained at UG showed severely reduced survival 
under starvation coupled to a normal growth rate. This gene was shown to be an 
important regulator in the carbon starvation response, involved in regulating 
several genes. Recent work at UG has also shown genes specifically involved in the 
nutrient upshift response, and passive biological containment of organisms in bulk 
soil might also be based on interference with these. 

Passive containment in soil of Pseudomonas gene carrier strains has been tested 
at IPO-DLO via promoterless reporter transposon insertions into genes specifically 
induced upon carbon starvation. Mutants selected, the R2f derivative Ra92 and the 
P2 derivative Pc3, were introduced into medium or soil in a 1:1 ratio with their 
respective parent strains. In the presence of glucose, there was no difference in 
growth rates of mutants and parents, whereas in medium without substrate both 
mutants were seen to be outcompeted by their parent strains. These results clearly 
showed that both carbon starvation mutants were specifically impaired under 
carbon limited conditions. Soil experiments were then performed in a model 
rhizosphere soil system developed by Kuchenbuch, with wheat roots in a root mat 
exuding into a soil disk containing the inoculant. The soil water regime was kept 
constant during the experiments. The Ra92/R2f mixture did not show large shifts 
in the 1:1 ratio applied at the membrane site (model rhizosphere) and in the soil 
layer between 0 and 2 mm from the membrane, whereas it shifted from 1:1 to 
about 1:10 one month after inoculation both at 2-8 mm from the membrane and 
in separate unplanted systems. Hence, the R2f carbon starvation mutant Ra92 
represents a potential passively contained strain, since it showed impairment of 
survival in bulk, but not in rhizosphere soil compared to its parent strain. 
Secondary Ra92 transposon insertion mutants were produced to check for putative 
mutations of regulatory genes, which possibly results in severe disruption of the 
carbon starvation programme; however so far no severely disabled double mutants 
were found among over 4000 tested. 

C. Active containment 
For active containment of inoculant strains, several different genes were attempted 
to obtain differentially induced killing of P. fluoresces R2f (TUD). As mentioned 
in previous reports, neither the gef nor the S. marcescens nuc gene under the con
trol of constitutive promoters which work in R2f were able to promote adequate 
killing of this strain. At TUD, recently the extracellular nuclease of Staphylococcus 
aureus has been cloned, stripped of its export function, and placed on a broad host 
range suicide introduction system for introduction into a wide range of hosts. 
Functionality of an active killing principle in soil has been shown with gef induced 
in the absence of organochloride and repressed in its presence. However, due to 
pressure favouring non-self-killing mutants, it is doubtful whether the direct 
approach is fully adequate as a reliable suicide principle. In any case, we propose 
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the use of the root exudate promoters identified in the P. fluoresces gene delivery 
vehicle at IPO-DLO as powerful regulatory principles for differential regulation of 
any killer gene in soil (induction) and rhizosphere (repression via a negative loop 
using the lac repressor). To prevent transcription of the suicide gene in the 
rhizosphere, the he repressor gene lacl is then cloned upstream of the promoter 
whereas the suicide gene controlled by the lac promoter can be used in tras. This 
negative loop construction has been utilized before and is available. 

D. Mathematical modelling of bacterial fate 
The model predictive of survival and spread of introduced bacteria in soil was 
based on soil structure affecting bacterial fate. Soil was assumed to contain millions 
of pores of a few different size classes and an introduced bacterial strain, e.g. a 
GEM (the invader), was assumed to distribute among the pores of the different 
size classes. Bacterial movement between pores could only take place with water 
flow, which also redistributed nutrients. Only one invading bacterial strain could 
survive per pore, and invasion of already occupied pores was often abortive. Bac
teria in larger pores were increasingly subjected to predatory pressure. Bacterial 
cells were assumed to either grow, die out or become starved and develop hardy 
(resistant) forms. 
The model predicted that generally the GEM invader bacteria ultimately did not 
become established in soil. Extinction of the invader was, however, often slow, and 
could take in the order of years. Very harsh conditions in soil were seen to enhance 
the pore space available for colonization and hence the probability with which the 
invader was able to expel the indigenous microflora and become established. 
Extinction of the invader was slower when it was introduced when soil conditions 
were becoming more favourable for microbial life than when conditions were wors
ening. 
The model will be employed in the field microplot release study programmed at 
IPO-DLO in fall 1994. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The results lay a firm basis for future successful and safe releases of biocontrol 
GEMs into soils. The root exudate promoter identified will be used to design 
strains with plant-induced expression of heterologous genes, representing an 
ecologically safe and promising introduction strategy. The current knowledge on 
the starvation response has provided leads to develop better (passive) containment 
strategies not plagued by selection of mutations, and in particular the spoT mutant 
identified at UG is of major significance. The occurrence of a starvation response 
programme leading to enhanced cellular resistance in soil pseudomonads, which 
also is detectable in soil represents a major advance, since it now permits the 
design of strains disabled in the genes involved. It also provides greater insight in 
the ecology (activity) of bacterial inoculants in soil/rhizosphere. 
The mathematical model developed to our knowledge is the first one which uses 
key soil features such as soil structure and nutrient and water availability as factors 
affecting inoculant fate. As such, it is highly valuable, and will be employed in an 
upcoming field microplot release. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The 4 groups have met twice yearly to discuss progress and research directions. 
Leo van Overbeek worked for 1 month at the TUD to perform joint experiments. 
Contacts between TUD and U. Goteborg on the one hand, and IPO-DLO and 
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TNO on the other hand, have been further frequent in numerous visits and joint 
endeavours. 
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An experimental approach to investigate horizontal gene 
transfer between organisms (BIOT CT-910287) 

COORDINATOR 
R.P. OLIVER, UEA, Norwich, GB 

PARTICIPANTS: 
M.-A. GRANDBASTIEN, INRA, Versailles, F 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Horizontal gene transfer is the movement of genetic information between species. 
Although there is a great deal of evidence that horizontal transfer occurs between 
bacteria and in some specialised situations between bacteria and plants, there is no 
direct evidence of transfer between eukaryotic organisms (plants, animals and 
fungi). There is, however a great deal of circumstantial evidence of transfer 
between eukaryotes. The aim of this project was to directly assay for transfer 
between plants and fungal pathogens. Such a discovery would have great impact 
on the biological species concept and on considerartions of the safety of release 
of genetically-modified organisms. 

Mobile genetic elements have been characterized in a wide range of organisms, 
from bacteria to higher eukaryotes. One major type of mobile element is the 
retrotransposon family, whose members are structurally and functionally related to 
animal retroviruses, and which replicate through an RNA intermediate. They 
represent the major class of transposable elements in animal genomes, and have 
been shown to be also ubiquitous components of plant and fungal genomes. 
Retrotransposons provide good examples of sequences from unrelated organisms 
showing unexpectedly high degrees of sequences homology; their pattern of 
similarity is highly suggestive of horizontal gene transfer. Moreover their replica
tion cycle, involving cytoplasmic virus-like particles, provides an obvious 
mechanism for horizontal transfer. 

Both these considerations indicate that retrotransposons are very likely to have 
transferred and to be capable of transfer between organisms and were therefore 
the subject of this study. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The ultimate goal of this project was to experimentally measure the possibility of 
horizontal transfer of retrotransposons between a plant and its biotrophic fungal 
pathogen. The chosen model involved the fungal pathogen Cladosporium fulvum, 
and its host species, tomato, and the Tntl and CfT-1 elements, isolated respec
tively from tobacco and from C. fulvum. 

The experimental approach involved the creation of chimaeric retrotransposons, 
containing marker genes, such as antibiotic resistance, whose transfer from the 
plant to the fungus can be detected. In the next step, these chimaeric elements 
were to be introduced in the tomato genome. The marked tomato strains are then 
to be infected by C. fulvum, and fungal spores acquiring the marker gene sought. 
The laboratory of Dr R.P. Oliver, at UEA in Norwich, is working on the tomato-
Cfulvum interaction, has isolated the fungal CfT-1 element, and provides the 
fungal technology needed for this project, while the laboratory of Dr. M.A. 
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Grandbastien, at the INRA in Versailles, has isolated the tobacco Tntl element, 
and provides the plant technology needed for tomato transformation experiments. 
In addition to this major goal, the project involved other preliminary studies, 
important to establish the conditions in which horizontal transfer was might take 
place. 
In Norwich, we have investigated expression of the CfT-l element and shown that 
it is likely to be expressed during infection. We have also tested various com
ponents of the chimaeric constructs prepared by M A Grandbastien for operation 
in C. fulvum. In addition we have established the phytogeny of C. fulvum and 
fungal retrotransposons by comparison of sequences. 
In Versailles, these preliminary studies involved the assessment of the expression 
of the tobacco Tntl element in the tomato genome, and also the conditions in 
which the Tntl element was expressed in the plant. This was an important prereq
uisite for this work, since nothing was known about the expression of plant 
retrotransposons, whose discovery and analysis is a brand new field. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1) Norwich 
1.1) Costmction of chimaeric CfT-1 elements 
Chimaeric constructs in which plant and fungal selectable antibiotic resistance 
genes have been inserted in the fungal retrotransposon have been constructed. 
These are being transformed into C. fulvum and have been sent to Versailles for 
transformation into tomato. 
1.2) Expression of CfT-1 during infection 
Expression of CfT-1 in C. fulvum was tested by analysis of fusions between the 
promoter of the transposon (the LTR), and a reporter gene, GUS. Transformation 
of this construct into C. fulvum has demonstrated that expression of the LTR is 
enhanced during starvation, a condition known to prevail during infection. We 
have also demonstrated that the plant 35S promoter, used to drive antibiotic 
resistance, operates in the fungus. 
In addition we have undertaken various studies to examine the possible causes of 
the unexpected level of sequence homology between retrotransposons. In doing so 
we have established the phytogeny of C. fulvum in relation to Ascomycete fungi 
and other members of the Cladosporium gens, using rapid molecular methods. 
The sequences have been deposited in the databases. A retrotransposon has been 
found in Cladosporium cladosporioides, called CcT-1. Phylogenetic analysis of CcT-
1, CfT-1 and other retrotransposons was found to be consistent with vertical trans
fer, but this does not rule out horizontal transfer. 

2) Versailles 
2.1) Tntl expression in tomato 
Previous results had shown that Tntl was poorly expressed in the tobacco plant, 
excepted in roots, but that Tntl expression was highly induced during tobacco leaf 
mesophyll protoplast isolation, due to the application of fungal extracts (Tri
choderma viride) containing cell wall hydrolases. 
Tntl expression was further analysed, both in tobacco and in tomato, by creating 
transgenic plants containing a transcriptional fusion between the Tntl LTR, carry
ing the promoter and regulatory sequences, and the GUS reporter gene (LTR-
GUS construct), and by analyzing the GUS activity of these plants. These studies 
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showed that Tntl expression is highly induced in tobacco by several factors of 
microbial origin, such as fungal elicitins produced by Phythophtora sp, and culture 
supernatants of the bacterium Erwinia chrysanthemi. All the inducing factors 
tested have in common the ability to elicit in tobacco plant defence responses of 
the hypersensitive type, and Tntl activation is tightly correlated to the necrotic 
activity of elicitins. In tomato, Tntl expression is also highly induced by Tri
choderma viride fungal extracts and by Phythophtora fungal elicitins. Moreover, a 
recent analysis has shown that a strong induction of Tntl expression is also found 
with C. fulvum culture extracts, containing non-specific elicitors of necrosis. 

All inducing factors tested have in common the ability to elicit plant necrotic 
defence responses leading to a non-specific incompatible interaction. It is therefore 
necessary to determine if Tntl induction is restricted to incompatible interactions, 
and the gene for gene interactions existing between tomato and C. fulvum provides 
an excellent model for this study. In this system, an interaction between the 
product of specific elicitors produced by C. fulvum avirulence genes (Avr) and the 
corresponding plant resistance genes (Cf) is responsible for a plant necrotic 
response leading to resistance to the pathogen. We have therefore introduced, by 
genetic crosses, the Cf9 resistance gene into our LTR-GUS transgenic tomato 
lines, and tested the effect of the C. fulvum Avr9 gene product. Our latest results 
indicate that the Avr9 gene product activates Tntl expression in tomato lines con
taining the Cf9 resistance gene, but not in those devoid of the resistance gene 

These results show that the tobacco Tntl retrotransposon is expressed in tomato, 
and represents therefore a suitable tool for the experimental testing of horizontal 
transfer between tomato and C. fulvum. Tntl expression in tomato, as in tobacco, 
is linked to the plant response to microorganisms, but our results suggest that this 
expression might be higher in situation leading to resistance of the plant to the 
pathogen. Further experiments, such as real infections with virulent and avirulent 
C. fulvum races, are now underway to determine if Tntl induction is a specific 
response to the presence of the avirulence gene product, or if other compounds 
produced during this plant-pathogen interaction are also able to induce Tntl and 
to modulate these observations. 

Our results show however that modifications of the Tntl promoter, to create con
stitutively expressed elements, are probably required to ensure a high level of 
induction during a compatible interaction. 

2.2) Construction of chimaeric Tntl elements 
Chimaeric Tntl elements containing marker genes that can be selected for in the 
fungal genome, such as the gene coding for hygromycin resistance, have been con
structed. Marker genes have been inserted at the end of the element's ORF, after 
introduction of an unique restriction site, and two types of elements have been 
constructed: 

— a Tntl element carrying the hygromycin resistance under control of the 35S 
CaMV promoter, expressed both in tomato and C. fulvum 

— a similarly marked, but constitutively expressed, Tntl element. In this element, 
the 5' LTR sequences upstream from the major transcriptional start (U3 
region) have been replaced by the 35S CaMV promoter enhancer sequences. 
Previous results have shown that this substitution, which should not affect the 
element's transpositional activity, induces a high level of constitutive expression 
of the LTR in plant leaves. 
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In parallel, chimaeric CfT-1 elements have been constructed in Norwich, and sent 
to us. The chimaeric CfT-l::HYGRO and Tntl : :HYGRO elements have then been 
cloned into the T-DNA region of the pBIN19 binary vector, and these constructs 
have been introduced into Agrobacterium tumefacies strain C58C1. 

2.3) Tomato transformation 
Tomato cotyledons pieces have been infected by these A. tumefacies clones. 
Transformation events, corresponding to the transfer of the T-DNA region to the 
plant genome, have been obtained through the selection of calli resistant to 
kanamycin carried on the T-DNA region. The regeneration of tomato plantlets 
from resistant calli is expected soon, and will generate transgenic tomato plants 
containing the chimaeric retrotransposons. 

Transfer of the elements to the fungus will then be assayed at the UEA, Norwich, 
U K by infection of these transgenic tomatoes with C. fulvum, and selection of 
resulting spores for resistance to hygromycin. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Retroviral vectors (RVs) are presenüy used for the transfer of genes for research, 
industrial and clinical uses for genetic therapy of various cancers, genetic diseases 
and acquired immunodeficiency. They offer many advantages as gene transfer 
vehicles including efficient delivery and integration of the delivered genes into the 
host cell DNA. However, a number of safety concerns needed to be addressed with 
respect to using such vector systems. The major problem associated with the use 
of RVs is the generation of infectious virus that can be indefinitely transmitted. 
This is undesirable because retroviruses are associated with tumorigenesis and 
immunopathogenesis. Currently used RVs deliver and express genes in many cell 
types. RVs that deliver and/or express genes to/in predefined cell types would be 
safer and possibly more efficient. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
To assess and improve the safety of retroviral mediated gene transfer. The major 
effort was to determine the frequency and mechanisms of recombination with a 
view to constructing safer RVs that are less able to recombine. Additionally 
features such as 
(1) physical stability of virus particles, 
(2) stability of retroviral sequences once integrated in the host cell DNA, 
(3) stability and fidelity of gene expression and the influence of environmental 

stimuli and 
(4) the influence of the site of integration upon gene expression were investigated. 
A second effort was to design and test new RV systems with the aim of improving 
safety and specificity. Specific parts of the work attempt to control the reverse 
transcription step as a means to further control vector mobilization, and the 
provirus integration step in terms of targeting to predefined sites in host DNA. 
Strategies have also been developed for the construction of RVs that are targeted, 
either at the level of the infection event or at the level of expression. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1) Determination of the risk of in vivo gene transfer in non-target cells following 
different routes of entry (UL). Double expression ecotropic murine leukaemia 
virus (MLV) vectors were produced with a selection gene (neo) and either a lacL 
marker gene or a potent oncogene. In vivo gene transfer was easily demonstrated 
by X-gal staining of cells on frozen sections or by PCR amplification of the neo 
sequence in genomic DNA. Marker gene expression was detected 2.5 months after 
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injection of the lowest virus amount assayed (2xl04) . Efficiency was increased 
using methods to improve the viral infectious titre of the injected preparation or 
by injection of virus-producing cells instead of free viruses. In spite of their very 
short half-life in the organism, RVs injected locally, frequently led to gene transfer 
but the integrated foreign gene was not always expressed. The viral spreading was 
however very limited after injection into mammary tumours. No harmful effect 
could be observed when a potent oncogene (hst) was introduced by different ways 
into rapidly developing new-born mice, which represents a worst case condition. 
These results demonstrate the safety of the local in vivo use of RV preparations 
that are not contaminated with replication-competent viruses. 
2) Assessment of male germinal line infection by retroviral vectors (GSF, IIGB). 
A system has been developed to test the risk of infection by retroviral particles of 
spermatogonia in mice; this methodology involves transplantation of retrovirus 
producing cells into the testes of the animals. Our results indicate that even in the 
worst-case conditions transfer of the tracer RV genome to the germ-line of the off
spring is extremely rare. 
3) Assessment of the stability of retroviral vector particles and proviruses and 
the influence of environmental stimuli (UL, UA). We set up conditions to concen
trate vector particles and studied their stability after freezing at — 70°C and thaw
ing at 37°C in either mouse blood or culture medium and the functional half-life 
under 'in vivo' conditions was determined as 2.6 h (UL). The stability of expression 
of 21 single gene vector proviruses available as single non-selected integrants in 
cell clones has been monitored over a five months cultivation period (UA). 
Although all proviruses are physically stable, major differences in their long-term 
stabilities of expression were observed. The steroid hormone dexamethasone was 
found to stimulate the expression from already expressing proviruses in a 
systematic manner but had no effect on completely inactive proviruses. 
4) Development of a set of avian retroviral packaging cells with distinct recep
tor specificities (UCB). Avian leukosis virus (ALV) based vector systems and safe 
packaging cell lines that produce high titer helper-free preparations of these vec
tors were developed. The safest packaging cell line has been constructed by 
separating the gag-pol and env genes on two transcriptional units, deleting the 
packaging sequences and the 3'non-coding regions including the 3'LTR. Moreover, 
genes for selectable markers have been inserted into the transcriptional units of 
viral genes allowing us to produce the packaging functions under selective 
pressure. Use of two separate plasmids has allowed the generation of packaging 
cells with subgroups A,B,C and E envelope specificities from cell line producing 
ALV Gag and Pol proteins into which env genes from different viruses were intro
duced. 

The packaging cells generated from quail cells have been checked for absence of 
production of replication-competent viruses and for stable production of retroviral 
vectors in high titres. In contrast, the use of a chicken cell line as a helper that 
bears and expresses ALV related sequences resulted in the generation of replica
tion-competent viruses after various times. Some endogenous RNAs were found to 
be packaged into virus particles. Superinfections of packaging cells by a lacZ 
retroviral vector after co-cultivation of packaging cells of two subgroup specificities 
(A and E) as already described for mammalian vector systems ('ping-pong') did 
not result in increased retroviral vector titers but caused the emergence of replica
tion-competent viruses which result from recombination between the viral sequen
ces of the packaging cell lines and the cis-acting sequences of the lacZ retroviral 
vector. Replication competent viruses were shown to arise only in co-cultures of 
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vector-producing packaging cells with two host ranges where multiple replication 
cycles are possible. However, recombinant viruses not competent for replication 
have been detected and characterised in vector-producing packaging cells 
cultivated alone. The data have led to the choice of appropriate protocols that min
imize the risk of emergence of unexpectable recombinant viral forms. 

5) Steps towards redirecting the host-range of retroviral vectors (UCB). A 
second approach to targeting involves the design of new viral receptor spécificités 
by modifying retroviral env genes. On the basis of comparative studies of various 
ALV SU envelope proteins and theoretical structure considerations four small 
regions have been identified as potential binding domains to the specific receptors. 
Several constructs have been made in order to substitute these domains by pep
tides that specifically interact with known target cell membrane proteins as an 
attempt to generate RVs with predefined cell tropisms. For example, ALV based 
RVs have been produced with a modified avian ecotropic subgroup A env gene, 
by replacing the expected binding domains by a 16 amino acid long peptide able 
to recognize integrins exposed on the surface of some mammalian cells. Coding 
sequences of other peptides (such as epidermal or transforming growth factors) 
have been used to produce chimaeric env genes that have been tested with respect 
to production of modified Env proteins, viral production, infection efficiency and 
redirection of the host range. Some SU mutants have been found able to infect, 
with low efficiency, mammalian cells expressing the EGF receptor. 

6) Steps towards the development of transcriptionally targeted retroviral vec
tors (GSF, IIGB). The GSF group aims to develop RVs that are targeted towards 
the mammary gland. A negative regulatory element in the whey acidic protein 
promoter, identified as a potential mammary specific determinant has been intro
duced into a MLV based retroviral vector carrying a marker gene in place of the 
viral promoter. Recombinant virions have been used to infect cells in vivo and in 
vitro and expression of the marker gene was detected only in mammary cells. Con
struction of potentially mammary specific RVs based on mouse mammary tumour 
virus (MMTV) revealed two virally encoded regulatory factors, a transcriptional 
repressor (Naf) and a superantigen (Sag) which may stimulate, delete or energise 
whole classes of T cells. Naf and Sag were shown to be independent MMTV 
products using a facile assay we have developed. A novel MMTV promoter has 
been identified upstream of the previously described promoter that gives rise to 
transcripts encoding Sag and Naf. These factors may prove useful as a means to 
manipulate or target expression of RVs. 
The fidelity and efficiency of expression of a tissue-specific promoter cloned in a 
retroviral vector was analyzed by the IIGB group using the MHC class II HLA-
DQA1 promoter known to be expressed in cells of the lymphoerythropoietic 
system. The structure of the HLA-DQA1 promoter was analyzed by deletion map
ping and CAT assays. DNA segments encompassing the regulatory signals were 
fused to the reporter gene hph, conferring hygromycin B resistance, and intro
duced into a suitable retroviral vector, pLJ. The promoter-distal and -proximal 
HLA-DQA1 controlling regions were thus identified. In conventional vectors the 
expression of the reporter gene was correctly regulated, whereas it was below 
detection in pLJ. The mechanisms causing this phenomenon were studied. We 
found that lack of expression of a cellular promoter cloned in a RV is due to the 
interference of sequences present both in the vector and in the promoter. The 
activity of the cellular promoter could be restored by inactivating some of these 
sequences by mutation. We are now in the process of identifying those sequences. 
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7/ The influence of the site of integration on vector proviruses (UA). The con
tributions of proviral enhancer strength and the site of integration to the level and 
stability of expression of vector proviruses have been studied. We employed two 
isogenic MLV derived vectors differing in the strength of the LTR-enhancer, the 
strong enhancer being derived from the high-leukaemogenic SL3-3 virus and the 
weak enhancer from the low-leukaemogenic Akv virus. Cell clones with single 
integrated proviruses were isolated without selection for vector expression. Our 
results point to an effect of the integration site on the level as well as on the 
stability of expression. These two effects show no pattern of correlation. To identify 
the site of integration a simple hemi-specific PCR method was developed. With 
this method that allows the direct determination of the host sequences flanking an 
integrated provirus we have begun an analysis of the transcriptional activity and 
the chromatin structure at pre-integration sites to gain insight into the biochemical 
basis for the observed chromosomal position effects. Our results demonstrate that 
a vector carrying the weak Akv transcriptional enhancer in the LTR may give 
efficient and stable expression levels. This enhancer is less active in terms of inser
tional activation of host genes than that of the commonly used highly pathogenic 
Moloney MLV. These results may therefore point to possibilities for the develop
ment of RVs with improved safety features. 

8) The specificity of tRNA primer usage for murine leukaemia virus based vec
tors (UA). All retroviruses and hence retroviral vectors use a specific host cell 
derived tRNA primer for reverse transcription. The tRNA primer anneals to a 
specific sequence, the primer binding site, located near the 5'end of the viral 
genome. We have studied the specificity of tRNA primer usage and of primer-
binding site interactions as a possible point for control of mobilization of murine 
leukaemia virus derived vectors. These vectors normally use a primer tRNA 
specific for proline. Our results show that vectors carrying mutated primer binding 
sites that match other tRNA species (acceptors for glutamine, lysine and 
methionine) can replicate efficiently by using these tRNA species. Additional 
mutational studies demonstrate that the replication machinery may tolerate several 
mismatches between the tRNA primer and the primer binding site. Vectors carry
ing a primer binding site sequence that does not match any naturally occurring 
tRNA species are severely impaired in their replication capacity (about 105 fold 
reduction in titre). Rare transduction events have been shown to result from either 
recombination with a specific family of endogenous murine retroviruses (employ
ing tRNA-gln primers) or from erroneous replication using a tRNA-pro primer. 
On basis of these results we have designed an artificial tRNA-like primer and 
shown that packaging cells carrying this RNA allow efficient vector transfer. These 
results therefore point to a new strategy for biological containment of retroviral 
vectors based upon the use of artificial primers for reverse transcriptase. 

9) Alternative pathways for proviral integration (GSF, UA UCB). To study rare 
recombination events between exogenous and endogenous proviruses and to 
attempt the development of locus-targeted vectors, we have developed transfer 
systems that are impaired in the normal integration machinery. Helper free MLV 
based packaging cell lines yielding virus particles, albeit at low titres, defective in 
the integrase have been produced (UA). The GSF group has developed murine 
leukaemia virus based RVs designed for locus-targeting to the herpes simplex virus 
thymidine kinase gene by homologous recombination. The UCB group has used 
vectors provided with an additional internally located integration sequence. The 
results demonstrate that vectors endowed with such an additional integration 
sequence lead to disorganized proviral integration that may allow specific expres
sion of an internal transcription unit. The UA group has begun to apply the 
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sequence specific Crelox recombination system derived from bacteriophage PI to 
control recombination events (integration, excision, inversion etc.) involving RVs. 

MAJOR SCffiNTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

The discovery of a second promoter in the long terminal repeat of mouse mam
mary tumour viruses represent a significant, unexpected scientific result; this find
ing may open a new venue for the design of retroviral vectors. The development 
and characterization of a set of avian retroviral packaging cells with distinct recep
tor specificities is of major technical interest as is the genetic modification of the 
binding domain of avian retrovirus envelopes as a step towards redirection of the 
hostrange of retroviral vectors. The discovery of the versatility of tRNA primer 
usage for murine leukaemia virus based vectors and of the flexibility in tRNA 
primer binding site interactions is of mainly scientific interest, while the further 
demonstration that retroviral vectors may be designed to depend upon genetically 
designed primers is of technical interest for further exploitation. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Four halfyearly meetings of two to three days duration with all groups and selec
ted guest speakers have been held to review data and plan further experiments. 
The meetings have allowed detailed comparisons of the variety of biological 
models employed, i.e. avian viruses (UCB), murine leukaemia viruses (UA, GSF, 
IIGB, UL), mouse mammary tumour viruses (GSF, UL), haematopoietic targeting 
(IIGB), mammary gland targeting (GSF, UL) germ line integration (GSF, IIGB, 
UCB). Mutual exchanges of vectors, cell lines, reagents etc. have taken place and 
a number of collaborative studies have been initiated, in particular between GSF 
and IIGB on germ line integration, between GSF and U L on mammary gland 
targeting, between UA and GSF on basic vector design and transcriptional control, 
each resulting in short interlaboratory visits and in exchange of vectors, cell lines, 
reagents etc. Retroviral assay systems and virus purification have been standard
ized between the GSF and UL groups. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The development of recombinant virus vaccines and their subsequent use will 
require the introduction of regulatory policies as yet largely undefined. Such 
policies must be based upon a wide and sound scientific data base. The programme 
is aimed at assessing the biological characteristics of poxvirus recombinant vaccines 
and assessing the environmental impact (if any) from the use of such live recombi
nant virus vaccines. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

Recombinant viruses containing genes from heterologous viruses will be construc
ted and examined for their ability to grow in target and nontarget animals and cell 
lines. Using model recombinant viruses a quantitative assessment will be made of 
the rate of possible recombination between these viruses. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1) Pirbright 

Recombinant capripoxviruses containing the F or Η genes of RPV have been con
structed and tested. These results show that they are efficacious in the protection 
of cattle, sheep and goats against challenge with capripox and morbilli viruses. 
Analysis of the purified recombinant viruses showed that the virus particles contain 
the Η protein and possibly the F protein.The results with the F protein are equiv
ocal as the F protein does not give clear specific reactions. The parent 
capripoxvirus grows only in cells derived form the natural hosts (cattle, sheep and 
goats) the most commonly used cells being primary/secondary lamb testis cells. The 
recombinant viruses grew readily in the lamb testis cells. In cell lines not normally 
permissive to capripoxvirus growth (Hela, BHK and Vero cells) some early stages 
of replication of the recombianant viruses could be detected. However, they did 
not appear to undergo a complete replication cycle and progeny virus were not 
obtained. The transfer vector for construction of the capripoxvirus containing the 
PRV gli gene has been constructed and the transfection/recombination experiment 
will be started shortly so that we can provide the capripoxvirusgll recombinant for 
testing at Lelystad. These results would indicate that the recombinant 
capripoxviruses have not altered their cell tropism (at least in the cell culture 
system). It would be useful to be able to test the capripoxvirus RPV recombinant 
vaccines in animals which are normally refractory to infection with capripoxvirus. 



2) Lelystad 
Transfer plasmids were constructed in which the genes were fused in frame with 
the gX signal sequence using a plasmid which contains 500 bp of flanking PRV 
sequences. 
Recombinant viruses were generated by homologous recombination. Recombinant 
PRV was screened for expression of the foreign proteins by using protein specific 
monoclonal antibodies. Although the F and H genes of RPV were correctly inser
ted in PRV, expression of neither the F nor the H protein could be detected in 
cells infected with recombinant virus. However, in cells infected with recombinant 
PRV that carried the El gene, El expression could be easily detected. Insertion 
of El into the PRV vaccine strain did not cause any change in cell or host tropism 
in pigs (the natural host of PRV), rabbits, hamsters, rats, mice and rhesus 
monkeys. On the contrary, pigs inoculated with the recombinant vaccine strain 
shed less virus over a shorter period of time than pigs inoculated with the parent 
vaccine strain, indicating a slight attenuation by the insertion of El. 

Therefore, the virulence and pathogenesis of this 'worst case' recombinant virus 
(PRV E1 + ) was studied in pigs and compared with the virulence and 
pathogenicity of the parent strain. PRV affects the respiratory tract and the central 
nervous system, whereas HCV has a distinct affinity for cells of the lymphoretical 
organs. However, no increase in virulence or changes in pathogenesis were detec
ted between the parent strain and the 'worst case' recombinant. 
We conclude that foreign genes, when incorporated in PRV, are not always 
expressed, and that the expression of El of HCV did not alter the biological 
characteristics of PRV. 

3) Compton 
(a) Recombination between Homologos Poxviruses: 
From mixed infections of primary chick embryo fibroblast (CEF) cells, FPV 
recombinants that were both gpt+ and lacZ+ were identified in the presence of 
X-Gal, together with plaque production in the presence of mycophenolic acid. 
Progeny virus genotypes were confirmed as being recombinants by hybridisation 
with gpt and lacZ DNA probes. In both the presence and absence of MXH, the 
observed frequency of recombination was between 3-9%. However, the actual rate 
of recombination may be up to 100% greater than the observed frequency, due to 
recombination occurring between the two ITR regions, where the gpt gene is 
situated, thus resulting in virus with gpt at both or neither ends. Therefore, the fre
quency of recombination was determined to be 18% for a single two-factor cross
over event between homologous poxviruses, using two marker genes separated by 
approximately 50Kb. 
When homologous poxviruses were used to co-infect susceptible cells in vitro the 
progeny virus were represented by both parental genotypes and a mixture of these 
parental genotypes distinguished by the transfer of marker genes, due to recom
bination eventsThe calculated frequency of this recombination, as determined by 
this set of experiments, agreed with that reported for intergenic recombination 
between W mutants. 

(b) Recombination between Heterologous Poxviruses: 
Both the W-IBV spike and the FPV -IBV spike-gpt recombinants have been con
structed and they have been used in mixed infections of CEFs to see if 'forced 
recombination' occurs between FPV and vaccinia. Initial results appear to be 
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positive, in that gpt-positive virus that can replicate on mammalian cells have been 
isolated. Tests to confirm whether these vims are 'forced' recombinants are under
way. Poxvirus-based vectors have been developed as efficient and effective vehicles 
for delivering foreign genes to elicit protective immune response. At least 25Kb of 
exogenous DNA can be inserted into vaccinia virus, for instance. Therefore, 
viruses capable of expressing many different foreign proteins could be engineered 
for use as polyvalent vaccines, designed to afford protection against different com
binations of pathogens found in various geographical areas of the world. 

Recombinant poxviruses, represented by vaccinia and fowlpox viruses, have been 
genetically manipulated to contain relatively small regions of known homology, as 
might be found in recombinant FPV in which vaccinia virus gene promoter regions 
are commonly incorporated. Our model recombination experiments indicate the 
frequency with which recombination can occur between heterologous viruses when 
only relatively small regions of sequence homology are present. These studies 
could be extended to determine the smallest region of homology necessary for 
recombination to occur. The results also cast light on the process of compartmen-
talisation of replicating virus DNA. Recombination between FPV and VV DNA 
could not occur if the replicating DNA were held in distinct compartments of the 
cytoplasm. 

At present, our experiments have shown that the frequency of recombination 
between two homologous viruses could be up to 18%, with that for heterologous 
viruses being considerably lower. This represents a 'worst case' scenario using in 
vitro models, but would indicate that such events, although extremely uncommon 
may occur in the field. As random sampling techniques to detect such events would 
be relatively inefficient, controlled in vivo recombination experiments (as detailed 
in our original proposal), based on the experimental design and reagents used in 
vitro, would be necessary to assess the potential frequency of recombination in vivo 
following mixed infection. 

4. Liège 

The results of this study have shown that foxes are not very susceptible to cowpox 
virus which, like recombinant vaccinia, can be isolated from only restricted sites at 
a low titre and during a short period after experimental inoculation. Thus the 
possibility of recombination, in foxes, between both viruses should be virtually 
zero. The very low prevalence of cowpox virus infection in foxes would probably 
remove this consideration completely.. 

5. Liverpool 

Serological surveys using immunofluoresecence assay (IF) and virus neutralisation 
assays on sera collected in Great Britain and Belgium identified Orthopoxvirs 
antibody in three main species, namely bank voles (Clethrionomys glareols), field 
voles (Microts agrestis) and woodmice (Apodems sylvaticus). Antibody was detec
ted in only one house mouse and in none other species tested. It was not possible 
to isolate virus from any wild animal tissues, thus it is not possible to state that 
the antibody detected was due to cowpox virus infection. Further studies in 
laboratory-bred bank voles and woodmice have shown both species to be suscep
tible to cowpox virus infection. However, bank voles are not susceptible to either 
ectromelia and vaccinia virus, the other two orthopoxviruses which might be con
sidered alternative causes of the detected antibody. 
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Orthopaxvirs-free colonies of bank voles, field voles and woodmice were estab
lished in the laboratory, although the limited time available meant that further 
experimental studies were undertaken only with bank voles and woodmice. Bank 
voles were shown to be susceptible to cowpox virus by footpad inoculation (1 pfu) 
and by oronasal inoculation (10 pfu). Woodmice were shown to be susceptible to 
cowpox virus by footpad inoculation (10 pfu). Some evidence indicated that cow-
pox might cause mild respiratory disease and delayed reproduction in bank voles. 
Only small amounts of virus were re-isolated from inoculated animals, and 
generally only from sites of inoculation and for only for a few days after inocula
tion. This result could explain the negative results obtained with the virus isolation 
from wild rodents. Tissues are still being processed for histopathology and 
polymerase chain reaction studies. Further studies with bank voles showed that 
footpad inoculation with doses of up to 50000pfu vaccinia vims and 5000 pfu 
ectromelia vims did not cause seroconversion, and no vims was reisolated from 
inoculated animais. This demonstrates that bank voles are not susceptible to infec
tion with either virus and suggests that the risk of co-infection with vaccinia vims 
and cowpox vims and the production of recombinant vims is highly unlikely. 

Although further work is underway to study the pathogenesis and transmission of 
orthopoxviruses in bank voles, field voles and woodmice, the data so far collected 
suggests that 
1) The reservoir host(s) of cowpox virus in Western Europe are bank and field 

voles and woodmice 
2) The risk of recombination between cowpox vims and recombinant vaccinia vims 

in the rodent reservoir is small. 

MAJOR SCIENTIP1C BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
Pirbright designed, constructed and tested double recombinant virus vaccines 
which protect cattle, sheep and goats against capripox (lumpy skin disease, sheep/ 
goat pox) and rinderpest and pest des petits ruminants. 
Work performed at Liège adds support to the arguments in favour of the use of 
the vaccinia-rabies recombinant vaccine in large-scale vaccination campaigns in 
order to eradicate rabies. 
Although vims has not yet been isolated from wild rodents in Western Europe, the 
evidence collected strongly suggests that three small rodent species are the tme 
host of cowpox vims. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Linkage of the group at Pirbright with the Lelystad Laboratory has been extremely 
useful in the exchange of ideas and techniques covering the molecular manipula
tion of vimses. In common with all of the participants we have benefited from the 
annual group meetings and several meetings of one or two of the participating 
groups. 
Linkage and meetings of the group at Leystad with the group at the Pirbright 
Laboratory has been extremely useful in the exchange of ideas and techniques 
covering the molecular manipulation of viruses. 
Work at Liège was performed mainly in collaboration with the team in Liverpool. 
The experimental protocol for the first part of this work was established during a 
meeting in Liverpool. They provided the cowpox virus strain and the protocols. All 
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serological tests were performed in Liverpool. Sera or other samples collected in 
Belgium were therefore sent to Liverpool. 
Bovine, ovine and wild ruminants sera collected in Belgium and in France were 
also sent to Pirbright for a capripoxvirus serological survey. 

The major collaborative link of the group at Neston was with the group at Liège. 
However it is interesting to note that projects, at Liverpool, unrelated to EC 
benefitted from herpesvirus techniques of Lelystad and that the work at Liverpool 
has led to collaboration with mathematical ecologists at Liverpool and further 
funding to develop mathematical model of cowpox epidemiology. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The alphaherpesvirus Pseudorabies vims (PRV, Suid herpesl) has the propensity 
to establish a reactivable, latent infection in the natural host, swine (not only in 
neural tissues, but also in lymphocytes). Available vaccines including gene 
technologically derived life vaccines do not prevent latency, and life vaccines can 
also establish a latent infection. Recently a limited region of the PRV genome was 
described which appears to be transcribed predominantly during the latent state of 
infection. This transcription (LAT = latencyassociated transcript) might be 
regulated by a potential promoter (LAP). The identification and manipulation of 
LAT as well as LAP will not only help to define its functional role in latency, but 
might also provide the possibility to construct new safer life vaccines. 

Pseudorabies vims (PRV) has a preferential tropism for the nervous system. 
Primary CNS infection may occur in the context of an acute infection, often lytic 
or at somewhat later times in the establishment of a latent infection. Despite these 
observations little is known concerning the mechanism by which the vims initially 
gains access to the nervous system, which cells are initial targets for PRV infection, 
and what virus or host factors may facilitate nervous system invasion. Conse
quentìy, additional studies are necessary utilizing in vitro tissue culture systems and 
in vivo animal models, in order to assess their contribution to the neuropathogenic 
properties of PRV. 

Cytokines are well known to be important mediating factors mediating the host's 
immune defence against viral infections. Among the cytokines involved, TNFct has 
been shown to reduce replication and to enhance clearance of the infecting vims 
in the mousevaccinia vims model when its gene is incorporated into the viral 
genome (Sambhi et al. 1991. Proc. Natl. Acad. ScL USA 88, 40254029), suggesting 
that such an approach might be usefully applied to herpesviruses, both for studies 
of pathogenesis and latency in the host and for vaccine development. Pseudorabies 
virus (PRV), a well characterized neurotropic porcine herpesvirus, was chosen to 
serve as vector for the porcine TNFgene. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

After DNA sequencing and transcriptional analysis, defined parts of LAT were 
plasmidcloned and fused to the functional promoterless luciferase gene used as 
an indicator for cisacting promoter elements. After plasmid DNA transfection of 
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different cell lines quantitative measurement of transient luciferase expression 
demonstrated LAP elements and allowed a delineation of potential promoter(s). 
A new non essential, non-coding intergenic site was localized on the PRV genome 
and could be used to insert and express foreign genes. Such a wild-type PRV 
expressing the functional E. coli lacZ gene, was used for production of LAT-PRV 
deletion mutants. Comparisons of in vitro growth characteristic and LAT activity 
of the PRV LAT-mutants with wild-type PRV have been performed as well as first 
in vivo experiments in pigs. 
Genetic variants of PRV were selected to examine the kinetic parameters of PRV 
neuropathogenesis. Although PRV infection of continuous human and murine cell 
lines of neural origin has provided some very important observations regarding cell 
tropism, cytopathogenicity and replicative properties in vitro, this approach does 
not permit a systematic evaluation of the effect of infection on host cellular events. 
The use of primary cultures derived from dorsal root ganglia and cerebral cortex 
of fetuses of 35 days gestational age, provide in vitro systems that approximate the 
interaction of PRV with the swine nervous system. 
One goal of this study was to gain more insight into the functional role of LAT 
in latency. During this phase, the vims is hardly detectable by standard techniques, 
and quantification of the amount of viruses in a particular tissue was not possible. 
Therefore we first developped a highly sensitive, specific and quantitative PCR 
method to detect low amount of PRV virus in infected tissues. Then, this method 
was used to monitor in vivo the amount of virus in animals infected with a PRV 
LAT-promotor deletion mutant, in comparison with animals infected with a PRV 
wild-type strain. 
The last objective was to develop recombinant PRV carrying the porcine TNFa 
gene under the control of selected viral promoters. The porcine TNFct-gene was 
first modified by deleting a putative tissue-specific regulatory sequence from the 
3' non-translated region and a TATA-box and several binding sites for other trans
cription factors from the 5' non-translated region. The resulting recombinant vec
tor contains 55 base pairs upstream of the ATG codon and 300 base pairs 
downstream of the stop codon. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. In vitro analysis of the LAP 
After numerous experiments to establish the optimal transfection protocol for 
measuring transient luciferase expression in the different cell lines, we found com
parable promoter activity in 4 different epithelial cell lines (of porcine, bovine, and 
simian origin) and mouse neuroblastoma cell lines. A ca. 270 base pair fragment 
of LAP could be determined to achieve maximum in vitro promoter activity. 
Furthermore, we could show by PRV superinfection experiments that late viral 
gene products did not transactivate, but rather suppress the activity of PRV LAP. 
Finally, the results appear to indicate the presence of a second LAP or important 
enhancing elements some 100 bases upstream of the first LAP. 

B. Construction of viral mutants 
Starting with the lacZ-labeled wild-type PRV we succeeded in the construction of 
so far 4 different LAT-deletion mutants. These vims mutants differ in the size of 
the deleted LAT (and LAP) part. In vitro tests demonstrated that these PRV 
mutants exhibit similar or identical growth characteristics as wild-type PRV. For 
analysing LAT, a specific RT-PCR was established. First results showed that all 



LAT-/LAP-mutants express a LAT RNA spliced identical to wild-type vims. There
fore, these data also indicate the existence of an additional promoter. 

C. Analysis in cell culture 
Virologicai studies have been performed, by: 
(i) identification of either viral DNA or mRNA by in situ hybridization techni

ques with cDNA probes labeled by multipriming, or cRNA probes synthesized 
by reversed transcription; 

(ii) identification of viral antigens by immunohistochemistry; 
(iii) production of infectious progeny vims. 
In every instance the phenotype of infected cell population has been identified by 
immunohistochemistry with cell type specific markers. 
Infection of primary cortical and sensory neuronal cells by PRV resulted in tran
sient expression of viral gB (gli) protein with maximal amounts observed at 3 days 
post infection. PRV antigenic expression are observed earlier in both fetal cell 
populations and the antigen appears, distributed diffusely in the cytoplasm. The 
data indicate that the microglia, Schwann or DRG fibroblastoid cells were produc
tively infected. In conjunction with the detection of PRV-specific protein products, 
viral mRNA accumulated with a kinetic pattern of expression which parallels that 
observed for the protein. Neural cell populations infected with wild type PRV 
strains showed cytopatic changes as early as 18 hours after infection, appearing 
first in neuronal cell bodies followed by axonal abnormalities. 

The release of infectious progeny vims was measured by titration of extracellular 
and cell-associated vims. Titers in the cultures inoculated with wild type strains 
increased continuously, there after they declined and were always higher for the 
cell-associated virus. 

D. First animal experiment 
A highly specific quantitative PCR method was developed based on the use of an 
internal standard which is added at known concentrations to the components of 
the PCR reaction and co-amplified with the target DNA. Both amplified species 
which differ by a size difference of a few base pairs are then labeled with fluores
cent primers and separated by the means of an automated sequencer. It was con
cluded that 5-10 copies of the PRV genome were quantifiable using this technique. 
Pigs were infected with a PRV deletion mutant totally lacking the potential LAP 
(PHY-MS3B) and with wild type vims PHY-B111, respectively, and euthanized 
various times after infection. 
Viral DNA was detected by quantitative PCR for both strains in several neural 
tissues. From the results obtained so far, the amounts of vims present in latently 
infected lymphocytes or trigeminal ganglia do not appear to differ significantly 
between animals infected with either strain. 

E. TNF alpha — PRV recombinant 
To determine whether the modified gene could express biologically active TNFa 
it was inserted into a shuttle vector downstream of the RSV LTR promoter and 
the constuct was intoduced into MDBK cells by transfection. A stable transformed 
cell was obtained which secreted 20-30 pg/ml of active TNFa into the growth 
medium after five days in culture. Next, the TNFa gene was placed under the con-
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trol of the PRV glycoprotein X promoter and inserted into a vector carrying PRV 
sequences from the targeted region of the viral genome. In the resulting plasmid, 
the promoter gX-TNFa gene couple is flanked by several kilobases of viral sequen
ces to facilitate recombinational insertion into the PRV genome. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Promoter activity of potential PRV LAP(s) could be shown, and for the first time 
defined LAT-mutants of PRV have been obtained. Already initiated animal 
experiments will now enable more insight into the functional role LAT with regard 
to latency and neurotropism of this alphaherpesvirus in the natural host. 
From the methodological standpoint, our major achievement is the development 
of quantitative PCR method. Using this method, it is now possible to detect and 
to quantify low amount of virus originating from various latently infected tissues. 
More recently, some advances have also been made to detect latent PRV vims 
directly on organ slices by in situ PCR. By using a PRV mutant totally lacking the 
potential LAT promotor, some informations regarding the possible role of LAT in 
latency were obtained. 

If our preliminary results are confirmed, it appears that the presence of the LAT 
promotor is not necessary for the establishment of latency and does not influence 
the amount of virus found in infected animals. 
The recombinational insertion plasmid has been successfully used to generate 
recombinant PRV strains carrying an insertion of the expected size and expressing 
TNFa mRNA. Experiments to quantify biological activity are currently underway. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Cells, plasmids, recombinant vims, and information concerning experimental 
results have been freely and frequently exchanged with the Tubingen Laboratory. 
For in vivo experiments the PRV strains were obtained from this lab. Samples 
from infected animals were sent from Ploufragan. 
Several meetings were organized between all parners as well as visits between labs 
to discuss progress. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Baculoviruses are insect pathogens which are successfully used as biological control 
agents of insect pests in agriculture and forestry. Safety testing has confirmed that 
these viruses are insect specific and cause no hazard to other animals, beneficial 
insects, or to plants. Despite their use for over five decades, no adverse side-effects 
have been reported. However, knowledge on the baculovirus ecology is scarce and 
could be elucidated by using genetically marked vimses. These have been provided 
through the EC-BAP programme. 

More widespread use of baculovimses has been hampered by their relatively slow 
speed of action, limited host range and high cost of production. The low speed of 
action, in particular, which is most relevant for crops with low damage thresholds, 
called for improved baculovirus strains with enhanced insecticidal activity. A num
ber of potentially useful baculoviruses (Autographa califomica nuclear polyhedrosis 
viruses or AcNPV) with enhanced insecticidal activity have been obtained, includ
ing those containing insect specific toxin genes or having a deletion in the 
ecdysteroid UDP glucosyl transferase (egt) gene. Using baculovimses with these 
traits, the time giving 50% mortality of insect larvae is reduced by one or two days 
in a process which otherwise takes between 5-10 days. 

There is limited knowledge on the biosafety of genetically modified baculovimses 
and it is unlikely that all questions raised can be satisfactorily answered without 
understanding the behavior of baculovimses in the environment. Information on 
the parameters which influence baculovirus infections in the field allows predic
tions to be made about the behavior of genetically modified baculovimses in the 
environment. Risk assessment involves the identification and analysis of possible 
risk factors. The management of potential risks (defined as exposure χ hazard) can 
be based on a reduction of exposure, i.e. of dispersal, persistence or yield of 
genetically modified baculoviruses. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The primary objectives of the project have been to generate and evaluate geneti
cally modified baculovimses (AcNPV) with reduced capacity for survival and 
develop techniques in order to predict their fate and interaction with non-targets 
in the field. The primary approach have been the construction of AcNPV mutants 
either with deletions of genes thought to be involved in persistence, spread and 
survival or mutants with a 'built-in' suicide mechanism. The availability of such 
mutant baculovimses allows a comparison of wild-type (wt) and genetically 
modified baculovimses in terms of their competitiveness and behavior in per
missive, semi-permissive and non-permissive insects. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Generation of deletion and 'suicide' mutants 
AcNPV contains at least six genes that, in principle, could affect their persistence, 
survival and spread in the environment. The polyhedrin gene (ph) codes for the 
matrix protein of polyhedra, which are important for convenient application of 
vims in the field. The egt gene is responsible for control of the larval molt; deletion 
of this gene results in premature molt, increased speed of kill and reduced vims 
yield. The pp34 gene (pe) is involved in the formation of the polyhedral envelope. 
Its deletion results in envelope-less polyhedra, which have an increased sensitivity 
for weak alkali and which are likely to have reduced persistence in the field. The 
plO gene (plO) is responsible for the formation of fibrillar stmctures in infected 
cells and for the disintegration of nuclei, resulting in impaired release of polyhedra 
in the field. The chitinase gene (chit) cause the rupture of insect cuticle, whereas 
the product of the cathepsin gene (cath) proteolytically cleaves the internal 
proteins, both enhancing the release of progeny polyhedra. Deletion of these genes 
does not effect vims replication or efficacy in insects. Thus, deletion mutants in the 
plO, chit and/or cath gene have a reduced propensity for spread in the environ
ment. 

Single, double and triple deletion mutants involving the egt, plO, pe, chit and cath 
were engineered, with and without beta-galactosidase (LacZ) as reporter gene. 
Recombinants were engineered in a two-step process: first gene interference with 
LacZ gene (blue) and then replacing LacZ with a deletion (white). The promoters 
of the deleted genes were kept intact in order not to disturb overall transcription 
during vims replication. The replication of the deletion mutants in vitro was unaf
fected. The majority of these mutants were tested for biological activity. One of 
the deletion mutants (AcNPV/plO-LacZ + ) were analyzed in a microcosm. 

Attempts were made to engineer a 'suicide recombinant by placing the Escherichia 
coli lac operator (lacO) upstream or downstream of the polyhedrin transcriptional 
start site and the lac repressor (lacl) under the control of the Drosophila heat 
shock promoter hsp70. In principle the expression of polyhedrin and hence the for
mation of polyhedra is blocked in the field. In the presence of IPTG for (example 
under production conditions) the block will be released, since the lac repressor 
preferably binds to IPTG. Using a transient reporter systems it appeared that the 
introduction of the lac operator sequence (17-mer) up- or downstream of the 
polyhedrin promoter was inadequate to block the expression of the polyhedrin 
gene. Further experiments are required to exploit the potential of this approach. 

B. Competitiveness and fitness of wild-type and recombinant baculoviruses in 
insects 

UV-persistence was studied by inactivation of dry virus deposits by direct exposure 
to artificial UV-sunlight. Comparison between the wt AcNPV and an AcNPV/pe-
minus mutant showed no significant difference in half life. The loss of the 
polyhedron envelope apparently does not result in a increased UV sensitivity. 

Comparison of six AcNPV deletion mutants (without the LacZ gene) in a series 
of bioassays in 2nd instar cabbage looper (Trichoplusia ni) larvae (a sensitive host) 
showed that the single deletion mutants did not differ significandy from wt AcNPV 
in terms of infectivity (LD50). There were indications that a double deletion 
mutant (AcNPV/egr-minus/p70-minus) might be less infective. 



One of the key questions in terms of whether a genetically modified vims will sur
vive and spread after release into the environment is whether this modification has 
altered its fitness and how it interacts with other wt viruses it encounters. A techni
que was developed, using AcNPV-LacZ, whereby mixed infections could be 
followed through multiple passages in insect larvae and parameters such as replica
tion rate and yield could be measured with precision. Preliminary single infection 
assays had already indicated that Ac/LacZ and a constmct which expressed an 
insect-selective scorpion toxin (AcNPV/AalT) produced less polyhedra than wt 
AcNPV. Mixed infections of wt AcNPV and AcNPV/LacZ in different proportions 
(1:10,1:1,10:1) were passaged in cohorts of insects. After each passage the propor
tion of each vims type in the mixture was estimated and the remainder of the virus 
re-passaged. After several passages it was found that AcNPV/LacZ was rapidly lost 
from the system, suggesting reduced biological fitness of the recombinant. 

These assays gave some indication of what might happen if two vimses were intro
duced synchronously. However, a situation may also arise in the field where one 
vims is ingested after another. Experiments similar to those described above were 
set up using wt AcNPV and AcNPV/LacZ, but where one vims was introduced a 
set of time after another (48 h for instance). The results showed that the first vims 
to infect does not prevent the infection by a second vims, but does interfere with 
its replication, significantly reducing its titre. These results have important implica
tions for risk assessment as this interference effect means that the opportunities 
for recombination between genetically modified baculovimses and other wt 
baculovimses will be considerably reduced where infection with another vims is 
asynchronous. 

C. Host range and biological activity of genetically modified baculoviruses in per
missive, semi-permissive and non-permissive hosts. 

The biological activity of wt AcNPV a AcNPV//?70-minus recombinant expressed 
as LC5o-value (lethal concentration 50%) was compared in standard bioassays. Five 
concentrations of vims were used against first instar larvae of Spodoptera exigua 
and A. gamma. No statistically significant differences in infectivity was determined 
between wt and recombinant AcNPV. 

Interaction with non-target Lepidoptera is one of the main areas for concern in 
relation to the biosafety of genetically improved baculovirus insecticides. The 
AcNPV-LacZ marker system was used to examine the extent of infection in selec
tive permissive (7̂  ni), semi-permissive (Mamestra brassicae) and poorly permissive 
(S. littoralis) hosts. This system provided an elegant method whereby the blue 
coloration generated by the expression of LacZ gene could be monitored in insect 
larvae itself using both plaque assay and microscopic techniques to study the time 
course of infection at different doses. In the semi-permissive host, dose/instar com
bination was shown to be the key in determining the level of infection, mortality 
only occurring at certain dose threshold. This can be interpreted as being a result 
of the degree of containment provided by the insect gut: as the dose increases (or 
the size of caterpillar decreases) the gut is less able to fight off baculovirus infec
tion by sloughing off cells and so the infection is able to gain entry to the rest of 
the body. One interesting an novel finding was that the trachea appear to be the 
main conduit for the dissemination of infection through the insect body. At the 
dose/instar combinations used, no mortality was obtained in S. littoralis larvae. 
However, replicating vims was found in the tracheal cells through to the pupal 
stage. 
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D. Release of genetically modified AcNPV in a microcosm 
Prior to field release genetically modified AcNPV carrying deletions were tested 
in a contained ecosystem (microcosm) to obtain data about their behavior, in par
ticular with respect to yield and dispersal. Two deletion mutants were extensively 
tested in the course of this project: AcNPV/jpe-minus and AcNPV^pJO-minus, 
carrying a deletion in the polyhedral envelope and plO gene respectively. Both 
mutants carried a LacZ gene. This reporter allowed the detection of mutant vims 
in infected larvae. 
The microcosm, constructed in the framework of BAP, was separated by an insect 
screen into two compartments to prevent larval migration from one chamber to the 
other, but allowing air circulation. Each compartment contained soil as substrate, 
sugar beet plants and second instar larvae of S. exigua. 
Wt or recombinant AcNPVs were applied in a 0.4 m2 compartment at a single dose 
of 4 χ 107 polyhedral inclusion bodies (PIBs), equivalent to 1012 PIBs per hectare. 
After one larval generation (25 days), soil, plants and infiltration water were collec
ted from the ecosystem and were bio-assayed for vims quantitation. 
Equal quantities of the wt AcNPV and AcNPV/plO-minus) applied to 200 second 
instar larvae of S. exigua showed no difference in response to infection (82 and 
81% mortality). Budgetary studies of NPV production and partitioning, involving 
foliage and soil extractions indicated that in the case of AcNPV/piO-minus the 
yield and the distribution over the various sectors (plants 5%, soil 95%, drainage 
0.03%) were the same, but that the wt AcNPV was 5 times more abundant in the 
non treated plots, suggesting limited spread of AcNPV/piO-minus. 
Equal quantities of both vimses applied to 100 larvae gave only minor differences 
in response (39 and 48% larval mortality, respectively). Small differences in vims 
distribution between the components of the microcosm were detected between wt 
AcNPV and AcNPV/pe-minus. Both vimses were washed into the soil but only the 
wt AcNPV penetrated the whole soil profile of 15 cm depth and led to a con
tamination of the infiltration water, whereas the recombinant virus was only detec
ted to a depth of 0-6 cm. This suggest a higher retention of recombinants in the 
upper layers of the soil. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1. Generation of stable genetically modified baculovimses with multiple deletions 

while maintaining their major biological properties (specificity, biological 
activity). 

2. Successful testing of the behavior of single deletion mutants in a microcosm 
showing reduced spread. 

3. Demonstration that genetically modified baculovimses may be less competitive 
the wild type vimses by intereference in asynchronous (common in nature) 
mixed infections 

4 Identification of the role of trachea in the spread of vims infection in the insect 
body 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Free exchange of materials and experimental expertise took place between the par
ticipating laboratories. For example, the deletion mutants generated in the 
Wageningen laboratory were tested for their biological activity in Oxford and 



tested in a microcosm in Darmstadt. Regular meetings between participants 
occurred either planned during scientific conferences or ad hoc. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Irrespective of the method used for strain selection and improvement (rDNA or 
conventional genetic), there is a lack of knowledge on how a given microbial 
inoculant will survive, persist, move away from inoculum site or will be affected by 
environmental and agronomic factors. Monitoring the fate of a microbe, released 
in an open environment, might be difficult particularly when low density popula
tions become established in soil. This will be of crucial importance if a 'risk assess
ment' or an environmental impact analysis is required for regulatory reasons, such 
as those imposed by the European Directive EC/220/90. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The project is targeted at better understanding how (genetically modified) 
microorganisms to be used as soil microbial inoculants can persist, multiply and 
spread in their environment. The different tasks of the project include 
(a) the development of tools for identification and characterization of rhizobial 

inoculants, 
(b) the identification of factors influencing the survival of rhizobial inoculants, 
(c) the study of the fate of genetically modified rhizobia during inoculant 

manufacturing and storage, as well as in the field, and 
(d) development and evaluation of intrinsically biosafe soil microbial inoculants. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Padova 
For the construction of reporter systems, a catabolic gene (coding for ß-galac
tosidase) and a positively selectable gene (coding for resistance to mercury 
chloride) were chosen as 'reporter' traits. Mercury resistance can be particularly 
useful when dense soil suspensions (i.e. 10_1-10"2 dilutions) have to be plated for 
cfu (colony forming units) determination; fungal growth is minimized by incor
porating the chemical in the medium without affecting the growth of the rhizobial 
strain. The lacZ gene comes from Escherichia coli; its promoter was removed and 
replaced with a synthetic fragment which proved to possess a strong activity as 
promoter in E. coli and in Rhizobium leguminosarum. A lac operator was added 
between the promoter and the lacZ gene to allow inducible expression; the 
operator can also be removed, leading to constitutive gene expression. A /aclq 

gene from E. coli was found necessary, as R leguminosarum does not show any 
/acl-like function able to act on the operator. All these stmctures are assembled 
into a cartridge, about 10 kb, containing unique restriction sites at the extremities. 
The lac-mer cartridge was inserted into the broad host range vector pRL497, a 
RSF1010 derivative (incQ). The resulting plasmid pDG3 is about 16.5 kb and is 
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devoid of any antibiotic resistance. Plasmid pDG4 is identical to pDG3, except for 
the absence of the lac operator. This results in the constitutive, high level expres
sion of lacZ. Plasmid pIRLl was constructed by inserting the lac-mer cartridge into 
pMS102, a pSUP102 derivative containing a fragment of R. leguminosarum DNA 
which carries the recA gene sequence. The cartridge is inserted within the coding 
region thus inactivating recA. Since pIRLl is not able to replicate in Rhizobium, 
the reporter gene can be maintained in the host only if homologous recombination 
occurs. In this way it is possible to have a copy of the reporter cassette located on 
the chromosome along with the inactivation of the ree functions. 

A method was also developed for the study of resident Rhizobium populations. The 
method, based on the analysis of DNA profiles by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 
in contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (PFGE-CHEF), allows to dis
criminate strains having similar plasmid profiles. 
Using genetically modified R leguminosarum containing the various reporter gene 
cassettes described above, a study was carried out, aimed at verifying the fate of 
GM rhizobia during inoculant manufacturing and storage, along with the stability 
of the genetic modification. Three inoculant formulations were chosen for the risk 
assessment study, i.e. liquid (Rizoking™), adsorbed onto sterile vermiculite 
(Goldcoat™) and adsorbed onto non-sterile peat. 
Unexpected behaviour of GM strains with respect to the unmodified parental 
strain was not observed. This is irrespective of the localisation of the genetic 
modification, i.e. chromosomal or plasmid-borne. However, different population 
dynamics could be described, depending upon the intrinsic stability of the con
struct, i.e. regulated or unregulated highly unstable cartridge. 

2. Gaiba 
Two sites used in the BAP programme, have been identified. Cropping history and 
MPN counts were recorded and sent to Bristol. Nodules from the plants were 
collected and sent to Bristol for analyses. 
The general objective was to evaluate the behaviour of genetically modified 
Rhizobium strains used for inoculant production, during preparation and storing 
phases. 
The production of the inoculants was carried out in the lab of Heligenetics, using 
four strains previously described (Giacomini Α., Ollero F.J., Squartini A. and Nuti 
M.P. 1994 Construction of multipurpose gene cartridges based on a novel synthetic 
promoter for high level gene expression in gram-negative bacteria. Gene, in press), 
in particular: 
Rhkobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 1003 (wild type) 
Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 1110 (1003 containing the plasmid pDG3) 
Rhkobium leguminosarum bv. viciae U l l (1003 containing the plasmid pDG4) 
Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 1112 (1003::pIRLl, containing pIRLl inte
grated in the chromosome). 
The strains, supplied by Prof. Nuti in Padova, were cultured in small scale fermen-
tors (10 1) and rhizobial inoculants were produced. Three inoculant formulations 
were choosen for the risk assessment study, i.e. liquid (Rizoking™, absorbed onto 
sterile vermiculite (Goldcoat™ and absorbed onto non-sterile peat. 
After production, the samples were tranferred to prof. Nuti's lab in Padova where 
the monitoring of the strains was carried out. 
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When studying the survival of Bradyrhizobia into soil in northern Italy, no simple 
correlation with the range of standard physico-chemical characteristics of the soil 
could be found. Among possible factors influencing the persistance of a given 
strain, in the River Po Valley in northern Italy, the role of water table variation 
could be ascertained. It was of interest to evaluate the population dynamics of 
Bradyrhizobium japonicum 902A released as soil liquid inoculant in the presence/ 
absence of its host plant and low/high water table level. A field (a calcareous loamy 
soil) was selected in the eastern pianura Padana. The resident B. japonicum pop
ulation was less than 0.6 cell/g soil dry weigh. Two plots of 80 m2 were prepared. 
In one plot, the water table level was weekly adjusted (for 23 weeks) by a drip 
irrigation system raising it from 180 cm to about 90 cm. Subplots were sown with 
inoculated and uninoculated soybean (40 seeds per m2). MPN counts were perfor
med 1, 3, 7, 10 and 12 months after sowing. In subplots where host plants was pre
sent and the water table was artificially raised, 12 months after sowing, the residual 
population was 85% less compared to subplots where water table was not adjusted; 
in subplots inoculated only with rhizobia, the residual population was 34% less 
compared to subplots where the water table was mantained at 180 cm depth. 

The result strongly indicate that water table adjustments affect the survival of the 
introduced population of B. japonicum during the first 12 months of the 
experiments both in the presence and in the absence of the host plant. 

3. Bristol 

PCR fingerprinting allowed us to demonstrate that isolates were derived from 
inoculant strains. In one case we were able to demonstrate that information about 
an inoculant was incorrect because the strain isolated from the field showed no 
relationship to the expected strain. PYMS provided a useful second check on strain 
identity. Becaus PYMS is an assessment of similarity on the basis of the phenotype 
of the organism, we were able to show that in one site the isolates represented two 
populations derived from the original strain. We assume that this represents 
genetic selection for organisms better adapted to some niches in that soil. It is also 
possible, but unlikely, that a mixed population was added at the time of inocula
tion. Our work with B. japonicum has shown us that it is relatively simple to 
characterise soil populations once appropriate primers and conditions are available 
for the PCR reaction. PYMS, wich is expensive, provided a useful backup for a 
more detailed analysis of chosen isolates. PYMS can detect change which might 
have arisen from the expression of only one gene if this affects the composition 
of molecules in the organism. We think that the most likely changes in the soil will 
be those arising from changes in polysaccharide production, and are therefore not 
surprised that PYMS showed a change in the population at one site. 

4. Cork 

a. Development of alternate vector systems 

(i) The natural selection system for thy mutants is based on the ability of such 
mutants to grow in the presence of antifolate dmgs and an exogenous supply of 
thymidine. This procedure could be readily employed to select R. meliloti thy 
mutant strains. This method however, failed to provide a selection for similar 
mutants from Bradyrhizobium and Pseudomonas spp. Potential thy mutants were 
obtained from a number of R meliloti strains and other Rhizobium spp. No addi
tional work has been done with these latter strains. 
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Unlike the thy mutant strains in E. coli, we observed that R meliloti thy mutants 
(once identified) could not be propagated on the selective medium, containing the 
antifolate drug. R meliloti thy mutants can be readily isolated as single colonies 
from a lawn of parent cells, but cannot be propagated on fresh selective medium. 
We have been unable to identify the additional requirement, besides thymidine, for 
the propagation of these cells in the presence of antifolate dmgs. This is a signifi
cant disadvantage in working with R. meliloti thy mutant strains, since it is not 
possible to ensure strain purity by culturing in the presence of antifolate dmgs and 
thymidine. 
(ii) The thy vector system consists of a free replicating, broad host range 
plasmid (pG DT10, TcR or pGDTll ), containing the Lactococcs lactis thy gene 
and a R meliloti host strain deficient in thymidylate synthase. This results in a vec
tor-host combination which is intrinsically stable. Both plasmids are identical, 
except for the tetracycline resistance gene which is deleted in pGDTll. Therefore 
pGDTll is devoid of antibiotic resistance genes. Both plasmids contain a con
stitutively expressed lacZY 'marker' gene. In laboratory scale, hydroponic 
experiments with pGDTIO, plasmid loss from the wild-type host during symbiosis 
amounted to over 90% over a 5 week period. Plasmid stability in the thy mutant 
background remained virtually 100% (Dowling et al, 1992). These experiments 
demonstrated that the thy system could dramatically improve plasmid stability in 
systems where external selective pressure cannot be sustained. The effect of the 
thy vector system on the competitiveness of R meliloti inoculants was investigated 
in a mixed inoculum experiment on hydroponically grown Alfalfa plants. Alfalfa 
seedlings were inoculated with an equal mixture of the RM42 parent strain (lac-) 
and the RM42T/pGDTll thy vector system (lac + ). The inoculant contained 48% 
lac- versus 52% lac + bacteria. After 4 weeks, this ratio shifted slightly towards the 
wild-type (i.e. 64% lac- versus 36% lac+ bacteria) A similar ratio was found on 
the root surface, suggesting that there is free movement of bacteria between the 
root surface and the rooting solution. Bacteria were reisolated from the nodules. 
Nodules from only two plants were screened. Plant A showed a ratio of 82% lac-
versus 12% lac+ bacteria. Plant Β was 100% nodulated by the wild-type strain. 
This dramatic shift towards the wild-type in nodule occupation suggests that the 
thy vector system impaires the competitiveness of R. meliloti strains for nodulation 
of Alfalfa plants. 

(iii) During the summer of 1991, the stability of the thy vector system for 
Rhizobium meliloti inoculants, in conjunction with the lucerne cultivar 'Europe', 
was evaluated under field conditions. Permission for the environmental release of 
a geneticaly modified Rhizobium inoculant strain had been obtained from the 
National Recombinant DNA Committee. Plasmid pGDTll was chosen for this 
release, because this plasmid vector is devoid of antibiotic resistance genes and 
contains a constitutively expressed lacZY 'marker' gene for monitoring purposes. 
Sowing took place on the 26th of July 1991. Six square meter plots were used. Plot 
A was the control and remained uninoculated. Plot Β received an inoculation with 
the parent strain RM42. Plot C received RM42, containing the vector plasmid 
pGDTll. Plot D received an unrelated inoculant GMI42. Plot E was inoculated 
with the thy mutant strain RM42T. Finally, plot F was inoculated with the vector 
system RM42T/pG DT11. The size of the inoculums was between 1010 and 10n 

bacteria/m2. No adverse weather conditions or plant diseases were encountered 
during the course of the experiment. At the end of the growth season, plants were 
removed and transferred to the laboratory. Bacteria were reisolated from the 
nodules. As was evident from their lac phenotype, plasmid stability in a i/iy-host 
(Plot F) was found to be 91%. This compares with a plasmid stability of 67% in 
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the parent strain (Plot C). Plant yield was not adversely affected by the presence 
of the vector system. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the thy vector system 
in ensuring plasmid stability under field conditions. 

b. Construction of suicide system for R. melati 
We have been concentrating on the development of a containment system for 
Rhizobium spp., based on the limited survival characteristics of a Rhizobium meliloti 
strain mutated in thymidylate synthase and conditional expression of the thy gene. 
Two aspects were considered essential for the success of a containment system. 
First, the R. meliloti thy mutant must be stable and unable to revert back to wild-
type. A reverse genetics approach has been used to generate insertion and deletion 
mutants in R. meliloti strains and possibly other Rhizobium species. Second, we 
have to assess the capability of the thy mutants to survive in the soil, in the 
presence and absence of the host plant. The latter was also important to decide 
on the nature of the promoter that will be used to conditionally express the thy 
gene. 

(i) The survival of the wild-type and mutant strains in rooting solution was 
monitored. After 35 days, significant numbers of the wild-type strain were found 
to survive in rooting solution, either in the presence or absence of thymidine. In 
contrast, thy mutant strains only survived when thymidine was present in the root
ing solution. Also, in the presence of thymidine, the mutant was found to be 100% 
stable. In the presence of the host plant, the R meliloti thy mutant strain was found 
to survive the entire length of the experiment (35 days) on the root surface, 
without the addition of thymidine to the rooting solution. This indicated that the 
alfalfa host plant can support the thy mutants on their root surface. This may 
indicate the presence of thymidine in the root exudate. The relatively high rever-
tion rate of 26% reverted back to wild-type, indicated that the amount of 
thymidine supplied is probably only marginal. In contrast to the alfalfa seedlings, 
sugarbeet seedlings were shown to be unable to sustain the thy mutants on their 
root system. The nodulation of the alfalfa plants by the thy mutants, in absence of 
thymidine was severely delayed. Nodule occupancy showed that 100"% of the 
R meliloti bacteroids are reverted to wild-type. This indicates that the R. meliloti 
thy mutant strain cannot nodulate, even though it can survive on the root surface 
of the alfalfa plants. In contrast, when thymidine is provided in the rooting solution 
nodulation proceeds and no revertion is evident among the reisolated bacteria. We 
have also consistently observed a reduction in the nodulation rate of the wild-type 
strain when thymidine is provided in the rooting solution. 

(ii) The survival characteristics of the thy mutant strain indicated that a 
promoter which is expressed during symbiosis (and maybe also during nodulation) 
may be required to conditionaly express the thy gene and render the contained 
R meliloti strains viable and effective. Promoters of genes involved in symbiotic N2 
fixation (nif), nodulation (nod) and C4-dicarboxylate transport (dct) are being 
evaluated for this purpose. The nifH and especially the dctA promoter have been 
studied extensively in our laboratory. The Lac. lactis thy gene can be conveniently 
cloned as a SauiA fragment into the Bamrll site of pGD926 derived gene fusions. 
The reading frame at the SauSA site at the third amino acid of the Lac. lactis thy 
gene and the BamHl site at the beginning of the lacZY genes in pGD926 are such 
that this cloning results in an in-frame gene fusion of the upstream symbiotic 
promoter to the thy gene. pM8210 (nifH) and pCU700 (dctA, Wang et al, 1993), 
are both based on the pGD926 plasmid and are being used to fuse these genes 
to the L. lactis thy gene. 
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(iii) The R meliloti thy gene has been cloned by complementation of a spon
taneous R meliloti thy mutant. The gene has been subcloned and mapped to a 1.5 
Kb fragment. The smallest subclone, pRMT2, was found to be unstable and spon
taneously deleted to form a plasmid pRMT2ô. This plasmid had lost one half of 
the pUC multiple cloning site, leaving a single EcoRI restriction site in the thy 
gene suitable for insertion mutagenesis. Three different mutations have been con
structed: 
Mutant 1 has a gene cassette coding for a kanamycin resistance gene, cloned into 
the EcoRI site, thus disrupting the thy gene. 
Mutant 2 is a frame-shift mutation, created by site directed mutagenesis of the 
EcoRI restriction site. 
Mutant 3 was obtained by deletion of an EcoRI-StuI fragment from the gene. 
These mutated thy genes will be marker exchanged into a range of R meliloti 
strains and possibly in a number of related Rhhobium species. To date, attempts 
to clone the B. japonicum thy gene through complementation of an È. coli thy 
mutant have been unsuccessful!. 

c Evaluation of a genetically modified inoculum strain 
Plasmid pCU2B contains a copy of the gene, which may increase the metabolism 
of Rhizobium bacteroids during symbiosis. This plasmid was stabilised through the 
introduction of a copy of the thy gene (pCU2BT) and introduced in a thy- host 
strain (CM21). Preliminary laboratory scale experiments with CM21/pCU2BT 
indicated a significant increase in plant yield, when alfalfa plants were nodulated 
with this GM strain, it was decided to evaluate the performance of this genetically 
modified organism in soil, under greenhouse conditions. The experiment was set 
up and the plants were cut every 4 weeks. No significant differences were observed 
between the various treatments, including the control experiment. Consecutive cut
tings, designed to deplete the soil of nutrients, in particular nitrogen content, did 
not result in a significant difference in yield from the various treatments. In the 
final analysis it was found that the soil chosen for this experiment (from a field 
in Youghal Co. Cork) contained a resident Rhizobium strain able to outcompete 
the inoculant strains. Time constraints prevented us from repeating this experi
ment with Fota soil, which has been shown to be free from resident Rhizobia 
capable of nodulating lucerne plants. 

MAJOR SCDENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The thy vector system was developed at Cork and tested under greenhouse condi
tions. The system was demonstrated to dramatically improve plasmid stability dur
ing symbiosis where external selective pressure cannot be sustained. In competition 
experiments with the wild-type parent strain, the thy vector system was found to 
decrease nodulation efficiency of the host strain. Symbiotic efficiency was 
indistinguishable from that of the parent strain. 

The effectiveness of the thy vector system was tested under field conditions. Per
mission was obtained from the Recombinant DNA commission for an environmen
tal release of the genetically modified Rhizobium meliloti inoculant strain. This was 
the first environmental release of a GMO in Ireland. Under field conditions, 
plasmid stability was improved significantly by the thy system. Plant yield was not 
adversely affected by the presence of the vector system. This demonstrates that the 
thy vector system is suitable for introducing genes of interest into Rhizobium 
inoculant strains and ensure stable maintenance of the genetic trait under field 
conditions. 
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The survival characteristics R meliloti thy mutants indicate that conditional expres
sion of the thy gene is a possible method for containment of Rhizobium inoculant 
strains. R meliloti thy mutants were shown to be able to colonise, but not to 
nodulate the alfalfa host plant. This indicates that a promoter which is expressed 
during symbiosis (such as many nif or fix promoters), may be suitable for the con
struction of a containment system for Rhizobium inoculants. Conditional expression 
of the thy gene from such promoters will ensure that the inoculant strain survives 
in association with the host plant, but will senesce in the soil. 

New methods for the identification and characterization of tagged introduced as 
well as resident rhizobial populations have been developed at Padova. 
New biological material containing highly expressed reporter gene cassette, useful 
for monitoring purposes has been developed at Padova. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
For Bristol, the main links within the project were with Heligenetics, Gaiba, and 
the University of Padua. These involved close research links and visits. Otherwise 
we developed close links with Gilson Manfio at Newcastle University who helped 
us to develop PYMS as a tool for these studies. 
Work at Cork is continuing on the development of the containment system and 
monitoring of the field experiment. This work will progress under the IMPACT 
project in the BIOTECH programme. Strains will be reisolated from nodules of 
plants, grown in soil derived from the experimental site. Samples from these strains 
will be forwarded to Padua for fingerprinting. The field experiment will be effec
tively repeated in Italian soil by Heligenetics and extensively monitored by partners 
of this project. 
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Methodology for the fast design of fungal DNA probes and 
PCR primers (BIOT CT910301) 

COORDINATOR 
(1) W. MOENS, Int. Hygiene & Epidemiology, Brussels, Β 

PARTICIPANTS 
(2) J. FRISVAD, Danmark Tekniske Højskole, Lingby DK 
(3) F. GANNON, Univ. College Galway, Galway, IRL 
(4) L. ROSSEN, Biotechnological Institute, Lingby, DK 
(5) V. RUBIO, Centro Nacionale de Biotecnologia, Madrid, E, 
(6) N. NOLARD, IHEM Culture Collection, Bmssels, B 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The fungal world is estimated to be represented by 500650.000 species of which 
20% can be grown in culture and 10% have been identified. Filamentous fungi are 
usually classified on the basis of their morphology, enzymes, metabolites and, 
recently, their DNA and genetic properties. 

Filamentous fungi (FF) being of pervasive importance in many areas, the 
availability of fungal DNAbased probes and molecular typing strategies should 
ultimately facilitate improved crop yields, greater productivity, increased safety for 
the consumer and the environment and improved quality control of industrial pro
cesses and products. They have major negative economical and health consequen
ces as opportunistic pathogens, spoilage agents of stored crops and food. Equally, 
FF have diverse positive roles in the food and non food sectors and as biocontrol 
or production agents. These organisms are known to play key ecological roles in 
the environment and are responsible for many plant, animal and human diseases. 
As spomlators, pathogens and producers of antibiotics, toxic, mutagenic or car
cinogenic metabolites, natural and geneticallymodified fungi raise important 
environmental and health questions of biosafety, agro/food management and 
quality. For these reasons, the reliable identification of the fungi and a well 
developed taxonomy were and still are an urgent need in the EC. 

DNA probes for FF generated in a sound phylogenetic context using rigourous 
standardised DNA technology were not only needed for agroindustrial applica
tions but also for fungal epidemiology, biodiversity studies and the monitoring of 
FF of biotechnology interest. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The use of DNA probes for the rapid detection of specific microorganisms is 
becoming established in clinical diagnostics, the food industry and environmental 
analysis. Specific probes have now been developed for a variety of organisms. 
Many of these probes have been based on DNA sequences from the ribosomal 
gene complex. These DNA sequences afford particular advantages as targets for 
the development of DNA probes. Firstly, they are present in multiple copies/ 
genome. Secondly they contain highly conserved sequences which can be used as 
common targets for PCR consensus primers as shown by 3. Thirdly, they contain 
highly diverse spacer regions which in some cases can be exploited for the develop
ment of speciesspecific probes. To date procaryotic pathogens have been the 
primary targets for DNA probe analysis. 
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To solve the major bottleneck defined by the general lack of fungal genus and 
species-specific DNA probes or PCR markers, the participants have been working 
along three lines: 
(i) combination of DNA amplification techniques (RAPD and PCR), DNA 

sequencing, sequence analysis and taxonomie definition of fungal ecological 
niches, 

(ii) complementation between mycologists and molecular biologists, and 
(m) harmonisation of the basic methodology between the involved participating 

laboratories. 
Two main objectives were defined: 
(i) Identification of a region of the ribosomal genes amenable to genus and/or 

speciesprobe design after amplification, sequencing and sequence alignment, 
(ii) Exploration of the molecular typing potential of amplified DNA 

polymorphism for taxonomical pre-screening and strain certification. 
TWo types of genomic targets were selected at start: 
(i) The ubiquitous ribosomal DNA sequences were chosen as fungal genomic 

sequences of common interest. The fungal ribosomal operon can be sub
divided into 5 majors parts: the intergenic sequence (IGS) nesting the 5S sub-
unit, the 18S subunit, the internally transcribed sequence (ITS) nesting the 
5.8S sub-unit, and the 28S sub-unit. The transcribed sequences (5S, 18S, 5.8S, 
28S) are highly conserved between genera, family and even phyla. As in the 
case of procaryotic spacers, the fungal IGS and ITS regions were expected -
and further demonstrated by the participants in the case of the fungal ITS 
region- to be highly variable. 

(ii) DNA polymorphisms as generated by arbitrarily-primed PCR using fungal 
universal consensus ribosomal primers as single amplimer . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Several DNA techniques were adapted to fungi and standardized among par
ticipants using representative fungal genera and species involved in several areas 
of biotechnology. (Aspergills sp., Cryptococcs sp., Mucor sp., Pénicillium sp., Tri
choderma sp. Rhizoctonia sp.). Scientists were exchanged and a strong quality con
trol structure was used for strain certification, primers and buffer distribution. A 
DNA bank from certified strains officially deposited in the 1 -linked fungal IHEM 
Culture Collection has been established. 
As a result, a DNA technology and scientific basis were made operational. All 
steps from strain collection to species-specific PCR primer validation including 
PCR tagging, DNA sequencing and sequence analysis, definition of ecological 
niches have been analysed by one or more of the members. In parallel, participants 
1, 3,4 have developed different fungal DNA probes using similar standardized 
techniques. 
Two protocols of direct sequencing of amplified ribosomal 18S fragment were 
carried out in 3 and 4 lab. Several fast DNA extraction (1,3,4) and PCR product 
direct sequencing (3,4) protocols were evaluated. PCR amplification conditions of 
the ribosomal 18S and ITS regions were generalised to 97 species covering 24 
genera (1,3,4,5,6). Participant 2 and 6 participated to all studies as an reference 
taxonomist. Results can be sub-divised into four parts: 
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(1) Quick DNA preparation methods 
A first protocol was set up in 4. It is based on dismption of spores and mycelium 
by freeze-thawing without the use of enzymes followed by phenol-chloroform 
extraction and DNA precipitation. It was found convenient by all participants for 
small cultures of most fungi tested including those with very resistant cell walls. 
The resulting DNA could be used for PCR and direct sequencing of PCR 
products. A second protocol was designed by 1 which is based on glass beads dis
mption of spores and mycelium in the presence of phenol and SDS followed by 
DNA precipitation. The two protocols were suitable for both PCR, RAPD and 
direct DNA sequencing of PCR products. 

(2) Assessment of fungal nuclear consensus PCR primers (NS and ITS series) 
The universality of the consensus primers for the 18S ribosomal subunit (NS 
primers) and for the ITS region (ITS primers) was assessed by all participants on 
the DNA's isolated from 97 species representative of Absidia, Acremonium, 
Aspergillus, Candida, Cladosporium, Cryptococcus, Epidermophyton, Fusarium, 
Geotrichum, Microsporum, Mortierella, Mucor, Paecilomyces, Pénicillium, 
Phialosphora, Pityrosporum, Rhizoctonia., Rhizomucor, Rhizopus, ScopulariopsL·, 
Synecephalstrum, Trichoderma, Trichophyton and Trichosporon. 

A common PCR format was validated by all participants. This format was suitable 
for all species tested including those producing PCR inhibitors or whose ribosomal 
DNA sequence conformation interfered with PCR and sequencing reactions. 
Primers of the NS series were working with all fungi tested whereas only LTS5 and 
ITS4 primers could be defined as universal. 

(3) Analysis of the DNA sequences of the fungal ribosomal genes 
Several parts of the fungal ribosomal genes from various fungal genera, species, 
varieties and types have been directly sequenced and analysed after DNA 
amplification using consensus primers. The data generated by 3 and 4 showed that 
the 18S region was not a rich source of potential DNA probe or species specific 
PCR primer sequences. Therefore, ITS DNA sequences from 54 species covering 
164 isolates were generated by participants 1, 3, 4, 5. From these data, the two 
internally transcribed ITS sequences adjacent to the 5.8S sub-unit appeared as 
regions of enormous potential for family-, genus- and species-specific probes and 
the study of mold phytogeny. Accordingly, probes have been designed from these 
data by the same participants. The discrimination potential between fungi 
appeared to be limited at the species level: in 2 pilot studies carried out by par
ticipants 1 on Aspergillus fumigáis and by 4 on Pénicillium aurantiogriseum, a very 
high degree of ITS DNA sequence homology was found at the intra-species level. 

(4) PCR analysis of intra-species genotype diversity 
Fungal sub-species genotypes were characterized at multiple genetic loci by 1 on 
basis of the classes of DNA Polymorphisms revealed by DNA amplification using 
single ribosomal consensus primers from the NS and ITS series. Large strain 
collections of the Aspergills fumigáis and Cryptococcus neoformans were analyzed 
with different primers. The discrimination potential at each locus was calculated 
and found independent of the GC genomic content. Combination of the multi-
locus data increased the discrimination potential of the method up to, or above the 
one of Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphims analysis. 
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Most importantly, a rationale linking genotypes, genotype population frequencies 
and loci was designed allowing to build maps of intra-species genetic diver-
sity.Further DNA sequence analysis of DNA polymorphisms should provide a 
molecular basis to this new mapping system. The methodology has already reached 
the prenormative stage since: 
(i) Analysis of fungal DNA polymorphisms was developped under U.E. GLP's; 
(ii) a set of A. fumigats strains defined by this DNA polymorphism-genotyping 

approach has been choosen as common reference biological material by a 
EORTC network of European mycopathologists. 

In conclusion, genotyping DNA polymorphism's and PCR probing were com
plementary since their combined taxonomical discrimination potentials ranged 
between the family down to the strain-specific genotypes. Such complementarity is 
documented by a joint report from 4, 2 and 1 and individual reports from 1. 

MAJOR SCTENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The concerted action provided an opportunity to exploit a coherent methodology 
based on the standardised combination of classical and the last DNA amplification 
techniques for the following purposes: 
(1) Inter- and intra-species- genetic diversity at multiple loci 

(Applications: taxonomical pre-screening computerized expert system, popula
tion diversity and structure, process quality control, Culture collection manage
ment, strain certification) 

(2) Phytogeny based on the DNA sequencing of the ITS regions of the fungal 
ribosomal genes 
(Applications: Phylogenetics, Taxonomy, fast identification and validation of 
ribosomal genes-based DNA probes, probing fungi by PCR, sandwich-PCR, 
LCR or flow cytometry. 

DNA probes are destinated to agro-food-fish research and industries, medical and 
veterinean research and clinical diagnostics, biosafety and intellectual property 
protection ). 
Although the methodology was specifically adapted to fungi, similar approaches 
are reported for animals, plants, insects, bacteria and viruses. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Contact group meetings: 
June 92-Madrid, September 92-Brussels, November 92-Copenhagen, Wageningen 
92, June 93-Galway, November 93, Granada . 
Exchange of certified material: fungal strains and DNA batches, plasmids, DNA 
sequences. 
One week DNA sequencing training course in 4 lab for one 1 and one 5 partici
pant. 
Internal collaborations: 
5 + 4 for the sequencing of Rhizoctonia spp., 1 + 2 + 4 for a taxonomical study 
about correlations between PCR fingerprinting and chemotyping of Pénicillium 
spp., B, DK, E, I for the characterization of the fungal ITS ribosomal region, 5 and 
1 for the typing of dsRNA-containing AsperguTs sp. 
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G. THIREOS, IMBB, Iraklio, GR 
D. VON WETTSTEIN, Carlsberg Lab., Kobenhavn, DK 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
General administration and coordination of the project 
— Subcontracts to DNA coordinators (Chromosomes II, VII, X, XI and XIV) and 

36 sequencing laboratories. 
— Initial advance payments to each subcontractor. 
— Detailed accountancy of the base pairs produced by each sequencing 

laboratory. 
— Subsequent payments on the basis of 2 ECU per final base pair sequenced as 

approved by the DNA and informatie coordinators. 
— Subsequent payments of the DNA coordinators according to progress. 
— Continuous interaction with each DNA coordinator, the informatie coordinator 

and the sequencing laboratories. 
— Organisation of contractors meetings. 

Preparation of organised libraries from chromosome X (Galibert), XIV 
(Philippsen) and VIII (Oliver) 
Complete sequencing of chromosome XI (660 kb) and partial sequencing of 
chromosome Π (800 kb) 
— Constmction of two libraries of overlapping clones to cover the entire yeast 

chromosome II and XI as unique contigs. 
— Sorting of clones and constmction of high resolution ('sequence-ready') physi

cal maps. 
— Distribution of clones to participants for sequencing until the entire 

chromosomes are finished. 
— Application of 'quality controls' to the sequences determined by the par

ticipants. 
— Assembly of the complete sequence of chromosome II and XI from the sets of 

overlapping clones and interpretation of the sequence. 
Organisation of contractors meetings in Munich (October 1992), Louvain-la-
Neuve (April 1993) and Manchester (February 94). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Chrll 
The complete DNA sequence of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome II 
has been determinated and submitted for publication in 1994. This is the largest 
eukaryotic chromosome entirely sequenced (807,188 bp). A total of 410 open read
ing frames (ORFs) were identified, covering 72% of the sequence. Similarity 
searches revealed that 121 ORFs (30%) correspond to genes of known function, 51 
ORFs (12.5%) have homologues among gene products from yeast or other 
organisms whose functions are known, while 52 others (12.5%) have homologues the 
functions of which are not well-defined and another 33 of the novel putative genes 
(8%) show levels of similarity of uncertain significance. 37 to 45% of the genes on 
chromosome II are thus of unpredicted function. Among the novel putative genes, 
we found several that are related to genes that perform differentiated functions in 
multicellular organisms or are involved in malignancy. Beyond the many novel genes 
detected in chromosome II, the analysis of this chromosome substantiated general 
chromosome patterns but has also revealed particular novel features of chromosomal 
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Organisation. Alternating regional variations in average base composition correlat
ing with variations in local gene density along a chromosome were confirmed. We 
propose that putative functional ARS elements are preferably located in the 
(A + T) rich regions that have a spacing of ca 110 kb. In chromosome II, the dis
tribution of coding sequences between the two strands is biased, with a ratio of 1.3. 
An interesting aspect of eukaryotic genome organisation and evolution is the find
ing that chromosome II has a high degree of internal genetic redundancy. 

ChrXI 
The complete DNA sequence (666, 448 base pairs) of the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae chromosome XI has been determinated and published. In addition to a 
compact arrangement of potential protein coding sequences, the 666,448 base pairs 
sequence has revealed general chromosome patterns; in particular, alternating 
regional variations in average base composition correlate with variations in local 
gene density along the chromosome. Significant discrepancies with the previously 
published genetic map demonstrate the need for using independent physical map
ping criteria. A total of 331 ORFs were identified in the entire chromosome. Seven 
of these ORFs are interrupted by introns. Comparison of the present sequence 
with public databases revealed that 93 of the 331 ORFs (28%) correspond either 
to previously known protein-encoding genes or to genes whose functions have been 
determined during this work. All other ORFs, 72% of the total, represent novel 
putative yeast genes whose functions need to be experimentally determined. But 
93 of them (another 28% of the total) have homologues among gene products 
from yeast or other organisms whose functions are known, whereas 37 others (11% 
of the total) have homologues that are themselves of unknown function. The 
remaining 108 ORFs (33% of the total) either have no homologues in data 
libraries or show levels of similarity of uncertain significance. Overall, about 40-
44% of the genes of chromosome XI are thus of unpredicted function, a figure 
similar to that of chromosome III. 

The very high gene density previously found with chromosome III is confirmed: 
ORFs occupy on average 72% of the sequence of chromosome XI. The average 
ORF size is 488 codons (1,464 bp). 
A higher level of accuracy (99,97%) has been achieved in this project only after 
costly effort; it still implies that about one-third of predicted genes will contain 
sequencing errors that will affect their interpretation. 

Highlights/Milestones 
year-

Sequences submitted by the EU 
Network (kb) 
Cumulative (kb): 

1989 

115 

115 

1990 

212 

327 

1991 

215 

532 

1992 

876 

1408 

1993 

1239 

2647 

1994 

>2000 

>4700 

Wider considerations 
Among all eukaryotic model organisms, Saccharomyces cerevisiae combines several 
advantages: 
(i) this yeast has a genome size of only 13.5 megabases, i.e. 200 times smaller 

than that of the human genome; 
(ii) the yeast system is susceptible to powerful genetic techniques, and 
(iii) functions in yeast have been studied in great detail by biochemical 

approaches. 
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Based on present data, one can calculate that a repertoire of some 6500-7000 
genes is sufficient to build this simple eukariotic cell. Considering recent progress 
and a world wide enterprise of sequencing the yeast genome (see below), we can 
be confident to decipher its genetic potential within a reasonable time period and 
with a relatively limited effort. 

Since a large variety of examples provide evidence that substantial cellular func
tions are highly conserved from yeast to mammals and in many cases correspond
ing genes can complement each other, the wealth of sequence information 
obtained in yeast will be extremely useful as a reference against which sequences 
of human, animal or plant genes may be compared. Moreover, the ease of genetic 
manipulation in yeast opens the possibility to functionally dissect novel genes from 
other eukaryotes in the yeast system. 

The rationale behind our effort on quality control was that if systematic genome 
sequencing of yeast is to be useful and significant, then sequence accuracy must 
permit correct interpretations. With the gene density and ORF size distribution of 
yeast, even relatively rare sequencing errors result in a large fraction of the 
protein-coding genes being affected by frame shifts. A simple calculation predicts 
that with an accuracy of 99% virtually all predicted genes contain errors, and that 
at 99.9% accuracy, two-thirds of the genes still contain at least one error. 

Two years ago, our consortium of 35 European laboratories published the first 
complete sequence of a eukaryotic chromosome, that of chromosome III of 
S. cerevisiae (Nature 357, 38-56). During the past three years, our consortium has 
turned its efforts to the sequencing of yeast chromosomes XI and II and will con
tinue to contribute to the sequencing of the yeast genome. 

The contributions of the 11 different European countries (31 laboratories) to the 
achievement of the BRIDGE sequencing task are shown in the figure 1. 

Fig. 1: Contribution of each country to the BRIDGE program 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Europe is the undisputed leader in this field. 
The cumulative capacity of our European network is shown in the figure 2. 
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.Fig. 2: Evolution of the yeast genome sequencing cumulative capacity of the EU. 

The efficiency of the yeast genome sequencing network has increased appreciably. 
An increasing flux of 1.2 Mb/year final sequence was attained in 1993 correspond
ing to more than one complete gene per day. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The 36 European laboratories participating to this work have met in Munich 
(October 1992), LouvainlaNeuve (April 1993) and Manchester (February 1994). 

A world wide agreement has been reached to distribute among EU, USA, Canada, 
Japan and Cambridge (UK) the sequencing of the 16 yeast chromosomes (Gof
feau, A. Nature 369, 101102 (1994)). A calendar has been agreed upon. If all par
ties respect their schedule, the entire sequence of the entire yeast genome should 
be terminated in 1996. 
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Yeast genome sequencing world wide agreement (funding secured — July 1994) 

CHR 

I 

II 

III 

IV right 
IV middle 
IV left 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

χ 

XI 

XII right 
XII left 

XIII 

XIV 

XV 

XVI right 
XVI left 

KB 

235 

807 

314 

500 
540 
600 

550 

270 

1150 

550 

440 

720 

666 

750 
450 

910 

810 

1150 

450 
592 

CAN 

EU 

EU 

USA 
UK 
EU 

USA 

JAP 

EU 

USA 

UK 

EU 

EU 

USA 
EU 

UK 

EU 

EU 

UK 
CAN 

Coordinator 

Η. Bussey 

Η. Feldmann 

S. Oliver 

R. Davis 
Β. Barreli 
C. Jacq 

R. Davis 

Y. Murakami 

H. Tettelin 

M. Johnston 

Β. Barreli 

F. Galibert 

Β. Dujon 

M. Johnston 
J. Hoheisel 

B. Barreli 

P. Philippsen 

Β. Dujon 

Β. Barreli 
H. Bussey 

Affiliation 

McGill Univ., Montreal 

Munich Univ. 

UMIST, Manchester 

Stanford Univ. 
Sanger C, Cambridge 
ENS, Paris 

Stanford Univ. 

Riken, Tsukuba 

LouvainLaNeuve Univ. 

Washington Univ., St Louis 

Sanger G, Cambridge 

CNRS, Rennes 

Pasteur, Paris 

Washington Univ., St Louis 
DKFZ, Heidelberg 

Sanger C, Cambridge 

Basel Univ 

Pasteur, Paris 

Sanger C, Cambridge 
McGill Univ., Montreal 

Re
lease 
date 

94 

94 

done 

95 
95 
96 

94 

95 

96 

94 

94 

95 

done 

95 
96 

95 

95 

96 

96 
96 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Dujon, B. et al. Nature 369, 371378 (1994) 
Feldmann, H. et aL EMBO, (submitted) 

Individual publications 
Chrn 
Baur, A. et al. Yeast 9, 289293 (1993). 
Bécam, A.M. et al Yeast 10, SlSll (1994). 
Bussereau, F. et al. Yeast 9, 797806 (1993). 
Delaveau, T. et aL Yeast 8, 761768 (1992). 
Démolis, N. et al. Yeast 9, 645659 (1993). 
Doignon, F. et aL Yeast 9, 189199 (1993). 
Doignon, F. et aL Yeast 9, 11311137 (1993). 
Holmstrom, K. et al. Yeast 10, S47S62 (1994). 
Mallet, L. et aL Yeast 10, 819831 (1994). 
Miosga, T. et aL Yeast 9, 12731277 (1993). 
SchaaffGerstenschläger, I et aL Yeast 9, 915921 (1993). 
Scherens, B. et aL Yeast 9, 13551371 (1993). 
Skala, J. et aL Yeast 8, 777785 (1992). 
Skala, J. et al. Yeast 10, S13S24 (1994). 
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Smits, P. et aL Yeast 10, S75S80 (1994). 
Van Dyck, L. et al. Yeast 8, 769776 (1992). 
Wolfe, K. et aL Yeast 10, S41S46 (1994). 

ChrXI 
Aexandraki, D. et aL Yeast 10, S81S91 (1994). 
Bossier, P. et aL Yeast 10, 681686 (1994). 
Bou, G. et aL Yeast 9, 13491354 (1993). 
Boyer, J. et ai. Yeast 9, 279287 (1993). 
Chéret, G. et aL Yeast 9, 12591265 (1993). 
Colleaux, L. et aL Yeast 8, 325336 (1992). 
Düsterhöft, A. et aL Yeast 8, 749759 (1992) 
GarciaCantalejo, J. et al. Yeast 10, 231245 (1994). 
Jacquier, A. et aL Yeast 8, 121132, (1992). 
James, C. et aL Yeast 10, 257264 (1994). 
James, C. et aL Yeast 10, 247255 (1994). 
Pallier, C. et al. Yeast 9, 11491155 (1993). 
Pascolo, S. et aL Yeast 8, 987995 (1992). 
Purnelle, B. et aL Yeast 8, 977986 (1992). 
Purnelle, B. et al. Yeast 10, 125130 (1994). 
Purnelle, B. et aL Yeast 9, 13791384 (1993). 
Thierry, A et al. Nucleic Acids Res. 20, 56255631 (1992). 
Rasmussen, S.W. Yeast 10, S63S68 (1994). 
Rasmussen, S.W. Yeast 10, S69S74 (1994). 
SingerKrüger, B. et al. J. Cell BioL (in press). 
Thierry, Α. et aL Nucleic Acids Res. 20, 56255631 (1992). 
Tzermia, M. Yeast 10, 663679 (1994). 
van VlietReedijk, J.C. et al. Yeast 9, 11391147 (1993). 
Vandenbol, M. et al. Yeast 10, S25S33 (1994). 
Vandenbol, M. et al. Yeast 10, S35S40 (1994). 
Wiemann, S. et aL Yeast 9, 13431348 (1993). 
Forrova, H. et al. Yeast 8, 419422 (1992). 
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Informatics Network (Sequencing the Yeast Genome) 
(BIOT CT-900161) 

COORDINATOR 
H.W. MEWES, Max-Planck-Institut für Biochemie, Martinsried, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Coordinated sequencing of the yeast genome by a network of independent 
laboratories requires centralized support for the distribution of genetic material 
and for the collection, processing, and evaluation of the experimentally determined 
data. After successful completion of chromosome III in 1992, efforts have been 
directed toward the sequencing of chromosomes II (ca. 820 kb) and XI (666 kb). 
In close collaboration with the DNA Coordinators, the Informatics Coordination 
Center provided the participating laboratories with support for sequence verifica
tion, quality control, and sequence data analysis. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
As the informatics coordinator, MIPS has been responsible for the accumulation, 
correlation, storage, and analysis of the sequence data generated by the 33 
laboratories participating in the chromosomes II and XI (820 and 666 kb, respec
tively) sequencing projects. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As of December 1993, 1.4 Mbases of non-redundant DNA have been submitted 
to MIPS. The sequence of chromosome XI has been completed; a publication 
describing this work has been submitted. The sequence of chromosome II is expec
ted to be published by mid 1994. 
The yeast chromosome sequencing projects follow a network model involving a set 
of DNA-coordinators, the participating laboratories, and an informatics coordina
tion center. The DNA-coordinators are responsible for selecting and distributing 
clones from an ordered library based on precise physical maps. The laboratories 
perform the experimental sequencing work. MIPS serves as the informatics coor
dinator and is responsible for data processing and chromosome assembly. 

The work at MIPS has been performed in close collaboration with the DNA coor
dinators (B. Dujon, Paris and H. Feldmann, Munich) to ensure the highest level 
of quality control. Sequences submitted to MIPS have been subjected to systematic 
analysis of coding and intergenic regions. The analyses have been performed using 
the PIR-NBRF Query System (ATLAS) and the Genetics Computer Group 
(GCG) Sequence Analysis Software, and several additional programs for sensitive 
sequence comparison obtained from the EMBL file server. Detailed plots display
ing the coverage of sequenced clones, all open reading frames and previously map
ped genes, and other elements (Ty, LTRs, tRNA) were constructed. All sequences 
have been inspected for consistency with the physical map, for frameshift 
anomalies, and for consistency among overlapping sequences. Homology searches 
were carried out at the nucleotide level in order to detect possible vector con
taminations, non-coding regions of significance, and regulatory sequences like 
splicing signals, promoters, and enhancers. 
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A total of 770 open reading frames have been identified and analyzed. Of the 330 
chromosome XI open reading frames, 92 correspond with known yeast genes 
(28%). 168 (51%) show significant homology with previously published sequences 
while 122 (37%) do not reveal any significant similarity; the remainder display low 
levels of similarity and must be subjected to more detailed analysis before postulat
ing potential functions. 

Laboratories participating in the directed sequencing of chromosome XI have 
independendy published their results and submitted 23 entries to the public nucleic 
acid sequence databases, totaling 309,467 bases with an average length of 13,455 
bases/submission. This contrasts with 107 chromosome XI entries, generated 
exclusive of the yeast genome sequencing project, totaling 288,252 bases with a 
average length of 2,694 bases/submission. The genome project has contributed 
significantly more complete, larger chromosomal segments of significantly greater 
quality and accuracy than those generated exclusive of this initiative. 

Three independent methods were applied to estimate the accuracy of sequencing 
within this project: comparison of data obtained from overlapping sequenced 
regions; controlled sequencing of randomly selected clones; and directed resequen
cing. The average error rate was determined to be about 0.03%, i.e. 3/10.000 bases. 
157 kb of the final sequence were verified in total. 

Comparison of the data generated in this project with the corresponding sequences 
in the public nucleic acid sequence databases also allowed estimates to be made 
concerning the quality of sequences deposited in these public resources. The error 
rate determined in this study was used to calibrate the number of discrepancies 
actually observed. The estimated error rate in public databases is 35 times higher 
than that observed in chromosome XI project. 
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of sequencing results (XCHROMO) 
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A database of sequence similarities (FASTA-database) has been developed to 
allow the similarity of previously unidentified yeast sequences with new sequence 
data to be continuously monitored. All protein sequences collected by the PIR-
International group are inserted routinely in the database allowing instantaneous 
access to the latest sequence similarity results. Yet unpublished, confidential 
sequences are also included in the database, but are accessible only by authorized 
members of the MIPS group. 

A program for the visual inspection of yeast sequencing data has been developed 
(XCHROMO). It provides a graphic display of the current status of yeast 
chromosome assembly and displays important landmarks, including the locations of 
cosmids, restriction sites, open reading frames, and genetic elements. Fig. 1 shows 
an example depicting data from chromosome X. 
In collaboration with E. Sonnhammer (Cambridge) existing software (ACEDB), 
developed for the Caenorhabditis elegans project has been employed to provide a 
suitable medium for data distribution and to provide an intelligent interface to the 
data. The system allows access to homologous sequences as found by the BLAST 
sequence homology search program. 

On-line computing facilities are provided by MIPS to enable the participating 
laboratories to analyze their data and perform database queries. Regular sum
maries of progress on each chromosome are provided to the contributing 
laboratories and the yeast industry platform (YIP). 

Summary of sequence data processing 
All new sequence data submitted to MIPS are compared with the previous submis
sions of the same contractor, overlaps are identified, and contigs are assembled 
accordingly. Restriction fragment data of the resulting contigs are compared with 
the physical maps provided by the DNA coordinator for consistency. Subsequently 
the contigs are compared to the adjacent sequences to detect overlaps for the 
stepwise assembly of the entire chromosome. 
On the DNA level systematic searches are performed to detect: 
— known yeast sequences 
— tRNA genes 
— LTRs 
— regulatory elements ( UAS, ARS, promoters, repeats, etc.) 
— introns 
Open reading frames (ORFs) are extracted with a cutoff value of 100 amino acids 
and the surrounding sequence is examined for the presence of potential regulatory 
elements. The codon usage and codon adaptation index are computed for each 
ORF and their probability of expression is assessed. 

Hypothetical proteins translated from ORFs are further analyzed by similarity 
comparison against the most recent version of the protein sequence database. The 
sequences are partitioned into three classes: strongly homologous, possibly related, 
and unrelated proteins. Strong homologs may correspond to previously published 
yeast proteins with known function or to non-yeast homolog proteins; the functions 
of these proteins can be assigned unambiguously and they can be classified by 
protein family. Pattern searches are performed against the ProSite Dictionary of 
Protein Sites and Patterns (compiled by A. Bairoch, Geneva). The ORFs are also 
inspected for internal repeats, putative transmembrane segments, etc. Local 
similarity to other evolutionarily-related proteins is analyzed with the BLAST 
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program (Altschul et al.). The results are stored in the form of a database allowing 
dynamic retrieval of sequence analysis data. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
25% of the yeast genome (ca. 14 million base pairs) has been elucidated and pub
lished. During the current contract, the sequences of the first two chromosomes 
(HI and XI) have been experimentally determined by the laboratories of the con
sortium and processed and analyzed by the informatics coordinator. More than 
1000 potential protein sequences have been discovered by the EU yeast sequencing 
program. About half of these do not correspond with any previously determined 
protein sequences and more than 60% can not be functionally classified using 
sequence comparison methods. This work has spawned a large number of more 
detailed investigations, both experimental and theoretical. 

Work is currently underway to produce a series of CD-ROMs dedicated to the 
yeast genome projects. The CD-ROMs will be produced as the data accumulates 
and will contain the latest collections of known yeast chromosomal sequences and 
associated information (e.g., protein sequences, homologous sequences, annota
tion, etc.). Software will be included to provide access to these data. The CD-ROM 
will provide an excellent vehicle to make the results of the yeast chromosome 
sequencing projects available to the general scientific research community. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The sequence of chromosome XI has been completely processed and analyzed 
(666 kb, 330 identified open reading frames). 799 kb have been received from 
chromosome II. Results including matches within the confidential database have 
been forwarded to the laboratories. With the help of careful sequence analysis, 
sequencing errors have been corrected and a number of problems have been 
resolved. 
In collaboration with the protein sequence databank group, MIPS prepares 
annotated, merged protein sequence databank entries for all ORFs found in the 
chromosomal DNA sequence. These entries are integrated into the protein 
sequence database at the time of publication. 
Providing coordination and informatics support for a large-scale distributed project 
such as the European yeast sequencing initiative is a highly interactive process and 
demands frequent communication among all participants. In addition to employing 
state-of-the-art telecommunications, meetings with the participating laboratories 
were hosted, and frequent visits were arranged with the DNA-coordinators. The 
Arabidopsis thaliana sequencing project has been initiated in cooperation with the 
yeast projects, with MIPS serving also as the informatics coordinator. 

PUBLICATIONS 
A detailed report for the Yeast Industry Platform is issued quarterly. Chromosome Newslet
ters were distributed to the contractors in collaboration with the DNA-coordinators. The final 
complete sequence of chromosome XI has been submitted for publication. 
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Molecular identification of new plant genes (BIOT CT900207) 

COORDINATOR 
BEVAN, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 

PARTICIPANTS: 
S.W.J. BRIGHT, ICI Seeds, Warefield, GB 
G. COUPLAND, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 
J. DANGL, MaxPlanckInstitut, Köln, D 
C. DEAN, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 
M. DELSENY, CNRS, Univ. Perpignan, Perpignan, F 
P. GALLOIS, CNRS, Univ. Perpigna, Perpignan F 
J. GIRAUDAT, Inst. Sciences Végétales, CNRS, GifsurYvette, F 
P.J.J. HOOYKAAS, Clusius Laboratories, Leiden, NL 
CM. KARSSEN, Agricultural Univ., Wageningen, NL 
T. KAVANAGH, Trinity College, Dublin, IRL 
C. KONCZ, MaxPlanckInstitut, Köln, D 
Α. KOOL, Zaadunie, Enkhuizen, NL 
M. KOORNEEF, Wageningen Agrie. Univ., Wageningen, NL 
J. LEEMANS, Plant Genetic Systems, Gent, Β 
Κ LINDSEY, Univ. of Leicester, Leicester, GB 
J.M. MARTÍNEZZAPATER, CITINIA, Madrid, E 
R. MASTERSON, MaxPlanckInstitut, Köln, D 
P. MEYER, MaxPlanckInstitut, Köln, D 
B. MULLIGAN, Univ. Nottingham, Nottingham, GB 
P. OLESEN, Danisco A/S, Copenhagen, DK 
M. PAGES, CSIC, Barcelona, E 
J. PASZKOWSKI, Technische Hochschule, Zürich, CH 
A. PEREIRA Centre for Plant Breeding & Reprod. Res., Wageningen, NL 
B. REISS, MaxPlanckInstitut, Köln, D 
P. VAN DEN ELZEN, Mogen, Leiden, NL 
H. van MONTAGU, RU Gent, Gent, Β 
L. WILLMITZER, IGF Berlin, Berlin, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The principal goal of the Τ project Molecular identification of new plant genes was 
to develop methods for identifying and isolating genes of agricultural importance, 
using the benefits of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, and apply these 
methods to understanding and manipulating areas of plant development and 
physiology important in plant productivity. In the process of achieving these goals, 
the Τ project also aimed to establish and maintain, over a period beyond the scope 
of the project, an infrastructure capable of sustaining future paneuropean 
progress in Arabidopsis research. A subsidiary aim was to set up an industrial plat
form to whom the findings of the work would be made available and from whom 
scientists could gain ideas and support for applying their studies for the benefit of 
EU biotechnology and agriculture. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The Τ project provided a framework that linked scientists working on methods 
for gene identification to scientists dedicated to answering fundamental quêtions 
in plant biology using genetics and physiology as their disciplines. This linkage 
aimed to accelerate the dissemination of techniques for gene seach, and their 
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applications to the molecular characterization of genes involved in flowering, seed 
development and embryogenesis. 

A PHYSICAL MAPPING 
SUBCOORDINATOR: 

C. DEAN, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Physical mapping of the Arabidopsis genome (C. DEAN, John Innes Centre, 

Norwich, GB) 
New markers with which to screen 5 YAC libraries have been obtained. We 
estimate through using this increased number of markers and libraries that we 
have a genome coverage of chr 4 and 5 of 80%, assuming a genome size of 100Mb 
evenly split between the five chromosomes. In addition to maximising the density 
of RFLP markers used against the YAC libraries, we undertook chromosome walk
ing experiments on a limited genomic region (15cM region of chromosome 4). this 
region is covered by three large YAC contigs (involving 110 clones) covering 
almost 3.5Mb. Analysis of these contigs revealed that at least 20% of the YAC 
clones involved are chimaeric. We have also identified YAC clones carrying some 
of the major classes of repeated DNA sequences, such as ribosomal DNA, 
chloroplast DNA and the centromeric heterochromatin repeat (termed Hindlll 
repeat). YAC clones carrying the Hindlll repeat exhibited a high degree of 
instability. 

2. Construction of an Arabidopsis genomic library in Phage PI (T. KAVANAGH, 
Trinity College, Dublin, IRL) 

We are currently attempting to generate a Phage PI library of Arabidopsis genomic 
DNA. The task involves: 
(i) preparation of megabase genomic DNA, 
(ii) partial digestion of megabase DNA to a size range of 90-100kb, 
(iii) ligation of size-fractioned DNA with Phage PI vector, 
(iv) packaging and transfection of ligation products, 
(v) characterization of clones. 
We are producing megabase DNA by embedding Arabidopsis protoplast prepara
tions in agarose followed by digestion with Proteinase K in the presence of SDS 
and EDTA. DNA prepared in this way has a molecular weight of several 
megabases. We have used partial digestion of embedded DNA with SAU3A at 4°C 
overnight to generate DNA fragments in the size range 85-120kb. A major 
problem however is obtaining sufficient quantities of DNA in this size range for 
ligation with BamH I-digested Phage PI vector DNA (pAdlO-SacBII). We prepare 
our own packaging extracts: these gave packaging efficiencies 60 fold higher than 
the commercial extracts with concatamerized vector. 

3. Construction of an integrated genetic and physical map at the Arabidopsis 
genome (P. VOS & M. ZABEAU, Keygene, NL) 

The aim of this project was to develop a detailed integrated genetic and physical 
map of the Arabidopsis genome. AFLP methods provided at least a 1000 infor
mative amplified fragments between Colombia and Ler, and 150 markers have 
been mapped onto Recominant Inbred lines. At least 500 additional markers will 
be mapped in the future. A YAC library prepared by CEPH which contains large 
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inserts will be screened to position YAC clones on the genome. Presendy AFLP 
markers are being used to assess the library. 

B. RESOURCE CENTRES 
SUBCOORDINATOR: 

B. MULLIGAN, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, GB 

1. The Arabidopsis Resource Centre (B. MULLIGAN / M. ANDERSON, Univ. of 
Nottingham, Nottingham, GB) 

Approximately 8,000 Arabidopsis accessions are now held in Nottingham. All stocks 
are well used with recombinant inbred Unes and T-DNA transformed pools being 
particularly in demand. At present, approximately 1,000 tubes of seed are shipped 
per month. An acquisition of T-DNA transformed lines from K. Lindsey 
(Leicester) is currently being bulked for distribution, as is the Redei collection of 
mutants, received from the Ohio Stock Centre. Information about stocks is dis
seminated through the Seed List, of which more than 500 copies are mailed 
annually, the Electronic Seed List, accessible through the Arabidopsis Research 
Companion Gopher server and through AAtDB. All stock information is now 
incorporated at regular intervals into the Arabidopsis database AAtDB and AIMS. 
We have found that the best method of electronic storage of images of stocks held 
is on CD. An in-house database covering all aspects of acquisition history, quality 
control etc. has now been established to streamline Stock Centre administration. 

2. Arabidopsis DNA Resource Centre (J. DANGL, Max-Planck-Institut, Köln, D) 

We developed a useful routine for storage and distribution of libraries and probes 
around the world (around 2 days from request to shipping; shipping via courier). 
I have participated in numerous discussions aimed at positioning a DNA Resource 
Centre component as a fundamental part of the EEC's long term goals in 
Arabidopsis research. Two complementary YAC libraries, those most commonly 
used by the international Arabidopsis community, are also stocked and available 
from the DNA Resource Centre. A third library, having the advantage of a dif
ferent method of preparation, but the disadvantage of smaller average insert size 
is also available if needed. Dr. Caroline Dean's laboratory provides a back-up 
storage facility. 

In current reporting period (1993), we have filled the following request of our 
materials: 

Phage RFLP markers: 7 times 
Cosmid RFLP marker: 10 times 
ARMS RFLP probe set: 5 times (A NEW ITEM; thanks to Dr. Toni Schaffner, 

München) 
Genomic libraries: 22 times 
cDNA libraries 30 times 
YAC libraries: 3 times, 2 times selected clones 
TOTAL: 77 requests. 
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C. GENE REPLACEMENT 
SUBCOORDINATOR 

P. VAN DEN ELZEN, Leiden, NL 
1. Site-directed mutagenesis of endogenous genes in Arabidopsis thaliana (P. VAN 

DEN ELZEN, Mogen, Leiden, NL) 
The strategy involving selecting potential recombinants on the dmg alpha amanitin 
was not feasible due to the insensitivity of Arabidopsis cells to this dmg. We 
decided to continue to target the rpII215 gene but with an alternative strategy 
using a very large amount of homology in the targeting vector and relies on a 
robust PCR screen for recombinants. This method will be more time consuming 
than a selection system but offers the advantage this it is applicable to any plant 
gene. The flanking regions of the rpII215 clones have been subcloned and a 
restriction map of these has been determined for 11 different restriction enzymes. 
This data has been used to design a cloning strategy for creating a targeting vector 
which provides 10.5kb of homology on one arm of the vector and 7.8kb of homol
ogy on the other arm. An nptll cassette which does not contain any Smal sites has 
been made for insertion into the above clones. The construction of the targeting 
vector will be completed with the joining of two arms and the subsequent cloning 
of the construct into a binary vector for transformation. 

2. Site-directed mutagenesis in Arabidopsis thaliana using Agrobacterium as a gene 
delivery system (P.J.J. HOOYKAAS, Clusius Laboratories, Leiden, NL) 

The objective of this project is to develop a highly efficient transformation system 
for gene targeting using Agrobacterium as DNA donor and establish variables and 
frequencies of gene repair. 
Much progress was made in transformation of Arabidopsis root expiants via co-
cultivation with Agrobacterium. Different parameters, such as plant growth condi
tions (light, temperature), induction with acetosyringone, the use of hypervirulent 
Agrobacterium strains as well as tissue culture conditions, were studied to optimize 
transformation of ecotype C24. By using a construct with a gusA reporter gene and 
both neomycin- and hygromycin phosphotransferase (nptll and hpt resp.) genes as 
plant selectable markers the transformation frequency was optimized resulting in 
appr. 4.5 GUS positive cells per root expiant ( = 3-5 mm). This number correlates 
to stable antibiotic resistance of 2 to 3 calli per root expiant. The regeneration fre
quency of resistant calli reaches 60 to 80%. 
Homologous recombination experiments using primary hygromycin resistant trans
formants containing a defective nptll-gusA fusion gene are being analysed. Due to 
problems with hygromycin selection it was difficult to obtain these primary trans
formants, but now gene targeting experiments will be started soon. The frequency 
of recombination will be studied varying parameters such as length of homology 
and vector type (integration- versus replacement-type). 

3. Gene targeting via YACs (P. MEYER, Max-Planck-Institut, Köln, D) 
The goal of this project is the mutation of a transgene by homologous recombina
tion, using a YAC with a sufficiently large homology that might increase the usually 
low levels of homologous recombination. To test for selection markers we have 
generated an Arabidopsis transformant that contains one copy of a plasmid carrying 
the TK-gene from Herpes simplex and the tms 2 gene from Agrobacterium 
tumefacies. We found that, in contrast to animal cells, it is not feasible to counter-
select TK activity by Gangcyclovir. Counterselection of tms 2 activity by NAM was 
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possible when seedlings or calli from the transformant were cultured om 3μΜ 
NAM. Reconstitution experiments revealed that a selection for the loss of tms 2 
activity in protoplast was not sufficient to select very rare events. To isolate a 
suitable YAC clone for recombination cloning of 300400 kb Notlfragments into 
pYAC45 was initiated. YAC containing a deleted tms 2 gene will be generated by 
homologous recombination in yeast. The transfer of YACs into protoplasts has 
been tested with a yeast strain carrying a pYAC45 vector containing a GUS gene 
with an intron that is only spliced out in the plant. We succeeded in fusing tobacco 
protoplast with nuclei of the recombinant yeast strain which gave a significant GUS 
expression, probably due to the transfer, transcription and correct splicing of the 
GUS gene. At present a YAC of 100 kb is prepared that contains a GUS gene and 
a Hyg gene, to test whether larger YACs are also efficiently transferred by this 
technique and whether resistant clones can be selected after integration of the Hyg 
gene. 

4. Gene Replacement (L. WILLMITZER, IGF Berlin, Berlin, D) 

A model system for gene targeting studies consisting of a nonfunctional hpt gene 
under control of the CaMV 35S promotor and provided with the ocs polyadenyla
tion signal which was stably inserted into the Arabidopsis genome as chromosomal 
target for gene replacement by the intact hpt coding region was devised. This 
targeting DNA was later on introduced by PEGmedicated direct DNA uptake into 
protoplasts. A targeting frequency of about 3 x 10"4 was determined by selection 
for hygromycin resistant transformants that were further analysed by PCR and by 
Southern blot experiments. In order to test the influence of enhanced length of 
homology between target and targeting DNA, several attempts were made to clone 
hpt genes together with the largest possible region of flanking plant DNA from a 
locus for which there was a precedent for successful gene targeting. However, due 
to instability of the lambda and cosmid clones isolated from genomic libraries 
prepared from both a parental line, only strongly rearranged DNA fragments were 
obtained making them unusable for further gene targeting experiments. Due to the 
lack of suitable negative selectable markers for plant protoplasts, different hpt 
antisense genes in conjunction with sense hpt were tested for negative selection. 
When stably introduced into protoplasts by PEGmediated direct DNA uptake, 
these constructs showed two to three fold reduced relative transformation frequen
cies as compared to control constmcts that do not promote hpt antisense expres
sion. The observed reduction, however, is not sufficient for a negative selection 
marker appropriate to strongly enrich for gene targeting events. In order to further 
follow the strategy of offering long streches of homologous DNA so as to promote 
homologous recombination, we decided to test an entirely new system for cloning 
and stable maintaining large DNA molecules in a bacterial cloning system, bac
terial artificial chromosomes (BAC), for its applicability to clone large fragments 
of Arabidopsis DNA. 

5. Stimulation of recombination by recA (B. REISS, MaxPlanckInst., Köln, D) 

Plants transgenic for an E. coli recA gene fusion to the SV40T nuclear targeting 
sequence expressed recA protein exclusively and in high amounts in the nucleus. 
Using biochemical assays, this protein has been shown previously to be active in 
all aspects relevant for promoting recombination. Several types of experiments 
were set up to investigate the activity of recA in these plants using plants from 
other participants. Tests on extrachromosomal recombination, gene targeting fre
quencies, and extrachromosomal recombination demonstrated that recA in these 
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plants is fully functional, able to interact with the plant recombination machinery, 
and stimulates recombination. 

D. GENE TAGGING 
SUBCOORDINATOR 

G. COUPLAND, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB 

1. Establishing a transposon-tagging system in Arabidopsis by use of the maize 
transposon Ac (G. COUPLAND, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB) 

We have now identified 28 heritable mutant phenotypes in the transposon popula
tions derived from Ac and Ds crosses as described in previous reports. Twenty of 
these were tested to determine whether the mutation and the transposed Ds ele
ment are genetically linked. If the mutation is within 5 cM of the Ds element, it 
is referred to as linked. In 11 cases the mutation and the transposed Ds element 
were not linked, and therefore these mutations were not tagged. The remaining 9 
mutations that were tested were linked to the Ds element, however in two of these 
more detailed mapping experiments identified cross-overs separating the Ds and 
the mutation. Many of the seven mutations that were inseparable from Ds are 
being worked on in detail. Two of them are certainly tagged (albino3, curly leaf) 
and the genes have been cloned. For a further 4 (two dwarfs, an early flowering 
and a late flowering) the mapping populations were greatly extended, revenants 
are being sought and DNA fragments adjacent to the Ds element in each line were 
cloned. The usefulness of the strategy is illustrated by how interesting and 
unexpected the two tagged genes are. The curly leaf gene is required to inhibit the 
expression of the flower homeotic gene Agamous both in the leaves and flowers, 
a function which was not previously expected to be required in the leaves. 
Moreover, a 100 amino acid region within the Albino3 protein shows 40% identity 
to an unusual bacterial protein and therefore indicates novel functions required for 
chloroplast biogenesis. 

2. T-DNA insertional mutagenesis (C. KONCZ, Max-Planck-Institut, Köln, D) 
A current problem of T-DNA insertional mutagenesis is that a considerable 
proportion of T-DNA transformed plants segregate mutations displaying with 
T-DNA inserts. Therefore, a detailed genetic and molecular characterisation of 
mutant collection was initiatied, to assess the efficiency of the T-DNA insertional 
mutagenesis technique. Enrichment, screening and genetic analysis of 1,400 
T-DNA insertional lines was completed in 1992, and a part of this collection was 
characterised by the Arabidopsis Stock Centre, and made available for public use. 
20 mutants identified by screening in soil and Petri dishes using various conditions 
were subjected to detailed genetic linkage and molecular analyses. In 3 of these 
mutants, the T-DNA was still found in position, allowing an immediate charac
terisation of corresponding genes. In other mutants, the mutations showed either 
an independent segregation from the T-DNA(s), or were found in tight linkage 
with a T-DNA insert located on the same chromosome. In several instances 
T-DNA inserts displayed meiotic instability when outcrossed with wild type. To 
study the mechanism of T-DNA instability, complex T-DNA inserts, carrying 2 or 
3 tandem T-DNA copies in the same locus were re-isolated from mutants that 
showed allelism with the erecta and pinformed loci, respectively. A gradual deletion 
of T-DNA inserts and flanking plant DNA sequences was detected in F2 progeny 
obtained by recurrent outcrosses of these mutants. Although the mechanism 
generating these deletions is still unclear, the available data suggest that 
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intrachromosomal recombination, and possibly alteration of the methylation of 
plant DNA's flanking the T-DNA inserts are major factors that affect the stability 
of complex T-DNA insertions in Arabidopsis. One of the insertional mutants, which 
displayed wide pleiotropic effects on growth, was shown to be in a novel ß-trans-
ducin gene. 

3. Characterisation of an Activator/Dissociation (Ac/Ds) transposable element 
system in Arabidopsis thaliana (R. MASTERSON, Max-Planck-Institut, 
Köln, D) 

82 transgenic Arabidopsis containing Ac,DsDHRF and Ds35S elements, intro
duced by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, have been analysed to identify 
plants containing single and multiple T-DNA copies. Current efforts have been 
directed towards screening large Ac/Ds populations in which a novel 'mobile 
promoter' type element, termed Ds35S, has been used to tag gain of function 
mutations. Over-expression has occurred in some Ac/Ds35S2 plants, which may 
result from the activation of host genes by the CaMV35S promoter located in the 
Ds35S2 element. 

4. Transposon tagging in Arabidopsis thaliana (M. van MONTAGU, RU Gent, 
Gent, B) 

Activation of Ds upon transformation with an Ac construct, containing the trans-
posage cloned behind the Tri' promoter, was measured by the formation of green 
calli on kanamycin-containing medium the range of Ds excision varied from 5-20% 
to 40-80%. Lines with high excision frequency will be used further for mutation 
induction. The Selected Restriction Fragment Amplification (SRFA) technology is 
being used to facilitate the cloning of genes based on locus map position. As a test 
case for Arabidopsis, SRFA fragments are being determined closely linked with the 
TRN (TORNADO) locus. They will allow to land close by the gene thus avoiding 
chromosome walking. AdTph-specific primer and a restriction site primer for 
amplification result in fragments that harbour part of the transposable element. 
We expect that it will be relatively easy to identify fragments co-segregating with 
the transposon-induced mutation. 

5. Enhancer detection with the En-I transposable element system (A. PEREIRA, 
Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research, Wageningen, NL) 

We demonstrated the effectiveness of the En-I system by tagging and cloning the 
MS2 gene from Arabidopsis. We found that the transposition frequency is constant 
over several generations and that the frequency of new transpositions in a progeny 
is about 10 to 15% of all I elements inserts. 
Mapped I elements are more or less randomly distributed over the chromosomes, 
although we have found some clustered inserts. The unmapped transposons will be 
placed on the physical (YAC) map. Lines containing mapped I elements will soon 
be distributed to the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre. Apart from the ms2 
mutant we have found several putants, such as a waxless (ecerifemm) mutant, 
which segregated with the homozygous presence of an / element and in the 
presence of En-transposase, somatic reversion to wildtype seems to take place. 
Cloning flanking DNA from the candidate I element insert is in progress. For 
detecting enhancer sequences with an I element containing a minimal promoter-
GUS fusion, we made several crosses between enhancer-detector plants and En-
trasposase plants. So far we did not detect mobility of / elements in the Fl 
generation. 
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6. Gene Tagging (L. WILLMITZER, IGF Berlin GmbH, Berlin, D 
Our main objective was the establishment of various selection procedures to iden
tify and enrich for plants in which wild-type Ac had excised from its original posi
tion and integrated elsewhere in the genome. Also a two component Ac/Ds system 
was developed that consisted of an immobilized Ac element and a non-
autonomous, Ds-like element, DsA. Both systems allowed the selection of plants 
with excision/transposition events of the mobile element fixed in the germline. A 
screening program for transposon induced mutants showing visible mutant 
phenotypes was carried out on progenies of 43 Ac families and 559 Accl2/DsA 
families. Mutants were indentified in 48 (all derived from Accl2/DsA families) of 
the 602 families analyzed, and showed a wide variety of phenotypes. Four putative 
DsA insertion mutants included two with embryo lethality, one with dark green 
unexpanded rosette leaves, and one with curly growth of stems, leaves and siliques. 
The new DsA insertions will be stabilised to allow a more rigorous cosegregation 
analysis and to facilitate future efforts to reclone the transposed DsA with flanking 
plant DNA. Cosegregration analysis performed on an embryo lethal mutant 
revealed 5 out of 45 plants recombinant, indicating DsA insertion near to but not 
into the mutant gene responsible for the embryo lethal phenotype. 

E. FLORAL INDUCTION 

SUBCOORDINATOR: 
J. MARTINEZ-ZAPATER 

1. Identification and characterisation of genes involved in floral induction 
(J.M. MARTTNEZ-ZAPATER, CIT-INIA, Madrid, ES) 

We have constmcted a YAC contig that includes the chromosal region containing 
the FVE locus, which regulates floral initiation in response to daylength, and a 
cosmid contig overlapping the smallest YAC covering the gene is being made. 
Three genes segregating for late flowering in the crosses have caused multiple dif
ficulties in the detection of real combinants in the region surrounding FVE since 
most of the plants with a recombinant phenotype did not have the expected 
genotype at the FVE locus. To further confirm the chromosomal location of FVE 
we are currently mapping it with respect to a Ds Insertion linked to RFLP marker 
1251 on chromosome 2. Deletion mutagenesis has been carried out, and we have 
screened 55,000 M2 plants and isolated more than 40 later flowering mutants. 
These mutants are being ordered in several phenotypic groups depending on the 
effect of different environmental variable on the late flowering phenotypes, and 
those that show a similar phenotype as FVE mutants are tested by complementa
tion analysis with the two EMS alleles already identified at this locus. Moreover, 
the Ds insertion on chromosome 2 is being used to identified Ds tagged late 
flowering mutants at the FVE locus. 

2. Isolation of the CO locus and identification of other mutations affecting flower
ing time in Arabidopsis (G. COUPLAND, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB) 

The co mutation defines a gene that is required for early flowering under long 
days. The gene has been located on a 6kb fragment in a 1700kb YAC contig on 
the top arm of chromosome 5. The major effort over the last year was to identify 
the gene within this region. Two approaches were used: screening for cDNAs 
encoded by the region and sequencing of the genomic DNA to try to identify 
candidate open reading frames (ORFs). One cDNA was isolated and sequenced, 
but only approximately half of this is encoded by the 6kb that complements the 
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co mutation. The entire 6kb fragment that complements the mutation was there
fore sequenced, and surprisingly a second gene that is highly homologous to the 
cDNA was identified. This second gene is the only one that is completely con
tained within the complementing region. The polymerase chain reaction was used 
to amplify this gene from 3 co mutants. Two independent amplifications were per
formed on each mutant to exclude the possibility that any of the errors were 
caused during the PCR. The genes derived from all three mutants were shown to 
contain mutations: two EMS-induced alleles contained base substitutions, and the 
original X-ray allele was a 9 bp deletion. 

3. Floral induction in Arabidopsis (C. DEAN, John Innes Centre, Norwich, GB) 
RFLP experiments enabled us to map the FCA locus between the two RFLP 
markers LEM 580 and 226. These RFLP markers were hybridized to the different 
YAC libraries to build contigs on either side of the FCA locus. Analysis of recom
binants with closely linked probes and restriction maps of this genomic region, 
currentiy places the FCA locus in a 30kb region. One of the fca alleles, induced 
by fast-neutron mutagenesis has a large rearrangement in this genomic region, with 
one end of that arrangement ending in a 1.9kb BamHI fragment. This gives us 
evidence that FCA gene lies on this fragment. Complementation experiments have 
provisionally shown the location of the FCA gene and cDNA identification is now 
in progress. 

4. Floral Induction in Arabidopsis thaliana (M. KOORNNEEF, Wageningen 
Agricultural University, NL) 

Double mutants have been obtained and confirmed by allelism tests to be double 
mutants for 35 of the 45 possible combinations of the 10 loci under investigation. 
Physiological analysis wül be initiated in the coming months. The Ay2 and hy3 and 
the hy2,hy3 double mutant has been combined with the late flowering mutants co, 
fra, gi and fwa. In these double mutants the earlyness of the hy mutants, affected 
in the phytochrome system, resulted in earlyness in the late flowering background, 
although these double mutants are more late than the hy mutants in wild type 
background. The flowering behaviour of all these genotypes in light conditions dif
fering in their Red/Far-red ratio indicate that the effect of light quality is not only 
due to phytochrome B. When flowering of these double mutants is compared in 
long days and short days the day length sensitivity is not abolished as it almost is 
in the hy mutants in wild type background. This suggests that the day length effect 
might not be meditated by phytochrome but that phytochrome as such plays an 
inhibitory role in flowering. The analysis of the flowering time genes not allelic to 
the previously described loci has been completed. It appears that the extremely 
late F mutant and the mutants isolated by the group of Ceti and Relichova are all 
allelic with the FLA = FRI locus identified in very late ecotypes and located on 
the top of chromosome 4. It was found that the dominant allele confers extreme 
lateness only in combination with dominant alleles at the FLC locus located just 
above tt4 on the top of Chromosome 5. It was found that all ecotypes tested (Col, 
Li, list, S96 and Ws) have dominant alleles at this locus with the exception of Ler. 
The FIC locus or a closely linked gene present in the same ecotypes gives lateness 
in combination with recessive alleles at the id locus identified by Redei. Mutants 
at the fwa locus are dominant and are relatively insensitive to vernalization but 
responsive to day length. The gene has been identified on a cosmid and lambda 
clones provided by Jeff Leung. A number of cDNAs corresponding with this 
cosmid has been isolated. Since we found that increasing the number of wild types 
copies using trisomies for chromosome 4, resulted in earliness, the (semi-domi-
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nant) fwa mutant is probably not a gain of function mutation and therefore 
attempts to complement the fwa mutant with the subcloned cosmid are underway. 

5. Molecular characterisation of the APETALATA 2 gene (M. van MONTAGU, 
RU Gent, Gent, B) 

In situ hybridisation studies indicate that AP2 mRNA accumulates early in floral 
bud initiation and this is independent of the action of LFY and API genes. The 
AP3 and PI loci positively regulate AP2 expression late in flower development, and 
AG and AP2 expression patterns overlap. Sequence data has been obtained for 5 
AP2 alleles. Defects in seed coat formation caused by AP2 are being investigated 
in crosses between AP2, GL2 and ttg mutants. The seeds of these progeny are 
being examined microscopically. In future the role of AP2 in late embryogenesis 
will be examined further. 

F. SEED DEVELOPMENT 
SUBCOORDINATOR-

M. KOORNNEEF 

1. Acquisition of desiccation tolerance in developing seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana 
(CM. KARSSEN, Agricultural University, Wageningen, NL) 

It was shown that desiccation tolerance can be induced in double mutant seeds by 
either in vivo treatment with the ABA analog LAB 173 711 or in vitro by treatment 
of unripe seeds with sugars and/or ABA. In addition, we recently showed that 
desiccation tolerance can be induced by slow and well controlled drying of 
immature double mutant seeds. This ΑΒΑ-insensitive double mutant, in which no 
ABA action is detected, offers the unique possibility to study acquisition of desic
cation tolerance without interference of any residual endogenous ABA. Recent 
experiments suggest that besides an ΑΒΑ-induced desiccation tolerance, another 
ABA-independant pathway for induction of desiccation tolerance exists. Detailed 
Northern and Western analysis of double mutant seeds in which desiccation 
tolerance has been induced by the different above mentioned methods is currently 
under investigation. 

2. Seed development and Abscisic Acid (M. KOORNNEEF, Wageningen 
Agricultural University, Wageningen, NL) 

The physiological and genetic characterisation of two non-allelic mutants with 
reduced seed dormancy has been completed. These mutants do not show clear 
pleiotropic effects and are as sensitive as the wild type to abscisic acid (ABA). The 
mutants show an additive effect with aba and abi3 mutants for dormancy and seed 
longevity indicating that genes specific for dormancy do exist. A mutant with 
'green' seed phenotype somewhat similar to that of extreme abi3 alleles but not 
allelic has been isolated. In this mutant seed longevity is normal and 2S storage 
protein accumulation is not reduced. Screens for mutations affecting some aspect 
of seed dormancy has been applied to the progenies of 5,000 transgenic plants 
from the Feldmann collection. 10 mutants have been isolated and co-segregation 
of the dormancy trait and kanamycin resistance is underway and the cloning of 
genes in tagged mutants will be initiated. Analysis of the 'wilting' mutants resistant 
to the gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitor paclobutrazol indicated that two of the 
mutants were ABA insensitive. However, some mutants are putative candidates for 
new aba loci since these mutants are not ABA insensitive. Preliminary experiments 
indicate that the Ler ecotype is more dormant that the Col ecotype. The genetics 
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of this difference will be investigated using the recombinant inbred lines derived 
from the cross of these two ecotypes by Lister and Dean. EM2 promotor-GUS 
fusions have been combined with various aba and abi mutants and will be used to 
investigate the effect of these mutants on this promotor. Arabidopsis containing a 
RAB17-GUS fusion was mutagenized and 5000 Ml plants were individually har
vested. This mutagenized population will be used to isolate mutants that enhance 
or suppress the expression of this promotor. The maternally inherited heart shaped 
seed mutant ats (aberrant seed shape), mapped to the middle of chromosome 5 
and has been characterised, and it was shown that the aberrant shape is established 
in the first few days after fertilisation and is due to the lack of two cell-layers of 
the testa. The resulting three cell layers show characteristics of both the inner and 
outer integuments. The mutant has a reduced seed coat imposed dormancy. This 
mutant provides the first experimental evidence of the role of the seed coat in the 
determination of the seed shape. Screening M2 seeds resulted in the isolation of 
two mutants with larger seeds and a detailed analysis of large seed genotypes is 
in progress. 

3. Expression of ΑΒΑ-responsive genes in Arabidopsis (M. PAGES, CSIC, Bar
celona, ES) 

Expression of the maize rabl7-GUS gene in Arabidopsis wild type and ABA-
deficient and ΑΒΑ-insensitive mutants shows that alternative pathways are respon
sible for seed specific expression and ΑΒΑ-osmotic stress induction of the rab 
promoter. Rab 17/GUS-expressing Arabidopsis have been mutagenized and are 
under screening to select plants with an altered expression of the reported gene. 

Expression and subcellular localisation of the RNA-binding protein from maize 
(MA16) has been studied in transgenic Arabidopsis plants carrying the 35S/MA16 
construct. We studied the in situ hybridisation partem of the Em-like Arabidopsis 
gene, and we are sequencing and characterisation the Arabidopsis homolog of the 
maize rab28 gene. We have also sequenced one genomic clone showing strong 
hybridisation with the rlea2 cDNA. 

4. ΑΒΑ-responsive genes expressed during late seed development (M. DELSENY, 
CNRS, Univ. Perpignan, Perpignan, F) 

We demonstrated that a 249 bp sequence of the AtEml promoter was sufficient 
to confer ABA responsiveness and that in the upstream region there was an 
enhancer element. Expression time course of Eml-GUS gene mimics the expres
sion of the endogenous gene which is specific for the late embryo. We further 
demonstrated the dependence of AtEml upon a functional AB13 protein for 
expression. Meanwhile we have initiated long range sequencing across the AtEml 
locus, which was located on chromosome #3. We isolated two related cDNA, 
AtMlO and AtM17 which cross-hybridized with an incomplete radish cDNA, 
AtMlO codes for a short protein with a single C-terminal domain rich in cysteines 
reparated by glycine-rich spacer. AtM17 is cDNA with 4 repeats of the cysteine 
motif, a situation similar to the radish cDNA. We also made a dry seed cDNA 
library from which we randomly sequenced slightly more than 100 clones. Using 
this strategy we could identify most of the so called LEA cDNA and particularly 
homologues to RAB17 and RAB28. 
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5. Analysis of the abi3 and abi 1 genes and the mode of action of genes involved 
in drought resistance (J. GIRAUDAT, Institut des Sciences Végétales, CNRS, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, F) 

The expression pattern of the ABI3 gene has been established using both Northern 
analysis and transgenic Arabidopsis plants carrying ABI3-GUS transcriptional 
fusions. We have also analyzed the ability of the AB13 gene product to mediate 
abscisic acid (ABA)-induced gene expression by characterising Arabidopsis trans
genic plants ectopically expressing the ABI3 gene in vegetative tissues. Finally, we 
have investigated further the respective roles of ABA and of the ABI gene product 
in regulating gene expression during silique development. We have then analysed 
the effects of the severe abi3-4 mutation and that of the aba (ABA biosynthetic 
mutant) mutation on these various programs of gene expression. We have now 
reached the final stages of our positional cloning of the abil gene; RFLP analysis 
has allowed us to identify a 150 kb region containing the abil locus. We have iden
tified a 6kb fragment containing the functional abil gene. Final identification of 
the target gene involves physical characterisation of the corresponding genomic 
and/or cDNA clones in various available abil alleles. The nucleotide sequence of 
cDNA clones that either accumulate (3) or decrease (1) in root systems of 
Arabidopsis plants subjected to progressive drought, has been characterised. We 
have also analysed the kinetics of expression of the corresponding mRNAs in both 
roots and leaves of wild-type plants during progressive drought. The responsive
ness of these genes to exogenous ABA has been determined in seedlings of wild 
type and abi mutants. Finally, the involvement of endogenous ABA in regulating 
the abundance of these transcripts during progressive drought has been deter
mined by comparing their expression levels in wild type, abi and aba mutants. 

G. EMBRYOGENESIS 
SUBCOORDINATOR: 

K LINDSEY 

1. Insertional Mutagenesis to Isolate Genes Controlling Embryogenesis in 
Arabidopsis (K LINDSEY University of Leicester, Leicester, GB) 

Over 2000 independent transformants of Arabidopsis containing PAgusBinl9, a 
promoter trap vector designed to tag genes by the random generation of gene 
fusions in vivo, have been made. Three lines that exhibit GUS fusion activity in 
seeds have been identified for more detailed analysis: these are designated 
AtEM-101, AtEM-201 and AtEN-101. Embryonic pattern mutants have also been 
identified. In AtEM-101 GUS activity is restricted to the basal region of the 
embryo and root tip; in AtEM-201 GUS activity during the heart-stage is found 
throughout the entire embryo. In seedlings activity is found in root tips and also 
at lower levels in cotyledons and hypocotyl. T-DNA 5' flanking sequences have 
been amplified by IPCR, and cDNAs have been isolated and are being analysed 
further. Expression in line AtEN-101 was restricted to the endosperm, and trans
iently in the globular embryo. GUS activity is found in the root cap and elongation 
and maturation zones, but not the meristem. A number of lines that carry muta
tions affecting embryogenesis or seed development have been identified, which fall 
into three classes: embryonic lethals, which fall to complete embryogenesis; altered 
pigmentation, including albinos, fusca and transparent testa line; and seedling defec
tives, which are affected in tissue pattern formation. 
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2. Tagging genes involved in embryogenesis (P. GALLOIS, CNRS URA 565, 
Univ. Perpignan, Perpignan, F) 

Molecular studies have been initiated with T-DNA line 276-1 which has been pre
viously shown to express GUS in the suspensor only and to contain a single copy 
of the GUS gene in its genome. A 1480 bp fragment upstream of the GUS ATG 
initiation codon has been isolated and is present as a single copy in the wild type 
genome. Northern analysis was carried out on total RNA extracted from different 
organs showed a 1500-1600 bp transcript only in RNA from the tissues where the 
suspensor is present. This indicated that the IPCR fragment corresponds at least 
partially to a transcribed sequence. cDNA clones have been isolated using the 
upstream fragment are being sequenced and characterised and in situ studies will 
be conducted on the suspensor cells. 

3. Detection of GUS-mRNA in Transgenic Arabidopsis Embryos (P. OLESEN, 
Danisco A/S, Copenhagen, DK) 

A 35S-labelled riboprobe set (sense and antisense) (approx. 250 bp) was construc
ted against a specific region of the GUS-gene. This worked with a minor adjust
ment of the ISH-method of J. Langdale (Oxford). ISH-experiments were conduc
ted with the GUS-probes on GUS-positive Arabidopsis embryos, and results were 
obtained with 3 'promoterless' GUS-transgenic lines from Leicester as well as 
transgenic Arabidopsis lines with 35S promoter in front of GUS-gene. A weak 
background was found with the sense control probe and in the GUS-negative con
trol embryos. The GUS-enzymatic expressions of the 'promoterless' lines (M-l, 
M-2 and M-3) were confirmed and extended to more embryo developmental stages 
by these ISH-experiments. A root and suspensor specific GUS-positive line from 
Perpignan was investigated without achieving clear positive results. The GUS 
enzymatic expressions of the suspensorline were verified and possibly extended to 
weak expressions in the basic part of the embryo as well as in the endosperm. A 
35S-labelled riboprobe set (sense and antisense) (approx. 500 bp) was constmcted 
against the M-l gene from Leicester. Probes against the M-l gene gave positive 
ISH-results in both sections of embryos from the M-l Arabidopsis line as well as 
in sections of embryos from wild type Arabidopsis. Thus we were able to confirm 
that the GUS-gene was insertet into or near by an embryo specific Arabidopsis 
gene in the M-l line from Leicester. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
At the end of the first two and a half years of the project, many of the goals 
described above have come to fruition, particularly those involved in methods 
development, such as transposon tagging and map-based gene cloning, and in 
establishing resource centres. Significant progress has also been made in incor
porating molecular genetics techniques into established areas of plant physiology, 
such as flowering and seed development, and a promising start has been made in 
the systematic isolation and characterisation of genes involved in these important 
processes. The EC-sponsored work on physical mapping has been central to a 
world-wide effort to establish a map of the entire genome, and the success of this 
work has led several participants in the BRIDGE programme to instigate, in the 
framework of the BIOTECH programme, the first attempts to sequence the entire 
Arabidopsis genome. The EC projects in Arabidopsis genetics have a clearly defined 
mission and a high international profile, reflecting the success of the strategy of 
integrating national Arabidopsis programmes throughout Europe. The teams set up 
in BRIDGE have become a productive and forward looking group, capable of 
extending their work into diverse aspects of agricultural and biotechnological 
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research in the EU well beyong the original remit of Arabidopsis genetics. This is 
the greatest and most enduring achievement of the scientists involved in the 
BRIDGE programme. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The most important links developed have been those involved in coordinating the 
European Arabidopsis Stock Centre at Nottingham and the Ohio Stock Centre in 
the US. The E U contribution to the multinational effort in physical mapping has 
been pivotal. Finally, the establishment of the Plant Industrial Platform will 
provide an effective way of transferring the results of Arabidopsis research to the 
agricultural and biotechnological sectors of EU industry. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Partly as a result of the Biotechnology Action Programme (BAP), the first 3D-
structure of a triglyceride lipase was published in Nature in 1990 (Brady, L. et al., 
A serine protease triad forms the catalytical centre of a triacylglycerol Upase, 
Nature 343 (1990) 767-770). This paper contained the background information for 
further studies of the two fungal lipases of the present project. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The project was divided into two parts, one concerning the study of the two fungal 
lipases from Rhizomucor Miehei (RML) and Humicola Lanuginosa (HLL), respec
tively and one concerning the study of the mammalian pancreatic lipases from 
human (HPL), guinea pig (GPLRP2) and coypu (CoPLRP2). Recombinant lipase 
expression and site-directed mutagenesis have been performed at Novo Nordisk 
(Denmark), kinetic characterization of lipases and mutants at CNRS Marseilles 
(France) and X-ray crystallography at University of York (UK). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Fungal lipases (RML and HLL) 
By using the techniques of X-ray crystallography, we have determined the 
mechanism for 'interfacial activaton' in the lipases isolated from the filamentous 
fungi Humicola lanuginosa (HLL) and Rhizomucor miehei (RML). From previous 
structural studies, it was apparent that in both enzymes the active site contains a 
serine protease-like catalytic triad which is buried by a short amphipathic helix 
(referred to as the 'lid'). Through inhibitor and substrate analogue binding studies, 
we now have several X-ray structures of these lipases in interfacially activated 
states (i.e. the lid helix is displaced to one side, thereby exposing the active site). 
This conformational change generates a huge hydrophobic surface around the 
active centre, which is presumably stabilized by adsorption to a non-polar lipid 
interface. Moreover these structures demonstrate how the high energy tetrahedral 
transition state of the lipolytic mechanism is stabilized by an oxy-anion hole which 
is formed upon activation. 
We have attempted to model triglyceride binding in HLL. Possible interactions 
between this lipase and its substrate have been analysed through molecular modell
ing and dynamics. These studies have enabled us to postulate a number of poten
tial binding sites for fatty acid moieties of the substrate. This work has since been 
complemented by a parallel study in which HLL was crystallized in the presence 
of phospholipid/bile salt mixed micelles (NB. phospholipids are not hydrolysed by 
this enzyme). Close analysis of the active site region in this structure revealed that 
the lid was open and a phospholipid molecule could be modelled into electron 
density adjacent to the active serine (see figure 1). 
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Fig. 1 shows a molecule of dilauryl phosphatidyl choline modelled into 3.2Å resolution positive 
difference electron density at the active she of Humicola lanuginosa lipase which is in an interfa-
cially activated conformation. Although phospholipids are not substrates of this enzyme, the snl 
chain is bound in the hydrophobic groove which extends away from the active serine. The equiv
alent of the scissile ester bond of the hue substrate is adjacent to the serine, and the direction 
of the nucleophilic attack is indicated by the arrow. 

It is not obvious from the above model, why this substrate analogue is not 
hydrolysed, as it appears to be ideally placed over the active site with the equiv
alent of the scissile bond within range of the nucleophilic active serine. Work is 
in progress to clarify these observations by further X-ray analysis. 

B. Mammalian pancreatic lipases (HPL, GPLRP2, CoPLRP2) 

Guinea pig pancreatic lipase (GPLRP2) differs from other pancreatic lipases in 
that it is not interfacially activated, but displays normal Michaelis-Menten kinetics. 
Furthermore, its activity is unaffected by the presence of bile salts and/or colipase 
and it exhibits phospholipase Al activity. The isolation, sequencing, cloning, 
expression and enzymatic characterization of the GPLRP2 has been carried out. 
The amino acid sequence of GPLRP2 is highly homologous to other known pan
creatic Upases, with the exception that it carried a large deletion in the lid domain. 
In absence of useful X-ray data, GPLRP2 modelling was performed based on 
human pancreatic Upase (HPL) 3D structure. From this modelling, the environ
ment of the catalytic centre appeared to be conserved overall, with the exception 
of the Ud domain. We then proposed that the lid deletion in GPLRP2 was respon
sible for the anomalous behaviour of this enzyme, mainly the absence of interfacial 
activation and a high phospholipase Al activity on all the phospholipids classes 
whereas classical pancreatic lipases such as HPL only hydrolyse negatively charged 
phosphoUpids with a very low turnover. 
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In search for similar enzymes in species closely related to guinea pig, we also 
studies the coypu pancreatic lipase related protein 2 (CoPLRP2). This pancreatic 
lipase possesses a full length Ud domain but it shares the same kinetic properties 
as GPLRP2: 
(1) absence of interfacial activation, 
(2) inhibition by bile salts of the tme lipase activity on insoluble triglycerides, 
(3) no effect of colipase which normally counteracts bile salt inhibition, and 

(4) high phosphoUpase activity. 
Since both guinea pig and coypu pancreas produce a classical pancreatic lipase and 
no measurable phospholipase A2 activity, we suggested that GPLRP2 and 
CoPLRP2 act as real phospholipases under physiological conditions, and belong to 
a pancreatic lipase subfamily (RP2) where all the enzymes share phospholipase 
activity and fulfil new biological functions when compared to the classical lipase. 
Since the size of the lid domain is different in GPLRP2 and CoPLRP2, we con
cluded that this domain was not essential for phospholipase activity. This could 
explain why this domain has been extensively mutated within the RP2 subfamily 
through evolution. The structural reason for phospholipase activity of RP2 lipase 
is, however, still unknown. The presence of a full-length lid domain in CoPLRP2 
also led to the conclusion that the simple presence of a lid was not synonymous 
with interfacial activation, and the lid domain in CoPLRP2 is probably always 
found in an open conformation. 

The structure-function relationships between the lid domain and the kinetic 
properties were investigated using site-directed mutagenesis and domain exchange 
between GPLRP2 and the classical human pancreatic lipase (HPL). The replace
ment of HPL Ud by the mini-lid of GPLRP2 mainly resulted in impairing the 
specific activity of the chimera, but as suggested from GPLRP2 modelling, interfa
cial activation was lost probably because the active site became directly accessible. 
No phospholipase activity could be measured. On the other hand, the replacement 
of GPLRP2 mini-lid by HPL lid did not confer interfacial activation and did not 
suppress phospholipase activity. These results confirmed the independence of 
phospholipase activity with respect to the lid domain, and it also shows that the 
environment of the lid was important for interfacial activation. 

Most of the recombinant pancreatic Upases and mutants characterized during this 
study were produced in insect cells using the Baculovirus expression system. This 
system was extremely efficient for production of small amounts of lipases for struc
ture-function studies. In the case of HPL as a model enzyme, the expression level 
reached 40 mg of enzyme per liter of serum-free culture medium, and a single cat-
ionic exchange chromatography was sufficient to obtain a highly pure recombinant 
HPL with kinetic properties similar to those of the native enzyme purified from 
pancreatic juice. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Lipases (triacylglycerol hydrolases, E.C. 3.1.1.3) are interesting for application in 
industrial products and processes due to the wide range of reactions catalysed by 
these enzymes. For example, conversions include modification of fats and oils giv
ing rise to higher quality products having better chemical and physical properties. 
Another important application area is the Detergent Industry where Upases are 
applied as adjuvants in fatty stain removal from polluted surfaces such as e.g. 
textiles. 

Although many lipases are relatively robust, successful application of these 
enzymes in industry requires low operation costs. As a consequence, lipases need 
to be produced at low cost and also need to be adapted to the application environ
ment. This may be accomplished in a most straightforward way using protein 
engineering methods. However, this requires a thorough understanding of lipase 
structure and function. At the start of this project on lipases no stmctural informa
tion existed. Based upon amino acid sequence information very little homology was 
found for lipases from various sources. Is was considered of utmost importance to 
elucidate the structures of several lipases in order to build up knowledge concern
ing structure and function relationships by combination of stmctural and kinetic 
data obtained under strictly controlled conditions. Apart from these relations 
between kinetic properties and stmctural features, the structural data will also help 
us to solve problems encountered when lipases are applied in the presence of 
other enzymes, in particular proteolytic enzymes of the subtilisin family. 

The lipase of choice belongs to the family of Pseudomons lipases. In particular 
it was found that Pseudomonas glumae lipase, formerly called Chromobacterium 
viscosum lipase gives rise to excellent performance when applied in Detergent 
systems. Although this enzyme is quite stable in the presence of detergents, it was 
found that subtilisins rapidly inactivate the enzyme, particularly in the presence of 
anionic detergents like alkyl sulphates that are currently used in washing systems. 

In a wider context it is important to understand what controls the stereo- or posi
tional preference of lipases while acting on (e.g.) triacylglycerols. The lipolytic 
reactions are complicated by the fact that lipases recognize lipid-water interfaces, 
a property that discriminates lipases from the general class of esterases. This 
implies that stereoselectivity may take place either at the level of interaction with 
the lipid-water interface, or after binding to the interface while interacting with 
single substrate molecules, or during both processes. 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

— Obtain stmctural information of the Upase from the species Pseudomonas 
glumae (PGL). The approach taken is to crystallize the purified enzyme allow
ing Xray crystaltographic analysis (carried out at the University of Oxford, 
GB). 

— Gather information concerning mechanism of action, substrate specificity and 
inhibitory compounds. Special triglyceride substrates and substrate analogues 
are made to elucidate stereo and positional specificities of PGL (Utrecht, NL 
and MarseiUe, F). 

— Generate tailormade lipases for application in Detergent Industry also using 
understanding of structurefunction relationships. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Pseudomonas glumae structural properties 

Pseudomonas glumae lipase contains 319 amino acids giving a calculated molecular 
mass of 33.1 kDa, which is close to the molecular mass of 33 kDa observed on SDS 
gels. There are 22 acidic (17 asp, 5 glu) and 17 basic amino acid residues (6 lys, 
11 arg) yielding a calculated isoelectric point around 6.0, which differs from the 
observed value around 7.4. This may either indicate that about 4 or 5 acidic groups 
are shielded from solvent water and/or do not titrate. An alternative or additional 
explanation may be that the enzyme strongly binds one or more calcium ions for 
which acidic side chain groups provide liganding carboxylate residues. 

The titration curve calculated from the primary structure is shown above in Fig. 1. 
This figure shows that at pH 7.4 the overall charge of the enzyme is about  5 
when all acidic groups are titrating normally. 
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Fig. 1. Calculated curve derived from the amino acid composition of Pseudomonas 
glumae lipase. 
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The discrepancy between calculated and observed charge was solved to a large 
extent when the 3 dimensional structure was obtained using Xray crystallography. 
A typical view of the backbone structure of Pseudomonas glumae lipase is shown 
in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Stereo picture of Pseudomonas glumae lipase (PGL) backbone structure 
obtained from X-ray crystallographic analysis. The arrow indicates the proteolytic split
ting site found. 

As was found previously for several other lipase structures the active site residues 
of the crystallized protein are hidden from solvent water. For PGL the active site 
triad was found to consist of Ser87, His285 and Asp263. The first two of these 
residues had previously been assigned by protein engineering studies. Replacement 
of Ser87 and His 285 by Ala residues, respectively, yielded inactive enzyme. 
Protein engineering studies aiming at identification of the acidic residue in the 
active side triad pointed to Asp241 rather than Asp263 because lipolytic activity 
was lost in Asp241Ala, while retained to some extent (10% w.r.t. wild-type) in the 
Asp263Ala variant. This result demonstrates that conclusions from such replace
ment studies have to be taken with care. However, it also shows the importance 
of Asp241. The stmctural information provides a good explanation for this and 
may also give an explanation for residual activity of the Asp263Ala variant (see 
below). 

In all Pseudomonas lipases and perhaps also in e.g. Bacillus and Staphylococcal 
Upases the recently identified calcium binding site seems to be present that will 
give rise to strengthening of the structure close to the active site. In PGL the 
calcium ion is liganded to the fully conserved side chain carboxylates of residues 
Asp241 anbd Asp287 and backbone oxygens from residues Gln291 and Val295. 
Already the slightest change in this area wiU give rise to conformational changes 
and loss in activity and/or protein stability. 
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Figure 3. Secondary structure of Pseudomonas glumae as derived from the X-ray structure. 

The strategic location of this calcium site may further be derived from its proximity 
to the active site His285 residue and another buried acidic residue Glu288. This 
latter residue is unique, as it is located within hydrogen bonding distance from the 
active site Asp263 residue. Possibly an important part is played by residue Glu288 
as it provides the enzymes with an alternative acidic residue in the catalytic triad 
thus allowing the Aps263Ala variant to retain some residual activity. Additional 
mutation of Glu288 most likely wül provide further proof for this hypothesis. 
Figure 3 shows an overview of the secondary stmcture elements as derived from 
the tertiary structure of PGL. 
The so-caUed hydrolase fold in this protein is built up from strands 1 through 4, 
strand 6 and the two small strands 5 and 9, sandwiched by helices 1 through 3, and 
also helices 7 and 11. 
The part of the protein most likely involved in interaction with the substrate-water 
interface contains helices 4 through 6 and 8 through 10 as well as beta strands 7 
and 8. Comparison of PGL with other Pseudomonas lipases tells us that beta 
strands 7 and 8 are unique for PGL and e.g. for Pseudomonas cepacia Upase, but 
lack in e.g. Pseudomonas aemginosa lipase. The single disulphide bond connects 
cystein residues 190 and 269 respectively. 

Proteolytic sensitive site 
Limited proteolytic breakdown of wild-type Pseudomonas glumae lipase (PGL) by 
a subtilisin currently used in detergent systems (Savinase obtained from Novo 
Nordisk, DK) exclusively gives rise to only two fragments as judged from SDS-
PAGE electrophoresis. Analysis of the smaller fragment (approx. 15 kDa) yielded 
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the Nterminal sequence of the wild type enzyme, whereas the larger fragment 
(approx. 18 kDa) starts with the sequence HisAsnThrAspGlnAspAla. No 
other sequences were identified in this fragment. From this result it was concluded 
that PGL is split exclusively between residues Serl53 and Hisl54. As this work was 
carried out before tertiary stmcture information was available, only limited conclu
sions could be drawn at that time concerning the actual splitting site. Secondary 
stmcture prediction methods based on the amino acid sequence indicated that the 
cleavage site is located in a nonstructured flexible region of the protein (residues 
151157) flanked by a beta strand and helix at the N and Cterminal sides, respec
tively. 

100-
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Figure 4. Β factors as derived from the Xray stmcture of PGL for backbone atoms only. 

As is shown in Figure 2 the identification of the flexible peptide region (indicated 
by the arrow) was confirmed by Xray analysis of PGL. However, this region is 
actually flanked by two helical stmctures mnning from residues 137149 and 157
165, respectively. The sequence of the flexible peptide region around the splitting 
site reads: Vall50Serl51Serl52Serl53Hisl54Asnl55Thrl56. A hydrophobic 
residue at the P4site (according to Schechter and Berger notation, here a Val 
residue at 150 is known to be preferred by the subtilisin protease Savinase. 

Backbone flexibility as derived from crystallographic Bfactors is indicated in 
Figure 4. 

This Figure shows those areas of the protein backbone having highest stmctural 
uncertainty due to stmctural flexibility. The observed proteolytic splitting site is 
close to the site (residue 152) showing a very high Bfactor indeed. Furthermore, 
stmctural variability has been observed for the four PGL molecules in the crys
tallographic asymmetric unit, particularly in one of the arms of helix 5. It may be 
observed from Figure 4 that also other regions in the protein show high Bfactors, 
while no additional subtilisintype splitting sites have been found. One such area 
is located near the two solventexposed antiparallel beta strands 7 and 8 (see Fig. 3 
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for overview of secondary stmcture layout). An intrinsic protease activity in 
Pseudomonas has been identified splitting the PGL sequence also between residues 
219220, and 220221, respectively (data not shown). 

It should be mentioned that the crystal stmcture of PGL has been obtained in the 
absence of an oilwater interface. While the Xray data show that the active site 
region is deeply buried in the interior of PGL under these conditions, it is likely 
that the active site opens up in the presence of an oil water interface. This confor
mational change most likely involves helix 5 and its flanking regions. It might 
therefore be interesting to investigate whether the presence of an oilwater inter
face will affect the proteolytic susceptibility. 

Figure 5 shows that PGL is 
quickly degraded by Savinase 
in the presence of a 
detergent interface, while the 
enzyme is more stable 
without micellar detergent. 
This experiment suggests that 
the detergent interface tri
ggers a conformational 
change leading to increased 
susceptibility to proteolytic 
attack. Apparently, this 
micellar interface is unable to 
block Savinase action indicat
ing that while PGL is bound 
to micelles the arm of the 
helical flap is still exposed to 
solvent. 

In summary, the present 
studies on PGL as a model of 
Pseudomonastype lipases 
have given us some insight 
concerning proteolytic sen
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Figure 5. Relative lipolytic actiby in the presence of 
Savinase (pH 9) with (x) and without (+) micellar 
detergent. 

sitivity being linked to essential flexibility in the lipase needed to allow access of 
substrate molecules to the active site triad. Although the observed calcium ion in 
PGL may not be catalytically important, its proximity to the active site at least 
points to involvement in retaining stmctural integrity close to the active site. 

Substrate specificity 

Kinetic analysis of Upolytic action is compUcated due to the fact that the triacyl
glycerol substrates are poorly soluble or insoluble in water. In order to dissolve the 
lipid substrates this requires in most cases that lipases are investigated using 'inert' 
lipidwater interfaces. An additional problem then arises to discriminate enzyme 
binding to the interface from binding of single substrate molecules to the active 
site of the enzyme. In both of these processes substrate preference or specificity 
may play a role. Furthermore, for natural triacylglycerol substrates more than one 
fatty acid moiety is released, while acyl migration in diacyl and monoacyl glycerol 
substrates may further complicate kinetic analyses. 

For this reason optically pure pseudoglycerides were prepared in this project and 
investigated kinetically using welldefined detergent interfaces. In particular, the 
synthesis and purification has been completed for all six enantiometric triacyl or 
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diacylglycerol analogues containing an O-methyl ether-, a decanoyl ester-, and a 
decanoyl amide function, respectively, at either position of 1-aminoglycerol and 
2-aminoglycerol. 
Enantiomeric preference is derived from the kinetic behaviour of PGL on these 
substrates dissolved in a miceUar detergent interface at a low molar ratio relative 
to detergent. This interface is present at saturating amounts relative to the enzyme, 
thereby excluding effects on different interfacial properties of the substrates 
investigated. 
Although these synthetic compounds differ from the natural substrates while being 
close in chemical behaviour, it turned out that the same stereopreference was 
obtained, i.e. the acyl chain at the sn-3 position was preferentially hydrolysed as 
compared to the sn-1 position. Previous work on natural substrates has indicated 
that this stereopreference is retained in diacyl-glycerols as well. 
Interestingly, the pseudoglyceride substrates with an hydrolysable acyl chain at the 
2 position turned out to be very good substrates too. Particularly the R-isomer is 
rapidly converted, whereas the S-isomer is an extremely poor substrate. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Lipases are unique in the sense that they are active on water/oil interfaces. 
Knowledge of their threedimensional structures is essential for understanding the 
mechanism of action. The present project focused on the determination of the 
structures of the lipases from P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

Our objective was the determination of at least one 3Dstructure by Xray crys
tallography. Until the succesful completion of this, reliable models were to be 
obtained computer modelling. 
The construction of overproducing strains and the development of Upase purifica
tion protocols should result in large amounts of pure lipase. Subsequent crystalliza
tion experiments exploring a large variety of conditions should give crystals 
necessary for Xray analysis. The role of specific amino acids would be examined 
by protein engineering. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fermentation and Purification 

Since the wild type B. subtilis strain produced only very limited amounts of 
extracellular lipase (~ 1 mg/1 culture medium), we had to constmct an over
producing strain. This strain allowed for the purification of more than 100 mg of 
pure lipase. Table IΑ gives a summary of the fermentation and the purification 
protocol. 
For P. aeruginosa we had to adapt the fermentation procedure in order to optimize 
the lipase yield. Growing P. aeruginosa in Erlenmeyer flasks did not give high yields 
of lipase. Only fedbatch fermentation in 10 liter fermentors proved to result in 
reasonable expression levels. However, it was observed that the largest part of the 
lipase remained bound to the bacterial cells. This part could be solubilized by 
treatment of the cells with the nonionic detergent Triton X100. The purification 
procedure, involving preparative isoelectric focusing as a major step, resulted in 
lipase which was pure on the basis of protein content, but still contained 
lipopolysaccharides (LPS) which are present in the culture medium forming lipase
LPS micelles. 

Recently, we managed to overexpress the lipase gene UpA in both E. coli and 
P. aeruginosa with the latter strain producing in Erlenmeyer flasks about 1000fold 
the amount of enzymaticaUy active lipase as compared to the wild type strain. At 
present we are in the process of testing the growth conditions for this overexpress
ing strain in 10 liter fedbatch fermentors. 
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Table I 

Parameter P. aeruginosa B. subtilis 

I-Α: Fermentation and purification 

Fermentation 
strain 
device 
localization of lipase 
expression level 
Purification 
step 1 
step 2 
step 3 
yield 
total mgs 
purity 

PAC1R, wUd type 
10 L-fermentors 

>90% cell bound 
20 — 50 mg/L 

Triton solubilization 
Gel filtration 

Isoelectric focusing 
10-15% 

« 80 mg 
high, residual LPS 

overproducing 
Erlenmeyer flask 

supernatant 
« 50mg/L 

(NH4)2S04-precipitation 
Phenyl-Sepharose 

Hydroxyapatite 
«13%* 

« 130 mg 
high 

I-B: Biochemical properties 

# subunits 
# amino acids 
molecular weight 
isoelectric point 
# cysteines 
disulfide bridge 

1 
285 

30,149 
5.9 
2 

yes 

1 
181 

19,348 
9.9 
0 

Not applicable 

I-C: Kinetic properties 

Specific activity (units/ 
mg) 
para-nitrophenyl-
palmitate 
triolein 

Interfacial activation 
Positional specificity 
pH-optimum 

45,600 
22,800 

no 
unspecific 

8 

160 
Not Determined 

no 
1,3 
10 

The yield has recently been improved towards —50% 

Biochemical properties 

In Table I-B, the biochemical properties for both lipases have been summarized. 
Both enzymes are monomeric proteins with molecular weights of 30,149 (285 
amino acids) and 19,348 (181 amino acids) Dalton for the P. aemginosa and B. sub
tilis lipase, respectively, as was deduced from the gene-derived amino acid 
sequence. The lipase from B. subtilis is the smallest lipase known sofar. Whereas 
the B. subtilis lipase does not contain cysteines, the two cysteines in the 
P. aemginosa lipase form a disulfide bridge. 
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Kinetic properties 

In Table IC, the major kinetic properties of both lipases are summarized. The 
specific activity of the P. aemginosa lipase (measured at 37°C) is comparable to 
other lipases. On the contrary, the Bacills lipase is much less active on para
nitrophenylpalmitate (PNPP). Surprisingly, although both enzymes are active on 
emulsified and nonemulsified substrates, they do not show interfacial activation 
with the short chain substrates triacetin and tripropionin. 

Crystallization 

The purified P. aeruginosa lipase was subjected to a large variety of crystallization 
conditions. Sofar, no crystals of sufficient size and quality have been obtained. An 
explanation for this unfortunate lack of success may the very hydrophobic nature 
of the lipase on the one hand and/or the presence of LPS on the other hand. 

Table Π 
Crystallization and Xray data for the Bacills subtilis lipase 

Crystallization conditios 

Protein concentration 
Precipitant 

Buffer 
Additive 

6 mg/ml PEG4000, 3845% (w/v) 
Na2S04, 1025 mM 
100 mM Ethanolamine, pH 910 
0.7% noctylßDglucoside 

Xray data 

Space group 
Cell dimensions 

# molecules/AU* 
Solvent content 

VM 
Maximum resolution 

Monoclinic C2 
a = 121.5 Å; b = 93.2 Å; c = 81.0 Å 
α = γ = 90°; β = 110.67° 
4 
57% 
2.86 Å3/Da 
« 2.5 Α 

Native data set (from 2 crystaL·) 

Crystal dimensions 
# observed reflections 

# unique reflections 

t^sym 

Completeness 

0.30 x 0.04 x 0.04 mm3 (rods) 
134,197 
29,045 
9.8% (from 39.7 to 2.5 Å) 
99.7% (at 2.5 Å resolution) 

* AU = Asymmetric Unit 

B. subtilis lipase gave good quality crystals (see Table II. A complete native data 
set has been obtained from 2 crystals at the EMBL outstation at the DESY syn
chrotron in Hamburg. The stmcture elucidation was attempted by molecular 
replacement using either the Xray stmcture of cutinase or the Xray stmcture of 
the P. glumae lipase as a starting model. Although the rotation functions gave 
interprétable peaks, the translation function could not confirm the solutions 
obtained from the rotation function. Therefore, much effort was put into the 
search for heavy atom derivatives. Using 35 compounds, 47 different conditions 
were tested but, unfortunately, no good derivatives have been found until now. 
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Protein engineering of Β. subtilis lipase 
Table III summarizes the results of the various mutations as well as the reason why 
these have been performed. 

Table ΠΙ 

Mutation 

A75G 

S77C 

H152N 

H156N 

D118A 

D133N 

Purpose 

Restoration of the 'concensus sequence' 
Gly-Xxx-Ser-Xxx-Gly 

Active site Serine —» Cystein 
Serving as a binding site for 

heavy metal ions during crystallization 

Putative active site histidine 

Putative active site histidine 

Putative active site aspartic acid 

Putative active site aspartic acid 

Result 

64% of wild type activity 
less stable than wild type 

Inactive mutant 
Cys sensitive to oxidation 

10 mg purified 

Same activity as wild type: 
no member of catalytic triad 

No activity: 
member of catalytic triad? 

Same activity as wild type: 
no member of catalytic triad 

No activity: 
member of catalytic triad? 

Mutant A75G 
Substitution of Ala75 by glycine did not result in improved lipase activity. The 
purified mutant revealed 64% of the wild type activity and appeared less stable as 
deduced from thermostability and activity tests. 

Mutant S77C 
This mutant was overproduced at the same level as the wild type enzyme, however, 
no activity could be detected in the fermentation broth. From this it can be con
cluded that Ser77 is the active site serine. A total of 10 mgs were purified via a 
slightiy modified purification procedure, but the major part appeared oxidized and 
was therefore not suitable for the crystallization studies. 

Mutants H152N and H156N 
Both putative catalytic triad histidines were replaced by asparagine residues and 
both were overproduced at the same level as the wild type. While mutant H152N 
remained fully active, no lipase activity was detected in the growth medium of the 
H156N mutant which suggests that Hisl56 belongs to the catalytic triad. 

Mutants D118A and D133N 
Both putative catalytic triad aspartic acid residues were replaced: the first one by 
alanine and the second by the isosteric asparagine. Both were expressed at wild 
type level and only D118A was fully active while D133N was inactive. This 
indicates that the latter belongs to the catalytic triad. 
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Model building of P. aeruginosa lipase 

We built a model for the 3D-structure of the lipase from P. aemginosa based on 
an alignment of 50 lipase/hydrolase amino acid sequences as well as several 
experimentaUy determined X-ray structures. Comparison of this model with the 
recently determined X-ray stmcture of the closely related P. glumea lipase (43% 
amino acid homology) revealed that the amino acids belonging to the catalytic triad 
(Ser82, Asp229, His ) were correctly predicted as well as the majority of the 
secondary structural elements of the Pseudomonas enzyme. This work 
demonstrated that it is possible to correctly build the structure of a protein core 
even in the absence of obvious sequence homology with a functionally similar 
protein of known 3D-structure. However, several homologous protein sequences 
should be known to determine where the conserved parts in the sequences occur. 
These conserved parts can then be assigned to secondary stmctural elements of the 
known 3-D stmcture. Such models can than advantegeously be used for a 
preliminary search for mutagenesis sites. 
Later the model was refined using the X-ray coordinates of the P. glumae lipase. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

(1) Overproducing strains of B. subtilis and P. aemginosa. 

(2) A refined and reliable 3D-model of the P. aemginosa lipase. 

(3) B. subtilis lipase crystals of sufficient quality for X-ray determination. 

(4) Identification of the catalytic triad in the Bacills lipase by site-directed 
mutagenesis. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

The genetics and biochemistry of both lipases were carried out in the laboratories 
of '2' (Bacillus lipase) and ' 3 ' (Pseudomonas) who supplied '4' with pure enzyme 
for the crystallization and X-ray diffraction studies. ' 1 ' carried out the fermenta
tions and supplied cell free supernatants to '2 ' and '3 ' . Nine meetings took place 
in Delft, Louvain-la-Neuve, Bochum and Groningen. 
Additional links existed with various members of the other 4 project teams of the 
T-project. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Jaeger, K.-E., Ransac. S., Koch, H.B., Ferrato, F., and Dijkstra, B.W. (1993), FEBS Letters, 
332, 143-149 
Ransac, S., Blaauw, M., Lesuisse, E., Schanck, K, Colson, C. and Dijkstra, B.W. (1994), J. 
Mol. Biol. 238, 857-859 
Misset, O., Gerritse, G., Jaeger, K.-E., Winkler, U., Colson, C, Schanck, K, Lesuisse, E., 
Dartois, V, Blaauw, M., Ransac, S. and Dijkstra, B.W (1994), Protein Engineering, 7, 523-529 
Jaeger, K.-E., Ransac, S., Dijkstra, B.W., Colson, C , Heuvel, M. van, Misset, O. (1994), 
FEMS Microbiol. Rev. (in press) 
Individual publications 
Dartois, V, Baulard, Α., Schanck, Κ and Colson, C (1992) Biochem. Biophys. Acta, 11311, 
253-260 
Lesuisse, E., Schanck, K and Colson, C. (1993), Eur. J. Biochem., 216, 155-160 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The present report makes a fruitful use of two of the successful achievements of 
the BRIDGEproject: the 3dimensional structures of cutinase as weU as the Pan
creatic Lipase/CoUpase complex in its open and closed forms, that have been 
solved for the first time, with the presence of a phospholipid molecule clearly iden
tifiable in the active site cleft of the Pancreatic Lipase. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

For many years, Upases have been attracting the attention of scientists in academic 
and industrial circles. One of the most intriguing and unique features of lipases is 
the way in which they are 'activated' by interfaces. The aim of this proposal is to 
elucidate of 

(i) the stmcture; 
(ii) the interfacial binding; 
(iii) the catalytic mechanism of triacylglycerol lipases and colipases of the digestive 

tract and exocellular fungal lipase (cutinase). 

Cutinase was choosen because of potential industrial applications. There is indirect 
evidence that colipase activates the pancreatic lipasecatalyzed interfacial 
hydrolysis by anchoring lipase to its substrate in the presence of bile salts. The 
colipase/lipase/interface is a challenging system of lipolytic regulation via protein/ 
lipid and protein/protein interactions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. We established the 2.4 Å resolution stmcture of the pancreatic lipase colipase 
complex covalently inhibited at the active site serine. Evidence has been showed 
for a pancreatic lipase subfamily with new kinetic properties. The structurefunc
tion relationships in naturally occuring mutants of pancreatic lipase and the kinetic 
behaviour of five pancreatic lipases using emulsions and monomolecular films of 
synthetic glycerides have been studied. We have also studied the inactivation com
ponents (C12TNB, THL) and also dependence upon partitioning. We achieved 
the production of monoclonal antibodies to human pancreatic procolipase and the 
characterization of antibodies by competitive binding studies. We were able to 
identify a neutralizing antibody which recognizes a conformational epitope related 
to colipase activity. 
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2. The structure in solution of porcine pancreatic procolipase was determined 
form 1H homonuclear 2D- and 3D-NMR experiments at 500- and 600-MHz. A 
protein fold element comprising a triple-strand beta-sheet and two disulphide 
bonds was recognized in procolipase and other unrelated proteins. Lipid binding 
and activating properties of porcine pancreatic colipase were showed to depend 
upon the proteolytic cleavage at the Ile79-Thr80 bond. 

3. A molecular model of lipoprotein lipase has been built based on the pan
creatic lipase X-ray structure and the consequences for heparin binding and 
catalysis were proposed. 

4. Human gastric lipase was purified by immunoaffinity and quantited in the 
duodenal contents using a new ELISA procedure. Gastric lipases were submitted 
to tryptic cleavage and a single disulfide bridge was positionned. 
5. The interactions between ß-cyclodextrin and insoluble glyceride 
monomolecular films at the argon/water interface have been investigated and 
applied to lipase kinetics studies. We studied the surface behaviour of human pan
creatic and gastric lipases and we investigated the potential applications of the oil-
drop tensiometer for studying the kinetics of (phospho)lipase action. 

6. A comparative study on the competitive inhibition of pancreatic 
phospholipases A2 from different sources by (R)-2-acylamino phospholipid 
analogues led us to a further delineation of the active site of pancreatic 
phospholipases A2 from pig, ox and horse by comparing the inhibitory power of 
a number of (R)-2-acylamino phospholipid analogues. 

7. The inactivation of Staphilococcs hyics lipase by hexadecylsulfonyl fluoride 
has evidenced an active site serine for this enzyme. The inactivation of digestive 
lipases by phosphonates has been also investigated. 

8. Cutinase, a lipolytic enzyme with a preformed oxyanion hole. The cutinase 
partitioning in PEG/potassium phosphate aqueous two-phase systems had been 
defined and we observed the ester synthesis by az recombinant cutinase in reversed 
micelles of a nautral phospholipid. Glycerine synthesis could be catalysed by 
cutinase using the monomolecular film technique. 

9. Purification of Lipases from Chromobacterium viscosum raised the question of 
the existence of a high molecular weight lipase. Studies on the extraction and back-
extraction of a recombinant cutinase in a reversed micellar system have been also 
performed. 

10. An ultrafiltration membrane bioreactor for the lipolysis of olive oil in a 
reversed micellar media has been deviced. The triglycerides hydrolysis and the 
stability of recombinant cutinase from Fusarium sonai inAOT-isooctane reversed 
micelles have been studied. Polyglycerol-fatty acid esters have been enzymatically 
synthezied in a solvent-free system. Lipolysis in reversed micellar system was 
modeled both in conventional bath reactors and membrane reactors. The gas/solid 
reaction system, with a controlled water activity, was developed in a continuous 
process. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
1. The solution stmcture of procolipase has been determined by XH nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR). 
2. The structures of the human pancreatic hpase/porcine procolipase complex, 
covalently inhibited at the active site serine by both enantiomers of Cll 
phosphonate compounds, have been established at 2.4 Å resolution. 
3. Structure-function relationships in naturally occurring mutants of pancreatic 
lipase have been established. 
4. Thirty five point mutants and complexes with inhibitors of cutinase have been 
studied by X-ray diffraction. 
5. Spectroscopic characterization based on fluorescence of a recombinant 
cutinase encapsulated in reverse micelles. 
6. Glyceride synthesis catalyzed by cutinase using the monomolecular film techni
que. 
7. The solid-gas bioreactor as weU as NMR spectroscopy are well suited techni
ques to study the role of water in lipase catalyzed reactions. The optimal activity 
and stability of cutinase was observed when one or more hydration layers are pre
sent around the enzyme. 
8. The chemical synthesis of both enantiomers of two pseudo-diglycerides and six 
pseudo-triglycerides have been performed and these substrate analogues have been 
used to characterize the positional and stereopreference of several lipases purified 
by BRIDGE'S partners. 
9. Potential applications of the oil-drop tensiometer have been developped for 
studying the kinetics of (phospho)lipase action. 
10. Epitope mapping and immunoinactivation of human gastric lipase were 
achieved using bulk and monomolecular film techniques. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
While the project has been running it can be observed that coUaboration among 
the project teams has been increasing and that the interactions among researchers 
in Europe have become more frequent due to the existence of ou stimulating 
BRIDGE T-Lipase project. 
Exchanges of staff and students: 
— Long term (>1 year): 

Ransac, S. (Marseille —» Groningen); 
Martinez, C. (Marseille —* Vlaardingen, Utrecht); 
Carrière, F. (Marseille —* Copenhagen); 
Longhi, S. (Milano —> Marseille). 

— Short term (<1 year): 
Ladefoged, C. (Copenhagen—» Marseille); 
Melo, E. (Lisbon —» Marseille); 
Ransac, S. (Groningen —> Bochum). 

The closing meeting of the BRIDGE T-Lipase programme took place in a beautiful 
setting at the Bendor Island (France) from September 14-17th 1994. It attracted 
about 180 participants, which from many perspectives is a respectable number, 
indicating a high level of interest in the topic. Fifty one of the participants had an 
industrial affiliation. The fact that many young scientists participated confirmed 
that many laboratories, both within industry and academia regard the challenging 
and complex problems associated with lipase stmcture and function as a very 
timery and exciting area of research. 
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The meeting confirmed in a very convincing way that the concerted scientifid 
efforts that have taken place in the EC BRIDGE TLipase programme have led 
to a very dramatic progress in out understanding of the stmcture and function of 
these complex enzymes. 

To our knowledge no comparable effort has taken place in other regions of the 
world. Several of the US participants were impressed with the size of the effort 
of the BRIDGE TLipase programme as well as by the quality of the presenta
tions. Some commented that such an effort could not take place in the US. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The present project has been concerned with the structure and mechanism of 
various microbial lipases. Microbial lipases have found wide applications in 
industry, e.g. in household detergents and in the synthesis of specialty chemicals, 
and it is inferred that a better understanding of their function will lead to novel 
industrial processes. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

To clone, express and sequence microbial lipases, to investigate their molecular 
stmcture and to study their catalytic mechanism. To elucidate their differences in 
specificity. To find clues for improving their function, via protein engineering, for 
industrial applications. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Introduction 

The scope of this project was the elucidation of stmcture, catalytic mechanism and 
enzymatic properties of selected microbial lipases. The lipases investigated were 
isolated from Rhizopus oryzae (ROL), Candida rugosa (formerly Candida cylin
dracea) (CRL), Geotrichum candidum (GCL), Chromobacterium viscosum (CVL), 
Pseudomonas spec (PL) and Bacills thermocatenulats (BTL). 
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2. Purification, crystallization and characterization 

Table 1 
Purification and crystallization of lipases 

Lipase from 

Rhizopus oryzae 

Candida rugosa 

Geotrichum 
candidum A, C 

Geotrichum 
candidum Β 

Chromobacterium 

viscosum 

Pseudomonas 

cepacia 
Bacills ther
mocatenulatus 

Abbre
viation 

ROL 

CCL 

GCLA, 
GCLC 

GCLB 

CVL 

PCL 

BTL 

Spec. 
Activity of 
pure lipase 
(U/rnç 
proietti) 

Crystals, remarks 

not successful 

not attempted 

diffracting crystals 

small diffracting crystals 
of poor quality 

diffracting crystals, 4 
isomorphous heavy 
metal derivatives 

diffracting crystals 

not (yet) attempted 

Laboratory 

Münster, GBF 

Roma 

Münster, GBF 

GBF, Unilever 

Münster, GBF 

GBF 

GBF 

As purification and crystallization of the lipases were crucial steps for ensuing xray 
analysis and cloning, most participating laboratories were initially involved at this 
endeavour. The division of labor and the results are summarized in Table 1. 

3. Cloning and expression 

The results obtained by our project group are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Lipase from 

Rhizopus oryzae 

Candida rugosa 

Geotrichum 
candidum 

Bacillus ther
mocatenulatus 

Code 

ROL 

CRL 

GCL
B 

BTL
B 

DNA 
sequence 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Expression 
system 

E. coli 

S. cerevisiae 

S. cerevisiae 

E. coli 

Remarks 

Inclusion body 

unusual codon 
usage 

under study 

Laboratory 

GBF 

MILANO 

UNILEVER 

GBF 

Rhizopus oryzae lipase (ROL): the gene was cloned and overexpressed in E. coli at 
the GBF from the genomic DNA of Rhizops oryzae DSM853. 
Candida mgosa lipase (CRL): the aim of this project, carried out by MILANO, was 
to clone and characterize the lipase gene(s) from C. mgosa and to overexpress the 
cloned proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. C. mgosa shows a peculiar use of the 
genetic code, in that the universal codon for leucine CUG is used for serine. As 
a prerequisite for any gene manipulation, extensive mutagenesis with the purpose 
to obtain functional enzymes upon expression in host organisms was carried out. 
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Geotrichum candidum lipase (GCL-B): at the UNILEVER laboratories, GCL-A 
and GCL-B clones were isolated and expressed in E. coli and S. cerevisiae. 
Bacillus thermocatenulatus lipase: at the GBF, a 43 kDa thermophilic lipase of 
Bacills thermocatenulatus DNA cloned and expressed in E. coli. The enzyme was 
analyzed as to its sequence and its enzymatic properties 

4. Structure elucidation and modelling 

The results obtained by our project group are summarized in Table 3. 

Rhizomucor miehei lipase (RML): RML structure could be solved by use of the 
Ca-coordinates from the Brookhaven data base (code name 1TGL), and a 
preliminary model of the active ('open lid') form of RML was constructed. Dock
ing of trilaurylglycerol led to a first model of a RML/ substrate complex. 
Rhizopus oryzae lipase (ROL): starting from the x-ray structure of Rhizomucor 
miehei lipase (RML), a structural model of ROL (55% sequence identity with 
RML) was constructed at the GBF by homology modeling. Several variants were 
prepared by site-directed mutagenesis, and information on the catalytic mechanism 
of the enzyme was obtained. 

Candida mgosa lipase (CRL): A model of the LIP1 protein was derived by homol
ogy from the stmcture of the G. candidum enzyme. Lipase isoforms subsequently 
purified from a commercial preparation by ROMA showed biochemical properties 
and sequences of their amino terminus consistent with those predicted. Differences 
in the catalytic behaviour of lipase species were also reported. As Candida mgosa 
uses the codon CUG for serine instead of leucine and in this respect deviates from 
universal codon usage, mutagenesis of this codon is a prerequisite to expressing the 
CRL genes in standard host organisms. In order to mutagenize the 19 CUG 
codons occuring in CRL in a more rational way, a 3D model of CRL was used to 
identify those leucine residues important for the enzyme stmcture, thus restricting 
the first set of codons to be mutated to 9. Mutagenesis/expression experiments are 
now under way. 

Geotrichum candidum lipase (GCL-A and GCL-B): by cooperation of UNILEVER 
and GBF, a model of GCL-B was constructed , using the published coordinates of 
GCL ATCC 34614. 

Chromobacterium viscosum lipase (CVL): CVL structure was resolved at the GBF 
at 1.6 Å resolution. A complex of CVL with the lipase inhibitor lipstatin, kindly 
offered by Dr. Winkler (Hoffmann LaRoche), was prepared by MUNSTER and 
crystallized by GBF, but did not diffract. 
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Table 3 

Lipase from 

Rhizomucor 
miehei 

Rhizops oryzae 

Candida rugosa 

Geotrichum 
candidum 

Chromobacte
rium viscosum 
Pseudomonas 
cepacia 

Code 

RML 

ROL 

CRL 

GCL-C 

GCL-B 

CVL 

PCL 

Structure-related studies 

x-ray analysis based on 
published data for the 
Ca trace 

model based on homol
ogy to Rhizomucor 
miehei 

models based on x-ray 
coordinates of 
Geotrichum candidum 
and Candida mgosa 

model based on x-ray 
data-set of native 
enzyme and the coor
dinates of Geotrichum 
candidum lipase ATCC 
34614 

model based on 
homologous replace
ment of Geotrichum 
candidum lipase ATCC 
34614 

x-ray structure deter
mination 
model based on x-ray 
data-set of native 
enzyme and 
homologous replacment 
of Chromobacterium 
viscosum lipase 

Results 

crystal structure 
at A resolution 

model established 
and corroborated 
by site-directed 
mutagenesis 

model estabUshed 
and utilized for 
site-directed 
mutagenesis of 
serine sites 

in progress 

structure resolved 
at 1.6 Å 
in progress 

Laboratory 

GBF 

GBF 

MILANO 

GBF 

UNILEVER, 
GBF 

GBF 

GBF 
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5. Properties, mechanism of action and protein engineering 
The results obtained by our project group are summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4 
Lipase from 

Rhizops arrhizus, 
Rhizopus oryzae 

Candida mgosa 

Geotrichum 
candidum 

Chmmobacterium 
viscosum 

Pseudomonas 
spec. 

Bacillus ther
mocatenulatus 

Code 

RAL, 
ROL 

CRL 

GCL 

CVL 

PCL 

BTL 

Type of study 

kinetic properties, 
stereopreference, inhibitors, 
protein engineering 

kinetic properties, 
stereopreference, inhibitors 

kinetic properties, substrate 
specificity 

kinetic properties, substrate 
specificity 

kinetic properties, substrate 
specificity 

stabüity, substrate specificity 

Laboratory 

Graz, Münster, 
MarseiUe, GBF 

Graz, Münster, 
Marseille, Roma 

UNILEVER, 
MarseiUe 

Graz, Münster, 
MarseiUe, Lisboa 

Graz, Münster, 
Marseille 

GBF 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
1. One lipase stmcture solved (CVL) (under progress: PCL and GCL-C), several 

lipase structures modelled (ROL, CRL, GCL-B), 
2. Several lipases cloned and sequenced (ROL, CRL, GCL-B, BTL), 
3. Lipase mechanism elucidated by site-directed mutagenesis (ROL, CRL), 
4. CRL mutants prepared for expression in standard host, 
5. Substrate specificity of ROL investigated by molecular mechanics calculations, 
6. Lipase mechanism and stereopreference addressed by kinetic studies (RAL, 

CRL, CVL, PCL) 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Meetings of the project group in Braunschweig (1990), Braunschweig/Münster 
(1991), Capri (1992) and Elsinore (1993). Various meetings of subgroups. 
1. MILANO: with ROMA for purification and activity assays of the mutated 

proteins, with MARSEILLE (Prof. CambiUau) for the exchange of researchers 
and the x-ray analysis of lipase mutants, 

2. LISBOA: with MÜNSTER for the exchange of a Ph. D. student, 
3. UNILEVER: individual visits to MARSEILLE, MILANO. Samples to GBF, 

MÜNSTER, MARSEILLE, GRAZ and MILANO, 
4. MÜNSTER: exchange of researchers with GRAZ, GBF, LISBOA. 
5. GBF: individual visits to MARSEILLE, MILANO, ROMA, GRAZ. Exchange 

of samples with MÜNSTER, GRAZ, MARSEILLE, UNILEVER. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

This project involved a transnational collaboration of 34 research groups dedicated 
to studying the Lactic Acid Bacteria (LAB) at a fundamental and applied level. 
These bacteria play an essential role in a range of dairy, meat and vegetable fer
mentations which are of major economic importance to the European economy. 
The scientific effort within the Tproject was directed to addressing a number of 
key areas regarding food cultures which were intended to relieve bottlenecks in 
production and process applications, enhance culture performance and efficiency 
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in industrial situations and generate cultures with novel characteristics for new 
applications. Thus, a number of groups constituting the CORE used a multi-
disciplinary approach, including physiology, biochemistry and molecular biology to 
advance the fundamental knowledge of key culture activities required for success
ful food fermentations. These and other groups were assembled into four LEAFS 
each of which targeted key industrially important traits: proteolysis; bacteriophage 
and bacteriophage resistance; antimicrobials; and metabolism/screening. A major 
strength of the total project was the cross-fertilization between all participant 
groups which maximized the yield in terms of scientific output and knowledge of 
the LAB. 

A. CORE TECHNOLOGIES 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The CORE activities in the project were designed to underpin the LEAF activities 
which have a more direct focus on application. At the start of the project there 
was a need to further develop genetic technology and this was the main theme of 
the CORE. Particular emphasis was placed on the control of gene expression of 
biotechnologically important traits of the lactic acid bacteria. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Characterization of homologous gene expression in lactic acid bacteria and its 

exploitation for the expression of heterologous genes. 
2. Development of technologies for the chromosomal integration of DNA. 
3. Characterization and exploitation of plasmid replication. 
4. Characterization of gene transfer systems with an emphasis on conjugation. 
5. Isolation and analysis of new genes from lactic acid bacteria. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Gene expression 
Understanding the control of gene expression has advanced in several ways. 
Improved systems to monitor gene expression were developed by using the 
luciferase genes (luxAB) from Vibrio fischen, and the ß-glucuronidase gene (gusA) 
from E. coli. The value of the new systems was established in analyses of expres
sion and control in the lactococcal lactose operon and proteinase genes, respec
tively. In addition, the staphylococcal nuclease gene was used to monitor secretion. 
Lactose operon regulation was characterised in detail, building on the discovery of 
a divergently transcribed repressor gene lacR. Two operator sites were defined in 
footprinting studies and protein engineering of the LacR protein was used to 
locate the recognition helix and to generate mutants with improved operator bind
ing. The inducer of the lactose operon was shown to be tagatose-6-phosphate, and 
LacR protein engineering revealed the charged residues involved in its response 
to the inducer. Catabolite repression was shown to be an additional aspect of lac
tose operon regulation and a glucose responsive element was defined. 

The lactose operon promoter was exploited in the development of plasmid expres
sion vectors which have been used for the controlled expression of a variety of dif
ferent genes in L. lactis including a novel lysin gene that was potently active against 
Listeria monocytogenes. A strain of L. lactis with a chromosomally integrated copy 
of the lactose operon was exploited to optimize food-grade plasmid vector systems 
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and to investigate the controlled expression of integrated target genes. Stable 
amplification of heterologous genes was also achieved. 

The control of gene expression was investigated in several different systems. Lac-
tococcal genes for the biosynthesis of amino acids were characterised in substantial 
detail and the mechanisms involved in the control of the tip, his and leu-ilv opérons 
were revealed. Classical control of transcription by repressors as well as the first 
examples in the lactic acid bacteria of transcription attenuation were described. In 
addition, a new type of regulatory mechanism involving a metabolic shunt in the 
branched chain amino acid biosynthetic pathway was discovered. This involved the 
aldB gene for acetolactate decarboxylase which together with the ilvBN genes was 
also exploited in the Metabolism LEAF for metabolic engineering of the diacetyl 
pathway. A gene bglR, encoding a regulatory protein of the family of RNA-binding 
transcription antiterminators, was also characterised in the tip operon. The DNA 
sequence information gained in this study of amino acid biosynthetic opérons was 
exploited for a molecular taxonomie study of the lactis and cremoris subspecies of 
L. lactis thereby revealing frequent misclassification of strains. Notably this 
included the key genetic strain L. lactis 712. In addition, the inability of dairy 
strains of L. lactis to synthesize histidine or isoleucine, leucine and valine was 
explained by the accumulation of mutations in the relevant opérons. 

Genetic switches are of particular relevance for the future application of genetic 
engineering technology. DNA sequence analysis of the complete genome of a tem
perate lactococcal bacteriophage led to the characterization of the regulatory 
system controlling the balance between the lysogenic and lytic states. A repressor 
gene and a gene encoding a protein homologous to the bacteriophage lambda Cro 
protein were found. Gene fusions to lacZ were used to demonstrate that this 
region provided a clean genetic switch and its potential was established by 
demonstrating controlled expression of the bacteriophage lysin and holin genes. 
Environmental control of gene expression was established by cloning and charac
terising the heat shock gene analogous to dnaK and the use of integrative gene 
fusions to identify a salt regulated promoter. The recA gene of L. lactis was studied 
leading to the interesting observation that the RecA protein plays a role in the 
repair of oxygen radical induced DNA damage. 

2. Chromosomal integration 

Chromosomal integration is of importance both as a strategy for the stable food-
grade cloning of genes and because a range of genetic elements naturally interact 
with the chromosome. With respect to the latter, pulsed field gel electrophoresis 
(PFGE) of L. lactis chromosomal DNA was used to map sites for the integration 
of insertion sequences, nisin transposons, a fragment of the metabolic plasmid 
pLP712, a sex factor involved in high frequency conjugation and a temperate bac
teriophage. PFGE was also used to locate copies of transposons Tn916 E and 
Tnl545 that were integrated within the chromosome of enteric species of Lac
tobacillus. 

A sophisticated and versatile system for the integration of cloned genes into the 
chromosome was developed based on conditional replicating derivatives of the lac
tococcal plasmid pWVOl. This relied upon characterization of the replication 
mechanism of this plasmid and involved the separation of the trans acting control 
gene repA from its target. Using this system a range of genetic technologies were 
perfected, including efficient food-grade stabilisation of genes, delivery of defined 
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mutations by replacement recombination, random mutagenesis by gene disruption 
and the construction of transcriptional fusions to reporter genes. 

3. Plasmid replication 
Analysis of DNA replication has been continued with new molecular characteriza
tion of the replicons of lactococcal plasmids pCI305, pCI528 and pWV02 and the 
Leuconostoc lactis plasmid pCI412. Whilst the latter Leuconostoc plasmid appeared 
to possess another rolling circle replicón the three lactococcal plasmids replicated 
via a theta mechanism. These replicons are of special importance in offering 
enhanced stability in plasmid cloning vectors, especially where derivatives carry 
long inserts. This was experimentally demonstrated to be true for pWV02 which 
was then used to build a new food-grade cloning and expression vector. 

4. Gene transfer — conjugation 
Natural gene transfer processes are of particular importance both as an alternative 
strain development technology to genetic engineering and because they are of 
relevance to the genetic containment of Genetically Engineered Microorganisms. 
The high frequency conjugation system of L. lactis ΊΥ1 was subjected to in depth 
molecular analysis with the important discovery that it was controlled by a 
chromosomally located sex factor. In Lactobacillus another high frequency conjuga
tion system, which also characteristically involved a cell aggregation phenomenon, 
was characterised. In this case a secreted protein named 'Aggregation Promotion 
Factor (APF)' was shown to recognize and bind to receptors located on the outer
most envelopes of bacterial cells. Polyclonal antibodies to APF were used to reveal 
the existence of immunologically related APF's in further enteric Lactobacillus 
isolates and other lactic genera. A significant observation was that APF also played 
a role in the adhesion of Lactobacillus to eukaryotic cells. 

For another non-transmissible bacteriophage resistance plasmid, pCI528, a region 
of DNA that controls its mobilization by conjugation was characterised as was the 
origin of transfer, oriT. 

5. New genes 
In the course of the programme a series of new genes from the lactic acid bacteria 
were cloned and sequenced. These include the dnaK, tip, his, leu-ilv and mal 
opérons of L. lactis, ß-galactosidase and nuclease genes of Lactobacills plantarum, 
the S layer gene and the galactose metabolic genes galK and galT of Lactobacillus 
helveticus. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
— New understanding of the control of gene expression and the development of 

genetic switches and environmentally controlled promoters. 
— Development of food-grade systems for the stable cloning and controlled 

expression of heterologous genes. 
— Characterization of plasmid replication systems and construction of superior 

cloning and expression vectors. 
— Development of sophisticated but practical strategies for integration into the 

bacterial chromosome. 
— Molecular characterization of conjugation processes. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Specific scientific collaborations included work on the characterization and 
exploitation of lactococcal lactose genes (AFRQNIZO), plasmid replication 
(NIZO;UCC) and conjugation processes (PIACENZAjAFRC). In addition, exten
sive exchanges of data and materials involving all groups took place which are too 
numerous to specify individually. 
Exchanges of personnel included S. Foley (UCC to RUG), J. Law (UCC to RUG), 
E. Vaughan (UCC to NIZO), V. Bascaran (OVIEDO to AFRC), J.-J. Godon 
(INRA to AFRC), J. Rodriguez (MADRID to AFRC) and A. Ramos (CTQB to 
NIZO). 

B. PROTEOLYSIS LEAF 
OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. The biochemical and genetic properties of the proteinases and peptidases of lac

tic acid bacteria 
2. The biochemical, bioenergetic and genetic properties of the amino acid and 

peptide transport systems of lactic acid bacteria 
3. The role of individual proteinase and peptidase enzymes or combinations 

thereof in food manufacturing. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Biochemical and genetic production 
Proteinses: the maturation of the proteinase from Lactococcus lactis was found to 
proceed via a pre-pro-enzyme. The leader sequence was shown to be removed by 
a peptidase after which a second protein Prt M associated with the enzyme. Prt 
M was shown to function as an extracellular molecular chaperone and is essential 
for the proper folding of the enzyme. Protein engineering of the proteinases has 
supplied detailed information about the mode of action of these enzymes and has 
indicated how the activity and/or specificity of the proteinase of Lactococcus lactis 
SK11 can be manipulated. Removal of a segment of the Lactococcus lactis SK11 
proteinase which is not present in the serine proteinase subtilisin resulted in an 
enzyme which was still active but had an altered caseinolytic specificity. The trans
cription of this proteinase was seen to be controlled at the initiation level in which 
a chromosomally located gene was involved. The sequences in the promoter 
involved in the medium-induced transcriptional control of the prtP and prtM genes 
encoding proteinase production have been identified. 
A new serine proteinase was discovered which was shown to be membrane bound. 
This proteinase (NisP) is coded by one of the genes of the nis operon and is the 
enzyme which splits a leader sequence from the pre-pro-nisin. 
The degradation products of ß-casein by proteinase of L. lactis Wg2 were analysed 
by HPLC-ion spray mass spectroscopy. About 20 of the peptides formed were 
small enough to be taken up by the oligopeptide-uptake system. The proteinase of 
LactobacUlus bulgaricus were also studied and purified. It is coded by a gene which 
is 40% identical to the Lactococcus lactis Wg2 proteinase gene. An extracellular 
phosphatase appeared to play a role in the regulation of the proteolysis of casein. 
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Peptidases: In the course of the BRIDGE program considerable progress has been 
made in the identification, purification, characterisation, cloning and sequencing of 
the peptidases of Lactococcus lactis. All enzymes were found to lack a leader 
sequence which indicates that they are located intracellularly. This is consistent 
with the results of localisation studies with gold-labelled antibodies against these 
enzymes. The following peptidases have been characterised: General PepC, 
aminopeptidases (PepN, Glutamyl, GAP, PepA), tripeptidase (PepT), dipeptidases 
(PepD, PepR), endopeptidases (PepO, PepF) and carboxyl peptidase (PCP). 

Rules for the nomenclature of the peptidases of lactic acid bacteria were for
mulated. In the BRIDGE program also an extensive analysis of the peptidases 
from lactobacilli has been carried out. The analysis was mainly at the level of 
purification and biochemical characterization but the genes encoding several 
enzymes have also been cloned and sequenced. The enzymes were found to have 
similar properties to the corresponding enzymes of lactococci but the temperature 
optima of the Lactobacillus enzymes were usually higher. 

The genes of the general aminopeptidase (PepN), the X-prolyl-dipeptidyl 
aminopeptidase (PepX), an iminopeptidase (PepL), a carnosinase (PepV) and two 
cysteine aminopeptidases (PepC and G) and a prolidase (PepQ) of Lactobacillus 
delbmeckii spp. lactis were isolated from E. coli transformants. 

2. Transport systems 
The genes encoding the di/tripeptide (dtpT) and oligopeptide (opp) transport 
systems of Lactococcus lactis have been cloned and functionally expressed using 
plasmid vectors. The energetics, substrate specificity and peptide size restriction of 
the enzymes have been determined. The Opp transport system is thus able to 
transport several of the peptides formed by the action of the extracellular 
proteinase on ß-casein and supply L. lactis with essentially all amino acids needed 
for optimal growth. Deletion of the gene encoding the substrate binding protein 
of Opp resulted in a growth-defect in milk. A gene encoding a branched chain 
amino acid transport system from Lactobacillus delbmeckii spp. lactis WS 87 has 
been cloned and sequenced and the functional properties characterised. 

3. The role of the individual proteolytic enzymes in casein-hydrolysis and food-
manufacturing 

When the genes of the endopeptidase (pepO) and the tripeptidase (pepT) were dis
rupted, either individually or in combination with PepN and PepX, no serious 
growth-defect of L. lactis in milk was detected. Since all these enzymes are located 
intracellularly and no peptides are accumulated intracellularly, these observations 
indicated that other enzymes with overlapping activities are present. The neutral 
and alkaline proteinases of B. subtilis were expressed in L. lactis and the effects on 
Cheddar cheese ripening have been tested. The presence of the neutral proteinase 
resulted in a higher water-soluble nitrogen content of the Cheddar cheese and a 
dramatically accelerated ripening. Cheeses made with strains overexpressing the 
native proteinase in addition to either B. subtilis neutral proteinase or PepN did 
not ripen in a significantly different manner to controls with the native proteinase. 
A particular ratio of a B. subtilis neutral proteinase-expressing strain to a wild-type 
commercial cheesemaking starter resulted in a fully-ripened Cheddar cheese in 
approximately 2 months whose flavour and body/texture qualities exceeded those 
of the control cheese. A three-fold increase of the lactococcal proteinase had no 
enhanced effect on casein proteolysis. 
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Lactococcal strains were also constructed with altered expression of lysyl
aminopeptidases (PepN) by in vitro/in vivo recombination of deleted PepN and 
PepC genes. Removal of PepN reduced the general aminopeptidase activity by 
50% and made the culture low in flavour intensity in cheese trials. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

— The biochemical, functional and genetic properties of the proteolytic enzymes 
of Lactococcus lactis have been determined. 

— The biochemical, functional and genetic properties of the peptide transport 
systems of L. lactis have been determined. 

— A detailed analysis of ßcasein breakdown by proteinase has been performed. 

— The localisation of the peptidases, the breakdown products of ßcasein by 
proteinase and the specificities of the peptide transport systems indicated that 
the only extracellular enzyme of the proteolytic system essential for growth in 
milk was the proteinase. 

— Significant progress has been made in unravelling the proteolytic system of lac
tobacilli. 

— The effects of several strains with a genetically manipulated proteolytic system 
on cheese ripening have been assessed. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Solid collaborations between the following participants have been established: 

IFR, Reading, UK and Chr. Hansen's, Laboratorium, DK on dipeptidase and 
general aminopeptidase (PepA) and with Univ. Groningen, NL on glutamyl amino 
peptidase GAPII; the two Groningen groups on the genetic and functional analysis 
of the peptidases and oligopeptide transport system. 
BMF, D and Groningen, NL on growth and proteolytic activities of peptidase 
deficient mutants of Lactobacillus delbmeckii spp. lactis. 
Groningen, NL and Univ Kaiserslautern, D on the amino acid and peptide trans
port systems in Lactococcus and Lactobacillus. 
INRA, F and Groningen, NL on the hydrolysis of β casein by proteinase and on 
proteolytic enzymes of Lactococcus lactis. 
Extensive exchange of strains, genes, antibodies and other materials has occurred 
between the participating groups. Joint meetings were held every six months in 
which the new developments were exchanged in oral presentations, posters and 
discussion sessions. 

C. BACTERIOPHAGE AND PHAGE RESISTANCE LEAF 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

1. Characterization and molecular analysis of phages of lactic acid bacteria(Lac
tococcus and Lactobacillus species and Streptococcus thermophilus). 

2. Study of phage/host interactions in lactic acid bacteria, particularly phage 
resistance mechanisms and cell surface bacteriophage receptors. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Molecular characterization of bacteriophages 
The complete nucleotide sequence of the genome of three different lactococcal 
phages has been determined: the temperate phages Rl-T and Tuc2009 and the 
virulent prolate-headed phage bIL67. The chromosome of phage Rl-T is a 33.3 kb 
linear double stranded DNA molecule with cohesive ends. Of the 49 open reading 
frames that were present, only three were orientated in a direction opposite to that 
of the others. The phage attachment site and the gene coding for the integrase 
were identified. Furthermore, it has been shown that integration of phage Rl-T 
occurred at a unique site in the chromosome of its host, Lactococcus lactis subsp. 
cremoris. 
The phage Tuc2009, isolated from Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris UC509, pos
sesses a double stranded DNA genome with an estimated length of 38.7 kb, which 
is packaged into the phage head by a so-called headful mechanism. Sequence 
analysis of the genome revealed a putative repressor-encoding gene ci, presumably 
involved in the establishment of lysogeny, as well as two genetic determinants 
(encoding a lysin and a putative holin) required for host cell lysis. Furthermore, 
the gene encoding the integrase was identified in addition to the attachment site 
of Tuc2009, which enabled the construction of a site-specific integration system. 
The determination of the N-terminal sequence of several Tuc2009 phage proteins 
permitted the identification and localisation of two structural genes on the phage 
genome. 

The genome (22.1 kb) of the prolate-headed phage bIL67 was found to contain 37 
ORFs organized in two divergent transcriptional units. Putative functions have 
been assigned to six of the ORFs: a DNA polymerase, a protein involved in recom
bination, a lysin, a terminase subunit, a structural protein and a holin. 
Several lysins of lactococcal virulent phages were also characterized genetically and 
biochemically; those of prolate-headed phages P001 and 0ML3 are muramidases 
and are highly homologous whereas the lysin of the small-isometric phage phiUS3 
appeared to be an amidase. 
TP-J34 is a temperate isometric-headed phage which is inducible from the host 
strain Streptococcus thermophilus J34. 99% of the phage particles released from the 
lysogenic host strain were found to be defective (tail-less). Phage TP-J34 was 
shown to be closely related to one subclass of virulent phages. The phage genome 
(47 kb) was demonstrated to be linear, terminally redundant and circularly per
muted. The pac-site and the attP-site were localized. Based on the physical map, 
85% of the phage DNA could be cloned in E. coli vectors. When TP-J34 was 
propagated lyrically on a prophage-cured indicator strain, a site-specific deletion 
occurred in the phage genome. In this non-coding region, sequence analysis 
revealed several direct AT-rich repeats. 
A temperate Lactobacillus csei phage, 0393-A2, was shown to possess a 47 kb 
genome with cohesive ends. A physical map of its DNA was constructed and its 
general characteristics determined. Furthermore, several functions have been 
localized in its genome including the integration region, the repressor and the 
genes coding for the major capsid protein and the terminase, which was found 
adjacent to the cohesive ends. Detailed deletion analysis has shown that a region 
of at least 4 kb of the phage genome was dispensable for lytic development. 
Significant progress has also been made in the molecular characterization of the 
Lactobacillus delbmeckii temperate phage mv4. Three regions involved in specific 
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functions and having a biotechnological interest have been characterized by 
sequencing more than one third of the phage genome. On the gene cluster encod
ing the cell lysis activity (2.8 kb), the lysA gene coded for a protein (LysA), which 
could be a muramidase since its N-terminal part showed good homology with 
Chalampsis-type muramidase. The size and the activity of LysA was confirmed by 
enzymography on SDS-PAGE. The fysA gene was part of an operon and was 
cotranscribed with the lysB gene. LysB could represent the holin protein involved 
in LysA translocation across the cell membrane. Upstream of the lysBA genes, a 
putative late promoter sequence has been identified. In a similar manner, the 
genetic organization of the region (3.3 kb) encoding the main capsid protein (34 
kDa) of mv4 has been characterized; the g34 gene was located between a gene cod
ing for a 20 kDa immunoreactive protein and three ORFs of unknown function. 
No phage promoter could be detected upstream of the g34 gene by primer exten
sion analysis, suggesting that this gene was part of an operon. 

Site-specific integration of the mv4 genome into the tRNAadr gene of the host 
chromosome was demonstrated. The cloning and sequencing of the phage attP sur
rounding region (3.2 kb) allowed the genetic characterization of this early region, 
particularly the ORF coding for the mv4 integrase. The host-phage junction 
fragments atiL and attR as well as the bacterial attachment site attB have been 
sequenced. The 'core' sequence where the strand exchange takes place is 17 bp 
long and overlaps the 3' end of a tRNAadr gene. 
To better understand the relationships between virulent and temperate phages, 
these data have been compared to those obtained with the related virulent phage 
LL-H. The genes involved in late functions (lysA and g34) appeared to be subjec
ted to a strong selective pressure since they were found to be highly conserved 
between the mv4 and LL-H phages whereas early regions were completely 
divergent, except for the presence of a remnant attP site and of a truncated int 
gene on phage LL-H genome. The temperate origin of this virulent phage was 
demonstrated. The molecular taxonomy of Leuconostoc oenos and mesenteroides 
phages revealed a great genetic diversity among these agents. 

2. Study of phage/host interactions in lactic acid bacteria. 
2.1 Phage resistance mechanisms 
A 46 kb absorption-blocking plasmid, pC1528, was found to alter the cell surface 
characteristics of its host, L. lactis subsp. cremoris UC503, by directing the produc
tion of a galactose and rhamnose containing hydrophilic polymer. 
Three distinct lactococcal R/M systems have been characterized. Plasmids coding 
for the two different type II R/M systems, LlaAI and LlaBI, have been isolated 
from the Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris strains W9 and W56. The recognition 
sequences of the restriction endonucleases were determined and the genes respon
sible for these R/M systems were cloned and sequenced. The LlaAI R/M system, 
composed of one endonuclease- and two adenine methylase- encoding genes, 
exhibited significant homology to the DpnII system of S. pneumoniae. LlaBI 
endonuclease was shown to be an isoschizomer of Sfcl. 
The genes of the chromosomally located ScrFI R/M system from L. lactis subsp. 
cremoris UC503 have been analysed. Two genes, which flank the ScrFI 
endonuclease gene, encode 5-methylcytosine methylases which independently con
fer resistance to ScrFI digestion. The variable region of these methylases, which 
contains the target recognition domain and which is also responsible for determin
ing which cytosine is methylated, were found to be quite different. This indicated 
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that they may have alternative substrate or methylation specificities. These genes 
have been reintroduced and expressed in Lactococcus. Furthermore, genes encod
ing 50s ribosomal proteins were observed upstream of the ScrFI R/M determinants. 

An R/M mechanism was found in spontaneous phage resistant mutants of Strep-
tococcs thermophilus To39. Expression of this phage resistance mechanism was 
found to be the result of a cointegration event involving two resident plasmids. The 
resulting cointegrated plasmid of 9.6 kb was conjugally co-mobilized into a number 
of S. thermophilus strains. These strains were successfully used for some pilot plant 
productions. 

Five Abi determinants (abi-416, abi-420, abi-105, abi-750 and pNP40 have been 
cloned and were shown to be different on the basis of phenotypic and genetic 
criteria. 

Three distinct phage resistance mechanisms encoded by plasmid pNP40 have been 
identified. Two of these, AbiD and AbiE, mediate resistance via abortive infection. 
Two ORFs appear to be required for AbiD, whilst a single ORF is sufficient for 
the expression of AbiE. An ORF encoding a RecA-like protein was shown to be 
located in the intervening region between abiD and abiE, but has not been 
implicated in the phage resistance phenotype. In addition, a novel phage resistance 
mechanism on pNP40 operates by preventing phage DNA injection. 

The Abi750 abortive infection mechanism, encoded by the conjugative plasmid 
pCI750, manifests itself by conferring complete resistance to small isometric-
headed phages and partial resistance to prolate-headed phages. This mechanism 
acts late in the phage lytic cycle. Nucleotide sequence analysis of pC1750 has 
revealed that more than one ORF may be responsible for the Abi750 phenotype. 

Two further Abi determinants abi-416 and αίν-105 have been sequenced and the 
proteins they encode were found not to share homology with proteins from the 
data banks. The target sites of abi-420, abi-105, and abi-416 have been localized 
in different parts of the phage genome and are expressed at the early, middle and 
late period of the phage infection cycle, respectively. Two of these targets have 
been cloned and sequenced. The abi-416 target on phage blL41 corresponds to an 
operon coding for structural proteins whereas the abi-105 target on phage blL66 
corresponds to an operon of unknown function. It was shown that phage mRNAs 
were degraded in the presence of abi-416, suggesting that the abi gene product 
activated a phage encoded RNAase. 

The Abi system encoded by plasmid pi 149-3 of L. lactis subsp. cremoris 1149 was 
shown to mediate resistance to a variety of mostly isometric-headed phages by 
blocking a step after phage DNA replication. 

2.2 Cell surface receptors 

The surface located substance acting as a receptor for the virulent phage CNRZ 
832 was identified in the surface layer of the bacterial host Lactobacillus helvetics 
CNRZ 892. This protein was isolated, purified and reconstituted in vitro and used 
to inactivate phage particles. It is the first time that it is possible to assign a func
tional role to a Lactobacillus surface layer. 
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MAJOR SCIENTTFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
— Nucleotide sequence determination of the entire genome of the lactococcal 

temperate phage Tuc2009 and the virulent prolate-headed phage blL67. 
— Characterization of several bacteriophage functions, i.e. cell lysis, site-specific 

recombination, morphogenesis, allowing the development of purpose designed 
food grade vectors. 

— Demonstration of the temperate origin of a virulent phage. 
— Molecular analysis of three lactococcal type II R/M systems: LlaAI, LlaBI and 

ScrFI. 
— Localization and characterization of Abi targets on the genome of lactococcal 

phages. 
— Combination of R/M systems with Abi mechanisms resulting in strains with a 

higher degree of phage resistance. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Exchange of material (strains, phages and genes) and joint experiments were per
formed between the groups working on the molecular characterization of the 
phages (CNRS, BMF, AMO, INRA, UCC) as well as those involved in the charac
terization of the phage resistance mechanisms (INRA, UCC, Royal Vet. Agr. Univ. 
Frederiksberg, BMF, CUP) 
Exchanges of researchers: S. Foley (UCC) 14 months at Groningen; J. Law (UCC) 
post-doctoral position at Groningen, NL. E. Vaughan (UCC) post-doctoral posi
tion at NIZO; N. Filser (Kaiserslautern) 9 months at CNRS Toulouse. 

D. ANTIMICROBIALS LEAF 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Bacteriocins are proteinaceous compounds produced by bacteria and are inhibitory 
against other bacteria. Bacteriocins from the food-grade lactic acid bacteria could 
potentially be used for natural food preservation and the control of complex 
microbial ecosystems such as fermented foods/feed or the gastro-intestinal tract. In 
addition, bacteriocin production or immunity could be used as a food-grade 
marker in recombinant-DNA technology. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Isolation of bacteriocin-producing lactic acid bacteria with interesting inhibitory 

spectra (including pathogens and spoilage bacteria). 
2. Purification and characterization of the bacteriocins. 
3. Localization, isolation and characterization of the genetic determinants involved 

in bacteriocin production and immunity. 
4. Optimization of bacteriocin production by physiological studies and recombi

nant DNA technology. 
5. Study of the application potential of the bacteriocins. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Screening for bacterocins 
Over 3000 strains of lactic acid bacteria were isolated from various European sour
ces, including local (fermented) food products such as meat, fish, dairy products, 
vegetables and wine and screened for bacteriocin production. Approximately 80 
positive strains were found and ca. 30 bacteriocins were studied in more detail. In 
order to exclude false positive results and to determine if identical bacteriocins had 
been studied by several participants, a standardized method employing a standard
ized panel of target strains (both lactic acid bacteria as spoilage organisms and 
pathogens) was used. Comparison of the antimicrobial spectrum of the various 
bacteriocins indicated that most of the selected compounds had different inhibitory 
activities. Bacteriocin production was found within different genera: lactococci, 
pediococci, carnobacteria and lactobacilli. The inhibition spectra varied from 
extremely narrow (lactococcin A) to rather broad (lacticin 481, plantaricin S), while 
bacteriocins with high activity against Listeria (pediocin PA- 1) or Clostridium 
(acidocin B, lactacin 247) were also identified. Some strains appeared to produce 
more than one bacteriocin at the same time. 

Later additional screenings, in some of which PCR analysis and genetic probes 
were used, revealed that lactocin S producing lactobacilli and pediocin PA-1 
producing pediococci are quite widespread, since they could be isolated in dif
ferent countries from various sources. Also, nisin producing lactococci could be 
isolated from meat environments. 

2. (a) Purification/characterization of bacteriocins 
Several of the bacteriocins studied within the BRIDGE programme have been 
purified. Generally, the purification procedure employed ammonium sulphate 
precipitation or butanol extraction as a first step, followed by ion exchange 
chromatography, hydrophobic interaction chromatography and reverse phase-
HPLC. Biochemical characterization revealed that novel representatives of dif
ferent bacteriocin 'classes' were studied: 
(I) Lantibiotics, which are small peptides containing unusual amino acids such as 

lanthionine, e.g. lactacin 481, lactocin S; 
(II) Small, non-lanthionine containing peptides, e.g. lactococcins A/B/M/G, 

pediocins PA-1/L50, plantaricins C/F/S/T, acidocin Β and lactacin 247. 

Some of these bacteriocins were most active as a two-peptide system (lactococcins 
M/G, plantaricin S), whereas lactococcin Β is only active in a reduced form. 

2. (b) Mode of action of bacteriocins 
Generally the bacteriocins from lactic acid bacteria exert a bactericidal and some
times lytic effect on sensitive organisms. It was concluded that the degree of sen
sitivity appeared to be affected by the physiological state of the target strain (log 
phase vs. stationary phase), the amount of bacteriocin used and the medium com
position. More mechanistic mode of action studies with lactococcins, pediocin PA-1 
and plantaricins C/F showed that these bacteriocins inhibited sensitive cells by for
ming pores in the cytoplasmic membrane. As a result, the transmembrane pH 
gradient and membrane potential are dissipated and efflux of essential cellular 
metabolites occurs. The size of the pores increases with increasing bacteriocin con
centration. 
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3. (a) Genetics of bacteriocin production 
In many cases the genes responsible for bacteriocin production (and immunity) are 
plasmid-located. Several genes have been cloned and (over-)expressed in other lac
tic acid bacteria. For different bacteriocin producers, plasmid cured Bac" 
derivatives have become available. The genetic organization of lactococcin A 
production has been studied in most detail. The genes essential for bacteriocin 
activity were found to be organized in an operon and were involved in precursor 
synthesis, processing, excretion and immunity. 
DNA sequencing of the structural genes for 'class IF bacteriocins revealed that 
most shared a common and characteristic, i.e. a GlyGly"1 + 1X, processing site. 
However, acidocin Β appeared to be an exception, since a more general processing 
site obeying the von Heyne rule is used. 

3. (b) Host Immunity 
Production of an immunity factor is essential for host-resistance. The immunity 
protein for lactococcin A has been purified. Treatment of sensitive cells with 
immunity protein could not prevent killing by the bacteriocin, indicating that 
resistance did not result from a direct binding of immunity protein to lactococcin 
A. Additional experiments using monoclonal antibodies showed that the immunity 
protein was predominantly membrane bound and probably prevented the action of 
the bacteriocin by shielding a receptor molecule or preventing penetration of the 
receptor/bacteriocin complex into the cytoplasmic membrane. Upon introduction 
of the genes responsible for acidocin Β production and immunity into Lb. fermen-
tum, this organism also acquired resistance against plantaricin F although it 
remained sensitive to nisin and some other bacteriocins. Similar results were 
obtained with an acidocin Β resistant mutant of Lb. fermentum. Future studies on 
bacteriocin structure, (cross)immunity, resistance/sensitivity and inhibitory spec
trum will be essential for the elucidation of the structure/function relationship. 

4. Bacteriocins production 
Plantaricins S and Τ are produced by one strain of Lb. plantarum, during the log 
and stationary phase, respectively. Production was found to be optimal in the 
presence of 4% NaCl in a fermentor without pH control. The conditions under 
which bacteriocin production occurred were investigated in more detail for 
pediocin PA-1, bavarian and acidocin B. The optimum conditions of pH and tem
perature were established in fermentation studies. Pediocin PA-1 and acidocin B 
were produced during the entire exponential phase while bavarian was produced 
only in the early log phase and decomposed thereafter. Production of acidocin B 
could also be achieved by washed cells in a simple, well defined medium which did 
not support growth. This facilitated subsequent purification. 

5. Application studies 
The effect of plantaricin S on other lactic acid bacteria and spoilage organisms was 
studied both in model experiments and in natural olive fermentations. When 
inoculated into olive brine, the plantaricin S producer (genetically marked and 
selectively enumerated) proliferated to dominate the epiphytic flora and persisted 
throughout the fermentation. In contrast, a Bac" derivative strain could not be 
isolated a few days after inoculation. Model experiments also revealed that bac
teriocin production was one of the mechanisms which allowed this strain to co-exist 
with more salt tolerant lactobacilli in olive brine. 
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After studying the interaction of acidocin Β with starter cultures, milk and 
Clostridia in vitro, this bacteriocin was used in model cheesemaking experiments. 
Clostridial activity could be delayed but not inhibited completely. A shift from 
acidocin B-sensitive to acidocin B-resistant Clostridia was observed during cheese 
ripening, suggesting that either adaptation or accumulation of insensitive strains 
had occurred. 
Application of the pediocin PA-1 producing Pediococcus in simulated meat systems 
and in sausage production resulted in a significant restriction of Listeria 
monocytogenes (1000-fold reduction in numbers during the experiment). This effect 
was not caused by formation of lactic acid, since no inhibitory effect was observed 
when a Bac" variant of the Pediococcus was used. In addition, production of 
pediocin PA-1 in these food products could be demonstrated. A notable result was 
that oral addition of lactacin 247 producing Lb. acidophilus resulted in a decrease 
in the number of Clostridia in the gastrointestinal tract of mice, in comparison to 
addition of the bac'mutant. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
— A large number of novel bacteriocins with interesting antimicrobial spectra 

have been identified. 
— The role of bacteriocin-producing lactic acid bacteria in controlling food fer

mentations was established. Strains producing the same bacteriocins could be 
isolated from various locations in Europe from fermented foods, suggesting 
that these strains are dominant in natural ecosystems. 

— Fundamental knowledge of the biochemical structure of bacteriocins, the genes 
involved in production, and the mode of action was obtained. 

— A beginning was made in elucidating the relationship between structure and 
function. Ultimately this could result in the application of tailor-made bac
teriocins with enhanced properties, combinations of bacteriocins and/or 
improved starter cultures for the production of safer foods. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The BRIDGE programme has allowed extensive collaboration among the par
ticipants within the 'antimicrobial LEAF'. Exchange of knowledge, materials and 
personnel occurred frequently. In particular, participants who are experts on cer
tain topics (purification, mode of action, genetics) were consulted on numerous 
occasions; this resulted in a number of joint projects and joint, multinational publi
cations. 

E. METABOLISM LEAF 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Metabolic conversions that are initiated by lactic acid bacteria are of primary 
importance in the industrial fermentation of milk, meat, sourdough or wine. Their 
main role is to contribute to the preservation, flavour and texture of the fermented 
foods. Whilst in many cases the substrates that are transported and metabolized 
are known, our knowledge about the metabolic pathways, their enzymology, or 
energetics is limited or non-existent. In addition, the genes involved in the key 
metabolic processes and their control have not been characterized. This seriously 
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limits the potential that modern fermentation technology and metabolic engineer
ing offers in improving industrial food fermentations. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Transport, energetics and pathway analysis of important fermentations. 
Various selected fermentative conversions have been studied in lactic acid bacteria 
involved in the production of wine, sourdough, meat, and dairy commodities. This 
has been realized by integrating physiological, enzymological and spectroscopical 
(in vivo NMR) approaches. The main focus of attention has been the metabolism 
of sugars (glucose, maltose, lactose and galactose), citrate and malate. 
2. Genetic characterization, expression and regulation of metabolic pathways. 
Major attention has been given to the lactose and galactose opérons in dairy lac
tobacilli and lactococci and the genes involved in the lactococcal pathway leading 
to the diacetyl precursor a-acetolactate. A combined genetic, physiological and 
biochemical approach has been taken and in selected cases protein engineering has 
been applied. 
3. Engineering of metabolic pathways. 
Major attention has been focused on engineering pyruvate metabolism of lac
tococci in order to increase the metabolic potential of these important dairy star
ters. An integrated genetic and physiological approach has been taken. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Transport, energetics and pathway analysis of important fermentations 
Sugar, citrate and malate metabolism was studied in various strains of Leuconostoc 
oenos that are involved in the malolactic fermentation in wine. The mechanism and 
bioenergetics of transport of citric and malic acid were elucidated. In addition, the 
inhibitory effect of glucose on malolactic fermentation was investigated. By using 
in vivo NMR, a novel pathway for erythritol production was discovered and its 
regulation was established. Finally, the co-metabolism of sugar and citric acid was 
investigated and the pathway for diacetyl production was elucidated in Leuconostoc 
oenos. 
In the sourdough starters Lactobacillus sanfrancisco and the novel isolate Lac
tobacillus pontis (named after the BRIDGE project; see report of the Screening 
LEAF) the metabolism of glucose and maltose was studied. The mechanism and 
energetics of maltose uptake and glucose excretion was elucidated in Lactobacillus 
sanfrancisco. The co-fermentation of substrates was studied in this heterofermen-
tative Lactobacillus with specific attention directed to energy production and co-
factor regeneration. 
The survival, stress response and product formation were studied in the principal 
lactobacilli used in meat fermentations, Lactobacillus species sake and curvatus. 
The production of bacteriocin by Lactobacillus curvatus is an important factor 
affecting its competitive capacity and survival in sausage fermentations. 
The metabolism of citrate in the dairy starter cultures Leuconostoc and Lactococ
cus spp. was investigated. The pathway for diacetyl production in Lactococcus lactis 
subsp. diacetylactis has been established by enzymatic and in vivo NMR studies and 
involves a non-enzymatic conversion of a-acetolactate into diacetyl. Citrate trans
port, degradation, and co-metabolism was also studied in Leuconostoc lactis spp. 
The key enzyme, acetolactate synthase, was partially purified from Leuconostoc 
lactis and purified to homogeneity from Lactococcus lactis. In addition, the impor-
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tant enzyme, acetolactate decarboxylase, was purified from Lactococcs lactis and 
its allosteric control by amino acids was established. Finally, sugar metabolism in 
Lactobacills helvetics was studied and glucose repression of lactose during galac
tose utilization was observed. 

2. Genetic characterization, expression and regulation of metabolic pathways 
The lac and gal opérons appear to be linked in the chromosome of Lactobacills 
helvetics. The instability of the capacity to utilize lactose was studied in this ther
mophilic Lactobacillus and suggested two different mechanisms. 
Lactose metabolism and its control was also studied in detail in Lactococcus lactis. 
The lacR gene encodes the repressor of the lacABCDFEGX operon which encodes 
lactose transport and galactose degradation. Two LacR operator sites have been 
identified by DNAse I footprinting. Protein engineering studies of LacR using an 
alanine scanning approach have located the recognition helix and provided 
mutants with improved operator binding. Tagatose-6-phosphate has been identified 
as the molecular inducer of lac operon expression. Protein engineering studies 
have identified the charged residues in LacR involved in response to the inducer. 
Catabolite repression was found to constitute an additional control system and a 
glucose responsive element was identified in the lac promoter region. A model for 
the regulation of lac operon gene expression has been developed and the first 
generation of inducible expression vectors have been developed for lactic acid bac
teria. 

3. Engineering of metabolic pathways 
The metabolic engineering of pyruvate metabolism in lactococci was initiated by 
the cloning and characterization of the L. lactis Idh gene followed by the construc
tion of LDH-deficient mutants by replacement recombination. Remarkably, the 
constructed LDH-deficient strains were viable, and even displayed an increased 
cell yield in batch culture, while showing a mixed acid fermentation. 

As a first example of metabolic engineering the Zymomonas mobilis pyruvate 
decarboxylase and alcohol dehydrogenase genes were expressed as gene fusions in 
L. lactis and resulted in alcohol overproduction from lactose especially in LDH-
deficient strains. 

A second industrially relevant metabolic engineering activity involved the rerouting 
of pyruvate to the diacetyl precursor a-acetolactate. For this purpose the als and 
ilyBN genes were cloned and overexpressed in several L. lactis strains. Both genes 
encode enzymes involved in the production of a-acetolactate but differ in their 
affinities for pyruvate. In LDH-deficient strains the overexpression of the als gene 
resulted in a major shift of the flux from lactose towards the flavour precursor a-
acetolactate and acetoin/butanediol, that constituted quantitatively the most impor
tant end products. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
— Molecular characterization of L. lactis lac operon control and identification of 

the physiological inducer. 
— Increased production in Lactococcs of ethanol and acetoin by metabolic 

engineering. 
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— Construction of LDH-deficient lactococci that show higher yields and do not 
produce lactic acid. 

— Determination of important metabolic pathways by using in vivo NMR. 
— Elucidation of the energetics of the transport of sugars, citrate and end 

products. 
— Improved prediction of performance and handling of meat and sourdough star

ter cultures. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
The groups participating in the Metabolism LEAF held meetings at six monthly 
intervals where there was exchange of data, ideas and know-how. In addition, there 
was exchange of personnel between laboratories and joint publications. 

F. SCREENING LEAF 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The development of new starter cultures with improved qualities [enhanced pep-
tidolytic and esterolytic activity, production of exopolysaccharides (EPS)] is based 
on the screening of large numbers of new isolates. The most promising strains 
should be selected and identified in order to confirm their status as food-grade 
microorganisms. 
Correct identification of lactic acid bacteria is a prerequisite to their use as food-
grade organisms in food fermentations. Traditional phenotypic methodologies, 
although necessary for descriptions, have often been turned into less reliable 
classification schemes. Modern molecular taxonomie methods (rRNA sequencing, 
protein fingerprinting using SDS-PAGE) should therefore be applied on the wide 
variety of lactic acid bacteria in order to verify and improve the existing classifica
tion of these organisms. The application of advanced computer algorithms on the 
large data sets obtained by these methods should improve the existing classification 
and identification tools. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. Isolation of new microorganisms from a large pool of natural food/feed fer
mentation products (such as fermented sausages, fermented olives, sauerkraut, 
sourdough, dairy products) in order to improve their quality (safety, shelf life, 
organoleptic quality, flavour). 
2. Conservation of important strains. 
3. Screening for important phenotypic properties (EPS production and enhan
ced activities of amino- and diaminopeptidases and esterases) in LAB. 
4. Identification of the most promising new isolates using traditional phenotypic-
tests verified by the use of molecular taxonomie methods (rRNA sequen-
cing,DNA:DNA hybridisation and protein fingerprinting using SDS-PAGE) in 
order to confirm their food-grade status. 
5. Improvement of classification schemes by including large numbers of strains 
using a thorough computer-based comparison of the newly obtained data with the 
available information of well-known reference strains. 
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6. Design of reliable and fast identification and detection tools (specific rRNA-
targeted oligonucleotide probes), to be applied in vitro (using different hybridisa
tion methods) or in situ (using fluorescent-labelled oligonucleotideprobes). 
7. Further molecular characterisation of the EPS and localization of their 
encoding genes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Isolation of strains, preparation of a collection of LAB cultures 
More than 600 strains have been isolated from traditional European food products 
and processes (Unilever Research Laboratories). A collection of 150 strains of 
traditional Greek cheese and yoghurt and 181 strains from Kasseri cheese were 
made available for screening and/or taxonomie analysis (Agricultural University 
Athens). A total of 952 strains of various LAB genera were received at the 
Laboratorium voor Microbiologie Gent (80% were offered by 11 T-project par
ticipants; 20% were deposited by other collaborating laboratories). A collection of 
about 1400 reference strains of LAB (LMG Culture Collection, Laboratorium voor 
Microbiologie Gent) was made available to the project. This large collection of 
bacteria was essential for the planned screening activities and for taxonomie 
analysis. 

2. Culture collection maintenance. 
All strains received at the Laboratorium voor Microbiologie Gent were verified for 
purity by plating and microscopic examination and were deposited in the closed 
LAB culture collection. About 97% of the strains were lyophilised and/or preser
ved in liquid nitrogen; remaining strains were destroyed on request or lost prior 
to analysis. All requests for strain exchange have been granted by the respective 
depositors. After publication of the results, 84 strains have been transferred to the 
public LMG culture collection of the Laboratorium voor Microbiologie Gent. 

3. Screening for important phenotypic properties. 
Thirty EPS producing strains were selected out of more than 600 new isolates. The 
rheological properties were investigated, and in collaboration with a specialised 
laboratory, the structure of some of the EPS's has been determined. A patent on 
the food application of one very promising EPS was filed. Amino- and 
diaminopeptidases activities (eight substrates) were registered for almost 500 
strains of LAB; esterase activities (three substrates) were measured in 150 strains 
from traditional Greek dairy products. For the occurrence of both enzymes, a con
siderable heterogeneity was observed between the different genera and sometimes 
between individual species. Between taxonomically related strains, the activities of 
the specific enzymes varied considerably. 

4. Identification of new isolates. 
Using morphological, physiological and nutritional tests, 65 strains were identified 
to species level and 266 strains were partially characterized at the Agricultural 
University of Athens. For 150 strains these phenotypic results were already verified 
by SDS-PAGE of whole-cell proteins; the other stains are at present being 
analysed. More than 93% of the 952 strains received at the Laboratorium voor 
Microbiologie Gent, were identified to the species level by SDS-PAGE of whole-
cell proteins, although often organisms were received which were difficult to iden
tify by traditional methods. The remaining strains were (i) shown to be repre-
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sentatives of new species, (ii) shown not to belong to the LAB, or (iii) are still 
under investigation. Enhanced identification of LAB by SDS-PAGE could only be 
accomplished by 

(i) analysing large numbers of new field strains, 
(ii) the extension and optimisation of the database of protein patterns of 

reference strains, and 
(iii) the use of automated data-comparison in order to obtain the maximum 

possible information from this large data set (creation of a library of nor
malised protein pattern fingerprints and implementation of new algorithms 
for data comparison). 

SDS-PAGE identification results were often verified by the use of other molecular 
taxonomie methods (rRNA sequencing, DNA:DNA hybridisation, oligonucleotide 
probe hybridisations) performed at the Technical University Munchen (see below). 

5. Improvement of classification schemes 

Classification schemes could be improved by comparing the phylogenetic and 
taxonomie information obtained on large numbers of newly analysed strains with 
existing classification schemes. New groups of organisms, detected by SDS-PAGE 
or by DNA:DNA hybridisations were phylogenetically analysed by 16S rRNA 
sequencing (Technical University Munchen) and were further phenotypically 
analysed in order to describe them properly. As a result the two subspecies of 
Streptococcus salivaris (salivaris and thermophilus) were elevated to species level, 
a new Lactobacills species (Lactobacills pontis, named after the BRIDGE pro
ject) was described, the description of a new subspecies of Lactobacills hilgardii 
is being prepared, and the possibility of phenotypically describing a new species of 
the genus Enterococcs is currently being examined. Interesting results were also 
obtained for Lactobacills acidophilus (which contained at least six different 
protein electrophoretic groups), Lactobacills lactis subsp. lactis and subsp. 
cremoris (120 strains could be differentiated by SDS-PAGE), the Lactobacills 
csei complex (confirming the findings of Collins et αϊ, 1989), Lactobacills brevis 
(which is consistently being mis-identified due to high phenotypic similarities with 
several other Lactobacills species) and Lactobacills sake (which is very often con
fused with Lb. curvatus and Lb. bavarics). 

6. Design of fast identification and detection tools 

For more than 30 different species of LAB, 16S and/or 23S rRNA-based 
oligonucleotide probes were developed and evaluated (Technical University 
Munchen). SDS-PAGE results were often useful to select the strains submitted to 
comparative sequence analysis and the strains necessary to test the specificity of 
the newly designed probes. An excellent agreement was found between both 
techniques. Various species-specific probes were successfully applied on some mis-
classified strains and applied as captured probes in a non-radioactive reverse dot 
blot hybridization reaction. Colony hybridization with rRNA-targeted 
oligonucleotides was improved. Fluorescent-labelled oligonucleotide probes were 
used for the identification and in situ detection of lactococci and certain 
enterococci by whole-cell hybridization. Moreover, the use of in vitro rRNA gene 
fragment amplification enabled direct detection of LAB, often with species iden
tification, within one day. 
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7. Molecular characterisation of the EPSes; search for their encoding genes 

The rheological properties of seven of the EPSes were determined as was the 
structure of the repeating unit for five of them. One EPS, produced by a Lac
tobacills sake strain, might be very well suited for application as a food
waterphase stabilizer. The factors which enhanced production were investigated 
and optimized and at present a search is being made for the genes involved in the 
biosynthesis of EPS. Several strategies, including the use of DNA probes of 
homologous genes in Lactococcus (LLDH gene) and Salmonella, Rhizobium, 
Xanthomonas (acetylase gene) are being used. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

— For several genera and species it has been shown that correct identification by 
traditional phenotypic tests is impossible or not reliable. Classification schemes 
can be updated by using modern molecular taxonomie techniques such as SDS
PAGE and oligonucleotide probe hybridisations. 

— An excellent agreement was found between identification results obtained with 
rRNA targeted oligonucleotide probes and by SDSPAGE of wholecell 
proteins. 

— Isolation of an EPS producing Lactobacills sake strain which might be very 
well suited for application as a foodwaterphase stabilizer. 

— The gene encoding LLDH of Lactobacillus sake was isolated and can be used 
to study the influence of lactate on EPS production. 

— A patent on the food application of Lactobacillus sake EPS was filed. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Three contractor meetings and three sub LEAF meetings were held. 
Isolation of South European LAB strains (Unilever Research Laboratory, Vlaar
dingen, NL and Centro de Tecnologia Química e Biologica, Oeiras, Ρ), exchange 
and characterization (identification) of more than 1300 strains (Laboratorium voor 
Microbiologie Gent, Β and the Agricultural University Athens, GR for 10 different 
participants), central 16S rRNA sequencing (Technical University Munchen, D for 
the Agricultural University Athens, GR; Universität Hohenheim, D; Escola Supe
riora de Biotecnologia, Porto, Ρ; and the Bundesanstalt fur Milchforschung, Kiel, 
D). 

Joint screening efforts (exchange and uniformisation of procedures) for more than 
650 strains (Unilever Research Laboratory, Vlaardingen, NL; Agricultural Univer
sity Athens, GR; Laboratorium voor Microbiologie Gent, Β) and training activities 
for SDSPAGE techniques and numerical analyses (Laboratorium voor 
Microbiologie Gent for Agricultural University Athens, GR; Escola Superiora de 
Biotecnologia, Porto, Ρ; Universidade de TrasOsMontes e Alto Douro, Vila Real, 
P; Universität Hohenheim, D). 

PUBLICATIONS 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A multidisciplinary research team developed automated polyphasic technologies in 
the fields of molecular genetics, immunology, analytical chemistry, instrumentation 
and separation science, and applied these technologies to the rapid, accurate iden
tification of microorganisms. 
1) Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene sequences, 
2) chemical 'biomarkers', 
3) macromolecular 'profiles' and 
4) stable antigens were used to characterize commercially important and environ

mentally relevant standard sets of microorganisms. 
The results were compared and evaluated with respect to identification utility and 
analytical facility. Those analytical systems found to be useful were used to expand 
taxonomie data bases and were evaluated in terms of their applicability to the iden
tification, quantitation, and sensitive detection of microbes from environmental 
samples. 

1) Ribosomal (rRNA) RNA gene sequences 
(AUW, GBF, IRF, MHH, PAS, TUM, UIA) 

In the process of evolution, some genes have been more conserved in their 
sequence than others. In particular, 16S and 23S ribosomal RNAs act as reliable 
molecular chronometers and are currently the most useful molecules for estimating 
phylogenetic relationships of microorganisms. Different parts of the rRNA 
molecules show considerable variation in the degree of sequence conservation, 
thereby enabling the use of the molecule to cover a wide range of genealogical 
relations. In addition to being the most powerful phylogenetic markers known to 
date, the enormous potential of these molecules for the design of highly specific 
oligonucleotide probes for microbial identification and detection has recently 
become apparent. An extensive data base of 16SA and 23S rRNA sequences is 
required and homologous regions of the sequences need to be compared for suc
cessful and economic probe construction. Although the alignment of conserved 
regions can be performed by programmes currently available, alignment of the 
variable sequence stretches, which are of special interest for probe design of high 
specificity, usually has to be refined by hand. Thus, computer programmes need 
to be developed for the alignment of variable sequence stretches. In addition, 
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higher-order structure elements need to be considered in the probe construction, 
since secondary or tertiary structures may influence access of the probes. Such 
regions will also have to be analyzed by the computer programme. 

2. Biomarker chemotaxonomy (GBF, RUG) 
Rapid advancements in the field of natural product chemistry have resulted in 
technological developments which can be used for chemotaxonomic applications. 
Direct structural analysis of microbial natural products with taxonomie significance 
facilitates studies of microbial physiology and microbial ecology. Incorporation of 
heavy isotope labeled or radiolabeled isotopes into specific natural products can be 
used to study metabolic routes as well as fluxes in pure and mixed cultures of 
microbes, in reactors and in natural communities. 
Structural components of microbial cells, i.e., membrane liquids, cell wall com
ponents and lipopolysaccharides, are good chemotaxonomic candidates. They are 
known to contain useful chemotaxonomic information and are relatively stable with 
respect to physiological stress. Total cellular fatty acid profiles are now routinely 
used to help identify microorganisms (i.e. the Marion Sasser Hewlett Packard 
system). This approach has proved successful for several reasons. The analysis is 
simple, rapid, and semi-automated. This has greatly facilitated the compilation of 
a database large enough to assure a reasonably high probability that the fatty acid 
profile of an unknown will match an entry in the database. 

3. Macromolecular profiles 
The unifying principle of macromolecular fingerprints of profiles is the biochemical 
separation, usually by electrophoresis, of a large molecules (MW > 10000) to obtain 
information on their molecular weight distribution. Molecular weight profiles of all 
major macro-molecules containing sequence information, i.e., DNA, RNA, and 
proteins, have been used for the identification of microorganisms. The three types 
of macromolecules occur in different numbers for individual microorganisms and 
allow identification at different taxonomie levels. These basic differences in the 
macromolecular inventory of a microbial cell result in different strategies for their 
molecular analysis. In general, macromolecular profiles enable a rapid 
chemotaxonomic overview on any set of individual strains, on a relative basis, 
according to similarities and differences in the fingerprints. Finally, identification 
of the microorganisms depends on the availability of reference fingerprints. 

3.1. rDNA fingerprints (PAS) 
Due to the unlimited possibilities to combine different restriction endonucleases, 
and given the proper electrophoretic separation, every microbial strain may be 
identified by its restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). Whereas many 
RFLP patterns may be too complex to be analysed, probing of the fingerprints with 
conservative gene probes, such as 16S and 23S rDNA, produce a reduced number 
of bands with and species- or strain-specific patterns. 

33. Low molecular weight RNA (LMW) profiles (GBF) 
Stable RNA consists of two sets of RNA: ribosomal (rRNA) and transfer RNA 
(tRNA). Both sets comprise around 4000-5000 base pairs of conservative genetic 
information. RRNA oligonucleotide catalogues or sequences have been the most 
fruitful in obtaining a new framework for microbial taxonomy. On the other hand, 
RNAs have just recently been exploited for the identification and taxonomy of 
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microorganisms. The total tRNA pool, comprising around 30 major tRNAs per 
bacterial strain, is well suited for macromolecular fingerprinting due to the limited 
number of molecules with different molecular weights (70-100 nucleotides). 
Genus- and species- specific tRNA bands are detected by high-resolution elec
trophoresis which allows the identification of environmental bacteria. The LMW 
RNAs can be analysed directly from natural ecosystems for the detection of domi
nant taxonomie groups in natural microbial communities. 

33. Protein profiles (RUG) 

One-dimensional (ID) electrophoretic separation of cellular proteins of 
microorganisms is a sensitive technique, mainly providing information on the 
similarity of strains within the same species or subspecies. Depending on the 
protein electrophoretic variation within a given taxon, individual strains can often 
be recognized by small, but specific and reproducible differences in part of their 
protein fingerprints. In general the technique is simple and unexpensive. Automa
tion and development of improved software is necessary to handle larger numbers 
of strains. 

4. Immunochemistry (GBF, MHH) 

Serum antibodies have historically been of central importance in the identification 
of microorganisms. As a result, immunological procedures are well developed, 
automated and standard in most diagnostic and quality control laboratories, as well 
as in many research laboratories. The introduction of improved immunochemical 
procedures into such laboratories should thus be achieved more readily and rapidly 
than the newer technologies of molecular biology. 

The hybridoma technology is a method to obtain populations of homogenous 
antibodies in unlimited quantities and often, depending on the selection methods, 
has extremely high specificity. This eliminates some of the problems such as batch-
to-batch variability and frequent cross-reactivity of polyclonal antibodies. The 
standard method of raising monoclonal antibodies by somatic cell hybridization is 
very time-consuming, and labour-intensive and a major limiting factor in the 
production of sufficient numbers of monoclonal antibodies for large-scale iden
tification and classification purposes. 

The time consuming and labour intensive nature of the hybridoma technique can, 
in principle, be overcome by use of the new monovalent antibody technology. This 
involves generating single-chain monoclonal antibodies in E. coli through the clon
ing of the coding sequences of the variable domains of immunoglobulin heavy 
chans (VH). This can be accomplished through amplification by PCR (polymeriza
tion chain reaction) of the VH coding sequence using the mRNA of spleens from 
immunized mice. The cloned VH domains expressed in E. coli allow screening and 
propagation of monoclonal antibodies within days, rather than the months required 
to generate conventional monoclonal antibodies. In addition, the lack of need for 
tissue culture and associated expensive media make automated and efficient 
screening of monoclonal cDNA libraries in E. coli for single domain antibodies 
very attractive. It should be emphasized that the new technology still guarantees 
the advantages of the conventional method, i.e., broad varieties of antibodies with 
high specificity, in unlimited supplies. 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The major objectives of the proposed research were: 
1) to develop high-resolution automated molecular methods for the rapid, 

accurate, identification of microorganisms; 
2) to assess the utility and to compare the efficiency of the different methods 

developed; 
3) to exploit these methods to expand our microbial taxonomy base. 
Additionally, the probes (nucleic acid, antibody, etc.) generated for rapid iden
tification and taxonomie purposes will be used for the development of highly sen
sitive procedures for the detection of specific organisms in environmental samples 
either in situ or following extraction from complex matrices. A further objective is 
to use the method to assess in contained model systems the possible impact on 
target microbial communities of the introduction of genetically modified 
microorganisms into the environment. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. GBF 
1. 16S-RNA sequencing 
Sequencing and data analysis have been completed for multiple strains of the core 
species of Pseudomonas listed in Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology. 
The 16S rRNA sequences between different species demonstrated differences of 
approximately 3-7% and are sufficient to differentiate the Pseudomonas core 
species. Additionally Pseudomonas species may be subdivided into three groups: la, 
lb and lc. The resulting dendrogram is in agreement with the results of DNA
DNA hybridization studies. 
In collaboration with TUM, three regions of the 16S rRNA gene sequence which 
are variable among the Pseudomonas species analyzed were identified. These 
regions, which provide the best target sites for species-specific hybridization 
probes, are the most diagnostic areas of the 16S rRNA gene, and sequencing of 
just these regions may be a much more cost-effective means of identifying 
Pseudomonas than sequencing the entire gene. 
The first of a series of hybridization probes for the rRNA Group I Pseudomonas 
was been synthesized by TUM, tested for in situ applicability, and sent to GBF for 
specificity screening against the approximately 200 strains of Pseudomonas existing 
in-house. 
Complete or partial 16S rRNA gene sequence data has been obtained for 
approximately 60 additional strains from 20 validly described species of rRNA 
Group I Pseudomonas. Analysis of the three hypervariable regions determined was 
also carried out to define whether partial 16S rRNA gene sequence determinations 
are sufficient for the accurate phylogenetic placement of a species of Pseudomonas. 
Phylogenetic relationships of the core species of Pseudomonas have been assessed 
using approximately 1000 nucleotides from the three regions mentioned. The 
clustering obtained by comparison of partial sequences is essentially the same as 
that generated by comprison of complete sequences. Sequence analysis of hyper-
variable regions of more than 150 additional strains is being carried out in 
collaboration with HRAMI partners MHH and IFR. 16S rRNA gene sequences 
have been determined for approximately 15 strains of the rRNA Group III (ß sub-
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group of the Proteobacteria) pseudomonads and their phylogenetic relationships 
defined. 

2. Instrumental analysis 
a) Supercritical fluid chromatography of respiratory quiñones — The more struc
tural isomers of respiratory quiñones that can resolve the higher the 
chemotaxonomic quality of the data. We have found that we can separate more 
commonly found ubiquinones and menaquinones on polar colums rather than on 
the nonpolar columns used initially. 
b) Infrared spectrometric analyses — Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier trans
formed (DRIFT) analysis of the polar lipids (PL) of over 200 strains of RNA 
group I, II and IV Psedomonas was shown to rapidly and non-destructively produce 
useful chemotaxonomic data. The DRIFT method consistently differentiated 
Pseudomonas strains at the level of RNA groups (e.i. I, II and IV) but was not able 
to consistently assign strains to RNA group la or lb. 

c) HPLC-LSD analysis of intact PL — Laser light scattering detection (LSD) for 
HPLC has proved to be a sensitive (1 microgram) system for the qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of intact microbial polar lipids. Using an automated system, 
the polar lipids of Pseudomonas can readily separated into classes based on their 
polar head groups and the chromatographic data generated can be used ans 
chemotaxonomic criteria. 

d) GC-FID and GC-MS analysis of FAME — Gas chromatographic (GC) analysis 
of fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs), derived from the hydrolysis of whole cells, 
is currently widely used as a rapid means of microbial identification. However, the 
taxonomie resolution of the method is limited by the quality of the analysis and 
the system used to reduce and interpret the multivariate data. We have improved 
the gas chromatographic system for separating FAMEs and verified FAME struc
tures by mass spectrometry. The ability of the improved GC method to resolve 
bacterial taxa has been assessed by systematically analysing pseudomonads from 
disparate taxa (rRNA groups I, II and IV) to those known to be more similar 
(rRNA groups la and lb). FAME data was shown to consistently resolve the major 
rRNA groups but did not consistently resolve rRNA group la from lb. 

3. Phage vector-systems 
Two different phage vector-systems were evaluated for the production of antibody 
fragments in E. coli. The first phage display system uses the immunoglobulin 
variable regions of both heavy and light chain, designated the single-chain Fv frag
ment, or scFv. The two variable regions are artificially joined together with a linker 
peptide and expressed as a single polypeptide chain that includes the phage gp3-
protein at the C-terminus. The second phage display system involves the larger Fab 
fragment expressed on the phage surface in combination with gp3. Since both 
systems have a signal peptide located at the N-terminus of the polypeptide chains 
the soluble antibody fragments are transported into the periplasm for packaging 
into phage particles or purification purposes. Starting from mouse hybridomas as 
a suitable source of mRNA, scFv fragments were successfully cloned and expressed 
in E. coli. Expression levels were determined and shown by immunoblot analyses 
using a gp3-specific monoclonal antibody. Efforts to incorporate the single chain 
antibodies in the phage-particle and to use it as an immunological tool are in 
progress. 
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B. AUW 
The bead-based, selective, 16S ribosomal RNA capture method that we have 
developed for the analysis of soil samples was tested, optimized and evaluated 
further. With an overall extraction efficiency of 46% ( ± 10%), the detection limit 
of the method was found to be 109 molecules of a specific 16S ribosomal RNA 
target (equivalent to approximately 104-105 cells). Because we are aiming at a 
specific detection of approximately 102-104 cells per gram of soil, we need to 
improve the sensitivity of the method. In order to reach this level of sensitivity it 
is necessary to utilize nucleic acid amplification techniques. We have focused on 
the application of the reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
method. Two different reverse transcriptases (Tth and M-MLV) reverse transcrip
tase (RT) were tested for their performance. Preliminary results have shown that 
both the specificity and the sensitivity were higher for Tth RT reactions than for 
M-MLV RT reactions. 

In addition to setting up a selective and generic 16S RNA isolation method that 
is compatible with RT-PCR, we have developed a rapid, nonisotopic assay for the 
quantitation of specific RNA species isolated by this method. The assay is based 
on the quantitave competitive PCR (QC-PCR), and utilizes the semi-automated 
electro-chemiluminescent QPCR System 5000 (Perkin Elmer) for quantitation of 
PCR products that are obtained by this method. After isolation using the bead-
based selective 16S rRNA capture method, the ribosomal RNA is reverse trans
cribed, and subsequently coamplified along with an internal standard in one reac
tion in which the same universal 16S rRNA-targeted primers are used. One of 
these primers is biotinylated in order to allow capture of the PCR products on 
streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads. The internal standard consists of a known 
natural 16S rRNA sequence that is not present in the ecosystem to be studied. 
Since the internal standard and the specific 16S ribosomal RNA species share a 
high degree of sequence homology, are approximately of the same length, and con
tain the same universal primer binding sites, they are coamplified with the same 
efficiency during the exponential phase of amplification. This finding can be 
utilized to quantitate the amount of specific 16S rRNA species by extrapolating 
against a standard curve that is generated for the internal standard. In a model 
system, we have demonstrated that when different amounts of 16S rRNA from 
Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aemginosa are mixed coamplified, the propor
tionality between the two different targets remains the same. 

The complete sequences of the 16S rRNA genes from uncultured symbiotic 
segmented filamentous bacteria (SFB's) that were isolated from the intestine of 
mice and rat were determined. The sequences from these different hosts were dif
ferent at 26 from the 1445 positions that were sequenced, resulting in only 1.8% 
divergence between these SFB's. The 16S rRNA-targeted probes that were 
developed based on the sequence analysis of SFB's were tested for their specificity 
on 25 different Clostridium strains that were found to be most related to SFB's. 
No cross reactivity could be detected, indicating that the probes were specific for 
SFB's. In addition, we have developed specific 16 rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide 
probes for the detection of Clavibacter michiganesis subsp. sepedonicus. 

C. MHH 
1. Screening of bacterial cells 
Monoclonal antibodies have been successfully used for routine analysis in drinking 
water control. Mab against pan-bacterial antigens (EF-Tu), family-specific 
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enterobacterial common antigen (ECA), genus-specific heat-shock proteins (HSP), 
species-specific and strain-specific antigens (mostly carbohydrate in nature, e.g. 
LPS, capsules, biofilm) are combined in dot blots or ELISAs for a first-line screen
ing. In collaboration with TUM and GSF-Neuherberg we evaluated approaches for 
combining fluorescently-labelled antibodies and rRNA targeted oligonucleotides 
for the detection of individual bacterial cells. The combination of these methods 
should allow an extension of the discriminatory power by using antibodies specific 
for sub-species determinants which may have been difficult to distinguish by rRNA 
probes. Another potential advantage of the combined use lies in the detection of 
organisms under conditions where the amount of ribosomes are not sufficient. We 
successfully used the mag 898 directìy conjugated to FITC with specificity for the 
Enterobacterial Common Antigen for the identification of cells that before has 
been hybridized with oligonucleotides. Results demonstrated that microscopic 
detection was severely influenced by the mode of fixation used to combine these 
methods. With regard to mab, the detection of e.g. dead bacteria, high cell num
bers above 104-105/ml, all rapid growing bacteria, polysaccharide antigens is 
possible. In addition, taxonomy at the subspecies level and expression of factors of 
pathogenicity are domains of the immunochemical method. 

2. Automated sequencing procedures 
In order to enable an automated sequencing procedure, several steps of the 
strategy had to be refined. Simplified nucleic acid extraction procedures, and the 
use of solid phase sequencing methods have been employed to facilitate rapid 16S 
rRNA sequence determination. In collaboration with IFR the solid phase sequenc
ing strategy was adjusted for automated sequencing procedures. In collaboration 
with GBF and IFR more than 150 strains of the genus Pseudomonas were 
investigated by rRNA gene sequencing. 
In addition, we have focused on the genus Mycobacterium in order to evaluate the 
16S rRNA gene with respect to identification utility, analytical facility, microbial 
diversity and characterization of uncultured microorganisms. Our results 
demonstrate: 
a) 16 rRNA sequencing probably represents the single most powerful marker for 

a genotypic-based approach for identification; 
b) 16S rRNA sequencing permits identification of microorganisms which cannot 

be identified by more traditional techniques; and 
c) 16S rRNA sequencing will increase our understanding of microbial diversity, as 

its discriminating speciation capability far exceeds that of standard biochemical 
identification techniques. In theory, amplification primers targeting highly con
served regions within the 16S rRNA molecule permit amplification of any 
microorganisms of interest, including 'noncultivables'. 

D. IFR 
Work on sequencing of the two highly variable regions of the 23S rRNA from the 
designated Pseudomonas core strains from RNA groups I-IV has been completed. 
Solid phase automated sequencing strategies developed in conjunction with MHH 
were used to generate the sequence data. The sequences from the two targeted 
regions are being assessed and used for probe design in collaboration with TUM. 
Primers for the manual sequencing of 23S rRNA, based on universal and semicon-
served regions of the molecule, are under further development and assessment. In 
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conjunction with TUM, a universal set of 23S rRNA primers has been designed 
for the Eubacteria for use in automated sequencing strategies. Four primer pairs 
have been designed to amplify the 23S rRNA as four overlapping fragments. These 
include a pair to amplify from the 3' end of the 16S rRNA to the 5' end of the 
23S rRNA to allow for the accurate sequencing of the first 100 or so bases of the 
molecule. The other three primer pairs are designed to generate overlapping 
fragments of between 800 and 1000 base pairs. These primers have been tested on 
a range of genera including Rhizobia, Pediococci and Actinomycetes and produce 
good amplification products. Biotinylated versions of these PCR primers are now 
being assessed for solid phase sequencing development. 

With some areas of the 23S rRNA molecule a number of different sequencing 
primer sets are needed to encompass the broadest range of genera. A universal set 
of primers is also being developed to fill in gaps at positions 600, 1300 and at the 
3 end of the molecule. A number of bacterial species have been targeted to obtain 
full 23S rRNA sequences using the above primers and the solid phase sequencing 
approach. 
A number of complete 16S and 23S rRNA sequences are being determined to 
increase the number available to the scientific community via the database at the 
UIA. The 16S rRNA sequences of many members of the genus Clostridium have 
recently been determined at Reading so that all members of the genus have now 
been covered to determine definitive phylogeny of this important group and to 
facilitate probe design. In collaboration with GBF and MHH, partial 16S rRNA 
gene sequencing has been performed on more than 150 strains of the Pseudomonas 
rRNA group I in order to determine the stability of hypervariable regions, selected 
as targets for oligonucleotide probe design. 
The use of rRNA-PCR cloning for determining the geanealogy of non-culturables 
has been successfully demonstrated with the protozoan parasite Cryptosporidium. 

E. TUM 
1. Software development/rRNA probe database 
The ARB program package for handling and analyzing rRNA sequence data 
designed for SUN Open Windows was further developed. Sequence and additional 
data can be extracted from public data bases (UIA, RDP, EMBL) by a format con
verter. Aligned rRNA sequences together with higher order structure information, 
documentation and a phylogenetic tree are stored in a central database. The tool 
SEQDIS is used to calculate similarity or distance matrices, profiles and masks 
(based on overall or positional variability). A preliminary version of the PROBE 
tool searches potential target sites for specific probes within a defined sequence 
and evaluates them by comparison with the complete or partial databases. A tool 
for consensus analysis to find group specific structures and potential sequence or 
alignment errors is under development. Software for rRNA probe database updat
ing, handling and searching is under development. The future goal is to develop 
a user friendly environment which allows menu-guided handling of data and tools 
also by non-expert users. Furthermore the package should be made compatible for 
almost various common computer systems. 

2. Sequencing 
Complete 16S rRNA gene primary structures of Paracoccus denitrificans, 
'Magnetobacterium bavaricum', the strains oîZoogloea ramigera, Sarcobium lyticum, 
Pelobacter acetylenicus and Pelobacter propionics were determined by direct 
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sequencing of in v/fro-amplified CNA. The phylogenetic position of Dictyoglomus 
thermophilum was determined based on the 16S rRNA gene sequence. For seven 
strains of the genus Virbio 16 rRNA and partial 23S rRNA sequences have been 
determined. 

3. Development and testing of rRNA-targeted oligonucleoride probes 
a) Group-specific oligonucleotide probes 
The specificities of oligonucleotide probes designed for Gram-positive bacteria 
with a high DNA G + C-content (HGCs) and the Cytophaga/Flavobacteria-gtoup 
have been tested by dot-blot hybridization against nucleic acids isolated from LMG 
strains and used for the in situ detection of defined cell populations in activated 
sludge, biofilms and sediment. Probes for the two major branches of Archaea — 
the Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota have been developed. 
b) Species-specific oligonucleotide probes 
The 16S rRNA probe target regions for two Pseudomonas core strains (P. stutzeri, 
P. aemginosa) were designed and evaluated. Currently, partial 23S rRNA gene 
sequences of selected Pseudomonas core strains obtained from IFR are used to 
design an additional set of 23S rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes. 

4. Combination of fluorescent probes and immunofluorescence 
Initial experiments testing the feasibility of combined whole cell probing with 
antibodies and oligonucleotides have been pursued. A fluorescein-labeled 
monoclonal antibody directed against the enterobacterial common antigen (ECA) 
was successfully used for the identification of cells that had been hybridized with 
oligonucleotides before. Preliminary experiments demonstrated that this combined 
antibody/oligonucleotide probing is compatible with flow cytometric analysis. 

5. Improvement of whole cell hybridization techniques 
a) Oligonucleotides \ 
For higher sensitivity we are currently evaluating the use of enzyme-labeled probes 
for in situ hybridization in aquatic environments. 
b) Polynucleotides 
16S rRNA-targeted transcript probes confer up to 26 times more fluorescence to 
cells than monolabeled oligonucleotide probes. These probes have been applied to 
the specific detection of populations in activated sludge. 

6. Image analysis 
The focus was on rapid means to quantify the fluorescence emitted from individual 
cells. Some promising progress was achieved. Further work must concentrate on 
the transfer of user-friendly versions into the hands of applicants. 

7. Applications 
The in situ hybridization technique is now routinely used for the detection of 
individual cells in activated sludge and biofilms. A combination of direct sequence 
retrieval and in situ probing with specific oligonucleotides facilitated the 
phylogenetic analysis of hitherto uncultured endosymbionts of protozoa, e.g. of 
Caedubacter caryophila, an obligate endonuclear bacterial symbiont of Paramecium 
caudatum, and of Polynucleobacter necessarius, an cytoplasmatic symbiont of 
Euplotes aediculatus. 
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F. PAS 
Automatic DNA extraction and purification: by AutoGen 540 is routinely used to 
extract and purify 8 DNA samples in 75 minutes. The machine, which is well 
accepted by the laboratory personnel, produces about 5000 DNA samples per year. 
Each DNA sample can be used for about 10 restriction experiments. 

1. Determination of rRNA gene restriction patterns 
Technical improvements yielding well resolved banding patterns included low volt
age electrophoresis, vacuum transfer, use of a hybridization incubator, and chemi
cally labeled probe. Probes giving good results were acetylaminofluorene-labeled 
rRNA or diogoxigenin-labeled oligonucleotide mixtures. Patterns have been deter
mined for several groups of bacteria including the 'core strains' distributed by 
Partner 8 (RUG). Of 19 restriction endonucleases tested on a few strains, only 
Hindi, Smal, Hindlll, and Sad were found to be useful. All Pseudomonadaceae 
strains distributed as a 'core' collection were studied using Hindi and Smal. Most 
species gave a species-specific pattern with minor variations enabling typing. 
Exceptions were P. fluoresces, P. putida, P. chlororaphis which were extremely 
heterogeneous. 

2. Correlation with phenotypic features 
The strains were also studied by carbon source utilization tests using Biotype-100 
strips (BioMérieux). A numerical taxonomy of nutritional data (software used: 
Recognizer Taxolab Institut Pasteur) yielded phenons which could generally match 
rRNA gene restriction patterns. P. fluoresces, P. putida, P. chlororaphis were again 
found to be heterogeneous. Some species could not be separated from other 
species by nutritional tests: P. coronofaciens from P. caricapapayae, P. fuscovaginae 
from P. asplenii, P. oleovorans from P. resinovorans, P. aureofaciens from P. 
chlororaphis (type strain), Acidovorax facilis from A. delafieldii. 

3. Image capture 
Two image capture systems were tested: 
a) Viso-Mic (Genomic, Collonges-sous-Salève, France) included a CCD camera, 

a 386 PC equipped with a videocapture card, an enhanced VGA monitor and 
a video copy processor, and 

b) One-scanner (Appel Computers), a black-and-white flat-bed scanner. Both 
were used to capture rRNA gene restriction patterns in the form of a TIFF 
file. 

4. Analysis of captured date 
A software package named Taxotron and comprising modules RestrictoScan, 
RestrictoTyper, Adanson and Dendrograf written by P.A.D. Grimont is now 
routinely used to read TIFF or PICT files, detect lanes and bands (smoothing 
available), calculate migration values, interpolate fragment size accurately (Schaf
fer & Sederoff or Cubic Spline algorithms), provide a schematic representation of 
fragment migration which can be used in publications, calculate distance matrix 
and draw rooted or unrooted taxonomie trees. From fragment size (MW) files 
(which can be edited and merged), databases can be built. Any pattern, described 
by a set of fragment lengths, can be compared to a database. 
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5. Ribotype database 
Sources of variation in MW determination have been identified. The 1.5% MW 
error due to manual capture of migration data has been reduced to less than 0.2% 
(pixel rounding). Between-experiment error has been kept below 3.5% when four 
standard lanes are used in a 20-lane gel. In some bacterial groups e.g., Escherichia 
coli some endonucleases (e.g. Mlul) yield patterns sharing common bands. These 
common bands can then be used as internal markers, thus reducing the between-
experiment error to less than 2%. Ribotype databases are now available for 
Pseudomonadaceae, Flavobacterium-Cytophaga, Escherichia coli, Shigella, 
Salmonella ser Typhi, Citrobacter spp., Acinetobacter spp., Propionibacterium spp., 
Methylophaga spp. These databases will be improved and completed regularly. 

G. GBF (MPI) 
1. Development of high-resolution LMW RNA profiles by conventional elec

trophoresis 
High resolution gels (80 cm, denaturing Polyacrylamide) were developed with a 
resolution of 40-50% more rRNA bands than standard gels. Progress, in terms of 
purification of rRNA, was made by using purification columns with an ultrafiltra
tion membrane (cut-off 100,000 dalton). A fast screening gel technique was also 
developed that allows the rapid screening of up to 60 strains on the same high-
resolution gel. 

2. Comparison of high-resolution LMW RNA profiles of core strains 
High-resolution electrophoresis was completed for more than 150 core strains of 
the HRAMI project. 146 strains of the Pseudomons RNA group I were analyzed 
for their LMW RNA profiles. The results indicate that all strains, exept four 
(LMG 2197, LMG 5081, LMG 5824, LMG 5837), are true RNA group I 
pseudomonads due to their genus specific bands in the tRNA band pattern. From 
the 142 true Pseudomons core strains, most strains and species could be attributed 
by their tRNA pattern to one of the two main subgroupings of the genus 
Pseudomons, i.e. subgroup la of the P. aeruginosa type or subgroup lb of die P. 
fluorescens type. A third subgroup could be recognized centred around P. syringae 
with closely related species such as P. ficuserectae and P. caricapapaya. A last group 
of the core Pseudomons species analyzed so far were the exceptional species that 
did not fit in any of the 3 subgroups due to their very different tRNA pattern. 
These exceptional species were P. stanierii and P. pertucinogena. 

3. Application of LMW RNA profiling to environmental samples and isolates 
The overall structure of the bacterioplankton community from the central Baltic 
was analyzed by high resolution electrophoresis of its LMW RNA fraction. This 
technique gave a direct overview of the taxonomie diversity of the bacterial com
munity, i.e., the number of taxa and their relative amounts occurring in a sample. 
For further information about the identity of single taxa partial sequencing of 5S 
rRNA was used. This enabled a more detailed comparison of specific taxa in sam
ples derived from different depths as well as comparison with reference strains. 
One isolate was identified as a Thiobacills denitrificans-like species by partial 
sequencing of the 5S rRNA. With the standard LMW RNA profiling technique a 
set of 77 nitrous oxide producing isolates from the same water samples of the cen
tral Baltic was screened. The bulk of the isolates (almost 80%) could be identified 
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as Shewanella putrefacies. The rest of the strains (18) belonged to 12 different 
genotypes often represented by a single isolate. 

4. Direct automated 5S rRNA sequencing 
Further taxonomie information from mixed cultures or environmental samples can 
be obtained by analysis of the 5S rRNA bands as a second analytical step after con
ventional electrophoresis of the LMW RNA. For this purpose, 55 rRNA was trans
cribed into cDNA, amplified and subjected to cycle sequencing. The resulting com
plete sequence of the 5S rRNA could be directely fed into any electronic data base 
and sequence alignment performed to obtain taxonomie and phylogenetic informa
tion. 

6. Application of capillary electrophoresis to LMW RNA analysis 
For the development of an appropriate separation technique of the LMW RNA 
by capillary electrophoresis two different approaches were explored: 
a) capillary gel electrophoresis using Polyacrylamide gel-filled capillaries (3% and 

5% PAGE); and 
b) capillary electrophoresis using non-gel sieving buffer. 
The capillary gel electrophoresis showed a good resolution only for small tRNAs 
(class 1 tRNA to 79nt). 
The non-gel sieving capillary electrophoresis showed good separation of the three 
main LMW RNA groups, i.e. 5S rRNA, class 1 and class 2 tRNA. The three main 
fractions were separated well either due to different size (1-5 nucleotides) or 
secondary structure. Good reproducibility in terms of migration times of the main 
peaks was obtained. Repeated measurements (more than 100) were carried out 
under the same running conditions. The relative standard deviation of the reten
tion time of the various LMW RNA standards was lower than 0.4% across runs. 
In comparison with the capillary gel electrophoresis, the non-gel sieving capillary 
electrophoresis showed good resolution for all LMW RNA fractions, high 
reproducibility and stability of the analytical system. These features are prerequi
sites for automation of the method. 

6. Establishing of a LMW RNA profile electronic data base 
Automated data analysis of the LMW RNA profiles from slab gels was improved 
by importing the raw data of the gel scanner directly into a data analysis software 
package. The data analysis package allows an automated search for the most 
similar reference gel scan in a data base for a new, unidentified strain. 

H. RUG 
1. Selection and distribution of strains 
A total of more than 1100 reference strains (groups: pseudomonads, Flavobac-
terium-Cytophaga complex and enterococci) were distributed to different HRAMI 
participants (GBF, IFR, MHH, PAS, RUG, TUM). Thirty three new isolates were 
obtained from GBF, stored in the LMG Culture Collection and sent to PAS and 
RUG for further characterization. 

2. Development and improvement of software 
Software was developed for the numerical comparison of BIOLOG data. The 
software for data capture and alignment of protein profiles was improved. 
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3. Taxonomie results 
Three fingerprinting techniques (SDS-PAGE, FAME and BIOLOG) were applied 
for the characterization and identification of approximately 275 different strains: 
200 reference strains of the pseudomonads, 22 strains of the Flavobacterium-
Cytophaga complex, 20 core strains of the enterococci and 33 new isolates. The 
reference strains of the pseudomonads are members of 42 different species of 
which the majority belongs to the pseudomonads of RNA group 1. Databases were 
constructed and used for the identification of the new isolates. The level at which 
the respective techniques yield valuable taxonomie information was evaluated and 
the accuracy of the commercial databases (FAME and BIOLOG) was determined. 

4. Characterization of reference strains 
Characteristic fatty acid patterns are obtained for the three microbial groups 
studied. Within these taxa some major subgroups can be recognized. For the 
pseudomonads the data indicate that each of the rRNA groups (I to IV) has a 
characteristic fatty acid profile where the hydroxy acids are of particular taxonomie 
value. Within RNA group I, groups of species are recognized which may reflect 
close phylogenetic relationships. Some species, form separate entities (e.g. P. 
aemginosa) display a considerable heterogeneity in their fatty acid profiles (e.g. P. 
stutzen). Because of a high similarity among the profiles of several species many 
reference strains are misidentified when the commercial FAME database is used. 

5. Investigation in bacterial phytogeny 
a) Investigation of bacterial phytogeny in general 
A tree derived from an alignment of 1232 bacterial sequences has been developed. 
Similar trees, constructed regularly on the growing alignment, showed a 
reproducible pattern of clusters corresponding to established divisions and subdivi
sions of the Bacteria. However, the branching pattern leading to these clusters was 
not stable but varied according to the composition of the species set available at 
the moment of tree construction. Such a situation is often observed in studies in 
molecular evolution. As a sequence alignment increases in size, trees based on the 
alignment shows a reproducible pattern of clusters, e.g. the metazoa, fungi, plants 
and a number of Protist taxa in the case of the eukaryotic domain. However, the 
topology of the branching pattern leading to these taxa often changes as a function 
of the composition of the growing dataset. This has prompted us to develop a 
method for assessing the stability of branching patterns leading to a set of taxa in 
phylogenetic trees. It consists in the construction of a large number of trees, each 
containing a single representative of each taxon. A consensus tree is then derived 
that shows the frequency of occurrence of each cluster in the tree.. 

Application of this method to the bacteria led to a consensus tree. Among the 16 
clusters observable in a divergence pattern leading to 18 bacterial divisions and 
subdivisions, only 5 branching points are observed with a frequency of more than 
50%. The order of divergence of several bacterial divisions and subdivisions 
remains indeterminate. 
b) Investigation of the phytogeny of Proteobacteria β and γ subdivisies 
The bacterial phylogenic trees also showed an anomaly in the clusters containing 
the β and γ subdivisions of the Proteobacteria. The γ cluster seems to behave as 
a polyphyletic taxon, with a number of genera diverging prior to the divergence 
among the β subdivision and the remaining genera of the y subdivision. This 
phenomenon has also been investigated with the aforementioned program, 
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however by systematic selection of each member of the Proteobacteria α subdivi
sion as outgroup species. 

L UIA 
1. Database on rRNA structure 
At present the SSU rRNA database contains 2824 entries and the LSU rRNA 
database contains 261 entries. The database can be accessed by anonymons ftp and 
is made available on magnetic media or as hard copy for HRAMI members who 
do not have access to networks. 

2. Software developed for the maintenance and exploitation of the database 
a) Alignment editor 
The alignment of sequences and the indication of secondary structure patterns on 
each sequence requires special editing facilities that allow to shift sequence sec
tions individually or in groups, without taking the risk of accidental introduction 
of errors in the recorded primary structure. A special editor, named DCSE 
(dedicated comparative sequence editor) has been developed for this purpose. 
Apart from being essential in the alignment process, the editor is proving very use
ful for the continuous refinement of the secondary structure pattern encoded in 
the sequence alignments. Other functions performed by this editor are the search 
for sequence complementarity and the derivation of conserved sequence sections 
or consensus sequences which can be used for the design of oligonucleotides serv
ing as hybridization probes or primers for PCR or sequencing. 

b) Software for derivation of phylogenetic trees 
As mentioned in previous reports, a software package named TREECON has been 
developed for reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from nucleotide sequence 
alignments. This package, which runs on IBM-compatible microcomputers, can be 
obtained by ftp or on magnetic disk. A version has been developed that runs on 
a VaxStation and that can take advantage of the larger memory capacity of a 
workstation to construct phylogenetic trees from more than 1000 species. These 
programmes have been used for the investigation of bacterial phylogeny on the 
basis of the extensive SSU rRNA dataset now available. Phylogenetic trees were 
constructed by neighbour joining, which is the algorithm that gives the most 
accurate results while still allowing the handling of large numbers of species. 

3. Investigation in bacterial phylogeny 
a) Investigation of bacterial phylogeny in general 
A trees derived from an alignment of 1232 bacterial sequences has been 
developed. Similar trees, constructed regularly on the growing alignment, showed 
a reproducible pattern of clusters corresponding to established divisions and sub
divisions of the Bacteria. However, the branching .pattern leading to these clusters 
was not stable but varied according to the composition of the species set available 
at the moment of tree construction. Such a situation is often observed in studies 
in molecular evolution. As a sequence alignment increases in size, trees based on 
the alignment show a reproducible pattern of clusters, e.g. the metazoa, fungi, 
plants and a number of Protist taxa in the case of the eukaryotic domain. However, 
the topology of the branching pattern leading to these taxa often changes as a 
function of the composition of the growing dataset. This has prompted us to 
develop a method for assessing the stability of branching patterns leading to a set 
of taxa in phylogenetic trees. It consists in the construction of a large number of 
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trees, each containing a single representative of each taxon. A consensus tree is 
then derived that shows the frequency of occurrence of each cluster in the tree. 
Application of this method to the bacteria led to a consensus tree. Among the 16 
clusters observable in a divergence pattern leading to 18 bacterial divisions and 
subdivisions, only 5 branching points are observed with a frequency of more than 
50%. The order of divergence of several bacterial divisions and subdivisions 
remains indeterminate. 

b) Investigation of the phylogeny of Proteobacteria β and subdivisions 
The bacterial phylogenetic trees also showed an anomaly in the clusters containing 
the β and γ subdivisions of the Proteobacteria. The γ cluster seems to behave as 
a polyphyletic taxon, with a number of genera diverging prior to the divergence 
among the β subdivision and the remaining general of the γ subdivision. This 
phenomenon has also been investigated with the aforementioned programme, 
however by systematic selection of each member of the Proteobacteria α subdivi
sion as outgroup species. 

K. CAP 
1. Software prototyping 
a) Prototype software tools were developed to address the following main tasks: 

i) Elimination of background noise and artifact from epifluorescence images, 
ii) Elimination of cell clumps and identification of individual cells for counting. 
iii) Measurement of defined cell characteristics and output of results. 
iv) Distinction between cells in the same image, labelled with various ratios of 

fluorescent labels of two or more different colours. 

2. Software evaluation 
TUM has reported to CAPTEC that the image analysis with the BIO-MAVIS™ 
software tools yielded results which compared favourably with standard laboratory 
methods, where comparable methods were available. Some parameters measurable 
with image processing could not be compared with existing methods (such as 
morphometric details). However, determination of cell numbers in bacterial 
suspensions using image analysis were comparable with FACS results. Determina
tion of the fluorescent intensity of bacterial cell suspensions using image analysis 
compared well with flow cytometric analysis, although yielding consistently higher 
intensity measurements, which may reflect the fundamental differences between 
the two methods used. 

3. Implications for CAPTEC 
Participation in the HRAMI project gave CAPTEC the opportunity to further 
develop its ΒΙΟ-MAVIS™ software library to deal with a new range of applica
tions in epifluorescence microscopy and to address a further array of potential 
image-processing applications in the life sciences which would not have been 
possible without participation in an international group having expertise in such a 
wide spectrum of laboratory techniques. The software provided by CAPTEC to 
TUM continues to be used in the course of their research using fluorescent-
labelled oligonucleotide probes in laboratory cultures of a variety of Pseudomonas 
species, having been found to complement other image-analysis software tools 
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(OPTIMAS) and to provide their first reliable method of quantifying fluorescent 
intensity of such cells using image analysis. 
The software tools developed by CAPTEC, specifically those used to measure the 
fluorescent intensity of bacterial cells labelled with fluorescent oligonucleotide 
probes, represent an extension to existing capability in the analysis of biological 
images. In addition to the benefits of the quantitation of fluorescence in the iden
tification of microbes in environmental samples (as in the HRAMI project), these 
new software tools may have potential applications in other fields of biological 
research where the quantitation of fluorescence in other cell types may be of value. 
Such application areas include immunology, haematology, genetics and 
biochemistry, among others. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

— Complete 16S rRNA gene sequences have been determined for all validly-
describes Pseudomonas spp. 

— A new method of supercritical fluid chromatographic analysis of isoprenoid 
quiñones was developed and applied to the analysis of over 100 strains of RNA 
group I Pseudomonas. 

— Hypervariable sequence regions that characterize Pseudomonas species have 
been identified and exploited for oligonucleotide probe development. 

— DRIFT spectrometry was applied to the analysis of complex bacterial polar 
lipids and shown to be a potentially rapid method for identification of bacteria 
to at least the genus level. 

— Production of a monoclonal antibody against M13 gp3 which can be used to 
study gp3-fusion protein expression in phage-display systems. 

— Development of a direct and rapid ribosomal RNA extraction method. 
— Development of a rapid, sensitive and nonisotopic assay based on the quan

titative competitive PCR. 
— Characterization of uncultured symbiotic segmented filamentous bacteria 

(SFB's) inhabiting the small intestine of mice and rat. 
— Discovery of a family-specific mab for Enterobacteriaceae and genus-specific 

mabs for Legionella and Pseudomons. 
— Demonstration of the applicability of a mab against elongation factor TU as a 

universal antibody against all prokaryotes including Archaea. 
— Successful design of ELISAs for all 4 antibodies and evaluation to their 

environmental applicability. 
— Establishment of a solic phase sequencing strategy which was adjusted for 

automated sequencing procedures. 
— Sequencing of the two highly variable regions of the 23S rRNA from 

designated Pseudomonas core strains from RNA group I-IV. 
— Development of solid phase automated sequencing-strategies. 
— Software development for fast handling and analyzing rRNA sequence data for 

SUN Open Windows. 
— Complete 16S rRNA gene sequence of Paracoccus denitrificans, Magnetobac-

terium bavarium, Zoogloea ramigera, Sarcobium lyticum, Pelobacteracetylericus, 
Pelobacter propioniL 

— Design of group-specific oligonucleotide probes (HGCs, Cytophaga/Flavobac-
teria-group. 

— Design of species specific oligonucleotide probes (Pseudomons stutzen, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa). 
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— The present work is the first application of automated ribotype identification 
based on molecular sizes of restricted fragments. 

— Commercial availability of the software package. The Institut Pasteur has made 
the above-described software package commercially available. 

— Industrial applications. Ribotyping and the automatic retrieval and identifica
tion of ribotypes are now used for the characterization of industrial strains in 
addition to solving epidemiological problems. The method and software could 
well be used to compare a strain released in the environment and isolates of 
the same species that would be isolated from man, animals, plants, or the 
natural environment. 

— Improvement of resolution for tRNAs by 50% and increasing of the rapidity 
by a factor of 3 for electrophoretic LMW RNA profiles. 

— Demonstration of the applicability of LMW RNA profiling to a set of marine 
samples and bacterial isolates. 

— Development of an automated, PCR-driven 5S rRNA sequencing technique. 
— Development of a capillary electrophoresis technique for LMW RNA profiling 

with the potential of automation. 
— Establishing of an electronic data base on high resolution LMW RNA profiles. 
— Development of software to enhance automation and sensivity or profiling 

methods. 
— Accumulation of extensive chemotaxonomic and phenotypic data bases. 
— Comparison of the different techniques for identification of microorganisms. 
— Software development for the maintenance and exploitation of the database. 
— CAPTEC had had interest in this new software from other research groups 

using epifluorescence microscopy in Microbiology and from commercial 
biomedical product developers regarding the use of the software developed in 
the HRAMI project. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
— Sequence analysis of the hypervariable regions of approximately 150 strains 

carried out in collaboration with HRAMI partners GBF, IFR and MHH. 
— Experiences in primer design and phage-display techniques are exchanged 

between GBF (M. Tesar) and MHH (D. Bitter-Suermann and Kohl). 
— Phylogenetic positioning on the basis of 16S rRNA sequence analysis and 

development of specific rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes for detection 
and identification of uncultured microorganisms is carried out in close 
collaboration with the group of K.-H. Schleifer and W. Ludwig (TUM) and the 
group of M.D. Collins (IFR). A reference strain of Pseudomonas aemginosa 
was provided by E. Moore (GBF), and DNA samples isolated from different 
Clostridium strains were obtained from M.D. Collins for testing the specificity 
of the developed SFB probes. 

— In collaboration with TUM (R. Amann) and GSF-Neuherberg (Dr. Wallner, 
Dr. Reisker), approaches were evaluated for combining fluorescent-labelled 
antibodies and rRNA targeted oligonucleotides for the dection of individual 
bacterial cells. 

— MHH (E. Böttger) in collaboration with D. Collins (IFR), solid phase sequenc
ing was adjusted for automated sequencing procedures. 

— In collaboration with E. Moore (GBF), D. Collins (IFR) and E. Böttger 
(MHH) more than 150 strains of the genus Pseudomonas were investigated by 
rRNA sequencing. 

— Development of probes for the two major branches Archaea, Crenarchaeota and 
Euryarchaeota in collaboration with Prof. Stetter and Dr. Burggraf. 
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— 16S rRNA probe target regions for P. stutzeri and P. aemginosa were evaluated 
in collaboration with GBF and LMG. 

— 16 rRNA and 23S rRNA gene sequences have been deposited with UIA with 
a central repository. 

— Whole cell probing with antibodies and oligonucleotides have been pursued by 
TUM in collaboration with MHH. 

— Image analysis of pure culture has been carried out by TUM in collaboration 
with CAP. 

— Exchange of strains by R U G with GBF, IFR, MHH, PAS, RUG, TUM. 
— Exchange and training of a technician from GBF with PAS for DNADNA 

hybridization. 
— Collaboration between RUG and PAS in terms of improved software for 

fingerprint data analysis was very valuable. Comparison of different fingerprint
ing techniques in respect to taxonomie resolution is done in close collaboration 
with R U G and PAS. 

— The utility and the efficiency of the different profiling methods is evaluated in 
close collaboration between the partners of GBF, PAS and RUG. 

— Organization and access to the 16S rRNA database, by magnetic media or as 
hard copy, was provided by UIA for HRAMI members. 

— Development and optimization of image analyses software coordinated between 
CAP and TUM. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The majority of proteins/cytokines destined for human therapy are glycoproteins 
and require expression and biotechnological production from mammalian host cell 
lines. Their carbohydrate pattern may effect their pharmaceutical potential. It is 
important to analyze the specific products obtained under defined production con
ditions as well as the cellular mechanisms underlying the complex protein 
glycosylation process. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
According to the original workplan, in the first year of the project scientific work 
centered at the comparison of the N- and O-glycosylation of three recombinant 
model glycoproteins produced under different cell culture conditions. An HPLC-
based oligosaccharide-'mapping procedure' for N-glycans and, for analysis at the 
cellular level, a detailled characterization of the lipid-linked oligosaccharide inter
mediates of cells cultivated under defined cell culture conditions was planned. We 
intended to establish a 'reference oligosaccharide bank' for the characterization of 
glycans of recombinant glycoproteins derived from BHK-21 cells. 
The isolation of high producer cell clones and the comparison of recombinant 
glycoprotein products (with respect to oligosaccharide structure characteristics) 
from the cell lines obtained with those of parental cell lines was planned. 
The results obtained after one year of the contractual period lead us to consider 
also novel genetically engineered model glycoprotein variants ( containing e.g the 
natural N-glycosylation sites of human EPO and glycosylation domains of human 
antithrombin III) as possible tools for studying protein N-glycosylation from 
recombinant mammalian cell lines (see below). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Recombinant Glycoprotein Analysis 
BHK-21 cells were grown in 2-liter continously perfused stirred bioreactors in 
suspension as well as on microcarriers both in the presence and absence of fetal 
calf serum. Furthermore, cells were cultivated in the presence/absence of 
glutamine, in the presence of ammonia or glucosamine in order to analyse the 
effect of these medium constituents on the carbohydrate structure of the recombi
nant product. The purified products were thoroughly characterized by western-
blotting, amino acid sequence analysis as well as by carbohydrate mapping using 
HPAEC-PAD analysis of the PNGase F liberated N-glycans and by mass spec
troscopy (LSI-MS, MALDI-MS, NMR) of individual oligosaccharides obtained 
after anion-exchange chromatography and HPLC-chromatography on NH2-bonded 
phase. Thus, proximal ctl-6 fucosylation, the sialylation degree as well as the anten-
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narity of N-glycans from glycoprotein products obtained under different cultivation 
conditions have been analyzed: 

1. cells grown in suspension secreted a higher proportion of N-glycosylated protein 
when compared to cells grown on microcarrier; 

2. terminal sialylation and proximal al-6 fucosylation of N-glycans was found to be 
lower in the product secreted from cells grown in the presence of 2% fetal calf 
serum than in the product harvested from serum-free culture supernatants; 

3. the presence of fetal calf serum in the culture medium affected the degree of 
O-glycosylation of the model protein; 

4. the ratio of biantennary and triantennary N-glycans differed in the product from 
suspension cultures when compared to that from cells grown on microcarrier 
both in the presence as well as in the absence of FCS; 

5. products from cells grown in glutamine-free medium showed a homogeneous 
oligosaccharide HPAEC-profile with almost only biantennary fucosylated N-
glycans. The presence of glutamine, ammonia or glucosamine in the culture 
medium resulted in the secretion of glycoproteins with higher-antennary struc
tures; 

6. during our studies two BHK cell lines were identified differring in their poten
tial to build up N-glycans on recombinant glycoproteins with terminal GalNAc. 
Since BHK cells have a low level of a GalNAc-R: sialyltransferase, 
oligosaccharides from glycoproteins derived from the BHK(A) cells exhibited a 
lower degree of sialylation state when compared to those isolated from the 
product from the BHK(B) cells. 

B. Analysis of Cellular Parameters 

The lipid-linked precursor oligosaccharides and the total cellular glycoprotein 
bound oligosaccharides was examined under different cell cultivation conditions. 
In the presence or absence of FCS the same oligosaccharide-PP-Dol pattern was 
detected in BHK cells under glucose-rich conditions only Glc3Man9, Glc2Mang or 
GlcjMang were detected; in the glycoprotein fraction GlCjMang or Man9 
oligosaccharides were predominating. 
These patterns were the same for cells grown under suspension or grown on 
microcarriers. In contrast, when grown under glucose-free conditions, microcarrier 
attached cells and suspension cells showed a totally different oligosaccharide-PP-
Dol pattern with mainly Glc3Man9 and Glc2Man9 for the suspended cells and 
Man2-Man9 and GU^Mang for attached cells. Interestingly, the differences detec
ted in the lipid-donors were not observed in the cellular glycoprotein fraction 
which contained Man4-Mang and GlciMang under either conditions. 

/. Changes of cell culture conditions over a short time period (for 1-2 days under per
fusion conditions; e.g. omission of amino acids, source of energy supply, 
presence/absence of FCS) were shown to have no effect on the final glycosyla
tion pattern of the recombinant glycoprotein products. 

2. Proteolytic degradation: a dipeptidyl-peptidase-like activity is presumably respon
sible for the removal of NH2-terminal Α-P sequence of our model proteins; sub
sequently, removal of small amino acids ( Thr, Ser) leads to truncations of the 
product and thus increases the heterogeneity of the recombinant proteins. 
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Similar truncations were also found in the recombinant glycoproteins when 
expressed from baculovirus-infected insect cells (Sf-21 and Sf-9 cells) 

3. Comparison of high producer vs. low producer cell clones: no differences in the 
oligosaccharide pattern of the recombinant glycoprotein product was detected 
in cell several clones that produced about O.O^g, 1 pg or lG>g of protein/ 24 
hours when grown in tissue culture flasks. 

4. Construction and analysis of BHK-21 cell lines secreting novel variant glycoproteins: 
Cell lines secreting novel genetically engineered glycoprotein variants ( protein 
variants that contain 12-15 amino acid residues around to the N-glycosylation 
consensus tripeptide sequences of human AT III and human EPO) have been 
constructed and have been investigated with respect to their carbohydrate struc
tures when expressed from BHK(A) and BHK(B) cells. The results obtained 
allow for generalizations to be made with respect to the effect of cell culture 
conditions on the final glycosylation pattern of glycoproteins. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
The results obtained indicate that under well defined and controlled cell culture 
conditions (such as applied in the present study by using stirred perfusion bioreac-
tors) different glycoforms of recombinant therapeutic proteins can be obtained 
with carbohydrate stuctures of predictable physiological properties (the antennarity 
and sialylation state of oligosaccharides on glycoproteins have been shown to 
profoundly affect e.g. their in vivo half-lives). 
The intracellular amount of precursors for N-glycosylation of proteins is affected 
by cell culture conditions and therefore is an important parameter for the overall 
glycosylation characteristics of a final recombinant glycoprotein product. Cell 
culture conditions can effect the final yield of recombinant protein glycosylation. 
The isolation and the detailled chemical characterization of the N-glycan reper
toire from recombinant glycoproteins enables the definition of a reference 
standard for an 'ohgosaccharide-mapping' of glycoproteins. This is indispensible 
for the quality control of recombinant glycoprotein products from a given host cell 
line destined for clinical use (lot-to-lot consistency). 

General considerations 
Methods for cultivation of recombinant mammalian cell lines for the production 
of therapeutic glycoproteins have been evaluated with respect to the final 
glycosylation pattern of a desired product. Investigations included: at the level of 
characterisation of the final product the polypeptide and carbohydrate structural 
analysis of glycopmteins and at the cellular level a detailled analysis of physiological 
parameters such s concentrations and turnover of oligosaccharide precursors that can 
be expected to affect the glycoforms/glycan structures of products when using dif
ferent cultivation conditions. A final aim of this project was to enable the 'modell
ing' of animal cell culture to achieve the reproducible production of defined 
glycoprotein using a given cell line and furthermore, to allow for predictions to be 
made with respect to final obtain glycoform-products of the expected biological 
properties. The results indicate that the quality of products is only marginally affec
ted by short-term changes of cell culture conditions. Long-term alterations in cell 
culture can be designed generating glycoprotein products with predictable glycan 
structures and hence with defined physiological properties. This can be achieved, 
e.g. using cell culture conditions in the absence or presence of glutamine/ammonia 
or cultivating cells on microcarriers or as suspension. 
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MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Two members of the Lille group visited the GBF. Experiments have been carried 
out together with members of the GBF group ( two weeks). Recombinant as well 
as wildtype host cells have been exchanged. 
A member of the GBF group visited the Laboratoire de Chimie Biologique for the 
exchange of results and discussion of further activities. 
Glycosylation analysis ( GBF group ) was carried out for one laboratory participat
ing in the BRIDGE programme. 
Standard oligosaccharides for 'mapping of carbohydrates' have been made 
available to other laboratories participating in the BRIDGE programme. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Cacan, R., Labiau, O, Mir, A.M. and Verbert, A. (1993). Effect of cell attachment and growth 
on the synthesis and fate of dolichollinked oligosaccharides in Chinese hamster ovary cells. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 215, 873881 
Gawlitzek M., Villers C, Verbert Α., Wagner R. and Conradt H.S. (1994). Changes in the 
glycosylation pattern of recombinant proteins effected by defined culture conditions of BHK
21 cells. In: Animal Cell Technology: Products of Today, Prospects of Tomorrow, Spier, R.E., 
Griffiths, J.B. and Berthold, W. (eds.) Butterworth Heinemann, Oxford, UK. pp. 649651 
Hermentin P., Donges R., Witzel R., Hokke C.H., Vliegenthart J.F.G., Kammerling J., Con
radt H.S., Nimtz M. and Brazel D. (1994). A strategy for the mapping of Nglycans by high
performance capillary electrophoresis. AnaL Biochem., (in press) 
Hoffmann, A, Nimtz, M., Wurster, U. and Conradt, H.S. (1994) Carbohydrate structures of 
ßtrace protein from human cerebrospinal fluid: Evidence for 'braintype' Nglycosylation; J. 
Neurochem., (in press) 
Liitkemeyer D., Riese U., Heidemann R., Bretschneider M., Lehmann J. and Conradt H.S. 
(1994). Product quality studies of antithrombin HI during medium recycling in pilot scale. In: 
Animal Cell Technology: Products of Today, Prospects of Tomorrow, Spier, R.E., Griffiths, J.B. 
and Berthold, W. (eds.) Butterworth Heinemann, Oxford, UK. pp. 760763 
Villers, C, Plancke, Y., Cacan, R. and Verbert, Α. (1994) Rapid detection of the alternative 
Nglycosylation pathway using high pH anion exchange. Glycoconjugate J., (in press) 
Villers, G, Cacan, R., Mir, A.M., Labiau, O. and Verbert, A. (1994). Release of oligoman
nosidetype glycans as a marker of the degradation of newly synthesized glycoproteins. 
Biochem. J., 298, 135142 

Individual publications 
Björk, J., Ylinenjärvi, K, Olson, S.T., Zettlmeissl, G., Conradt, H.S. and Hermentin, P. (1992) 
Decreased activity of recombinant ΑΠΙΙ for Heparin due to increased glycosylation, Biochem. 
J., 286, 793800 
Gawlitzek, M., Karger, C, Conradt. H.S. and Wagner, R. (1992). Influence of diffrent cultiva
tion conditions on the Nglycosylation pattern of recombinant pharmaproteins. Dechema 
Biotechnology Conferences, vol. 5 part A, pp. 281285 
Grabenhorst E., Karger G, Reis U., Collins J., Lindenmaier W., Rollwage K, Jäger V. and 
Conradt H.S. (1992). Processing of Recombinant Proteins: Comparison of N and O
Glycosylation of Recombinant Human Glycoproteins in Heterologous Mammalian Cells and 
BaculovirusInfected Sf 21 Cells. In: Baculovirs and Recombinant Protein Production Pro
cesses, Editiones Roche, Basel, Switzerland 1992, pp. 145156; Vlak, J.M., Schlaeger, E.J. and 
Bernard, A.R. eds. 
Grabenhorst E., Hofer B., Nimtz M., Jäger V. and Conradt H.S. (1993). Biosynthesis and 
secretion of human interleukin2 glycoprotein variants from baculovirus infected Sf21 cells: 
characterization of polypeptides and posttranslational modifications. Eur. J. Biochem., 215, 
189197 
Hermentin, P., , Nimtz, M., Seidat, M., Witzel, M., Kammerling, H., Vliegenthart, J.H.F, and 
Conradt, H.S. (1992). A strategy for the mapping of Nglycans by HighpH AnionExchange 
Chromatography with pulsed Amperometric Detection. AnaL Biochem., 203, 281289 
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Hoffmann Α., Conradt H.S., Gross G., Nimtz M., Lottspeich F. and Wurster U. (1992). 
Purification and Chemical Characterization of ßtrace Protein from Human Cerebrospinal 
Fluid: its Identification as Prostaglandin D Synthase. J. Neurochem., 61, 451156 
Nimtz, M., Wray, V, Augustin, M., Klöppel, K.D., Conradt, H.S. (1993). Native 
Oligosaccharide Structures of Human Erythropoietin Expressed From BHK21 Cells. Eur. J. 
Biochem, 213, 3956 
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Optimization and validation of virus-based linear vectors 
(BIOT CT-910305) 

COORDINATOR 
J. ROMMELAERE, ULB, Brussels, Β 

PARTICIPANT: 
S. RIVA, IGBE-CNR, Pavia, I 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Parvoviruses posses some properties that render them particularly interesting as 
eukaryotic expression vectors. Autonomous parvoviruses replicate as episomes in 
many different cell types. Replication starts from one of the palindromic 
extremities of the genome. Relatively high levels of protein expression are 
obtained in permissive cells. 

The genome of the autonomous parvovirus MVM (Minute Virus of Mice) has 
been cloned. When this molecular clone is transfected into permissive cells, the 
viral DNA is excised from the pBR322 backbone and replicates autonomously as 
a virus. MVM transcription occurs from two promoters: P4, the early promoter, 
controls the expression of two overlapping genes coding for non-structural 
proteins; the non-structural NS-1 protein plays a role in the cytotoxicity and the 
replication of the parvovirus and it transactivates the second promoter, P38, that 
controls the expression of two capsid proteins (VP1 and VP2). 

MVM is a lytic virus but the killing effect is mainly restricted to transformed cells. 
The difference in susceptibility between normal and transformed cells is regulated 
at the level of viral DNA amplification and/or gene expression. The tropism of par
voviruses for transformed cells can be exploited in cancer therapy to target the 
expression, to tumour cells, of genes that code for toxins or proteins that can 
locally stimulate an anti-tumour immune response. 
MVM is an interesting basis for the construction of a linear vector for mammalian 
cells. Its DNA replicates in the nucleus as a linear extrachromosomal molecule. A 
linear construct consisting of a chromosomal origin of DNA replication linked to 
the MVM telomeric termini could constitute an innovative vector that replicates 
autonomously in the nucleus of mammalian cells. Such a vector, being subject to 
physiological cell cycle controls, could be useful, for example in gene therapy. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
As a model system we have chosen to clone the human IL2 gene under the control 
of the P38 promoter. Recombinant IL2 is already used in cancer therapy but the 
high doses needed provoke many side effects. Furthermore, frequent injections are 
necessary, due to the short half-life of recombinant IL2. Problems encountered 
with currently used lymphokine therapy could be alleviated by a more efficient 
delivery system such as the parvoviral vector proposed here. In this vector 1.5 kb 
of capsid genes have been replaced by the 500 base-pair cDNA of human IL2. 
When transformed cells are transfected with the plasmid carrying this vector, they 
secrete IL2 and they produce recombinant (MVM/IL2) viral particles when they 
are cotransfected with a helper plasmid that provides VP genes in trans. The titres 
of MVM/IL2 stocks originally obtained in this way were low, about 5.103 particles/ 
ml, and they were contaminated by wild-type parvovirus which arises through 
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recombination between the plasmids carrying the MVM/IL2 genome or the VP 
genes. 
Our main objectives were to 
(i) increase the yield of MVM/IL2 and to produce stocks that are free of wild-

type MVM, 
(ii) to set up an animal model in order to evaluate, in vivo, the anti-tumour poten

tial of the recombinant vector. 
Another aim was the development of a linear vector for mammalian cells based 
on parvovirus telomeric ends and on a replication origin isolated from the human 
cell DNA. Thanks to the cellular replication origin, such a vector should be subject 
to physiological cell-cycle regulation mechanisms. 
The decision to develop a linear vector instead of the more traditional circular 
ones derives from the observation that it has been impossible so far to observe any 
autonomous replication of small circular DNA molecules in mammalian cells even 
when they contain putative cellular replication origin such as that associated to the 
DHFR gene. These failures can be due either to topological constrains met during 
the replication of small circular DNA molecules or to the lack of appropriate 
nuclear retention signals. The use of vectors based on parvoviral DNA could over
come these problems. 
Two parallel approaches were used: 
a) isolation and cloning of an active human origin of DNA replication 
b) study of the mode of replication of MVM DNA containing an origin of bidirec

tional replication (viral or cellular) cloned into the capsid protein gene. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Transfection of permissive cells with a plasmid that carries the wild-type MVM 
genome produces about 10 fold more virus than a similar transfection with a 
pMVM/IL2 plasmid. We could show that packaging and not replication of the 
MVM/IL2 DNA is limiting in the production of infectious particles. We have 
therefore constructed a second version of the MVM/IL2 vector in which lkb of VP 
coding sequences have been added back again, thus restoring a DNA structure and 
size that are closer to those of wild-type MVM. With this vector 10 fold more 
infectious MVM/IL2 was produced. 
The above described cotransfections of a pMVM/IL2 plasmid with a helper 
plasmid (carrying VP genes) were performed in NB-Ε cells, a human new born 
kidney cell line. A clone was derived from these cells which has integrated a 
modified MVM genome. These cells express VP genes under the control of the 
natural P38 promoter whereas the expression of NS proteins is controlled by an 
inducible promoter, the MMTV LTR. Only non-toxic amounts of NS-1 are 
produced in the uninduced state but induction of the MMTV LTR promoter leads 
to cell death. When these cells are transfected with the pMVM/IL2 plasmid, infec
tious recombinant virus particles are produced. These experiments have shown that 
packaging of viral DNA can be obtained with the same efficiency whether VP 
proteins are produced from integrated genes or from genes carried on a helper 
plasmid. It should be possible to establish a packaging cell line from cells that 
produce more efficiently infectious virus after transfection than NBE cells. We 
have shown that this is the case for the simian cos-1 cells which produce about 10 
fold more MVM/IL2 after cotransfection than NB-Ε cells. However attempts to 
isolate a similar packaging cell line from these cells have failed, maybe because 
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they are sensitive to the small amount of NS-1 produced from the uninduced 
MMTV LTR. We are currently investigating the capacity of other cell lines to 
produce infectious virus after transfection of a molecular clone of parvovirus DNA. 
In parallel with the optimalization of MVM/IL2 virus production, different murine 
tumour cell lines, for which a syngeneic host is available, have been tested as to 
their permissiveness (expression of viral genes and sensitivity) to MVM in vitro. 
Candidate tumour cell lines are: 
(i) B16, a C57 black mouse melanoma, 
(ii) P815, a mastocytoma cultured from a DBA/2 mouse tumour induced by 

methylcolanthrene, 
(iii) SAI, an Ajax mouse fibrosarcoma, 
(iv) FS29, a methyl chlorine induced C57 black mouse mammary carcinoma and 
(v) A9HT, a metastatic variant of A9 cells which are the classical mouse cell line 

used for MVM virus production. A9 are derived from C3H/an mouse L cells. 
Only A9, A9HT and P815 cells expressed consistenly, significant amounts of IL2 
after infection with MVM/IL2 recombinant virus. These cells are also sensitive to 
the killing effect of MVM(p); the survival to a multiplicity of infection of 5 viral 
particles/cell was 20% to 30% for P815 or A9 and A9HT respectively. Moreover, 
since P815 cells give rise to tumours about 10 days after subcutaneous injection in 
DBA/2 mice, they will be used for the in vivo studies on the anti-tumour effect of 
MVM/IL2. Wild-type MVM or recombinant MVM/IL2 infected tumour cells will 
be implanted into syngeneic mice and tumour take will be compared to that 
achieved with non infected cells. If a protective effect is observed with MVM/IL2, 
wild-type MVM or MVM/IL2 will be inoculated into established tumours to 
evaluate the contribution of the IL2 induced immunomodulation in tumour rejec
tion. 

The isolation of a chromosomal origin of replication was fully successfull. A human 
sequence containing a bidirectional origin was cloned and extensively charac
terized. It was found to map on ch. 19 ρ 13.3 and to be located in 500 nt between 
the 3'-end of the gene for the lamin B2 and the 5'-end of another unidentified 
gene. The origin overlaps an active promoter and it contains several binding sites 
for protein factors. The preliminary work on MVM linear constructs containing a 
viral origin of DNA replication (SV40 or EBV) evidenced a number of unexpected 
problems. In detail, when the SV40 replication origin is cloned in the capsid 
protein gene, the parvoviral mode of DNA replication (from the terminal palin
drome) is predominant while the SV40 bidirectional model is inhibited in cos-1 
transfected cells. On the other hand when a similar construct with non functional 
NS-1 protein is tested for autonomous replication in Cos-1 cells, only the replica
tion of circular molecules is observed. Thus the NS-1 protein, which is required for 
the replication of linear termini, is inhibitory for the viral origins (and probably 
also for a cellular origin). Obviously this inhibitory effect must be eliminated, 
before the originally planned construct containing the cellular replication origin 
can be tested. Experiments in this direction are in progress. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
We have succeeded in increasing about 100 fold the titres of recombinant virus 
obtained by cotransfecting cos-1 cells with a capsid protein-producing helper 
plasmid and a modified MVM/IL2 vector the size of which is close to that of wild-
type MVM. We are now focusing on the construction of a packaging cell line to 
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produce wild-type MVM-free stocks of MVM/IL2 and on methods to concentrate 
these stocks for in vivo infections. 
We have succeeded in isolating and cloning a 'bona fide' human DNA replication 
origin which is now available for vector construction. Moreover a method for the 
fine mapping of replication origins based on competitive PCR, was developed. 

We have demonstrated that the MVM non structural protein NS-1 trans-inhibits 
viral origins of replication (SV40 and EBV) and possibly also genomic replication. 
On the other hand we demonstrated that the insertion of additional sequences ( > 
3000 nt) in the MVM genome inhibits replication of linear DNA molecules from 
viral termini in transfected mammalian cells. Both pieces of preliminary informa
tion are essential for further development of MVM based linear vectors. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Cooperation was enforced through the exchange of materials and of technical 
information. Joint meetings were held in the course of the project. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publication 
L. Tenenbaum, F. Dupont, P. Spegelaere, L. Zentilin, P. Norio, M. Giacca, S. Riva, Α. 
Falaschi and J. Rommelaere — Inhibition of heterologous DNA replication by the MVMp 
nonstructural NS-1 protein: identification of target sequence. Virology 197, 630-641 (1993) 

Individual publications 
G. Biamonti, G. Perini, F. Weighardt, S. Riva, M. Giacca, P. Norio, L. Zentilin, S. Diviacco, 
D. Dimitrova and A. Falaschi — A human DNA replication origin: localization and transcrip
tional characterization. Chromosome 102, S24-S31 (1992). 
G. Biamonti, M. Giacca, G. Perini, G. Contreas, L. Zentilin, F. Weighardt, M. Guerra, G. 
Della Valle, S. Saccone, S. Riva and A. Falaschi — The gene for a novel human lamin maps 
at a highly transcribed locus of chromosome 19 which replicates at the onset of S-phase. 
Molec. Cell. Biol. 12, 3499-3506 (1992) 
M. Giacca, L. Zentilin, P. Norio, S. Diviacco, D. Dimitrova, G. Contreas, G. Biamonti, G. 
Perini, F. Weighardt, S. Riva and A. Falaschi — Fine mapping of a replication origin of 
human DNA. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 1994 (in press). 
S.J. Russell, A. Brandenburger, CL. Flemming, M.K.L. Collins and J. Rommelaere. Transfor
mation-dependent expression of interleukin genes delivered by a recombinant parvovirus. 
J. Virol. 66, 2821-2828 (1992). 
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Improvement of production of bioactive proteins by genetically 
engineered animal cells using the novel furin-class of 

mammalian endoproteolytic processing enzymes 
(BIOT CT-910302) 

COORDINATOR 
W.J.M. VAN DE VEN, CME, KU Leuven, Leuven, Β 

PARTICIPANTS: 
J. BULLERDIEK, University of Bremen, Bremen, D 
J. HUTTON, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, GB 
G. KEIZER, Holland biotechnology bv, Leiden, NL 
L. LANFRANCONE, University of Perugia, Perugia, I 
G. MARTENS, University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, NL 
J. van MOURIK CLB, Amsterdam, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
An increasing number of therapeutic products from the Biotechnology sector are 
now being produced in animal cells. The aim of this project was to increase 
production of such compounds and to provide a greater understanding of the 
underlying scientific principles which result in their expression in animal cells. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
1. KU. Leuven: Proprotein processing using the novel furin-class of processing 

enzymes. 
2. University of Cambridge: Expression of active forms of the furin-like prohor

mone converting endopeptidases. 
3. CLB Amsterdam: Processing of precursor proteins for blood clotting factors. 
4. University of Nijmegen: Identification of genes involved in sorting, post-transla-

tional modification and secretion of peptide hormones. 
5. University of Perugia: Expression of cloned genes into mammalian cells using 

retroviral- and EBV-derived vectors. 
6. University of Bremen: Development of extrachromosomal vectors for introduc

tion and amplification of foreign genes in animal cells. 
7. Holland biotechnology bv: Production of bioactive proteins by animal cells in 

large scale cell culture. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A K.U. Leuven: Proprotein processing using the novel furin-class of processing 

enzymes. 
1. Structure and junction of eukaryotic proprotein processing enzymes of the subtilisin 

family of serine proteses 
Production of a broad spectrum of regulatory proteins in eukaryotes occurs via an 
intricate cascade of biosynthetic and secretory processes. Often, these proteins are 
initially synthesized as parts of higher molecular weight, but inactive, precursor 
proteins. Specific endoproteolytic processing of these proproteins is required to 
generate the regulatory proteins in a mature and biologically active form. The first 
known eukaryotic enzyme with the exquisite cleavage specificity for paired basic 
amino acid residues was the prohormone processing enzyme kexin [EC 3.4.21.61], 
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a subtilisin-like serine protease which is encoded by the KEX2 gene of yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Recently, a number of kexin-like mammalian proprotein 
processing enzymes were discovered. The enzyme furin, which is encoded by the 
FUR gene, was the first and can be considered as the prototype of a mammalian 
subclass of subtilisin-like serine proteases. It is predicted to contain a 'prepro' 
domain, a subtilisin-like catalytic domain, a middle domain, a cysteine-rich region, 
a transmembrane anchor and a cytoplasmic domain. Furin is expressed in a wide 
variety of tissues, if not in all. In all likelihood, it is the enzyme responsible for 
the proteolytic bioactivation of a wide variety of precursor proteins. 
2. Generation of structural and junctional diversity in fitrin-like proteins in Drosophila 

melanogaster by alternative splicing of the DFUR1 gene 
DNA sequences encoding kexin- and furin-like candidate proprotein processing 
enzymes have also been identified in Drosophila melanogaster, the corresponding 
genes have been designated DFUR1 and DFUR2. Expression of the DFUR1 gene 
apparently results in the production of three candidate proprotein processing 
enzymes; each has the same subtilisin-like catalytic domain but there are major dif
ferences in other regions of the proteins. This diversity is generated by alternative 
splicing. The DFUR2 gene product, Dfurin2, has a very large cysteine-rich region 
and possesses a similar proprotein processing activity as mammalian furin. 

3. Subtilisin-like proprotein convertases: Homology modelling of the catalytic domain of 
human furin 

A model is presented for the three-dimensional structure of the catalytic domain 
of the human serine proteinase furin, and its interaction with model substrates, 
based on the crystal structures of subtilisin BPN' and thermitase in complex with 
the inhibitor eglin. Based on this model, protein engineering can be employed not 
only to test the predicted enzyme-substrate interactions, as demonstrated for 
human furin, but equally importantly to design proprotein convertases with a 
desired specificity, or to design novel substrates or inhibitors. 

4. Modulation of furin-mediated proprotein processing activity by site-directed 
mutagenesis 

Our studies indicate that the three residues of the catalytic triad of furin, Asp46, 
His87 and Ser261, are critical not only for substrate processing but also for matura
tion of furin. Furthermore, evidence is provided that maturation of furin occurs 
through an intramolecular autocatalytic process. Analysis of carboxy-terminal dele
tion mutants revealed that the segment encompassing residues E449 to E469 of the 
'middle' domain, which is more than 100 residues downstream of the predicted 
catalytic domain, contains residues which seem to be critical for processing activity 
but that the more carboxy-terminal cysteine-rich region, the transmembrane region 
and the cytosolic tail are dispensable. Finally, it was demonstrated that particular 
negatively charged residues in or near the substrate-binding region of furin are 
critical for cleavage activity and specificity of the enzyme for multiple basic 
residues in the substrate. 

5. Expression of the dibasic proprotein processing enzyme furin is directed by multiple 
promoters 

The prototype mammalian proprotein processing enzyme furin is shown to be 
encoded by three distinct FUR mRNA isoforms which differ only in their 5'-
untranslated regions. By primer extension analysis, the transcription start sites of 
the three mRNA isoforms were defined. The genomic regions located immediately 
upstream of the three alternative transcriptional start sites were shown to possess 
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promoter activity in transfection experiments using the luciferase encoding gene as 
reporter. In a liver cell line, the PI promoter appeared to be the strongest; in a 
lung cell line, the PIA promoter. Human FUR promoter PI but not PIA or P1B 
was transactivated by transcription factor C/EBPß. Other members of this family 
of bZIP transcription factors, C/EBPa and C/EBPß, were not able to transactivate 
the PI promoter. Promoter PIA and P1B have characteristics of promoters of 
house-keeping genes. They lack TATA or CAAT boxes upstream of the transcrip
tion start site but are very GC-rich and contain several SPI sites. Promoter PI, on 
the other hand, has a TATA box in the proximal promoter region. In elec-
tromobility shift assays and DNase I footprinting analysis, transcription factor SPI 
was found to bind to the proximal region of the PI promoter. Altogether, our 
results indicate that expression of the human FUR gene is directed by alternative 
promoters, house-keeping (GC-rich) as well as regulated (TATA containing) 
promoters, suggesting that their differential use may be a mechanism to modulate 
levels of the furin enzyme. 

B. University of Cambridge: Expression of active forms of the furin-like prohor
mone converting endopeptidases 

1. Generation of immunological reagents 
High titre sera directed at the catalytic domains of PCI and PC2 were obtained 
that proved useful for immunofluorescence microscopy, immunoelectron 
microscopy and immunoprecipitation of radiolabelled proteins. Antibodies which 
were reactive with active enzyme were obtained only in one instance, however 
these were of key importance in defining the relationship between PC2 and PCI 
and native forms of proinsulin converting activity present in insulinoma secretory 
granules. 
2. Rapid ssays and kinetic measurements for PC2 and PCI 
An assay system was developed for the rapid assay of these enzymes based upon 
proinsulin as a substrate and using a monoclonal antibody generated to a peptide 
spanning the cleavage site in proinsulin for separation of the product and substrate 
for the reaction. This assay permitted the determination of the kinetic constants 
for these enzymes for the first time and provided a simple, quantitative, and robust 
assay for determining the levels of expression and kinetic properties of genetically 
engineered forms of the enzymes. 
3. Expression of PC2 and PCI in heterologous cells 
The expression of active forms of the PC2 and PCI enzymes from different cell 
types was confronted by problems relating to the stability of the expressed product 
in saline media and to a requirement for the intracellular activation of the 
enzymes. The former problem was addressed by examining the secretion and 
activity of PCI and PC2 expressed from cRNA's micro-injected into Xenopus 
oocytes from which kinetic data was obtained for the first time. Optimal conditions 
were defined which should be applicable to situation where large scale production 
is required. 
4. Post-translational modification ofPC2 
The post-translational fate of PC2 was followed in pancreatic islet tissue using a 
combination of pulse-chase radiolabelling experiments and microsequence analysis 
of the mature protein. It was concluded that the protein is retained in the 
endoplasmic reticulum for a considerable length of time (2h). During this time it 
appears to be converted into a shorter form probably by an autocatalytic process. 
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After cleavage it is sorted into the secretory granule where it undergoes further 
proteolytic modification which may be important either to its activation or inactiva
tion. 

5. Cell biology of the processing enzymes 

Constructs have been made of the PC and furin processing enzymes with the view 
to examining their targetting to intracellular organelles and maturation in cells with 
a regulated pathway of secretion. Initial transfection experiments have been per
formed without much success as levels have been low relative to endogenous 
expression of the enzymes. A new series of constructs are now being made using 
vectors provided by the Hamburg group which have amplification sequences within 
them. At the same time epitope tags are being introduced into the molecules. 

C. CLB Amsterdam: Processing of precursor proteins for blood clotting factors 

1. Endoproteolytic processing of Factor VIII 

a) Tissue-specific endoproteolytic cleavage of Factor VIII 
In cultured primary cells (smooth muscle cells) Factor VIII-del(868-1652) was 
predominantly produced in its single chain form. Similarly, in a number of cell 
lines, including C127, CV1 and COS Β cells, this mutant was secreted as a unpro
cessed, single chain molecule. Likewise the Factor VIII mutant that lacks both 
putative cleavage sites was produced as a single-chain polypeptide. These observa
tions suggest that the endoproteolytic cleavage after Arg1^18 is a tissue-specific 
event. 

b) Co-expression of Factor VIII and furin (-like enzymes) 
Co-expression with the FUR gene and other genes structurally related to the sub-
tilisin family (PCI, PC2, PACE4) does not substantially overcome the apparent 
limitations in endo-proteolytic cleavage of wild-type Factor VIII or Factor VIII-
del(868-1652). These observations suggest that Factor VIII is not a major substrate 
for furin and related proteases. 

2. Effect of endo-propteolytic cleavage on Factor VIII junction 

a) Interaction of single-chain Factor VIII with Factor IX 
Proteolytic cleavage of single-chain Factor VIII by thrombin, a process that accom
panies Factor VIII activation, enhances the binding of a monoclonal antibody 
directed to the Factor VIII polypeptide region involved in Factor IX binding. 
Thrombin-mediated activation does not affect antibody binding to wild-type, fully 
processed Factor VIII. As the Factor VIII/IX assembly is essential for the expres
sion of Factor VIII co-factor function, these observations suggest that 
endoproteolytic processing serves a role in controlling proper exposure of one of 
the major functional domains on the Factor VIII molecule. 

b) Interaction of single-chain Factor VIII with von Willebrand Factor 
The affinity (Kd = 10"10M) of single-chain Factor VIII for von Willebrand Factor 
does not differ from the affinity of wild-type Factor VIII for its natural carrier 
protein. Although the primary binding site of von Willebrand Factor (Tyr1681*) is 
located in the vicinity of the major endoproteolytic cleavage sites (Arg16*8), 
cleavage after the latter site apparently does not effect the Factor VIII-von 
Willebrand Factor interaction. 
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D. University of Nijmegen: Identification of genes involved in sorting, post-transla
tional modification and secretion of peptide hormones 

1. Isolation and characterization of cDNAs encoding novel proteins functioning in the 
regulated secretory pathway: Construction and differential screening of a Xenopus 
intermediate pituitary cDNA library 

The differential hybridization approach revealed that about 75% of the cDNA 
clones code for the prohormone proopiomelanocortin (POMC). Differentially 
hybridizing, non-POMC cDNA clones were found to encode known proteins which 
are present in the secretory pathway, including binding protein BiP, the folding 
enzyme PDI, the ER calcium-binding protein calreticulin, the clathrin-associated 
protein AP47, the prohormone convertase PC2, the amidating enzyme PAM, car-
boxypeptidase E/H, and the neuroendocrine-specific proteins 7B2 and 
secretogranins 1, 2 and 3. 
Three differentially hybridizing, novel cDNAs have been isolated: 1) they encode 
novel proteins (not present in the DNA or protein sequence data bases), 2) they 
are only expressed in neurons and endocrine cells (neuroendocrine-specific 
cDNAs) and 3) they are highly induced in intermediate pituitary cells of black 
compared to white animals (10- to 15-fold induction). 
Full-length clones of two of these novel cDNAs have been isolated and sequenced. 
Recombinant proteins have been produced and antibodies are currently being 
made. 
2. Cloning and expression of the Xenopus prohormone convertase PC2 
A Xenopus homologue of the prohormone convertase PC2 has been cloned and 
sequenced. Expression of Xenops PC2 mRNA has been studied with Northern 
blot analysis, RNase protection assays and in situ hybridization. Biosynthesis of 
PC2 protein in Xenops intermediate pituitary cells has been examined by pulse-
chase analysis in combination with immunoprecipitation experiments. Xenopus PC2 
is initially synthesized as a 75 kDa proPC2 which is subsequently processed 
through a 71 kDa intermediate to the mature 69 kDa PC2. Only the 69 kDa form 
of PC2 was found to be released into the incubation medium. The time course of 
conversion of the inactive pro-form of PC2 into the mature active PC2 paralleled 
the time course of POMC and 7B2 biosynthesis and processing in the Xenops 
intermediate pituitary cells. 

3. The neuroendocrine polypeptide 7B2 
A major breakthrough of our research within the BRIDGE program involved our 
discovery of the function of the neuroendocrine polypeptide 7B2. The 7B2 protein 
has been isolated more than ten years ago but its function has been elusive ever 
since. The precursor from of newly synthesized 7B2 was found to be co-
immunoprecipitated with PC2, while the pro-form of PC2 was cross-linked and 
immunoprecipitated with 7B2. Therefore, the 7B2 precursor protein interacts with 
proPC2. In the secretory pathway oí'Xenops intermediate pituitary cells, this 
interaction is transient as shown by pulse-chase analysis; association commences 
early in the endoplasmic reticulum while dissociation in the later stages of the 
secretory pathway coincides with the processing of POMC, 7B2 and proPC2. In an 
in vitro PC2 enzyme assay, the precursor form of recombinant 7B2 was found to 
be a potent inhibitor of PC2 (K¡ — 6 nM). The carboxy-terminally processed form 
of recombinant 7B2 was virtually inactive. Neither form of recombinant 7B2 
inhibited PCI enzyme activity. The precursor form of recombinant 7B2 but not 
processed 7B2 prevented in vitro cleavage of proPC2. We conclude that 7B2 is a 
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molecular chaperon preventing premature proPC2 activation in the regulated 
secretory pathway. The 7B2 protein thus constitutes an important component of 
the mechanisms involved in the production of peptide hormones and neuropep
tides by regulating prohormone convertase activity in the secretory pathway. 

E. University of Perugia: Expression of cloned genes into mammalian cells using 
retroviral- and EBV-derived vectors 

1. Formation of Shc-Grb2 complexes is necessary to induce neoplastic transformation 
by overexpression of She proteins 

We have demonstrated that, in vitro, the high affinity binding of Grb2 to She 
proteins requires phosphorylation of She at Tyr317, which lies within the high 
affinity binding motif for the Grb2 SH2 domain, pYVNV, where Asn at the +2 
position is crucial for complex formation. In vivo, Tyr317 is the major, but not the 
only, site for She phosphorylation, and is the sole She high affinity binding site for 
Grb2. Mutant She proteins with substitution of the Tyr317 by Phe lose the capacity 
to be highly phosphorylated on tyrosine upon growth factor receptor activation, to 
bind Grb2 and to induce neoplastic transformation. In contrast, She proteins that 
have an extensive aminoterminal deletion, but retain the Tyr317 site and the SH2 
domain conserve the capacity to be phosphorylated, to bind to Grb2 and to induce 
cell transformation. These data indicate that the formation of the Shc-Grb2 com
plex is a crucial event in the transformation induced by overexpression of She and 
support the notion that She proteins can deliver activation signals to RAS. 

2. She is constitutively phosphorylated in human tumors 
We measured the level of constitutive tyrosine phosphorylation in a series of spon
taneous human tumours and found that: 
a) She proteins are constitutively phosphorylated in those tumours with genetic 

alterations of receptor or cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases. In those tumours, She 
proteins are constitutively associated with the implicated tyrosine kinase and the 
Sem5/Grb2 product. 

b) She proteins are constitutively phosphorylated in a tumour subset not previously 
known to carry genetic alterations of tyrosine kinases. In those tumours She 
proteins are constitutively associated with a phosphotyrosine-containing peptide 
and the Sem5/Grb2 product. 

3. She is constitutively phosphorylated in human Leukemias and recruit a 
phosphorylated pl40 protein involved in the GM-SCF signalling 

In approximately 70% of human leukemias She is constitutively phosphorylated 
and associated with an as yet not identified 140 kDa phosphoprotein (pl40). pl40 
is involved in the GM-CSF signalling pathway as shown by the fact that the 
association with She is induced by GM-CSF in haematopoietic myeloid cell lines. 

F. University of Bremen: Development of extrachromosomal vectors for introduc
tion and amplification of foreign genes in animal cells 

Today cloning of smaller genomic fragments are standardised methods. However, 
there are no tools to handle large DNA-fragments in size ranging between whole 
chromosomes and yeast artificial chromosomes. Furthermore there are no cloning 
vectors for precise and continuous expression of large genes in mammalian cells. 
Common tools to investigate these problems are viral circular vectors and linear 
artificial 'mini chromosomes'. 
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The objective of our project was to develop a new tool for manipulating large 
fragments of DNA. We planned to use naturally occurring or artificially construc
ted extrachromosomal elements, so called Double Minutes (DM), as eukaryotic 
vectors. The size of DMs varies from about 200 kbp to more than 10 Mbp. They 
are lacking centromeres, most of them do not have telomeric repeats, they are 
autonomously replicating and generally circular elements which as a rule are not 
1: 1 distributed to the daughter-cell during mitosis. Though their integration into 
chromosomes seems possible, this is a rare event and DMs are otherwise relatively 
stable. DMs are naturally found in tumour cells corresponding to amplified genes. 
If they have a dominant marker gene, their copy number can be increased. The 
aim of our work was to construct DMs as selectable extrachromosomal cloning vec
tor with an efficient cloning site. The following results were obtained: 
1. Establishment of a recombinant DNA-fragment with a dominant selection 

marker and a rare cutter restriction site. 
2. Insert of a cloning site in naturally occurring DMs. 
3. Generation of artificial DMs possessing a I-Sce I cloning site with a new enzyme 

— fusion -hybridization (EFH) technique. 

G. Holland biotechnology bv: Production of bioactive proteins by animal cells in 
large scale cell culture 

The main objective was the large scale production of furin in animal cells using 
a hollow fibre culture system. There are many different types of hollow fibre 
culture systems on the market all having their own specific advantages and draw
backs. We decided to combine all the different advantages as much as possible by 
constructing our own system rather than using the hollow fibres which are specifi
cally sold for the use in cell culture. 
First the system was tested, using an antibody producing hybridoma, whether the 
cells should be grown at the inside or at the outside of the fibres. The performance 
characteristics such as cell growth and immunoglobulin production did not 
significantly differ between the two systems for the culture period tested. For prac
tical and technical reasons it was chosen to culture the cells at the outside of the 
fibres. 
Two brands (Organon Technika (OT) and Fresenius (F)) of artificial kidneys were 
selected and tested. The Fresenius artificial kidney had the best performance 
characteristics. The windings of the fibres was more loose than the winding of the 
fibres of the OT artificial kidney thereby allowing a better cell growth between the 
fibres. In addition the material used binds endotoxins and prevents bacterial infec
tions to a large extend. 
Different parameters have been investigated: 
1. The amount of cells necessary to start 
2. The pH verss CO2 concentration 
3. The amount of Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) within and outside the fibres 
4. The immunoglobulin production in the course of time. 
Conclusions: 
The results clearly indicate that the use of an inexpensive hollow fibre system 
(artificial kidney) has a strong potential for upscaling of protein production. In 
addition after the start-up phase a minimum amount of handling time is necessary 
to keep the system running thereby allowing running several systems at the same 
time. 
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MAJOR SCŒNTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Identification and characterization of dibasic proprotein convertases and discovery 
of the convertasespeciflc chaperone 7B2. Application: production of therapeutic 
products by animal cells. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

In particular among the Universities of Cambridge, Leuven and Nijmegen, and the 
CLB. Joint experiments and exchange of information (workshops) and materials; 
recombinant proteins, polyclonal and monoclonal anticonvertase antibodies. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Joint publications 
Van Duijnhoven, J.L.P., Kranenborg, M.G.C., Timmer, E.D.J., Groeneveld, Α., Van den 
Ouweland, A.M.W., Creemers, J.W.M., Roebroek, AJ.M. and Van de Ven, W.J.M. Develop
ment and characterization of a panel of monoclonal antibodies against the el subtilisinlike 
proprotein processing enzyme furin. Hybridoma, 11, 7186, 1992. 
Creemers, J.W.M., Roebroek, A.J.M., Van den Ouweland, A.W.M., Van Duijnhoven, J.L.P. 
and Van de Ven, W.J.M. Cloning and functional expression of a 4.3 kbp mouse FUR cDNA: 
evidence for differential transcription. Mol. Biol. (Life Sci. Adv.), 11, 127138, 1992. 
Roebroek, A.J.M., Creemers, J.W.M., Pauli, I.G.L., KurzikDumke, U., Rentrop, M., Gateff, 
E.AF, Leunissen, J.A.M. and Van de Ven, W.J.M. Cloning and functional expression of 
Dfurin2, a subtilisinlike proprotein processing enzyme of Drosophila melanogaster with mul
tiple repeats of a cysteine motif. J. Biol. Chem., 267, 1720817215, 1992. 
Pelicci, G., Lanfrancone, L., Grignani, F., McGlade, J., Cavallo, F., Forni, G., Nicoletti, L, 
Grignani, F., Pawson, T. and Pelicci, P.G. A novel transforming protein with a SH2 domain 
acts as a competence factor for the cell cycle. Cell 70, 93104, 1992. 
McGlade, J., Cheng, Α., Pelicci, G., Pelicci, P.G. and Pawson, T. SHC proteins are 
phosphorylated and regulated by the vsrc and vfps protein tyrosine kinases. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. USA, 89, 88698873, 1992. 
Bailyes, E.M., Shennan, K.I.J., Smeekens, S.P., Steiner, D.F., Hutton, J.C. and Docherty, KD. 
Characterization of the catalytic activity of the mammalian Kex2 homologue PC3 on proin
sulin. Biochem. J. 285, 391394, 1992. 
RozakisAdcock, M., McGlade, J., Mbamalu, G., Pelicci, G., Daly, R., Li, W., Batzer, Α., 
Thomas, S., Brugge, J., Pelicci, P.G., Schlessinger, J. and Pawson, T. Association of the SHC 
and GRB2/SEM5 SH2 containing proteins is implicated in activation of the RAS pathway by 
tyrosine kinase. Nature 360, 689692, 1993. 
Rhodes, C.J., Thorne, B.A., Lincoln, B., Thomas, G. and Hutton, J.C. Specific processing of 
proopiomelanocortin by the insulin secretory granule proinsulinconverting type 2 endopep
tidase. J. Biol. Chem., 268, 42674275, 1993. 
Creemers, J.W.M., Siezen, R.J., Roebroek, A.J.M., Ayoubi, T.A.Y., Huylebroeck, D., G. and 
Van de Ven, W.J.M. Modulation of furinmediated proprotein processing activity by site
directed mutagenesis. J. Biol. Chem. 268, 2182621834, 1993. 
Creemers, J.W.M., Groot Kormelink, P.J., Roebroek, A.J.M., Nakayama, K. and Van de Ven, 
WJ.M. Proprotein processing activity and cleavage site selectivity of the KEX2like 
endoprotease PACE4. FEBS Lett. 336, 6569, 1993. 
Segatto, O., Pelicci, G., Giuli, S., Digiesi, G, Di Fiore, P.P., McGlade, J., Pawson, T. and 
Pelicci, P.G. She products are substrates of erbB2 kinase. Oncogene 8, 21052112, 1993. 
Dilworth, S., Brewster, C, Jones, M., Lanfrancone, L, Pelicci, G. and Pelicci, P.G. Transfor
mation by polyoma virus middle Tantigen requires the binding and tyrosine phosphorylation 
of She. Nature, 367, 8789, 1994. 
Huebner, K, Kastury, K, Druck, T., Salcini, A.E., Lanfrancone, L., Pelicci, G., Lowenstein, 
E., Li, W., Park, SΗ., Cannizzaro, L., Pelicci, P.G. and Schlessinger, J. Chromosome locations 
of genes encoding human signal transduction pathway 'adaptor' proteins. Genomics, (in 
press), 1994. 
Siezen, R.J., Creemers, J.W.M. and Van de Ven, W.J.M. Subtilisinlike proprotein conver
tases: Homology modelling of the catalytic domain of human furin. 222, 255266, 1994. 
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Individual publications 
Creemers, J.W.M., Roebroek, A.J.M. and Van de Ven, W.J.M. Expression in human lung 
tumour cells of the proprotein processing enzyme PC1/PC3: Cloning and primary sequence 
of a 5 kb cDNA. FEBS Lett., 300, 82-88, 1992. 
Van de Ven, W.J.M., Creemers, J.W.M, and Roebroek, AJ.M. Furin, the prototype mam
malian subtilisin-like proprotein processing enzyme. Enzyme, 45, 257-270, 1992. 
Bailyes, E.M. and Hutton, J.C. Kinetic analysis of the type I proinsulin endopeptidase using 
a monoclonal antibody-based immunoabsorbent assay. Biochem. J. 286, 223-229, 1992. 
Bennett, D.L., Bailyes, E.M., Nielsen, E. and Hutton, J.C. The identification of the type 2 
proinsulin processing endopeptidase as PC2, a member of the eukaryote subtilisin family. J. 
Biol. Chem. 267, 15229-15236, 1992. 
Bailyes, E.M., Bennet, D.L. and Hutton, J.C. Proprotein processing endopeptidases of the 
insulin secretory granule. Enzyme 45, 301-313, 1992. 
Braks, J.A.M., Guldermond, K.C.W., Van Riel, M.C.H.M., Coenen, A.J.M. and Martens, 
G.J.M. Structure and expression of Xenops prohormone convertase PC2. FEBS Lett. 305, 45-
50, 1992. 
Powell, J.T., Klaasse Bos, J.M., van Mourik, J.A. The uptake and expression of the factor VIII 
and reporter genes by vascular cells. FEBS Lett. 303, 173-177, 1992. 
Powell, J.T., van Zonneveld, A.J., van Mourik, JA. Gene transfer into specific vascualr cells. 
Eur J. Vase. Surg. 6, 130-134, 1992. 
Guest, P.C., Bennett, D.L., Bailyes, E.M., Arden, S.D. and Hutton, J.C. The post-translational 
processing and intracellular sorting of the proinsulin type 2 endopeptidase PC2 in pancreatic 
islets. J. Biol. Chem., 267, 22401-22406, 1992. 
Van de Ven, W.J.M., Van Duijnhoven, J.L.P. and Roebroek, A.J.M. Structure and function 
of mammalian proprotein processing enzymes of the subtilisin class of serine proteases. Crit. 
Rev. Oncogenesis, 4, 115-136, 1993. 
Roebroek, A.J.M., Creemers, J.W.M., Pauli, I.G.L., Bogaert, T. and Van de Ven, WJ.M. 
Generation of structural and functional diversity in furin-like proteins in Drosophila 
melanogaster by alternative splicing of the DFUR1 gene. EMBO J. 12, 1853-1870, 1993. 
Mertens, K, Donath, M.J.S.H., van Leen, R.W., de Keyser-Nellen, MJ.M., Verbeet, M.Ph., 
Klaasse Bos, J.M., Leyte, A , van Mourik, JA. Biological activity of recombinants variants 
lacking the central B-domain and the heavy-chain sequence Lys713-Arg740: discordant in vitro 
and in vivo activity. Brit. J. Haematol. 85, 133-142, 1993. 
Voorberg, J., Fontijn, R., Calafat, J., Janssen, H., van Mourik, JA., Pannekoek, H. Biogenesis 
of von Willebrand Factor-containing organelles in heterologous transfected CV-1 cells. 
EMBO J. 12, 749-758, 1993. 
Lenting, P.J., Donath, MJ.S.H., van Mourik, J.A., Mertens, K. Identification of a binding site 
for blood coagulation Factor IXa on the light of human Factor VIII. J. Biol. Chem. 269, 7150-
7155, 1994. 
Ayoubi, TA.Y., Creemers, J.W.M., Roebroek, A.J.M. and Van de Ven, WJ.M. Expression of 
the dibasic proprotein processing enzyme furin is directed by multiple promoters. J. Biol. 
Chem., 269, 9298-9303, 1994. 
Arden, S.D., Rutherford, N.G., Guest, P.C., Curry, W.J., Bailyes, E.M. and Hutton, J.C. The 
post-translational processing of chromogranin A in the pancretic islet. Involvement of the 
eukaryote subtilisin PC2. Biochem. J., 298, 521-528, 1994. 
Bennett, D.L. and Hutton, J.C. Proinsulin-processing endopeptidases in 'Molecular Biology of 
Diabetes' Draznin, B. & Leroith, D. (eds) Humana Press Ine, New York, (in press). 
Hutton, J.C. Insulin-secretory granule biogenesis and the proinsulin-processing endopep
tidases. Diabetologia, (in press), 1994. 
Martens, G.J.M., Braks, J.A.M., Eib, D.W., Zhou, Y. and Lindberg, I. The neuroendocrine 
polypeptide 7B2 is an endogenous inhibitor of the prohormone convertase PC2. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. USA. 91, 5784-5787, 1994. 
Braks, J.A.M, and Martens, G.J.M. 7B2 is a neuroendocrine chapaerone that transiently inter
acts with prohormone convertase PC2 in the secretory pathway. Cell 78, 263-273, 1994. 
Patent applications 
"The 7B2 protein and recombinant DNA and cDNA, mRNA, and antibodies for 7B2 and 
protocol for the detection of 7B2'27; patent application 8702590, Stichting Katholieke Univer
siteit Nijmegen; The Netherlands, 30 October 1987; Europe, Japan, USA (application 07/ 
263,885), 28 October 1988; inventor: GJ.M. Martens. 
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'The 7B2 protein as a chaperonin — Production of bioactive peptides with recom
binant cells'; patent application 91.02009, Stichting Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen; The Netherlands, 29 November 1991; inventor: G.J.M. Martens. The 
related patent 'Production of proteins' has been filed for Europe, USA and Japan 
by Ciba-Geigy Ltd, Basel, Switzerland (30 November 1992). 
"7B2 as enzyme inhibitor'; patent application 94.00032, Stichting Katholieke 
Universiteit Nijmegen; The Netherlands, 7 January 1994; inventor: G.J.M. Mar
tens. 
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Development of an integrated vector system for the expression 
of immunoglobulins in different cellular compartments of 

mammalian cells (BIOT CT-920306) 

COORDINATOR: 
A. BRADBURY, Società Italiana per la Ricerca Scientifica, Roma, I 

PARTICIPANTS: 
A. CATTANEO, International School for Advanced Studies, Trieste, I 
H. HOOGENBOOM, Cambridge Antibody Technology, Melbourn, GB 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
This project is aimed at bringing together the two fields of phage antibodies and 
the ectopic expression of antibodies in animal systems in a way which will provide 
an innovative and general approach to the study and manipulation of animal cells 
for scientific or biotechnological purposes. 
Genetic manipulation of antibody molecules has progressed considerably in recent 
years. FAb fragments, Fv fragments, isolated VH domains and single chain Fv 
fragments (ScFv) have all been expressed and secreted into the periplasm of 
Escherichia Coli. ScFvs (as well as many other proteins) have also been expressed 
on the head of bacteriophage fd by incorporating the genome for the ScFv at the 
5' end of the fd gene 3. This couples the expression of the antibody specificity with 
the genetic information encoding that specificity. The creation of large libraries of 
phage antibodies, with each phage expressing a different antibody, has allowed the 
selection of antibodies which bind to a particular antigen. One great advantage of 
this system is that the cloning of the antibody gene is simultaneous with the isola
tion of the antibody with the desired binding activity. 

Expression of recombinant antibodies in a variety of mammalian cells as secreted 
or intracellular proteins targeted to different cellular compartments has been 
shown to occurr efficiently. This now opens the possiblity of intracellular or inter
cellular 'immunisation' by recombinant means as a general strategy to inhibit 
cellular functions or to introduce new phenotypes in animal cells. 
In this project we have created an integrated system which will allow cloning of 
any antibody variable region of interest, either from an already established 
hybridoma, or by selection from an appropriate library, into one of a panel of vec
tors which will provide the necessary flanking sequences (promoter, cellular 
localisation information, extra effector functions) for the particular purpose 
desired. This will allow a researcher to answer a particluar problem by selecting 
an appropriate form of antibody to be expressed in the desired cellular compart
ment of a selected cell. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The final objectives of this EC project are the following: 
(1). The development of the phage (and phagemid) vectors for the creation of the 

antibody libraries. 
(2) The creation of phage antibody libraries of diversity high enough (greater than 

106) to select useful antibodies. 
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(3) The study of the stability of different forms of antibody binding domains 
(single chain, FAb, single chain attached to constant regions, complete 
antibody) within the cellular compartments of mammalian cells. This will be 
done with antibodies presently under study (Y13/259, anti ras p21; aDII, anti 
nerve growth factor; phox, antiphenoxazolone. 

(4) The testing of targeting signals as applied to antibody domains. 
(5) The creation of 'targeting signal cassettes', which by the addition of 

appropriate sites will allow straightforward cloning into the integrated vectors. 

(6) The development of mammalian plasmid expression vectors containing restric
tion sites compatible with those found within the phage vectors (in 1), contain
ing the targeting cassette to direct the antibody to the appropriate celluar 
compartment (4), and expressing the form of antibody found to be most stable 
within the cellular compartment under study (3). 

(7) The development of similar vectors as in 6, but (retro)viral in origin. 

(8) The testing of the ability of the general vectors to direct correct expression of 
antibody domains. 

(9) Functional analysis of cell lines expressing antibody domains directed against 
the selected intracellular or extracellular antigens presently under study, and 
others which may be selected from a phage library. General vectors will be 
used for this goal when they become available. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Phage and phagemid vectors have been engineered and used to create phage 
antibody libraries with diversities greater than 106. Preliminary studies on the 
stability of different antibody forms have been performed which show that, in 
general, whole antibodies are probably better for the expression of antibodies in 
extracellular compartments (extracellular, endoplasmic reticulum, cell membrane) 
while ScFvs are better intracellularly (cytoplasmic, nuclear, mitochondrial), 
probably because of their smaller size. Antibodies (or derivatives) have been 
targeted to the following cellular compartments: secretory, endoplasmic reticulum, 
cytoplasmic, nuclear and mitochondrial. A backbone vector which contains a 
polylinker, eukaryotic selectable markers (neomycin or GPT), prokaryote selec
table marker (β lactamase), colEl origin of replication, fd origin of replication and 
SV40 origin of replication all flanked by restriction sites which allow their easy 
removal and replacement has been created and shown to be functional. A heavy 
chain cassette, containing leader, V region polylinker (compatible with sites in the 
phage antibody vectors), and human IgGl gene has also been produced. In both 
of these vectors many restriction sites were removed by in vitro mutagenesis to 
ensure that useful sites were unique. Both heavy and light chain cassettes were 
shown to be functional when inserted into the backbone (VHexpress & 
VLexpress). Derivatives of these plasmids which will allow efficient expression of 
complete immunoglobulins from a single plasmid (IGexpress) will also be 
produced by the end of this project. Targeting signals as cassettes have been 
produced, incorporated into plasmids and are in the process of being tested. 

In summary, an integrated vector system will be produced and tested by the com
pletion of the project. This will allow easy expression of antibody V regions, either 
as complete antibodies or as derivatives, in different cellular compartments. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The expression of antibodies (or domains) in animal cells will confer new 
phenotypes on those cells either in tissue culture or in the whole animal (trans
genic animals). These phenotypes will express themselves as either loss or gain of 
functions which will be of research interest, but will also have biotechnological 
applications. For example, protection of livestock from infectious disease by 
expression of specific antibodies against pathogens or viruses in their serum (a 
transgenic passive form of immunisation), in mothers milk (using antibody forms 
resistant to proteolysis) or in crops used for feed (phytoantibodies) would be 
relatively easy using our proposed system. Furthermore, it may be possible to 
create models for animal or human disease by the tissue-specific expression of 
suitable antibodies. Many other applications of this strategy can be envisaged. A 
vector system for the expression of phage antibodies has been marketed. The vec
tor system developed within the framework of this project is compatible with this 
and will be probably be marketed as an add on module. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
In the eighteen months since we started this project have met six times to discuss 
the exact details of the vector system and have communicated numerous times by 
telephone and fas. There have been three meetings with the other members of the 
Τ project (once in Ireland, once in Portugal and once in Germany), as a result of 
which, we have received DNA samples from two groups (Bujard and Grummt & 
Hauser) which we are using in the vector system. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Bradbury, Α., Ruberti, F., Werge, T., Amati, V, Di Luzio, A, Gonfioni, S., Hoogenboom, H., 
Biocca, S., & Cattaneo, A. (1994). The cloning of hybridoma V regions for their ectopie 
expression in intracellular and intercellular immunisation. In C. Borrebaeck (Ed.), Antibody 
Engineering II: a Practical Approach, New York: IRL Press. 
Ruberti, F., Bradbury, Α., & Cattaneo, Α. (1993). Cloning and expression of an anti-NGF 
antibody for studies using the neuroantibody approach. Cell Mol. NeurobioL, 13, 559-568. 
Ruberti, F., Cattaneo, Α., & Bradbury, Α. (1994). The use of the RACE method to clone 
hybridoma cDNA when V region primers fail. J. Imm Methods, 173, 33-39. 
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Construction of permanently transfected cells expressing 
steroid hormone receptors (BIOT CT-920308) 

COORDINATOR 
A. MAGGI, University of Milan, Milan, I 

PARTICIPANTS: 
H. BUJARD, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, D 
D. DI LORENZO, University of Brescia, Brescia, I 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The study of the mechanism of action of steroid receptors has recently received 
wide interest because these receptors are hormonally-inducible transcription fac
tors and therefore represent an important tool to elucidate the bases of the regula
tion of gene activity. 
Our interest in the field was restricted to one major point that is the elucidation 
of the mechanisms involved in the tissue specificity of action of these class of 
receptors. It was therefore proposed to generate a series of cell lines expressing 
steroid receptors. In view of the possible toxic effect of these receptors, their syn
thesis had to be regulatable. Moreover, the control of the intracellular concentra
tion of the receptors was also of interest since it would allow the analysis protein-
dosage effects. 
Because of the well described limits of eucaryotic regulatable promoters, for the 
present study it was proposed to utilize also a heterologous regulatory system 
recently developed in H. Bujard's laboratory. This system, in fact, has been shown 
to be very efficient. In brief, the system consists of a transcriptional transactivator 
which is a fusion protein between the repressor of the TnlO-derived tetracycline 
resistance operon of E. coli and the activation domain of Herpes Simplex Virus 
protein 16. The second element of the system is a minimal promoter derived from 
the cytomegalovirus promoter IE, fused downstream of multiple tet operator sites. 
In many cell lines, the activity of this promoter is (PCMV*-I) entirely dependent on 
the binding of tetracycline responsive transactivator (tTA). The gene coding for the 
protein to be expressed therefore has to be inserted downstream of PCMV-I· In 
order to generate cell lines synthesizing steroid receptors in a regulated fashion we 
had to generate first cell lines which stably produced the transactivator. A second 
stable transfection was then performed with DNA encoding the steroid receptor 
under the control of PCMV-I· 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The objective of this research was to utilize a newly developed regulatory system 
for the tight control of the expression of steroid receptor genes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Cell lines generated 
a. Lines expressing the transactivator 
Three cell lines of different tissue origin were utilized for the transfection: rat 
hepatoma (HTC); human breast cancer (T47D); human neuroblastoma (SK-N-
BE). 
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Several clones for each cell line were selected in conditioned medium, then 
expanded and tested for the tTA activity. This analysis was performed by transient 
transfection, in each clone, of a reporter represented by the luciferase gene under 
the control of PCMV*-I· The luciferase activity was analyzed in the presence or 
absence of tetracycline. 

These experiments allowed to conclude that the Pcmv'-i driven production of 
luciferase was similarly regulated in all the cell lines generated. 

b. Cell lines expressing steroid receptors 
Utilizing an expression vector with a metallothionein promoter two cell lines were 
generated: 
human neuroblastoma (SK-N-BE) expressing the progesterone receptor; human 
neuroblastoma (SK-N-BE) expressing the estrogen receptor 

2. Analysis of the activity of the stably transfected genes 
a. Analysis of the specificity of action of the transactivator 
A series of studies were carried out in order to assess the specificity of the activity 
of the transactivator. The clones with the highest transactivator activity where then 
analyzed in order to determine whether the presence of the fusion protein could 
interfere with the transcriptional activity of endogenous genes as well as genes 
transiently transfected. 
The proteins initially studied were C/EBPb, glucocorticoid receptor and SPI. 
To our surprise we found that in the presence of tetracycline the intracellular levels 
of the gene products were highly decreased (with respect to the parental cell line) 
while the removal of tetracycline resulted in a generalized increase of the levels 
of these proteins. 
We then tested the effect of tetracycline presence and removal on the expression 
of c-fos and Insulin-like Growth Factor I Receptor. The levels of these two 
proteins were unaffected by the presence/absence of tetracycline. 
It was concluded that the presence of the transactivator may interfere with the host 
cell transcriptional activity, but the effect is not generalized. 

b. Analysis of the cellular effects of the presence of the estrogen and progesterone 
receptor 

The neuroblastoma cells stably transfected with the estrogen and progesterone 
receptor (ER and PR, respectively) were initially tested in order to assess the 
range of concentrations of expression of the two receptors and their viability. 
Clones containing a physiological concentration of the estrogen (about 300-400 
fmoles/mg protein) and progesterone (200 finoles/mg protein) receptors were 
expanded and further tested. 
A growth and morphology analysis of the cells expressing the two receptors 
demonstrated that the activation of the progesterone rece ptor did not change 
these parameters, while the activation of ER determined growth arrest and 
morphological differentiation of the cells. Further analysis of the ER-expressing 
cells (named SK-ER3) demonstrated that in this cell line the activation of the 
estrogen receptor causes a profound morphological and biochemical differentiation 
towards a phenotype highly reminiscent of the mature neuron. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

a. Some of the cell lines generated can be utilized for the screening of com
pounds acting on estrogen or progesterone receptors. 

b. A heterologous transcription control system for eucaryotic cells was utilized 
to generate a series of cell lines suitable for the regulated synthesis of steroid 
receptors. 
c. The generation of a human neuroblastoma cell line expressing the estrogen 
receptor gene allows the analysis of the effect of estrogen in cells of nervous origin. 
This represents an important achievement since the study of the effect of estrogens 
on nervous cells has been traditionally hampered by the lack of an appropriate 
model system. Furthermore, our studies demonstrate that the activation of the 
estrogen receptor leads to the differentiation of cells of nervous origin towards the 
phenotype of mature neurons. Therefore the cell system generated besides 
representing a tool for the analysis of estrogen action in neural-derived cells, opens 
new perspectives for the possible role of this sex steroid in the development of 
nervous cells. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Exchange visits of the project participants. Exchange of reagents and know-how 
among the participating laboratories: the tet regulatory system was developed in 
H. Bujard's laboratory. Five vectors which allowed to establish this regulatory 
system in the laboratories of A. Maggi and Di Lorenzo were supplied from 
Heidelberg. In addition, a vector containing the coding sequence of the human 
estrogen receptor under the control of P C M V - I w a s s e n t from the Heidelberg Lab 
to Di Lorenzo's group. The regulatory system was established in a number of cell 
lines and studied with regard to the regulated expression of seroid receptor genes 
in a number of cell lines. These studied were carried out in collaboration between 
A. Maggi's and D. Di Lorenzo's laboratories. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
Magalini Α., Ferrari F., Savoldi G, Ingrassia R., Pollio G., Maggi A. and Di Lorenzo D. 
Specificity of action of Herpes virus VP16-tet transactivator in mammalian cell cultures, (in 
preparation) 
Individual publications 
Ma Z.Q., Bondiolotti G.P., Olasmaa M., Violani E., Patrone C, Picotti G.B. and Maggi Α. 
Estrogen Modulation of catecholamine synthesizing monoamine oxidase A activity in the 
human neuroblastoma cell line SK-ER3. J. Steroid Biochem. Mol. Biol. 47: 207-211, (1993) 
Santagati S., Bettini E., Adente M., Muramatsu M. and Maggi A. Theoretical considerations 
for the application of competitive PCR to the quantitation of a low abundance mRNA: 
estrogen receptor. Biochemical Pharmacology, 46: 1797-1803, (1993) 
Ma Z. Q., Spreafico E., Pollio G., Santagati S., Cattaneo E. and Maggi A. Activated estrogen 
receptor mediates growth arrest and differentiation of a neuroblastoma cell line. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. (USA) 90: 3740-3744, (1993) 
Santagati S., Melcangi R.C, Celotti F., Martini L. and Maggi A. Estrogen receptor is 
expressed in different types of glial cells in culture J. Neurochemistry, (in press) 
Ma Z.Q., Santagati S., Patrone C, Pollio G., Vegeto E. and Maggi A. Insulin-like growth fac
tors activate estrogen receptor to control the growth and differentiation of the human 
neuroblastoma cell line SK-ER3. Molecular Endocrinology, 7: 910-918, (1994) 
Di Lorenzo D., Gianni M., Savoldi G., Ferrari F., Abertini A. and Garattini E. Progesterone 
induced expression of alkaline phosphatase is associated with a secretory phenotype in T47D 
breast cancer cells. Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 192: 1066-1072, (1993) 
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Ingrassia R., Savoldi G., Garaffini Α., Tironi M., Poiesi C , Williams P., Albertini A and Di 
Lorenzo D. Analysis of a novel transcription complex that cooperates with the glucocorticoid 
receptor for the hormone regulation of the alpha1acid glycoprotein (AGP) gene. DNA and 
Cell Biology, vol. 13 n° 6, (1994). 
Savoldi G., Ferrari F., Ruggeri G., Sobek L, Albertini A. and Di Lorenzo D. Progesterone 
agonists and antagonists induce down and upregulation of estrogen receptors and estrogen 
inducible genes in human breast cancer cell lines. The International Journal of Biological 
Markers, (in press) 
Gossen M. and Bujard H. Tight control of gene expression in mammalian cells by tetracycline 
responsive promoters. Proc. Natl. Acad ScL (USA), 89: 55475551, (1992) 
Gossen M. and Bujard H. Anhydrotetracyclin, a novel effector for tetracycline controlled gene 
expression systems in eukaryotic cells. Nucleic Acid Res., 21: 44114412, (1993) 
Gossen M., Bonin A and Bujard H. Control of gene activity in higher eukaryotic cells by 
prokaryotic regulatory elements. TIBS, 18: 471475, (1993) 
Weinmann P., Gossen M., Hillen W., Bujard H. and Gatz C. A chimeric transactivator allows 
tetracyclineresponsive gene expression in whole plants. Plant J, S: 559569, (1994) 
Resnitzky D., Gossen M., Bujard H. and Reed S.I. Acceleration of the Gl/S phase transition by 
expression of cyclins Dl and E using an inducible system. MoL CelL BioL 14: 16691679, (1994) 
Fürth P.A., Onge L.St., Böger H., Gross P., Gossen M., Kistner Α., Bujard Η. and Hen
nighausen L. Temporal control of gene expression in transgenic mice by a tetracycline respon
sive promoter. Proc. Natl. Acad ScL (USA), 91: 93029306, (1994) 
Früh K, Gossen M., Bujard H., Peterson P.A. and Yang Y. Displacement of housekeeping 
proteasome subunits by MHCencoded LMPs: a new mechanism for modulating the multica
talytic proteinase complex. EMBO J., (in press) 
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der Riss, D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The aim of this project was to integrate gene expression (A, B, E, G, H), post-
translational modification (F) and cell culture studies (C, D, H). 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Groups Β and G were active in attempting to obtain targeted and amplifiable 
expression systems. The CAD gene which was selected for this is amplifiable by 
the innocuous compound PALA. Any internally targeted exogenous gene should 
be co-amplified thus allowing high levels of expression. Group A was looking for 
an inducible homologous expression system from CHO. The experimental 
approach used involved the preparation of a cDNA library from CHO cells grown 
in the absence of serum followed by differential hybridisation of this library using 
total cDNA from cells grown either in the presence or absence of serum (provided 
by groups C and H) as probes. The promoter sequences were isolated by group 
A from a generated CHO genomic library (genomic DNA provided by group H). 
Post-translational studies were carried out by group F on a model antibody. The 
expression system for this model protein was set up in the laboratories E and H 
and the antibody was produced in the laboratories D and H. Groups C, D and H 
studied the impact of serum depletion (C, H) and amino acid deprivation (D) on 
gene expression (in cooperation with groups A and E) and cell growth and the 
conditions which are necessary to successfully transfer cells from full serum to 
serum-free media (C). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The CAD gene was isolated and sequenced from CHO. A construct was prepared 
in which the neomycin resistance gene was carried within the intron of this 
amplifiable gene. This construct was used to introduce the neo marker by 
homologous recombination into the cellular CAD gene locus. A number of 
neoresistant cells were obtained following transfection. However, after the analysis 
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of over 1000 potentially positive cell clones none were found to have the gene 
integrated in the correct locus. 
Following differential hybridisation several highly expressed and induced cDNA clones 
were isolated. Analysis of the sequences showed that many of these were derived from 
mitochondria, others came from ribosomal proteins, others from ubiquitin related 
genes and some corresponded to previously undescribed genes. The inducible genes 
were all encoded in the mitochondrion. It was shown that this was due to an amplifica
tion of mitochondria per se rather than to an induction at the level of transcription 
of mitochondria. A further increase in mitochondrial transcripts was observed using 
RNA obtained from serum-free cultivated cells which were shifted from a complete 
amino acid medium to one which was deprived from an non essential amino acid . 
The promoters of the chromosomal genes have been isolated and by the end of the 
time period of the project will be available for tests on their efficiency. 
The expression of the model antibody used for these studies gave rise to a lower 
level of sialylation when cells were grown in culture compared to commercial 
polyclonal serum immunoglobulin. These model antibody preparations would 
therefore be expected to have a shorter half-life in circulation. Cell culture studies 
are being undertaken to obtain conditions in which this pattern is altered. 
The studies on cell cultivation conditions gave rise to new information on the cell 
line which is most frequently used in the biotechnology industry. CHO cells were 
adapted successfully to growth in optimised serum-free media. Their tolerance to 
a variety of environmental conditions such as agitation rates and levels of the waste 
products lactate and ammonia has been investigated. Analysis on the amino acid 
requirements of CHO showed that the cells could compensate for the depletion 
of the non essential amino acids serine, asparagine and glycine whereas cysteine 
and proline depletion led to growth arrest and tyrosine deficiency to cell death. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The presence in this group of an industry has ensured the transfer to the 
biotechnology industrial sector of the data whch has been obtained. A direct conse
quence of this is a patent which is currently being prepared to cover the newly 
described CHO promoter sequences. The data were also widely disseminated at 
the ACTIP meetings and at the T-project meetings which were held in Galway, 
Lisbon and Bielefeld. Of particular interest in this context were the culture condi
tions which could be fused for the growth of CHO cells. 

MAJOR COOPERATTVE LINKS 
The exchange of material which was necessary to achieve the work described above 
is obvious from the description of this work. In addition there were exchanges of 
personnel between laboratories (C and D, A and E, A and H). The exchanges of 
material were between all of the different participants with a particularly strong 
input in the transferal of RNA from groups C, D and E to group A and the trans
fer of the CHO cell line from group H to groups A, B, C, D, E and G. The cell 
lines which contained the model expression system were prepared by groups E and 
H and worked upon by group F. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Joint publications 
M. J. Davies, K. Bergemann, W. MacDowell and E.F. Hounsell: The glycosylation pattern of a 
humanised. IgGl antibody (D1.3) expressed in CHO cells (in preparation) 
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Β. Enenkel, Κ. Bergemann and F. Gannon: Increased transcript level of mitochondrial genes 
in serum-free cultivated CHO cells due to increase in the number of mitochondria (in 
preparation) 
T. Seewoester, F. Korioth, J. Frey and J. Lehmann: Non-essential amino acids — exemplified 
by serine and asparagine — as modulators of the transcription activity in chinese hamster 
ovary cells (in preparation) 

Individual publications 
L. Byrnes, B. Enenkel, F. Gannon and T. Smith: Preparation of DNA probes In Gene Probes 
— Vol. I: A Practical Approach, Eds. B.D. Hames and S.J. Higgins, IRL Press (in press) 
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Factors regulating growth and differentiation of plant cells. 
A basis for the understanding of plant regeneration 
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D. INZÉ, Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Gent, B 
P.A. MILLNER, University of Leeds, Leeds, GB 
F. OKKELS, Danisco/AS, Copenhagen, DK 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The regeneration of plants from protoplasts, cells or plant organs is of utmost 
importance in the use of modern biotechnology for plant improvement. Model 
species in terms of easiness of regeneration have been extensively used and a 
significant number of plants of agricultural interest have been regenerated. Unfor
tunately, the procedures used are largely empirical and fail to be transferred to the 
socalled recalcitrant species or varieties. This means that the level of basic 
knowledge concerning the mechanisms that underlie the developmental steps 
involved in the regeneration processes is critically limiting. The most often used 
empirical strategy to regenerate plants is to manipulate the concentrations and 
balance of auxin and cytokinins, two growth factors known to trigger cell division 
and organogenesis. A deaper knowledge of the mechanisms of action of these two 
hormones as well as that of other growth factors known to influence cell differen
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tiation would bring strategic information in order to build rational approaches of 
regeneration. On another hand, a variety of plants exhibit the remarkable property 
to be able to generate embryos either from somatic cells or from microspores 
diverted form their normal pathway of pollen differentiation. These remarkable 
properties offer unique possibilities for studying the regulation of embryo develop
ment as well as promising biotechnological applications in terms of regeneration 
of newly created genotypes. Unfortunately, success in obtaining somatic embryos 
or embryos derived from microspores concerns a limited number of species and 
here again getting a better knowledge of the cellular and molecular basis of these 
developmental steps is critical. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
This T-Project has been built with the aim to give a strong impetus in Europe to 
the studies concerning the mechanisms of action of several signals regulating 
growth and differentiation of plant cells and to get through these studies a better 
understanding of the regulation of the initial steps of plant morphogenesis. The 
general strategy has been to associate in the same multidisciplinary group scientists 
working on the basic mechanisms of growth factor perception at the cellular level 
with those involved in the study of key morphogenetic events such as somatic 
embryogenesis, microspore embryogenesis and rhizogenesis, the ultimate target 
being to improve the basic knowledge necessary for rendering the regeneration of 
plants a more predictable process. 
The task has been distributed between five groups of comparable size which have 
been involved in five contracts addressing the mechanisms of action of plant 
growth factors (BIOT CT-900158: Perception, Interactios and Resposes to Plant 
Growth Regulators; BIOT CT-900178: Molecukr Analysis of Auxin-specific Signal 
Transduction in Plant Cell Communication), the regulation of embryogenesis (BIOT 
CT-900160: Regulation of the Inductive Phase of Microspore Embryogenesis; BIOT 
CT-900177: Molecular Analysis of Higher Phnt Embryogenesis) and the use of 
microbial genes to study plant morphogenesis (BIOT CT-900179: rol Genes as 
Privileged Tools to Study Plant Morphogenesis). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Some of the major scientific achievements are highlighted here but a detailed 
description of the progress achieved in each programme of the five groups 
involved in the T-Project can be found in the final reports of the corresponding 
contracts. 
A major effort, which is one of the originality of the european research in Plant 
Sciences, has been devoted to the study of proteins putatively involved in the per
ception of growth factors and related molecules. The purification and partial or 
complete sequencing of new auxin-binding proteins (ABPs), ethylene-binding 
protein (EBPs) and fusicoccin-binding proteins (FCBPs) have been achieved. 
These efforts and their results give to the european plant biologists quite a strong 
position in the domain. The most systematic description ever done of auxin-binding 
proteins has been undertaken with the aim to identify genes involved in auxin per
ception. A variety of auxin-binding proteins with different cellular locations 
(soluble, plasma membrane, plasmodesmata, peribacteroidal membranes, etc.) 
have been characterized. ZmER ABP1, the major auxin-binding protein from the 
endoplasmic reticulum of maize coleoptiles, is by far the best characterized protein 
able to bind auxin. Immunological probes directed against epitopes of this protein 
have been built and characterized, allowing to explore functions of ZmER ABP1 
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or related proteins. Synthetic peptides corresponding to the presumed auxin-bind
ing site of ABPs have been prepared and the corresponding antibodies raised and 
characterized in terms of activity. Most remarkably, one of them, D 16, exhibits an 
auxin agonist activity and represents the first antibody with agonist activity ever 
evidenced in plants. The study of the protein ZmER ABP1 has now reached the 
state where it has been dissected in its peptide subcomponents, mapped for their 
biological roles. It has been discovered that the 14 aminoacid C-terminal peptide 
of ZmERABPl inhibits inward K+ channels and stimulates outward K+ channels 
in V. faba guard cells, likely by triggering a cytoplasmic alkalinization. Another 
remarkable issue of these studies has been the discovery of a soluble 60kD protein 
from maize, able to bind auxins but hydrolyzing cytokinin conjugates, the hydrolysis 
being inhibited by IAA glucoside. The interactions between auxins and cytokinins 
which are of tremendous importance in the regeneration of plants from cell or 
organ cultures are very poorly known in terms of mechanisms; the results obtained 
here represent the first clear identification at the molecular level of one target 
where the two hormones interact. 

For ethylene-binding and fusicoccin-binding proteins too, the T-group had a lead
ing international impact. Despite very considerable difficulties resulting from the 
hydrophobic nature of the proteins involved and their extremely low abundance in 
plant tissue the receptors for both ethylene and fusicoccin were purified to 
homogeneity and partial sequences obtained. EBPs have been purified, separated 
into subcomponents against which antibodies have been prepared. Partial sequen
ces have been obtained showing no homology with any known protein, gene clon
ing is in progress. Interestingly, evidence has been obtained suggesting that EBPs 
can be phosphorylated by an ethylene-dependent mechanism. 
Purification of fusicoccin-binding proteins has been achieved, partial sequences 
obtained, specific antibodies produced. The fusicoccin receptor resembles the class 
of proteins known as 14-3-3 that act as regulators of protein kinases in many 
eukaryotes. Dual reconstituted systems with purified ATPase and partially purified 
FC receptors have been shown to be functionally responsive to FC. In this domain 
again, the group has had a strong leading position. 
Another area of strong european leadership concerns the discovery that 
extracellular proteins are produced by plant cells, with specific patterns associated 
with cell differentiation. Really exciting results have been obtained concerning the 
role of some of these secreted proteins in the regulation of somatic embryo 
development in carrot. The characterization of extracellular proteins capable of 
rescuing the temperature sensitive mutant tsll has demonstrated the role of a 
specific extracellular 32 kD endochitinase. These results raise the general question 
of the targets of the extracellular proteins controlling cell differentiation. In this 
respect, the recent discovery that Nod-factors mimic the effect of the 32 kD 
endochitinase in rescuing the tsll mutant is really exciting in opening the 
possibility that regulators more or less similar to bacterial Nod factors might be 
produced by plant cells. Large scale purification of several extracellular chitinases 
secreted by carrot cell suspensions has been performed, allowing their biochemical 
characterization, the production of antibodies, the study of their activity and the 
cloning of the corresponding cDNAs. 

The role of the extracellular matrix in cell differentiation and plant development 
has progressively emerged as a topic of major interest during the past few years. 
Research has developed along two lines. First, a collection of monoclonal 
antibodies has been raised against cell wall or cell surface epitopes and used as a 
tool to reveal cell and tissue differentiation steps. More specifically, monoclonal 
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antibodies raised against cell wall arabinogalactan-proteins (AGPs) have been used 
to monitor cell differentiation in Arabidopsis roots, as expressed by changes in the 
properties of the cell surface. Developmentally regulated patterns of cell surface 
expression of AGP epitopes have been observed. Even more interesting is the fact 
that cell lineages can be traced from the presence and absence of specific epitopes. 
AGP families thus provide molecular markers present at the surface of plant cells 
for studying the formation of the patterns of tissues in the plant. Even more inter
esting is the hypothesis raised by these results that AGPs could have a role in cell 
interactions or cellular signalling. The second line of research has focused on 
important enzymes of the cell wall, that could be involved in the regulation of cell 
growth and in the generation of oligosaccharidic signals generated within the wall. 
New active oligosaccharides of the xyloglucan type have been characterized. A new 
enzyme activity has been discovered in the plant cell wall, catalyzing 
endotransglycosylation between pairs of long xyloglucan-related molecules. This 
enzyme is likely involved in wall loosening and consequently in cell enlargement. 

Another area where the group has brought a quite significant progress concerns 
the regulation of cell division in plants. Several Arabidopsis genes with high homol
ogy with cell cycle regulation genes have been cloned. Two cdc2 genes have been 
characterized from their capacity to complement a conditional mutant of yeast 
affected in the p34cdc2 kinase. Five different cyclin genes have also been charac
terized in Arabidopsis. The availability of the new tools corresponding to cdc2 and 
cyclin genes has been the basis of new studies on the regulation of the cell cycle 
in plants. Specific expression patterns of these genes have been recognized. For 
the first time the influence of auxins and cytokinins on their expression has been 
studied, in relation with the foci of cell division. Interestingly, mutant cdc2 genes 
overexpressed in Arabidopsis and tobacco strongly modify cell division. Strong 
decreases in the number of cells per organs with or without increases in cell size 
have been observed with mutant D-N cdc2 gene in tobacco, and, surprisingly, this 
occurs without alterations in the general pattern of organ forming. These results 
clearly demonstrate that cell division and morphogenesis can be largely independ
ent and provide new perspectives to alter plant development. This important 
achievement of the T-Project has to be considered in relation with the history of 
this programme. In 1989, attempts to launch a special effort concerning the cell 
cycle in plant cells were unsuccessful. Hopefully things have maturated and specific 
efforts can now be built with the objective to start a new description of plant 
morphogenesis in terms of regulation of the expression of genes involved in the 
regulation of the cell cycle. This is a good example of a domain where basic 
research rendering available new basic tools can bring essential information on the 
initial steps of regeneration processes. 

The mechanisms by which rol genes of the T-DNA of Agrobacterium rhizogenes 
modify plant morphogenesis has been a subject of rather intense investigations, 
with stimulating new results. The rolB promoter has been dissected and the control 
of the gene expression studied in details. Five domains have been recognized in 
the promoter as responsible for directing the expression of the gene in different 
meristematic cells. The gene constructs corresponding to modified rolB promoters 
associated with the GUS sequence show that those promoters able to direct the 
expression in meristematic cells are auxin-inducible whereas those which deter
mine expression in non-meristematic cells are not. A quite new and important find
ing has been to show that rolB appears as a 'meristem-inducing gene' rather than 
a root-inducing gene as it was classically admitted before. The type of meristem 
induced depends on the organ/tissue from which the meristems are induced; flower 
meristems can be induced under the influence of rolB expression, provided floral 
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stalks are used. The function proposed for the rolB gene, that of a glucosidase 
involved in the generation of free auxin from glucose ester conjugates, has been 
a matter of debate inside and outside the group and this hypothesis is now dis
missed. This debate had an important 'contaminating' effect, stimulating research 
in laboratories outside the project and initiating a renewal of the interest for hor
mone metabolism in its relation with plant development. The possibility to exploit 
ml gene-induced morphogenetic alterations in plants of economical interest has 
also been explored by several groups in the T-Project. Kiwi, chestnuts, and alfalfa 
expressing rolB and rose plants expressing rolC have been studied. In alfalfa, 
increases in foliage and rooting systems have been observed whereas in roses, 
interesting new architectures have been obtained. Strickingly, the group has also 
shown that the Agrobacteria have still new things to reveal in terms of genes and 
gene products able to affect plant morphogenesis. This is examplified by the dis
covery of ORF13, a newly recognized gene from A. rhizogenes, which induces new 
phenotypic alterations in transgenic tobacco. 

The project relative to the induction of microspore embryogenesis from immature 
pollen used an agronomically important crop, Brassica naps, as a model. In this 
material, a simple temperature treatment can irreversibly redirect pollen develop
ment to embryogénie development. The achievements in this domain have been an 
improvement of the model system to make it accessible to biochemical and 
cytologicai analysis, the isolation of a number of cDNA sequences whose expres
sion is associated with the induction process, the identification of a limited number 
of unique proteins exclusively synthesized under embryogénie conditions, the iden
tification that rearrangements of the cytoskeleton are associated with the induction 
process. The onset and timing of DNA, mRNA and protein synthesis were deter
mined in isolated pollen cultured under embryogénie and non-embryogenic condi
tions. Reentry of the vegetative cell into the cell cycle appeared to be a prerequi
site for the induction of embryogenesis. Techniques for the analysis by bidimen
sional electrophoresis of protein synthesis and phosphorylation during induction of 
microspore embryogenesis, have been optimized and can now be extented to a 
variety of studies of cell differentiation. Interesting results concerning the synthesis 
and histochemical localization of HSP proteins during the induction process have 
been obtained, raising the working hypothesis that these proteins could be 
necessary for the initiation of the embryogénie pathway. Some of the proteins and 
genes associated with the very first stages of plant embryogenesis have been iden
tified and can now be further characterized. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Major successes in terms of scientific results have been obtained and new avenues 
have been opened. In agreement with the terms of the five initial contracts we 
effectively contributed to improve basic knowledge concerning factors regulating 
growth and differentiation of plant cells. We also brought totally new results con
cerning cell division, somatic embryogenesis and microspore embryogenesis. The 
discovery of the role of secreted proteins and glycoproteins in the the regulation 
of somatic embryogenesis is a good example of such an important progress. 
Another exciting example concerns the manipulation of cell numbers per organ 
resulting from the expression of mutant cdc2 genes. More generally, the discovery 
of new genes and gene products involved in several critical and complex aspects 
of plant differentiation provides unique possibilities to manipulate plant growth 
and development. This will undoubtedly have important practical implications in 
the production of transgenic material having improved performance. 
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Two big T-Projects concerning plants have been launched at the same time: our 
T-Project and the Arabidopsis T-Project. The specific objectives of these research 
programmes were at the origin apparently quite distinct. In fact, considering the 
significant title of the Arabidopsis T-Project: Molecular Identification of New Plant 
Genes, the identification of the function of genes involved in the regulation of 
development has been a common goal for both projects. The strategies used, muta
tion, gene isolation and mapping on one hand, physiology and biochemistry of 
protein isolation, gene cloning and transformation on the other hand were largely 
complementary. As a consequence, Arabidopsis thaliana has been rather widely 
used as a model plant by different groups of our T-Project. We have had a quite 
significant activity concerning the knowledge of A. thaliana development using our 
biochemical and physiological expertise to isolate and characterize new mutants 
affected in their response to growth factors, to complement mutants by transforma
tion, to clone new genes involved in signal perception, etc. The list of publications 
illustrates our contribution to this domain. 

The 'production' of a variety of powerful tools is one of the best reflect of the 
impact of the T-Project and its contribution to the acceleration of research in the 
plant science community. A variety of nucleic acid probes, mutated genes, gene 
constructs, transgenic plants, antibodies, oligosaccharides, new cold and labelled 
ligands, cell lines, etc (see the list in TNEWS NO. 13) have been prepared, represen
ting a collection of about 130 new tools. They have been circulated inside the T-
Group, raising in 110 cases the opportunity for joint experiments. Importandy, they 
have also been distributed in 142 cases to laboratories outside the T-Project, 
illustrating the very positive 'contaminating' aspects of the T-Group activities. The 
power of these tools is well highlighted by the fact that their use immediately 
allowed new discoveries in terms of regulation of cell division and differentiation 
in plants. 

As to december 1993, more than 200 papers describing the results obtained in the 
frame of the T-Project have been published and the list of publications, collected 
in TNEWS NO. 13, will still be enriched during 1994. The papers published by the 
group are presented in this volume as five elementary lists in the final report of each 
of the five contracts. 
Impressive results have been obtained and new and exciting avenues for the future 
have been opened. Nevertheless, we only scratched the surface of the complex 
mechanisms underlying the regeneration of plants. Much has still to be done and 
research in this domain should continue to be supported at an appropriate level 
taking into account the fact that the amount of money spent for any single animal 
hormone is larger than the money spent for the whole set of plant growth 
regulators and that systematic efforts should be pursued on the developmental 
regulation of the embryogénie process and plant regeneration in general. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
This T-Project started on a quite noticeable level of cooperation between the 
various subgroups and teams involving about 120 scientists. This cooperation has 
been consolidated all along the three years throughout frequent discussions, con
siderable exchange of tools and personnel and most importantly by common 
experiments. Three to six sectorial meetings for each group and three general 
meetings have been organized where members of different groups gathered and 
interacted to build fruitful new substates of the initial network. More than 30% of 
the papers published involved researchers from different laboratories and about 
20% corresponded to publications with transnational authorship. 
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A newsletter, T-News, was created from the very start of the project. It has been, 
during three years, the internal link between the 25 research teams, but it became 
rapidly a useful way to diffuse our activities to selected scientists and decision 
makers, outside the T-Group. Thirteen issues have been circulated. The last two 
issues, T-News N° 12 and N° 13 give a good idea of the achievements of each team 
involved in the T-Project (T-News N° 12) and the productivity of the whole group, 
as illustrated by the list of papers published and tools produced (T-News N° 13). 
Both industrial and academic researchers have been involved in this european 
effort. Four industrial partners have been directly involved in the research 
activities conducted in the frame of this T-Project. Nickerson Biocem interested in 
the rapid production of homozygous double haploid plants from microspores has 
brought an important contribution to the project concerning the microspore 
embryogenesis by providing a barley microspore culture system in order to allow 
a comparison with the Brssica dicotyledonous system (Contract BIOT CT-
900160). Danisco Biotechnology has had a remarkable impact on the research con
cerning the extracellular proteins secreted by embryogénie carrot cell cultures by 
providing the technology for large scale culture which allowed the production in 
mg amounts of the 32 kD chitinase and other extracellular chitinases as well as the 
isolation of PCR clones for the 32 kD and class IV related chitinases (Contract 
BIOT CT-900177). This company also contributed to the effort concerning the 
systematic study of auxin binding proteins by photoaffinity labeling (contract BIOT 
CT-900178). MOGEN International has developed new microsequencing methods 
for the analysis of putative receptor proteins and contributed through this effort 
to the partial sequencing of the ethylene and fusicoccin binding proteins and 
design of oligonucleotide probes to screen (c)DNA libraries (Contract BIOT CT-
900158). LVMH Research contributed to the efforts concerning the use of ml 
genes to modify plant morphogenesis by concentrating on new architectural and 
flowering phenotypes induced in rose plants by rolC expression (Contract BIOT 
CT-900179). 

Structured contacts have also been progressively established with non-contracting 
industries interested in the activities of our T-Project and of the Arabidopsis T-Pro
ject. A Plant Industrial Platform (PIP) for both Projects has been created, the idea 
being that interactions between the PIP and the public laboratories would help to 
fill the gap between applied and basic research as well as that between model and 
recalcitrant species. Operational links have been built with mutual exchanges and 
diffusion of information and attendance to meetings. A PIP Newsletter was created 
in 1993 and exchanged with our T-News. The Plant Industrial Platform organized 
an Open Round Table Discussion during the final meeting of the T-Project in 
Wageningen. Thirteen industrial representatives were present and the discussion, 
centered on industrial priorities for Plant Science Research in the Framework IV 
programme, attracted much interest from the members of the T-Project. 

Another remarkable level of cooperation has been with the monitoring unit of the 
T-Project. Such a large and complex project could not have been conducted 
without the very efficient help of the members of this monitoring unit: Etienne 
MAGNIEN, who, on behalf of the EC Commission acted as the scientific officer 
in charge of the implementation of the T-Project at the ECC Biotechnology Divi
sion and Pierre PRINTZ, nominated by the BRIDGE Advisory Committee. 

European dimension 
One feature that distinguishes this EC operation is the impressive large scale 
network that has been built to promote a multidisciplinary approach through 
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european cooperation. Most of the subprojects investigated required the coopera
tion of different disciplines of Plant Sciences, cooperation which could only be 
found through transnational efforts. Obviously, the multidisciplinary character of 
this EEC programme has been one of its major strength, providing the adequate 
range of expertise, instruments and facilities as well as the possibility to use the 
large variety of tools built up by the group. 

Furthermore, special efforts have been devoted by the team of coordinators to 
facilitate as much as possible the circulation of young scientists attached to the T-
Project (attendance to sectorial or general meetings, visits of other european 
laboratories, short stays in foreign laboratories to undertake common experiments, 
etc.). A specific round table discussion has been organized during the final meeting 
in Wageningen by the post doctoral fellows working in the frame of the T-Project. 
As they represented the major task force of most of the groups, their opinions con
cerning how the T-Project developed its activities as well as their views concerning 
future cooperative programmes raised much interest. They expressed their 
appreciation of the conditions in which they have worked and of the efforts done 
through TNEWS to give an easy access to the transnational network of research 
in the domain and to create some sort of 'european' spirit of their activities. Accor
ding to heterogeneities between laboratories they have been working in, they 
recommended that all the efforts done to exchange rapidly relevant information, 
to promote the exchange of young scientists through short stays in different 
laboratories of the european networks in order to undertake common experiments 
or to be trained to new techniques should be systematically reinforced in the future 
cooperative projects. They also expressed a strong concern for the relatively short 
duration of the contracts they were employed on, calling for more sustained efforts 
in specific domains of research, associated with longer term contracts and for more 
information on the possibilities offered by the next european programmes. 

Overall, one of the remarkable output of this project has been to build a new 
scientific community. For european researchers, over the results already obtained, 
the last three years gave a strong impetus to cooperative work and will have a 
larger impact for organizing future work in analyzing the complex problem of the 
regulation of plant development. 

PUBLICATIONS: 48 (joint) + 161 (individual) 
The publications of the individual subprojects are listed at the end of each corresponding 
report. 
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Regulation of the inductive phase of microspore embryogenesis 
(BIOT CT900160 — Group 5) 

COORDINATOR 
5.1 P. PECHAN, MPI für Biochemie, München, D 

PARTICIPANTS: 
5.2 Α. van LAMMEREN, Agrie. Univ. Wageningen, Wageningen, NL 
5.3 Α. MARTIN, IAPV, Cordoba, E 
5.4 A McQUEEN, Nickersons, Cambridge, GB 
5.5 H. DONS, CPRODLO, Wageningen, NL 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Brssica naps microspore culture system proved to be a very good model both as 
a vehicle for the study of plant cell proliferation and an important tool for the plant 
breeder. In the normal process of pollen development, the pollen mother cell gives rise 
to haploid microspores which, after mitosis, mature into pollen grains capable of 
pollinating flowers. One of the two sperm nuclei fertilizes the egg resulting in a diploid 
embryo development and a new plant generation. However, byTorcing the microspore 
itself to undergo embryo development, a haploid or diploid plants are formed which are 
of great interest to plant breeders. A programme of research on the production of 
double haploids from microspores has been assigned a high priority in many plant 
breeding companies since the rapid production of homozygous plants is of major com
mercial value in many crop species. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

Our aim is to understand the underlying cellular and molecular basis of induction of 
embryogenesis in plants. To this end we have investigated the cellular and molecular 
mechanisms associated with the embryogenesis induction process in Brassica naps 
microspores. A heat treatment of 32°C for 8 h is used to induce the process of 
embryogenesis, and subsequent plant formation, in late uni to early innucleate 
microspores. From previous studies it is known that such a treatment is sufficient to 
induce the embryogénie process at high frequencies. We used this knowledge to design 
experiments whereby the cellular and molecular events associated with the induction 
process could be clearly identified and investigated. The following main objectives were 
set: 

— isolate and characterize genes and proteins associated with induction of microspore 
embryogenesis 

— characterize the microtubule and microfilament changes associated with the process 

— investigate the inheritance of the embryogénie potential within plant populations 

— to make available to the MaxPlanck Institut (MPI) a highly embryogénie barley 
(Hordeum vulgare) microspore culture system in order to enable a better comparison 
with the Brssica napus microspore culture system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results are presented for the participating groups separately. 

5.1 MaxPlanckInstitut für Biochemie (MPI), Mnchen, Germany 

The group investigated the molecular mechanism controlling the induction of 
microspore embryogenesis in plants using Brassica napus microspores as a model 
system. 
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Apart from a successful transfer of Brssica microspore culture technology to all group 
5 members, group 5.1 has concentrated its research efforts on the following areas: 
a) Isolation of clones associated with induction of microspore embryogenesis 
Selected cDNA clones were partially analyzed for copy number, sequence and expres
sion. 3 categories of induced clones were identified: 
— clones containing ribosomal sequences, including mitochondrial rRNAs. They were 

single to more than 20 copies per genome. 
— clones showing no sequence homology to GenEMBL date base. They have 4 and 8 

copies per genome respectively. 
— clones containing 30-50 bp stretches of simple repeated sequences (SRS) with 

several copies in the genome. 
Northern blots and in situ hybridization indicate some of these clones may be specific 
only to the embryogénie microspores. 
Antibodies are currently being raised against these clones. 

b) Expression of cell cycle regulated genes in the induction of microspore embryogenesis 
A number of probes, derived from genes known to be involved in cell proliferation or 
clones isolated from microspores induced to undergo the embryogénie process, are 
currently being tested for their expression and possible importance in the induction of 
microspore embryogenesis. One such probe, from clone 231, shows specific cellular 
localization in early bi-cellular pollen. 

c) Analysis of gene products. 
Total proteins were isolated from Brssica napus microspores. The proteins were 
separated on one and two dimentional gels and analysed: a number of changes in 
protein profiles were observed during the embryo induction process. For example, 
Western blot analysis indicates heat shock proteins 68 and 70 are constitutively 
expressed, whereas heat shock protein 17 is induced only in heat shocked microspores. 
The localization of these proteins in the cell differs between embryogénie and non-
embryogenic microspores. As part of this investigation the Brassica naps heat shock 17 
gene has been isolated. 
The results obtained so far will help us to. better understand the regulation of the induc
tion of microspore embryogenesis and, in combination with other techniques, 
manipulate the mductive process. 

5.2. Agricultural University, Wageningen, Holland 
The following topics were covered by this group: 
a) Microtubular cytoskeleton and the change of position of nuclei in the cells 
Microspore and pollen of Brssica naps were cultured under conditions leading to 
embryo formation. Concomitant changes in the microtubular and microfilamental 
cytoskeletal configurations were analyzed and compared with in vivo conditions. The in 
vivo development shows a clear cell cycle dependence. During cultivation two 
embryogénie pathways started from microspores and were either characterized by 
turned division planes or by division after the nucleus had migrated towards the cell 
centre. In both cases microtubules clearly exhibited new arrangements and likely played 
a major role in newly induced symmetrical division. In pollen, embryogénie development 
started in the vegetative cell, provided the generative cell was arrested near the pollen 
wall. The concomitant disappearance of distinct microtubular arrays is likely to be 
responsible for the positioning of the vegetative cell. The changed position of the nuclei 
resulted in new division patterns such as symmetrical divisions, and this resulted in 
embryogénie development. Microfilaments appeared to be of less importance in the 
change to the embryogénie pathway of development. The microfilamental cytoskeleton 
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exhibited a loss of polarity in embryogénie cells. However, cytochalasin treatment 
revealed that microfilaments, do not influence embryogenesis. 

b) Immunological analysis 

Phosphorylation of proteins was detected by the application of an antibody MPM 2. It 
was found that significant phosphorylation always occured both in induced and non
induced microspores and pollen. This work was done in collaboration with subgroup 
5.5.Immunocytochemical detection of heat shock proteins 68, 70 and 72/73 was also 
carried out.lt was observed that the distribution of HSP 68, 70 and 72/73 at non
embryogenic culture conditions was comparable to that found in vivo. HSP 68, restricted 
to mitochondria, appeared not to change qualitatively by elevated temperatures. HSP 
70 and 72/73 clearly showed temperature induced subcellular changes in distribution. 
These phenomena might be a prerequisite, or might be related to the reentry of 
repetitive cell cycles which precede embryogenesis. Conclusive experiments are being 
carried out at present. This work is a collaboration of groups 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5. 

c) Changes in the nuclear DNA synthesis 

The dynamics of nuclear DNA synthesis were analysed in isolated microspores and 
pollen of Brassica naps that were induced to form embryos. Microspores cultured at 
nonembryogenic condition (18°C) continued normal gametophytic development. When 
cultured at embryogénie condition (32°C), they often divided symmetrically and became 
embryogénie. The labelling pattern revealed that microspores are inducible to form 
embryos from Gl till G2 phase. Bicellular pollen, cultured at 18°C, exclusively exhibited 
labelling in generative nuclei, an observation similar to the in vivo situation. Early 
bicellular pollen cultured at 32°C, however, also exhibited DNA replication in vegetative 
nuclei. The majority of vegetative nuclei reentered cell cycle after 12h of culture, some 
already after 4h indicating that heat stress evokes an early induction of DNA replica
tion. The DNA replication in the vegetative cells preceded division of the vegetative 
cell, a prerequisite for pollen derived embryogenesis. At the moment of isolation, 
microspore nuclei and nuclei of generative cells were at Gl , S or G2 phase. Vegetative 
nuclei of pollen were always in Gl phase at the onset of culture. 

53 . Instituto de Agrónomas y Protección Vegetal (IAPV), Cordoba, Spain 

The work of the group had three objectives: 

— Unravelling the genetic basis of the variability of response for Brssica naps 
microspore culture. 

— Mapping the gene/s responsible for those differences 

— Producing and characterizing adequate genotypes for every different steps (induc
tion, division, regeneration)of the embryogénie process from microspore to flowering 
plant. 

Three environments, open field , green house and growth cabinet were used to evaluate 
the induction and process of embryogenesis in microspore culture of Brssica naps. 
Three genotypes, Topaz, Hanna and a rapid cycling cultivar (BN422) which differ in 
culture response and genetic background as well as reproductive cycles were used for 
the crossing experiments. Fl and F2 generations, backcrosses and parentals of the 
crosses Topaz χ Hanna and BN422 χ Hanna were evaluated in the three environments. 
Simultaneously, recombinant inbreed (RI) lines, from each cross, were generated 
through a single seed descendent program. These RI lines offered advantages over the 
F2 and backcrosses populations. They may be propagated indefinitely once 
homozygosity has been attained and increased the probability of recombination of 
linked genes. Moreover, the heterotic effect of the heterozygosis on F2 plants is 
bypassed. 

When trying to map a quantitative trait loci (QTL), as response to microspore culture 
in Brassica napus, two contradictory requirements had to be fulfilled. First, crosses 
between parentals differing in many loci were carried out in order to have segregante 
for many markers. Second, parents differing in the character of study but with similar 
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genetic background are needed. The cross BN422 χ Hanna is paradigmatic for the 
illustration of this point. In order to reduce the life span between generations we used 
a line with shorter life cycle. This character affected also the inflorescence structure 
producing less buds per inflorescence, making difficult the isolation of microspores, and 
mcreasing the experimental error in regards the analysis of microsporogenesis. 

Generations F2, Fl , backcrosses and parentals were evaluated for induction, division 
and regeneration in order to find the genetic system controlling these events. The obser
ved values did not fit a simple model. Individuals with higher and lower expression of 
the characters were selected on the cross Topaz χ Hanna. The evaluation of the 
progenies of these individuals cover the whole range of variation. It was concluded that 
the environmental variation (experimental errors included) cover the genetic differen
ces. Nevertheless, in the cross BN4 22 χ Hanna the segregation for embryogénie induc
tion/no induction fit a 3:1 ratio when lower than 10% microspore division was con
sidered as noninductive. Induction was linked to the primer OPA11I at a distance of 
20 cM. This linkage is likely an artefact. 

Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers were used for mapping. From 
120 primers tested, 98 (81.66%) give consistent DNA amplification. 77.5% of these 
products were polimorphic for the two crosses Topaz χ Hanna and BN422 χ Hanna. 
We have tested many others genotypes, including winter types and alloplasmic lines, and 
obtained positive response to culture when the plants were grown under favorable con
ditions. It seems that the observed variability in the response to microspore culture 
reflects the diferences in traits related to the physiology of flowering or differences in 
culture media requirements. 

Regenerated Brssica naps plants from microspores of low embryogénie lines resulted 
in double haploid (DH) plants with higher frequency than those obtained from high 
embryogénie Unes. The origin of these DH could be spontaneous chromosome doubling 
or embryogenesis of a nonreduced microspore. The PCR products of the progenies of 
DH clearly show the homozygotic conditions of DH and the sexual transmission of 
specific regeneration markers. 85 primers were used and 22 were informative. In 
microspore regenerated plants the presence of amplification products specific to them 
(absent on mother plants) have been detected with 12 primers. Crosses between donor 
plants and their DH have been performed and Fl, F2 and backcrosses analyzed to 
uncover the genetic basis of these amplified products. Up to now, only 15 F2 and 20 
backcrosses plants have been analyzed, but the genetic system controlling these markers 
is not simple, in some cases more than one locus is involved. In two DH analysed similar 
genetic sequences have been amplified suggesting specificity of the DNA amplification 
as a result of microspore culture. Amplified chromosome segments or chromosome 
rearrangements are well documented in tissue culture due to somaclonal variation. 

In order to diminish the variability included by the isolation procedure, in which many 
flower were used in each isolation, we cultured individual anthers, where moreover the 
stage of development was assesed. With this procedure we did not found noninducible 
genotypes. Moreover, a Hanna genotype which previously we defined as inducible but 
non divisible (non regenerative) with this procedure turned out to be high embryogénie. 

5.4 Nickerson BIOCEM, Cambridge, England 

Experiments were carried out to characterise the highly embryogénie monocot barley 
(Hordeum vulgare) microspore culture system in order to enable a better comparison 
with the already well characterised dicot Brassica napus microspore culture system. 

a) Culture conditions 

Embryogénie divisions were observed after 48 — 72 hours culture at 25°C (permissive 
temperature). Lower culture temperatures were tested to define a nonpermissive tem
perature to parallel the Brssica naps system. However, high frequencies of 
embryogenesis were observed at 18°C and 12°C. 
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b) Developmental stage 
In common with Brassica napus, uninucleate microspores and binucleate microspores 
(pollen) may be induced to undergo embryogenesis. In our experiments spikes contain
ing microspores at the mid-uninucleate stage were subjected to a cold treatment of 4°C 
for 28 days prior to mechanical isolation of the microspores. DAPI staining revealed 
that, following cold pretreatment, the majority of isolated microspores were binucleate. 
An alternative pretreatment involved culturing excised anthers on 0.3 M mannitol for 
4 days. Microspores isolated from these anthers were still uninucleate which may have 
significance for transformation experiments. However, isolations following mannitol 
treatment were found to be less embryogénie than those following cold treatment. 

c) Cell types 
Three different types of cell could be distinguished in the initial stages of microspore 
culture. One type consisted of small, plasmolysed microspores which were apparently 
dead. A second type consisted of swollen microspores, rich in granular cytoplasm. A 
third type also consisted of swollen microspores, but possessing a large vacuole traver
sed by cytoplasmic strands. Intermediate types were also observed. It is proposed that 
the swollen, granular type divide and grow while the swollen, vacuolar type die. 
Microspore cultures which had been subjected to various pretreatments and culture con
ditions were supplied to the MPI for RNA extraction and probing. 
Nickerson BIOCEM will continue to co-operate with the MPI in assessing the results 
of the project and exploring their applications for tissue culture and for plant breeding. 

5.5 Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research (CPRO-DLO), Wageningen, 
Holland 

The work of the group was concerned with the identification of proteins that might be 
involved in the induction of embryogénie development of Brassica naps microspores 
and is carried out in collaboration between groups 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5. 

a) Two dimentional (2-D) gel electrophoresis was used to analyse the [35S]-
methionine incorporation in proteins during the first 8 hours under embryogénie condi
tions at 32°C Qualitative and quantitative computer analyses of 2-D [ S]-methionine 
protein patterns revealed six polypeptides specifically labeled under embryogénie 
culture conditions. Eighteen polypeptides incorporated [35S]-methionine at a 
significantly higher rate under embryogénie culture conditions (32°C) than under non-
embryogenic culture conditions (18°C), whereas one protein was preferentially labeled 
at (18°C). None of these proteins could be labeled with [32Pj-orthophosphate in situ 
during the same 8h labeling period. These results indicate that only a limited number 
of proteins detectable in the 2-D gels of microspore extracts are associated with the 
early induction of embryogenesis. 
It was shown that the induction of microspore embryogenesis is associated with 
rearrangements of the microtubular cytoskeleton (subgroup 5.2). Immunoblotting was 
used to see whether these cytologicai changes were accompanied by differential syn
thesis of the cytoskeletal proteins. Multiple isoforms of ß-tubulin, ß-tubulin, and actin 
were detected in both embryogénie and iion-embryogenic microspore cultures, but no 
differential synthesis of any of these isoforms was observed during the first 8h of 
embryo induction. 
The reproducible identification of the differentially radiolabeled proteins in the 2-D gels 
will allow the sequencing of representative peptides and the isolation of the correspond
ing cDNAs. This may lead to the identification and characterization of proteins 
associated with the very first stages of plant embryogenesis. 

b) The database of [35S]-methionine labeled proteins was also used to study the syn
thesis and localization of a number of heat shock proteins from the 70 kDa class during 
the induction of microspore embryogenesis. Heat shock proteins were identified by 
Western-blotting of two-dimensional (2-D) gels from microspore protein extracts 
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derived from embryogénie cultures. Three antibodies were used: a polyclonal antibody 
raised against tomato HSP70 (anti-HSP70), a monoclonal antibody raised against 
human HSP72/73 (anti-HSP72/73), and a polyclonal antibody raised against tomato 
HSP68 (anti-HSP68). The immuno-reactive protein spots were matched to the [35S]-
methionrne labeled proteins. It was found that several of the proteins that were 
preferentially synthesized in the embryogénie cultures belonged to the 70 kDa HSP 
class. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
Important findings: 
— improved definition of the microspore inductive phase: DNA synthesis begins within 

4 hours of microspore culture initiation and first embryogénie division is associated 
with changes in the microtubule orientation. 

— Specific localization of heat shock proteins (Hsp 17 and Hsp 70) in embryogénie 
microspores is associated with the inductive process. 

— demonstrated in vivo phosphorylation of a HSP70-like protein, associated with 
induction of microspore embryogenesis. 

— isolated a number of cDNA clones which are associated with induction of 
microspore embryogenesis 

Techniques: 
— a promising start was made with development of a microspore embryogenesis system 

for Arabidopsis. 
— a reproducible and sensitive system has been developed for comparative analysis of 

protein synthesis during the first 8 hours of microspore culture. 
The rapid production of homozygous, double haploid plants from microspores is of 
major commercial value in many breeding programmes since double haploids permit the 
efficient selection of desirable gene combinations and enable new traits to be incor
porated into product lines or hybrids more quickly. An improved understanding of the 
induction of microspore embryogenesis would open the possibility to manipulate and 
transfer the genes regulating this process. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
Throughout the three years a number of meetings were held between the participating 
laboratories. 
There have been frequent meetings between MPI, Agrie. Univ. and CPRO-DLO 
(groups 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5). Apart from a number of brief visits, two joint meetings were 
held in 1992 and 1993. Both dealt with interpretation of results and exchange of probes 
for further research activities. The cooperation with MPI focused on the application and 
analysis of embryogenesis specific mRNA probes, in situ and heat shock protein 
analysis. Cooperation with CPRO-DLO concerns research on phosphorylation events 
during the induction of embryogenesis. The biochemical aspect is treated by CPRO-
DLO, the structural component by Agrie. University. 
The group of Agrie. Univ. had cooperation with other groups of the T-Project: 
V. Onckelen (3.4), Palme (1.1), Venis (1.2) and Klambt (2.2). These cooperations con
cerned the in sim detection of plant growth regulators and their binding proteins or 
receptors. 
Bilateral visits also took place also between MPI.CSIC and Nickersons (groups 5.1, 5.3 
and 5.4). The meeting in Spain dealt with solving practical problems associated with 
high temperatures during the Brassica growing season in Spain. The meeting with Nick
ersons was to ascertain the progress of Brassica and barley microspore research. 
A l laboratories in the T-project participated at three joint meetings. The first was held 
in Köln in 1991 and the subsequent two in Wageningen in 1992 and 1993. Apart from 
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the presentation of current results, discussions took place on future interactions 
between subgroups, such as joint publications, common use of probes for in situ 
hybridization, exchange of Brassica Unes and cooperation on 2D gel analysis. Indeed all 
these interactions were strengthened and expanded throughout the year. 

Additionally, cooperation with Czech colleagues was carried out at all participating 
groups through the TEMPUS project, for example on the quantification of DNA con
tents of nuclei and mRNA analysis. 

Because of the subject nature of the research, it is by necessity a transnational 
collaboration. The group works well together and thus allows quicker transfer of 
knowledge and technology within the EC and beyond. The personal contacts have 
meant improved confidence and willingness for future cooperation. This is already 
reflected in the fact that 4 of the group members participate in two other EC projects, 
including student exchanges. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The regeneration of whole plants from tissue cultures, organ cultures and so on, 
is vital to efforts aimed at crop improvement. However, although such regenera
tion is relatively straightforward for many species, this is not true for many others, 
including a large number with agricultural and horticultural importance. It has 
been known for many years that an understanding of the mechanism(s) of action 
of plant growth regulators is central to a solution of the problem of recalcitrant 
species and the project outlined here sought to deepen and extend our knowledge 
of the means whereby plants perceive growth regulators (through receptors) and 
how receptor/ligand interactions are transduced to modulate developmental 
responses. The studies were largely at the biochemical and molecular level. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The objectives of the study were several-fold and included the isolation and 
characterisation of the receptors for ethylene and fusicoccin and the cloning of the 
appropriate genes, together with work on auxin receptors other than that already 
isolated from maize. Parallel studies sought to determine receptor functionality 
using a variety of strategies. A major part of the work was both to characterise 
transduction pathways and their interactions including work with protoplasts and 
anti-receptor antibodies or impermeant hormone analogues, in vitro reconstitution 
of components of perception and transduction chains and the use of Arabidopsis 
sensitivity mutants. 
A further dimension of the work was to elucidate further, particular transduction 
mechanisms for auxin, ethylene and fusicoccin, using paradigms from animal 
systems. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
By the use of a diverse array of protein purification techniques, fusicoccin recep
tors have been successfully purified from the plasmalemma of maize shoots. Three 
bands have been observed on SDS-PAGE at 31, 33 and 90 kDa The use of 
photoaffinity labelling indicates that the functional receptor is the 90 kDa band. 
Sequencing of the 30 kDa area reveals complete homology with the 14-3-3 class 
of proteins which are widely distributed in eukaryotes and which, inter alia, are 
known to regulate protein kinase C-like kinases, indicating a role in the early 
events of fusicoccin signal transduction. Polyclonal antibodies raised to a sequen
ced 20 amino acid peptide from the 30 kDa area recognise a similar protein in par
tially purified fusicoccin receptor preparations but do not cross-react with the 90 
kDa band. 
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The ethylene receptor is a highly hydrophobic protein, which complicated efforts 
to purify it. However, a combination of FPLC separations and the development of 
a technique of 'semi-denaturing' electrophoresis has resulted in the characterisa
tion of two bands on gels at 28 and 26 kDa which bind ethylene and which can 
further be uniquely separated by two dimensional electrophoresis. N-terminal and 
internal sequences have been obtained for the 28 kDa band; there is no significant 
homology with any protein in the data banks. 
Specific antibodies have been raised to both components. There is cross-reactivity 
with both 26 and 28 kDa bands but the signal is much stronger with the 
homologous components. The antibodies were used to screen cDNA expression 
libraries from Arabidopsis leaf tissue and from Phaseolus abscission zones. This 
approach was unsuccessful for such low abundance proteins, hence oligonuceoltide 
probes derived from the amino acid sequences were used for library screening and 
PCR studies. This work is ongoing and it is hoped that these approaches will 
provide information concerning the gene(s) for protein(s) involved in ethylene per
ception. 
The antibodies referred to above have also been used to probe for homologous 
proteins in other species. These have been detected in peas, Arabidopsis and rice. 
Equally, immunological studies indicate that ethylene-sensitive tissues (e.g. abscis
sion zones in Phaseols) possess higher concentrations of antigen than less sen
sitive tissue; observations confirmed by direct measurement of ethylene binding. 
New techniques have been developed for identifying and characterising ethylene 
binding sites in vivo. These techniques have revealed the presence of ethylene 
binding sites in all tissues examined (Arabidopsis, tomato, rice and peas). 
Moreover, this work has shown that there exist at least two classes of site. These 
are identical in all respects (e.g. affinity, specificity) save that one class shows fast 
association/dissociation kinetics and the other slow association/dissociation kinetics. 
Further work indicated that while the slow-associating components are membrane-
associated and analogous to the sites in Phaseolus the fast-associating sites are 
either membrane-associated of cystolic. 
Studies have been carried out an a range of ethylene sensitive mutants of 
Arabidopsis (the eti series). The mutations are pleiotropic suggesting that they 
affect ethylene perception or transduction events unique to the growth regulator. 
In common with other species, Arabidopsis possesses both fast and slow-associating 
ethylene binding sites and the work indicates that differences in sensitivity may be 
associated with changes in the abundance of either class. Thus, the mutant showing 
complete insensitivity to ethylene (eti 5) shows a significant reduction in abundance 
of fast-associating sites compared to wild type; on the other hand eti 13 — which 
is the second most insensitive mutant — shows normal concentrations of fast-
associating sites, but appears to lack the slow-associating variety. 
The use of antibodies raised to maize auxin binding protein has enabled the clon
ing of three homologous genes from rice. A range of antibodies have been raised 
to a number of epitopes on maize auxin binding which have either auxin agonist 
or antagonist activity. 
It was shown in tobacco cell suspension cultures that certain genes belonging to 
related families (the Nt series) are induced by auxin treatment of hormone-starved 
cells. Proteins encoded by the genes were found to share a limited but significant 
homology with glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and proteins produced by such 
genes in transformed E. coli have GST activity. The promoters of such genes con
tain information to direct root-tip specific and auxin-inducible expression in planta. 
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Similar experiments with Ntl07 and Ntll4 genes also showed that an auxin-
responsive element (AURE) resides in the promoter region. Further analysis of 
two promoters of each gene family led to the identification of an Asl-like element 
(TGACG motif) located around position — 300 prior to the ATG codon, probably 
likely represents the AURE. Gel retardation assays of promoter fragments showed 
that a nuclear protein related to ASF-1 (CREB-like, identified as binding to 
TGACG motifs in the CaMV 35S promoter) binds specifically to the Asl-like 
elements of the Nt promoters although the sequences of the binding site are rather 
divergent from the site present in the 35S promoter. Synthetic 20 bp DNA sequen
ces representing the Asl-like elements were shown to be able to confer inducibility 
to a heterologous minimal promoter by using a transient expression system 
employing particle bombardment. 

Expression of sense and antisense Ntl03 mRNA demonstrated that the presence 
or absence of this mRNA alone is not crucial for cell division. During these studies 
it was found that non-auxins, like salicyclic acid (SA) and yeast extract (YE) were 
also potent inducers of Ntl03 genes. A protoplast system was developed using cells 
which contained a Ntl03 promoter fused to GUS. The effect of D16 antibodies 
(obtained from Prof. Venis, subgroup 1.2) directed against the presumed auxin-
binding site of the major maize auxin-binding protein (ABP), which were shown 
to have auxin-agonist activity, as they induce hyperpolarisation in tobacco 
mesophyll protoplasts, was investigated in this system. The D16-induced hyper
polarisation was present. It appeared however, that auxin-induced expression of 
the reporter gene was blocked, while the induction by SA and YE was unham
pered. Apparently auxin has (at least partially) a different signal transduction 
pathway than the other inducers. Screening a cDNA expression library from 
tobacco cells with D16 antibodies yielded chaperonin-like proteins and a less abun
dant protein of about 120kD. An ABP homologue was not detected. 

Protoplasts from tobacco cell cultures were investigated using the patch-clamp 
technique and intracellular microelectrode measurements. By means of the patch-
clamp technique (whole cell configuration) both an outward and an inward rectify
ing K+ conductance could be found in protoplasts from stationary cells, although 
the inward rectifying conductance was only present in 30% of the protoplasts 
tested. These conductances were characterised in detail. The studies were 
extended to Arabidopsis thaliana mesophyll protoplasts. In some protoplasts at 
least two other currents could be found beside the tobacco-like K + conductances. 
In order to make plant cells accessible to patch clamp measurements without the 
use of cell wall degrading enzymes, a method to employ laser microsurgery was 
developed in co-operation with Dr. A. H. de Boer (Free University, Amsterdam). 

The transduction chain for the fusicoccin signal has been investigated by a dual 
reconstituted system where the pure plasmalemma H +-ATPase has been inserted 
into liposomes with crude solubilised fusicoccin receptors. Optimal conditions for 
reproducible reconstitution and the biochemical characterisation of the fusicoccin 
effect on this system have been studied. Recently, the approach of dual reconstitu
tion was used to insert into liposomes fusicoccin receptors from maize shoots and 
the H +-ATPase from Neurospora crssa, an organism usually insensitive to fusicoc
cin. The H+-pumping activity of this enzyme was activated by fusicoccin only in 
the presence of fusicoccin receptors, suggesting a more general regulatory role for 
these proteins on the activity of plasmalemma H+-ATPases. They probably act by 
affecting the regulatory C-terminus domain of H+-ATPases. The results obtained 
with this heterologous system indicate that fusicoccin can be considered as a tool 
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not only in the study of hormone mode action but also in the elucidation of 
plasmalemma H """-ATPase regulation. 
The possible role of the phosphoinositol cycle and of G-proteins has been 
investigated in fusicoccin signalling. As far as can be determined, no role seems 
to be played by G-proteins in fusicoccin signal transduction. On the other hand, 
data obtained in in vivo experiments indicate that fusicoccin can promote the 
enhancement of IP3 levels in maize coleoptiles. 
It was demonstrated that, in peas, ethylene enhances phosphorylation of specific 
proteins. The effect is concentration-dependent and is specifically inhibited by the 
ethylene antagonist norbornadiene. The effect is detectable both in vivo and in 
vitro. Work with cell-free preparations indicates that under conditions where 
phosphorylation is promoted, ethylene binding is inhibited, whereas the reverse is 
true when dephosphorylation is enhanced. It appears that the proteins, 
phosphorylation of which is enhanced by ethylene, include those homolgous with 
the ethylene binding proteins from Phaseols. This observation has been confirmed 
by immunoprecipitationn using the antibodies raised to the Phaseols proteins. The 
situation is complicated by the presence of homologous cytosolic proteins which 
are also phosphorylated. These observations suggest a possible mechanism for the 
control of receptor activity via phosphorylation/dephosphorylation analogous to 
animal paradigms such as epidermal growth factor. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
— Purification, characterisation and sequencing of the fusicoccin receptor and of 

a 30 kDa protein homologous with 14-3-3 proteins. 
— Purification, characterisation and sequencing of the ethylene receptor. 
— Identification of auxin-induced genes as glutathione-S-transferase homologues. 
— Mapping of the auxin-responsive elements in the auxin-induced GST genes of 

tobacco. 
— Characterisation of the major ion currents in tobacco and Arabidopsis 

protoplasts. 
— Demonstration of the involvement of protein phosphorylation in the mediation 

of the ethylene response and of the inositol phosphate pathway in the transduc
tion of the fusicoccin response. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 
There have been extensive exchanges of personnel both short and long term, 
between all groups within this group, with other groups within the T-Project (e.g. 
Horticulture Research International and Leiden, Leiden and Gif-sur-Yvette) and 
with groups elsewhere in the EU (e.g. Aberystwyth and Antwerp) and indeed with 
Eastern Europe (e.g. Bulgaria), and the Former Soviet Union (Moscow). 
The emphasis has been always to encourage the exchange of young research 
workers. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Somatic embryogenesis is an important tool for the plant propagation industry. 
Formation of somatic ceUs that have acquired the property to form embryos is cen
tral to a better control of this process. Several lines of research suggested that 
somatic embryogenesis in the carrot model system involves the presence of 
individual secreted proteins. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
The central themes in this project are 
a) analysis at molecular and biochemical level of several secreted glycoproteins 

that influence somatic embryogenesis in carrot cultures and 
b) analysis of molecular markers specific for different stages of embryogénie cell 

formation in carrot cultures. 4.1/4.2.: Identification by automated cell tracking 
of single embryogénie cells, molecular, biochemical and functional analysis of 
10, 32 and 47 kD secreted proteins. 4.3.: investigation of the events leading to 
the formation of single embryogénie cells. 4.4.: to isolate and characterise 
arabinogalactan-protein(s) purified from carrot suspension cell cultures, and to 
investigate the possible developmental role of these proteins during carrot 
somatic embryogenesis. 4.5.: Large scale culturing of embryogénie carrot cell 
cultures, purification (in mg amounts) and biochemical characterization of the 
32 kD chitinase and other extracellular proteins essential for somatic 
embryogenesis, as well as obtaining a cDNA clone for the 32 kD chitinase. 4.6.: 
search for putative cell waU substrates for the 32 kD chitinase, relationship 
between XET activity and somatic embryogenesis. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Groups 4.1/4.2.: 
1. A secreted lipid transfer protein that marks the presence of embryogénie cells. 
A 10 kD secreted protein that marks the presence of embryogénie cells in carrot 
suspension cultures had been identified as a lipid transfer protein on the basis of 
cDNA derived amino acid sequence homology. Based on the amino acid sequence 
homology and the expression of the gene in (pro)epidermal cells, it was 
hypothesized that this secreted protein may be involved in cutin synthesis. The 
protein was purified and it was shown that the amino acid composition of the 
purified protein very well matched with the amino acid composition of the mature 
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protein as predicted from the cDNA The purified protein was shown to be able 
to transfer pospholipids between membrane vesicles in vitro. In addition the 
protein was shown to bind fatty acids and their CoA-acyl derivatives. These latter 
data seem to support the proposed role of this protein in the transfer of cutin 
monomers towards their site of polymerization. 

2. Secreted proteins that influence somatic embryogenesis. Two secreted 
proteins, 32 kD and 47 kD, previously shown to influence the impaired somatic 
embryo development in the temperature sensitive carrot cell line tsll, were 
purified to homogeneity. The 32 kD glycoprotein consistently showed rescue 
activity in tsll, allowing the formation of globular and heart stage embryos at the 
non-permissive temperature The 32 kD protein was identified as an acidic 
endochitinase, based on amino acid sequence homology and catalytic properties. 

The possible role of the 32 kD endochitinase in the rescue of impaired tsll 
embryo deverlopment was further investigated by testing the effect of compounds 
consisting of or containing N-acetyl glucosamine oligomers on tsll embryo 
development at the non-permissive temperature. Tsll embryo development was 
shown to be stimulated by lipo-oligosaccharides from Rhizobium, also known as 
Nod-factors. The stimulatory effect was comparable with that of the 32 kD 
endochitinase in that both were effective only when added during the first 5 days 
of the embryo culture. Somatic embryogenesis in wild type carrot cell lines was not 
effected by the addition of the 32 kD endochitinase or the Rhizobium lipo-
oligosaccharide. Antibodies raised against purified 32 kD endochitinase were 
shown to recognize several acidic proteins in suspension or embryo culture media. 
Some of these proteins seemed to be active chitinases, whereas others were not. 
The antibodies were shown to inhibit the chitinase activity of the 32 kD protein, 
but an initially observed inhibitory effect of the antibodies on wt carrot somatic 
embryogenesis was shown to be caused by an unidentified, heat-stable, low MW 
compound present in one particular antibody preparation. 

Sequence analysis of cDNAs encoding 32 kD endochitinase revealed the presence 
of several highly homologous mRNAs in suspension cultured cells. The presence 
of at least two different 32 kD endochitinase proteins in the medium of suspension 
or embryo cultures was confirmed by the determined amino acid sequence of an 
internal peptide present in two purified 32 kD proteins. The slight difference in 
amino acid sequence in this peptide of the two 32 kD proteins matched with the 
amino acid sequences derived from different cDNA clones. Southern analysis 
indicated the presence of at least 4 homologous genes in carrot. 

The effect of the 47 kD protein, resulting in an increased number of embryos 
obtained in tsll, could not be reproduced. Antibodies raised against the purified 
47 kD glycoprotein were shown to recognize not only the 47 kD protein but also 
an ionically cell wall bound 45 kD protein. Both proteins were found present in 
embryogénie and non-embryogenic cell cultures. The 47 kD protein was shown to 
be secreted by a particular sub-class of non-embryogenic cells. Immunolocalization 
of the cell wall-bound 45 kD protein indicated that this protein was mainly present 
in cell walls between adjacent cells in non-embryogenic cell clusters. The 47 kD 
cDNA, cloned by screening a library with an oligonucleotide derived from the 
amino acid sequence of an internal peptide, was sequenced. Sequence homology 
with the alfalfa early nodulin gene ENOD8 was found. 

3. Somatic embryos from single cells. A system to follow the fate of individual 
cells was developed. This involved the simultaneous testing of cell embedding 
techniques, media composition and the computer controlled recording of phase-
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contrast and confocal scanning laser microscopic images on video tape. Using the 
newly developed method for tracing the developmental fate of single cells under 
conditions leading to the formation of somatic embryos, over 30,000 single cells 
were analyzed. This led to the identification of 155 single cells which formed 
somatic embryos. These cells could be classified into distinct morphologic classes 
and from each class the percentage of cells that indeed entered somatic 
embryogenesis were determined. It could be shown that the morphology of the 
intermediate proembryogenic stages differed between the different cell classes. 
Initial experiments to follow the developmental fate of single cells labeled with the 
monoclonal antibody JIM 8, previously suggested to identify a transitional cell state 
in the developmental pathway to somatic embryogenesis, indicated that most, if not 
all, cells which formed an embryo were not recognized by JIM8 at the start of the 
experiment. It is not yet known whether this is caused by an effect of the JIM 8 
antibodies, inhibiting cells that are recognized to enter the pathway of 
embryogenesis, or that JIM 8labelled cells represent a population of cells not 
competent to enter embryogenesis. 

Β. Group 4.3.: 

1. The carrot cell variant tsll cannot form embryos at 32°C but forms viable plan
Üets, albeit with an efficiency lower than wild type, at the permissive temperature 
of 24°C. It shows defects in glycosylation, transport and the formation of epider
mis, which appears lax and whose cells are not closely packed. Looking at greater 
detail to the appearance of cells, one sees alterations in various compartments. In 
particular the ER is dilated and may contain electrondense material, presumably 
proteins. In some cases the ER is continuous with plasma membrane and in fact, 
proteins, typically retained by the ER, such as BiP, are secreted by tsll into the 
medium. The Golgi apparatus is much reduced but some functionality is retained 
because pectins and AGP are found in the medium (personal communication of 
S.C.Fry, University of Edinburgh); in fact secretion is much in excess compared to 
wild type and syntheses must have occurred in that altered Golgi. We plan to trans
form tsll cells with the gene for a model glycoprotein and see where the different 
steps of glycosylation, glycan processing and secretion are altered. The cell wall is 
also altered as if some of the pectins in the matrix are secreted out and leave the 
cellulose fibers less compact. Alterations of the wall organization can be seen at 
the points of contact of the cells: in some cases a middle lamella is apparently not 
formed and the cells are less adherent. The picture is rather complicated and we 
cannot easily understand why the ts phenotype can be corrected by exogenous 
supply of an acidic endochitinase. We have to postulate first that the regulation of 
synthesis of that enzyme is altered in tsll so that the enzyme (which is not altered 
per se) is synthesized, in the mutant, in lesser amounts or at later times. But then 
we have also to find a function (and a substrate) for an activity which is not 
obviously related to embryogenesis. The suggestion that the enzyme can create 
Nodlike signals necessary for embryogenesis is interesting and deserves further 
study. 

2. In an attempt to define the early events in somatic embryogenesis, we explan
ted carrot hypocotyls in the presence of auxin and followed the modifications 
inducedby the phytohormone. The cells of cortical strata (epidermis, cortical 
parenchyma) increased in volume but not in number and eventually separated in 
layers from the central cylinder. Provascular cells instead extended and divided 
along both longitudinal and transverse planes; cells were shed off from the outer 
surface of the central cylinder and they constituted the progenitors of the cell line. 
What has been just said is true for all proliferating cell lines. Some cell lines — 
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because of a suboptimal induction with auxin or because they belong to a 
recalcitrant species or a particular genetic background — acquire only the capacity 
of indefinite proliferation. Other cell lines become embryogénie, which means they 
form pro-embryogenic masses that arise through an asymmetric division of the 
progenitor cells. Most interestingly, in the early stages of establishment, a pseudo-
meiotic process occurs in the cell culture whereby transiently haploid cells are for
med. This is demonstrated by the segregation of heterozygous markers and the 
resulting homozygosity of all markers in somatic embryos (obtained in collabora
tion with the group of V. Nuti, Istituto di Mutagenesi, CNR, Pisa). As a conse
quence of this random segregation of chromosomes a great variability is generated, 
which in part explains the phenomenon of somaclonal variation. 

3. Pro-embryogenic masses, once generated in the presence of auxin, are 
inhibited by the continued presence of the hormone. Their physiology becomes 
quite different from that of the proliferating cells. They do not respond to auxin 
by modulating their auxin-binding proteins and the level of their plasma membrane 
H + - ATPase decreases dramatically. It looks as if, by inactivating ATPase, they 
isolate themselves from the environment and proceed on the way of embryo for
mation until new structures are formed (at globular stage) that begin to react e.g. 
to exogenous auxin. By the time they reach plántula stage, auxin sensitivity, 
ATPase levels are re-established and, at the same time the level of DNA methyla
tion, which hadbecome lower at early embryonal stages, is restored to the level 
characteristic of the species. 

C. Group 4.4.: 
Arabinogalactan-proteins (AGPs) are secreted or membrane-associated 
glycoproteins that have been defined as binding to -glucosyl Yariv artificial antigen, 
being rich in arabinose and galactose, and containing high levels of alanine, serine 
and hydroxyproline. Using an anti-AGP monoclonal antibody (MAC 207), bound 
to cyanogen bromide-activated Sepharose 4B, we have purified by immunoaffinity 
chromatography an extracellular AGP from the culture medium of suspension-
cultured cells of Daucs carota (carrot). The apparent molecular weight of this 
highly glycosylated proteoglycan is 70-100kD as judged by SDS-polyacrylamide 
gels. Although its sugar analysis, -glucõsyl Yariv binding, and high alanine, serine 
and proline content are consistent with it being an AGP, the amino acid composi
tion analysis unexpectedly revealed this molecule to contain no hydroxyproline. 
This suggests that this glycoprotein is not a 'classical' AGP, but represents the first 
example of a new class of hydroxyproline-poor AGPs. Deglycosylation of the AGP 
with anhydrous hydrogen fluoride revealed that the purified proteoglycan probably 
contains a single core protein with an apparent molecular weight of 30kD. Direct 
visualisation of the native AGP in the electron microscope showed ellipsoidal 
putative AGP monomers, approximately 25 nm by 15nm that displayed a strong 
tendency to self-assemble into higher order structures. Upon dessication, the 
glycosylated AGP formed para-crystalline arrays, visible in the light microscope. 
Data from Polarised Transform Infrared microspectroscopy of these arrays suggest 
a more ordered structure of the carbohydrate moiety than previously proposed. 
Preliminary studies of the function of these proteins in relation to their possible 
interactions with other components of the extracellular matrix have revealed that 
these molecules may fulfil a role as pectin-binding proteins. 

Perspectives: Despite N-terminal blockage of the AGP several internal peptide 
fragments have sucessfully been sequenced. AGP-specific oligonucleotides based 
upon someof these sequences have been made, and are currently being used to 
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clone the gene which encodes the AGP core protein. Once this has been achieved 
and the gene characterised.we shall study its pattern of expression during somatic 
embryogenesis. 

D. Group 4.5.: 
Embryogénie cell suspensions of carrot have been cultured in large scale (up to 100 
1) in a rotating drum fermentor or in Erlenmeyer flasks. We have purified mg 
amounts of acidic chitinases from spent medium of the carrot cultures using 
ultrafiltration, batch and column anion-exchange chromatography, gel filtration, 
chromatofocusing and hydrophobic interaction chromatography. The 32 kD 
chitinase was purified in large scale to facilitate biochemical characterization, func
tional analysis of its rescue of the embryo mutant tsll and its potential endogenous 
functions as well as to raise specific antibodies. By laser desorption mass spec
trometry this protein was found to be 26170 ±100 D, and chromatofocusing 
indicated a pi of 4.2. Partial amino acid sequences were obtained from peptides 
generated with trypsin or endoproteinase Lys-C. These sequences cover 50% of 
the polypeptide chain and show significant similarities to class I and IV chitinases. 
They also indicate that the 32 kD chitinase contains a cysteine-rich N-terminal 
chitin-binding domain. This is further supported by the 32 kD chitinase being 
retained on a chit in column and by its high cysteine content (16 cysteines per 
molecule), because class II and III chitinases which lack the N-terminal chitin-
binding domain have a low affinity for the chitin column and contain «8 cysteines». 
The antibodies raised against the 32 kD chitinase show a weak reaction with class 
I and IV chitinases, and vice versa, indicating that the 32 kD chitinase has some 
serological relationship with both class I and IV chitinases. By chromatofocusing 
a number of 30 kD chitinases with close serological relationship to the 32 kD 
chitinase were purified. Two of these proteins elute around pH 4.7 and 5.5 and are 
probably isoforms of the 32 kD chitinase. Furthermore, a 34 and a 29 kD chitinase 
have been purified from the suspension culture medium. These proteins have pis 
of 4.7 and 5.0 according to chromatofocusing. Based on their MW, amino acid 
composition, specific chitinase activity, N-terminal sequence and serological rela
tionship, the 29 kD chitinase probably belongs to class II, whereas the 34 kD 
chitinase is a class I enzyme. In order to obtain a cDNA clone for the 32 kD 
chitinase, PCR and subsequently 3' RACE was carried out with primers derived 
from the peptide sequences of the 32 kD chitinase. A large number of closely 
related partial clones were obtained. They can be grouped into one distantly 
related and four closely related types. By 5' RACE, full length clones for each of 
the four closely related types were obtained. These clones encode proteins which 
are 93-98% identical with 246 residues in the mature protein and a signal peptide 
of 20 or 22 residues. The proteins differ by charge i.e. the surplus of negatively 
charged residues is 10, 8,5 or 4, respectively, leading to calculated pis of 4.4, 4.6, 
5.1 and 5.4, respectively. The peptide sequences of the 32 kD chitinase perfectly 
match the most acidic of the cDNA-derived sequences.Furthermore, the calculated 
pi = 4.4 and MW = 26201 D correlate well with pi = 4.2 and MW = 26170 ± 100 
determined for the 32 kD chitinase. Interestingly, comparison of the peptide 
sequences of the 32 kD chitinase and the cDNA-derived sequence indicates, that 
a proline located in the hinge region between the N-terminal chitin-binding 
domain and the catalytic domain of this chitinase has been post-translationally 
modified. All of the four proteins encoded by the clones show about 60% identity 
and 10% conserved amino acid substitutions compared to the class IV chitinase IV 
from sugar beet. Furthermore, they show the four deletions by which class IV 
chitinases differ from class I chitinases. In conclusion, the embryo-rescuing 32 kD 
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chitinase is encoded by a gene belonging to a gene family of at least four acidic 
classIV chitinase genes all of which are expressed in embryogénie carrot suspen
sion cultures. Perspectives: The PCR clones obtained for the 32 kD and related 
class IV chitinases are presently used to isolate full length clones from cDNA 
libraries. Subsequently, transgenic plants expressing sense or antisense constructs 
for these class IV chitinases will provide powerful tools for the analysis of the role 
of these enzymes in higher plant embryogenesis. 

E. Group 4.6.: 

The primary plant cell wall could influence embryogenesis in two unrelated ways: 
(a) a modification of wall physical properties in response to turgor pressure is 

likely to be critical in the determination of cell size and shape during the 
morphogenic events which cause embryogenesis, and 

(b) the cell wall could be a source of biologically-active compounds involved in the 
regulation of embryogenesis. 

a. Wall physical properties. A potential role for a wall-tightening enzyme 
(peroxidase) has been shown during early stages of embryogenesis when it is essen
tial that cells must not be allowed to expand. However, at later stages of 
embryogenesis (heart-, torpedo- and cotyledon) there is the requirement for 
localised ceU elongation and expansion, and therefore wall-loosening. During this 
phase we have detected an increase in the synthesis and secretion of a putative 
wall-loosening enzyme, xyloglucan endotransglycosylase. This cleaves a xyloglucan 
chain and transfers the cut end onto another (chemically similar) xyloglucan chain; 
it may therefore allow wall creep. By use of various carrot cell suspensions which 
can be manipulated to change cell shape, we have obtained evidence that this 
enzyme exerts its physiological activity while it passes through the load-bearing 
layer of the wall on its way from protoplast into the culture medium (Hetherington 
& Fry, Plant Physiology, In Press). 

b. The cell wall as a source of biologically-active components. Work by subgroup 4.1 
showed the rescue of a temperature-sensitive mutant cell line, to allow complete 
embryogenesis, by a 32kD chitinase from wild-type culture medium. This raises the 
possibiUty that such an enzyme may act upon the cell surface to release a biologi
cally active molecule(s) involved in the regulation of embryogenesis.We have 
examined this idea by looking for putative chitinase substrates in carrot cells 
labelled by in vivo feeding of N-acetyl-D-[14C] glucosamine. Both cellular and 
medium components became radiolabelled, and acid hydrolyses followed by 
chromatography confirmed the label to have been incorporated essentially 
unaltered as hexosamine. A diverse range of such labelled preparations were then 
challenged with the purified 32kD chitinase. These included: polymeric fractions 
from culture medium, cell protein and cell wall material (obtained after phenol 
extraction) and living radiolabelled cells obtained from both high-density suspen
sions and globular embryo cultures. However, we have not been able to 
demonstrate any activity of the 32kD protein, which is able to attack 3H chitin, 
against any of the above substrates. Furthermore, we were not able to show the 
solubilisation of any radiolabel when the enzyme was incubated with a suspension 
of uniformly 14C-labelled cell walls. Gel-permeation followed by thin-layer 
chromatography of radiolabelled conditioned medium revealed the presence of 
[14C]GlcNAc-containing oligosaccharides (N-glycans) which have been shown to 
exert concentration-dependent physiological effects during fruit ripening. 
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MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

4.1/4.2. Nodfactors mimic the 32 kD endochitinase in t s l l rescue. Identification 
of single embryogénie cells. 

4.3. Identification of expiant cells capable of transition into embryogénie cells. 
4.4.: Structure of AGP resolved. Peptides of the core obtained. 
4.5.: Identification of secreted chitinases and cloning of very closely related 

members of the encoding multigene family. 
4.6.: Close correlation between XET activity and somatic embryo formation. 

Significant progress has been made in most areas of the project and the objectives 
set have either been achieved or have exceeded expectations. The established close 
collaborations have been built upon and the high level of mutual interactions have 
resulted in numerous joint and complementary experiments. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

General activities: Three meetings of Group 4 were held in Wageningen (May 
1991), Padova (May 1992) and Norwich (May 1993), three others were held during 
the general meetings in Dourdan, Copenhagen and Wageningen. Specific activities: 
there have been annual working visits of up to three weeks of participants from 
group 4.1 to the laboratories of groups 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. There have been numerous 
and regular exchanges of cell lines, cDNA libraries, crude and partially purified 
culture media, specific monoand polyclonal antibodies, cDNA clones, purified 
secreted proteins, purified cell wall fragments as well as experimental protocols 
between all participants. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Transfer of TDNA from Agrobacterium rhizogenes Ri plasmids to infected plant 
cells causes growth of hairy roots. Among the TDNA genes, a key role in 
neoplastic root differentiation and growth is played by the rol genes, in particular 
rolA, Β and C. These genes are capable of triggering, to different extents, root dif
ferentiation but also affect in different and characteristic ways development and 
morphogenesis of transgenic plants. As morphogenesis in higher plants is still very 
poorly understood and 'morphogenetic' genes still quite elusive, we chose to con
cert efforts to exploit the unique possibility offered by a well defined set of genes 
capable of controlling several aspects of plant development. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 

The objective of this project has been to exploit in a concerted fashion the ml gene 
system in shedding light on the molecular mechanisms of plant cell morphogenesis 
and hormonal response. The project focused on the following different aspects and 
scopes: 

a) Regulation of the rol genes, in order to identify regulatory sequences and 
isolate plant regulatory proteins relevant to morphogenesis. 

b) Biochemical role of the rol gene products in altering the levels of and the 
response to hormones, in order to shed light on some aspects of hormonal 
response and/or metabolism. 

c) Effects of the rol genes on whole plants and cultured tissues, in order to better 
define the primary role of each rol gene in hairy root induction and in altering 
plant development. 

d) Use the rol genes to confer to transgenic plants and tissues useful traits and/or 
properties (i.e. altered hormonal balance, morphology, growth pattern and rate, 
size, juvenility, rooting and regenerative capability etc.). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results obtained by our group as a whole have confirmed that the ml genes 
provide unique entry points on several critical and complex aspects of plant dif
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ferentiation and provide unique tools to manipulate plant growth and develop
ment. 
1. Access to plant regulatory factors and genes involved in differentiation is 
possible through the rol gene system. The pattern of expression of several ml genes 
was analysed by means of gene fusions of their promoters with the GUS reporter 
gene. Different tissue specificity of expression of rolA (MPI, CEMV), rolB 
(DGBM, MPI) and rolC (MPI, CEMV) were pinpointed, indicating that expres
sion of T-DNA genes, once inserted in the plant genome, is finely regulated by 
plant regulatory factors. In particular, an extensive cis analysis of the rolB promoter 
(DGBM) showed that this genesis activated by auxin, developmentally regulated 
and, in the adult plant, expressed mainly in meristematic initial cells. Several 
domains (denominated A, B, C, D, E) have been identified on the rolB promoter, 
different combinations of which direct selective gene expression in different pop
ulations of cells of the root meristem (DGBM). One of these domains (domain B) 
is necessary for expression in all meristematic cell types. Gel mobility shift analysis 
and screening of an untransformed tobacco expression library with a tetramer of 
domain Β led to the isolation of a cDNA encoding for a plant regulatory protein 
(denominated rBBf) specifically binding to domain B. This regulatory factor, 
currently being characterized, must regulate other plant genes which are 
presumably involved in morphogenesis and whose identification will be possible via 
further work on rBBf (DGBM). By using affinity-purified antibodies the cell-
specificity of the rolC promoter has been investigated (MPI, CEMV). During 
vegetative growth, rolC is expessed only in companion cells and, in roots, in the 
initials of protophloem cells. It is important to stress that under no circumstances 
the use of GUS staining was giving a precise cellular localization of promoter 
activity. The same study has shown that the sites of action of the rolC gene are 
distinct from the site of expression, results compatible with models involving trans
ported signal molecules in the mode of action of rolC (MPI, CEMV). Although 
not expressing rolC, pith and leaf parenchyma cells of rolC transgenic plants were 
in fact affected in their growth parameters, indicating correlative information 
transported from the site of expression to the site of action (MPI, CEMV). 

2. Investigation on the biochemical role of the rol gene products has 
demonstrated that plant physiology and development can be modified by enzymatic 
systems capable to interfere with hormone biosynthesis and/or release from inac
tive conjugates. In order to understand the function of rolA, Β and C, the three 
genes have been expressed in plants, bacteria and yeast (MPI). Expression in trans
genic tobacco plants has been performed under the control of their own 
promoters, under the control of a constitutive promoter (i.e. 35S from Cauliflower 
mosaic virus) and under the control of a tissue-specific promoter (i.e. tapetum-
specific promoter). Expression in bacteria has been achieved by using an inducible 
promoter (MPI, DGBM). Expression in yeast has been achieved by using an 
inducible promoter (MPI). To facilitate the study of the function and expression 
of rolA, Β and C, antibodies against all three gene products have been raised in 
rabbits and affinity-purified (MPI, DGBM). These biochemical and immunological 
approaches aUowed to conclude that the rolB peptide is a cytosolic enzyme able 
to hydrolyse in vitro indoxyl-glucoside and other glucosides (e.g. cytokinin O-
glucosides; indoxyl- galactoside) (MPI). The rolC peptide is a cytosolic enzyme able 
to hydrolyse in vitro cytokinin N- and O-glucosides (MPI). The rolA gene has been 
mutagenised (EMS) and null mutations pinpointing amino acids relevant for its 
function have been identified (MPI). On the other hand, work at DGBM and ISV 
had shown that rolB enances by several orders of magnitude the sensitivity to auxin 
of transformed cells. Accordingly, subsequent work at DGBM showed that 
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mebrane preparations from ro/5-transformed cells bind substantially more auxin 
than normal ones, an evidence of a possible role of rolB in altering the auxin 
reception mechanism. A major part of the work at UIA involved the elaboration 
of sophisticated analytical techniques (solid phase extraction, preparative and 
analytical HPLC with on line fluorometry and diode array, HPLC-MS with thermo/ 
plasma spray interfaces, GC-MS and raising polyclonal antibodies for immune 
affinity purification and RIA purposes) for the qualitative and quantitative analysis 
of plant growth regulators and their metabolites. These techniques have been used 
to study the functional relationship between altered endogenous hormone concen
trations and metabolism and physiological and morphological traits specifically 
observed in plants transformed with Ri T-DNA genes which affect hormone 
metabolism and/or sensitivity. The 'hairy-root' specific morphological traits of Ri 
T-DNA- transgenic tobacco plants were specifically correlated with an alteration of 
hormonal levels in the stem apices due to: drastic accumulation of cytokinins at a 
very young age, attenuation of the basipetal auxin gradient and absence of the 
transient ABA accumulation shown in the apices of untransformed plants during 
the vegetative developmental stage. The work at ISV has shown that the product 
encoded by Ri ORF13 modifies plant development by modification of cellular 
responses to auxin and cytokinin. As the morphological alterations due to over-
expression of ORF13 in transgenic plants are transmittable through a graft junc
tion, it is likely that ORF13 is responsible for the synthesis of an hitherto unknown, 
transportable morphogenic substance. As plant cells recognize it, this product is 
either a normal metabolite present in abnormally high concentrations, or the 
analogue of a normal plant product involved in hormone response. A bioassay is 
currently being developed for purifying the unknown ORF13 product. 

3. Basic aspects of plant physiology could be addressed through the analysis of 
the effects of the rol genes in transgenic plants and cultured tissues. The charac
teristic morphological aberrations produced by expression and overexpression of 
the ml and other RiT-DNA genes have been revisited and analyzed in detail in 
order to clarify the primary role of these genes in controlling plant development. 
The effects of rolB on in vitro morphogenesis have been analyzed at DGBM by 
means of thin cell layers (TCLs). TCLs from ro/Æ-transformed and untransformed 
tobacco plants have been cultured under conditions of root, flower and shoot 
neoformation. Unexpectedly, rolB was shown to enhance not only the rooting 
programme but also, to an equivalent extent, flower and shoot neoformation. In 
all cases the number of neoformed meristems in rolB-TCL sis greatly increased as 
compared to untransformed controls. Thus, in contrast to what has been held so 
far, rolB should not be regarded as a 'root inducing' gene but rather as a gene 
capable of promoting meristem formation. The differentiative fate of these 
meristems will then depend upon the prevailing hormonal balance and/or cell com
mitment. Further work is now in progress to exploit the ro/fi-enhanced meristem 
formation in order to get access to plant genes involved in the genesis and 
organization of meristems (DGBM). Cellular and morphogenetical approaches 
were developed at CEMV and MPI on rolA and rolC transgenic tobaccos at 
various developmental stages in order to understand their modified phenotypes 
and to correlate the observed effects with the ml gene functions and sites of 
expression. The tissue specificity of expression and its developmental regulation 
were also examined using transgenic tobacco plants harbouring rolA and ro/C-GUS 
transcriptional fusions in order to establish relationships between the changes at 
cell and tissue levels of organization and the sites of gene expression. Plants 
expressing rolA or GUS linked to various functional domains of the rolA promoter 
were also examined respectively for their developmental patterns and for the sites 
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of expression directed by each domain. Most of the histological findings on rolC-
transgenic plants were found to be reminiscent of a cytokinin effect, as expected 
from the function of cytokinin-glucosidase of the rolC gene product (see above). 

4. The rol genes have also been utilized as morphogenes for applicative pur
poses. At LVMH the possible commercial exploitation of the morphological altera
tions induced by rolB on roses were investigated. The hybrid G. Delbard registered 
cultivar is used for cut flower rose production. One agronomical characteristic of 
interest for such genotype is productivity, which is in part correlated with stem 
number. rolC is known to induce morphological changes such as lateral branching, 
shortened internodes and precocious flowering. Thus rolC has been introduced in 
GD roses under the control of its own regulatory sequence, in collaboration with 
MPI. Among 400 transformed plants, 50 were cultivated in growth chamber and 
their agronomical characteristics were monitored. Some of them had abnormal 
phenotypes: a few showed a significative increase in stem number (2 to 3-fold as 
compared to the controls) and were considered interesting in terms of productivity. 
Currently, a vast greenhouse trial is being performed on 420 transgenic roses. 
Parameters being evaluated are: plant shape, stem length, stem number petal num
ber, flower colour and time course of flowering (LVMH). At IREV, the poten
tialities of rolB in enhancing propagation of woody species via cuttings was 
explored. Actinidia deliciosa (kiwi) was used as a model species. Cuttings of rolB-
transgenic plants were shown to produce significantly more roots than untransfor
med controls. Rooting was anticipated and significantly higher than in controls 
were the number of rooted cuttings as well as the number of roots per cutting. 
Chestnut (Castanea sativa) cuttings from valuable centuries-old plants were locally 
treated with suspension cultures of Agrobacterium strains carrying rolB and abun
dant rooting of the cuttings was obtained. It must be pointed out that this is the 
first successful attempt in adult chestnut cutting propagation (IREV). Finally, 
Medicago sativa (alfalfa) transgenic for rolB showed a more developed root system 
and a doubled number of stems as compared to controls (IREV), confirming the 
potentialities of the rol genes in breeding schemes of agronomically relevant plants. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

First identification of a plant regulatory gene that confers gene expression in 
meristems (DGBM). Demonstration that the primary effect of rolB is in promoting 
meristem formation (DGBM). Definition of the enzymatic activities of the rolB 
(MPI + UIA) and rolC proteins (MPI + UIA). Localization of cell-specific expres
sion of rolA (MPI + CEMV), rolB (DGBM, MPI) and rolC (MPI + CEMV). 
Correlation of hormone levels with rol genes-induced morphological and 
physiological modifications in transgenic plants (MPI + UIA). Identification of 
possibly a novel plant growth factor as the product of Ri ORF13 (ISV + UIA). rolB 
was shown to significantly enhance rooting in cuttings of agronomically relevant 
recalcitrant woody species (kiwi, chestnut) (IREV + DGBM). rolC has been used 
in modifying growth flowering of roses (LVMH + MPI). 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

Most projects have been carried out in collaboration between different labs (see 
above). Cooperative links were also maintained by free access to all tools, by two 
annual meetings of all the group leaders and by several bilateral personnel 
exchanges and visits. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Auxin is a phytohormone that is involved in the control of numerous aspects of 
growth and development in higher plants, including cell division, stem elongation, 
xylem differentiation, gravitropism and senescence. This phytohormone is of prime 
importance for regeneration of plants from single cells. Receptor-like proteins 
have been assumed to play an important role in recognition and transmission of 
the auxin signal. Aiming to isolate and characterize such receptors or other 
elements of the auxin signalling chain is of general relevance for providing the 
basic information to making in the long run plant regeneration a more predictable 
process. 

OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY APPROACHES 
Molecular, structural and functional analysis of ER located auxin binding proteins 
(MPI). Use of auxin-specific photoaffinity labeling to identify novel proteins 
involved hormone action (MPI, Danisco). Production of antibodies to auxin bind
ing site or other important epitopes. Epitope mapping (HRI). ABP interactions 
with cellular partners, analysis of effectors in functional responses (HRI). Func
tional study of abpl-related proteins at the plasma membrane (ISV). Identification 
of the molecular mechanisms involved in the electrical response to auxin (ISV). 
Molecular characterization of components of auxin perception units at the plasma 
membrane (ISV). Uncoupling of cell divison and morphogenesis (RUG). Expres
sion of cell cycle genes in Arabidopsis thaliana (RUG). GTP binding proteins, 
receptors and nucleotide diphosphate kinase activity associated with higher plant 
membranes (ULeeds). Use of synthetic oligopeptides corresponding to the auxin 
binding protein C-terminus as agonists for the auxin signalling cascade (ULeeds). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A MPI: 
We have analyzed auxin-binding proteins from maize encoded by the ZmERabp 
gene family. Open reading frames of cDNA clones predict proteins containing N-
terminal hydrophobic signal sequences. In vitro studies show that the ZmERabpl 
protein can be translocated into ER-derived microsomes where it is processed and 
glycosylated. A cDNA clone encoding the ZmERabp4 protein predicts an open 
reading frame with a signal sequence that shows striking differences in charge dis
tribution, in comparison to the signal sequence of ZmERabpl. Two translation 
products are synthesized from the ZmERabp4 transcript in the in vitro system, but 
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only one of them is translocated into maize endosperm microsomes, indicating that 
specific cotranslational modifications in the primary sequence remaining after pro
cessing may play a role in the cellular trafficking of the ZmERabp4 protein. 

Three maize genes encoding 22 kDa auxin binding proteins (abp) were isolated 
and sequenced. One gene corresponds to the abpl gene (ZmERabpl). The two 
other genes ZmERabp4 and ZmERabpS are closely related to each other, but their 
5' flanks are very different. ZmERabpS corresponds to a recently published partial 
cDNA. RNA gel blot analysis using gene-specific probes indicates that ZmERabp4 
is expressed in leaves and coleoptiles but weakly in roots. ZmERabp5 is slightly 
expressed in these tissues. Primer extension analysis reveals that the ZmERabpl 
leader is 320 bases. Transient promoter- reporter gene expression in maize leaf 
protoplasts indicates that the relative expression of ZmERabpl, ZmERabp4 and 
ZmERabpS is 6.4: 1.8: 1.0. Promoter deletion analysis of ZmERabpl has identified 
a region from -684 and -450 (relative to ATG) which when deleted results in two
fold higher expression. This region contains sequences related to both an enhancer 
and a G-box. Another region between -449 and -258, which contains the TATA box 
and transcription start, results in a large decrease in expression when deleted. 

A Zea mays cDNA clone, ZmERabp4, was further studied. The primary amino acid 
sequence contains an N-terminal hydrophobic leader sequence, a potential 
glycosylation site (Asn136- Thr-Thr) and a C-terminal KDEL motif known to be 
responsible for retention of proteins within the lumen of the ER. The expression 
pattern of the ZmERabp4 gene in various organs of maize differs from the expres
sion pattern previously observed for the ZmERabpl gene. The ZmERabp4 gene is 
expressed highly in male flower organs, whereas the ZmERabpl gene shows 
highest expression in female flower parts. In situ hybridisation and analysis by laser 
scanning microscopy revealed enhanced levels of expression for both genes in the 
coleoptile when compared with the primary leaf of etiolated maize seedlings. 

B. Danisco, MPI: 
We used a biologically active and photolabile auxin analogue, 5'-azido-[7- 3H]in-
dole-3-acetic acid ([3H]N3IAA), to search for auxin-binding proteins in cytosolic 
extracts from maize coleoptiles and identified a protein with a molecular mass of 
60 kDa (p60). Binding of [3H]N3iAA is highly specific as demonstrated by com
petition analysis with functionally relevant auxin analogues. p60 is found in coleop
tiles and roots of etiolated maize seedlings and was detected in cytosolic as well 
as in microsomal fractions. The protein binds to 1-naphthylacetic acid (1-NAA) 
sepharose and is eluted with auxins. A purification scheme resulting in 
homogenous p60 protein was devised and it was shown that p60 has ß-D- glucoside 
glucohydrolase activity (E.C. 3.2.1.21). The hydrolytic activity of p60 for the syn
thetic substrate p-nitro-phenyl-ß-D-glucopyranoside is diminished by 1-NAA. p60 
shows high substrate specificity, it hydrolyzes indoxyl-O-glucoside, but not ß-(l,4)-
cellobiose, LAA-inositol or IAA-amino acid conjugates. Inactive phytohormone 
conjugates are abundant in plant tissues, but their normal biological functions 
remain obscure. The apparent physiological activity of any particular conjugate 
correlates with its rate of hydrolysis in plant tissues. Analysis of the bacterial 
pathogen Agrobacterium rhizogenes has shown that abnormal development in plants 
may be promoted through the action of the rolC oncogene, which encodes a ß-
glucosidase that can release free cytokinin from inactive conjugates. Despite this 
demonstration that phytohormone conjugates can be exploited to modify plant 
development, we lack knowledge about hydrolases in the normal plant that are 
capable of releasing phytohormones. p60 was purified, partially sequenced and its 
cDNA, termed Zmpèo.l, isolated. The protein encoded by this cDNA, Zm-p60.1, 
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belongs to such a fantily of hydrolases. The significane of similarities of peptide 
similarities between Zmp60 peptides and rolC was intriguing, but full comparison 
of structures did not reveal further structural similarities. However, despite distinct 
phylogenies, they seem to have similarities in their enzymatic properties. Recombi
nant Zmp60.1 expressed in E. coli showed no or low activities on substrates from 
several groups of naturally occurring glycosides including disaccharides involved in 
plant cell wall degradation (cellobiose, laminiaribiose), phenolic glucosides (salicin) 
and flavonoid glycosides (rutin). Prompted by the presence of Zmp60.1 in young 
maize seedlings and by its original identification through photoaffmity labeling with 
an azido derivative of IAA, we tested whether commmon phytohormone con
jugates could be hydrolyzed. We were not able to demonstrate hydrolysis of IA-
glucoseester by Zmp60.1, consistent with its relative specificity for the glycosidic 
bond. However, cytokinin-O- and -N3-glucosides, but not cytokinin-N7 and -N9-
glucosides, were hydrolyzed by both recombinant and plant p60. In plant tissues, 
O-glucosides are the major metabolizable conjugates form of cytokinin from which 
cytokinins can be released by endogenous hydrolases. The interesting observation 
that the rolC protein, but not ZmpöO.l is able to hydrolyze zeatin-N7- and -N9-
glucosides can be rationalized with regard to the physiological roles proposed for 
each enzyme; cytokinin glucosylation on N7 and N9 is considered to be one of the 
mechanisms for irreversible cytokinin inactivation in plant ceUs, and thus Zmp60.1, 
an endogenous plant enzyme, does not attack substances which accumulate as inac
tivated end products under normal physiological conditions. In contrast, the rolC 
protein is part of the mechanism by which the plant pathogen Agrobacterium 
rhizogenes subverts normal plant development to its own advantage; there is no 
obvious reason for the activity of such an enzyme to be restricted to those 

L 
Fig· 1· Effect of antipeptide antibodies on the electrical membrane current recorded from Zea 
mays protopfosts with the patch clamp tchnique (whole cell configuration). (A) Membrane current 
induced by antipeptide antibodies (D16) is not significantly enhanced by IAA. (B) Concentration-
dependent anti-peptide (D16) induced membrane current. (C) Effect of antipeptide antibody 
(D16) following the IAA-induced membrane current. (D) Pre-immune sentin (D16) fails to 
induce a membrane current. 
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cytokinin glucosides that are normally mobilizable by the plant host. The ability to 
hydrolyze N7 and N9 glucosides, which accumulate to high levels in some plant 
species, increases the substrate pool for this enyzme during pathogenesis, and may 
simultaneously remove one of the plant's means of compensating for abnormally 
increased cytokinin levels. 

C. HRI: 
A region of the maize auxin binding protein (ZmERabpl, ABP) containing many 
amino acids likely to be present at the active auxin binding site was identified. 
Antibodies were produced against a synthetic polypeptide embracing this region 
and recognised all three isoforms of maize ABP on Western blots, as well as ABP 
homologs in other species, both monocots and dicots, demonstrating that the selec
ted region is highly conserved. IgG fractions from some of these sera (notably 
D16) were shown at the Gif laboratory (subgroup 1.3) to hyperpolarise protoplast 
membrane potential in a manner that is precisely characteristic of auxin action. 
This auxin agonist activity was confirmed at Leiden (subgroup 2.3) and by patch 
clamp analysis (H. Felle, Gießen, Fig. 1). 

The results indicate that the selected peptide does form a functionally significant 
part of the auxin binding site and strongly suggest that ABP is indeed an auxin 
receptor. This is the first time that antibodies with agonist activity in plants have 
been produced. Attempts to produce monoclonal antibodies with similar properties 
have not been successful, but the reason has been identified and a new screening 
strategy adopted. Surprisingly, the D16 antibodies were antagonistic to auxin-
induced gene expression (Leiden) and the basis of this finding is being 
investigated. The likely importance of the D16 region of ABP is further 
emphasized by data now available showing it to be the longest stretch of wholly 
conserved sequence (six sequences from four species). 

Previous work had generated both polyclonal antisera and five monoclonal 
antibodies (MAC 256-260) to whole ABP. By epitope mappping and fragmentation 
studies, the epitopes recognised by all these antibodies have been located, provid
ing information for structural and functional analysis (MPI, ISV). All anti-ABP 
sera, including those from Köln and Bonn (subgroup 2.2) recognise two or three 
dominant epitopes clustered around the glycosylation site. Two monoclonale (MAC 
256, 259) are directed at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) retention sequence 
KDEL at the C-terminus of ABP. MAC 257 recognises a region near the N-ter-
minus. Protoplasts of transgenic tobacco plants overexpressing maize ABP (Köln) 
show an increased sensitivity to auxin in the hyperpolarisation assay (ISV). This 
increase is blocked by MAC 257, showing that the maize ABP is expressed at the 
surface of the protoplasts. Most plant ER proteins contain an HDEL, rather than 
the KDEL retention sequence used by ABP. MAC 256 immunofluorescence and 
immunogold show a punctuate intracellular distribution in contrast to the 
generalized HDEL ER staining, suggesting that ABP may be confined to a specific 
ER compartment. We showed earlier that the ABP C-terminus recognised by 
MAC 256 undergoes an auxin-induced conformational change, masking the KDEL 
epitope. This could be of functional significance in allowing ABP to escape from 
the ER to the plasma membrane, where it mediates membrane potential changes. 
Such secretion of ABP has been reported by Jones and Herman [Plant Physiol. 
(1993) 101, 595-606), but their data are incompatible with the known properties of 
ABP in several respects. Using both wild type and transgenic maize cell suspen
sions we are trying to define conditions that will make it possible to examine ABP 
secretion in a meaningful manner. 
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The ULeeds subgroup has shown that the C-terminal region of ABP may be 
involved in auxin signal transduction and preliminary data using MAC 256 support 
this (collaboration with M. Blatt, Wye, in both cases). For future analysis we are 
preparing antisera against the C-terminal decapeptide. Inclusion of AIF41 during 
maize microsome isolation enhances auxin binding, suggesting a possible role for 
GTP-binding proteins in auxin signalling. Crosslinking studies were not able to 
identify any clear interactions of ABP with G proteins or other possible cellular 
partners. Since most ABP is in the ER, which is a calcium store, ABP may mediate 
auxin-induced changes in intracellular calcium and processes involved in ER 
calcium import and export are being studied. Calcium-dependent ATPase of maize 
shoot ER showing good calmodulin stimulation has been characterized with 
respect to both hydrolytic and Ca2+ transport activities. Some evidence of in vivo 
modulation by auxin has been obtained and liposomal reconstitution methods have 
been developed for in vitro work. We have purified the ER Ca2+-binding protein 
calreticulin from maize shoots, confirmed authenticity by N-terminal sequencing 
and raised antisera. These will be used for immunocytology to examine whether 
the discrete distribution of ABP reflects preferential localization in specialised 
Ca2+ storage ER. 

D. ISV: 
The auxin-induced modifications of the transmembrane potential difference of 
protoplasts isolated from tobacco leaves were antagonized by polyclonal antibodies 
raised to ZmERabpl (maize abpl), whereas a polyclonal antibody raised to a syn
thetic peptide reproducing the putative auxin-binding domain of abpl exhibited 
auxin antagonist activity on this electrical response. This set of data confirms pre
vious evidence that the recognition of the auxin signal occurs at the outer face of 
plasma membrane, and suggests that tobacco auxin responsive proteins (tARPs) 
involved in the auxin response are related to maize abpl. Further investigations of 
a possible functional role of ZmERabpl at the plasma membrane were conducted 
on protoplasts from tobacco plants overexpressing this maize protein (pBAR 
plants, cooperation with MPI). Such protoplasts exhibited an increased auxin sen
sitivity of the electrical response by a factor of 30. This increase could be selec
tively nullified by a monoclonal antibody to maize abpl (MAC257) which showed 
no detectable effect on the response of untransformed tobacco protoplasts, i.e. 
which did not recognize tARPs. This suggests that the increased sensitivity of 
pBAR protoplasts is due to the expression of maize abpl at the plasma membrane, 
and may reflect the routing of a fraction of endogenous abpl from the ER to the 
plasma membrane surface. 

Tobacco protoplasts transformed by the rolB gene from Agrobacterium rhizogenes 
were further analyzed in terms of kinetics of both rolB mRNA expression and sen
sitivity of the membrane response, following auxin application. In conditions where 
rolB mRNA were accumulated and a maximal increase in sensitivity was observed, 
ro/ß-transformed protoplasts did not differ form normal ones in their ability to 
accumulate and metabolize exogenous auxins, but showed important changes in 
their reactivity to the anti-ZmERabpl antibodies. This supports to the idea that 
the increased auxin sensitivity of ro/Æ-transformed protoplasts could follow from 
alterations in the reception-transduction of the auxin signal. 

To identify the molecular mechanisms of the electrical response of protoplasts to 
auxin, ion channels at the plasma membrane of protoplasts from tobacco cell 
suspensions were studied by the patch-clamp technique. In the whole-cell con
figuration, a voltage-dependent anion current was identified, with a current maxi
mum around -100 mV. The voltage dependence of the whole cell current reflecting 
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the fast deactivation of the current at potentials <-100 mV was observed only in 
the presence of internal ATP or when ATP was replaced by the protein 
phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid, and was suppressed by staurosporine, a protein 
kinase inhibitor. This suggests that protein phosphorylation may be involved in 
regulating the activity of the tobacco suspension anion channel (TSAC). The active 
auxin 1-NAA caused a time- and concentration-dependent shift of the activation 
potential of TSAC. In addition, TSAC reacted to the auxin agonist antibody D16 
providing evidence for the recognition of the auxin signal at the outer face of the 
plasma membrane. Further work is needed to assess if the auxin modulation of the 
anion channel involves a direct interaction between the hormone and the channel 
protein(s) or the activation of the perception chain including abpl homologues. 

Work is in progress, on the basis of the two-component model we proposed for 
the organization of auxin perception units at the plasma membrane, to identify 
both the auxin binding unit and the transmembrane protein in tobacco. cDNA 
cloning of abpl homologues in tobacco was achieved via PCR amplification of 
fragments encompassing conserved regions of abpl. To fish for the transmembrane 
protein, we used the ability of exogenous maize abpl to associate in a functional 
way with the plasma membrane of tobacco protoplasts. Biotinylated abpl was 
shown to bind predominantly to one protein from plasma membrane fractions. 
This protein is presently being characterized. 

E.. RUG: 
Cell division is an integral part of growth and development. In recent years, it 
became evident that the basic mechanisms controlling cell division is evolutionary 
conserved, including in plants. In short, a specific Ser/Thr protein kinase controls 
the progression of the cell cycle at the Gl/S and G2/N boundaries, respectively 
(Fig. 2). The Ser/Thr protein kinase consists of a 33- to 34-kDa catalytic subunit, 
now generally referred to as Cdk, and a regulatory subunit, Cyclin. In several 
organisms the existence of various Cdk/Cyclin complexes has been demonstrated. 
Until now, the Laboratorium voor Genetica (Gent, Belgium) has cloned and 
characterized two cdk genes, called cdc2a and cdc2b, and five cyclins, cycl, cyc2a, 
cyc2b, cyc3a, and cyc3b. RNA hybridizations on sorted nuclei revealed that cycl is 
mainly expressed in the G2 phase whereas cyc3b appears to be a G! cyclin. For 
cyc2a no pronounced difference in expression levels between Gx and G2 nuclei 
could be detected. Relative amounts of cdc2a/cdc2b steady-state transcripts in dif
ferent plant organs were determined by RT-PCR. cdc2a steady-state mRNA levels 
are the highest in all organs of Arabidopsis thaliana except for cell suspensions and 
flowers where comparable amounts of cdc2a and cdc2b transcripts could be found. 
cdc2b mRNA was almost undetectable in stem and very low in siliques and roots. 

In both budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and fission yeast 
(Schizosaccharomyces pombe) several dominant negative mutants of the p34cdc2 

(called CDC28p in S. cerevisiae) have been identified. In general, two classes of 
mutant kinases were found. The first type leads to a more active kinase activity, 
resulting into precocious cell division and a smaller average cell size ('Wee' 
phenotype). One such mutation is Tyri5 —» Phe^. This tyrosine at position 15 
becomes phosphorylated, thereby keeping the kinase in an inactive form. Only 
when the c¿c25-phosphatase dephosphorylates the Tyr15 residue, the kinase 
becomes active and starts to phosphorylate numerous substrates. 

A second class of mutant p34cdc2 proteins, when present in a wild-type yeast strain, 
will completely arrest cell division, without arresting cell growth. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a highly simplified model for the regulation of cdc2a expression 
during plant development Black and stippled squares represent cells with high levels of cdc2a, 
white squares represent cells with no detectable cdc2a mRNA. 

We have engineered several dominant negative mutations in the Arabidopsis cdc2a 
gene. The first mutation is T14Yi5 —> V14F15 and is thought to lead to a faster ceU 
division. The second mutation changes D147 Ni47. The Asp residue at position 147 
is conserved in all kinases, and is recently shown to have a role in the activation 
of the kinase. Subsequently, the coding sequences of the wildtype cdc2 (WT), the 
DN, and the TYVF mutant forms were cloned under the control of the 35 CaMV 
promoter, all in a binary vector. By transforming root segments of Arabidopsis, 
transgenic plants expressing the WT and TYVF cdc2 genes were obtained, 
although with a seemingly reduced frequency for the TYVF mutation. With both 
constructs, both with a low frequency, abnormal phenotypes such as dwarfing, 
bushy rosette, reduced apical dominance, abnormal, and asymmetric rosette leaves 
were observed. When expressed in tobacco no phenotypes were observed. In con
trast, we were unable to recover any transgenic Arabidopsis plant expressing the 
mutant DN cdc2a gene, suggesting that the presence of the DN mutant proteins 
completely abolish cell division. In tobacco, a few transgenic plants were isolated 
which express the DN mutant protein. Interestingly, the plants developed nor
mally, although they remained smaller. The number of leaves are identical, com
pared to untransformed plants, but they have a reduced size. The flowers are con
siderable smaller. In the various flower organs, a significantly smaller cell number 
was found. However, the cell size in these organs is as in control plants. In root, 
stem and leaves of the DN transgenic plants, cell size are comparatively very 
large, and as a result the number of cells building up the organs is also con
siderably smaller. Nevertheless, these plants develop normally. These results 
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clearly demonstrate that cell division and morphogenesis are two independent 
events. It furthermore illustrates the extraordinary plasticity plants have. Even with 
a large reduction in cell number and a large increase in cell size, the intrinsic plant 
developmental program determines that all organs are generated. 

The various cdc2a mutant genes were also expressed in Arabidopsis under the con
trol of the seed storage protein 2S-1 gene promoter, directing expression only dur
ing late emryogenesis. As expected, normal transformation frequencies were obser
ved for all constructs. Transgenic plants expressing too high levels of the D-N 
cdc2a mutant genes segregate seedlings with abnormal phenotypes such as three 
cotyledons, additional formation of first leaves, one cotyledon, deformed 
cotyledons. These results demonstrated that overexpression of the D-N cdc2 gene 
interferes, at an undefinite time point, with cell division, thereby affecting further 
development. 

F. ULeeds: 
At least one route of auxin signalling is known to be mediated by the auxin binding 
protein (ERabp, ABP) which is surface localised and thought to couple to a trans
membrane docking protein. Since G-protein linked signalling represents one of the 
major routes by which external signals are transduced, and there is strong evidence 
for the presence of G-proteins within plant cells. We sought to isolate and charac
terise these proteins and to identify likely receptors and effectors. 

1. Plant G-proteins, immunological evidence: 
G-protein α-subunits display a high degree of conservation at the primary 
structural level, with domains being conserved across virtually all G-proteins, 
e.g. Gacommon, or specific to specific subfamilies, e.g. Gai and GaAra 
(Arabidopsis Ga). Fig. 3 shows a typical blot of Pisum microsomal membrane 
proteins probed with antisera against synthetic peptides whose sequences 
correspond to the above domains. Of particular importance is the demonstra
tion of specific immune recognition by preabsorption of the antisera with the 
peptides to which they were raised (tracks 2,4,6 in Fig. 3). 

2. Plant G-proteins, guanine nucleotide binding studies: 
An important attribute of G-proteins is that the G a subunits bind GTP and its 
analogues specifically and with high affinity (Kd <— 10"8). Table I shows that 
plasma membranes from a number of species display apparent binding con
stants of this order for the non-hydolysable GTPyS; however, the same mem
branes also showed binding sites for this nucleotide of somewhat lower affinity. 
Given the confounding effects of GTPvS-binding to the enzyme nucleoside 
diphosphate kinase (NDK — see below) the binding of GTPyS cannot 
necessarily be used as a reliable index of G-protein presence or isolation. 

Table I: GTP S-binding to plasma membranes in the presence 
of 0,01% (v/v) Lubrol PX 

Membranes 

Zea 
Pisum 
Nicotiana 

Site 1 

Kd 
(nM) 

0.7 
2.6 
8.9 

"max 
(pMol/mg) 

1 
8 

44 

Site 2 

r^dapp. 
(nM) 

43 
308 
298 

"max 
(pMol/mg) 

66 
174 
118 
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protein. In addition, the interaction of ABP with the proposed docking (DP) must 
take place between surface localised domains of both proteins. Accordingly, 
oligopeptides corresponding to predicted solvent exposed domains (Table II) of 
the major maize ABP (ZmERabpl) were synthesized and used in affinity isolation, 
guanine nucleotide binding, electrophysiological and ion imaging studies in order 
to probe events downstream of the ABP within the auxin signalling cascade. 
Affinity isolation: A peptide corresponding to the C-terminal 16 residues of 
ZmERabpl, i.e. Pi48-L163 (peptide A6.2) was immobilised via its N-terminus to 
prepare an affinity resin for the isolation of the DP. Subsequently, microsomal 
membranes prepared from etiolated Zea mays seedlings essentially were 
solubilised using a combination of 30 mM MEGA9 and 1% (w/v) cholate and sub
sequently applied, with recirculation to the A6.2 peptide affinity column. Subse
quent elution with 0 to IM NaCl resulted in the specific elution of an 
approximately 35 kDa polypeptide. Currently we are working to isolate sufficient 
of the putative 35 kDa DP to permit N-terminal microsequencing. 

C Al A2 A3 Α4Α4αΑ5Α6.1 ν η 6.2 6.3 
ABP Peptides 

Fig. S. Effect of ZmERabpl peptides on GTPyS binding Zea microsomal membranes. 
Guanine nucleotide binding: The peptides Al to A6.1 plus the A6 variant peptides 
listed in Table III were tested for their ability to modulate the binding of 
[35S]GTPyS to Zea mays microsomal membranes. Binding was monitored via rapid 
filtration through nitrocellulose discs and the non-specific component of binding 
determined by inclusion of excess GTP within the reaction mix. The effect of 1 μΜ 
of each peptide on binding is shown in Fig. 6; only those peptides based on the 
C-terminal sequence of ZmERabpl were active in stimulating GTPyS binding. 
Interestingly, peptide A6.3 which lacked the C-terminal KDEL sequence was effec
tive whilst peptide A6.lv, in which KDEL was present but the rest of the peptide 
of inverted sequence, was ineffective. 
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Table Π: Peptides corresponding to the predicted external loops of ZmERadpl. 
Numbers indicate the position of the initial and final residues 

within the ZmERabpl sequence 

Peptide Sequence Peptide Sequence 

Al 10RDLSQMPQSSYG2i A6.1 

A2 32GALNHGMKEVE42 A6.2 

A3 51GQRTPIHRHSCEE63 A6.3 

A4 80SLKYPGQPQEIPF92 A6.lv 

A4a 92FFQNTTFSIPVSD104 A6.1n 

A5 104DPHQVWNSDEHEDLU7 152 

^DEDCFEAAKDEL,^ 

148PFVWDEDCFEAAKDEL,63 

148PFVWDEDCFEAAi59 

155CFEAAKDEL163 

159AAEFCDEDKDEL163 

Ι (μΑοπτ
2
) 

2 
J¡ 

V (mV) S 

Αό.ι···ϋ ;» ·"*» 
J 

A l ^ -
Cl? ι 

I M 

• 
/ 

f* 
i M 

M 

■ - M 

• - I M Fig. 6: Effect of ZmERadpl peptides on 
K+ channels in Vicia guard cells. 

Electrophysiological studies: the effects of externally applied peptides Al to A6.1 
on inwardly rectified Ca2+ and H + dependent K+ channels in intact Vicia guard 
cells was tested. Again, peptides Al to A5 were without effect whereas A6.1 acted 
as a potent inhibitor (Fig. 6) with Ln of about 5 μΜ. In parallel ion imaging 
studies, A6.1 elevated intracellular Ca and H + whereas the other peptides were 
again ineffective. 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS 

Several novel proteins have been tagged by photoaffinity labeling. Tagging allowed 
purification, partial sequencing of peptides and subsequent gene isolation. Current 
evidence indicates that enzymes that can hydrolyze phytohormone conjugates play 
a role in initiating important regulatory pathways. They provide invaluable tools for 
studying the mechanisms underlying growth and development in plants. Auxin 
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agonist antibodies directed against the highly conserved auxinbinding domain can 
be used as probes for other auxinbinding proteins (e.g. nuclear cytoplasmic recep
tors) which can be expected to share this domain. These antibodies, together with 
antibodies MAC 256/259 and new polyclonal sera against the other known func
tional domain (Cterminus) will be valuable in exploring auxin signal transduction 
by electrophysiological methods. Membrane potential changes have been identified 
which are in line with a modulation of anion channels. The identification of the 
plasma membrane receptor(s) involved is already in progress. The functional 
characterization of the transduction steps will then be envisaged taking advantage 
of the new possibilities offered by the patchclamp technique. CeU division control 
genes have been cloned and analyzed. Several dominant mutants were engineered 
and analysis of transformed plants showed an uncoupling of cell division. Even 
with a large reduction in cell number the intrinsic developmental program deter
mined all organs. First evidence for G protein coupled receptors was obtained and 
a detailed biochemical analysis of G proteins was achieved. Most importantly 
evidence was obtained using bioactive synthetic peptides that ZmERabpl is an 
auxin receptor that affects potassium transport processes in stornata. 

MAJOR COOPERATIVE LINKS 

A series of visits between the different labs was organized for informal discussion, 
project management and collaborative work. Many tools have been build that were 
distributed within the group as weU as to other groups of the Tprogram. AntiABP 
antibodies were provided to MPI, HRI, RUG and to other Tproject labs. Trans
genic tobacco were distributed from MPI (HRI, ISV), antiGot antibodies from 
ULeeds (MPI, HRI, ISV). 
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PARTICIPANT INDEX 

ADOLPHE 436 
ADUCCI 699,714 
AIGLE 539 
AKKERMANS 463,643 
ALBERGHINA 595 
ALMEIDA 1 511 
ALMEIDA J 219 
ANDERSON 553 
ANDERSSON 345 
ANSORGE 539 
ARCHIBALD 345 
ARIOSIO 88 
ARST (Jr) 179 
ARTYMIUK 88 
AZORIN 317 

BACH 442 
BALLESTEROS 101 
BALLS 404 
BANNISTER 107 
BARBIER-BRYGOO 699, 738 
BARBIER 413 
BASAGLIA 521 
BELAYEW 360 
BELSHAM 377 
BELTRAN PORTER 219 
BERGEMANN 693 
BERINGER 521 
BEVAN 553 
BIANCHI 693 
BITTER-SUERMANN 643 
BLACK 506 
BLANCO 197 
BLEASBY 18 
BLÖCKER 88 
BOCK 10 
BOE 188 
BOISTARD 285 
BONAS 262 
BOQUIEN 605 
BOS 413 
BOSMA 345 
BOTTAZZI 605 
BOUCHER 262 
BOULAY 699,730 
BRADBURY 686 

BRAU 138 
BRESSAN 327 
BRIGHT 553 
BRON 188 
BROWN 248 
BROWNLEE 327 
BRUNEL 360 
BRYGOO 475 
BUBLOT 368 
BUCHTER-LARSEN 469 
BÜCKMANN 107 
BUIATTI 248 
BUJARD 689 
BULLERDIEK 676 

CABOCHE 295 
CABRAL 595 
CALBERG-BACQ 500 
CALLOW 245 
CAMERON 5 
CANUT 304 
CARAZO 18 
CARILLO 360 
CARR 147 
CARRONDO 322 
CASAL 373 
CATTANEO 686 
CERNIA 595 
CERVONE 277 
CESARENI 88 
CHAMBAZ 327 
CHARALAMBOS 147 
CHOPIN 605 
CHOURROUT 360 
CHRIQUI 699,730 
CHRISTIANSEN 539 
CILIBERTO 327 
CLAUS 55 
CLEASBY 577 
CLOAREC 436 
CLYNES 693 
COCCO 107 
COEN 219 
COGAN 605 
COLBURN 255 
COLLINSD 643 
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COLLINS M 605 
COLOMBO 360 
COLSON 584 
COMBES 101 
CONRADT 667 
COOKE 317 
COREMANS-PELSENEER 475 
CORTESE 327 
COSTANTINO 699,730 
COULOMB 421 
COUPLAND 553 
CREMER 18 
CRESTI 228,245 
CROY 233 
CUNDLIFFE 138 

da FONSECA 132 
DALE 469 
DALSGAARD 373 
DALY 605 
DANGL 553 
DANIELS 262 
DANKERT 292 
DAVIDSE 233 
DAVIES C 595 
DAVIES W 345 
DAVOLI 345 
DEAN 553 
deBAETSELIER 44 
de BONT 132 
deBRABANDERE 60 
de CASTELLARNAU 391 
de HAAS 577 
DEJANA 391 
DELON 295 
de LORENZO 483 
delREY 167 
DELROT 304 
DELSENY 553 
DERIDDER 436 
DE SIMONE 327 
DEVINE 188 
DE VOS 605 
de VRIES 699,721 
de WACHTER 643 
de WIT 277 
DICKINSON 233 
DIDERICHSEN 188 
DIEZI 442 
DIJKHUIZEN 157 

DIJKSTRA 584 
DI LORENZO 689 
DODSON 571 
DÖLZ 18 
DOMDEY 539 
DOMINGO 377 
DOMÍNGUEZ 204 
DOMMES 167 
DONINI 317 
DONS 699,707 
DOWLING 483 
DOYLE 44 
DUBERTRET 421 
DUINE 126 
DUJON 539 
DUMAS 233 
DUNICAN 197 
DUNWELL 245 

EGMOND 577,589 
EHRLICH 188 
ELFERINK 132 
ENTIAN 539 

FALSEN 60 
FELDMANN 539 
FELENBOK 179 
FERRERÒ 204 
FERSHT 77 
FIERS 539 
FITZGERALD 605 
FLEER 204 
FORDE 304 
FOURY 539 
FRANKLIN 233 
FREDHOLM 345 
FRELAT 345 
FREY 693 
FRISVAD 529 
FRONTALI 204 
FRYJ 458 
FRYS 277,699,721 
FUKUHARA 204,539 
FUSENIG 421 

GAILLARDIN 204 
GALLOIS 553 
GANNON 360,529,693 
GARCIA-LUQUE 255 
GASKELL 506 
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GASSON 605 
GELDERMANN 345 
GELLIN 345 
GIACOMONI 421 
GIELKENS 506 
GIRAUDAT 553 
GIULIANO 295 
GLANSDORFF 539 
GORDON 391 
GOTTSCHALK 107 
GOUYON 469 
GRABLEY 138 
GRANDBASTIEN 496 
GRAY 35 
GRIFFITHS Β 322 
GRIFFITHS R 395 
GRIMONT 643 
GRIVELL 539 
GROENEN 345 
GRUMMT 317 
GUARDIOLA 500 
GUERN 699 
GUERRERO 451 
GUILLON 262 
GUILLOUZO 428 
GULLINO 475 
GÜNSBURG 500 
GÜNTHER 126 
GUSTAVSSON 345 

HACHE 268 
HADFIELD 167 
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Summary 

The European Commission is implementing several priority actions specifically 
designed to improve the competitiveness of European biotechnology. One of these 
actions aims at the establishment of a Community network for training and 
research and has been executed from 1982 to 1989 in the framework of two suc
cessive Community programmes: the Biomolecular Engineering Programme (BEP; 
15 million ECU; April 1982-March 1986) and the Biotechnology Action Programme 
(BAP; 75 million ECU; 1985-1989). These programmes aimed therefore at esta
blishing a supporting infrastructure for biotechnology research in Europe and at 
eliminating of bottlenecks which prevent the exploitation of materials, data and 
methods from modern biology. The BRIDGE programme (Biotechnology, Research 
for Innovation, Development and Growth in Europe) covered the period 1990-1994, 
with a budget of 100 million ECU. The research activities in the BRIDGE 
programme were conducted through two different types of projects: N-projects and 
T-projects. Following three successive calls for proposals in 1989 and 1990, 69 
N-projects and 7 T-projects were launched during 1990. These encompassed 579 
participating organizations (388 for the N-projects and 191 for the T-projects) from 
11 Member States and 5 EFTA countries. A 'BRIDGE Catalogue of Contracts' (EUR 
14278 — Editor: B. Nieuwenhuis) listing the participating laboratories together with 
a description of their objectives was published in 1992. On a regular basis the pro
ject coordinators submit a progress report covering the scientific results achieved 
in the various laboratories, the evidence of an increasing integration of work and 
additional relevant considerations. These contributions were assembled in the 1992 
(EUR 14298) and 1993 (EUR 15111) Progress Reports, while the final report is sub
divided in two volumes: Volume I, the Catalogue of BRIDGE achievements and 
Volume II, the final BRIDGE report (EUR 15777.EN). 
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